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d by Monique Barbut 

The fInancial services sector and the world's capital markets can play a pivotal role in making sustainable develop-
ment a reality. There are many encouraging developments in the banking, insurance and asset management sectors 
to highlight how leading institutions recognise that a sustainability approach protects long-term asset values and 
ensures an earlier understanding of new commercial opportunities that support sustainable development 

During the past decade leading financial institutions have developed and integrated sophisticated environmental 
management systems and environmental risk assessments. Now, pioneering institutions are tackling the complexity 
of broader sustainabiity and corporate social responsibility challenges. The emergence of the Equator Principles, 
the Carbon Disclosure Project, the Collevecchio Declaration and new disclosure requirements for stock markets 
are further signs of the coming sea-change in how sustainability will be embedded into the workings of our mar-
kets. Yet, all these new initiatives must show concrete results if they are to retain integrity. 

Many observers, while welcoming these developments, highlight the need for an accelerated uptake by a much 
larger section of the financial seMces industry worldwide. I believe that the Values to Value report will be an impor-
tant contribution to that outreach and education process, enabling more financial institutions to appreciate and 
then enact a sustainability approach. UNEP also intends to challenge a much broader segment of the financial ser-
vices sector to invest the creativity, energy, and financial support that will enable sustainability-oriented markets 
to flourish. First movers and leaders in the finance-sustainability field can set even higher standards of sustainabi-
lity related innovation, transparency and integrity. 

The opportunities for the finance sector to become the leading promoter of sustainable development are mani-
fold and increasing. UNEP wants the financial sector to "walk the talk" on sustainability. Credible environmental 
risk and sustainability supporting processes, as a minimum, must underpin all lending, insurance and investment 
activities if the private finance sector and capital markets are to truly support our collective goals captured by the 
'People, Planet, Prosperity" concept 

This Values to Value report highlights the most promising developments taking place in the global financial ser-
vices sector but also reinforces the scale of the challenge if our financial institutions and the whole architecture 
supporting modem finance, are to honestly embed sustainable development thinking into their operations in a 
manner that yields results in the real world. In UNEP Finance Initiative (Fl), our twelve-year-old partnership with 
banks, insurers and asset managers, UNEP is working with some of the leading institutions that have committed 
themselves to change. UNEP Fl itself is undergoing an exciting period of transition as the partnership seeks to sup-
port sustainable development in a more tangible manner. Values to Value provides a road map for action. 

I wish you a fruitful exploration as you turn the pages of this, the first edition of Values to Value, and we look for-
ward to receiving your comments and thoughts on the publication. 

Critically, we want Values to Value to stimulate you to action in making your financial institution a leading agent 
of change as we seek development through sustainability. 

Yours sincerely 

Monique Barbut 
Director, United Nations Environment Programme Division of Technology, Industry and Economics 
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Foreword by Michael HöIz 

UNEP Finance Initiative's "Values to Value (V2V)' repoit represents the very best in thought leadership on the issue 
of finance and sustainable development. Whether your financial institution is just beginning on its environmental 
and sustainability management journey or it is tackling the most complex challenges of corporate social respon-
sibility, I believe V2V has sound practical advice for you. 

We have tailored V2V, purposefully, as a practitioner's manual covering both thematic as well as regional fInance 
and sustainability issues. With contributions from scores of the leading thinkers in this field, many of whom are 
executives working for leading financial institutions, we believe the publication will bring insight and add value 
to your work. 

As we prepare for the United Nations Global Compact Leaders Summit in June 2004, UNEP Finance Initiative is 
determined to continue our work exploring best practice issues on sustainability and corporate citizenship for the 
finance sector and then identifying the most effective ways for companies - of all sizes worldwide - to integrate 
these approaches into their policy and practice operations. We will be delighted to represent the finance sector at 
the UN Global Compact summit in June 2004 in New York to highlight the steps we have taken and the challenges 
that he ahead for the finance sector as it addresses the imperative of sustainable development. 

We plan to keep V2V a living document and you will have the oppothinity, each year, to add to the V2V manual 
and increase your store of wisdom on the fascinating challenges and opportunities for the finance sector and capi-
tal markets posed by our collective goal of sustainability. 

As well as having the honour to chair the new, merged UNEP Finance Initiative (October 2003), Deutsche Bank 
has been a proud supporter of many of the regional events covered in the V2V publication. We look forward to 
receiving your comments and any feedback you may have with respect to this, the first edition of V2V. 

Yours sincerely, 

Michael HOlz 
Global Head Corporate Citizenship and Sustainable Development, Deutsche Bank Group 
Chair, UNEP Finance Initiative 
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Executive summary 

Introduction 

During the period late 2000 to early 2003, the UNEP Finance Initiative (Fl) facilitated a global exploration of finance 
and sustainability. UNEP H global roundtables in Frankfurt (November2000) and Rio deJaneiro (March 2002) were 
supplemented by a series of regional conferences in Manila, Santiago, Midrand, Budapest, Belgrade, and Paris. 
More than 2000 people joined these various UNEP H conferences. A strong UNEP H delegation represented the 
Initiative at the August 2002 World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg, South Africa. 

At the same time as the global conference series, UNEP H convened new working groups and refocused earlier 
workstreams to create a core work programme - covering asset management; climate change; and sustainability 
management, reporting and indicators - at the cutting edge of the complex sustainability-finance interface. UNEP 
H has also been approached by the UN Global Compact office to collaborate on sustainabiity issues related to 
financial systems, investment and capital markets. 

The Values to Value (V2V) report has been published to bring you the best practical information and expertise 
drawn from UNEP H's regional work, its core work programme and its partnerships with various international bodies. 

Values to Value 

V2V reveals that the breadth, depth and scope of sustainable financing activity is growing dramatically worldwide. 
New products, services and an appetite for innovation in the way finance is secured to support the goals of sustain-
able development are increasingly apparent. 

Also, an understanding is growing that sustainability is an approach that: firstly, enables financial institutions to 
better understand new 'qualitative' risks that are emerging in a globalising economy; and, secondly, provides an 
alternative lens through which to see new commercial opportunities. 

On the downside, however, and despite a burst of activity from leading financial institutions in the late 1990s, main-
stream finance - across all its facets - remains reluctant to embrace sustainability as a guiding principle for its core 
business activities. Sustainability is, at best, a distant but persistent blip on the radar screens of the vast majority of 
actors making up the world of mainstream finance and of those active in the capital markets. 

The diversity of the financial services sector, both geographically and functionally, is immense. Different institut-
ions at different stages of development have a range of priorities with respect to sustainable development. For many 
institutions, particularly those in the developing world and economies in transition, the internal environmental mana-
gement agenda remains paramount as they work to introduce, and then operationalise, environmental management 
systems. Meanwhile, in OECD countries, major financial institutions are being challenged on their role as corpo-
rate citizens and their international lending activities are also under the spotlight. 

Within the OECD nations, however, there remains real reluctance among some companies to accept that envi-
ronmental or sustainability issues have any relevance to their business operations. A significant European financial 
services firm told UNEP H: 'We feel that environmental issues are not particularly important in our business (i.e., 
investment services) and are therefore not interested in participating in UNEP's activities." 

Equally, there are real beacons of light in some non-OECD countries where some financial institutions have accep- 
ted sustainability as a key business issue and are taking strong leadership positions as they adopt and adapt a 
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responsible approach to business that addresses the sustainability issues specific to their own regional or national 
context. 

UNEP F1's worldwide exploration of sustainability and finance in the run up to, and since, the WSSD, has identi-
fied a number of significant trends. These include: 

u The sustainability and corporate governance agendas have started to merge, particularly since the corporate 
and capital market scandals of recent years. Increasingly, financial institutions will be viewed on how they import 
the ethos of sustainable development into their governance approach and, most importantly, how they then 
drive it through their core activities. Governance, accountability, transparency and reporting are coming to the 
fore in the world of finance and sustainability. 

• The case is building for the link between sustainability issues - often regarded as qualitative or non-traditional 
risks by the finance sector - and financial materiality. As recognition of the financial materiality of such issues 
spreads, serious questions are emerging as to how companies, and the financial institutions that support them, 
manage, report and disclose the associated risks and opportunities. 

• NGOs and other stakeholder groups have significantly scaled up their understanding of the business parame-
ters within which the private financial sector operates and the number of organisations with considerable expertise 
on business issues is growing rapidly. On both sides, attitudes are changing from communication to stronger 
engagement and collaboration and an increasing number of NGO-business partnerships are proving the bene-
fits of constructive co-operation. 

• Accountability, transparency and sustainability issues surrounding project financing activities by the world's 
largest banks operating in the developing world and transition economies have come under the spotlight. The 
emergence of the Equator Principles, a voluntary sustainabiity code for banks engaged in financing projects 
costing more than USD50 million, testifies to the increasing attention being given to banks lending for major 
projects. 

• Despite the political uncertainty around the international climate change negotiations, global warming is increa-
singly capturing the attention of the finance industry - although starting from a low awareness base within the 
sector. The reinsurance and insurance industries, most directly exposed to losses from natural disasters, are the 
most engaged sectors although asset managers are waking to the potential exposure related to investment in 
carbon-intensive industries. 

• A raft of legislation in various countries related to disclosure of sustainability investments by public and private 
sector pension funds is shifting the way in which major institutional investors consider environmental, social, 
and ethical issues. 

• Interest in financing renewable and clean energy is growing rapidly. This market has the hardest commercial 
edge in the sustainability field and, given the track record of successful projects, proven technologies, and in 
some countries government support to catalyse a sound market for clean and renewable energy, we expect to 
see rapid growth in demand and, with it, the supply of finance for such power sources. 

• There are ongoing liabffity issues for financial institutions associated with soil/water/air contamination as a 
number of countries are planning or introducing legislation to address historical and present day pollution issues. 

I Efforts to understand and scale-up successful micro-finance initiatives are also underway, marked by the 
International Year of Micro-Credit in 2005. 
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In addition to these trends, there are an increasing number of positive examples of institutions or groups of insti-
tutions taking a leadership position on finance and sustainabiity in different regions of the world. A number of 
these are highlighted below: 

• Worldwide sustainable finance issues are being explored, dissected, and - slowly— factored into financial sector 
thinking. Regional examples include: 

II UNEP F1's Sustainability Banking in Africa report has captured best practice in six African countries. In South 
Africa, the King Report and the Johannesburg Stock Exchange's introduction of an SRJ index are changing 
the way in which investors think about corporate governance and investment in the continent. 

II In Asia-Pacific, ASrIA - the Association for Socially Responsible Investment in Asia - is galvanising a dee-
pening interest in sustainability investment across the region. 

In November 2001, ABN AMRO-Banco Real launched the first socially responsible investment (SRI) fund 
for Latin America and the Eco-banking initiative of the Costa Rica-based business school, ]NCAE, is brin-
ging practical sustainability training to bankers across the continent. 

• Work undertaken by the world's largest reinsurers - Munich Re and Swiss Re - as well as Dresdner Bank, on 
climate change is a strong example of business thinking ahead in terms of liabilities and, at the same time, explo-
ring the business upside through innovative new products and services for the market. 

• The Social Investment Fonim (SIF) movement, the global heads of which met for the fIrst time in Tokyo in November 
2002, is gaining momentum and the various SIF groups around the world will become, increasingly, a cohesive 
force for change in the investment community and capital markets globally. 

• The work of Calvert Group (US), Rabobank (Netherlands) and Public Sector Superannuation Scheme/Common-
wealth Superannuation Scheme and the BT Financial Group (Australia) in championing responsible investment 
worldwide was recognised in October 2003 by the Royal Award for Responsible InvestmenL 
(www.royalawards.org/menuj/tokyo).  

• The pensions industry, in part reflecting an exploration of how to protect long-term value in the wake of cor-
porate governance scandals, is now assessing how sustainability can be used as a new lens through which to 
view non-traditional risks. 

• Moody's, Fitch, Standard & Poor's and A.M. Best - mainstream financial rating organisations - are exploring a 
critical need to consider non-traditional, qualitative risk issues in their analysis of companies' credit quality. 

These are just a few of the many positive examples of sustainabiity activity driven by the financial services sector 
which are captured in V2V. 

UNEP Fl is supporting these pioneering initiatives and aims to stimulate many more in the future. Its efforts will 
be channelled primarily through the three UNEP El working groups, its regional task forces and international part-
nerships with various organisations. The working groups cunently focus on asset management; climate change; 
and sustainability management, reporting and indicators; while the task forces cover Africa and North America and, 
starting in 2004, Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe. Plans to explore options for the creation of a UNEP 
H task force for Asia-Pacific were announced at the October 2003 UNEP H Global Roundtable in Tokyo, Japan. 

The papers and conference proceedings collected in this report show the impressive work already undertaken by 
these dedicated teams of forward-thinking finance professionals. They bring together the ideas, opinions and expe- 
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rience of a wide range of institutions from around the world that are dedicated to understanding and implemen-

ting sustainable finance. 

But Values to Value remains a work in progress. As the working groups and task forces continue their efforts, their 

findings and views will be made available for inclusion in the report to ensure it remains up-to-date as a global 

dialogue on finance and sustainability. 
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UNEP Fl - A unique partnership 

UNEP Finance Initiative (H) has developed the Values to Value (V2V) report to help fInancial institutions under-
stand the complex interface between sustainable development and the financial services sector. Before providing 
greater detail on the approach and goals of V2V, it is worthwhile providing some context with respect to the unique 
UNEP H partnership. 

Background to UNEP Finance Initiative 

The UNEP Finance Initiative is a public-private partnership between the Nairobi-headquartered United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) and more than 260, mainly private, financial institutions worldwide. Member 
institutions are drawn from the banking, insurance and asset management industries. In addition, a number of public 
sector and multilateral financial institutions are active in TJNEP H. 

At the heart of the partnership between UNEP and the world of private finance are three statements of commit-
ment to the environment and sustainabiity. Upon joining the initiative, an institution elects to become a signatory 
to one of the following statements: 

• the 1992 UNEP Statement by Financial Institutions on Environment and Sustainable Development (revised May 
1997); or 

• the 1995 UNEP Statement of Environmental Commitment by the Insurance Industry (September 1995). 

In addition, member institutions have committed to promote the actions advocated by the UNEP H statement to 
the World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD) held in Johannesburg, South Africa (August 2002). 

For the complete statements please see the Appendix in the V2V report. 

Core work areas 

UNEP H's core activities are driven by working groups typically made up of eight to 12 financial institutions and 
a UNEP representative. In addition, UNEP H works with groups such as the Global Reporting Initiative (GEl) and 
the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), to further specific projects. Examples of UNEP Fl working group acti-
vity are highlighted below and greater detail is given in the relevant sections of the V2V report 

Asset Management 
UNEP H's Asset Management Working Group (AMWG) was initiated in April 2003. Its inithl focus involves work 
with mainstream financial analysts to better understand the impact of key sustainability issues on eight sectors of 
business and industry. The general focus of the group is to explore whether social, environmental and governance 
considerations are sufficiently incorporated into asset management. Specific issues covered by the group include: 

• understanding the materiality of key environmental and social criteria for equities pricing and stock picking; 

• engagement with institutional investors to understand how they incorporate sustainability issues into their acti-
vities; and 

0 exploring how socially responsible investing can be applied in emerging markets. 
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The AMWG is made up of 12 firms hailing from 6 continents. The combined finns managed 1.6 Trillion US Dollars 
in assets as of December 2003. 

2003 Focus: 

The members used their global economic clout to encourage institutional research firms to deliver reports explo-
ring the links between environmental and social information and movements in share price. 

February 2004 progress: 

The group has secured 18 reports from leading analysts on 7 sectors. Group members will be commenting on the 
reports and summarizing the results in a short publication. 

2004 Focus: 

The group will be lobbying institutional investors and regulators to take note of the results of the 2003 process. 
The process will include a series of meetings, news artides, and press conferences. 

Climate Change 
Following involvement in the December 1997 negotiations which saw the establishment of the Kyoto Protocol, 
UNEP F1's Climate Change working group was re-activated in June 2001 and has been represented at all major 
international climate change negotiations since then. 

In December 2003, the group presented its first opinion paper, covering emissions trading (http://www.unepfi.net/cc),  
at the international climate change negothtions in Milan, Italy. This paper built on the UNEP Fl landmark study 
on dimate change and the financial services sector presented to the November 2002 inter-governmental negotia-
tions in New Delhi, India. 

The working group strives to promote awareness and practical progress across the finance sector around the fol-
lowing issues and positions: 

a Russian ratification of the Kyoto Protocol will be a critical step in establishing a credible international emissions 
trading scheme. The finance sector has a key role to play in supporting ratifIcation and implementation of the 
flexible mechanisms which will follow. 

a The products, tools and services the finance sector could provide to mitigate climate change risk and maximise 
opportunities are critical if vibrant and liquid carbon markets are to develop. 

• With growing global energy demand, it is imperative to look to alternative 'carbon the sustainable energy options. 
The finance sector will play a significant role in facilitating the massive investment required to meet future demand 
for renewable energy. 

a The working group supports efforts towards greater carbon disclosure by the world of business. A companys 
exposure to climate change could have a significant bearing on its risk exposure. Shareholders are beginning 
to wake up to this fact. As a result, a growing group of the world's largest companies have begun to respond 
to the risks climate change presents by taking stock of their potential carbon liabilities. 
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Sustainabilhty Management, Reporting and Indicators 
In the area of sustainability management, reporting and indicators, UNEP Fl is involved in two distinct workstreams. 

Firstly, UNEP H and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) have co-convened a multi-stakeholder working group 
to develop a set of environmental performance indicators for the finance sector. The aim is to publish, during 2004, 
a pilot version of these indicators that will be globally applicable and will address the environmental impacts of 
international financial sector activities. 

In addition, the UNEP H-GRI group aims to: 

a transform environmental issues into core business concerns for the finance sector's main business lines; and 

a enhance due diligence, pro-activity and reporting by financial institutions globally. 

Secondly, UNEP H has initiated an Environmental Management and Reporting (EMR) Fomm - a multi-stakehol-
der group - to assist the UNEP H Secretariat finalise a set of EMR guidelines for financial institutions in the 
developing world and economies in transition. These guidelines, to be published in 2004, are tailored to help finan-
cia] institutions just starting, or at an early stage of, their environmental management and reporting journey. 

Regional outreach 

To extend its work internationally, UNEP H has created regional task forces and has partnered with various orga-
nisations focused on finance and sustainability. Existing or nascent UNEP H task forces include: 

a North American Task Force, established December 2001; 

a African Task Force, established January 2002; 

a Central and Eastern European Task Force, staiting in early 2004; and 

N Latin American Task Force, starting in early 2004. 

In addition, following the October 2003 UNEP Fl Global Roundtable in Tokyo, Japan, it was agreed to explore the 
prospect of a UNEP H Task Force for Asia-Pacific. 

Regional partnerships 

UNEP Fl has a number of regional partnerships with non-UN bodies, based on Memorandums of Understanding 
(MoUs). These partnerships are created in order to disseminate UNEP H's work more effectively and to enable 
UNEP Fl to better understand issues of regional concern. Existing partnerships include: 

ASrIA 

Through an MoU signed in November 2002, ASrIA and UNEP H collaborate on matters related to SRI and sustai-
nability related corporate governance issues in Asia-Pacific. ASrIA is a not-for-profit, membership association 
dedicated to promoting sustainable investment practice in the Asia-Pacific region. 

EPA Victoria 

Through an MoU signed in November 2000, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) of the State of Victoria, 
Australia, provides the UNEP H Secretariat for all activities in Australasia. 
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INCAE (Instituto Centroamericano de Administraclón de Empresas) 

UNEP Fl works with INCAE, a business school based in Costa Rica, to further sustainability capacity building and 
training exercises for financial institutions in Latin America. 

Links with the UN Global Compact 

The UN Global Compact is a voluntary statement of commitment to advance responsible corporate citizenship by 
mainstreaming nine key principles - expounded by the UN - related to environment, human rights, and labour. 
With a signatory base of over 1,200 institutions, the Global Compact brings together senior level stakeholder groups 
to engage in dialogue to advance these issues. 

In 2003, UNEP FT was approached by the UN Global Compact office to assist on issues related to investment and 
sustainabi]ity. The ongoing goals of this workstream are to: 

• integrate environmental and social risk considerations into financial management strategies; 

• increase the level of corporate disclosure of environmental and social risk 

I improve communication of sustainable investment concepts to the mainstream financial services community; 
and 

• leverage systemic players such as stock exchanges, rating agencies and regulators to promote better environ-
mental and social performance by corporations. 

Co-operation between UNEP Frs Asset Management working group and the UNGC financial systems stream, which 
share many issues of common interest, will develop further in 2004. 

Getting involved 

Financial institutions wishing to become active members of UNEP FT can do so by becoming a signatory to one of 
the two UNEP H statements of commitment and by abiding by the standard conditions, roles and responsibilities 
assigned to member companies. 

For more details contact Ken Maguire at the UNEP H Secretariat in Geneva (E-mail: ken.maguire@unep.ch  or Tel: 
+41 22 917 8178). 
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Overview 

rWhen  cotporations want to change, they can do so very effectively. But change must be led by someone who is 
willing to accommodate societal concerns." 

Robert Monks in 'The New Global Investors', 2001 

About the Values to Value report 

The objective of this UNEP Finance Initiative's Values to Value (V2V) repolt is to encourage and assist financial 
institutions - whatever their size and wherever they operate in the world - to adapt their activities to support the 
goals of sustainable development. 

The V2V report promotes the idea that financial institutions which seek to realise the 'People, Planet, Prosperity 
ethic in their operations will become powerful drivers of change for the benefit of the environment and of the 
communities in which they operate. 

The concept of sustainable development, however, is a complex one with many different facets. Recognising this 
fact, the V2V report is framed as a practitioner's manual to: 

• enable executives working in financial services companies to understand why sustainabiity is relevant to their 
institutions; and 

• demonstrate what policy and practical actions their institutions can take to integrate sustainable development 
thinking and actions in their into core activities. 

Values to Value and concrete sustainability actions 

In August 2002, UNEP Fl presented recommendations to the World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD) 
in Johannesburg, South Africa (see Appendix 3). The WSSD statement built on the earlier commitments captured 
in the original UNEP F1 statements by financial institutions on environment and sustainability (see Appendix 10. 

In the WSSD statement, UNEP FT committed itself to promoting five actions among its member financial institu-
tions. Highlights of the five actions included: 

• linking core competencies of the financial sector to the sustainable development agenda; 

• increasing the use of sustainabiity criteria when investing and lending; 

• annual reporting of member's progress in implementation of environmental management systems and corpo-
rate social responsibility; 

• increasing the access of underserved people (poor) and countries (out of capital flows) to financial services; 
and 

• raising awareness of key players in the financial markets towards financial risks related to non-sustainable beha-
viour. 
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The V2V report will assist financial service institutions understand why and how they can implement these five 
actions. 

Additionally, it should be noted that the five actions are fully supportive of the UN's Millennium Development Goals 
set out by the UN Secretary General in 2000 (For more on these goals, see www.un.org/millenniumgoalsh . If the 
Millennium Development Goals are to be achieved, then the financial services sector has an important role topy 
in bringing its creativity, energy and drive to address the environmental and social challenges that confront the 
global community. 

Of fundamental importance for fmancial institutions, as they adopt sustainability thinking and adapt their core acti-
vities to its demands, is the V2V contention that an approach to business that embraces sustainable development 
and corporate social responsibility is, in itself, good business. 

If V2V has one core message it is this: sustainability, built into the governance and operational mechanisms of finan-
cial institutions and capital markets, can become a powerful driver that rebuilds ecological integrity, deepens our 
social fabric, and guarantees a responsible approach to business based on sound values. 

Critically for business, we are learning that a sustainability approach also means better risk management, impro-
ved capture of intangible values and, increasingly in the future, the prospect of easier access to capital, as the 
importance of the effective management of qualitative risks is recognised. 

The leading member companies in the UNEP Fl partnership recognise that, increasingly, our global community's 
concern about how business impacts the environment and society - for good or for bad - is a pivotal issue of our 
time. Corporations that do not align themselves with changing societal values will put themselves, in the mid- to 
long-term, at a competitive disadvantage. 

What the Values to Value report covers 

The V2V report seeks to highlight, through examples provided by finance sector executives and expert contribu-
tors, the many benefits of a responsible approach to business and investment by financial institutions. Also, V2V 
offers insights into how financial institutions can serve the whole range of stakeholders associated with their cor -
porations. 

The report is divided into two main sections. These cover: 

I The thematic activities undertaken by UNEP FL, such as the work of the UNEP FT working groups on Asset 
Management; Climate Change; and Sustainability Management and Reporting; as well as UNEP H's co-opera-
tion with the UN Global Compact. 

2 UNEP H's regional task force activities, regional conferences and activities leading up to and during WSSD. 

The V2V report is supplemented by a CD Rom containing more than 150 presentations on finance and sustaina-
bility collated over 30 months. The CD Rom also contains a list of worldwide contacts of key actors in the finance 
and sustainability field. 

V2V, and the supporting CD Rom, should not be considered as a stand-alone report which must be read from start 
to finish but rather as a practical package allowing executives to explore issues relevant to their institutions, cur-
rent projects, and upcoming challenges. 
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Add to Values to Value on an annual basis 

The V2V team intends to offer updates on an annual basis to ensure the document stays at the cutting edge of the 
sustainability-flnance debate. 

As UNEP F1's work progresses, the V2V community will have access to the latest thinking and best practice res-
ponses of the financial services sector. With your support we intend to grow the V2V report over time to enhance 
its utility as a practical tool enabling financial institutions to become drivers of sustainabiity. 
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Disclaimer and copyright notices 

Disclaimer and copyright notices for use of the UNEP Finance Initiative "Values to Value" report (hereafter refer-
red to as "the report"). 

UNEP H is a strategic partnership between the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and signatories of 
the Finance Institutions Initiative and the Insurance Industry Initiative (altogether hereafter referred to as 'UNEP Fr'). 

Disdaimer notice 
The information contained in the report is meant for informational purposes only and is subject to change without 
notice. The content of the report is provided with the understanding that the authors and publishers are not herein 
engaged to render advice on legal, economic, or other professional issues and services. Subsequently, UNEP Fl is 
also not responsible for the content of web sites and information resources that may be referenced in the report. 
The access provided to these sites does not constitute an endorsement by UNEP H of the sponsors of the sites or 
the information contained therein. Unless expressly stated otherwise, the opinions, fIndings, interpretations and 
conclusions expressed in the report are those of the various contributors to the report and do not necessarily repre-
sent the views of UNEP El or the member institutions of the UNEP H partnership, UNEP, the United Nations or its 
Member States. 

While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in the report has been obtained from 
reliable and up-to-date sources, the changing nature of statistics, laws, rules and regulations may result in delays, 
omissions or inaccuracies in information contained in this report. As such, UNEP H makes no representations as 
to the accuracy or any other aspect of information contained in this report. UNEP F! is not responsible for any errors 
or omissions, or for any decision made or action taken based on information contained in this report or for any 
consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. 

All information in this report is provided "as is", with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the 
results obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, inclu-
ding, but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The 
information and opinions contained in the report are provided without any warranty of any kind, either expres-
sed or implied. 

Copyright notice 
The report, and the contents of the report remain the sole property of the UNEP Finance Initiative. None of the 
information contained and provided in the report may be modified, reproduced, distributed, disseminated, sold, 
published, broadcasted or circulated, in whole or in part, in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
induding photocopying, or the use of any information storage and retrieval system, without the express written 
permission from the UNEP H secretariat based in Geneva or the appropriate affiliate or partner. The content of the 
report, induding but not limited to text, photographs, graphics, illustrations and artwork, and names, logos, trade-
marks and service marks, remain the property of UNEP H or its affiliates or contributors or partners and are protected 
by copyright, trademark and other laws. 

Note: 
Values to Value is registered as a trademark in Australia and the US and is owned by corporate sustainability stra-
tegy advisers Ecos Corporation, Level 14,309 Kent Street, Sydney, Australia. 

ISBN 2-9515779-1-5 
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The role of sustainabilfty in defining financial markets 

Philip Moss UNEP F! 

The 21st century has seen a seismic shift in the perception of how the global financial system should shape the 
roles and responsibilities of corporations. Issues such as corporate governance, executive remuneration, conflicts 
of interest, and social responsibility have emerged from behind the curtain due to a series of scandals that have 
sent shockwaves through the capital markets. The number of new initiatives and regulations aimed at tackling these 
issues increases on an almost daily basis, putting pressure on the markets to develop a solution to these stake-
holder concerns. 

The emergence of operating guidelines are a direct reflection of the changing expectations of investors and other 
stakeholders. Scandals that have rocked investor confidence and pension savings such as Enron, Parmalat and SK 
Global have spawned a series of recommendations to exert pressure on corporations to act more responsibly. The 
Higgs and King Reports on corporate governance, and sustainability related guidelines such as the Equator and 
London Principles are attempts to build confidence in the corporate sector through peer pressure, making insti-
tutions suffer a potential cost when failing to adhere to the recommendations. 

Meanwhile, regulators and legislators have strengthened the importance of assessing 'non-financial' or qualitative 
issues through a spate of new laws, as well as through stricter enforcement of existing regulations. Among the many 
changes currently influencing the financial markets is the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and a growing number of sustai-
nability lawsuits ranging from climate change to fast food, a tightening of listing requirements on several stock 
exchanges in response to calls for greater disclosure, and the Kyoto Protocol. 

Given the changing face of the fInancial system, UNEP Fl is exploring how the financial markets should reflect the 
shift in stakeholder expectations, particularly the growing calls for consideration of issues related to sustainable 
development. This section will focus on this changing corporate environment by shedding light on the systemic 
changes that are taking place in the financial markets, and how these changes are creating a sustainable financial 
system. 

Leading think tanks that propose an outline for future courses of action provide the introduction to the section: 

Simon Zadek and Mira Merme from AccountAbility, an institution with the mission to promote accountability 
for sustainable development, explore how determining what is 'material' in non-fInancial reporting lies at the 
heart of public policy initiatives concerned with the effective operation of financial markets. 

Kathryn Gordon, a Senior Economist from the OECD, establishes where the fiduciary duty and corporate res-
ponsibifity of the corporation actually lies and highlights key issues for consideration on how to encourage 
financial institutions to incorporate environmental and social risk issues into their operations. 

Input was also solicited from key public sector players to provide an indication of the future shape of regulation 
and legislation: 

in Christa Randzio-Plath, Chair of the European Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee (EMAC), 
discusses the responsibility of financial institutions to provide sustainable financing and the trends towards increa-
sed environmental liability. 

Gay Huey Evans, Director of Markets and Exchanges at the Financial Services Authority (UK), addresses the 
role and scope of regulatory intervention in incorporating sustainability into the financial markets. 
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The Fomm of Corporate Conscience, representing a group of US-based CEOs, provides an insight into the views 
of senior financiers considering qualitative issues: 

11 Hugh L McColl Jr, Chair of the Fomm and Former Chairman and CEO of Bank of America, provides a corpo-
rate perspective on why companies need to start considering these issues. 

G Kennedy Thompson, Chairman, President and CEO of Wachovia Corporation, covers the implications of cor-
porate governance and the interrelation of governance and corporate values. 

Kenneth D Lewis, Chairman, CEO and President of Bank of America, explores the internal responsibility of a 
financial institution and the importance of corporate culture. 

Finally, a contribution from the investment community highlights the interface between public sector and private 
sector interests: 

Julie Goite, Director of Social Research at Calvert Group, summarises how recent market developments, the 
realignment of corporate value, and the emergence of initiatives such as the UN Global Compact will lead to 
a more efficient fInancial system. 

Philip Moss is a Consuftant at UNEP Fl. 
E-mail: philipmoss@unepch  
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ilfty at the heart of public policy 

Simon Zadek and Mira Merme AccountAbilfty 

The question of how to define 'materiality' lies at the heart of public policy initiatives concerned with the effective 
operation of financial markets. This is true for policies seeking to support investors assessing risk to maximise finan-
cial returns, as well as for those policies seeking, for non-financial reasons, to embed social, environmental and 
economic factors into investment decisions. 

The ci'iaiienge is to 	Indeed, materiality lies at the heart of much of the public policy pertaining to busi- 
ness. After all, understanding what is material is core to many aspects of corporate 

disclose infor,nation 	governance and accountability, notably the basis on which boards of directors, inves- 

on social and 	tors, and other interested stakeholders make decisions that drive business performance 
and outcomes. 

environmental Where reporting and assurance are required or desired, the importance of a redefi- 
peiformance that is 	nition of 'materiality is particularly cracial'. The current emphasis on reporting as a 

material to a 	key 'corporate responsibility' accountability mechanism raises the stakes in making 
effective reporting of fundamental importance. If stakeholders don't think that the infor -

peifornance. 	mation is relevant, it just won't count. Unfortunately, evidence suggests that current 
'sustainability reporting' leaves much to be desired in this regard. 2  

The challenge is to disclose information on social and environmental performance that is material to a business' 
performance, whether directly or because its stakeholders care and will in the future make their caring count. That 
is, the challenge is to distinguish those aspects that are not only 'important' to many, but are 'material' to the busi-
ness in a particular context to the business or its key stakeholders. 

Current definitions of materiality, and their practical interpretation, are not up to the 
materialiy is being 	task of guiding companies in the identification of the growing range of non-financial 

redefined on the factors relevant to business success. As a result, and in advance of regulatory changes, 
. 	

i materiality s being redefined on the ground, through pressures on business from wider 
ground, through 	civil society, precedents established by company practice and, increasingly, regula- 

pressures on busmess tion. 

from wider civil 	Associated with this redefinition is a new generation of instruments that offer alter- 
native frameworks. The Dow Jones Sustainability Index, for example, establishes 

socieiy, precedents materiality in terms of best-in-class performers in managing social and environmen-
tal factors that drive financial performance. The Operating and Financial Review of 
the proposed UK Company Law, similarly, frames non-financial disdosure firmly within 

company practice 	a 'business performance' model, while allowing (at this stage) considerable latitude 

and, increasingly, in interpreting what this can, and cannot, cover. The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
i . guidelines focus mainly on what s Important to society, but less on what is material 

regulation. 	in any particular situation, although the Gill's sector guidelines will enhance sector- 
based materiality. 
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AccountAbility's AA1 000 Sustainability Assurance Standard is rooted in a specific definition of materiality, concer-
ning whether, "the reporting organisation has included in the public report adequate information about its 
sustainable peiformance for its stakeholders to be able to make informed judgments, decisions and actions". 

A host of initiatives are actively contributing to this process of redefIning materiality in practice and policy, in addi-
tion to the UNEP Finance Initiative. They include the '2 1st Centuiy Investment' initiative by the Centre for 
Tomorrow's Company and Forum for the Future's 'Centre for Sustainable Investment', as well as AccountAbility 
and the World Economic Forum's initiative "Mainstreaming Responsible Investment". 3  

Beyond these 'sustainability initiatives, the far more extensive changes taking place in corporate governance and 
practice are also reshaping the interpretation of materiality, for example the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002, the cur -
rent revisions to UK Company Law and Stock Exchange Listing regulations 5, as well as the major legislative changes 
in the European Union with the harmonisation of banking, listing and company law 6, the new listing requirements 
at the Johannesburg stock exchange7, and other major changes impacting disclosure in the fmandal markets such 
as the French Vienot IP reforms and German corporate governance reforms. 9  

AccountAbility's own contribution to this debate, policy formation and practice has been to develop a set of pro-
posals for how companies can in practice systematically work with an extended defmition of materiality. These 
proposals are set out in a recently published report, Redefining Materiality: Practice and Public PolicyforEffective 
Corporate Reponing*o,  which builds on the work underpinning the AA1000 Assurance Standard, and also the rich-
ness underlying for example, the GRI Guidelines and other initiatives. 

Figure 1: Five stage test of materiality 

Al the core of the proposals is a five stage test (see Figure 1) to determine what is material, and so what to disclose. 

Policy-based 
performance 

Direct, 

short-term 	 Business 
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Stage one covers the traditional direct short-term financial impacts of sustainability performance (i.e., where 
they appear as significant items on profit and loss and/or balance sheets). Carbon emissions are a good example 
of this, since they are increasingly both a tradable asset and/or a fInancial liability. ENEL, for example, an Italian 
utilities company, shows this trend in its recent filing with the US SEC (20-F). "On the basis of current forecasts 
of future fuel prices, we believe that application of the carbon tax as currently formulated could have a signi-
ficant impact on the economic viability of our oil-fired plans by the year 2005, should the tax rates then reach 
their maximum levels ... In 2000 and 2001, our carbon tax liability amounted to approximately EUR38.0 mil-
lion and EUR42.5 million respectively. 

Stage two addresses aspects of policy-based performance where agreed policy positions of a strategic nature 
exist, irrespective of short-term financial consequences. This test pressures companies to disclose and effecti-
vely manage aspects of performance associated with declared policies, such as social and environmental 
aspects that are increasingly included in companies' core business principles. This test is likely to have the effect 
of discouraging companies from making high-level public commitments without having the people and sys-
tems to manage related performance, a step that will become all the more important in the light of an emerging 
pattern of litigation against companies for misrepresentation, such as the Nike v. Kasky case. 
(www.csreurope.org/news/_page2613.aspx)  

Peer-based norms that are determined where a company's peers are disclosing issues and aspects of perfor-
mance deemed to be material, can be used as the third stage of the test. For example, an increasing number of 
food companies are disclosing, for their European consumers, information on the use of genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs) in food products because enough consumers have made it known that GMO-free product 
was a basis of their purchasing decisions. Were one particular food company to deem this issue to be imma-
terial, then under this test they would have to explain why they considered themselves to be different from 
their market peers. 

in The fourth stage assesses stakeholder behaviour and concerns that are relevant to corporations where 
reasonable evidence exists that the views about the company held by its stakeholders (such as employees, clients, 
suppliers and communities) are likely to impact on their decisions and behaviour. Important here is that stake-
holders' views alone are not sufficient to be deemed material - it is behavioural change that makes it material. 
For example, it is one thing to say that people care whether Marks & Spencer deals fairly with workers in its 
global supply chains, but it is quite another to argue that they care enough to act on these concerns in their 
roles as investors, employees, customers or regulators. Of course, a company has to take a view as to whether 
stakeholder concerns are likely to turn into behaviour. Shell International, for example, chose to respond to 
concerns over events in Nigeria and over the Brent Spa oil platform, although there was no obvious evidence 
that sales or profits were measurably impacted. 

The fifth and final stage is the consideration of societal norms. Beyond regulation, the test would include 
aspects of performance that are likely to become regulated in the future. In the mid-1990s, for example, the 
application of this test would have shown the likely advent of anti-corruption legislation emerging on the back 
of the OECD agreement on foreign corrupt practices. Today, carbon emissions would be a case in point, as 
ifiustrated in the case of ENEL above. A further element would include emerging norms within the investment 
community with regard to their own responsibilities. The Association of British Insurers' risk reporting guide-
lines would be a case in point. Finally, international developments might reflect strong indications of emerging 
societal norms, such as the UN Global Compact's nine principles. 

This five-stage test provides a robust and systematic basis for determining what is material. Even if a company chooses 
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only to adopt in the first instance, say, the first three levels, the test provides it with a means of explaining to sta-
keholders the basis on which materiality has been defined. 

Equally important is that the five-stage test is embedded into the underlying governance of the adopting company. 
To achieve this, AccountAbility has made several additional proposals: 

• Embedding this test in a transparent process involving stakeholder engagement and appmpriate analysis. 
Subjecting the test and process to external assurance by providers using appropriate standards. 

• Placing the results of the test and underlying process under the direct responsibility of company boards. 

The five-stage test and related process proposals provide a coherent and consistent 
approach to redefining materiality that is appropriate not only for 'sustainability 

It is of crucial impor-  reporting' but in a number of cmcial related aspects of metrics and disclosure. These 
 i 	include both nternal and external assurance and nsk reporting, stock exchange list- 

tance that materialiiy 	ing requirements, corporate governance assessments, credit ratings, and public 

is defined 	procurement criteria. 

tely in order to make Crucially, the proposals offer a careful balance by, on the one hand, extending the 
interpretation of materiality, and, on the other hand, offering a framework for appli- 

social, environmental cation that guides company directors and assurance providers more effectively that 

and economic metrics many existing approaches. 

us 	 The relevance of this should be seen through the eyes of company directors, whose efid intheprocessof   
concern is often the likelihood of litigation over disclosure that is seen to misrepre- 

decision-making. sent the truth. Regulation like the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and UK Company Law all 
broaden the potential for such litigation, and company directors are calling for more 
guidance to ensure that they have taken 'reasonable care' in their deliberations on 
disclosure since there is rarely a legal 'safe harbour' available. 

In summary, the main advantages of these proposals are: 

• Bridging interests: they link narrow financial and broader 'sustainability interests into one methodology; 

• Evolving Practice: they enable companies to evolve capacity over time to assess and manage material factors; 

• Compatible with current legislation: they underpin and reinforce the legal re-alignment of materiality and fidu-
ciary duty (e.g., company law); 

• Integrative with future legislation: they do not inhibit the process of legislation yet are compatible with volun-
taly standards; 

• Director guidance and protection: they give company directors a measure of legal protection ('reasonable care'); 

• Enhancing voluntary 'responsibility standards: particularly GET guidelines and other roadband' reporting stan-
dards; and 

• Assurability: they provide a clear basis for assurance (internal and external) of a process for determining mate-
riality (and consistent with AA1000 Assurance Standard). 

It is of crucial importance that materiality is defined appropriately in order to make social, environmental and eco- 
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nomic metrics useful in the process of decision-making. This is true for internal and external decisions, made by 
those interested in narrow financial interests as well as those concerned with companies' broader performance. 

Public policy has an opportunity to make a significant change in the way in which risk is identified and disclosed 
and how information is reported. By so doing it can significantly improve stakeholder perceptions of the financial 
and business community. For tomom)w's corporate sustainability reporting to be effective, and so to survive, requires 
that it communicates information that is 'material' to stakeholders in their efforts to make coherent decisions and 
take planned and timely actions relevant to their interests. 

Simon Zadek is CEO and Mira Memie is a Senior Associate at the Instftute of Social and Ethical 
AccountAbility. 
E-mail: simon@accountabHfty.org.uk  and mira@accountabiIfty.org.uk  
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Sustainable development, business ethics and the financial 
sector 
Kathryn Gordon OECD 

Fiducia?y responsibility: "An obligation to act in the best interests of another party. This type of obligation typi-
cally exists when one person places special tnistand confidence in anotherperson and that responsibility is accepted." 

This definition of fiduciary responsibility - with its use of the terms 'obligation', 'trust' and 'confidence' - unders-
cores a fundamental and long-recognised truth: ethics is the bedrock of successful financial intermediation and, 
by implication, of successful financial systems and market economies. The ability of financial intermediaries to make 
a credible commitment to a certain number of rules and standards of behaviour is the source of investors' trust and 
confidence. Ethics makes trust possible. 

Customers' belief that financial institutions are 'ethical' (in the sense that they observe 
rules for behaviour that protect customers' interests) makes them willing to entrust 
these institutions with responsibility for managing their assets. Thus, the ability to cre- 

the abilh to 

	

	dibly commit to ethical behaviour has always been a core business requirement for 
financial institutions. Recent developments in financial markets attest to the dangers 

credibly commit to 	of undermining this ethical foundation and to the heavy costs that are incurred when 

ethical L'eliaviour 1w 	financial systems do not function effectively. 

always been a core The UNEP Finance Initiative takes a broad look at the relationship between ethics 
i and financial ntermediation - the programme examines how financial institutions 

business requirement 	contribute to sustainable development in the societies in which they operate. 

forfinancial 	In its invitation to contribute to this publication, UNEP Fl has asked the OECD to focus 

institutions. on the public sector's role in helping financial intermediaries make this credible corn-
mitment to ethics, broadly defined. The OECD - which helps its 30 member 
governments to make public policy more efficient and effective - has decades of expe-
rience in analysis of the legal, institutional and regulatory framework for financial 
institutions. 

Binding laws, as well as official supervision and regulation, form the core of governments' efforts in financial over-
sight. However, this core is supplemented by the delegation of certain functions of self-regulation to other 
institutions. Typically, some rule-setting functions are delegated to 'self-regulatory organisations' (SROs) such as 
industry associations and stock exchanges. These activities are integral parts of the broader framework in which 
the public and private sectors collaborate to make financial systems work effectively (though recent events have 
led both public and private actors to re-consider the way their actions fit together). In the future, governments' 
contributions to defining the financial sector's responsibilities in promoting sustainable development will no doubt 
reflect this traditional reliance on both law and official regulation with more flexible forms of public-private co-
operation. 

In thinking about the government role vis-à-vis the sustainable development impacts of the financial sector, it might 
be useful to reflect on the following: 
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Focusing the financial sector on its core mission. Societies invest in legal frameworks and the other public 
goods used by their financial services sectors so that these sectors can perform an essentialfunction. Financial inter-
mediaries' core responsibility is to maximise shareholder value and, in so doing, to help allocate capital to high 
value investment projects and to manage and allocate risks. This core mission is inextricably bound to the idea of 
sustainable development through many complex linkages. The most obvious linkage is financial institutions' 
influence on social and environmental performance via their capital allocation function - these institutions help 
sort through menus of investment projects that have different environmental and social impacts. 

Obeying the law - a non-trivial task. Of course, financial service providers have to do more than just maxi-
mise shareholder value - they must also obey the law. This can be a significant challenge for global companies 
with thousands of employees dispersed across thousands of legal and regulatory environments. Thanks to pro-
gress made over the last 20 years or sou, it is now common for companies to use management systems that make 
information available where it is needed, maintain records, establish responsibilities as well as checks and balances, 

and create incentives for compliance. 

Through their wholesale lending activities and their relations with the companies repre-
The most obvious 	sented in their investment portfolios, financial services play a key role in encouraging 

linkage i.sjInan- non-financial companies to develop these managerial capabilities. Governments can also 
encourage these developments - for example, by building them into broader regulatory 

cial institutions' 	and law enforcement strategies (e.g., the role played by the Eco Management and Audit 

influence on social Scheme in the European Union's environmental strategy). 

and enmroninen- 	Recognising that environmental and social risks are also financial risks. 
Environmental and social nsks are financial nsks and should be treated as such by corn- 

talpeiformance 	panies, financial institutions and governments. Governments have a role in ensuring that 

viathercapitaJ 	these risks are recognised, evaluated and disclosed. A recent example of this is the 
 . Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the US, which will create powerful incentives - rooted in secun- 

allocation 	ties market regulation —for disclosing any material risk to companies' balance sheets. More 

function 	generally, governments can help by making use of existing requirements for reporting 
J 	 material risks - these should include not just narrowly defined financial risks, but also 

broader risks to the bottom line arising from the environmental and social dimensions 
(e.g., human and labour rights) of companies' operations. 

Developing financial tools. Financial institutions have been good at developing and using financial tools for 
dealing with sophisticated valuation and risk management problems. They have also begun work on developing 
tools (valuation techniques, disclosure standards) for valuing environmental liabilities and risks. However, more 
needs to be done to refine and disseminate these tools. Financial institutions can bring their significant valuation 
and risk management expertise to bear on the problem of developing such tools - this is one of the financial sec-
tor's major contributions to sustainable development. They can also use their close relations with non-financial 
companies to promote and disseminate the use of these tools. 

Clarifying the business casefor sustainable development. Through its investment analysis function, the finan-
cial sector can play an important role in clarifying the business case for sustainable development. At the present 
time, this business case is assumed to exist, but has not been well documented. The investment process involves 
sorting through menus of potential projects and selecting those which deliver the highest risk adjusted net present 
value. 
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The business case for sustainable development is embedded in this broader investment and financial analysis pro-
blem. With better information and the right incentives, financial companies can shed light on this business case. 
They can help to distinguish between sustainable development projects that can be undertaken by the private sector 
(because they are good investments in their own right) and those where public inputs (such as regulation, subsi-
dies or taxation) are needed if the project is to be undertaken. 

Risks of contagion. A company's tolerance of unethical behaviour in one area tends 
to spill over into other areas - trying to prevent unethical behaviour in one area of busi- 

Environmental 

	

	ness from spilling over into another area is not generally an option. Sooner or later, the 
fact that wrong-doing is considered a winning strategy in one part of the company will 

and social risks are impact on practices in other parts of the company. Companies need to make a commit-
ment to ethics across the board. Governments can help by pressing the message that financial risks and 
observance of a broad range of ethical standards is crucial for building effective ethical 

should be treated 	and legal compliance systems. 

as such by compa- Using global corporate responsibility instruments. The OECD Guidelines for 

nies,flnancial Multinational Enteiprises and the United Nations Global Compact provide two com-
plementary models for helping companies make this broad commitment. The OECD 

institutions and 	Guidelines provide recommendations backed by 37 governments in such areas as labour 

got'rnments. 	management, environment, consumer protection and the fight against corruption' 3 .  
Through their distinctive follow-up mechanisms, the Guidelines provide a channel 
through which governments can encourage companies' commitment to ethical conduct 
and can support financial institutions' efforts to contribute to sustainable development. 

Kathryn Gordon is a Senior Economist wth the Division of Capita] Movements, International 
Investment and Services of the OECD. 
E-mail: kathryn.gordon@oecd.org  

The views expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect those of the OECD or of the governments of its members. 
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iabilfty in a bear market 

Christa Randzio-Plath European Parliament 

It is perhaps not surprising that the financial system and the fmancial services sector are only infrequently men-
tioned when environmental policy, or indeed the future of our planet, is being discussed. After all, this sector is 
less likely to create a major environmental disaster - at least on its own. Banks do not of their own account poison 
drinking water supplies. Investment finns do not cause endangered species to become extinct. 

But that is only half the truth - they are part of the problem, and of the solution, just as any manufacturing plant, 
oil company or nuclear facility. Their role and impact may be different, but it would be wrong to say that their res-
ponsibility is any smaller. I would like to stress four areas in particular where the fInancial sector can and must 
make a contribution. 

First of all, a positive development is that banks and investment firms are now offe-

...banks and insureis ring a greater choice of products for investors —by launching and promoting investment 
i funds which nvest according to ethical, social or environmental cnteria. This trend 

- may need to take a towards socially responsible investing has been a welcome and largely positive expe-

close look at who they rience and such funds have enjoyed great success in recent years. 

are dealing with and But what is woriying is that there is a dear risk that these funds lose out when we 
 experience a downturn in the market. An example of this tendency is demonstrated 

what potential 	by a recent broad survey of investment funds in the UK, which showed that the three 

enmmnmental 	most popular shares for fund managers to invest in were all tobacco companies. 

Banks and investment funds must take on a greater role to continue to offer and market liabilities they may  
socially responsible investments, and to show their customers that they are sound and 

bring with them. profitable investments for the future. We must prevent short-termism from domina-
ting institutions' and individuals' investment decisions. This invites speculation and 
neglects the real value of a company in terms of turnover, jobs and profit. 

A second crucial challenge for the financial sector as a whole is to contribute to sustainable growth by providing 
risk and venture capital for innovative firms in areas such as environmental protection and environmental risk mana-
gement. Such investments may only pay off in the medium term, and it is thus important that there is a capital base 
available to support such initiatives which might otherwise be turned away by traditional lenders. 

Here, the EU plays a vital role in two areas. First, it prioritises part of the financial support from the EU budget for 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) towards such innovative firms. Second, sustainable growth is a cen-
tral aspect of the Eli's research programme which emphasises clean technologies. 

The EU has made considerable funding and loan guarantees available to these ends, in particular through the EuiDpean 
Investment Bank (Effi) and the European Investment Fund (ElF). Via these institutions, the EU helps fill the fun-
ding gap that has arisen due to the economic slowdown and the resulting restrictive financing policies of traditional 
sources of finance. 

A key, concrete example of the Union's action is the Growth and Environment scheme, under which the ElF offers 
a guarantee to financial institutions that grant loans to European SMEs to finance environmentally friendly invest- 
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ments. So far, over 4,000 loans to SMEs have been guaranteed under this programme. The total value of loans gran-
ted amounts to EUR842 million. 

On a political level, too, the European institutions have made considerable efforts to promote a diversified risk 
capital culture in Europe, in particular through the Risk Capital Action Plan. 

The third aspect may be a bit more controversial. Banks, credit institutions and insurance companies will have to 
start taking an ever closer look at their customers, for two distinct reasons. One reason goes back to what I men-
tioned at the beginning of this article - the growing trend towards sustainable investments means financial 
institutions will ultimately also be called into account. Environmental or socially responsible investing does not 
only mean that you do not invest in a certain type of company - people may also chose not to invest in institu-
tions that finance such companies. 

Another reason is the growing trend towards environmental liability. Currently, there is little 
a company that such liability in Europe and a company that causes environmental damage costing billions 

of euros will rarely have to pay anything. That will change with the Environmental Liability causes enmron directive which is under negothtion by the EU institutions. Once adopted, it will mark a 
mental damage tremendous change for companies and insurers alike. Companies will be exposed to an 

costing billions unparalleled set of liabilities and their backers - banks and insurers - may need to take a 
 close look at who they are dealing with and what potential environmental liabilities they 

of eums will rawly may bring with them and how to cope with challenges which could cost a fortune. The 

have to pay question will be, is there a limit to the price to be paid for sustainable development? 

anything. After all, environmental disasters are often on such a scale that the cost - should the com- 
pany be liable - may bring t down, and with t the firms that insured or financed it. This i 	 i 

may ultimately risk the stability of the financial system. 

This brings me to the fourth and final point - the fact that financial stability is a public good and as such a pre-
condition for other areas of the economy to play their role to the full in ensuring sustainability. In times of volatility 
and uncertainty, there will be less investment and thus less venture capital available for new companies. Concerned 
about the price of their shares, companies will postpone investments in non-core activities such as environmen-
tal protection. Retail investors will seek safety in bonds, to the detriment of shares. 

In conclusion, I think the financial sector has taken significant steps towards sustainabiliry but much remains to 
be done. It goes without saying that investment decisions reflect the general trends in society, and it is incumbent 
on all of us to ensure that, in particular, sustainable investment is promoted even during times of relatively poor 
stock market performance. The challenge lies very much in designing investment products which manage to ensure 
a reasonable rate of return over the medium term. 

Herein lies a need for information to dispel the myth that socially responsible investing is less profitable. I will 
conclude this subject by simply mentioning that over the period from 1994 to 2001, the Dow Jones Sustainabiity 
Global Index outperformed the Dow Jones Global Index by almost three percentage points per year. 

On a final note, although this article is devoted to the contribution of the financial sector to sustainability in the 
environmental sense, one must of course bear in mind that sustainable development in general also means figh-
ting poverty and unemployment. 

Christa Randzio-Plath is the Char of the European Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs 
Committee. 
E-mail: crandzio@europarl.eu.mt  
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e and sustainability: What role for the financial regulator? 

Gay Huey Evans Financial Services Authority (UK) 

Governments, business and finance all have key roles in advancing sustainability. That means that at the interface 
between business and finance there will normally be a role for financial regulators too. It can be tempting to argue 
that financial regulators should use this pivotal position to play a more active role in promoting sustainabiity. While 
understandable, it is an idea that should be treated with care. Financial regulation can provide crucial support to 
sustainability, but there may be dangers in making that role too wide-ranging. 

Danger of wide-rangrng responsibilities 

Even in an ideal world, where public policy is fully joined-up and consistent, clear objectives and responsibilities 
are needed for those charged with different aspects of public administration. Financial and corporate regulators 
have many shared interests in respect of corporate behaviour, but the primary role of financial regulation is not to 
determine how national resources are managed or allocated. Its role is instead to ensure that the transfer mecha-
nism - the financial system— is efficient and fair. Extending that role too far in the direction of resource management 
would introduce complexities and potential controversy to financial regulation in a way that runs the risk of under-
mining its principal purpose. 

Like all fInancial regulators with responsibilities for the listing of publicly traded companies, the FSA (which now 
incorporates the UK Listing Authority) has a strong interest in corporate governance as an essential tool for inves-
tor protection. But the lead responsibility for establishing the aims and scope of corporate governance in the UK 
sits with the Department of Trade and Industry (Dli). 

The DII has led all the main initiatives in this area. Over the past dozen years or so, it has sponsored the series of 
committees that has shaped the present UK code of corporate governance, known as the Combined Code 14. More 
recently, it has highlighted corporate governance in both its ongoing overhaul of UK company law and its com-
missioning of reports on possible improvements to UK corporate governance in the wake of the Enron affair and 
other corporate malfeasance. 15  

By contrast, the UK Listing Authority has focused more on the application of the Combined 
Financial itgula- Code - something it does by requiring listed companies to comply with the Code or, if 

lion can they do not, to explain in what respects they do not, and why. As described later, the 
F 	 FSA has a rather more specific responsibility in respect of the governance of the finan- 

crucial suppon' to 	cial firms that it regulates. 

sustainability, but 	Going forward, the UK government is proposing a number of significant changes in the 
corporate governance area.' 6  These start with the recognition that the basic goal of dir- 
ectors remains The success of the company in the collective best interest of shareholders'. 

gei in making But the government goes onto state that directors should also recognise the company's 
need to foster relationships with its employees, customers and suppliers, its need to main-
tain its business reputation and its need to consider the company's impact on the 

ranging. 

	

	community and working environment. These considerations will, in future, be provided 
for in a statutory codification of the general duties owed by directors to companies. 
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The government is also proposing changes in company law that will require all economically significant compa-
nies, public and private, to publish a wide-ranging annual Operating and Financial Review (OFR) - something that 
some larger companies already do on a voluntary basis. New legislation will stipulate the contents of the OFR in 
general terms and give force to the government's wish to see more forward-looking and qualitative reporting.' 7  

The Dli's White Paper proposed a new 'Standards Board' (a working name) that would take responsibility for kee-
ping the Combined Code under review. Enforcement would fall on the proposed Reporting Review Panel. However, 
as an interim move, the DII announced in July 2003 that, before coming to the main Companies Bill, it would first 
proceed with a short bifi to implement changes recommended by the post-Enron reviews mentioned above. 

The current status quo on responsibilities will therefore remain for the moment The DTI intends to review the 
situation when the role of the proposed Standards Board becomes clearer following further consultation on the 
Companies Bifi. 

It is not 1or a 	Although none of the above alters the primary role of directors, to promote the success 
of the company, it recognises the reality that success is increasingly dependent on the 

financial regulator way in which companies address a complex mix of interests and issues. It therefore seems 

to lay down wt  reasonable to speculate that, over time, corporate governance will need increasingly to 
concern itself with, or at least interact with, broader issues of corporate behaviour and 

are ethically the differing interests of multiple stakeholders. That will take it into areas of wider public 
policy and possible tensions with the interests of those providing finance. On those grounds 
alone, it seems prudent to keep some daylight between the roles of those developing 

investments..,  corporate governance and those mandated to oversee the smooth working of financial 
markets and services. 

For similar reasons, it is also inappropriate for the financial regulator to determine what sustainabiity criteria inves-
tors or lenders should follow. It is not for a financial regulator to lay down what are ethically acceptable investments, 
or to determine how investors must invest. 

Nor should a financial regulator mire itself too deeply in the general debate on the merits of long-tennism. Long-
termism may be a healthy public policy goal, may be economically desirable and may, by definition, be in the 
interests of long-term investors. But, equally, it is not essential to basic investor protection. 

There are, in addition, two purely practical reasons why the remit of the UK regulator is likely to remain at one 
remove from broadscope corporate governance. First, the requirement to produce OFRs will not be limited to listed 
companies. The economically significant threshold may be set fairly high in the case of non-listed companies, but 
that body of enterprises may in itself become more significant if the recent trend persists for more businesses to 
go - or be taken - private. 

Second, the reality is that most listing authorities are currently equipped with expertise that is primarily concerned 
with the disclosure of financial information. That is what they are good at. There is a significant difference bet-
ween this expertise and that needed to address in detail the appropriate governance of companies. Governments 
can, of course, elect to remit these wider responsibilities to financial regulators and underwrite the resource reqili-
red to deliver them. But, as suggested above, there must be some risk that this could on occasion leave the 
regulator far adrift from investor protection and uncomfortably stranded between investor, stakeholder and wider 
public interests. 
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Listing authorities do, of course, retain an important interest in the materiality of information that companies may 
be required to report on under wider disclosure requirements. The particular challenge here will probably lie in 
assessing the changing materiality of information as corporate responsibilities broaden. In particular, what new 
information will be deemed potentially relevant to the valuation of securities, and what changes in that informa-
tion will be sufficiently material to require immediate disclosure rather than await the annual OFR? More generally, 
listing authorities will want to ensure that listed companies keep OFRs up-to-date. 

Market confidence underpins sustainabflity 

Because the FSA's role in broadscope corporate governance is limited, it does not mean 
that it has little to contribute to sustainability. On the contrary, our four statutory objec- 

an ethical, stable 	lives - market confidence, consumer (and investor) protection, public awareness and 

and efficient 	reducing financial crime - give us an important role to play, in a number of ways. 

Above all, an ethical, stable and efficient financial system, in which there is public financial system, in  confidence, provides a basic and critical support for sustainability. Without public confi-
which there is public 	dence in financial markets and the financial sector generally, the flow of funds 

confidence, provides a required to support investment in sustainability would diminish. 

basic and critical 	More specifically, the FSA's work supports sustainability in the following areas. 

supportfor tain- 	Corporate behaviour. Here, we have a responsibility for ensuring that we authorise 
only firms which are fit and proper. The same applies in respect of individuals who 

ability, require authorisation. Fitness and properness goes to the heart of business culture 
and ethics. In the case of flims, it extends into the core responsibilities of manage-
ment. Overall, it addresses the interests of the major stakeholder - the consumer. 

Financial stability. Avoidable disruption to the financial system, in particular disruption that leaves firms' custo-
mers with major losses, is costly and destructive of resources. That does not mean that the role of the financial 
regulator should be to prevent companies exercising their freedom to take on high levels of commercial risk; nor 
does it mean aiming for a 'zero failure' regime. Rather, it means ensuring that financial firms meet basic pruden-
tial standards as they travel down their chosen road, and that there are appropriate safeguards for customer 
protection and orderly close-down should that become necessary. 

Informed consumers. Third, the FSA has been given an important role to play in building financial awareness. This 
is designed primarily to adjust the asymmetries between provider and customer in fmancial services and make finan-
cial consumers/investors better able to look after themselves. In that respect, it is an important tool for promoting 
inclusiveness (though not necessarily a substitute for mandated inclusiveness, which is a matter of wider public 
policy). 

Reducing financial crime. Fourth, the FSA has a specific remit to reduce financial crime. Money laundering, fraud 
and the abuse of markets and market users all threaten the basic fabric of the financial system. Even where speci-
fic cases of financial crime harm only a few individuals, cumulatively they are insidious and destructive of confidence 
and trust. In the long term, a 'clean' (and transparent) fmancial system provides the best platform for both the effi-
cient use of capital and inclusiveness. 

Some might find more debatable the statutory requirement placed on the FSA to have regard to the facilitation of 
competition in financial services. The role of market forces and competition is, of course, one of the central deba- 
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ting points in respect of sustainability. But, to the extent that competition promotes efficiency and reduces the was-
teful use of resources in the financial sector, this too seems to provide sound support for a sustainability agenda. 

Market and economic interaction 

Finally, there is an interesting issue attaching to the connection between corporate long-termism and the beha-
viour of financial markets. Earlier, I suggested that, in the context of overall resource allocation, financial regulators 
should not become too deeply involved in the merits of long-termism. But there are other aspects of shortllong-
termism where there are direct connections between corporate behaviour and financial market behaviour. 

The factors that drove the latest bull/bear market cycle in equities were many and complex, but there is little doubt 
that the strong alignment of so many incentives to short-term returns played at least some part both in the size of 
the overall cyclical swing and the high levels of shorter-term volatility. As it happens, the financial system as a whole 
proved remarkably robust through the storm; any real damage to sustainability occuned elsewhere. Time will tell 
what lessons have been lastingly learnt, and whether financiers and corporate managements alike are now ready 
to see greater merit in taking the longer view. 

Gay Huey Evans is Director of the Markets DMsion at the UK's Finandal Services Authority. 
E-mail: gay.hueyevans©fsagov.uk 
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Time for change 

Hugh L McCoII, Jr Forum for Corporate Consaence 

Needing to cut healthcare costs in the 1980s, my then-company - North Carolina National Bank - declared our 
office buildings would be smoke-free. It was economically compelling and clearly in our employees' best inter-
est. And it was morally and ethically the right thing to do. But it was controversial in North Carolina where tobacco 
was king. 

The resulting firestorm saw us attacked by the tobacco industry and its representa-
tives. Facing substantial pressure, we backed down, something I still regret. 

Companies clearly are Upon reflection, I find our decision troubling - and corporate leaders across America 
responsible to multiple should, too, especially in light of events in 2002 that have sent consumer and share- 

audiences— holder confidence in corporations plummeting. The bottom has dropped out of this 
confidence, not because of poor products or shoddy service, but because of a crisis 

associates, custolnels, 	of leadership, a failure of leadership, a 'conspiracy of silence' that raised its head through 

shareholdei and the 	the years on issues like air and water pollution, clear-cutting timber and many more. 
The silence was deafening on these and other issues and it deeply concerned me throu-

communü))-at-large— ghout my business career. 

whose interests 	Why have corporate leaders kept silent as values slipped to the sidelines? If a CEO 

frequently comJxte takes a controversial stand, it is likely to cost his company some business. There is 
 reluctance to pick a fight on somebody else's turf. More subtle and insidious is the 

and may be at odds. implicit social pressure that if a CEO stakes himself out he might be kicked out of the 
'fraternity or not invited to join the country club. The net result is that nobody in cor -
porate America has been willing or able to 'call a spade a spade' for a very long time. 

Toward sustainability 

This is why we held The Forum for Corporate Conscience in Charlotte on 14-16 March, 2003. This weekend summit, 
moderated by former presidential adviser David Gergen, featured such luminaries as financier Warren Buffett, acclai-
med novelist and sodal commentator Tom Wolfe and children's rights advocate Marian Wright Edelman. 

Participating corporate leaders spent the weekend devising action plans for turning corporate America in its tracks 
from a single-minded pursuit of profit to an agenda of social responsibility and corporate sustainability. This approach 
is integral to corporate survival, as the past year of a seemingly endless string of corporate scandals proved. 

We've learned that any CEO's judgment - and ultimately behaviour - can, and will be, distorted by too narrow or 
obsessive a focus on a single issue, no matter how big or important. Consider the 1990's when corporate America 
focused on stock prices to the virtual exclusion of all else. The object of that obsession7  The opinions of securities 
analysts, a nearly maniacal determination to achieve earnings forecasts, shedding thousands of jobs - chasing the 
reward of the market and presuming the marketplace cared as much as the company did about a sparkling Wall 
Street image. 

The lunacy is that no one made corporations behave this way. They consciously chose to. No one - or not enough 
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people anyway - said, "This is wrong. This is crazy." So the momentum built to a frenzy as CEOs micro-managed 
earnings rather than managing the business. 

The madness continued as executive compensation was linked tighter stifi to the stock price - guaranteeing to 
reinforce short-term earnings decisions. Individual executives and their actions were touted as the sole reason for 
a company's success in the market and in general. The shareholder audience seemed to be the only one that mat-
tered. 

Obviously, this view is wrong. Companies dearly are responsible to multiple audiences - associates, customers, 
shareholders and the community-at-large - whose interests frequently compete and may be at odds. CEOs must 
balance them to create and sustain value in a principled atmosphere and lead by example. We didn't know it then, 
but we do now: in business there's a 'triple bottom line' that has to be achieved: social, environmental ... and eco-
nomic. 

Leave the comfort zone 

Being a CEO is not always a comfortable occupation, nor is it meant to be. Real leadership often requires taking 
an unpopular stance and sticking with it because it is the right thing to do. Failure to stand for what is right is to 
fail at the very definition of 'leader': to show the way by going in advance. 

That idea is central to the Forum - to promote conversation around the concept that a truly sustainable company 
must be viewed and managed in the context of the world, the nation within that world and the company within 
that nation. 

The Forumfor Corporate Conscienceoffers a way to begin breaking the bondage of the conspiracy of silence. CEOs 
must talk about things they should have discussed all along. They must take those conversations back to their boards. 
Those boards must imbue their companies' mission statements and policies with concern for the environment in 
which they operate and for the community in its broadest sense. Above all, these managements and companies 
must behave with renewed sincerity and integrity aligned with these broader, reshaped visions. 

It's time to stop hiding in the sand, waiting for someone else to act. It's time to get serious about doing the right 
things right. It's time to lead change. To do otherwise carries far too high a price. 
Hugh L McCoH, Jr, is the Chalrman of the Forum for Corporate Conscience and Relired Chairman 
and CEO of Bank of America. 
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g interests and corporate governance 

G Kennedy Thompson Wachovia Corporation 

Sound corporate governance practices are the bedrock of a company's success in today's complex world. 

The other day someone asked me to name the single most important aspect of Wachovia's corporate governance 
structure. I had trouble narrowing my answer to just one. We've been focused on this area for the last several years, 
and we've put some good processes and practices in place. 

But it is how all these processes and practices work together that creates excellent corporate governance. 
Implementing one rule in isolation will not take you where you want to go. A company could have the most inde-
pendent board in the world, for example, but if that board does not have enough access to management to understand 
the company's operations, it will not be effective. 

I can point to three parts of our corporate governance structure that I believe helped elevate Wachovia to a lea-
dership position: 

First, a few years ago - before Enron was ever in the news - we appointed a lead independent director to act as 
liaison between our outside directors and the chairman and CEO. I believe a strong lead independent director goes 
a long way towards making a board more effective, and I'll discuss how a little later. 

Wachovia's board currently includes 15 directors. While there's no magic number for the size of a board, I believe 
a number somewhere in this range allows a board to be representative but still very engaged and informed. A sinai-
ler board also facilitates good discussion. If you have a board with 24 members, its not as effective. 

In assessing boards, you must consider both diversity and experience. A board's composition should reflect the 
communities it serves and include people with different perspectives. Directors should have the range of expe-
rience - from human resources to technology to credit - that best equip it to make good, informed decisions. Our 
board easily meets these requirements, and our shareholders and I benefit from the range of skills that our board 
members bring to the table. 

This leads me to my second point about Wachovia's governance: We have an effective communications system in 
place that enables the board to make informed decisions. It is one thing to say that lines of communication are 
always open; no CEO in America would state otherwise. But, realistically, directors and senior executives tend to 
be pretty busy, and therefore structuring many different ways to communicate is important. As a result, we have 
rebuilt our board meetings: 

• Our company's 14 senior executives attend every board meeting. This gives the directors ready access to infor-
mation about any area of our company. 

• We have lengthened three of our six annual board meetings to two days. These two-day meetings allow time 
for communication to happen in different ways. The first evening includes the board and the senior executives 
at dinner. I meet with the board for breakfast without any other members of management. After the regular 
board meeting, all members of the board meet without me or any other company executives in a meeting led 
by the lead independent director. 
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W We've also assigned a senior executive to each board committee as a resource. 

This structure is not a substitute for continuous, open lines of communication between our board and manage-
ment. But we are finding that this format enhances the kind of communication and information flow that enables 
a board to truly understand our company's strategy and operations, and it encourages informal communication 
behavior between senior executives and our board. 

Third, we've aligned the interests of management and the board with shareholder inter- 
ests. This is an area of critical importance and, franidy, a complex one that takes a lot 

...uvlve aligned the of thought to get right. We have increased the reliance on stock-based compensation 

interests of manage- for senior executives and the board. We use both options and restricted stock in these 
programmes. 

ment and the board And here's a great example of how important it is to step back and look at the big 
with sharehol4er picture when pursuing good corporate governance: Stock options are an effective way 

interests. This is an of aligning compensation with shareholder interests. However, until recently the cus- 
tomary way of accounting for those options did not clearly show stockholders any 

area of critical associated expense to the company. We were one of the fIrst companies in the coun- 

importance and, try to begin expensing stock options, which we did in the third quarter of 2002. We 
did this because we are striving to be the standard for transparent financial disclo- 

frankly, a complex sure. We did not wait until most companies made the leap; we leapt first. 

one that takes a lot of We did not wait until GAAP made a ruling. In fact, we still don't think GAAP has it 

thought to get right, right. Today, companies have a choice of whether to expense options or not. This 
leaves investors with a mixed bag that can only make them more confused. We 
should have one, consistent accounting principle that makes each company's expenses 
comparable. 

At Wachovia, we've taken along, hard look at the concept of aligning director and management interests with sha-
reholders' interests, and we decided it's not enough to have stock-based pay. To truly ensure that senior executives 
and the board have skin in the game, we have stock ownership guidelines. I'm required to own five times my base 
salary in stock. (Yes, I'm in compliance.) The other senior executives are required to hold four times their base 
salary, and members of the board must hold stock equivalent to five times their annual retainer. 

Additionally - and this is an enhancement I'm particularly proud of— we require senior executives to retain owner-
ship of at least 75% of all stock acquired as compensation. Finally, we eliminated supplemental retirement plans 
for our senior executives, so that they are treated just like every other employee. We're all in it for the long term, 
and we'll all do better if our shareholders do better. 

I'd like to go back to the question about the most important aspect of Wachovia's corporate governance. There is, 
after all, one piece that stands above all others in importance: our corporate values. 

One of the first things we did when we began merging First Union and the former Wachovia was to focus on unear-
thing the core values of both legacy companies that would guide us in all our endeavours. Jam constantly reminded 
that the very hard work we did would all be for naught if we did not use those values actively every day. 

It is incumbent on us that we treat our values with respect if we want the companies we lead to reflect them. A 
leader must realise that one misplaced sigh or roll of the eyes could send a message to thousands of employees 
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that values are not important. Conversely, a leader can demonstrate that values are to be taken seriously by simply 
asking values-based questions with respect to every decision. 

I would bet a lot that a company that has spent time paying attention to its values and truly living by them is also 
a company with great corporate governance. 

G Kennedy Thompson is Cha -man, President and CEO of the Wachovia Corporation. 
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Governance from within 

Kenneth D Lewis Bank of America 

On the afternoon of 26 April 1907, US president Theodore Roosevelt addressed a crowd at the opening of the 
Jamestown Exposition in Virginia. He had some thoughts on the questionable behavior of some businessmen of 
his time. "Men can never escape being governed," Roosevelt said. "if from lawlessness or fickleness, from folly or 
self-indulgence, they refuse to govern themselves, then in the end they will be governed [by others]." 

Almost 100 years after Roosevelt's speech, this is where we find ourselves once again - debating the degree to 
which we will govern ourselves, and the degree to which we will be governed by others. 

There are many factors that influence the ability of a company to govern itself effec-

What determines 	tively. I want to focus on two: the board of directors and the company culture. 

whether someone is a The emerging consensus is that the board of directors has only one important func 
tion: that of overseer, a watchdog sent by shareholders to keep an eye on management 

strong, effective 	No one disputes the legitimate oversight role of the board. Institutional Shareholder 

director is not their Services, which is mostly concerned with the oversight role, rates our governance at 
. 

Bank of America m the 95th percentile for banks. Yet the simplicity of an exclusive 
degree of indepen- 	focus on oversight neglects the board's other critical role, that of strategic partner to 

dence prom the 	management. I believe it is equally important that we focus on the relationships that 
enable the board to fulfill the role of strategic partner and take joint accountability 

company or the 	with management for the company's long-term success. 

chairman. it is their 	if oversight requires independence, then the role of strategic partner requires inter 

ciaracter, values, 	dependence. The interdependent board of directors is a group of people who are able 
to come together in an environment of great tmst and respect, combine their diverse 

strategic insight, 	knowledge and talents for the benefit of the company, and question or challenge one 
another and management. business knowledge, 

and tii,eir ability to 	By most currently accepted definitions, my company's board is largely independent. 
Only two of our 18 members are also part of management. However, many of our 

influence and work 	board members also have long-standing business relationships with our company that 

well with otlwr 	give them valuable perspectives on our products, services and operations, important 
insights into the benefits and risks of long-term strategy, and a tangible stake in the 
company's future. 

What determines whether someone is a strong, effective director is not their degree of independence from the com-
pany or the chairman. it is their character, values, strategic insight, business knowledge, and their ability to 
influence and work well with others. It is their ability to create productive interdependence with their fellow direc-
tors. So, what can boards do to achieve the interdependence that will make them successful? 

First, an effective board must be diverse on a number of levels, induding: professional background of its mem-
bers; industry; race; gender; and geography, to name a few. Our board includes people from a mix of industries: 
consumer goods; retailing; food and beverages; communications; technology; and others. We have managers, finance 
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experts, academics and a philanthropist. We count among us four women and two African-American members, 
and we recently added representation from the Hispanic community. 

Diversity on many fronts gives a board diversity of thought and of perspective, which is what any board needs in 
today's complex competitive environment to get to the right answers. Diversity enables us to survey the competi-
tive landscape from all angles, taking into account the needs of all our stakeholders. 

Second, boards must create an organisational and operational framework that pro-
vides airtight, consistent, reliable and predictable governing processes and policies. 
In this regard, the changes in governance standards established by the Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act and the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) will help corporate America tremen-
dously. Requirements relating to the independence of the audit, compensation and 

nde.s regulations and governance committees will ensure that the right people are talking about the right 

gotrnance policies 

	

	things at the right times. Requirements for non-management directors to meet in regu- 
lar sessions will strengthen accountability. Tightening of the rules for auditors is way 

are not a replacement overdue. 

for corporate culture 	At Bank of America, we launched an initiative two years ago to review, redesign and 

and business ethics 	adopt new management governing principles, and we will adopt further changes the 
NYSE recommends. I believe these new standards will strengthen our boards and our 
corporations. They will bolster the framework within which boards freely exchange 
the ideas that drive innovation and growth in our companies, while at the same time 
protecting shareholder interests. 

Third, if diversity enables us to think and contribute independently, trust and teamwork among members of the 
board enable us to work together interdependently. In an environment of trust and teamwork on the board, direc-
tors are more likely to talk regularly, seek out each other's opinions and willingly take up the most difficult issues. 
The deceptions we saw in recent big scandals would have been much more difficult to pull off within a tight-knit, 
strategic, consultative group of directors. 

To build such a group, we must understand that some of the very relationships that can compromise indepen-
dence also are the relationships that can build interdependence. We must find the wisdom to create the balance 
that will enable boards to build trust and teamwork among their members. 

Directors clearly play a major role in corporate governance. Just as important - and much harder to pin down - is 
corporate culture. As much as businesspeople rail against the laws and regulations that restrict the free market, we 
also understand that the marketplace depends on legal and regulatory restraint to function. That's why most busi-
nesspeople (including myself) embraced the reforms in the Sarbanes-Oxley bill and support the proposal to revise 
listing standards on the NYSE that will benefit stakeholders globally. At the same time, we know that laws, rules, 
regulations and governance policies are not a replacement for corporate culture and business ethics. 

Those who have dominated our headlines in the past couple of years were hardly in need of more rules; they showed 
a remarkable ability to flout the rules we had. Stronger governance policies would have uncovered wrongdoing 
sooner, and spared employees and shareholders some pain, which is why reform is important and necessary. 
Preventing bad behaviour in the future, however, will have as much to do with corporate culture as it has to do 
with rules and regulations. 
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Our efforts to create and sustain an ethical business environment in our companies must be rooted in a strong cul-
ture of ethical business conduct. We rely on all our teammates - in my case nearly 140,000 of them - not only to 
follow the law, but to make good ethical judgments and to behave in a way that reflects well on themselves, on 
our company and on our society. Managing a large company is, in many ways, an exercise in leading, influencing 
and coaching others to exercise sound judgment. 

Building a strong, clear culture is the first responsibility of a business leader. In a recent 
poll, 51% of Americans blamed former President Clinton's "moral failings" for the cur- 
rent business scandals, while 46% blamed President Bush's "close ties to big 

Buzldingastmng, 	corporations." But when the pollsters asked corporate CEOs who is to blame - and 
i I think we're n a position to know best— 690/s  of us said "CEOs." I have no idea what 

clear culture is the 	the other 31% of us were thinking. 

first responsibility of a Roosevelt made the point clear: business leaders will govern ourselves, or we will be 
governed by others. As participants in the democratic process, we do have some 
influence on the rules that are enacted by Congress or other governing bodies. More 
important, we directly influence the culture of our companies everyday. My focus is 
governance from within, the culture of ethics that enables any CEO to confidently 
manage - and be accountable for - the judgments of thousands of associates. 

The stakes are high. According to a study commissioned by the Ethics Officer Association a few years ago, 56% of 
American workers reported feeling some pressure to act unethically or illegally on the job, and 48% admitted to 
having done so at least once in the previous year. 

The pressure to act unethically in business can be huge. Charlie Munger of Berkshire 
Hathaway used to talk about the 24 common reasons that otherwise smart, reasonable 

The pressure to act 

	

	people make poor judgments. These include: misaligned incentives; psychological 
denial; 'kill the messenger' syndrome; peer pressure; envy; self-indulgence; and a host 

unethically in 	of others. Combine these tendencies with the super-heated competitive environment 

business can be huge. 	in which we all do business. Imagine leadership that is not committed to building a 
strong ethical culture, or doesn't know how. This is a recipe for trouble. 

The solution to this trouble begins with all of us. It includes every employee or asso- 
ciate who works in our companies. And it never ends. 

The company has an obligation to provide shareholders with a competitive rate of return on their capital, but also 
to consider how the business affects the social and physical environment in which we operate. This is the triple 
bottom line that holds companies accountable for the economic, social and environmental outcomes that will deter-
mine the health of all our communities in the future. So, what can business leaders do to build a corporate culture 
that attends to the triple bottom line and all stakeholders? 

First, corporate leaders must be deliberate and thoughtful about the cultures we and our teammates build, and 
take concrete action to support a strong culture over time. As our company was built through a series of mergers 
and acquisitions, we paid very close attention to our culture over the years. We always understood that the com-
panies we were joining may not share all of our cultural values, and took these differences into account in our 
strategic and tactical plans for bringing our companies together successfully. 

Second, use language wisely to reinforce cultural values. Like most companies, Bank of America has a statement 
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of values that we take very seriously. We also use a leadership model that articulates very clearly the behaviour 
and attributes we expect from leaders in the company and a code of ethics that we have been updating and impro-
ving over the past 12 months, as we do every few years. 

Every associate is required to acknowledge and sign the ethics statement, and signatures are tracked electronically 
to ensure compliance. Constant communication is required. We must be willing to talk about our values, and why 
they are important, not just in times of crisis, but all the time. I try to include our company's values in the conver-
sation whenever I meet with associates, whether I'm talking to groups on the front be or to my management team. 
I want my commitment to be crystal clear, so that associates know what I expect from myself, and from them. 

Third, remember at all times, and remind teammates at all times, that it is our actions that make the difference. I'm 
sure most of the companies that failed in recent years had values statements and ethics codes. What matters most 
is what we do, not what we say. 

As leaders, we must create an environment that tolerates, even encourages, open debate 
and questioning of decisions. Associates should feel not only that they are allowed 

What matters most is to blow the whistle on improper activity, but that it is their duty to do so. To this end, 

what ue do, not what we have created an Escalation Response Team that fields reports from associates of 
. possible illegal or unethical behaviour mside the bank. We must be willing to hire 

uv say. according to our culture, create incentives and rewards for associates who "do the 
right thing" and, when necessary, fire individuals who violate our cultural standards, 
regardless of potential or performance. 

We must make good on our promise that results are important, but how we get results is just as important. The 
best way to do that is to hold associates accountable for how results are achieved. My company recently added a 
component to our performance review process that requires associates and managers to assess behaviour as well 
as results. 

Finally, we must insist that, while there often are dear lines separating right from wrong, just as often we and our 
teammates are faced with business decisions that fall in gray areas, where conflicts arise among competing, legi-
timate interests. It is at these times when it is most important for business leaders to engage in real debate, openly 
discussing the ethical issues that should impact our decisions. At the end of those debates, we should leave attrac-
tive business proposals on the table, along with potential profits, when they don't meet our ethical standards - and 
have the guts to bear whatever criticism may come our way. 

Business leaders should be held accountable for the activities of the companies we run. Standing up for what we 
believe in is our first responsibility to our teammates, our customers, our shareholders and the communities we serve. 

Teddy Roosevelt reminded us that men must always be governed— if not from within, then from without President 
Roosevelt also told a crowd in Iowa in 1907 that we should "never forget that law, and the administration of law, 
important though they are, must always occupy a wholly secondary place as compared with the character of the 
citizen himself." 

The same applies to our own companies. Laws, regulations and governance policies are important - in fact, they 
are necessary to secure the public confidence in a free market economy. But such rules are powerless to govern 
the actions of men and women in the absence of an ethical culture. Our first responsibility, as the world's busi-
ness leaders, is to create and inspire governance from within. 

Kenneth D Lewis is Chairman, CEO and President of Bank of An,enca. 
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Corporate governance and the Global Compact 

Julie Fox Gorte Caivert Group 

In July 2000, Kofi Annan launched the Global Compact, a programme that asked corporations to take a voluntary 
pledge to treat workers with fairness and respect, uphold the basic principles of human rights, and work to main-
tain environmental integrity. At about the same time, we began to see the first drops in what would become a 
thunderstorm of corporate value collapses due to governance failures. Accounting fraud and concealment, infla-
ted executive compensation, and financial sleight-of-hand, became everyday issues in the business news. 

These seemingly incongruous events are more related than they might appear, at first 
glance. By endorsing the Global Compact, corporations make a public commitment 
to protect the interests of stakeholders - workers, communities, and the planet. In 
contrast, the companies whose managers succumbed to greed, often at the expense 
of their workers and communities, showed a disregard for those stakeholders that often 

Firms that take the bordered on contempt. It is noteworthy that we do not see Enron, WorldCom, Tyco, 

concerns ofstakehol- Rite Aid, Cendant, Qwest, Vivendi, and Imdone among the endorsers of the Global 
Compact. 

ders into account in That is not to say that the corporations that have endorsed the Compact are all model 
both day-to-day busi- corporate citizens. Indeed, many of them have unflattering episodes in their histo- 

ness and strategic ries: for instance, DuPont was once described as the biggest polluter on the planet, 
 and Nike has been targeted for many years by human rights activists concerned about 

planning are simply sweatshop and child labour. But both have taken serious steps - accompanied by action 

more likely to be well —to change their performance for the better. Their endorsement of the Global Compact 
is one of many forms of proof that these companies take those new commitments 

governed than those seriously. 

that do not. 	Firms that take the concerns of stakeholders into account in both day-to-day busi- 
ness and strategic planning are simply more likely to be well governed than those 
that do not. During the two years of corporate governance meltdowns in America, 
many investors in socially responsible mutual funds did significantly better than 
others whose assets were in conventional funds, often because social funds did not 
invest in many of the companies whose financial shell games came painfully to light. 

In Calveit's case, many of the companies that had significant governance failures - evidenced by indictments of 
officers for securities or accounting fraud or insider trading, or those that were forced to restate earnings after SEC 
investigations - were not in our socially responsible portfolios. This was not because we have special night-vision 
goggles that allow us to see more in corporate financial reporting than others - rather, it is because social inves-
tors often have greater insight into the quality of management because we look for it under different lampposts 
than mainstream asset managers. SpecifIcally, we look at corporations' environmental impact and management 
systems, and how they treat their workers and the communities in which they operate. 

Corporate performance on the scales measured by the nine principles of the Global Compact turns out to be an 
excellent proxy, in many cases, for the quality of management. Conversely, poor performance is often an indica- 
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tor that there may be governance problems. Why? The first place most investors look for the qualities of gover-
nance are in the most scrutinised documents anywhere: corporate financial reports, proxy statements, and charters. 

Financial reports, especially for large firms, are deconstnicted by small armies of finan- 
cial analysts at the molecular level, and any financial analyst of quality knows how 

Management that is 	to adjust every he in a balance sheet or income statement to reflect different views 
of corporate financial health. Accordingly, corporate managers have had a great deal 

careless about labour 	of experience writing financial reports, and, franidy, those who cheated had a lot of 

or environmental 	practice at artful concealment. 

laws, or international Such concealment is not possible in the issue areas addressed by the Global Compact. 
The world's knowledge of a corporation's treatment of its workers, the human tights 

standards of human 	of the communities in which it operates, and environmental impact does not depend 

rights, is probably 	on corporate self-reporting. Rather, much of this information comes from governments. 
In the US and Canada, for example, companies' production and treatment of hazar-

more likely to be dous chemicals and wastes are reported annually on government websites, and 

equally careless about Europe is moving in a similar direction. Similarly, the US Department of Labor makes 
available its records on corporate compliance with US labour laws, and the 

thefundamental 	Occupational Safety and Health Administration provides data on corporate violations 

prinqpks of co 	of regulations on worker safety. çlx)rate  
Moreover, non-profit and advocacy groups, academic groups, and news media are governance, 	
often the watchdogs, reporting instances, even in countries where communication 
infrastructures are poor, of corporate ill-treatment of workers, communities, and envi- 
ronments. Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International, Environmental Defense, and 

others have long provided valuable information about corporate performance in regions where, in decades past, 
companies could cut the corners of global citizenship without fear of exposure. No more. 

In short, financials can, at least for a time, be gamed: debts can be taken off balance sheets by transfening them 
to special purpose entities; liabilities may be concealed by dever maneuvering around accounting protocols; stock 
options may be exercised just ahead of the release of bad news. Environmental performance, treatment of wor-
kers, and care for communities cannot be similarly gamed. Management that is careless about labour or environmental 
laws, or international standards of human rights, is probably more likely to be equally careless about the funda-
mental principles of corporate governance. One of those principles - indeed, one of the most irnpoitant - is full 
disclosure. In any reporting, managers should inquire, "If I were a shareholder, would I want to know this"? If the 
answer is "yes", it should be reported. No exceptions. 

The Global Compact is a voluntary programme. Of course a corporation can endorse the Compact and not follow 
its principles, in the same way that corporations can bury toxic wastes and intimidate workers who wish to consi-
der associating to form a union. The point is, they can't do it forever. Disregard for human rights and environmental 
quality is a possible route to short-term cost savings, but a much surer one to creation of long-term liabilities. 

Mainstream financial markets are beginning to recognise such liabilities, albeit slowly. In a recent financial ana-
lysis of a major oil company, for example, the analyst noted that the company is the target of an environmental 
campaign that has taken issue with the company's reluctance to recognise and act on the growing problem of global 
climate change. An academic study recently noted that major automobile companies may face rising risks of liti-
gation over the same issue. 
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Shareholders, workers, communities, and environments all have one thing in common. For the most part, we're 
all in it for the long run. Shareholders, with the exception of some day traders and hobbyists, are usually concer-
ned with their portfolios' value for long4erm events like retirement, children's college expenses, and the like. Workers 
and communities, for the most part, desire stability, or some knowledge that the job and the community will be 
there, whole and healthy, for the foreseeable future. The Global Compact is a vessel that contains the essence of 
these long-term values, and corporations that endorse the Compact and alter their behaviour to conform to it are 
acknowledging that they expect to be neighbours for a while. Good governance is built on the same foundation. 

Julie Fox Gorte is Director of Social Research with the Calvert Group. 
E-mail: julie.gorte@caJvert.com  
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Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP Fl 

The finance industry, like many service sectors, was slow out of the blocks when it came to measuring and repor-
ting its environmental and social impacts. However, since the mid-1990s, partly in response to reputational 
pressures but also reflecting efforts by some institutions to differentiate themselves in the market by confirming 
their alignment with changing societal values, there has been a healthy growth in the way the industry reports sus-
tainability issues. 

This section of the Values to Value report, with contributions from two banks, consultants, and UNEP FT's govern-
mental partner in Australasia, identifies key landmarks in the growth and changing nature of reporting as well as 
the challenges and opportunities that exist for institutions seeking to operationalise effective management and repor-
ting disciplines. 

Undoubtedly, from the mid-1990s onwards, there has been a proliferation of management, reporting and indica-
tor standards and guidelines that a financial institution can use whether it wishes to focus on internal environmental 
issues or more holistically address the broader sustainabiity and corporate social responsibility agenda in its acti-
vities. 

TJNEP FT welcomes all international, regional and national efforts to promote better sustainability management and 
reporting across the banking, insurance and investment sectors. There is, however, a clear need for one, globally 
accepted, credible reporting standard building on the best of regional and domestic initiatives. From discussions 
UNEP Fl has had with mainstream and specialist rating agencies, financial analysts, regulators, and civil society 
activists in many different parts of the world, it is clear that there is growing demand for a reliable, well accepted 
global standard that allows different stakeholders to understand how the finance sector is managing and reporting 
on its sustainability performance. 

For this reason UNEP F! in 2003 partnered with the Amsterdam-based Global Reporting Initiative (GRJ) in an effort 
to build on GRI's earlier work with the finance sector in the realm of social reporting. 
(For more on GRI see www.globalrepoiting.org). The new partnership, based on a muhi-stakeholder approach, 
will forge a new environmental indicator set for the industry with a pilot version planned for mid-2004. 

The co-convened UNEP FT-GIll working group is working on the development of a set of environmental perfor-
mance indicators for the finance sector worldwide. It aims to: 

• develop a set of globally applicable performance indicators to address the environmental impacts of interna-
tional financial sector products and services; 

• transform environmental issues into core business concerns for the finance sector's main business lines; and 

• enhance due diligence, pro-activity and reporting across the industry. 
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In addition, in a separate workstream, UNEP Fl has initiated an Environmental Management and Reporting (EMR) 
forum, another multi-stakeholder group, to help the UNEP H Secretariat finalise a set of EMR guidelines for finan-
cial institutions in the developing world and economies in transition. These guidelines, to be published in 2004, 
are tailored to assist financial institutions just starting, or at an early stage of, their environmental management and 
reporting journey. 

The following section provides a range of perspectives revealing how different stakeholders see the pivotally impor-
tant matter of management, reporting and indicators for the finance sector. 
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Sustainability performance measurement and reporting in 
financial instftutions 
Oliver Schmld-Schönbein and Gaby Oetterll E2 Management Consulting Inc. 

Since the beginning of the 1990s, financial institutions have been systematically integrating environmental manage-
ment systems. Often the first step focuses on internal environmental performance, covering areas such as energy 
consumption, business travel and waste. However, the actual financial products and services (e.g., loans, invest-
ments and insurance) are soon also taken into consideration. Recently, these institutions have also begun integrating 
social issues into the broader management and reporting of 'sustainabffity, or Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). 

This trend is also reflected in the development of environmentaVsustainability reporting within the industiy. In the 
early 1990s, financial institutions prepared eco-balance statements. This was followed by the production of sustain-
ability reports and, more recently, the integration of sustainability elements within annual reports (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Reporting trend: from eco-balances to integrated reports 
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The management and reporting of environmental performance requires indicators to set corporate and individual 
goals and to measure performance: What gets measured gets done. 

Financial institutions today can refer to various generic and sector-specific standards and guidelines. The work of 
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRIY has become well known and respected worldwide and is being adapted by 
more and more companies. The 2002 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines contain not only guidelines for repor-
ting, but also indicators on environmental, social and financial performance. Besides the generic guidelines, the 
GRI has begun developing supplements containing indicators which meet sector-specific needs. The first pilot sup-
plements for the financial services and the tourism sectors were published at the end of 2002. 

The work of the UNEP/SustainAbility 'mist Us' Initiative 2, which includes a ranking of 100 corporate sustainabi-
lity reports, also provides valuable information about what should be reported. 

However, the financial sector soon realised that, due to the nature of its services, there is a need for a sector-
specific methodology of sustainability management, performance measurement and reporting. As a first source of 
information there are sector-specific guidelines on environmental management and reporting, such as: 

a the Swiss Bankers Association's guidelines Environmental Management in Financial Institutions; 

• the UK-based FORGE land II initiatives which provided guidelines on environmental management and repor-
ting4  and CSR management and reporting 5; and 

a the work of the UNEP Fl Environmental Management and Reporting working group 6 . 

Initiatives focused on performance measurement 

Besides the above-mentioned management and reporting guidelines, various initiatives have also been undertaken 
which focus on performance indicators. Examples are the internal environmental performance indicators develo-
ped by the VfIJ, as well as the EPI Finance 2000 and the SPI Finance 2002 projects, as explained below. 

Fig. 2 shows how these indicator sets (next to generic indicator sets, such as the GRI Guidelines, UNEP Greenhouse 
Gas Indicators and ISO 14031) cover the different dimensions of a financial institution's sustainability peformance. 

Figure 2: Overview of sector-specific sustainability performance 
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Viii 1996 

In 1996 the VfIJ  (the Association for Environmental Management in Banks, Savings Banks, and Insurance Companies) 
presented the guidelines Environmental Reporting ofFinancialSewiceProvide. These cover, the suggested content 
of environmental reports for financial institutions; and a proposal for key performance indicators on internal 
environmental management. 

The VfU indicators have gained high acceptance among financial institutions in German-speaking countries and 
increasingly on an international level. Rating agencies also use this indicator set in their questionnaires on environ-
mental performance. 

'1W 2003 update 

After six years, the 1996 guidelines were deemed ready for an update and further development. In 2003, the indica-
tors were updated in a project undertaken by five financial institutions from three countries, along with the VftJ 8 . 

The VfU 2003 indicators focus on the internal ecology of financial institutions, such as: internal energy consumed; 
business travel generated; paper consumed; water consumed; and waste produced. 

The data collected within these categories are then automatically calculated to provide environmental impact indi-
cators on: direct and indirect energy consumption, aligned to the GRI Energy Protocol; and direct and indirect 
emissions of greenhouse gases, aligned to the WBCSD/WRI Greenhouse Gas Protocol, as described in the follow-
ing chart. 

Figure 3: Viii 2003 indicator overview 
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EPI-Finance 2000 

This initiative focused on indicators to measure environmental management performance and environmental per-
formance of products and services. It was undertaken by 11 financial institutions from German-speaking countries 
(see www.epifinance.com). The project group used the international standard for environmental performance eva-
luation, ISO 14031, as a guideline. For this reason, the indicators were categorised into Management Performance 
Indicators (MPI) and Operational Performance Indicators (OPI). 

Figure 4: EPI-Finance indicator overview 
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Indicators were defined for the following business sectors: commercial banking; investment banking; asset manage-
ment; and insurance (see Figure 4). 

SPI-Finance 2002 

This initiative focused on indicators to measure the social performance of financial institutions (see www. 
spifinance.com). Besides a comprehensive report, including definitions and company examples of all indicators, 
the project group also developed a sector-specific supplement to the Gill guidelines 9. The charts below contain 
an overview of the SPI-Finance indicators, covering eight areas: 
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Figure 5 

MaiagementS 	 ;itw Suppliers 

• cSIR Policy (OSR 1) 
• CSR Organisation 

(CSR 2) 
• CSR Audits (CSR 3) 
• Mgmt of Sensitive 

Issues (CSR 4) 
• Stakeholder 

Dialogue (OSR 8) 

• Non-Compliance 
(SR 5) 

Management 
Peformance 
Potcies & Activities 

Operational 
Performance 
Results 

• Internal CSR PolIcy 
(Itff 1) 

• Staff Turnover & 
Job Creation 
(INT2) 

• Boyee 
Satisfaction (tNT 3) 

• Senior 
Management 
Rernton 
(INT4) 

• Bonuses Fostering 
Sustainable 
Success (NT 5) 

• Feriiale-Male 
Salery Ratio 
(INT6I 

• Employee Profile 
(INT7) 

• Investment Policy 
(socially relevant 
elements) 
(lB 1) 

• Customer Profile: 
Global Transaction 
Structure (lB 2) 

• Transactions with 
High Social Benefit 
(lB 3) 

• Asset 
Management 
Policy (socially 
relevant elements) 
(AM 1) 

• Assets under 
Management with 
High Social Benefit 
(AM 2) 

• SRI Oriented 
Shareholder 
Activity  
(AM 3) 

• Retal Bang 
PotKy (socially 
relevant elements) 
(RB1) 

• Lending Protlie 
(RB 2) 

• Lending with High 
Social Benefit  
(RB 3) 

• charitable 
Contributions 
(SOC 1) 

• Economic Value 
Added 
(SOC 2) 

• Underwriting Policy 
(SOCIally relevant 
elements) 
(INS 1) 

• Customer Profile 
(NS 2) 

• Customer 
Compiaiots 
(INS 3) 

• Insurances with 
High Social Benefit 
(INS 4) 

- additional hcfcator = the hdicators INT 5 and NT 6 are important for rneasrnig perlonrnnce, but do not 
cluslify as Key Perfomiance Indoators (KPIs) due to local, recinal or legal context. 

A look ahead 

As a complement to the above-mentioned supplement on social performance, UNEP Fl and the GRJ are currently 
launching a project to produce a fInancial industiy supplement to GRI's 2002 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines 10  
on environmental indicators. The project work will be based on existing environmental indicator sets, and will 
consider recent developments and stakeholder input during development of the supplement. 

Oliver Schmid-Schönbein is Managing Partner and Gaby Oetterli is Consuttant at E2 Management 
Consufting. 
E-mail: oIisse2mc.com  and oetter1i@e2mc.com  
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Non-financial reporting in the finance sector 

Paul Scott Next Step Consufting 

The financial sector came late to environmental and social reporting, in common with other service sectors. It was 
not subjected to the same pressures for disdosure that persuaded industries with media headline impacts, such as 
petrochemicals, to publish 'their side of the story in stand-alone reports. 

A trickle of reports from the banking and insurance sectors in the early 1990s, led by Swiss and German compa-
nies, developed into a modest stream from the mid-1990s (see chart 1). Reporting guidance by governments and 
industry associations contributed to a general increase in reporting at this time, and sector-specific guidelines for 
the financial sector underlined this trend. 

Chart 1: Growth in reporting In banking, insurance and life assurance 
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Banks have a far more substantial reporting record than their colleagues in the insurance sector, and life assurance 
reporting is particularly meagre with only two current reporters, both UK-based' 2 . 

Provenance and type of reports 

Banks and insurance companies from Germany and the UK account for almost half of all non-financial reports in 
the sector (see chart 2). This reflects both the general acceptance by leading companies in these countries of the 
need to report, and peer and stakeholder pressures. However, the strong showing by Swiss and Dutch companies 
in this sector is equally impressive, and serves to highlight the ground to be made up by their counterparts in coun-
tries such as the US and Japan. 
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Chart 2: Percentage of bank and insurance reports by country 

Belgium 1% 

Australia 1% 

Sweden 3% 

Japan 3% 

Canada 5% 

USA 7% 

South Africa, Denmark, France 1% 

I IH_ I 
V  

The Netherlands 11 0/ 

Significant FleporbBm 

ING N.N 

Rabobank 

Swilzerlandl9% 	 ....... 1JK22% 

Significant ReportBm Significant Reporters 

Credit Sulsse Grcup Barclays plc 

Swiss IRe Uoyds TSB Group plc 

UBS AG The Cooperative Bank 

Co-operative Insurance 

Source: CorporateRegister.com. Based on 221 reports from January1992 - July 2003 Society Ltd 

In line with non-financial reporting in general, most reports from banks and insurance companies are still purely 
environmental (see chart 3). But, in line with the trend across all sectors, this proportion is in steady decline as 
companies realise that the demands of sustainable development and corporate social responsibility are not met 
by reporting on environmental issues alone: the number of sustainability, social and corporate responsibility 
reports is increasing year on year. 
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Chart 3: Percentage of bank and insurance reports by type 

	

Corporate Resporabi1ty 5% 
	 Envitinment & Cormniuriity 2% 

	

Enviorvr,ent & Social 5% 
	 ii 

Comrnuiity 11% 

Suatainablllty 19% 

Sourte: CorporateRegister.cocn. Based on 221 reports from January1992 - July2003 

Companies taking the lead in reporting on these wider issues include Co-operative Bank, Co-operative Insurance 
and Barclays in the UK Rabobank Group and ING in The Netherlands; Yasuda Fire & Marine Insurance and Sompo 
Japan Insurance in Japan; Swiss Re and Credit Suisse in Switzerland; Dresdner Bank and HYB Group in Germany; 
Westpac in Australia; and Vancouver City Credit Savings Union in Canada. The majority of other reporters, even 
if significant in terms of reporting history, continue to focus on environmental issues. 

The scope of reporting 

The issues on which the finance sector has reported to date reflect this bias towards the environment, and go to 
the core of this sector's reporting dynamic - the balance between direct and indirect impacts. 

Most of the 170 finance sector reports to date focus entirely on direct environmental impacts. These are typically 
issues relating to the company's internal housekeeping - resource use (i.e., energy, water, paper), waste streams, 
business travel, and associated greenhouse gas emissions. While important in terms of demonstrating good mana-
gement, cutting costs and motivating staff, these parameters are typical of any office-based service provider and 
do not go to the nub of what the financial sector is all about - managing large amounts of money, lending and 
investing. 

Of course, why companies report against these parameters is entirely understandable: they are well-established, 
measurable and relatively manageable, and there is ample guidance on how to report on each of them. 

But such inwardly-focussed environmental parameters pale into insignificance against the potential indirect impacts 
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of the finance sector. Lending and investment policies can influence an entire region - even an entire country. The 
negative environmental and social consequences arising from fInancing a controversial dam, a damaging extrac-
tive industry or a fossil-fuel powered power plant can easily outweigh all the resource efficiencies achieved across 
a bank's internal operations. 

As demonstrated throughout this Values to Value report, such indirect impacts are 
integral to sustainable development and corporate responsibility. For example, the 

• . inwardly-focussed 	World Bank's minimum social and ecological standards for project-related loans 

en 	 encompass issues such as protection of indigenous peoples, a ban on child and vimnmental  
forced labour, and stakeholder involvement in project assessments. Following on from 

parameters pale into 	these standards, the International Finance Corporation (the private-sector arm of the 
• 	.  insignifi. cance against . 	World Bank) and leading banks launched the Equator Principles in June 2003 1. They 

have now (August 2003) been adopted by 14 banks. 
the potential indirect  

These pnnciples are guidelines for project finance in emerging markets: those adop- 
impacts of the finance ting them aim to take a wide range of criteria into account when appraising projects 

sector. - including the indirect issues outlined above. As announced injune, the participants 
"seek to ensure that the projects we finance are developed in a manner that is socially 
responsible and reflect sound environmental management practices". 

It is hoped that the Equator Principles mark a change of approach across the entire finance sector, and that this 
change—taking responsibility for the impacts arising from managing large volumes of money— is reflected in future 
reports. 

However, many banks and other financial institutions are already applying environmental and social filters for desi-
gnated transactions, with the aim of ensuring net positive rather than negative impacts for the environment and 
society. Reports from banks such as Rabobank Group reflect this new approach. 

While these filters are often applied only to niche markets, such as 'green' funds by investment houses, their appli-
cation across the board is a slow but increasingly attractive process as investors act to reduce their own risks. Such 
risks can be regulatory and reputational, but also directly financial - nobody wants to write off an investment which 
has to be abandoned in the face of protest and media headlines. Related issues include support for businesses in 
under-invested areas, and the provision of banking and insurance facilities for the economically deprived. Such 
actions can have a positive impact on economic regeneration and the fabric of the community. 

Reporting on the thinking behind such programmes can demonstrate the virtuous circle of CSR activities - the posi-
the effects on the finance sector's bottom line arising from doing the right thing'. Or, as this report underlines, 
translating values into value. At one level this is about risk reduction, where the definition of risk is applied more 
broadly than hitherto, and might be extended to include ethical investments (i.e., animal testing, armaments and 
genetic modification). 

On another level, it acts as a positive screen for sustainable investments, and helps increase wealth and the pool 
of clients for financial services. And on yet another, it helps discerning customers differentiate between service pro-
viders, rewarding institutions which best reflect changes in societal attitudes. In the uiç for example, the Co-operative 
Bank has made great play of the amount of potential business it has turned away by reason of its social and envi-
ronmental principles, and it continues to win customers from this high-profile corporate responsibility positioning. 
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Other finance sector reporting issues 

Around half of current finance sector reports include third-party statements. This compares well with the average 
35-40% of current verified reports for all sectors combined. However, the quality of such statements is extremely 
patchy, with some doing little to provide assurance as to the veracity or quality of a report. 

Third party statements are essential in contentious sectors or in the case of compa-

Third 	 nies under fire from campaign groups and other sta.keholders. While many readers 
would accept reports from the less contentious finance sector at face value, it is 

are essential in 	always advisable to demonstrate a further degree of assurance. 

contentious sectors or 	Several approaches are being used. Most companies engage the services of large 

in the case of compa- 	accounting firms, but their statements often give the impression of authority with little 
underlying substance. A preferable approach is taken by the Co-operative Bank, 

nies underfire from which indudes a series of contributions by external commentators, each examining 

campaign groups and different aspects of performance. A similar approach has been adopted by Westpac, 
which engages three organisations to verify the environmental, social and financial 

other stakeholders. 	content of its report In other sectors independent panels have been developed, and 
the recent publication of the AA1000 standard will enhance the usefulness and cre- 
dibility of these statements. 

One aspect is clear: as the finance sector shifts from reporting on a limited range of internal environmental issues 
towards the much broader range of social, ethical and environmental issues surrounding its indirect impacts, so 
its third party statements will need to adapt. 

Statement providers will need to assess, audit or otherwise verify a broad range of issues, and the necessary exper-
tise and sector experience may no longer reside in an individual company. Multidisciplinary teams, or partnerships 
across several organisations, will become established. For many stakeholders a more critical assessment of per-
formance and communication will be needed, such as statements from a company's critics, or from genuinely 
independent stakeholders. This area can expect some turbulence to upset the cosy relationships between some 
companies and their auditors, partly as a result in the lack of public mist arising from the Enron debade and simi-
lar scandals. 

Finally, reports need to be more succinct. As more companies report, their stakeholders will have less time to devote 
to individual reports. A printed summary, with cross-references for further information, a comprehensive web sec-
tion and a summary in the annual report and accounts seems the most acceptable route for the time being. 

Paul Scott is Director of Next Step Consulting. 
E-mail: post@nextstep.co.uk  

A comprehensive reporting tool 
CorporateRegister.com  is the world's largest online database of corporate non-financial 

reports. Encompassing over 4,000 indMdual report profiles and 2,000 PDFs across all  

countries and sectors, it is a valuable free resource for all reporting stakeholders. 

Reports from all companies mentioned in this article are available, together with reporting 

statistics and related inforrnalion. See www.corporateregister.com  
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'ing environmental performance globally 

Robert Tacon Standard Chartered 

Standard Chartered Group is a leading international banking and financial services company, primarily focused 
on the markets of the Asia Pacific, the Middle East, South Asia and Mrica. The Group is headquartered in the UK 
and has over 500 branches and offices in more than 50 countries with more than 28,000 employees. 

In 2001, we undertook a strategic review of our approach to environmental management 
This led us to consider how to formalise management processes to create a consistent • . environmental  
global standard of environmental management in all our major centres of operation. 

and social riskic 	 i•  We recognised that our mpact on sustainability comes both from our direct and indirect 
not just an OECD 	actions. Our major challenge is that the Group operates across a wide range of countries 

issue, butonethat 	with differing cultures, climates, infrastructures and legal requirements. We have there- 
• 

fore developed a number of principal environmental commitments and policies that can 
ueface when 	be applied universally across the organisation (see www.standardchartered.com/our - 

making lending 	beliefs). 

cisions in all 	In 2002, we developed the framework for our global environmental management system 
(GEMS). This was devised to introduce a cycle of continual improvement of environmental 

parts of our net- performance worldwide. GEMS was designed around the EMS standard of the International 
Organization for Standardization, ISO 14001, with reference to recognised guidance such 
as the FORGE guidelines, developed by financial institutions in the UK, and the 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. 

Our principal objectives in designing GEMS were: 

• to ensure that environmental policy commitments are universally adopted at our principal office locations world-
wide; 

• to provide a framework for setting and reviewing environmental targets that are consistent with environmen-
tal, cultural, political and regulatory circumstances in our principal countries of operation; 

• to ensure that environmental legal requirements are identified, reviewed and complied with; and 

• to deliver accurate, consistent and representative environmental performance information for reporting pur-
poses. 

On the lending side we revised and re-launched our policy on environmental and social risk at the end of 2001. 
We are reinforcing this with dedicated workshops for our front-line and risk staff. These are being run in all our 
major centres during 2003 and are tailored to cover local circumstances. The aim is to show how environmental 
and social risk is not just an OECD issue, but one that we face when making lending decisions in all parts of our 
network. There are also business opportunities that need to be recognised. Increasingly we are finding that our 
customers are recognising their responsibilities in respect of the environment. 

In October 2002 we ran an internal global awareness initiative branded 'Clean and Green Week'. This had parti-
cipation from all our 28,000 staff and also attracted the involvement of our customers, the community and other 
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paitners. The various creative and exciting activities held during the week included recycling, the conservation of 
energy, reduction of waste and participation in community projects to protect the environment. Environmental 
seminars, conducted by external professionals, were also carried out in a number of locations. 

We are now into our third year and continue to make progress. There is no magic wand that embeds sustainability 
and environmental management into an organisation. It requires the sponsorship of senior management and the 
commitment of a dedicated group of employees. 

We are increasingly seeing the benefits with improvements in external benchmarks and engagement with our stake-
holders. 
Robert Tacon is Group Head, Risk Monitonng at Standard Chartered. 
E-mail: RobertTacon@ukstandardchartered.com  
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Phil Case and Chris Bray Barclays Bank 

The financial services industiy is far from unique in facing an increasingly competitive market place, and with that 
comes a temptation among some in the management hierarchy to focus on shorter-term deliverables that show a 
tangible benefit in a finite timescale. 

There will be some who recognise this mindset in their own organisations, and it can 
represent a significant dis-incentive to those seeking to put in place management sys- 

A banks most signifi tems for reporting the environmental and wider sustainability credenthis of the 
- 

business. The costs, both real and 'opportunity', together with the resources and effort 
cant impact on the 	involved in establishing such a reporting mechanism may look like a soft challenge 

environment is often 	for those who may be unconvinced of the merits of such a management discipline. 

peiveived to be 	But a brief rehearsal of the environmental impact of a company operating in the finance 
sector is a useful starting point. The company's impact can be summarised under the 

through its lending 	three headings of 'inputs', 'processes' and 'outputs'. Against each of these there are 

operations. 	a number of aspects which can be measured and, significantly, to which a financial 
dimension can be attributed. It is this financial dimension, essentially the potential 
costs saved, which will attract the attention of those in management positions who 
may need to be convinced. 

The most immediate environmental impact may fall under 'processes'. Housekeeping and resource consumption 
are most readily identified and measured. Then apply the adage 'what gets measured gets managed'. The first task 
is to establish a baseline data set, and if this has the granularity to identify at least the major consuming sites and 
offices in a business, then so much the better. Comparing this baseline data ('normalised' by reference to - for 
example - the floor area of the buildings covered) with industry norms, allows the identifIcation of those sites with 
the greatest potential to reduce some of the company's costs and environmental impacts. 

This is nothing more than resource efficiency, and can be a useful means of winning the 'hearts and minds' of those 
working in the offices and processing centres. Not all staff will readily relate to the greenhouse gas emissions, and 
associated environmental issues, deriving from their computer screens or lighting being left on unnecessarily. They 
may, however, recognise the business impacts if they know that a computer screen left on 'stand by' overnight 
costs up to GBP30 per year. Gradually, a culture change can be brought about, as employees recognise that indi-
vidually they can make a difference, and that collectively, their impact will be considerable. 

Other items under 'processes' might include water and paper consumption plus travel costs, all of which can be 
managed to similar benefit. 

Beyond processes, 'inputs' recognise that financial institutions are major corporate buyers of goods and services 
and can therefore exert significant influence over their suppliers. While cost will be one of the key considerations 
when tendering, environmental parameters can be factored into the process. For instance, can greater use be made 
of recycled paper, without any adverse impact on total spend and or perceived quality? Without asking the ques-
tion of local suppliers, how do we know? And the cleaning contractors? The bank, as a customer, is quite entitled 
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to require the use of 'environmentally-friendly' deaning chemicals in its offices. Or even just ask those deaning 
contractors whether they have any environmental management systems in place themselves? 

A useful measure then might be the proportion of suppliers supplying goods or services with environmentally friendily 
facets. This is a figure which can be favourably managed over time as those unwilling, or unable, to support the 
bank in their move to greater sustainability will gradually lose their place on the bank's list of preferred suppliers. 

Inputs and processes lead to oz4puts- financial products and services - but also waste. Clearly reducing resource 
consumption will help reduce waste, but more durable items such as furniture and electrical and computer equip-
ment, while possibly obsolete in the business, might well prove to be valuable commodities in other organisations 
such as schools and charities. Not only does this reduce the metric for overall volumes of waste, but also it sends 
a powerful message in terms of the business' support for its local community. 

A bank's most significant impact on the environment is often perceived to be through its lending operations. Loan 
products carrying favourable terms for environmentally sound projects, where these are available, can be measu-
red in terms of balances lent. Environmental risk filters in lending are more difficult to represent with a meaningful 
metric given that their effectiveness is primarily a qualitative measure, rather than a quantitative one. 

But establishing an effective mechanism and business culture for addressing and reporting on the environmental 
impacts of the bank need not be a daunting prospect. The baseline data is likely to be readily available and early 
'wins' can be achieved by focusing on efficiency measures that can be implemented without cost or at low cost 
Once the initial steps have been taken, the cost benefits which flow from environmental management of resource 
consumption will generate the encouragement and support to develop more complex mechanisms for gathering, 
managing and reporting on other environmental impacts. 

Phil Case is Enwonmental Director and Chris Bray is Head of Environmental Risk Management at 
Barclays Bank. 
E-mail: phil.case@barclays.co.uk  and chris.bray@gloucester.mail.bardays.co.uk  

The Insurance view 
Our members believe that companies must pay careful attention to the business 

risk inherent in their management of social, environmental and ethical issues that affect them. It 

is in their own interest to do so if they want to avoid reputational damage which can have a real 

impact on their financial health. 

They will take these issues seriously if they recognise that, by doing so, they will add value to 

their brand, raise the quality of their earnings and ultimately reduce their cost of capital. Society 

will obviously benefit too, so everybody gains. 

Peter Montagnon is Head of Investment Affairs at the Association of British Insurers. 
E-mail: peter.montagnon@abi.org.uk  
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Environmental management and reporting wfthin the Australian 
finance sector 

Gabrielle McCorkell EPA Victoria 

In Australia, financial institutions' commitment to environmental management and reporting has been evolving 
slowly over the past decade with a fluny of activity in the past three years. The sector can be divided into two dis-
tinct groups: companies that acknowledge the importance of, and the impact that they have on the environment; 
and those that do not. Those in the former group have implemented appropriate systems, strategies and reporting 
processes to varying degrees and will be the focus of this report. 

Environmental management 

A number of Australia's largest financial institutions have, at the very least, an environmental policy in place and 
have implemented environmental risk assessment procedures. They have also implemented environmental manage-
ment programmes, but these focus mainly on their office-based impacts, such as energy usage, waste management 
and recycling. 

A number have also signed up to government initiatives such as Waste Wise (a programme designed to assist com-
panies in avoiding, reusing and recycling waste) and the Greenhouse Challenge (a joint voluntaiy initiative between 
the National Government and industry to abate greenhouse gas emissions) and actively contribute to UNEP Fl pro-
grammes in Australia. Superannuation funds in this group offer a sustainabiity or socially responsible, investment 
choice and fund managers have developed sustainability or socially responsible, investment products. 

The more advanced institutions, of which there are only a few, have implemented comprehensive Environment 
Management Systems, based on ISO 14001. These institutions are working with their supply chain to improve its 
environmental performance and are fully engaged with their key stakeholders. They have board level processes 
in place to deal with environmental issues and are incorporating environmental performance indicators into 
employee performance review and development plans. They have also started to investigate or have actually intro-
duced environmentally friendly products such as Bendigo Bank's 'green' loans, which provide discounted loans 
to customers looking to improve the energy efficiency of their home (Bendigo Bank is a second tier financial ser-
vice provider) and sustainability or socially responsible, investment options such as Westpac's sustainability share 
fund (Westpac is one of Australia's largest financial service providers). VicSuper, one of Australia's largest pension 
funds, has allocated 101/6 (approximately AUD90 miffion) of its listed equities portfolio to sustainability investments. 

Reporting 

Today only a few organisations produce a sustainability or environment and community report They include Westpac, 
which has just produced its second sustainability report, Who cares?, Australian Ethical Investment (a small inde-
pendent fund manager) which produced its first sustainability report in 2003 and Maleny Credit Union (a small 
credit union) which has been producing a joint environmental, social and financial report since 2000. Both Westpac 
and Australian Ethical Investment have based their reports on the Global Reporting Initiative and Westpac has also 
used the industry-specific frameworks of EPI-Finance and SPI-Finance and input from their Australian stakehol-
ders. It should be noted that a number of other financial institutions are looking to produce sustainabifity reports 
in the next 12 to 24 months. 
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Other types of reporting by financial institutions include dedicating a couple of pages in their Annual Report and 
websites to reporting on their environmental management initiatives and performance, or the production of 
'Greenhouse Challenge' reports. Signatories to the Greenhouse Challenge, who indude Australia's four largest banks, 
are required to produce a public report which provides an update on greenhouse gas emissions, articulates an 
action plan for reducing greenhouse gases and a forecast of future emissions. Some banks have been producing 
these reports since 1997. 

Mandatory reporting provision 

The only mandatory reporting provision in Australia was introduced in 1999 into the Corporations Law. Section 
299(1) (0 requires companies that prepare a directors' report to provide details of their performance in relation 
to environmental regulation. Unfortunately this provision did not appear to encourage reporting by financial ins-
titutions beyond a statement in the Annual Report that said that companyX is not subject to any particular or significant 
environmental regulations under the law of the Commonwealth or of a state or tethtory. 

Conclusion 

While the environment has only recently emerged as a significant priority in the Australian financial services sector 
a number of institutions have begun initiating comprehensive environmental business strategies and reporting pro-
cedures. Organisations who previously hadn't been engaged on environmental issues have began to dedicate 
resources to it and in the coming years we may see it become more of a mainstream issue. 

1]NEP F! is aiding the advances in this area through its Australasian programme with EPA Victoria. More than 
20 financial sector o?ganisations are represented on the Australasian advisory committees and a lot more are 
involved in their more general activities. 
Gabrielle McCorkell is Strategic Ad'viser at EPA Victoria 
E-mail: gabrielle.mccorkell@epavic.gov.au  
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The UNEP H Climate Change working group, chaired by Munich Reinsurance, has been active in the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiations since June 2001. The group presented a major 
study on the financial services industry and climate change at the 2002 negotiations in New Delhi, India, and fol-
lowed this with the release of its first opinion paper, covering emissions trading, at the most recent UNFCCC climate 
change gathering in Milan, Italy. 

Another key development for the Climate Change working group was the launch of the Sustainable Energy Finance 
Initiative (SEFI) at the UNEP H Tokyo Roundtable in October 2003. SEFI is a partnership between UNEP H, UNEP 
Energy and BASE (Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy), a UN Collaborating Center. The goal of SEFI is to bring 
about increased investment in the clean energy sector. The means to achieving this is to introduce new approaches 
to financing sustainable energy and to catalyze strategic partnerships in the area of dean energy finance, both amongst 
financial institutions and between financial institutions, and selected UN-system agencies. The Climate Change 
working group will be an active participant in the inithtive. 

As part of SEH, and in anticipation of the International Conference for Renewable Energy in Bonn, June 2004, the 
working group is producing a report examining the risks and opportunities for the financial industry in the rene-
wable energy sector. The report will identify barriers to investment in renewable energy and present the business 
case for ramping up investment in renewable energy projects. The report will outline current political develop-
ments in the nascent renewable energy marketplace, and more importantly, present the types of financing and 
risk management tools currently available from the banking and insurance sector. In addition, the report will pre-
sent concrete case study examples of financing sustainable energy, with an emphasis on essons learned', and 
make strong policy recommendations for further action on the issue. 

Through its regional task forces, UNEP Fl will engage in a capacity building effort in the developing world to edu-
cate local governments, financial institutions and project developers on the inherent risks and opportunities of 
financing renewable energy technology, thus facilitating increased regional investment in sustainable energy. The 
Climate Change working group and its report will be used to support and move this process forward. 

This section of the Values to Value (V2V) report brings together a range of perspectives from both financial insti-
tutions and specialists in the field on the issue of climate change. The section by the Earth Negotiations Bulletin 
provides an independent analysis of the COP 9 negotiations in Milan in December 2003. V2V is most grateful for 
this contribution. 
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Working towards a better climate... 

Scott Flemming UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group 

The environmental and financial performance of companies are becoming increasingly intertwined. Climate 
change has been shown to have a significant bearing on risk levels and the profitability of companies, thus having 
an impact on shareholder value. 

Do the directors of these institutions make the connection between market risk, regulations on emissions of green-
house gases (GHGs) and global warming? Do the investment banks advise them that climate change is a risk issue 
in view of the residual scientific, political and economic uncertainties? Does climate change present real, tangible 
risks to investors? 

These are critical questions that relate directly to the relevance of climate change in the financial services sector 
and the role of financial institutions in combating the problem. The UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group (CCWG) 
endeavours to address these questions by engaging the finance sector, broader industry, governments, and civil 
society on the inherent risks and opportunities climate change presents. 

In a landmark study released by the UNEP Fl CCWG (www.unepfi.neticc/ceobriefingccwgunepfi.pdf) in October 
2002, targeted at corporate decision-makers at executive board-level and key government policy-makers, the rele-
vance of climate change to the financial services industry is presented and the need for long-term, market-based 
frameworks to foster finance sector participation is explained in detail. The working group declares its support 
for the flexible mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol, namely International Emissions Trading, Joint Implementation 
(R) and the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), but also stresses that the Protocol is but a first step. The study 
calls upon governments to engage in a longer term political framework to ensure climate stability. Further, it exa-
mines the future role of the finance sector in dealing with climate change, making strategic recommendations for 
early action on the issue. 

The need for immediate action is no better exemplified than by the following example, in which climate change 
risks are perceived as material by directly linking to shareholder value. In February 2002, Switzerland-based Xstrata 
bought the Australian and South African coal assets of Glencore International AG for USD2.5 billion. The purchase 
was partially leveraged through a GBP850 million issue on the London Stock Exchange. 

Despite the fact that Australian mines supply over 65% of Japanese utilities' demand for thermal coal, and that the 
Japanese government recently ratified the Kyoto Protocol, which limits countries' GHG emissions, the 400-plus 
page prospectus prepared by underwriters JP Morgan Chase failed to mention the link between coal and climate 
change. In fact, exactly one be of the prospectus was devoted to climate change. Yet within weeks, the Japanese 
government went public with a proposed carbon tax designed to penalise such coal imports and combat climate 
change. The market responded by marking down Xstrata's shares by 8 1/o. 

Similarly, inJune 2002, Intrawest Corporation, a major North American player in the ski-resort industry, raised CAD85.8 
million through a public offering without making any mention of climate change and its potential negative impli-
cations for investors. Nor was there any reference to the modelling work done by the Inter-governmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) and the University of California indicating that climate change could result in an increase 
in mean temperatures across North America of between 6.3 and 13.5  2F, resulting in a potential dramatic decrease 
in snow accumulation. 
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In December 2003,  a report issued by UNEP in collaboration with IPCC concluded that many low-altitude ski resorts 
face economic hardship, and even ruin, as a result of global wamiing. The study says that ski resorts in North 
America and Australia will also be impacted and indeed, under a worst-case scenario, none of Australia's ski resorts 
will be economically viable by 2070. 

The answer to the question of whether or not directors of these companies are aware of the threat climate change 
poses to their respective companies and the opportunities it presents is a resounding 'no'. This awareness deficit 
within institutions is currently being challenged by way of an intensive awareness raising campaign by the IJNEP 
Fl CCWG, aiming to inspire individual financial companies to engage on climate change. 

The future role these institutions could play in tackling the climate change issue is clearly defined in the latest publi-
cation of the UNEP Fl CCWG, 'CEO Briefing on Emissions Trading' (www.unepfi.net/publications 
/et_ccwg_unepfiO3.pdO,  in which the subject of emissions trading is explored from a financial sector perspective. 
The report follows up on key recommendations from the 2002 study, which stressed the role of the finance sector 
in delivering market solutions to climate change. It outlines the current political developments, explains the ways 
in which companies are affected, discusses the risks and opportunities emissions trading presents, and delves into 
the role of financial services providers in diminishing risks and creating new market opportunities. By some esti-
mates, GHG emissions trading could be a USD2 trillion per year market by 2012. 

Looking ahead to 2004 and beyond, another emerging market will be targeted by UNEP Fl. Financing for clean 
energy technologies, forecast to be worth over USD1.9 trillion by 2020, presents unique opportunities for the finance 
sector. Specifically, as part of the new UNEP Sustainable Energy Finance Initiative (SEFI), the UNEP FT CCWG will 
engage in activities aiming to help financiers overcome barriers that prevent them from building sustainable energy 
portfolios. 

Strongly linked to climate change and renewable energy is UNEP H's continuing involvement in the Export Credit 
Agency (ECA) debate where, over the past few years, the UNEP FT CCWG has played a substantive role in the deli-
very of the UNEP Workshops on the Environment. The working group has co-operated in exploring ways to 
strengthen support for renewable energy technology projects in developing countries by way of the CDM. It is 
clear that ECAs can play an important role in helping to promote the uptake of renewable energy technologies by 
providing new products and services. UNEP H will continue to actively facilitate this knowledge sharing among 
the ECA community. 

The following articles provide unique perspectives on the challenges that he ahead as the world strives to mitigate 
and adapt to climate change. These are the very challenges the UNEP FT CCWG aims to identify and communi-
cate to the financial sector. 
Scott Flemming, UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group 
E-mail: scott.flemming@unep.ch  
Web sfte: http://unepli.net/cc  
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Key issues in the emerging global carbon market 

John O'Brien Carbon Market Solutions 

Over ten years ago, at the time of the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992,  discussions about a global carbon market were 
largely theoretical. Business took note that governments in developed countries were in agreement that green-
house gas emissions needed to be reduced but in practical terms not much happened to encourage business to 
act with any haste. 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) adopted 
at the Earth Summit called for the stabilisation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 
at 1990 levels by the year 2000. This goal was not met but the situation has now greatly 

Increasingly, carbon 	changel The Kyoto Protocol was signed in 1997 and sets legally binding emission reduc- 

i 	
tion targets for developed countries to reduce their emissions by an average of 5.2% s going tO be valued 	below 1990 levels by the period 2008-2012. With expected Russian ratification, the 

as an asset or a 	Protocol could enter into force in 2004. A carbon-constrained future is now a reality. 

liabilily on the 	Regardless of, and in parallel with, Kyoto ratification, the European Union is pressing 

balance sheet of 	ahead with the introduction of an emissions trading scheme from 2005. Increasingly, 
carbon is going to be valued as an asset or a liability on the balance sheet of compa- 

companies. nies. Fiims that fail to estimate their Value at Risk (VaR) from exposure to climate change 
will be at a competitive disadvantage while finns that take pro-active action are likely 
to benefit. 

This article examines some of the common themes of the other authors in this section in order to pull together 
some key insights into the future shape and form of the emerging carbon market. In particular the article examines 
how emerging EU climate policy is influencing the future direction of the market and how this will have implica-
tions for the way that banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions respond. Some of the key issues 
and questions which arise include: 

• What will the market look like in 2005? And in 2008? 

• What are the key risks and opportunities for companies? 

• HowcanVaRbeassessed? 

• What are the implications for asset management and asset managers? 

• What fmancial products and tools can be developed to facilitate the emergence of a global carbon market2 

The contributors to this section of the publication have brought out some of the key issues. 

Carbon Disclosure Project 

The Climate Disclosure Project (CDP) has demonstrated how many companies are taking early action on climate 
change, even before the Kyoto Protocol has entered into force. Common elements of such actions include setting 
internal emission reduction targets, developing greenhouse gas management strategies, participating in interna-
tional rule-making activities related to climate change and undertaking emissions trading. Some companies, such 
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as BP and Shell, have taken a 'pioneering' approach to the climate change issue, believing that gaining early expe-
rience will contribute to a position of competitive advantage as the market develops further. However, the CDP 
has also demonstrated that there are a significant number of companies which, while formally recognising that cli-
mate change is an important issue which needs to be taken into consideration, have yet to undertake significant 
action. 

Climat9 change risk management 

The article by Germanwatch highlights the importance of effective climate change risk management for compa-
nies. The risk of taking no action in the past has not been too high, given the fact that no strong regulatory regime 
was in place at a national or regional level to force companies into making emission reductions. This will change 
very shortly with the introduction of a mandatory EU emissions trading scheme from 2005. In addition, companies 
in Annex I Parties to the Kyoto Protocol face increasing regulations to reduce emissions in the form of carbon taxes, 
domestic emission trading schemes, and/or other incentives. From 2008, they will face a global emissions trading 
regime under the terms of the Kyoto Protocol. There are even indications that, in future, the directors and officers 
of exposed companies may become liable for inadequately addressing the potential threats from climate change. 

Managing climate change 

Some important publications have been issued in recent years that deal with climate change 

risk management and the development of climate change strategies for companies. 

They indude: 

I Corporate Governance and Climate Change (Making the Connection), CERES and Investor 

Responsibility Research Centre (IRRC), June 2003 

http://www.ceres.org/reports/maln.htm  

2 The GHG Protocol (A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard), World Business 

Coundl on Sustainable Development, 2001 

http://www.ghgprotocol.org  

3 Common Bements among Advanced GHG Management Programs, Partnership for 

Climate Action (PCA), March 2002 

http://www.pca-online.org/our_work/library.php  

4 Climate Change - Value at Risk, CERES Sustainable Governance Project, April 2002 

http://www.ceres.org/reports/main.htm  

5 An Overview of Greenhouse Gas Inventory Issues, Pew Global Centre on Climate Change, 

August 2000 

http://www.pewclimate.org/ 
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Possible financial products against climate change risk 

The article by Dresdner Bank highlights the considerable impact that emissions trading could have on future cash 
flows, market capitalisation and capital costs on firms affected by the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS). 

Assessing VaR from the ETh requires an understanding of what the firm's level of obligations will be. Companies 
need to know what their current and future greenhouse gas emissions are likely to be and what level of certainty 
is associated with these estimates. They need to know what investment costs would be associated with reducing 
these emissions to a level which would comply with their obligations. If companies cannot cost-effectively meet 
their target in this manner they need to know what the opportunities are to buy allowances in the market to do 
forward trades and risk hedging. It may well be that the cost of trading is significantly less than the cost of making 
new investments in technologies that reduce greenhouse gases. 

Making a comprehensive assessment of VaR in specific sectors or specific companies as a result of the EU ETh is 
difficult prior to national allocation plans being released and agreed by EU member states. This is likely to happen 
in early 2004. However, Dresdner estimates that CO2 trading could lift power prices by some 8-20% and add at 
least 10-15% to some company valuations and earnings. Derivatives can help hedge against future price and quan-
tity risks, so companies can try to hedge against future risk under the EU scheme by creating a forward market for 
EU allowances. 

Banks can develop a new range of financial products and services for the carbon market. For example, they can 
develop a 'carbon screen' when evaluating new projects to assess the likely future carbon asset or liability. Asset 
managers need to examine how carbon assets and liabilities will be created by the EU scheme. They can consider 
creating new 'carbon funds' (equity, debt or hedge funds) or participate in third party carbon funds such as, for 
example, those created by the World Bank. Investing in a fund helps to diversify the risk associated with a project 
not delivering the expected carbon assets. Banks can also get involved as financial intermediaries between bro-
kers and project developers and they can develop financial advisory services around these new businesses. 

Emission reduction projects create EU allowances which can be traded into the EU scheme. However, there is a 
risk that the projected future reductions are greater than what is actually achieved. New insurance products to hedge 
against this risk should be developed. 

Emerging EU climate change policy 

EU climate change policy revolves around the European Climate Change Programme (ECCP) which has adopted 
a range of measures related to promoting renewable energy, energy-efficiency and other greenhouse gas redu-
cing activities. These are all aimed at assisting the European Commission as a whole to meet its overall commitment 
under the Kyoto Protocol which is to reduce greenhouse gases to 8 1/6 below 1990 levels during the period 2008-
2012. The centrepiece of ECCP is the 'burden-sharing' agreement under which various member states have been 
allocated different targets bearing some relation to the difficulty they face in meeting the EU target. The specific 
emission reduction targets of EU member states are expressed in percentage terms as legally binding reduction 
targets as follows: 
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Table 1: The EU burden sharing agreement as per 16 June 1998 EU 

Council Resolution 

EU Member 
this State 

Target (%) Change from 
1990 to 2000 (%) 

Subjective Assessment of Difficulty in Reaching 
Target without Trading + Comments' 

Austria =13 +2.7 Will be difficult. Is introducingJl purchasing scheme 

Belgium -7.5 +6.4 Not well prepared. Will be difficult 

Denmark -21 -9.8 Relatively easy, domestic ETS was introduced but stop-
ped at end of 2002 

Finland 0 -4.1 Is on target, government introduced limited JI and 
CDM tender 

France 0 -1.7 Relatively easy with switch to nuclear reducing emis-
sions 

Geimany -21 -19.1 Easy due to incorporation of East Germany and do-
sure of many old inefficient plants 

Greece +25 +21.2 Not well prepared. Will be difficult. 

Ireland +13 +24.0 Not well prepared. Will be extremely difficult. 

Italy -6.5 +3.9 Moderately prepared. Will be difficult. 

Luxemburg -28 -45 No problems whatsoever. 

Netherlands -6 +2.6 Will be difficult. Government has JI and CDM pur-
chasing schemes in place; ERUPT and CERUPT 

Portugal +27 +30.1 Not well prepared. Will be extremely difficult 

Spain +15 +33.7 Not well prepared. Will be extremely difficult 

Sweden +4 -1.9 Is on target, government introduced JI tender in 2003 

UK -12.5 -12.6 Should be relatively easy. 
Domestic ETS in place 2002-2007 

Comments reflect the opinions of the author only. They do not constitute In any shape or form or manner whatsoever official 

positions or policies on this Issue. 

Total emissions in the EU in 2000 were approximately 0.5% lower than in 1990. However, in a business-as-usual 
scenario the EU is not on target to meet its Kyoto commitment, which is one reason for the planned EU ETS which 
aims to achieve the same overall environmental benefit of an 8%  reduction, but at a lower cost of compliance. 
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The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme 

The agreement to proceed with an EU ETh is perhaps the most significant development towards the creation of a 
truly global carbon market. The scheme, which is mandatory and is scheduled to start in 2005, will eventually cover 
up to 28 countries induding all 15 EU member states, the 10 accession countries (and quite possibly Norway, 
Switzerland, and Liechtenstein). 

Sectors covered by the EU ETS include: the energy sector (all installations exceeding 
20MW except hazardous or municipal waste installations); ferrous metals; oil refining; 

Firms which fail to 	paper and pulp; and building materials. Major sectors which are currently not part of 

hold sufficient the EU emissions trading scheme indude chemicals, transport, aluminium and domes- 
tic energy use. It is possible that some of these sectors will be covered from 2008. In 

allowancesface fines 

	

	the initial 2005-07 period, the scheme will cover only emissions of CO2. However, in 
2008-2012, member states can apply to include non-0O2 gases as well as the sectors of up to EUR4O/tonne 	which are not initially part of the scheme. The basis for determining the liabilities of 

of CO2 in the priod 	individual installations will be national allocation plans which are being developed 

2005-200 Z rLsing to 	by member state governments and are due to be completed in early 2004. 

Under the EU ETS, operators of all installations covered by the scheme wifi 	i be requ EUR100/tonne during red to hold a site-specific and non-transferable GHG permit which will require them 
2008-2012. 	to hold sufficient EU allowances in their compliance account at the end of each 

calendar year equal to the actual GHG emissions monitored, reported, and verified 
from that installation during that same year. 

Firms which fail to hold sufficient allowances face fines of up to EIJR40/tonne of CO2 in the period 2005-2007, 
rising to EUR100/tonne during 2008-2012. This creates significant incentives for trading as EU allowances can be 
bought from installations in other countries and/or other sectors where marginal abatement costs are lower. In 
particular, the accession countries of central and eastern Europe have an opportunity to receive significant reve-
nues from the sale of EU allowances from emission reduction projects. 

The EU ETS linking mechanism 

The proposed linking directive for the EU ETS allows for Joint Implementation (1I) and Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM) projects to contribute to the trading scheme. Both emission reduction units (ERUs) and certi-
fied emission reductions (CERs), fromJl and CDM projects respectively, can be converted into EU allowances from 
2008 onwards. This may finally create the private sector demand and market for both the CDM and JI that was 
envisaged when these two project-based mechanisms were orginally included into the Kyoto Protocol back in 1997. 

Not everybody is happy with the directive, however. For example, Eurelectric, which represents the European elec-
tricity industry, would like credits from project-based mechanisms to be convertible into EU allowances during 
2005-2007. In contrast, some NGOs such as Greenpeace are concerned that, by not setting concrete limits on the 
volume of 'credits' fromJl and CDM projects which may enter the scheme, priority is not being given to domestic 
emission reduction projects. This issue has been addressed by the EU by setting a 6 % trigger for ERUs and CERs 
in the linking directive, which essentially means that as soon as this percentage is reached, the Commission will 
review the status of JI and CDM projects in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. In addition, in response to other 
concerns raised, the Commission has decided that EU allowances cannot be created fromJl and CDM activities for 
carbon sequestration projects, from nuclear projects or from large-scale hydro activities. 
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The EU ETS as the precursor to the global carbon market 

The EU emissions trading scheme may well evolve into the precursor of the global carbon market which the Kyoto 
Protocol envisaged. It is clear that any other national emissions trading schemes, such as those which are currently 
being considered by governments such as Norway, Sweden, Canada and Japan, are going to have to include basic 
compatibility with the EU scheme. 

The UK Emissions Trading Scheme (UK ETS), which started in April 2002 and which runs until 2007, will even-
tually merge with the EU scheme. It is possible that participants in the UK ETS may receive an exemption for the 
period 2005-2007. From 2012, it is likely that, as the Kyoto process evolves, developing countries will need to take 
on some form of commitment in terms of legally binding emission reduction targets. Whatever form or shape these 
commitments take, it is clear that there is going to have to be some basic compatibility with the EU ETS. 

Emissions trading and Assigned Amount Units (AAU5) 

While the EU ETS will not recognise Assigned Amount Units (AAUs 1) as compliance tools, it is important to note 
that, under the Kyoto Protocol, AAUs will be used and could, in time, become attractive to governments who finally 
realise that they are not going to meet their Kyoto targets through domestic measures and/or participation in emis-
sions trading under the EU scheme. 

In addition, sales of AAUs through emissions trading could be coupled with domestic reduction projects so as to 
create a financially more attractive instrument for the buyer as recently happened in the case of a sale of 200,000 
tonnes of AAUs in early 2003 by the Government of Slovakia to Sumitomo Corporation in Japan. 

Some thoughts about the future of the global carbon market 

Whatwill the market look like in 2005? 
Up until now, the market for emission reduction credits from Joint Implementation projects has been dominated 
by public buyers such as the World Bank's Prototype Carbon Fund (PCF) (http://www.carbonfinance.org), the 
Dutch Government's ERUPT programme (http://www.senter.nl ), and by tenders forJl and CDM projects from coun-
tries in Europe such as Austria, Sweden, Denmark, and Finland. 

Sellers of emission reductions from projects have, until now, not been faced with much choice. With the start of 
the EU emissions trading scheme in 2005 some 12,000 new players affected by the scheme will enter the market 
creating much more liquidity and price transparency. While it is difficult to predict price, early indications are that 
EU allowances will, initially at least, change hands at a higher price than the USD34/ tonne of CO2 that carbon 
purchasing schemes have been offering. Current bids and offers in the early market for EU allowances are consi-
derably higher than the prices that have been offered by carbon purchasing schemes currently active in the market. 

What will the market look like in 2008? 
2008 may well mark the start of a truly global emissions trading market as new domestic emissions trading schemes 
in countries such as Canada, Japan and Norway, if operational, should over time have links to the EU emissions 
trading scheme. Allowances created under various emissions trading schemes and within different regulatory schemes 
will be convertible into 'Kyoto allowances' and held within national registries. Countries such as Russia, Ukraine, 
the Central and Eastern European nations and many developing countries, will have developed markets offering 

1 The quantity of greenhouse gases that an Annex I country can release in accordance with the Kyoto Protocol, during the first commitment period of 
that protocol (2008-12). 
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a combination of project-based emissions reductions and 'hot air' to industrialised countries that view trading as 
an effective means of meeting their Kyoto targets at lower cost. 

Key Lessons 
So what are the key lessons? First, climate change is a reality and financial institutions, insurance companies, and 
greenhouse gas emitters need to prepare. This entails developing and utilising a range of new products and ser-
vices to preserve, maintain and develop competitive advantage. Companies which obtain early experience in issues 
related to emissions trading, developing emission reduction projects, and greenhouse gas management systems 
will be in a better position. 

Second, while a truly global liquid market does not yet exist, we are moving in that direction with 2008 as a key 
date in that regard. The EU ETS represents an important first step in creating a global carbon market and will drive 
further change as other domestic and regional regulatory regimes develop links to the scheme. 

Finally, as the global climate change market develops and uncertainty and risk concerning specific regulatory fra-
meworks and compliance costs decreases, carbon will be increasingly measured and valued as an 'internationally 
tradable commodity. Greater understanding of the nature of this commodity and of the market which surrounds 
it will lead to greater opportunity. 

John O'Brien is Managing Director of Carbon Market Solutions. 
E-mail: john@carbonmarketsolutions.com  
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The two faces of the UNF000: A brief analysis of COP 9 

Earth Negotiations Bulletin 

Two faces of the IJNFCCC were clearly visible at COP 9, the latest annual Conference of the Parties to the 
Convention. The first was that of the ongoing negotiations aimed at strengthening and building on the original 
treaty and bringing the Kyoto Protocol to fruition. These official negothtions enjoyed some progress at the Milan 
meeting, including an agreement on the use of carbon 'sinks' in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). Sinks 
are prc4ects - usually in agriculture or forestry - that absorb or 'sequester' emissions of greenhouse gases. 
Nonetheless, this side of the conference could hardly be seen as an overwhelming success. 

However, while the official inter-governmental negotiations seemed beset by ineitia and a lack of leadership, the 
COP 9 corridors were buzzing with what some saw as the second face of the meeting; the 'implementing face'. 
This aspect of COP 9  was reflected in the workshops and other side events that showed the vision and enthusiasm 
being demonstrated for the Convention by its observer constituencies: environmental NGOs; business and indus-
try groups; local governments; organisations of indigenous peoples; and research and independent NGOs (RINGOs). 
it is these constituencies who continue to prove that, regardless of some countries' apparent reluctance to make 
significant progress, vigorous efforts to address the adverse effects of climate change are already underway, and 
are gaining momentum. This analysis provides an insight into these two different "faces" of the UNFCCC process. 

The negotiators' face 

While COP 8, held in New Delhi in 2002, is referred to by some as the 'adaptation COP' due to the progress made 
on adaptation issues, for similar reasons negothtors may one day speak of COP 9 as the 'forest COP'. Ever since 
COP 4 in 1998, the issue of sinks in the CDM has been plagued by complex and time-consuming discussions and 
often diametrically opposed negotiating positions. The long period of sessional and inter-sessional consultations, 
which forged good relationships among negotiators and allowed different countries to understand each other's 
concerns, was the basis for a much more cordial atmosphere at COP 9. 

Essenthlly, the debate could be viewed as one between buyers and sellers of carbon sequestration credits. The 
buyers, including the European Union, Norway and Switzerland, were mostly concerned about the quality of the 
product and sought conditions that would protect their investments and maintain credibility with environmental 
NGOs. Some insisted on rigorous criteria for socio-economic and environmental impacts, non-permanence of the 
sequestration and leakage of the stored carbon. 

The sellers, on the other hand, including Bolivia, Colombia, and other Latin American countries, strove for favou-
rable market conditions, aimed at avoiding crippling transaction costs. They sought more flexible crediting periods, 
an insurance approach to credits that would add value to what otherwise appears as merely 'renting' emissions 
reductions, and environmental and social impact assessments that are not excessively strict and costly. 

After years of negotiations, a compromise package was agreed which, in the words of one observer, was "mas-
terfully crafted" by Thelma Krug of Brazil and Karsten Sach from Germany, the co-chairs of the 'contact group' set 
up to examine the sinks issue. While the value of the compromise still needs to be tested, all Parties, for now, agree 
that the only way forward is learning by doing. 
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Aside from the results achieved in the discussions on sinks in the CDM, however, there was undoubtedly a sense 
of treading water, if not of pedalling backwards, on a range of other issues considered by the COP's two subsi-
diary bodies. These groups - the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA) and the 
Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI) - consist of government representatives who assist the COP with spe-
cialist information and advice. Among other issues they considered were negotiations on the Third Assessment 
Repoit (TAR) of the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change - the body that provides the UNFCCC with assess-
ments of the state of knowledge regarding climate change - and communications about national emissions of 
greenhouse gases from developing (non-Annex 1) countries. 

The limited progress in the TAR negotiations becomes evident when one recalls that it was the First Assessment 
Report that led to the negotiation of the UNFCCC itself, while the Second Assessment Report helped trigger nego-
tiation of the Kyoto Protocol. In contrast, nearly three years after completion of the TAR, and following two years 
of negothtions in SBSTA and COP sessions, delegates only just agreed not to preclude substantive discussion of 
the TAR under the new agenda items on adaptation and mitigation established to this end. 

Strong resistance by the G-77 group of developing countries (plus China), to adopting a COP decision on the TAR 
and, in fact, to discussing anything beyond procedures for further consideration of this issue, is a clear reflection 
of this group's determination not to allow negotiations to head anywhere near the issue of developing countries' 
future commitments on their greenhouse gas emissions. After all, the new mitigation agenda item will be the main 
forum where this could be addressed. With frustration over the failure of 'Annex I' Parties (industrialised nations) 
to fulfIll their emission reduction commitments, the limited transfer of emission reduction and abatement techno-
logies to developing countries and insufficient financial support offered to them, these countries strongly resisted 
negotiations turning towards mitigation activities by non-Annex I countries in the future. 

On the other hand, some observers were surprised by the G-77/China's prohibitive stance to advancing substan-
the consideration of the TAR, as this not only limits work on mitigation, but also on adaptation, a major concern 
to a large, although not necessarily very powerful, faction of developing counthes. Given this lack of progress on 
substantive discussions, it is unlikely that the TAR wifi, unlike the first and second assessment reports, significantly 
shape future UNFCCC negotiations. Nevertheless, the window of opportunity for considering the substance of the 
third, and possibly future, IPCC assessment reports has been created. 

On the subject of non-Annex I 'national communications' - information on emissions data and plans to curb green-
house gases - it would be a stretch to say that great advances have been made. In fact, the general perception 
seemed to be that Parties had taken a step back in at least one sense: whereas at SBSTA-18 in June 2003, delegates 
agreed to "urge" Parties that have not yet done so to submit their national communications as soon as possible, 
this time around, the compromise language ended-up only "encouraging" Parties to do so as soon as possible. 
Furthermore, lengthy negothtions at COP 8 on revised guidelines for preparing national communications retur-
ned to haunt negotiators as developing countries sought to weaken any additional commitments on reporting due 
to a realisation that funding would be insufficient to cover this work. 

This, and the unwavering opposition of the G-77/China to refer to the frequency of submissions, was seen by some 
as yet another illustration of developing countries' unwillingness to move ahead on anything other than the obli-
gations of industrialised countries. As for Parties' inability to reach agreement on the submission of future national 
communications, this is on the one hand a reflection of what some saw as the G-77/China's current "mantra" - to 
avoid indications of future commitments on their part. On the other hand, it ifiustrates the incoherence between 
the EU's negothting mandate and its determination to carry this position through. Given the emphasis of many EU 
Member States on the importance of pushing for a decision on this issue, it remained unclear to observers why, 
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save for incredible miscommunication or a hidden agenda, the issue was conceded by the EU without any resis-
tance. 

However, outside the box of defensive party positions and regime-focused strategic approaches held in the nego-
thtions, the high-level round table discussions among ministers provided a refreshing change of pace, allowing 
an opportunity to step back and take a wider view of the UNFCCC process and the issue of climate change itself. 
Unleashed from common-denominator group positions and the confines of negotiations, ministers were forced, 
within strict time limits, to get to the point and present the issues which they believe are most pertinent in the broa-
der context of climate change. 

While many of the issues raised by ministers, such as sustainable development, adaptation and technology trans-
fer are not new, they dearly needed political reinforcement. Statements by several countries on their Kyoto targets 
and future actions may also provide a better insight into the non-negothted COP outcomes. For example, minis-
ters and senior officials from Canada, the Netherlands and Australia confirmed their intention to meet their Kyoto 
targets, even if the Protocol does not enter into force, and Germany, the UK, Philippines and Micronesia suppor-
ted action to keep the average global temperature increase this century to less than 2°C. Re-awakening ministers 
to the needs to engage, mainstream and prioritise these broader issues may be one of the more significant, non-
negothted outcomes of the COP. 

The constituency face 

While the official negotiations were taking place, the UNFCCC's 'second face' was also highly visible at COP 9. The 
Milan meeting demonstrated that climate change issues remain high on the political agendas of many NGOs, busi-
ness groups and the academic community, regardless of what is taking place in the latest round of inter-governmental 
negotiations. While diplomats were often left agreeing on the lowest common denominator, more than 100 side 
events also took place in Milan, almost all of them focused on the highest common denominator: achieving the 
concrete and necessary steps to meet the UNFCCC's ultimate objective. 

To many attending COP 9,  the attention and interest generated in these debates overshadowed the impasse and 
unwillingness of some Parties to engage in substantive negotiations on progress or the lack thereof. The side events 
often stressed the vañous paths on which negotiators seemed afraid to travel - again highlighting the somewhat 
contradictory nature of the two faces of the UNFCCC on show in Milan. 

First, a large majority of side events focused on ideas for action beyond the first commitment period of the Kyoto 
Protocol (2008-12). This contrasted sharply with the official negotiations, where the issue of the second review of 
the adequacy of existing emission reduction commitments was held in abeyance for the fifth COP in a row. The 
last day of COP 9 saw an informal discussion between environmental NGOs and some Annex I and non-Annex I 
Parties to discuss the urgency of planning future actions. 

Secondly, while negotiations on national communications were continuously blocked over concerns that the sub-
mission of information on inventories and 'policies and measures' would lead to new obligations, the constituencies 
active in the side events have already built and solidified the foundations for the successful sharing of experiences 
and lessons learned. This clearly demonstrates the value of such infomiation in shaping debates on mainstreaming 
climate change, adaptation, local action and innovative projects. 

COP 9 also saw the official recognition of the RINGOs constituency, first created in COP 8, which took its place 
alongside other recognised observer constituencies. RTNGOs form an important new constituency of organisations 
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engaged in independent research and analysis, and their inclusion as a key constituency will inevitably strengthen 
the research elements of the climate process. 

The only show in town 

While COP 9 had a rocky start, it ended on a positive note. Calling the Protocol "an unrealistic and ever-increasing 
regulatoty straitjacket," US Under-Secretaiy of State for Global Affairs Paula Dobriansky had written in a major finan-
cial newspaper that the "only acceptable, cost-effective option" to reduce greenhouse gas emissions was the 
American way. This viewpoint was argued vigorously (albeit unconvincingly, according to most observers), by 
the 60-strong US delegation in Milan. Days later, an advisor to the Russian presidency, "thought out loud" that Russian 
ratification was unlikely. Nevertheless, these statements did not detract Parties from keeping the process on track. 
In fact, the overwhelming message from the high-level segment was that the Protocol is the 'only show in town." 

COP 9 not only highlighted the division between developed and developing countries, but also the leadership and 
initiative gaps between negotiators and constituency groups. While resolving differences on a paragraph-by-para-
graph basis remains complex, the significant number of side events signals a change towards a more positive outlook 
for future COP sessions. In that sense the major outcome of COP 9 is a renewed emphasis on the role of the UNFCCC's 
constituencies as an important component of the process to deliver an equitable global climate change regime, a 
point clearly made by their demands for strong dimate action, dedicated leadership, information sharing and for-
ward thinking. 

Earth Negotiations Bulletin 

The views expressed in this artide do not neccessarily reflect those of UNEP or UNEP FL 
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The time of carbonomics has come 

Chrlstoph Bals Germanwatch 

The climate change train is moving - carbon now has a price. After the decision of the EU-parliament for an EU-
Emission Trading Scheme, there is hardly any doubt: from now on companies with high emissions and without 
appropriate risk management will have extra financial risks for their shareholders. 

Studies have already been released which indicate not only the qualitative risks from climate change and carbon 
prices, but also quantify this risk for different industry sectors. Soon we will have these numbers for individual 
companies. The new emissions trading market also creates new business opportunities for many companies. As 
soon as climate change is quantified in terms of risks and opportunities the financial markets can react. Insurers, 
pension funds and banks can put their money where their mouth is. 

More weather extremes will bring more regulation 

The pressure for even more stringent climate regulation is increasing. In July 2003, the World Meteorological 
Organisation (WMO) published an extraordinary press release, highlighting the high number of record extremes 
in weather and climate events this year and their connection to global climate change. They included: record tem-
peratures in France; the hottest June in Switzerland for at least 250 years; and 562 tornadoes in the US during May, 
which resulted in 41 deaths. This was a record for the monthly total of US tornadoes, the previous record being 
399 inJune 1992. In India, this year' s pre-monsoon heat wave brought peak temperatures of between 45 and 49°C 
which corresponds to departures from the weekly norm of between +2 and ±5°C. At least 1,400 people died in 
India due to the hot weather. In Sri Lanka, heavy rainfalls from a Tropical Cyclone exacerbated already wet condi-
tions, resulting in flooding and landslides and at least 300 deaths. 

"New record extreme events occur every year somewhere around the globe, but in 
recent years the number of such extremes have been increasing," notes the WMO. The 

There are also the 	direct risks of global climate change are increasing and, if this trend continues, it is only 
a question of time before politicians will react with additional regulations. For compa-fiit strong indica- 	.  rites without adequate risk management this means additional regulatory risk. The Carbon 

lions that climate 	Disclosure Project (www.cdproject.net ) helps to highlight the varying levels of carbon 
risk management in different companies. change litigation is 

becoming an 	Climate litigation 

important issue. 	There are also the first strong indications that climate change litigation is becoming an 
important issue. It was discussed at the World Economic Forum in Davos, and is being 
covered in the scientific and legal press, as well as in the general media. 

The Climate Justice Programme, a network of NGOs and individuals has recently published a web site on the issue 
(www.climatelaw.org). Supporters of this initiative believe that international and domestic laws - covering human 
rights, product liability, public nuisance and pollution - might be an effective weapon in forcing emissions cuts 
and make perpetrators liable for the consequences of their actions. 

They support the following statement: "Enforcing laws that exist now can help combat the causes and impacts of 
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climate change for the benefit of present and future generations and can hold the pelpetrators accountable and 
liable for the consequences of their actions. Communities, individuals, organisations, scientists and lawyers brin-
ging their energies together internationally and collaboratively will help ensure that the necessary cuts in emissions 
are made now. We support this effort and hope many will join us." 

This is a collaborative venture involving lawyers, scientists and more than 40 NGOs. Two cases have already been 
launched in US courts and more are in the pipeline, according to the Programme. 

No doubt litigators will need to overcome serious obstades if dimate change-related damage is to become the 
subject of billion-dollar lawsuits. The questions - who is responsible?; who should be compensated?; and, how 
can a particular disaster be attributed to climate change? - are serious, but maybe not insuperable, hurdles. Writing 
in the Columbia journal of Environmental Law recently, David Grossman, a Yale graduate, concluded that: "Some 
tort-based climate change suits have strong legal merits and may be capable of succeeding". 

But, for the moment, a company is unlikely to be successfully sued merely because of its greenhouse gas emis-
sions, according to James Cameron of international law firm Baker & McKenzie. He warns, however, - as the Financial 
Times reports - that a company's risk could be greatly increased if it were deemed to have acted culpably by, say, 
lobbying against greenhouse gas regulations. Some companies, which have used millions of dollars to lobby against 
climate change regulation, should listen carefully. 

Companies that delay taking action on climate change are also at risk of being sued by their investors. They could 
be accused of incurring higher costs as a result of unduly delaying emissions reductions, damaging the company's 
reputation and failing to disclose investment-relevant information. The Financial Times (14 July 2003) cites Swiss 
Re: "Shareholders' actions might follow, claiming that directors and officers of such companies should be liable 
for not adequately addressing the potential threats brought by climate-change related regulation". The time of car -
bonomics has come. 

Christoph Bals is Campaign Director RioKonkret at GerrnanWatch. 
E-mail: bais@gemianwatch.org  
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The Carbon Disclosure Project 

Paul Dickinson CDP 

The Carbon Disdosure Project (CDP) provides a secretariat for a group of investors who on 31 

May 2002 requested investment-relevant information on greenhouse gas emissions from the 

world's 500 largest companies. The 35 CDP signatories had assets of more than USD4 trillion 

and a second information request was issued in November 2003 from an even larger group. 

The CDP developed partly out of the UNEP Finance Initiative which may become a stakeholder 

in the project. The project welcomes addffional signatory investors. 

The CDP was founded in 2000 by Tessa Tennant, Jeremy Smith and the author. Tennant pioneered the measure-
ment of emissions that cause climate change by developing with Charles Thomas andJon Rolls the UNEP guidelines 
for calculating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for businesses and non-commercial organisations, published in 
2000. 

This was later evolved and incorporated into the GHG Protocol, developed in partner- 
ship between the World Resources Institute (WRI) and the World Business Council for 

co 	ate 	- 	
Sustainable Development (WBCSD). The protocol continues to provide the most corn- 
prehensive methodology in this area. It is difficult to work out how to account for GHG 

abilizy will be 	emissions, and many companies fail to report this information to their investors. CDP was 

inuenced by 	established to massively improve the quality and quantity of corporate reporting in this 
important area. 

climate change  Professional investors have many reasons for wanting such improvements. For example, 
related taxation 	corporate profitability will be influenced by climate change related taxation and regula- 

tion; technology innovations; and shifts in consumer sentiment and regulation; 
innova- technology 	GHG emission taxes are already a reality in many states and countries and the EU 

i 	 i Emissions Trading Scheme s due to begin n 2005. Some energy-intensive companies 
tions and shifts 	have already introduced very efficient technology while others are installing equipment 

in consumer 	today that may become uneconomic to operate in a few years. 

sentiment. 	A 2002 Deutsche Bank report on ExxonMobil noted the consumer boycott pursued by 
Greenpeace and others and commented: "While the company insists that it has suffered 
no fiscal impact from the boycott, being handed a reputation as environmental enemy 
number one for such a big customer-facing business has to be considered a brand risk." 

In addition to the above trends, humans continue to intrcxluce 47,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the 
atmosphere every minute of every day, and the trend is for this to increase significantly. The impact of atmosphe-
ric concentrations of CO2 due to exceed 450 parts per million (ppm) in the next decade, may be extremely serious. 
In essence, climate change is virtually certain to be an issue of increasing significance to investors, ratcheting up 
in importance, for the rest of our lives. The Kyoto Protocol for example, if ratified, will provide a miniscule retar- 
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dation in expected climate change impacts. Investors should therefore be prepared for more severe taxation and 
regulation of GHG emissions. 

The CDP began by assembling a distinguished advisory board, including Andrew Diugolecki who has worked clo-
sely with UNEP Fl for many years. It was launched by Tennant on 4 December 2000 at 10 Downing Street when 
she gave one of the prestigious millennium lectures to UK Prime Minister Tony Blair. It is funded by donations 
from foundations and is a registered US charity with IRS 501(cX3) status. 

Signatory investors indicated their intention to sign the project's 31 May 2002 letter throughout the spring of that 
year. UNEP Fl members such as Abbey National, Aviva, Co-operative Insurance Society, Credit Suisse Group, Dresdner 
Bank, Legal and General Group, Rabobank, Royal Bank of Scotland, Storebrand, Swiss Re and UBS were among 
the first to participate. 

The project has been a success. 245 corporations completed the questionnaire and all signatory investors have 
access to this data. Most of the responses and a report based on them, produced by Innovest Strategic Value Advisors, 
are available for download at www.cdproject.net . 

The CDP was cited as an example of best practice in the London Principles on Sustainable Finance, produced in 
association with the Corporation of London, and taken by the Prime Minister to the World Summit for Sustainable 
Development (WSSD) in 2002. He commented: 

"Congratulations on the success of the Cathon Disclosure Project. It has some important messages for all of us. 
Crucially, it illustrates how the answer to reducing greenhouse gas emissions lies as much with companies and 
investors as it does with governments, international agencies and the public. 

Ifind your report enormously encouraging, especially because it shows how many companies are taking the ini-
tiative even before Kyoto comes into effect. We need more innovation of this kind and collaborative action across 
many fields. 

No industry can afford to ignore the issue. And indeed the project demonstrates that many investors have a very 
comprehensive view of theirfiduciary responsibilities to invest prudently, consistent with this Governments strong 
emphasis on improved coiporate and investor governance. 

lam delighted to see that corporations in this country are aware of the economic implications ofglobal warming 
and are taking a lead internationally - and indeed seizing the business opportunities of early action to address 
these important issues. 

I hope the Project goes from strength to strength." 

ThelaunchofCDPinNewYorkon3March2003washostedbyUNEPFlsignatorySwissRe, and chaired by Madeleine 
Albright, former US Secretary of State. In the Financial Times of 4 March 2003, she was quoted assaying: "Our busi-
ness is to help investors vote with their money." 

The CDP is now reported on more than 800 web sites in many languages, but the secretariat and the signatory 
investors believe there is potential to greatly increase the quantity and quality of responses. 

The information is being put to good use by asset managers in their investment analysis and this is further stimu-
lated by the growth in knowledge about the issue among sell-side analysts. 
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The Project was greatly honoured to have been offered a platform at the prestigious UNEP Fl Global Roundtable 
in Tokyo in October 2003. The CDP shares the mission of UNEP H, to advance the global dialogue on finance and 
sustainability. 

More research could be done to examine the potential impacts of climate change on institutional investors with 
regard to the large scale of their investments. Scientists from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change have 
a range of predictions regarding climate change impacts and these are heavily influenced by the quantity of GHGs 
emitted by industry. Investors are naturally interested to understand more about the root cause of the complex 
issue of climate change, namely GHG emissions. An ideal first step is to sign up to the CDP initiative. 

Paul Dickinson is Co-ordinator of the Carbon Disdosure Project. 
E-mail: paui@cdproject.net  
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Possible financial products to hedge against risk in emissions 
trading 

Sascha Lafeld and Arm in Sandhövel Dresdner Bank 

On 2July 2003,  the European Pa rliament passed a compromise package including regulations on emissions tra-
ding and thus created a directive that will assign a price to emissions of cathon dioxide (CO2) throughout the EU 
fromJanuary2005. The con-esponding marketfor tradable emissions centicates  is already stathng to take shape 
on the futures and options market. It is up to the financial senka providers to reduce the transaction costs for 
trading by offering new products and sences in order to lower, and render transparent; the risks for the compa-
nies intived. 

The Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on establishing a scheme for greenhouse gas emis-
sion allowance trading within the Community'will set dearly defined limits for the CO2 emissions of some 10,000 
European installations. Plants in energy-intensive industries (refineries, steel, cement, ceramics, bricks, glass, paper 
and cellulose) and those in the energy industry with a thermal output of 20 MW or more, will be included in the 
system from 2005. 

In addition, the EU Commission in Brussels plans to look into induding additional branches of industry such as 
the chemicals and aluminium sectors and the transpott sector in the trading system from 2008. The emissions tra-
ding procedure is simple: companies that reduce CO2 emissions in affected plants to below their annually allocated 
emissions budget can sell their excess emissions allowances to companies requiring additional certificates. Anyone 
releasing CO2 into the atmosphere without permission is subject to drastic sanctions. 

Emissions trading aims to create an economically efficient and ecologically effective way of fulfilling the EU coun-
tries' emissions reduction targets laid down in the Kyoto Protocol of 1997. Overall, some 1,200 million tonnes of 
CO2 will be induded in the system throughout Europe, which represents approximately 40 1/o of the Union's CO2 
emissions. As early as March 2004, the member states' governments must present national allocation plans which 
will determine the participating companies' Initial emissions budgets. Thereafter, the first trading phase will run 
from 2005 to 2007. 

In Germany, companies have as yet had little experience of trading in CO2 emissions. There have only been pilot 
projects at state level, which have allowed participants to carry out early market tests. For example, the first 
concrete experiences with CO2 trading were collected in a market initiative on buying CO2 reduction certificates 
- the Hesse Tender - initiated by the Hesse environment ministry in cooperation with, among others, Dresdner 
Bank. 

Beyond the national borders a remarkable market for CO2 certificates has already been established. Since 1997, 
emissions certificates worth EUR300-500 million have changed hands, according to a Reuters study. The future size 
of the EU emissions trading market is estimated at some EUR1 .8 billion for the period 2008-2012. Verbund Austrian 
Power Trading anticipates an annual trading volume in EU allowances of EUR5 billion. 
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Emissions trading and risk management 

Ahead of the inithi allocation of emission rights to the companies, it is diffIcult to assess which of the companies 
included in the EU scheme will enter the market as net buyers or net sellers. Dresdner Kleinwoit Wasserstein (DrKW) 
analysts have attempted a first classification for the European energy sector - according to which the major 
European energy companies emerge as net buyers rather than sellers. 

all companies parti- RWE, Enel, E.On and Vattenfall will probably be among the most important market 
players. This is largely due to their immense volumes of emissions: the annual CO2 

cijating in trading emissions of each of these companies exceeds the emissions of entire EU members 

must malise that CO2 states such as France, the Netherlands or Greece. 

risk managementfor 	Regardless of whether they are buyers or sellers, all companies participating in tra- 
ding must realise that CO2 risk management for their affected installations will emerge 

their affected installa- as an important factor in decision-making for them and for the financial services pro-

tions will emeige as vider valuing them. The most important risk categories resulting from emissions 
trading are: 

an importantfactor a cash flow risks, such as increased expenditure on measures aimed at reducing 
in decision-making 	CO2 or the purchase of emissions allowances; 

for them andfor the 	a market perception risks, which may influence market capitalisation and 

financial seivices pro- a capital cost risks, such as stricter credit conditions as a result of altered credit risk 

vider valuing them... 	ratgs - tasks such as drawing up emissions inventories and projections or mea- 
sures to increase energy efficiency will, in future, play a role in the financial rating 
process. 

What do financial service providers have to offer? 

On the one hand, offering new products and services to reduce the risk of emissions trading to corporate custo-
mers is an essential task for banks and insurers. On the other hand, these institutions hold stakes in the companies 
affected by the trading scheme. Consequently, the opportunities and risks for the companies directly affected by 
emissions trading are simultaneously opportunities and risks for the financial services providers. 

The complexity of emissions trading opens up a whole range of new challenges encompassing the entire range 
of financial products. Derivatives are already helping to hedge against the price and quantity risks of future emis-
sions rights. For example, a market for EU emissions rights, traded on a forward basis in the futures and options 
market, has already emerged. The size of these transactions is generally between 10,000 and 25,000 tonnes of CO2. 
The price of an EU emissions certificate in late November 2003 was around EUR10. 

An increasing number of market players are already protecting themselves against future obligations to reduce their 
emissions. From the perspective of a financial services provider, one has to stress that it is essential that the state 
conduct a minimum supervision of market participants for quality control purposes. For the futures and options 
market, in particular, it must be clear that products for this market are judged by the financial supervisory autho-
rities to be financial instmments requiring approval to guarantee the value of the certificates traded. However, the 
'spot' market cannot remain completely unregulated either. The challenge here is to find the right balance bet-
ween ensuring the minimum supervision and avoiding unnecessary bureaucracy. 
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In the insurance sector, demand for new hedging products relating to emissions trading will probably increase in 
the medium term. This is particularly true for emission reduction credits which are traded like emission allowances 
and are created by climate protection projects. 

Conventional project risks such as financing and operating risks must be covered with existing insurance policies. 
However, with emission reduction projects, fulfilling technical and economic expectations becomes important too 
- (e.g., if expected reduction quantities cannot be met owing to technological deficiencies). These risks can affect 
the size of the reduction and would have to be hedged against using new insurance instruments. A premium-finan-
ced guarantee for the delivery of a certain number of reduction certificates anticipated in the project plan and 
incorporated in the project's cash flow would be one possible solution. Similarly, investing in so-called 'caibon 
funds', whose portfolios consist of a number of reduction projects, could help diversify risk. 

The most recent political developments demonstrate that the risks resulting from emissions trading could have a 
non-negligible influence on the future cash flows, market capitalisation and capital costs of the companies concer-
ned. It would therefore be useful for these companies to develop trading activities now and collect the necessary 
experience. Financial services providers, meanwhile, can help minimise risk through specially structured products 
and services. 
Sascha Lafeld is Head of Climate Strategy in the Corporate Sustainabifty Unft and Am,in Sandhövel is 
Head of Corporate Sustainabitfty at Dresdner Bank. 
E-mail: saschaIafelddresdnerbank.com  and arrnin.sandhoevel@dresdnerbank.com  
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The UNEP Sustainable Energy Finance Initiative: 
Creating the climate for change 

Eric Usher UNEP 

The global energy industry powers an incredible global economy, but the reliance on fossil fuels also creates serious 
environmental and social impacts. Local air pollution, regional acid deposition and global climate change affect 
us all - regardless of our local address. 

In a landmark LWEP 	In many developing countries, the economic benefits from access to a modem energy 
system are elusive, although the environmental costs are not Nearly three billion people 

Fl study released in 	- half of the world's population - rely on biomass and coal for cooking and heating 

October2002, a 	in simple devices producing large amounts of indoor and local air pollution. According 
to the 2001 World Energy Assessment, this pollution is linked to 4-5% of the global 

group of major global disease burden. In these countries, the energy needed to drive development while 

financial coiporations protecting human and environmental health means providing technology and ser-
vices that are accessible, affordable and dean. 

stated unequivocally 
Modem renewable energy technologies and energy efficiency are poised to make a 

"Climate ciange 	significant contribution to this challenge. Technologies such as windpower and solar 
cells have advanced rapidly and costs continue to decline. However, achieving a 'cri-

poses a major risk to 	tical mass' for these technologies, systems and applications to penetrate energy 

the global economy... markets will require investment, finance and insurance products to create the liqui-
thy necessary for vibrant primary and secondary markets in sustainable energy. 

Worldwide economic 
Superficially at least, money does not seem to be the problem - billions of dollars will 

losses due to natural 	continue to be invested each year in the development of global energy systems. It is, 
however, the nature of these investments in highly damaging fossil fuel options that disasters appear to be 	is the cause for concern. Further, if the fossil fuel 'business as usual' mindset conti- 

doubling eveiy 10 	nues in the planning and financing of future energy infrastructure, the resulting 
serious and irreparable environmental and social harm could dramatically affect the w'' and, on current 
health of human societies, economies and the ecosystems on which they depend. 

irends, annual losses To develop new markets for an evolving sector, the initial transaction costs of crea- 
will reach almost 	ting new fmandal products are usually prohibitive. Although some financiers are starting 

USD150 billion in the 	to take action in the sustainable energy sector (see box), the transaction costs and 
market uncertainty have led most to adopt a 'wait-and-see' attitude. This is compounded 

next decade." 	by an overall lack of information, experience and the tools needed to quantify, miti- 
gate and hedge project and financial product risks. 

Changing these attitudes is the basis of the energy work within UNEP and the starting point for the UNEP Sustainable 
Energy Finance Initiative (SEPT). UNEP believes that renewable energy technologies and energy efficiency can increa-
singly meet the global energy challenge. But, to address this challenge, the immediate need is to help mainstream 
financiers consider renewable energy and energy efficiency as not just niche solutions, but key components of 
future energy systems that must be based on truly sustainable forms of energy. 
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With support from the United Nations Foundation, SEE! is designed to change the way financial institutions consi-
der new investments in the sustainable energy sector. SEFI's goal is to provide better information and facilitate new 
economic mandates that combine social and environmental factors - both risks and returns - as integral measures 
of economic performance. 

To link key players and actions needed for a vibrant sustainable energy finance 
sector, SEE! builds on the efforts of UNEP Energy and UNEP Fl (both units of the UNEP 

• . the immediate need Division of Technology, Industry and Economics (DuE)), and the Basel Agency for 

is to he p mainstream Sustainable Energy (BASE) - a UNEP Collaborating Center. 

financieis consider The SEE! initiative is modelled in part on the UNEP Finance Initiative as a platform 
 to provide financiers with the tools, support and networks to dnve financial mnova- 

renewable eneigy 	tion that improves the environmental petfomiance of the energy mix. The overall 
strategy is to use this platform, and modest amounts of capital, to convene financiers, and energy efficiency to engage them to do jointly what they may have been reluctant to do individually, 

as not just niche and to catalyse public-private alliances that share costs and lower barriers to invest- 

solutions, but key 	ment in sustainable energy projects. 

j 	The scope of SEE! includes renewable energy and energy efficiency investments in 
comPonen O ure 	both developed and developing countries, including climate change and cathon tra- 
energy systems... 	ding activities related to sustainable energy investments. 

One of SEFI's main activities is providing information, including risk management tools, 
market reports and training. This activity also supports policy frameworks within finance 

institutions for investing in sustainable energy. It will develop resources, risk management tools and activities that 
lower barriers to investment in this sector, and communicate investment activity in the sustainable energy sector 
to the broader finance community. This is perhaps the most effective catalyst, since most financiers will only take 
an interest in a new sector once they see others making money at it. 

SEE! will also facilitate networks between bankers, insurers, project developers and 
investors to share experiences, build alliances and promote new financing initiatives 

ifpresent trends 	similar to those of UNEP F1 in the area of environmental finance. 
continue, the rLsk to SEE! will use these networks to bring financiers (and developers) together to share 
global societies and 	best practice on sustainable energy finance and encourage financial leaders to take 

economies from 	the lead in promoting investment in the sustainable energy sector; build credibility 
in the finance sector and within financial institutions for investment in sustainable 

environmental 	energy; and help financiers create common platforms on sustainable energy finance, 
such as online investment fonims. degradation, climate 

change and the 	Developing partnerships is another critical SEE! activity. Partnerships will be formed 
with, and within, the finance sector to launch innovative financial products tailored 

continued poverty of 	to sustainable energy investments. 

the world c poor will 	This activity will also develop and promote joint UNEP FIJUN initiatives and other 

increase. public-private partnerships as a means to provide energy services with private capi- 
tat These partnerships will also encourage global companies to begin investing in 
the creation of small-scale sustainable energy enterprises, link donor funding with 
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the finance sector to buy down and share risks, and provide incentives for new financial product development 
that targets regions of the world currently without access to modem energy services. SEFI activities will address 
the need for the finance community to include environmental and climate issues in their investment decisions for 
new or replacement energy infrastructure. 

Clearly, if present trends continue, the risk to global societies and economies from environmental degradation, cli-
mate change and the continued poverty of the world's poor will increase. Instead of climate change from continued 
investment in fossil fuels, we need to create the climate for change. SEFI is another tool to create this essential cli-
mate for sustainable energy investment. 

The finance sector is starting to take action: 

There are already some promising efforts to create stronger sustainable energy and 

greenhouse gas related mailets, including: 

• Investment companies representing USD47 trillion under management have joined under the 

Carbon Disdosure Project to request that Fortune 500 companies disclose their carbon emis-

sions; 

U The UK Government's Export Credits Guarantee Department will prcMde GBP50 million of cover 

for creditworthy renewable energy exports; 

• A number of ground-breaking clean energy funds have been launched, such as the USD61 

million Deda FE Clean Energy and Emissions Reductions Fund in Eastern Europe and the EUR45 

million FIDEME fund in France. 

Eric Usher is Sustainable Energy Finance Programme Officer at UNEP Energy. 
E-mail: eric.usher1unep.fr  
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Insurance in the context of the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change 

Youssef Nassef UNFCCC 

Background 

The concept of insurance is addressed in both the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and 
the Kyoto Protocol. Under Article 4.8 of the Convention, insurance appears in the context of meeting "the speci-
fic needs and concerns of developing country Parties arising from the adverse effects of dimate change and/or the 
impact of the implementation of response measures". Under Article 3.14 of the Kyoto Protocol, the context focuses 
on minimising "the adverse effects of climate change and/or the impacts of response measures" on Parties refer-
red to in Convention paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9. In both these Articles, insurance is cited as one of the three main 
instruments through which such adverse impacts are to be addressed, alongside funding and the transfer of tech-
nology. 

The issue of funding has received much attention since the Convention's entry into 
force in 1994; the Global Environment Facility (GEF) was designated as the opera- 
ting entity of the financial mechanism of the Convention; and, in addition to the GEF 
Trust Fund, the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the UNFCCC also mandated the 

An unsound establishment of three new funds: the Least Developed Countries Fund (LDC Fund), 
the Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF) and the Adaptation Fund. 

aPPlIcation of Progress on technology transfer has also been significant; COP 7 adopted the "fra- 
insurance can, mework for meaningful and effective actions to enhance the implementation of 

Article 4.5 of the Convention", which covers actions relating to technology needs and 
needs assessments, technology information, enabling environments, capacity-building, 

the undesirable and mechanisms for technology transfer. An Expert Group on Technology Transfer 

effect of exacerbating,  was created to enhance the implementation of Article 4.5 and advance the techno- 
logy transfer activities under the Convention. 

rather than reducing . 
i Di scussions on insurance - the third nstrument of action mentioned under Articles 

vulnerability to 4.8 of the Convention and 3.14 of the Kyoto Protocol - started at a later stage than 

climate change. those on funding and technology transfer. Notwithstanding the introduction of a 
 

fairly detailed proposal on insurance as far back as 1991, as well as many COP deci- 
sions highlighting the relevance of insurance (decisions 3/CP.3, 5/CP.4, 12/CP.5, and 
5/CP.7), it was not until the adoption of Decision 5/CP.7 at Marrakech in 2001 that a 
mandate to initiate negotiations on the implementation of insurance-related actions 
under Article 4.8 of the Convention was adopted. 

Two workshops were held to provide input into the negotiations on insurance at COP 9: one on insurance and 
risk assessment in the context of climate change and extreme weather events; the other on insurance-related actions 
to address the specific needs and concerns of developing countries arising from the adverse effects of climate change 
and from the impact of response measures. Both workshops were held in Bonn in May 2003. 
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Insurance and adaptation 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) identifies two categories of planned adaptation to the adverse 
effects of climate change: anticipatory and reactive adaptation. 

Insurance-related adaptive action belongs to the first category and aims at increasing tolerance for losses arising 
from climate change impacts. In addressing insurance-related actions, the focus is not restricted to those activities 
undertaken by insurance companies, but can include any action, public or private, which would lead to reducing, 
sharing or transferring risk. This spans a variety of innovative risk-management products such as catastrophe bonds 
and weather derivatives, as well as the more straightforward option of enhancing economic diversification in socie-
ties dependent on single climate-relevant economic activities. An unsound application of insurance can, however, 
have the undesirable effect of exacerbating, rather than reducing, vulnerability to climate change. Subsidising disas-
ter insurance, for example, could add to a community's vulnerability by encouraging settlement in disaster-prone 
areas - a clear case of what has come to be known as maladaptation. 

The presence of uncertainty is an essential element in enabling 'insurability against potential negative climate change 
impacts. However, the large actuarial uncertainty arising from the low level of confidence in forecasts of climate 
change losses makes it diffIcult to make informed assessments of the form and extent of additional insurance sup-
port needed to address such potential losses. 

The adoption of insurance-related action in the context of the climate change negotiations is multi-dimensional in 
that, for its effective planning and implementation, it necessitates the construction of partnerships between the pri-
vate sector, governments and the international system. Government insurance and relief for disaster losses are already 
strained and, particularly in developing countries, may not be able to operate in a sustainable manner in the face 
of climate change related risks. This will probably be coupled with a retreat of private-sector coverage in the face 
of such losses, with the adoption of related actions such as curtailing insurance in vulnerable areas, or increasing 
premiums and deductibles. 

Many vulnerable communities which will have difficulty in attracting private insurance coverage would thus bene-
fit from such partnerships, induding, for example, partnerships needed for micro-finance and micro-insurance 
schemes. 

Insurance and response measures 

In addition to the above-mentioned consideration of insurance-related actions to address the adverse effects of cli-
mate change, Aztide 4.8 of the Convention also provides for the consideration of actions to address the impact of 
the implementation of response measures. This refers to those policies and measures adopted by industrialised 
countries to mitigate climate change which could lead to a reduction of demand for fossil-fuel exports from deve-
loping countries. The Convention has stipulated consideration of the needs of developing countries that may suffer 
such loss in revenue. 

The applicability of traditional insurance to such direct financial losses arising from acts of governments has been 
disputed, and it is not clear how traditional insurance companies could have a role in addressing the impact of the 
implementation of response measures. However, other instruments for reducing, sharing or transferring risk could 
be devised and implemented to hedge against such potential losses. 

At the national level, there is experience in the establishment of oil funds and other savings schemes that invest 
current revenue surpluses to buffer against potential future losses of such revenue. The possibility of extending 
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this concept beyond the national level has not yet been examined and could lead to interesting and innovative 
arrangements to hedge against losses in developing countries arising from the implementation of response mea-
sures in industrialised countries. 

Prospects 

The practical application of insurance-related actions in the context of the climate change negotiations is a com-
plicated task that involves a variety of actors that transcend those directly involved in the climate change debate. 

One important factor in determining the extent of further action will be the level of confidence in calculated fore-
casts of losses arising from the adverse effects of climate change and the impact of response measures. 

Insurance and reinsurance companies are grappling with the same uncertainties in planning for the sustainability 
of their revenues. While they will need to address the challenges to their operations posed by climate change impacts, 
they are also poised to benefit from opportunities accorded by their new role as providers of insurance-related 
tools for adaptation to climate change. 

Non-insurance financial institutions also have a role to play, particularly in relation to innovative instraments for 
risk sharing and risk transfer. Capital markets are particularly relevant - and resilient enough - to be able to accom-
modate the complexity and extent of hedging needed. Similarly, the disaster-relief community is able to help identify 
the priorities and needs of the most vulnerable countries, given their wide experience in reactive adaptation to 
natural disasters. 

Given the incremental nature of climate change, as well as the uncertainties, information gaps and the need to gra-
dually develop and apply innovative insurance instmments, a programmatic approach to the implementation of 
insurance in the dimate change context is desirable. 

Such an approach could start with supporting efforts at risk assessment targeted at impacts of climate change and 
response measures. Subsequently, win-win actions geared towards risk reduction or avoidance could be promo-
ted (including, for example, education and public awareness, enhancing the availability and accessibility of 
information, and reforming any regulatory frameworks that promote maladaptation). This could be followed by 
efforts to build upon existing schemes that support collective risk-sharing in vulnerable communities (e.g., micro-
finance and micro-insurance). 

The above could provide a sound basis for significant further action that could be promoted by the COP in part-
nership with the private sector and other multilateral entities, within the overall context of sustainable development 
and poverty reduction. 

The views expressed in this artide are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the United Nations. 

Youssef Nassef is Head of the Adaptation/LOC Subprogranime at the UNFCCC. 
E-mail: youssef.nassef@unfccc.mt  
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Export Credit Agencies and Climate Change 

Strongly linked to climate change and the renewable energy debate is the role of Export Credit Agencies (ECAs). 
ECAs can play a crucial role in promoting sustainable development, firstly by assessing the environmental impacts 
of their projects, and, more specifically, by giving financial support to renewable energy and energy efficiency tech-
nologies, particularly in transition and developing economies. 

Currently, ECAs are working towards a common approach on the environmental review of projects. The following 
article addresses the key issue of environmental assessment of projects supported by ECAs, and outlines the types 
of environmental policies and practices ECAs should conform to. 

Towards a common approach to environmental review of 
projects - an ECA perspective 

Nicole de Lint Export Development Canada 

Background 

A common approach to an environmental review of projects supported by international financial institutions (Ills) 
such as Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) is a key step towards sustainable development. Universally adopted review 
practices and objectives will ensure that projects are designed to meet internationally recognised standards of per-
formance. For example, the Environmental Review Directive of Export Development Canada (EDC) incorporates 
many common elements found in other WI policies 2 . 

ECAs represent one group of international financial institutions that are working towards this goal through the rea-
lisation of the OECD's 'Common approaches on environment and officially supported export credits'. Other groups 
of such institutions include the multilateral development banks such as the World Bank Group and the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development. These multilateral financial institutions are currently working towards 
increasing alignment of their practices, for instance through standardisation of the content of their Environmental 
Impact Assessments (EIAs). 

Another group of international financial institutions includes the multinational commercial banks. In June 2003, 
ten commercial banks that offer project finance support announced their commitment to a common approach in 
the form of the Equator Principles3. Essentially, these are a commitment to use the guidelines of the International 
Finance Corporation (IFC) as a basis for a common approach in managing environmental and social issues in pro-
ject financing. 

2 w.edc.ca/copinfo/csr/environmentlindexe.htm  
3 www.equator-prmciples.com  
4 www.oecd.org/findDocument/O,2350,en_2649.34181_1_1  19829_I_I_i ,00.html 
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A common approach among ECAs 

The OECD's 'Draft recommendation on common approaches on environment and officially supported export cre-
dits: Revision 6', commonly known as 'Rev 6' was adopted by 24 of the 26 members of the Export Credits and 
Credit Guarantee Group (ECG) of the OECD on 1 January, 2002. 

Rev 6 describes environmental assessment policies and practices to which ECAs should conform. For example, it 
outlines the following steps that ECAs should follow: 

Step 1 Screen for transactions that are related to projects 
Step 2 Categorise projects 
Step 3 Obtain environmental documentation 
Step 4 Perform environmental reviews 
Step 5 Benchmark to international standards 
Step 6 Monitor environmental performance of projects 
Step 7 Report on projects that have been supported 

Rev 6 marks a starting point for ECAs to develop a common approach to environmental review - not an end point. 
Although significant progress has been made in arriving at Rev 6, it is in its implementation that a common 
approach truly needs to be demonstrated. 

Uuilding momentum 

The first milestone towards establishing a common approach to environmental review among ECAs was achieved 
in 1998 when the EGG established an agreement on common guiding principles for ECAs 5 . This agreement served 
to establish the need for ECAs to address the environmental impacts of projects. At the same time, it highlighted 
the challenges to be addressed in order to establish a level playing field. These challenges are still relevant today 
and include respect for the sovereign rights of buyer countries, commercial confidentiality and working with other 
financial institutions. 

Another milestone was achieved in 1999 with an agreement to exchange information 6. A key mechanism through 
which common understanding and objectives are achieved is through the exchange of views and information. 
Exchange of information on projects allows all ECAs involved to participate in the environmental review process 
regardless of their level of support. 

Finally, after two years of negotiation at the ECG and consideration of input from a range of stakeholders, the cur-
rent Rev 6 agreement was finalised and implemented by 24 ECAs. 

Challenges of Implementing Rev 6 

Unlike multilateral development banks whose mandate is to promote development, the mandate of ECAs is to pro-
mote their countries' exporters and foreign investors through credit insurance, financial guarantees, loans and, in 
some cases, political risk insurance. In many cases, ECAs may only be providing support to exporters and inves-
tors who are involved in a small portion of the overall project. In the case of large projects, several ECAs are often 
involved, with each ECA representing the supply of goods and services from their home country. 

5 Statement of intent on officially supported export credits and the environment (1998) 
6 Agreement on environmental information exchange for larger projects (1999) 
7 www.edc.crJcorpinfo/csr/disdosure/enhancede.hn 
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The challenge to adopting Rev 6 is not only with the creation of the policies that reflect its intent but also with the 
implementation of the agreement into everyday due diligence. Some key areas of difficulty are outlined below. 

Definition ofproject The lack of a definition of 'project' has resulted in inconsistent approaches to identifying 
project-related financial support and, as a result, it can lead to inconsistency in the categorisation of projects by 
two or more financial institutions. EDC has defined 'project' and 'project-related transaction' with an emphasis on 
the end destination of exports and not on the exports themselves. 

Ex ante disclosure and commercial confidentiality: Ex ante disclosure refers to public notification by the 
ECA of potential support for a project prior to commitment. NGOs will argue that ex ante disclosure improves pro-
jects by subjecting them to greater scrutiny, thereby potentially uncovering opportunities for improvement and 
resulting in a broader level of acceptance for the project. ECAs must balance transparency and disclosure with their 
mandate - the need to support exporters and protect their exporters' competitive interests. Environmental and social 
reporting practices as outlined in EDC's disclosure policy7  allow EDC to engage the exporter and project sponsor 
and describe the benefits of ex ante disclosure. 

Ccztegorlsatlon: The objective of the categorisation of projects is to determine the appropriate level of environ-
mental assessment documentation the ECA will expect to receive from the project sponsor, based on the project's 
potential for adverse environmental impacts. The definitions of category A, B, and C projects require professional 
judgement and this judgement can vary even within organisations. EDC uses precedents from other international 
institutions, such as the IFC's project listings, as guidance for categorisation and is working with other ECAs to deve-
lop common practices for categorisation in key sectors. 

Monftoring. Incorporating covenants that give ECAs the ability to ensure a project is upholding its environmen-
tal commitments is important. How an ECA chooses to enforce those covenants is even more important. A 
financially punitive approach to non-compliance issues may affect the project sponsor's ability to address the issue 
and, in turn, may result in an even more detrimental impact on the environment. EDC's approach is to first work 
with the project sponsor to develop a plan of action to address the issue and then to follow up to ensure the plan 
is implemented before considering more drastic measures. 

Information requirements ECAs usually enter the picture at the later stages of project development and thus 
are in a position to review existing documentation that has been created for approval within the host country, rather 
than dictating the content and format of environmental documentation. Environmental assessment documenta-
tion for a project can vary according to a host country's national requirements, jurisdictional requirements and sector 
requirements. This can provide a challenge in identifying all the standard elements for an EIA. ECAs also face the 
challenge of reviewing documentation in the host country's language. It is important to note that where a multi-
lateral financial institution is involved, or in the case of a multinational project sponsor, this issue is not a concern. 

Capacity: Implementing an environmental review policy for projects requires environmental expertise and few 
ECAs had in-house expertise to address the needs of Rev 6 before its implementation. EDC has invested signifi-
cantly to increase its existing in-house capacity. It began in 1998  with one environmental specialist and by the end 
of 2002 its internal capacity had grown to six dedicated experts including a chief environmental advisor. In addi-
tion, E1)C has a stakeholder engagement specialist and a compliance officer. 

These difficulties are not unique to ECAs, they are challenges faced by any fInancial institution implementing an 
environmental review policy. Many of them are also faced by governments and by environmental assessment pro-
fessionals. In an effort to share experience and expertise, ECA practitioners (tasked with reviewing projects) have 
organised informal workshops to discuss challenges and consider common approaches. 
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Identifying and strengthening the common elements 

ECAs reported on implementation of Rev 6 to the OECD's ECG for the first time in 2003. As a result, many common 
elements were highlighted in the analysis of the data. For example, the use of guidelines in the World Bank's Pollution 
Prevention and Abatement Handbook and other guidelines by [PC was prevalent but recognition of other inter-
national standards such as those of the World Health Organization is also key. The need to consolidate and update 
the World Bank/IFC guidelines - as an important universal reference point of industry sector guidelines - is stron-
gly supported by the ECA community. 

Maintaining the momentum 

ECAs as a group have come a long way in a few short years and held the next round of negotiations in the fall of 
2003, less than two years after the agreement's inception. 

As ECAs and others continue to move towards a truly common approach to environmental review and a common 
understanding of implementation at the transaction level, the benefits will be felt more broadly. A common 
approach means a universal language for discussing and addressing the environmental and social impacts of pro-
jects resulting in the support of more sustainable projects. 

Nicole de Lint is Environmental Advisor to Export Development Canada 
E-mail: ndelint@edc.ca  
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Export Credit Agencies: Workshop on the Environment 

Paris (October 2001) 

Scott Flemming UNEP Fl 

UNEP Fl organised this Workshop on the Enironment that brought together export credit 

agencies to exchange information on environmental issues relevant to the finance, insurance 

and export guarantee sectors. It focused specifically on how erMronmental and social 

concerns can be integrated into business operations in practice. 

Three sessions were designed to assist the sector in overcoming some of the barriers with 

regard to reduction of risk through environmental screening and support of more sustainable 

technologies and projects. 

• SessIon 1: Key environmental issues and challenges 

This session set the scene for the workshop by giving an overview of some of the most 

pressing environmental challenges of the 21st century, induding dimate change and 

atmospheric pollution, biodiversity and water issues. An overview of the scientific background 

was followed by a summary of the economic, social and environmental impacts and a brief on 

the edsting international legal frameworks. The focus of the presentations was on the 

relevance of these issues to the finance sector, with the linkage between trade and 

environment an undert4ng  theme throughout. 

• Session 2: Implementation of environmental screening 

At the heart of the workshop, this session covered the full project assessment cyde including 

screening and Environmental Impact Assessments. The aim was to demonstrate that taking 

environmental considerations into account ultimately makes for better business, is feasible 

without compromising business opportunities, and limits risks. 

Environmental screening procedures were looked at in practice and the processes used to 

successfully mediate solutions acceptable to all project stakeholders were demonstrated. The 

emphasis was on cooperation among ECA5 and between ECA5 and private and multilateral 

banks; dialogue with the project proponentlexporter; and informed dialogue with local 

communities, NGO5 and other stakeholders. 

• Session 3: Sustalnabllity and finance instruments 

On an occasional basis, the finance sector is already supporting sustainable projects using 

traditional finance instruments. However, in many cases this is not considered mainstream 

finance. This session looked at some of the barriers that hinder support of sustainable projects, 

such as those invoMng renewable energy technologies, and presented innovative and 

proactive approaches to further promote cleaner technologies. The session was designed as a 

brainstorming discussion on possible new support mechanisms that could be used both to 

overcome the identified barriers and, at the same time, to create new market opportunities. 
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UNEP 2nd Workshop on the Environment 

Hamburg (October 2002) 

Scott Flemming UNEP Fl 

UNEP's second Workshop on the Environment brought together 80 participants from 16 courithes, 

induding representatives from export credit agencies (ECAs), the commercial banking and 

insurance community, industry and NGOs. The interactive event was designed to facilitate the 

exchange of environmental good practice and discussion on how to overcome some challenges in 

reducing erMronmental risks. It also aimed to strengthen contacts and cooperalion between key 

financial players on the environmental aspects of their work 

Day 1: Monitoring provisions used by different agencies and Institutions 

Wrth the implementation of the common approaches, ECAs have taken a mor step towards 

integrating sustainabilfty concerns into their business operations. ErMronmental impact assess-

ments and environmental audits are canied out to assess the potential environmental and social 

impacts of a project. However, only through appropriate monitoring and enforcement provisions 

can ECAs ensure that any kienfified negative environmental impacts do not actually occur. 

In the afternoon, participants worked within small groups on a fictitious case, a pulp and paper mill 

project. The task of each group was to design a system that ensures appropriate: 

• monitoring of an environmentally sensitive project; 

• reporting to one or more relevant stakeholders; and 

• recourse should there be non-compliance with an undertaking by one of the stakehoiders or an 

environmental event haAng an impact on the financial and/or reputation risk of relevant 

stakeholders. 

Day 2: Climate change - risks and opportunities 

On the second day we focused on risks and business opportunities related to ciimate change. The 

focus of discussions was on the energy sector, and how ECAs could help mitigate negative effects 

by supporting sustainable energy solutions. Participants highlighted the important role of financial 

institutions in delrvering market solutions, induding the establishment of sound emissions trading 

markets and the provision of innovative financing for investments in dean energy technologies. The 

Kyoto Protocol's fle'dble mechanisms - Joint Implementation, the Clean Development Mechanism 

and Emissions Trading - and their possible impacts on ECA5' operations were analysed. 

In the afternoon, we split again into smaller working groups to brainstorm about innovative ideas for 

products and services ECA5 could offer to encourage the further development of sustainable 

energy projects and technologies. Topics discussed were: 

• the relevance of emissions trading for ECAs and risk transfer solutions in emissions trading; 

• opportunities in aean Development Mechanism/Joint Implementation projects; 

• budgets for renewable energy technologies; 

• accessing SM Es; and 

• energy sector strategies. 
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Integrating environmental and social criteria into financial analysis 

We pass the word around, weponder how the case is put by derentpeopk, we read the poetry; we meditate over 
the literature; we play the musiç we change our minds; we reach an understanding. Society evolves this way, not 
by shouting each other down, but by the unique capacity of individual human beings to comprehend each other" 
Lewis Thomas The Medusa and the Snail 

Introduction 

Environmental and social risk factors may extend beyond traditionally defined accounting tangibles. Increasingly, 
studies have been conducted indicating that currently intangible material risks can impact on revenues and costs, 
thus increasing their relevance for investors. 

In the US the General Accounting Office has recently been asked to review the possibility of strengthening dis-
closure requirements for environmental and social intangibles. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is working with the US Environmental Protection Agency to deve-
lop an environmental database to mitigate under-reporting in SEC disclosures. 

In the EU, both the European Commission and the Federation of European Accountants have published position 
papers on this issue. 

In this research, governments are often concerned that under-reporting of these material risks by publicly listed 
firms poses a potential financial liability that analysts and investors remain unaware of and thus exposed to. 

The UNEP Fl Asset Management Working Group 

Like these governments, a group of twelve fund managers from around the world have also recognized that more 
and more people are interested in providing for their future without exposing themselves to environmental and 
social risks. 

These firms, noted below, collectively manage 1.6 trillion US Dollars1 : 

Acuity Investment Management Canada 

BNP Paribas Asset Management France 

Calvert Group Ltd. 	 USA 

Citigroup Asset Management 	USA 

Groupama Asset Management 	France 

Morley Fund Management 	United Kingdom 

Nikko Asset Management 	Japan 

1. UNEP Fl AMG members firms December 2003 
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Old Mutual Asset Management 	South Africa 

San Paolo IMI S.P.A. 	Italy 

Storebrand Investments 	Norway 

ABN AMRO Bank N.V. 	Brazil 

HSBC Asset Management 	International 

This group, known as the UNEP Fl Asset Management Working Group (AMWG) has collectively asked more than 
forty leading financial analysts from around the world to provide them with the information they need to make 
the best financial and ethical decisions about a company. 

Specifically, they asked for reports that would: 

Identify the specific environmental and social issues that are likely to be material for company competitiveness 
and reputation in that particular industry. 

Identify and to the extent possible quantify their potential impact on stock price. 

The AMWG thought that these questions were especially relevant in eight sectors: 

Aviation 

Consumer Durables & Apparel (Industry Group) 

Consumer Electronics (Sub Industry) 

Chemicals (Industry) 

Oil & Gas (Industry) 

Phamiaceuticals (Industry) 

Insurance 

Utilities 

Fifteen analysts responded positively to their query. Their interest and high response rate was especially encou-
raging given that they were asked to investigate this issue without financial compensation. 

InJune 2004 the results of the analysts' work and the fund managers' reactions to this work will be released. The 
AMWG will use the results as a basis for developing a deeper understanding of how environmental and social consi-
derations impact the risk and profit potential of companies. 

Communication between analysts and companies moves in two directions. 

First, analysts can request information from companies on their social and environmental performance. Most often 
they will do this only if the fund managers, who pay them, ask for it. The AMWG's work with analysts is focus-
sing on this first direction. 

Second, companies can strive to communicate this information to analysts, desciibing how their ethical actions 
can offer real financial benefits to the people who invest in them. In this section of the "Values to Value" report, 
UNEP FT decided to ask a group of organisations to focus on this second direction. 
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Specifically, UNEP Fl asked them to answer the following question in 800 words: 

How can firms best communicate the financial value of their sustainable developmentfCSR policies to 
financial analysts? 
In other words, we asked them to tell us how companies could tell financial analysts, who in turn would tell inves-
tors, who in turn would tell us, how they could go about providing for someone's financial future while also providing 
for their environmental and social future. 

A variety of very different groups responded to our request: 

From the World Resources Institute, an American environmental research group, Duncan Austin and Arnanda Sauer. 

From the computing industry, Dell Computers. 

From the environmental consulting world Esther Garcia with EIRIS and Pierre Trevet with Irinovest Strategic Value 
Advisors. 

From a leading international business school, Francesco Zingales with the INSEAD Centre for the Management of 
Environmental Resources. 

From the banking community, Nikko Asset Management, a leading Japanese asset management firm. 

And finally, from the oil and gas industry, Shell International. 

The submissions identified specific barriers in communicating the benefits of these practices to analysts and intro-
duced practical ideas for overcoming these barriers. 

It is no doubt very difficult to attempt to solve a global ethical communications problem in 800 words. UNEP El 
was impressed with the efforts of these groups to address it. 

We hope others will learn from their creative efforts to work towards setting standards of governance that incor-
porate our fInancial, environmental and social values in a positive way. 
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World Resources lnstftute (WRI) 

Duncan Austin and Amanda Sauer 

A growing number of companies have adopted strategies to enhance environmental 
and social performance. However, many remain frustrated that what they view as the 
value added by these 'corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategies is rarely recog- 

If companies are to 	nised by the financial markets. To overcome this, companies must find ways to 

communicate CSR 	communicate CSR benefits more effectively to fInancial analysts. 

strategies effectively 	Unfoitunately, few mainstream analysts yet know much about sustainable develop- 
ment issues, and still less about how these issues might affect corporate finanaal 

to analysts, they must 	performance. This is particularly true of new environmental issues such as climate 

do so in the main . 	change for which there are no precedents and no historical price series to refer back 
to. (What happened to oil companies and renewable energy businesses the last time 

financial reports that 	they had to address climate change?) 

analysts read. 	In these circumstances, and until environmental and social issues are part of an ana- 
lyst's regular frame of reference, companies seeking to turn CSR strategies into 
enhanced shareholder value will need to guide analysts on the financial relevance of 
those strategies. Companies could take a number of steps including: 

Report CSR activities In financial reports, not in separate 

environmental or social reports 

If companies are to communicate CSR strategies effectively to analysts, they must do so in the main financial reports 
that analysts read. Too often, reporting on CSR strategies is confined to a separate environmental, sustainability or 
corporate citizenship report. Even if financial analysts choose to read such reports, the evident separation of the 
CSR information from the financial information only reinforces the notion that CSR strategies have little relevance 
for financial performance. 

Attempt to quantify the benefits of CSR strategies in financial 

terms 

Companies can go further still. Not only should they report CSR information alongside financial information, they 
can also try to integrate the two. The financial markets see the world in terms of dol- 

cO1flPC1 nies should 	lars, euros and yen. Analysts routinely make great efforts to translate market and political 
developments into currency terms. Indeed, the analyst's art is the ability to 'price' trends 

strive to translate 	and events. Consequently, companies should strive to translate environmental and 

environmental and 	social issues into direct financial terms. 

social 	 into 	Of course, companies may be waiy of trying to quantify 'soft' issues in financial terms 
out of concern for not being able to do so accurately. Certainly, quantifying envi- 

directfinancial terms. ronmental and social issues in financial terms may be difficult, but no more difficult 
than quantifying many factors which analysts currently regard as important. (An accu- 
rate measure for management quality, anyone?). This is increasingly true in today's 
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market environment where intangible factors such as brand equity account for a significant share of company valua-
tions. It is better that a company estimate the financial implications of CSR policies than make no effort at all. 

To aid companies in that process, the World Resources Institute has developed a methodology that takes supposed-
ly unquantifiable environmental issues and translates them into financial terms such as changes in sales, revenue 
and shareholder value. The inevitable uncertainties can be handled using scenarios and sensitivity analyses, as is 
already done for conventional business metrics such as sales forecasts. From case studies of the pulp and paper 
industry and the oil and gas sector, we have found that environmental issues can create changes in shareholder 
value of up to 10% - certainly large enough to warrant analysts' attention. 

At a minimum, indicate how CSR strategies support core 
business strategies 

In some cases, a CSR strategy may still defy meaningful financial quantification. Also, quantification still requires 
a supporting articulation of the aims and purposes of the CSR strategy. In these instances, when describing a CSR 
strategy, it is critical that a company articulates how the strategy supports, and is integrated with, the core business 
strategy. For example, how does the current CSR strategy complement the company's drive to expand into new 
markets? CSR strategies that are articulated as 'add-on' activities, separate from the main business focus, are unli-
kely to catch an analyst's attention or be viewed as relevant for future fInancial performance. 

Discuss risks as well as benefits within CSR reports 

If today's CSR reports have a bad name among analysts, it is because they too often 
present a skewed picture of the real financial impact that environmental and social 
trends may have for a company. 

It ic better that a corn- Recent CSR reports have conveyed some fairly incongruous stories to investors. For 
example, leading oil companies have told analysts how internal energy-efficiency or ' jm 
carbon trading programmes will reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and 

financial implications help to prevent global warming but have failed to mention that similar efforts by consu- 
mers to reduce their own emissions may reduce demand for oil companies' of CSR policies than 
carbon-intensive products. 

make no effort at all. 
Similarly, some automotive companies have advertised their commitments to reduce 
their operational GHG emissions but have failed to mention that the same climate 
concerns may induce customers to buy fewer of their relatively inefficient vehicles 
and more of the fuel-efficient models produced by their competitors. 

One-sided stories are rarely credible and selective CSR reports of recent years have rightly aroused analysts' scep-
ticism. Effective communication of CSR strategies must not only indicate what a company is doing on particular 
issues but also demonstrate the full balance of risks and opportunities that the issues create for a company. 

Of course, companies may feel that a voluntary CSR report is no place to highlight risks that analysts might other-
wise ignore. But, even seemingly bad news about the environment may be worth communicating. By their nature, 
many environmental issues often affect companies in the same industry differently. Given that analysts are often 
more interested in relative performance within a sector than absolute performance, a company that communicates 
that it can respond to an environmental issue at lower cost than its rivals, should see its valuation improve relative 
to its competitors. 
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Partly through lack of knowledge, analysts often assume that environmental risks will 
• • enviivnmental fall equally on companies. Yet in case studies, WRI routinely finds that environmen- 

• iSSUeS a JJCC 
tal issues affect companies differently and so become important sources of competitive 
advantage and disadvantage within a sector. This creates an opportunity for sustai- 

companies derently nability leaders within an industiy. They should press home their competitive advantage 

and so become 
by communicating how they will have to spend less than average to meet new thai- 
lenges. 

important sources of  A final concluding point concerns the issue of whether CSR strategies always add value. 
competitive Unfortunately, many of today's markets fail to account properly for externalities such 

advanta g e and 
as pollution of air and water or damage to ecosystems. In many cases, a CSR strategy 
that attempts to correct for these market deficiencies may leave a business worse off 

disadvantage within than its competitors who ignore the externalities and save money as a result. 
Consequently, CSR leadership may ultimately require working to change mies and 

a sector• regulations so that the higher standard that the leading company has attained is sub- 
sequently forced onto its competitors. 

Duncan Austin is Senior Economist and Amanda Sauer is Associate at the World Resources Institute. 

E-mail: duncan@wrl.org  and amanda@wri.org  
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Dell Computers 

Overview 

The growing interest in the electronics industry's influence on social and environmental aspects has driven a need 
for an effective means of engagement with a new set of investors. 

Key steps: 

• prioritise stakeholders; 

• open a dialogue with a select few; 

• involve all critical fimctions; 

• ensure CEO level engagement; 

• involve stakeholders in key company decisions; and 

• develop ongoing communication vehicles. 

Stakeholder prioritisation 

Each day finds a new CSR group, industry association or not-for profit seeking the involvement and sponsorship 
of the world's major corporations. Al Dell, we believe we can effectively engage a large number of such organi-
sations in a relationship. By using a specific process to target socially responsible investors, we can identify and 
prioritise those stakeholders we believe can best support our outreach to all stakeholders. The collective input of 
these industry leaders provides the most benefit. 

Relative influence and assets under management are some of the criteria used for selecting working partners. In 
some cases, these partners may not have the largest assets under management but bring thought leadership. In 
other cases, we engage with partners who use a more in-depth screening process for inclusion into their portfo-
lios. These screens go beyond the basic "No alcohol, no tobacco" requirements and delve deeper - they examine 
how the firm acts as a good corporate citiaen and looks for environmentally conscious policies and actions. 

We believe that our targeting process gives us the ability to focus on key issues and that it is essential for facilita-
ting fast, efficient changes in our industry. However, companies must be prepared to withstand the public criticism 
from those groups they do not engage with and some NGOs seeking ubiquitous representation. 

Direct engagement 

Dell leverages one of our core values - Be Direct - in working with the key stakeholders. 

Examples of this are: 

• frequent and open discussions about expectations; 

• clear action item accountability for all parties; 
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sharing customer research and company performance data; 

a enlisting stakeholders' input on critical decisions. 

Cross-company involvement 

Dell has found it is most effective to directly engage functional business leaders with investors in a dialogue faci-
litated by Investor Relations. These efficient discussions allow investors a direct line of sight into the challenges 
and benefits of managing issues and opportunities. Likewise, business leaders gain a dearer understanding of inves-
tor expectations, which increases their accountability. 

CEO involvement 

Encouraging our senior leadership to participate in these dialogues demonstrates our commitment to investors. 
Our senior leadership also sees what trends and best practices leading firms are seeing. 

Involvement in decision making 

By working with a limited group of committed investors, we are able to tap these relationships for guidance on 
key decisions. These groups are significant resources with their broad industry view of best practices. Examples 
of engagement would be: 

a the value of adopting reporting standards such as Global Reporting Initiative (Gifi); 

a third party monitoring and control limits for suppliers; 

a how best to share data and metrics publicly; 

a input on value/sustainability of solutions proposed for critical issues; and 

a determining key indicators for Dell's future participation. 

Ongoing communication 

All too often, dialogue is limited to discussions around proxy filings. An ongoing dialogue can drive much more 
benefit and change. The following activities ensure we maintain a continuous dialogue: 

a quarterly meetings - with at least one being face-to-face; 

a direct notification of key business changes with detailed explanation; 

a stakeholder newsletters to ensure parties have line of sight to activities and publications; and 

a consultation on performance measurements. 

Conclusions 

As with any business practice, we at Dell recognise that effective investor engagement is a continuum. The steps 
outlined here are helping us build a robust dialogue at a critical and formative time in our industry. We should 
point out as well that this increased transparency and dialogue holds some risk. 

As our industry shares data, and makes it public for the first time, it is all too easy for critics, and those who are not 
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familiar with the industry, to manipulate this data to discredit our efforts. 

A critical juncture in the investor relationship culminates when, together, we must call upon these groups to sup-
port transparency, to truly understand measures, and engage in constructive dialogue. Solutions to the global 
challenges we all face will undoubtedly be found more quickly in a supportive, fact-based, and open environ-
ment. 

This article was submitted by Dell Computers. 
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Ethical Investment Research Service (EIRIS) 

Esther Garcia 

EIRIS is one of the leading independent SRI research providers in the UK and Europe. It 

researches the non-financial performance of more than 2,600 companies globally, primarily 

listed companies in major developed countries, across all sectors. Our research falls into four 

clusters: social; environmental; governance; and areas of specffic ethical concern. EIRIS does 

not provide an overall assessment or rating of companies. Each company is assessed against 

approximately 80 criteria Clients then decide which criteria to use, and in what combination. 

EIRIS recognises that the finance sector has a significant impact on the environment and society, both direct and 
indirect. Direct impacts mainly consist of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (from business travel and energy usage), 
office waste, health and safety, equal opportunities, etc. They are straightforward to analyse mainly because finan-
cial institutions are increasingly providing quantitative data on these issues. Indirect impacts in the finance sector 
present a different challenge. Such impacts mainly derive from the effect of the services provided - project finan-
cing, loans, insurance, asset management, etc. 

The fInancing of a dam in a developing country is a classic example of fInancial institutions having a significant 
impact on both society and the environment. Not only natural resources and biodiversity would be severely affect-
ed but also local communities would face issues such as displacement, disappearance of livelthoods, human rights 
abuse, etc. 

SET rating agencies such as EIRIS face a particular challenge when it comes to analysing these indirect impacts against 
a set of common criteria. There are several reasons for this: 

Lack of a common worldwide standard. Whereas global reporting guidelines such as the GET have achieved 
some progress in identifying Key Environmental Performance Indicators (KPIs) that companies should use to 
report their direct impacts, namely CO2 emissions; number of injuries/deaths per year; etc., there is, as yet, no 
global consensus as to what financial institutions should report on when it comes to issues such as CSR risks 
or sustainable investment. 

Current status of reponing. At present, major financial institutions' CSR reports are limited to reporting direct 
impacts. Only a few report on the indirect impact of financial services. Examples include ING Group, Barclays 
Bank, ISIS Asset Management, Lloyds TSB, Deutsche Bank, and LBS. However, these companies do not neces-
sarily report on the same indicators. 

Lack of common definitions as to what constitutes 'sustainable asset management', 'environmental lending', 
etc. 

Lack of adoption ofKPIs that address indirect impacts. As a result of the Gennan-Swiss led EPI (Environmental 
Performance Indicators) and SPI (Social Performance Indicators) projects, some companies, induding Deutsche 
Bank and UBS, have used quantitative sustainable investment indicators. For example: training costs; propor- 
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tion of female employees; assets under sustainable management in relation to total assets; number of transac-
tions where a detailed environmental assessment has been applied; volume of financing of sustainable projects; 
share of sustainable management assets under active engagement; etc. 

EIRIS welcomes the introduction of quantitative KPIs to assess such indirect impacts, but it is important to reco-
gnise the shortcomings of such indicators. For instance, the above mentioned indicators have not been widely 
adopted by any major companies outside the German and Swiss economies. It is EIRIS's experience that compa-
nies are reluctant to report such information, alleging confidentiality or unavailability of data. Furthermore, due to 
the complexities and variety of the finance sector, it is important to recognise sub-sectors, such as hedge funds, 
insurance, asset management, commercial banking, etc. 

Moreover, the problem lies not only in finding specific KPIs that address such indirect impacts, but in finding a 
systematic way of reporting. Currently, financial institutions' CSR reporting is very much ad hoc and based on case 
studies. The information given varies from a detailed description of the ethical/SRI funds the company provides 
to general statements on environmental/social risk assessments, and examples of sustainable project financing, 
etc. Overall, this information is too vague and general, making key elements difficult to extract. 

Commitments and initiatives such as The Equator Principles could potentially provide a basis for comparing com-
panies' progress. However, this would also be a difficult and non-comprehensive indicator as it is limited to project 
financing and only to projects over certain thresholds. Furthermore, companies do not have to report quantitative 
data on how much sustainable project finance accounts for. 

It is EIRIS's objective to overcome the lack of uniform and standardised reporting by developing a set of criteria 
that allow us to benchmark financial companies' indirect environmental impacts in a comprehensive manner. EIRIS 
has started such task by first identifying what information is already available and by submitting a questionnaire 
to various financial institutions with tentative KPIs, partly based on the EPIJSPI projects. 

Work is still under way. However, it is EIRIS's opinion that: 

a A consensus must be reached as to what information SRI rating agencies expect from companies and what 
kind of information reporters are willing to disclose. 

a it is imperative that the finance community becomes more aware of sustainability issues and the importance 
of reporting, transparency and accountability. 

a General agreement is needed on what is understood by concepts such as: 'sustainable investment', 'environ-
mental loans', 'environmental risk assessment', 'sustainable asset management', etc. 

EIRIS hopes that its participation in the UNEP FI/GRI Finance Working Group will help to address such impacts. 

In conclusion, EJEIS would like to encourage financial institutions to provide as much quantitative information as 
possible, based on the monetaiy value of sustainable investments in relation to total investments, etc. We believe 
that the analysis of quantitative information, with supporting qualitative data, provides the most comprehensive 
approach to benchmarking performance. 

Esther Garcia is Senior SRI Analyst at EIRIS. 
E-mail: esther.garcia@eins.org  
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Innovest Strategic Value Advisors 

Pierre Trevet 

The ultimate challenge of CSR managers is to demonstrate that intangibles are material. This perplexing Zen 'koan' 
is at the core of corporate communications striving to justify CSR policies to financial analysts. Yet, the challenge 
will only be met if CSR policies can be assessed in monetary terms and not simply described by corporate PR While 
triple-bottom line reporting, as outlined by the GRI guidelines, is a must for companies to meet stakeholder expec-
tations, financial analysts remain focused on the single bottom line. The key to a successful communication to financial 
analysts is in being able to project the environmental and social dimensions of sustainability onto the financial value 
axis. 

The following question in a 1999 Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA) exam ifiustrates the prevailing paradigm among 
fmancial analysts: "Which of the following factors are irrelevant to stock price peiformance? (a) RoE; (b) P/E ratio; 
(c) R&D expenses; (d) climate change?" 

The correct answer was (d) climate change. This epitomises the prevailing ignorance, shortsightedness and lack 
of credit given by mainstream analysts to what is perhaps the single most financially relevant environmental risk 
criterion. 

According to recent surveys, most mainstream financial analysts are at a loss in making 
The key,  to a successful sense of, and finding practical relevance in, CSR reports. Regrettably, despite com-

communication to prehensive sustainability reports following the GRI guidelines, neither Ford nor GM 
use the word environment or social responsibility a single time in their financial 

financial analysts is 	annual reports. Yet, in the US, the SEC requires companies to disclose any issues that 

in being able k)fl) 	
could impact corporate value. This indudes future environmental costs and invest- 
ments to meet evolving regulations, as well as liabilities. 

ject the enuimnmental For example, in the forest products industry, the US Cluster Rule legislation, gover-
and social dimen- ning air and water pollution, had a very significant impact on companies, which had 

sions ofsustainabilily to make investments of several hundred million dollars to meet the regulations. 
However, in the absence of regulations to intemalise environmental and social costs 

onto the financial 	or externalities, the bulk of the potential impacts to the companies in terms of image 

value axis. 	and reputation is viitually unaccounted for. Today, more than 501/6 of total stock market 
value is made of intangibles and ubiquitous sustainability issues are bound to repre-
sent a dominant share of the total intangible value. 

For example, French construction materials company Saint Gobain saw its share price drop 25% inJuly 2002 when 
it announced a USD100 million provision for asbestos liabilities. Switzerland-based mining company Xstrata lost 
8% of its market capitalisation overnight on news of Japan mulling of a carbon tax that could curtail the compa-
ny's exports of coal. 

A recent Carbon Disclosure Project report showed that carbon intensive sectors, such as the steel industry, could 
be impacted by as much as 25% of their market cap as we approach the first compliance period of the Kyoto Protocol 
on climate change. 
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So how does a company move from triple to single bottom-line sustainabiity accounting? How does investor rela-
tions translate a CSR report of 100+ pages into a ready-to-use full-costs CSR accounting statement that can be included 
in the results section of the corporate annual report? How does one monetise environmental and social risk issues? 
In a CSR profit and loss statement, what is difficult to assess is not so much environmental and social expenditures 
and investments - which can be measured as the incremental costs to make the company more sustainable than 
required by regulations - but to quantify environmental and social benefits to the company. 

In fact, sustainability benefits are like negative opportunity costs, in the sense that the 
value of CSR is often avoided damage to reputation and image, as well as avoided 

the missing link for remediation costs that could be incurred by a company had it not got appropriate CSR 
policies and programmes in place. 

a successful CSR corn- 	. 	. 	 . 
Today, an increasing number of companies have produced high quality environmental 

munication to 	and social costs statements. Eco-efficiency benefits are perhaps the most readily 

financzal analysts is quantifiable in terms of avoided energy, water and material costs, and many compa- 
rues have assessed those benefits. Yet very few have attempted to fully quantify 

the valuation of 	sustainability benefits. Sustainability leader Baxter, a US healthcare products company 

intan ibles 	stands out as an exception, having produced sustainability P&L statements since the 
g 	 early 1990s. For this exercise to be successful, a company needs a high level of sus- 

tainable governance manifesting as full cooperation between the financial, investor 
relations and corporate sustainability departments. 

To sum up, the missing link for a successful CSR communication to financial analysts is the valuation of intangibles. 
it is typically the role of leading sustainability research and rating fums to serve as mediators between asset mana-
gers and companies' investor relations teams. The prime function of an SRI rating is to translate into financially 
relevant terms various sustainability issues and practices of listed companies and advise financial analysts. 
Sustainability road shows at which financial officers, investor relations and CSR managers present their corporate 
strategies and results to financial and SRI analysts are one of the most promising developments in the field. 

Pierre Trevet is Managing Director at Innovest Strategic Value AcMsors. 
E-mail: ptrevet@innovestgroup.com  
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INSEAD Centre for the Management of Environmental 
Resources 
Francesco Zingales 

How can finns best communicate the value added of their sustainable development/CSR policies to analysts? I've 
spent quite some time thinking what my value-added to this discussion could be. Perhaps because I am part of a 
research institution and, as such, veiy particular about the use of words and concepts, I decided that the best I 
could do was to clarify the difficulties embedded in answering this question as well as providing some partial to-
be-verified hypotheses about potential solutions. 

I was lucky enough to participate personally in the 30-month project that INSEAD 
and its Centre for the Management of Environmental and Social Responsibility (CMER) 

top management as ran in partnership with some large multinational corporations. The project was 

a group rarely sliair,s 

	

	broadly trying to study what type of information is used by companies' key decision 
makers and how to include environmental and social issues in the discussion in the 

the same uièw on 	most relevant way. The findings of this research are highly relevant for the discus- 

what the co 	sion at hand it is thus useful to start out from there. mpany is  
The project started from the realisation that environmental and social managers have tying . an extremely hard time integrating their ideas into strategic decision making. Their 
activity is more often related to fixing a problem when it appears rather than being 
included in a discussion aimed at preventing the problem altogether. 

The academic literature shows that some companies have managed to have these kinds of discussions and have 
profited from them in terms of risk minimisation, cost reduction, revenue growth or a combination of the three. 
However, the literature is not satisfactory in explaining the process that the companies' decision-makers went through 
while they were analysing whether the gamble was worth the prize. In other words, some bright academics have 
shown us that it works, but nobody has so far been able to explain exactly how. 

In the apparently unrelated realm of strategy, researchers were trying to detail how to improve the type of infor-
mation used to evaluate the perfomiance of a company for internal decision making. This stemmed from the realisation 
that traditional accounting systems were no longer adequate for modern times. One major problem, for instance, 
was the lagging nature of financial indicators. Nobody can in fact claim that sales in the current year - a lagging 
indicator - is alone sufficient to make a reasonable hypothesis about next year's sales; other types of information 
are needed to make this assessment. Challenged with this issue, the experts took two different routes. 

The first, preferred by the financial crowd, suggests that the financial measures can, and indeed should, be cor-
rected to include non-financial issues (e.g., EVA). The second, on the other hand, suggests that aggregation is the 
wrong way to go and that disaggregation is key. People working with Scorecards, and systems of indicators in 
general, believe that you need to separate the leading from the lagging indicators in order to know (and to show) 
exactly how a firm will create value. 

We chose to investigate the Scorecard way of thinking and the integration of environmental and social issues (or 
indicators) in that process. Through a very intense and action-based collaboration with four corporate partners we 
found out two interesting and practitioner relevant issues. 
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First, top management as a group rarely shares the same view on what the company is trying to do. Of course, 
they share the broad idea but less frequently the specifics. A process that forces them to have a discussion and 
come out with a focus and indicators helps them share a more uniform view resulting in better alignment and coor-
dination between functions. 

Second, the environmental and social issues can be inserted in that same discussion 
process. The simple action of asking a question and requesting an answer sparks lively 
and strategic discussion, sometimes resulting in new decisions, actions and policies 

Cla 	 in this realm. In other words, the decision to expand the set of strategically relevant rzfrng the value 	indicators beyond the financial ones can, if managed properly, bring top manage- 
creation process 	ment to include environmental and social issues in the strategy. 

internally will allow 	How then can companies best communicate the value added of their sustainable deve- 

them to communicate lopmentlCSR policies to analysts? Our answer to this question is simple: they mainly 
 

need to improve the discussion processes and the basis for decision making inter- 
it more clearly 	nally. They need to get environmental managers to be capable and enabled to talk 

externall 	 to strategy and fInancial people in a way they can be understood. Clarifying the value 
creation process internally will allow them to communicate it more dearly externally. 
Furthermore, the internal discussion will reduce the potential for misalignment of pro-
jects and actions that analysts are trying to capture through their research and that so 
often penalises a firm's evaluation. 

As companies are the ones that best understand their own operations, it is up to them to convince analysts - a 
rather conservative crowd to say the least - that the way they explain reality is the best one. it is our intention to 
test, in the years to follow, whether the process we've built can be a way of achieving this objective. 

Francesco Zngaies is Research Assoaate - Coordinator for Balanced Scorecard and Sustainablifty 
project at INSEAD. 
E-mail: Francesco.ZlNGALES@insead.edu  
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Fresh Meat: Getting Sustainable Start Ups from Big idea to Blue Chip 

The challenges and opportunities of integrating environmental and social crtteria into financial 

analysis, while still not mainstream, are being recognized by more and more members of the 

financial community who work with companies listed on the world's stock exchanges. Yet many 

more new companies are being created every day. For these companies, especially those 

seeking to leverage environmental or social advantages or specializations, finding an investor can 

be a real challenge. 

While financial analysts provide information on listed companies to fund managers, venture 

capital operates under a significantly different model. Venture capitalists actively work with start 

up companies in an effort to bring them to market. The return for investors usually occurs when 

the successful company is listed on an exchange. 

For investors interested in financing new ventures with an environmental social and/or ethical 

focus, options are currently very limited. Few of the mainstream venture capital firms are 

earnestly researching environmental and social start ups. Many may not have the expertise to 

Judge the success potential of such a venture. 

In 2002, INSEAD and UNEP Fl hosted a workshop investigating one possible solution to this 

problem, a new form of venture capital investment known as "Sustainable Venture Finance": 

For two days, more than 100 participants (induding venture capitalists, analysts, investors, NGO 

representatives, academics, entrepreneurs and MBAs) were addressed by some 25 speakers 

and discussed a new and highly stimulating topic: sustainable venture finance (SVF). 

In preliminary investigations into the field, INSEAD and UNEP Fl found that there was a real 

knowledge gap between stakeholders active in the sector. For example, few entrepreneurs or 

investors knew which SVF funds already existed nor what environmental criteria were already 

being used by some mainstream venture capitalists. It was this gap that led us to create an event 

that would bring together relevant groups to exchange information, research and network with 

one another. 

We designed the event with the following five different points of view, reflected in the subsequent 

workshop programme: 

• trends in mainstream venture capital; 

• trends toward sustainability in the finance sector and in investment groups; 

• the emerging sustainable venture capital sector; 

• the sustainable entrepreneurial ventures they are investing in; and 

• hybrid entities that employ a combination of non-profit/profit models and public/private 

partnerships. 

The workshop certainly sparked new ideas and initiatives - one new VO fund has been launched 

as a result, deals were discussed, several research efforts initiated, and new collaborations 

forged - all being developed with a sustainability agenda What we found in this conference is 

that by focusing on sustainability, the innovative capabilities of businesses are also developed 

and there is ciearty much potential for sustainable entrepreneurship. 

Anastasia O'Rourke is a PhD Candidate at Yale University and Jacob Malthouse is a Consultant 

at UNEP Fl. 

E-mail: anastasiaorourke@yale.edu  and malthouse@unepfi.net  
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Nikko Asset Management 

Executive officers are increasingly required to manage their companies with due consideration of stakeholders 
such as customers, employees, shareholders, analysts and the local community in order to improve their stock value 
in the long teim. Given this environment, it is important for them to disclose their social activities and results in a 
proactive and positive manner, and to communicate them to stakeholders. 

Indeed, executive officers have the responsibility to provide transparent information about these activities, and 
this information must be consistent with their business policy. 

In Japan, companies are gradually starting to disclose their sustainable development and CSR activities to their stake-
holders by way of sustainability reports, websites, and investor relations exercises similar to their counterparts in 
the US and Europe. The number of companies making such disclosures has risen markedly in recent years. 

The following challenges and outstanding issues seem to arise when a company seeks to communicate its sustain-
able development and CSR activities to its stakeholders: 

I In Japan, the contents and means of disclosure are not standardised, and companies provide different infor -
mation in different ways. While the Global Reporting Initiative serves as a global standard for disclosure, each 
country still has its own unique disclosure standards and many different standards appear to co-exist globally. 

• The cost of producing a disclosure report is not taken lightly and cost-benefit considerations could discourage 
some companies from providing sufficient disclosure. 

• Some of the global standards may not be relevant to particular regions in the world due to different social values 
and cultures. Similarly, they might not be appropriate for certain industry sectors. 

• There could be a perception gap between companies and stakeholders in terms of priority among various CSR 
issues. 

• it is extremely difficult for companies and analysts to evaluate and quantify the economic value added deri-
ved from the activity of sustainable development and CSR. 

• Environmental accounting is, in many ways, effective in objectively assessing companies' ecology-related acti-
vities. On the other hand, for many CSR activities and charitable work it is hard to find their direct contribution 
to business results. 

• Each stakeholder evaluates different objectives in different ways regarding sustainable development and CSR 

These issues are all quite challenging and there are no easy solutions. However, we would suggest the following 
for the purpose of better communication between companies and analysts: 

It may be unrealistic to expect the majority of companies in each country to adopt global disclosure standards for 
their main reports in the short term. In the interim, we feel it may be more effective to simply encourage compa-
nies to produce a summary report in addition to their current main report. 

1. The summary report would specifically focus on the global common factors about sustainable development 
and CSR in a simple and concise manner. The summary report would be in compliance with a new global stan- 
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dard and could also be produced independently for those companies who have been reluctant to produce a 
detailed report due to cost or other reasons. 

2. Third parties such as auditors and/or rating agencies would be encouraged to evaluate the company's sustai-
nable development and CSR activities disdosed in the report and publicize their results. The evaluation could 
be a five-star rating similar to that used by Morningstar and Michelin. This would increase the incentive for corn-
paniesto improve their CSR communication further. 

3 The new global standard for the summary report would oblige the company to hold a stakeholder meeting for 
the purpose of bilateral communication when it publishes the disclosure report. 

Of course, this proposal requires many details to be agreed - a new standard for the summary report, the criteria 
and methodology of third party assessment, etc. However, in order to improve CSR disclosure and communica-
tion, a certain framework of enhancing the efficiency and incentives on part of the companies must be introduced. 

This article was submitted by Nikko Asset Management. 
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Shell International 

Sceptics tend to paint sustainable development as an unwelcome distraction for businesses from their traditional 
preoccupation of generating profits. Shell believes that the reverse is true and that it is possible to demonstrate that 
a commitment to contribute to sustainable development delivers value to our shareholders and is essential to the 
long-term health of the business. 

In fact, while the focus on sustainable development may have risen up the agenda in recent years, its principles 
have long been at the heart of the way successful companies operate. Profitable businesses have always under-
stood that: caring about their workforce; respecting the communities in which they operate; responding to their 
customers; and, working together effectively with business partners are essential to delivering shareholder value. 

That lesson has dearly been brought into sharper focus by the corporate scandals of 
recent years. By failing to operate in a sustainable manner and by not understanding 
the financial imperative to set and meet the highest ethical standards, those compan- 

while the focus on ies failed their shareholders spectacularly. It is clear that the company where an 
 i 	 i 	investor's money s safest s one that sets high standards in every aspect of its opera- 

sustainable develop- 	tions, and which adheres to and enforces those standards. Shareholders need to 

ment may have nsen recognise that companies that are morally bankrupt soon end up financially insol-
vent too. 

upthe agenda in 
What has also emerged from those corporate failures is the importance of clearly stated 

recent yeatc, its prin- 	values and principles, transparency and credible reporting. Providing robust data on 

ci les have lo been 	a company's performance against these stated principles wifi be vital in  convincing p 	g 	the investment community of the value of sustainable development. 
atthe heart of the way 

That value can be seen across all aspects of running the business. It may come from 
successful companies 	the cost savings which result from energy efficiency programmes, which also bene- 

oPd1 ate 	
fit the environment. It may be  reflected in the company's enhanced ability to compete 
for the most talented staff or from the competitive advantage from being more res-
ponsive to customers and their changing expectations. What is vital is that this 
evidence of added value is presented in a way which is compelling to all investors, 
not just those with a specialist interest in sustainable development. 

The Shell Report, which measures environmental and social performance alongside the financial results, is one 
way of presenting this case. While reporting these aspects is complex and accepted global standards have yet to 
emerge, Shell has worked hard to present its results against social and environmental standards in as robust a way 
as possible and to mirror the rigour which is applied to the reporting of financial performance. 

This data is set out in the annual Shell Report, some of which is subjected to external verification. It provides clear 
year-on-year comparisons of performance on indicators that range from carbon dioxide emissions, to accident sta-
tistics and the frequency of use of grievance procedures. Taken together, these indicators give a very clear insight 
into the overall health of the company. Underpinning every edition of the Report is a clear emphasis on how sus-
tainable development is integrated into the day-to-day operation of the business, and the way this helps to ensure 
Shell's continuing robust profitability and superior shareholder returns. 
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While the Shell Report has become a widely respected and tmsted document, the absence of consistent and widely 
accepted indicators of sustainable development peiformance and the value it can add remains a problem. Shell is 
working to address this question by participating in the Global Reporting Initiative, which is working to establish 
robust and accepted measures of sustainable development performance. This work, along with the emergence of 
sustainabiity indices in the major stock exchanges, will help to develop tools that allow analysts to make inde-
pendent and robust comparisons of performance. 

One example of such a tool is the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. This index, which 
is compiled on the basis of a detailed assessment of company performance, has 

Shareholdei need to 	rapidly gained credibility and Shell was delighted to top the energy sector for two 

recognise that compa- years in succession. This kind of opportunity for external validation is essential in 
. 	 . 	. demonstrating that operating sustainably is essential to long-term business success 

nies that are morally 	and shareholder returns. 

bankrupt soon end 	However, it is important that companies do not just focus their communications on 

up financially analysts and investors who are explicitly concerned about sustainable development. 
. 	

i This group, although increasing n number, constitutes only a small mlnonty of inves- 
insolvent too. tors. The aim must be to convince the investment community as a whole that sustainable 

development is a mainstream issue that they need to consider as part of their routine 
assessment of the long-term health of a business. 

The key to achieving that end will be the combination of external indicators with credible and transparent data 
from companies. It will help to make and reinforce the case to analysts that a commitment to sustainable deve-
lopment is good for business and adds real value to their investment. 

This article was submitted by Shell International. 
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Introduction 
Mareike Hiassels UNEP Finance Inftiative 

UNEP Finance Initiative is about the exchange of ideas, learning and discussion in the realm of sustainable finance. 
While the signatory institutions - banks, insurers and asset managers - are the focus and the engine of UNEP Fl, 
there is little doubt that non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and other stakeholders have a lot to contribute 
in promoting best environmental and social practices throughout the finance sector. 

NGOs challenge the fInancial sector to move beyond the achievements already made, such as energy efficiency 
measures and reduced paper use. They fuffil an important watchdog function by monitoring companies and 
publicly naming the laggards in environmental and social performance. And, most importantly for UNEP H, a grow-
ing number of NGOs are constructively engaged in our work, where they contribute specific expertise on 
environmental and social issues and bring in strong linkages to communities. Clearly, NGOs, academics and 
governments have a vital role in driving and supporting progress in the financial sector. UNEP H continues in its 
efforts to involve stakeholders in its activities and build relationships that maximise the potential for constructive 
collaboration and partnerships. 

The articles assembled in this section reflect the diversity of interests and issues we encounter in our work with 
NGO partners. The articles do not follow an overall theme, but are meant to offer additional perspectives on sus-
tainable finance as well as insights into issues that are only starting to come onto the radar of the finance sector, 
but could become significant sustainability challenges in the future. They also reflect on the 'cultural' challenge of 
collaboration between business and NGO communities. 

• Michelle Chan-FLshelfrom Friends of the Earth US offers a civil society perspective on the financial sector and 
sustainability. Her comprehensive overview outlines positions shared by many of the NGOs active in the area 
of finance. For example, she calls on financial institutions to take increasing responsibility for the way they com-
pose their portfolios and the impact this has on sustainable development. She also addresses the role financial 
institutions play in shaping economic globalisation and points out some fundamental dysfunctions of world 
markets. With the Collevecchio Declaration on Financial Institutions and Sustainability, signed by over 100 civil 
society groups, she proposes a roadmap to guide the finance sector in enhancing sustainable development. 

• Stefan Lôbbert from Hypovereinsbank (HVB Group) and Heffa Schucking from the German NGO Urgewald 
offer a dialogue which tells of the struggles they faced in working with each other and how, in the end, they 
were successful in establishing a constructive working relationship based on mutual trust and respect. 

• The article by Eric Wakkerof AlDEnvironment and Jan Wi/em van Gelderof Profundo, also reflects on NGO 
collaboration with financial institutions. It gives an account of the challenges that had to be overcome by Dutch 
NGOs and financial institutions until they managed to establish a collective process to address problems rela-
ted to the financing of oil palm plantations in Indonesia. 

• Moving from forests to broader biodiversity issues, Frank Vorhies from Eaithwatch presents a concept, based 
on International Finance Corporation (JFC) policies, for "greening sustainable finance", that is to instil a biodi-
versity focus into existing efforts towards sustainable business practices. 
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Jorge Albdn from Fundadón Medioambiente y Sociedad from Ecuador offers his perspective and insights into 
the decision making process behind the OCP pipeline project in Ecuador, which has been heavily disputed by 
international and local NGOs, as well as the affected communities. 

Martina Neuber from West LB, the lead financier of the OCP project, presents West LB's perspective, pointing 
out what the bank has learned from the public debate surrounding the project. Acknowledging the responsi-
bility a bank faces, particularly in its project fInance activities, she introduces the recently launched Equator 
Principles for project finance - an important initiative signed by many of the major global banks to raise the 
standard of environmental and social impact assessment in project finance. The article also illustrates how West 
LB is working to implement the Principles, indicating that serious steps are being taken to address the indirect 
impacts of project finance. 

Jason Switzer from the International Institute for Sustainable Development rings the alarm bell for financial ins-
titutions to wake up to the challenges posed to them by violent conflict. This issue is becoming an oveniding 
concern on the international agenda, but thus far, is only imperfectly understood in its relation to financial ins-
titutions' activities. 

Mareike Hussels is a Consultant at UNEP Fl. 
E-mail: mareike.hussets@unep.ch  
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The financial sector and sustainabifty: A cMI society perspective 

Michelle Chan-Fishel Friends of the Earth, US 

As a facilitator and manager of capital, the financial sector plays a unique and powerful role in shaping the course 
of human events, and can become an important trailblazer on the path to sustainability. However, in the cunent 
context of globalisation, financial institutions (FIs) channel financial flows, create financial markets and influence 
international policies in ways that are too often unaccountable to citizens, and they are harmful to the environ-
ment, human rights, and social equity. Since the 1992  Earth Summit in Rio dejaneiro, the financial sector has begun 
to reckon with its social and environmental impacts, and recognise its role in advancing sustainability. 

In the banking sector, for example, several major banks now have dedicated envi- 
Non-governmental 	ronmental staff who are increasingly expanding their responsibilities beyond internal 

oiganisations (NGOs) 	operating efficiencies and real estate-related transactions. In the insurance sector, a 
few European insurers have demonstrated notable leadership in helping the indus- 

and civil society 	try understand the impacts and importance of climate change to their business 

groups are also 	although, in general, insurers have not embraced sustainabiity as a business impe- 
rative. In the past few years, pension schemes have become more involved in 

increasingly watchful shareholder activism and are beginning to create thoughtful investment policies that 
address corporate social responsibility (CSR). Finally, in the asset management field, ofthefinancial 	
the social investing sector has grown significantly. Admittedly, some of these funds 

sector.., 	 do little to create a more sustainable world, but others have played important roles 
in improving environmental quality and promoting social justice. 

Increased environmental and social awareness within the fInancial sector has been spuned by a number of diffe-
rent forces. The rise of the environmental and sustainability movements have raised society's expectations for all 
kinds of companies, including financial services finns, to demonstrate corporate social responsibility. These social 
expectations are manifesting themselves through consumer, investor and employee preferences. Non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) and civil society groups are also increasingly watchful of the financial sector and, in the past 
decade, have begun public pressure and accountability campaigns on particular FIs. Labour unions have played 
an important role in establishing credit unions or introducing worker concerns into pension schemes. In several 
countries, legislation has raised awareness of sustainability issues within the financial sector. The UK's pension 
disclosure law (that requires pension schemes to disclose their ethical investment policies, if any) is a good 
example. 

Finally, various education and outreach efforts have also helped raise awareness. Sometimes these efforts are led 
by an individual firm, such as Swiss Re's annual conferences to help the financial sector understand climate change. 
In other cases, they are led by associations or intergovernmental bodies. In particular, the UNEP Finance Initiative 
has played a key role in promoting environmental awareness, especially among banks. Its annual conference has 
served as a helpful venue for individual bankers to share experiences and develop common approaches to prac-
tical matters such as environmental risk management techniques and reporting. The UNEP H Steering Committee 
has also taken public policy positions in support of the Kyoto Protocol, and there are promising signs that UNEP 
H will continue to mobilise the political clout of its members in support of other environmentally beneficial public 
policies. 
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While these developments are positive steps, the financial sector as a whole remains behind other industries in 
understanding its role and responsibility in promoting sustairiability. Indeed, a coalition of NGOs recently wrote 
to UNEP H to demand that it tighten up its processes to ensure signatories were actually implementing sustaina-
bility improvements implied by their membership of the initiative. From a civil society perspective, the road to 
sustainability demands much more from the financial sector, the path is much steeper than Fis seem willing to 
take. 

Differing views: The role of financial institutions in advancing 

sustainablllty 

A perusal of financial institutions' sustainability materials (such as conference agen- 
das, reports and pamphlets) reveals that, while the financial sector takes a very broad 
view of sustainability, it takes a relatively limited view of its role and responsibility in 
a From a civil soczeiy 	dvancing this goal. 

 

penpective, the road 	
Often FIs examine only the relatively insignificant direct impacts of, say, paper use 
and ignore the far more important indirect effects of their loans. For example, banks 

to sustainabiliiy 	spend much of their efforts on reporting, and increasing, the efficiency of their energy 

much more demands 	 and materials usage in their internal operations. Insurers and asset managers think 
about ways to integrate environmental risk criteria into their investment decisions. 

from the financial 	While these are appropriate and important challenges to tackle, civil society groups 

sector 	
see the financial sector as having a much broader role, and expect Hs that are truly 
committed to sustainability to begin quickly to move into this uncharted territory. In 
particular, civil society groups are looking for the financial sector to take full res-
ponsibility for the environmental and social impacts of its portfolios, and to take an 
active role in helping premeditate the dysfunctional aspects of the global economy. 

The portfolio effect 

One key difference between how FIs and NGOs view the role of the financial sector in sustainability relates to Fis' 
portfolios of investments and funding. Although capital itself may be ethics-neutral, its allocation most certainly is 
not. Whether a Fl chooses to finance an oilfield associated with human rights violations, or whether it backs a socially 
responsible solar company makes all the difference to whether the goal of sustainabiity is advanced or opposed. 

A sustainability perspective on capital allocation examines the social, environmental and economic impacts of an 
H's portfolio, whether the portfolio comprises equity, loans, underwriting, or even financial advising. The finan-
cial sector traditionally thinks of capital misallocation in narrow financial terms, such as how the bursting of the 
high tech bubble destroyed significant amounts of wealth (albeit artificial or 'paper' wealth). NGOs would agree 
that the lost capital was unfortunate, but we would also lament the wasted potential of that money, that could have 
capitalised activities that alleviate poverty and preserve the environment. 

Currently, different segments of the financial sector are aware, to varying degrees, of their 'portfolio effect.' 
Certainly, many social investing firms were founded on the basis that their investments have an impact on sustai-
nability. The most effective of these asset managers engage in community investing, or venture capital, which actually 
provides new financing for cutting-edge, sustainable enterprises. However, the majority of social investment funds 
buy securities on the secondary market, and thus do not capitalise sustainable activities. The ones that actively 
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promote colporate social responsibility (CSR) - through shareholder activism or creating a coveted CSR index for 
example - do much more to promote sustainability than those that simply screen stocks, although some question 
the effectiveness of 'engagement' by relatively uninfluential SRI or ethical funds. 

The banking sector, by comparison, is markedly different. Whereas companies compete for the favour of share-
holders, banks compete for the favour of corporate clients. This competitive dynamic discourages (but does not 
necessarily prevent) banks from fully leveraging their influence over corporate clients, one of the most effective 
things they can do to advance sustainability. As a result, most banks that aspire to sustainabiity end up emphasi-
sing internal operations such as reducing paper use, and relying so much on a risk management approach to 
sustainability that their environmental standards only deal with real estate transactions (deals that can clearly entail 
material environmental liabilities). 

Such banks often abandon their potential to foster sustainability by claiming that they do not want to be the 'global 
environmental police'. This rationale allows banks to not accept responsibility for the environmental and social 
harm created by their transactions, even while they may be happy to take credit for the economic development 
and benefits derived from their services. When banks relinquish the influence they have over their corporate clients, 
they cannot create credit, lending and underwriting policies based on the precautionary principle, a central tenet 
of sustainability. This lack of recognition of the responsibility for banks' downstream effects is indeed unenligh-
tened in comparison to many other sectors such as the oil, gas and mining industries. 

However, there are signs of change in the banking sector. For example, ABN AMRO, in a document titled Our 
Business Princ4les &plained, clearly states that it is willing to decline financing for activities that are deemed so 
environmentally or socially harmful that it would violate the bank's own principles: 

"The way ABN-AMRO conducts business contributes to the sustainable development of the countries in which 
we are active. Nevertheless, there might be situations where we ultimately have to decide to withdraw, if we 
are not able to do business according to the standards of our Business Principles .... We will not enter into tran-
sactions that conflict with these principles. 

In addition, new and emerging environmental policies coming out of the banking sector tend to be more on the 
portfolio side rather than on internal efficiencies. For example, in June 2003, a number of banks came together to 
launch the Equator Principles, a set of voluntary procedures and standards to manage environmental and social 
risks in project fmance. Although the Principles are far from perfect in the eyes of NGOs, they are notable because 
they recognise FIs' responsibility and role for the environmental and social consequences of their project finance 
portfolios. 

They also represent an industry-level approach that helps level the playing field among banks and reduces the 
ability for corporate clients to shop around for a bank that has the lowest environmental and social standards. (A 
detailed NGO critique of the Principles, highlighting the initiative's lack of transparency and implementation 
mechanisms, can be found on www.flnanceadvocacy.org .) 

A third sign of change can be found in the SPI-Finance (social performance indicator for financial institutions) repor-
ting guidelines. The latest version has a different tone that reflects NGO concerns regarding the social impact of 
an F1's portfolio. Although the SPI Finance reporting guidelines fall far short of actually measuring the social impact 
of a bank's portfolio, they are a notable development because the previous EPI-Finance reporting guidelines (for 
reporting a bank's environmental performance), explicitly avoided performance indicators based on the environ-
mental impacts of a bank's portfolio. 
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Finally, an emerging trend one can expect is that companies in other sectors, such as oil and gas, in attempting to 
tackle their own sustainability challenges, may well begin to question sustainability issues in the financing aspect 
of their supply chain. For example, if a company like Shell wishes to 'go green' it may begin considering how 'green' 
its house bank is. 

In summary, NGOs look to the social, environmental and economic impact of an FT's transactions as a key mea-
sure of whether an Fl is sustainable. Most FIs have not fully embraced this idea, yet the transaction portfolio is 
where the bulk of an F1's sustainability impact and potential lies. Fearing the potential loss of some corporate clients, 
relatively few FIs, in their role as creditors, analysts, underwriters, advisers, or investors, have effectively used their 
power to channel fInance into sustainable enterprises, or encourage their clients to embrace sustainability. 

The financial sector and globalisation 

A second major difference between FIs' and civil society's understanding of how the financial sector can promote 
sustainability relates to the issue of globalisation. NGOs that have long worked on different aspects of sustainabi-
lay—whether it be poverty alleviation, environmental issues, social justice, etc. - have realised that they are fighting 
a losing battle against the same root problem: the dysfunctions of a profit-driven global economy. The fInancial 
sector is a key player, an indirect architect, and an undoubted beneficiary of the global economic system. 

While civil society groups focused most of their attention on global institutions such as the World Trade Organization 
for its lack of accountability and its prioritisation of investor rights over peoples' rights, NGOs are increasingly applying 
the same critique to financial institutions. For example, the International Monetaiy Fund's economic policy agenda 
of financial deregulation and liberalisation can have negative impacts on the environment and people, but it directly 
benefits FIs as they profit from privatisation deals and merchant banking operations. 

Not only do neo-liberal economic policies increase Fis' profits, they also increase their influence as drivers of inter-
national development. In essence, the investment choices of Wall Street and multinational corporations help 
determine the development paths of entire nations. Profit-led development means that investment in human needs 
- healthcare for the poor, rural electrification, every human being's right to clean water - may fall by the wayside 
in pursuit of more profitable commercial activities such as resource extraction. However, recent studies have shown 
that countries aggressively pursuing resource development have actually suffered negative economic development 
and have not alleviated poverty, confirming many NGOs' disbelief in 'trickle-down' economic theories and the 
efficacy of profit-driven development. 2  

Third, NGOs have recognised the detrimental role that the financial sector has played in one of globalisation's most 
harmful dysfunctions - third world debt. The crushing burden of external debt is one of the most significant bar-
riers to sustainable development in the Global South, and these burdens have been increased by financial crises 
that create huge balance of payments problems. NGOs working to alleviate or cancel third world debt have noted 
the pivotal role that private FIs play in not only creating debt problems and financial crises, but in 'solving' them. 
For example, civil society groups have been outraged that public bail-out packages have actually bailed out ban-
kers, not the poor. Even with these public subsidies, Fis have continued to charge high risk premiums to affected 
countries. 

In related public policy arenas, financial institutions have taken similar positions that either obstruct creative solu-
tions, or fail to lead. For example, FIs have spoken out against innovative solutions to the debt crisis, such as the 
sovereign-debt restructuring processes. This process was proposed by civil society groups but destroyed through 
financial sector lobbying of the US government about the proposal that was discussed within the International 
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Monetary Fund. In addition, Fis' voices have been absent in efforts to address tax havens, a problem that blocks 
progress towards equity and sustainability. It is estimated that assets held offshore comprise one-third of total global 
assets; financial institutions, along with lawyers and accountants, create complex and secret financial structures, 
reducing transparency and enabling tax evasion. 

In summary, the financial sector has played an important role in writing the constitution of the global economy, 
and in influencing the way Southern countries develop. The lack of positive vision and action in these areas is one 
of the most critical deficiencies among FIs committed to advancing sustainability. 

"It's the market, stupid!" 

In the US, the 1992 Clinton-Gore election campaign used the slogan "It's the economy, stupid!" to encapsulate an 
obvious concern shared by most of the American public. Among NGOs working on sustainability issues, another 
slogan might be "It's the market, stupid!", reflecting their analysis that sustainability can only be achieved when 
the dysfunctions and failures of the market economy are corrected. 

This analysis recognises that even if FIs begin aligning their portfolios with sustainability goals, and even if global 
institutions are reformed to become more accountable, there are still some (potenthily inherent) market behaviours 
and dynamics that undercut sustainability. For example, the current economic system is based on continuous growth; 
whether the earth's life support systems can bear this growth imperative, or whether the world can truly 'demate-
rialise' will be the ultimate test of whether our current market system is compatible with sustainability. Likewise, 
in the current capital markets, the time horizon of most investors is extremely short, fostering a short-term profit 
mentality among coiporations. NGOs question whether the markets can think in longer terms, because sustaina-
bility requires companies, investors and consumers to consider the seventh generation. 

Another issue relates to the 'speculative' versus the 'real' economy. While proposals like the Tobin tax could dis-
courage purely speculative investing across borders, a different kind of speculation created the high-tech bubble 
and the Enron phenomenon. In these cases, capital chased more capital to create artificial wealth, instead of finan-
cing activities that alleviate poverty and preserve the environment. Many civil society groups ask whether the systemic 
disconnect between the arbitrage-based behaviour in the speculative economy and human needs in the real eco-
nomy can be bridged. 

Even in the real economy NGOs fear that there may be a limitation (or even a disconnect) between what is profi-
table and what is sustainable, despite the cheerleading efforts of the NGOs and Fis involved in the field of 
sustainability and finance. Fundamental sustainability imperatives, such as poverty alleviation and stakeholder-based 
models of corporate and financial governance, ultimately translate into straggles to share resources and power 
more equitably between financiers and other stakeholders. How such struggles are resolved will be important in 
deciding whether or not sustainability is achieved. 

In summary, the market and its inherent dynamics may hinder sustainability. While this analysis has certainly not 
been voiced by FIs, it is a question that is often asked by civil society and represents a key difference in how the 
two groups view the financial sector's role in promoting sustainability. As Paul Hawken wrote in Natural Capitalism, 
"Markets are efficient, but they are not sufficient." Civil society groups will increasingly expect financial institutions 
to examine ways in which Fis can create more socially and environmentally efficient markets while ensuring that 
markets are sufficiently regulated. 
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A civil society road-map to sustainability 

While civil society believes that the fInancial sector has a very broad and deep role in advancing sustainabiity, 
NGOs also have concrete and immediate expectations regarding what FIs can do to further this goal. 

In 2002, a group of NGOs that work on finance and sustainabiity met in Collevecchio, Italy, to draft a statement 
outlining civil society's perspectives of the role and responsibilities of FIs in fostering sustainability. In January 
2003, the Collevecchio Declaration on Financial Institutions and Sustainabiity (the Declaration) was released in 
Davos, Switzerland concurrent with the World Economic Forum. At the time of its release, the Declaration was 
endorsed by over 100 civil society groups. 3  It includes six principles and an implementation document that out-
lines immediate steps that FIs can take to apply them. Although it is not meant to be endorsed by FIs 
themselves, it is a call to action that focuses on what individual institutions should do to change their own core 
business and to create new rules, systems and practices that enable the financial sector to better advance sustai-
nability. The following text is paraphrased from the Collevecchio Declaration and its implementation document. 

Principle 1: Commitment to Sustainability 

FIs must expand their missions from ones that prioritise profit maimisation to a vision of social and environ-
mental sustainability. A commitment to sustainability would require Fis to fully integrate the consideration of 
ecological limits, social equity and economic justice into coiporate strategies and core business areas (inclu-
ding credit, investing, underwriting and advising), to put sustainability objectives on an equalfooting with 
shareholder maximisation and client satisfaction, and to strive actively to finance transactions that promote 
sustainability. 

As mentioned, many FIs, particularly banks, measure their sustainabifity in terms of internal operations, such as 
paper and energy use. However, civil society groups believe they should measure the environmental and social 
impacts of their portfolios. They should commit to continuously improving the environmental, social and econo-
mic impact of their transactions by creating objectives, strategies, timetables and performance indicators that 
increase the sustainability profiles of their portfolios. 

In addition, the NGOs called on FIs to seek to shift their businesses to proactively sustainable practices which improve 
environmental and social conditions, and to use their influence to ensure that companies and projects in which 
they invest or otherwise support act in line with best practice. Truly using their influence with dients means set-
ting dear timetables for improving their clients' sustainability performance and, if necessary, withdrawing their support 
from non-perfonning clients. Finally, implementation of sustainability objectives is key, and NGOs believe that FIs 
should ensure that staff is trained and capacity is built to ensure that sustainability objectives are met and that pro-
cedures, policies and standards are implemented. 

Principle 2: Commitment to 'Do No Harm' 

FIs should commit to do no harm by preventing and minimising the environmentally andlor socially detrimen-
ta/impacts of their portfolios and their operations. FIs should create policies, procedures and standards based 
on the Precautiona?y Principle to minimise environmental and social harm, improve social and envimnmen-
ta/conditions where they and their clients operate, and atxid inrlvement in transactions that undermine 
sustainability. 

Even some of the industry's most notable environmental/social procedures, such as the voluntary Equator Principles 
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for project finance, fail to recognise the precautionary principle. The Collevecchio Declaration explicitly calls for 
transaction-based procedures that screen and categorise potential deals on the basis of environmental and social 
sensitivity. Its implementation document further urges FIs to perform appropriate levels of due diligence, stake-
holder consultation, and assessment. However, the Equator Principles and many other bank standards do not embrace 
the idea of categorical prohibitions - the concept that some transactions or their characteristics are so environ-
mentally and socially harmful that financial institutions should categorically decline involvement in them. Similarly, 
very few Fis have developed sector-based or area-based standards (i.e., based on ecologically important regions, 
indigenous territories, etc.) that meet international best practice. 

Principle 3: Commitment to Responsibility 

Fis should bearfrll responsibility for the environmental and social impacts of their transactions. They must also 
pay theirfull and fair share of the risks they accept and create. This includes financial risks, as well as social 
and environmental costs that are borne by communities. 

When FIs think of being a responsible actor, they usually think of their own purchasing choices. Those that do 
consider the environmental or social impacts of their portfolios or their clients rarely take responsibility for addres-
sing environmental, social or economic hami. The Collevecchio Declaration calls on FIs to pay for their full and 
fair share of the risks that they accept and create. This means they should not help engineer country bail-out pac-
kages that aggravate the debt burden of developing countries, nor should they lobby against debt relief. 

The Dedaration's implementation document also states that Fis should bear full responsibility for the environmental 
and social costs that are created by their transactions and borne by communities. This includes using their influence 
and resources to address the needs of communities whose livelihoods and ways of life are compromised by the 
adverse impacts of their transactions. 

Principle 4: Commitment to Accountability 

FIs must be accountable to their stakeholders, particularly those that are affected by the companies and activities 
they finance. Accountability means that stakeholders must have an influential voice in financial decisions that 
affect the quality of their environments and their lives - both through ensuring that stakeholders rights are pro-
tected by law, and through practices and procedures adopted by Fis themselves. 

For FIs, accountability is a vague concept, and often associated with disclosure and stakeholder consultation. Although 
civil society certainly expects Fis to be transparent (Principle 5), NGOs view accountability in terms of power rela-
tionships between FIs and other stakeholders. For example, the Declaration's implementation statement calls for 
stakeholder consultation, not just in terms of creating sustainability policies, objectives, procedures, and standards, 
but also in terms of an F1's transactions. Notably, it explicitly states that FIs should recognise the right of affected 
communitites to 'say no" to a transaction. 

Principle 5: Commitment to Transparency 

FIs must be transparent to stakeholders, not only through robust, regular and standardised disclosure, but also 
by being responsive to stakeholder needsforspeciaiised information on FIs'policies, procedures and transactions. 
Commercial confidentiality should not be used as an excuse to deny stakeholders information. 

Fis often think of transparency in terms of publishing annual environmentallsocial reports. NGOs agree that they 
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should publish annual sustainability reports according to an internationally recognised reporting format suppor-
ted by civil society. But NGOs often demand more information on Fis' core business activities by transaction, sector 
and region, so that the public can monitor their environmental and social impact. Civil society groups also expect 
FIs to take a more genuine attitude towards transparency by making assumptions in favour of disclosure when 
stakeholders request information, and not hiding behind the excuse of business confidentiality. 

Principle 6 Commitment to Sustainable Markets and Governance 

FIs should ensure that markets are more capable offostering sustainability by actively suppotting public policy, 
regulatory and/or market mechanisms which facilitate sustainability and that foster the full cost accounting of 
social and eiwironmental externalities. 

As mentioned earlier, FIs generally do not consider themselves as having a role in 'fixing the rules' of the financial 
markets to advance sustainability. Indeed, when FIs talk of the need for better regulation as a condition for sus-
tainability, they usually refer to the need for governments to enforce environmental and social regulations, rather 
than the need to regulate the financial sector itself. However, in an era of deregulation, the role and power of the 
state is shrinking compared to that of the private sector. FIs are doing very little to enhance the ability of govern-
ments to regulate on a national or international scale (except in the realm of investor rights). In this sense, the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg was a deep failure because governments essentially abdi-
cated their role in setting international policies to promote sustainability, and left sustainabiity almost solely in the 
hands of the market and corporate voluntarism. 

The Collevecchio Dedaration calls on FIs not only to recognise, but also to support, governments in setting public 
policy, regulatory or market mechanisms that foster the intemalisation of social and environmental externalities, 
and the safeguarding of the environment and human rights. It also calls on FIs to take an active and constructive 
role in dealing with issues such as tax havens, currency speculation, and short-term fInancial time horizons that 
discourage companies from making long-term decisions that are inherrently neccessaiy to promote sustainabifity. 

Conclusion 

Since Rio, the financial sector has taken important steps on the path to sustainability. However, to reach this goal, 
it must embrace a broader vision of its role and responsbilities. In the next 10 years, FLs must look beyond gree-
ning their internal operations to changing their portfolios, addressing market failures, and re-writing the rules of 
the global economy in ways that protect communities and the earth. 

Civil society groups have already drafted a roadmap as a first step to help FIs on this journey, one that emphasises 
committments to sustainability, to do no harm, and to promote responsibility, accountability, transparency and sus-
tamable markets and governance. 

We now look to the financial sector to respond to this roadmap with their own sector sustainability strategy. NGOs, 
for their part, must continue to provide assistance and incentives for the financial sector to undertake this journey 
which, though arduous, wifi result in the ability of humankind to ensure its own future. 

Michelle Chan-Fishel is Program Manager for Green Investments Projects at Friends of the Earth US. 
E-mail: mchan@foe.org  
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Banks and NGOs: Moving from conflict to co-operation 

Stefan Löbbert HVB and Heffa Schücking Urgewald 

- 9 Banks and NGOs are often at odds with each other. This in itself is not surprising as their 
immediate purposes and institutional cultures could hardly be more different. However, 
both groups have a central role to play in ensuring environmental sustainability and this 
common goal should be an impetus for co-operation. 

The following interviews poltray a case study of how HypoVereinsbank, Germans second 
largest bank (www.hvb-group.com), and Urgewald (www.urgewakLde), one of Germany's 
leading advocacy NGOs, were able to transform a relationship of conflict into a construc-
tive dialogue. UNEP Fl asked both 'sides' - Heffa SchUcking, managing director of 
Urgewald and Stefan Lobbert, head of the sustainable development department of the 
HVB Group - to tell their story. 

UNEP Fl: How did the dialogue begin? 

Heffa SchUckin 
In Spring 1998, Urgewald first contacted HypoVereinsbank (HVB) and asked for a mee-
ting to discuss a controversial dam project in India. The bank was set to provide a 
substanthl export loan for the Maheshwar project, a 30m-high large dam, which faced 
massive local opposition as it would have flooded one of central India's most fertile agri-
cultural areas and displaced up to 40,000 small farmers and fishing families. However, 
our proposal for a meeting to discuss some of the problems with this project was turned 
down. 

As HYB had signed up to the UNEP Fl dedaration, which calls for a dialogue with dvil 
society on environmental issues, we then wrote to the bank's board, to complain about 
the staff member involved and to suggest that the obligations of the UNEP Fl declaration 
be more clearly conveyed to HVB's staff. However, we never received a response to this 
letter so, at this point, we decided that the only way to make ourselves heard was to run 
a public campaign against HYB. 

Stefan Löbbeit 
The discussion got off to a most unfortunate start. In fact, initially it wasn't a dialogue at 
all. In 1998, the two large Bavarian banks (Bayerische Vereinsbank and Bayerische 
Hypotheken und Wechselbank) merged, forming HypoVereinsbank. During that time, 
the entire organisation was changed and this prevented both staff and management from 
focusing on a discussion with an NGO. Other problems were more important then. 

Environmental management systems of both banks were merged, a common lending policy 
was developed, procedures for assessing environmental risks were agreed on and the 
staff in the communications departments had to adjust to each other. It was during this 
time that Urgewald first raised questions about the Maheshwar dam project for which we M 
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had received an enquiry about a Hermes-backed buyer's credit for the turbines. 

What does a bank do in a situation like that? - It plays dead and retreats behind banking secrecy. That was the 
unfortunate situation at the beginning. 

UNEP Fl: So how did the conflict progress? 

Heffa SchucIdng 
Urgewald began informing the press, mobilising citizens to send protest letters and visiting HVB's shareholder meet-
ings to raise our concerns about the Maheshwar Project. Although we were now on opposite sides of the fence 
and our activities were clearly upsetting to many people at the bank, we also continued to write letters and ask for 
a dialogue to discuss the project. 

The breakthrough finally came at a shareholder meeting in May 2000, when we asked the bank publicly, whether 
a representative of the board would be willing to meet a delegation of mayors from the Maheshwar area. The board 
said "yes" and two weeks later, I was sitting in one of HVB's board rooms with three Indian ladies and several bank 
staff, including a representative of the board. 

It was a historic meeting, as banks are seldom directly confronted with representatives of the communities that are 
affected by the projects they finance. My Indian companions were from remote villages and had never travelled 
outside of India. In spite of the fact that they had little formal education, they were able to vividly portray the total 
failure of resettlement and the fact that this project would transform thiiving fanning communities into penniless 
and landless migrants. To HVB's credit, their staff listened carefully and with sympathy. Several months after the 
meeting, HYB took a decision to leave the project. 

Stefan Löbbeit 
We then experienced the great pressure NGOs can generate. Urgewald informed the public. Customers and the 
press took up the subject and we had another explosive point on the agenda at the Annual General Meeting of 
Shareholders on which the management had to comment publidy. 

In retrospect, this was the turning point in the entire situation. The public stand which management took on imple-
menting World Bank standards gave a strong boost to the discussion internally. Environmental management 
attracted more attention and became more important. The Hermes-backed buyer's credit which had been applied 
for was once again checked carefully for its environmental and social impact, at least to the extent that this lies in 
the power of the financing bank. When the export insurer quit, we withdrew from financing as well. 

The meeting with the three women from India and Urgewaid certainly had a psychological effect on those invol-
ved at the bank - the loan application which had been 'anonymous' until then, suddenly had faces. 

UNEP Fl: Where is the dialogue between the HVB and Urgewald today 

and what do you foresee in the future? 

Heffa Schücking 
Well, we commended HYB for taking what had obviously been a tough decision and proposed that such conflicts 
could be avoided if the hank defined standards that would help it avoid similar environmental and social risks in 
the future. 

The bank took up our offer and we had a series of very constmctive discussions on how to assess the possible 
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negative impacts of large darns, but also more generally, on how HVB could, for example, apply World Bank stan-
dards in its operations. And here I have to say, I was quite impressed with the way, HVB approached these issues. 
It set up an internal bank project, to really examine what expertise, tools and financial resources would be needed 
to apply World Bank standards. It very quickly became clear to us that this was not just lip service but a genuine 
effort to include social and environmental issues in HVB's due diligence and to learn from NGOs' experience in 
this area. This dialogue also helped us to better understand the constraints under which banks operate. 

Of course, it is still possible that we could find ourselves on opposite sides of the fence, if another controversial 
project comes up for financing through HVB. But, in the meantime, our dialogue has resulted in mutual trust and 
respect and I feel quite confident in predicting that FWB would carefully consider our information and arguments 
on future projects. 

We've also identified some immediate areas of common interest. HVB for example, shares our concern about the 
lack of environmental standards for export credit agencies and we've begun discussing how we can co-operate to 
achieve progress in this field. 

Stefan Löbbert: 
After these turbulent events, we had had enough criticism from an NGO. We now needed time to do our home-
work and implement the World Bank standards and clarify what we needed to improve in our communications 
and in our dealings with NGOs. 

When Ms. Schucking approached us later, the situation was already much more relaxed. The offer to discuss imple-
mentation of World Bank standards, or a presentation of the results from the World Commission on Darns, was 
greeted with interest by employees in the departments which might be concerned. This enabled them to test their 
own implementation initiatives. In the constnictive discussions which followed, there was a good, well-founded 
exchange of ideas from which both sides profited. This broke the ice. 

Each side began to understand the other better, and the little 'flower' of trust began to grow. We are thus on the 
way from unproductive, separate paths or conflicts to joint, project-based work. This does not, however, mean 
that we relinquish our independence. 

Applying environmental and social standards in foreign trade financing could be a topic of common interest for 
the future. 

UNEP Fl What are your recommendations for banks in their interactions 

with NOOs? 

Heffa Schücking 
First, I'd say banks need to realise that NGOs can be an important source of information and can alert them to pro-
blems that their own due diligence procedures have missed. NGOs often have in-depth knowledge of a specific 
project's impacts, which your clients may not know about - or worse - may be withholding. 

Secondly, banks need to avoid using environmental or social commitments as a marketing device. If there are pro-
blems in your portfolio, there are problems in your portfolio that no amount of PR will gloss over. While NGOs 
often call on banks to commit to certain standards or principles, this is not an end to itself - what we are really 
after is seeing those commitments reflected in your portfolios. 
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Stefan Lobbeit 
First, we must certainly make distinctions among the various NGOs. There are some whose criticism is directed 
across-the-board at banks and with whom co-operation is virtually impossible. However, there are also many NGOs 
with sound knowledge of some aspects of banking and they receive information which can be very interesting for 
a bank's risk management. 

When NGOs are ready for a fair discussion, we as banks should take advantage of the opportunity. A good dis-
cussion with an NGO brings advantages for the bank's customers. 

Of course, the discussion with NGOs must develop step by step. This is work and takes time, but it is worth it. 
Playing dead and retreating behind banking secrecy does not help much and, in fact, can only bring harm. 

LJNEP Fl: How can UNEP Fl help? 

Heffa Schüddng 
The annual UNEP H Roundtables already provide an important opportunity for banks and NGOs to interact and 
discuss with each other. Now its time to take the next step and to include NGOs in UNEP H's regular working 
groups. 

The positive experience of HYB and Urgewald shows that initial differences can be transformed into a co-opera-
tive relationship, from which both sides and, more importantly, the goal of achieving sustainability can benefit 

I'm sure that bank-NGO co-operation could be catalysed on a much wider scale if UNEP H takes the plunge and 
invites NGOs to the table. 

Stefan Löbbeit 
UNEP H can form a platform for the dialogue between NGOs and banks. NGOs will certainly not be responsible 
for deciding on UNEP activities. But it would be important early on to integrate suitable NGOs in the development 
process of working groups and task forces. 

Since UNEP H is a more neutral forum than any individual organisation could be, it would be easier to discuss cr1-
tical topics here. 
Stefan Löbbert is the Director of the Sustainable Development Department at HVB and Heffa 
Schucking is Managing Director at Urgewaid. 
E-mail: stefan.loebbert@HVB.de  and urgewald@urgewald.de  
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Fighting forest fires through financial institutions 

Eric Wakker AID Environment and Jan WIllem van Gelder Profundo 

Early in 2002, the top four Dutch banks .- ABN AMRO, Rabobank, Fortis Bank and ING Group - declared they 
would stop, or substantially restrict, financing the development of oil palm plantations for which tropical rainfo-
rest is destroyed. 

This commitment is the result of the joint efforts of a range of NGOs in Europe (Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace 
and WWF) and in Southeast Asia (Sawit Watch, Waihi and WWP), as well as the banks' increased sensitivity to cii-
ticisms and inputs of external stakeholders. This article elaborates on the process that led to this breakthrough in 
commercial banks' environmental screening policy for international and sector-specific financing. The authors were 
closely involved in this process through a series of projects. 

Fires and finance 

The Dutch commitment stems from the rampant forest fires in Indonesia in 1997- 98 when, in just two years, 10 
million hectares of foresthnd in 'the Emerald Girdle' burnt to ashes. 4  Many will recall that these fires created a vast 
doud of air pollution that covered much of Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore for several months. A study by WWF 
estimated that the health of millions of people was affected. Billions of tonnes of carbon dioxide were released 
into the atmosphere, making Indonesia the single largest contributor to global warming in those years. According 
to the UN Development Programme (UNDP) the fires and haze cost some USD10 billion, a bifi that was largely 
absorbed by the Southeast Asian population and the environment. 

Western governments began to offer millions of dollars and supplied fire fighting expertise and equipment to 
Indonesia. It was soon found that they were throwing money in the flames: fires that were put out one day were 
burning again the day after. Images of orang-utans literally burning to death in the treetops also triggered wides-
pread concern among the general public. In the Netherlands alone, WWF raised over EUR200,000 in just two months 
to develop a programme to counter the raging fires. It commissioned AlDEnvironment to design and co-ordinate 
several studies to identify and analyse the cause of the Indonesian forest fires. 

These studies showed that although the El Niño drought definitely aggravated the fire hazard, there was also wide-
spread consensus that most fires were purposely set and that most were linked to oil palm and pulpwood plantation 
companies who had embarked on extensive expansion programmes in the 1990s. The companies resorted to the 
cheapest and quickest - albeit illegal - means to clear the forestlands they aimed to develop: open burning. 

It became evident that, from the conservation perspective, there was no quick fix to the fire and haze problem. So 
how could the problem be addressed? The Indonesian authorities were dearly unable to stop the fires. President 
Suharto's New Order Regime had already begun to lose authority throughout the country. Besides, his calls to stop 
the burning were seen as ironic, as many of the plantation companies involved were somehow linked to the first 
family's members and business friends. 

Palm oil buyers, such as ADM, Unilever and Cargill, represented another group of actors that could potentially be 
approached. These companies, however, could easily claim that their products came only from readily established 
plantations and that, therefore, they were not to be held accountable for expansion activities. While this argument 
is ultimately faulty, addressing the issue through the market at this stage was not the best approach. 
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An alternative target group came into view when an article in The Jakarta Post appeared in November 1997.  The 
paper covered the fire damage and the role of oil palm plantation companies as well as the following news item: 

Edible oil maker gets $30m loan 

11 November1997. JAKARTA (JP): 

Publicly listed cocoa and edible oil producer PT Cahaya Kalbar has secured a US$30 million 

syndicated loan from local and foreign banks. A director of the firm, Robertus Sampara Ue, said 

yesterday about $19 million of the loan, which had a maturity of two years and an interest rate of 

1.5 percent above the Singapore Inter Bank Offer Rate (SIBOR), would be used to finance the 

acquison of PT Mintawi, another edible oil producer. 'The balance of $11 million will be used to 

pay off the short revoMng loan and will also be used as a standby loan," he said yesterday. 

He said the loan was arranged by the Singapore branch of the Netherlands-based Rabobank 

and its joint venture, Rabobank Duta Indonesia. Other banks invok'ed indude Sanwa Bank Ltd. 

of Singapore, PT Sanwa Indonesia Bank, PT Bank DBS Buana, the Development Bank of 

Singapore Ltd, the Singapore branch of Arab Banking Corp., the Singapore branch of 

Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, the Singapore branch of Royal Bank of Scotland, the 

Singapore branch of Standard Chartered Bank and the Singapore branch of Tokai Bank Ltd. 

Up until then, few people in the conservation movement were aware of the connection between the forest fires 
and the billions of dollars that hundreds of European, American and Asian financial institutions had extended to 
the plantation companies in Indonesia since the early 1990s, 

In 1999, Greenpeace Netherlands commissioned an in-depth study from 
A study by WWF 	AlDEnvironment to examine the relationships between Dutch financial institutions 

estimated that the 	and the oil palm plantation industiy in Indonesia. A sub-contracted study by Profundo 
disclosed that between 1994 and 1999, all major Dutch banks (ABN Amli), ING, 

health of millions of Rabobank and Fortis) had financial ties with several of the main plantation company 
Peo  le was affected 	groups such as Sinar Mas, Raja Garuda Mas, Astra, Bakrie, Salim and Risjadson through 

a range of short-term and long-term loans, bonds issues and IPOs. 

Field level case studies conducted by the Indonesian NGO Telapak showed that many of the hundreds of subsi-
diaries belonging to these groups were involved in deforestation, forest fires and other ifiegal activities and conflicts 
with local communities. Analysis of the various forms of involvement showed that Dutch banks were frequently 
in a solid position to influence the environmental policies of their clients but had not effectively applied their leve-
rage. 5  

In June 2000, Greenpeace sent copies of the report to each of the banks and proposed they adopt a basic set of 
investment criteria to help avoid these problems. About a year later, the Association of Dutch Bankers (NvB) pro-
posed a meeting be held with NGOs at the Greenpeace office in Amsterdam. During this meeting, it became apparent 
to the NGOs that the banks tried to downplay their role and influence by suggesting that they only financed replan-
ting of old palm oil estates, that the Indonesian government should be held accountable, if not local communities 
or palm oil buyers such as Unilever. 
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Bilateral talks 

Bank secrecy subsequently led to the dissolving of the dialogue organised by the NvB; the banks expressed dis-
comfort in discussing the activities of their clients in the presence of their competitors because of their pledges of 
confidentiality. It was proposed that bilateral talks be held between the NGOs and individual banks. 

These talks led the NGOs to conclude that the banks were still failing to acknowledge their responsibilities. Even 
during the talks, they were unwilling to discuss specific examples of poor behaviour by individual clients. Several 
banks continued to argue that they already had effective due diligence policies in place and that their clients adhe-
red to these policies. 

Well before these discussions, Friends of the Earth Netherlands had commissioned an update of the Funding Forest 
Destruction report and a case study of the field-level practises of one of the companies that had recently received 
financial services from one or several of the Dutch banks. The oil palm plantation company PT Matrasawit, part 
of the PT SMART holding of the Sinar Mas group, was selected for the case study. ABN AMRO, ING and Rabobank 
had extended a major loan to PT SMART in May 2000. It was found that the company was involved in illegal land 
clearing and burning, the conversion of primary forest, and had conflicts with local communities. The study there-
fore concluded "that significant gaps exist between what ING Group and Rabobank daim with regards to the 
sustainability performance of their client and what the study uncovered. "6 

In May 2001, Friends of the Earth published the case study and launched a postcard campaign stimulating the public 
to call on the Dutch banks to stop financing unsustainable plantation companies. The postcard action resulted in 
an exceptionally high public response and the report was widely covered in the Dutch and Belgian media. It also 
created political interest, leading to parliamentary questions to the Dutch government. The NGOs felt they needed 
to 'go public' as they felt that negotiations were not leading to concrete results. However, several of the banks 
expressed frustration with the action as, in their view, constructive negotiations were still underway. 

Between July and October2001, the banks and NGOs continued talks about the scope of the criteria to be applied 
for investments in the oil palm sub-sector. During these discussions, ABN AI1RO clearly emerged as the most com- 
mitted to gaining a better understanding of the issues involved. The Amsterdam branch organised a 10-day trip to 

Indonesia in August 2001 and met with all key grassroots and conservation NGOs to 

Dutch banks were 	discuss concerns over oil palm development and deforestation. The itinerary also indu- 
ded a field trip to Riau province where forest destruction for plantation development 

frequently in a solid 	was directly observed and it was followed by further focused dialogue with local and 

position to influence 	Dutch NGOs. 

the environmental 	Final agreement 

policies of their clients Negotiations with the banks came to an end when, in November 2001, Friends of the 
Earth challenged Rabobank, Fortis Bank and ING Group to join ranks with ABN and but had not effectively 
agree on the guidelines proposed. Both Rabobank and Fortis agreed, while ING 

applied their leverage, 	declined initially but followed suit early in 2002. It was agreed that when new finan- 
cial services were to be offered to palm oil companies, the banks would ensure that 
their clients should: 
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not be involved in burning forestland for oil palm development; 

not be clearing tropical rainforest for oil palm development; 

M respect the rights and wishes of local communities; and 

respect Indonesia's law and relevant international conventions. 7  

ABN AMRO went beyond these criteria and developed a far more comprehensive policy that applies to all invest-
ments that might affect forests, induding logging, pulp and paper, mining and oil and gas development in all countries. 
This policy led to a major cleansing of the bank's forestland-based porlfolio in the producer countries. 

Spin off 

By the time the Dutch banks came out with their guidelines, the campaign had already begun to spread to other 
European countries and to the US where conservation and environmental groups approached investors and buyers 
to justify their investments in and purchases from Indonesian plantation companies. 

A 1998 report on Germanys role in Indonesia's forest fires through palm oil consumption fIrst triggered a major 
Swiss retailer, Migros, to develop and adopt criteria for its palm oil suppliers in dose collaboration with WWF, an 
effort for which Migros was awarded the ICC/UNEP World Summit Business Awaixl during the Earth Summit in 
Johannesburg in 2002. In 2001 and 2002, Friends of the Earth released detailed reports in the UK on the financiers 
behind two major pulp and paper companies in Indonesia: Asia Pulp & Paper; and Riau Andalan Pulp and Paper. 
Rainforest Action Network (RAN) in the US held Citigroup accountable for, among other things, financing an oil 
palm company that destroyed potential orang-utan habitat. The campaign came to a temporary 'cease fire' in April 
2003 when Citigroup signalled that it wanted to engage in negothtions with RAN to adopt policy language on issues 
such as: ifiegal logging; prohibiting investments for projects that degrade endangered ecosystems (no-go zones) 
assessing the greenhouse gas emissions of projects it funds, and creating more robust financing for sustainable 
forestry, renewable energy, and other positive alternatives. 

During a UNEP Fl seminar on 'Finance, Sustainability and Environment' in Paris in January 2003, it was already 
apparent that the financial sector's acceptance of its responsibility and accountability for the impacts of interna-
tional mainstream investments has grown tremendously. While there is still much scope for broader acceptance 
of such recognition, the key challenges that committed financial institutions will now face are implementation and 
a continuing learning process together with non-financial stakeholders. 

Monitoring 

The Netherlands agreement was made at a time when foreign investments in Indonesia had reached the lowest 
level in years. It was therefore not possible immediately to assess and monitor the impact on Indonesia's forests 
and communities. In 2003, however, lending to the oil palm sector began to pick up again and studies are now 
underway to see to what extent the banks have implemented their commitments. To date, most Dutch banks have 
not proactively pursued their dialogue with NGOs to discuss more recent developments in Indonesia or forest-
based industries in general. 

NGOs are likely to measure the performance of the banks' commitments on the basis of their new lending beha-
viour, actual implementation (through third party assessments), transparent (public) reporting and a willingness 
to develop truly sustainable development alternatives. 
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Towards sustainable development Investment 

NGOs have a complex agenda to push among the fInancial community. While the Indonesian forest fires may have 
triggered some banks to adopt new investment policies, it must be recognised that these are only risk-aversion 
policies. In themselves, they do not provide sufficient incentive to investment officers to seek sustainable invest-
ment targets. In fact, there is a risk that investment will be diverted away from high-risk regions and sectors that 

are in great need of financial backing to make sustainable management practises pos-

It is also importantfor sille. Most NGOs would like to see financial institutions invest proactively in sustainable 
development alternatives rather than disappear from the scene completely, which may 

financial institutions 	often be the lowest risk option for a bank. Which bank, for example, is prepared to 

the integrity to review 	finance tropical forestry, where returns may not be generated within the usual three 
i to ten year time horizon, because tropical forestry s managed on sustainabthty prin- 

of theirfullporfolio 	ciples? 

in relation to their 	it is also important for financial institutions to review the integrity of their full port- 

investmentpolicies... folio in relation to their investment policies. For example, some banks fInance both 
forest conversion projects as well as timber traders who ultimately depend on the timber 

it makes no sense to 	from exactly those forests that are converted to other land uses. Similarly, it makes 

finance, on the one 	
no sense to finance, on the one hand, fossil fuel extraction and, on the other, green 
energy distributors who are trying to gain market share. 

hand, fossilfuel extra- 

ction and, on the 	Stakeholder dialogue 

The Dutch NGOs gave their target banks ample time to communicate with their othe, green ene1J' 	clients and develop a strategy. Yet most bank representatives would probably agree 
distributors who are 	that, before issues can be settled, public exposure is required. This may also be 

tiying to  gain market 	
necessary if the commitments do not appear to have been implemented as agreed or 
as communicated. In a single day, public exposure can damage a public image built 

share. 	 carefully over a number of years. The costs of restoring such an image may far exceed 
the costs of entering into dialogue and following up with concrete action. 
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A number of major players in the tropical timber trade have found that open and transparent dialogue is absolu-
tely critical to achieving their goals. A recent booldet by members of the Tropical Forest Trust carries the following 
messages, which are also very valid for financial institutions: 

Be prepared for bad news - very bad news. You might just find that one or more of your supply 

chain partners, people that neIther you nor your direct supplier knew were involved, are guilty 

of extremely poor practices. Some wood suppliers are notorious in their own countries for very 

bad practices indeed, with allegations of murder not unknown. Such is the nature of parts of 

the international wood trade. 

Meet your stakeholders and hear what they've got to say about you, your company and the 

places you get wood from. At first, this might be difficult and painful, but work through the 

process, remain open and transparent and accept what people say. If you can do this, you will 

start to develop a good relationship with the people who can be most helpful. You are also 

likely to learn a great deal about things that have a major impact on your business and (most 

importantly) on your ability to achieve your goal. 

Your communications programme must be founded on the principles of openness and 

transparency. You must adopt a philosophy of 'I've got nothing to hide' (except of course 

commercially confidential company information) about things that have a major impact on your 

business and (most importantly) on your ability to achieve your goal. 

Be frank and open about problems encountered, constraints uncovered, and targets missed. 

The report should highlight your thinking on how you will overcome these problems. When 

writing progress reports, be honest at all times. Never over-state your achievements - such 

claims will come back to haunt you. 8  

Conclusion 

The Indonesian palm oil case was one of the triggers for the international investment community to begin thin-
king about its roles and responsibilities. Under pressure, Dutch banks have adopted defensive risk aversion 
policies for which they deserve credit. This has contributed to an irreversible spin-off effect. But much more remains 
to be done before forest destruction is halted. 

UNEP FT can play a key role in magnifying achievements made to a wider group of financial institutions. It can 
also promote specific target-driven and transparent dialogue between NGOs and the financial sector. However, 
this case has also shown that, ultimately, real change depends on the willingness of individual financial institu-
tions to learn from, and remain in transparent dialogue with, civil society if investing in sustainable development 
is the final goal. 

Eric Wakker is Head of the Resource Trade Cycle Unit and Senior Consuftant with AID En'vironment 
and Jan WlIem van Gelder is Director of Profundo. 
E-mail: wakker@aidenvironment.org  and janwillem@profundo.nl  
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Greening sustainable finance 

Frank Vorhies Earthwatch Europe 

The number of companies considering the concept of sustainable finance is growing 
continuously. By induding the protection of biodiversity into their portfolio of sus- 
tainability policies, financial institutions and companies have an opportunity to "green" 

Biological diversity their sirstainability practices. This article will show that companies committed to 
 global sustainabihty should also be committed to biodiversity responsibility. 

is a widely under-  The first section briefly reviews the place of biodiversity in international thinking about 
appreciated resource 	sustainable development. The next section explains how biodiversity relates closely 

that is essentialfor 	to various concepts of sustainability including sustainable business and sustainable 
 finance. The last section provides an example of how to integrate the concept of bio- 

human existence 	diversity into sustainable finance by focusing on the IFC's new approach to 

and has a crucial mie sustainability. 

to play in sustainable Biodiversity and sustainable development 

development... 	Since at least the founding of IUCN-The World Conservation Union in 1948, the 
conservation community has recognised an interrelationship between nature conser-
vation and economic growth. This thinking culminated in the Rio Earth Summit - the 
1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development - which saw the launch of 
the Convention on Biological Diversity. 

A decade later, at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002, biodiversity was expli-
citly recognised as a key component of sustainable development and the Plan of Implementation explicitly 
recognises the critical role of biodiversity in overall sustainable development and poverty eradication. The Plan 
called on governments to "integrate the objectives of the Convention ... in particular in the programmes and poli-
cies of the economic sectors of countries and international financial institutions." 

More recently, UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, said in a statement on the 2003 International Day of Biological 
Diversity: 

"Biological diversity is a widely under-appreciated resource that is essential for human existence and has a crucial 
role to play in sustainable development and the eradication of poverty. Biodiversity provides millions of people 
with livelihoods, helps to ensure food security, and is a rich source of both traditional medicines and modern phar-
maceuticals. Biodiversity also provides basic ecological services on which all life depends. ... The preservation of 
biodiversity is not just a job for governments. International and non-governmental organisations, the private sector, 
and each and every individual have a role to play in changing entrenched outlooks and ending destructive pat-
terns of behaviour. ... Biodiversity is an essential heritage for all humankind. Stopping its loss, and guaranteeing 
the continued functioning of the earth's ecosystems - both marine and terrestrial - should be a high priority for 
everyone." 
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Financial institutions committed to making a contribution to sustainable development, such as those investing in 
emerging markets, can strengthen their commitment by integrating biodiversity considerations into their efforts. 

Biodiversity's triple bottom line 

Concepts of sustainability today centre on a trinity of environmental, economic and social objectives which is often 
called the triple bottom line. This trinity relates well to the three objectives set out in the Convention on Biological 
Diversity. Conservation of biodiversity is an environmental objective, sustainable use of biological resources is an 
economic objective, and equitable sharing of biodiversity benefits is a social objective. Hence biodiversity is com-
patible with the triple bottom line concepts of sustainable business, sustainable finance and sustainable development: 

Biodiversity Sustainable Sustainable Sustainable 
Business Finance Development 

Environmental 	Biodiversity Environmental Environmental Environmental 
conservation protection value protection 	Planet 

Economic 	Sustainable Economic Economic Economic 
use growth value development 	Profits 

Social 	Equitable Social Social Social 
sharing Equity value development 	People 

Whether a company is using an 1S014001 environmental management system, an ecological standard or certifI-
cation scheme such as the Marine Aquarium Council, or a reporting process based on the Global Reporting 
Initiative, it should be able to integrate biodiversity into its triple bottom line policies and practices. 

Blodiverity and the IFC approoh to sustainability 

The International Finance Corporation (IFC) - the private investment arm of the World Bank Group - has produ-
ced a new approach to "measuring sustainabiity" in an effort to integrate global objectives into its own business 
model and its emerging markets investment portfolio. The concept is based on an 8 x 4 framework matrix for sus-
tainability, and this section briefly introduces how biodiversity relates to this matrix. 

Performance levels 

The IFC approach has four performance levels: 

I complies with IFC and national required standards; 

2 shows added environmental, social or corporate governance value; 

3 indicates high performance; and 

4 recognises leadership. 
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Regarding level 1, companies need to ensure that their relationship with biodiversity is compliant with the JFC/World 
Bank safeguard policies. These are the basis of the recently launched Equator Principles. The policies most rele-
vant to biodiversity indude: Environmental Assessment (Safeguard Policy 0P4.01), Natural Habitats (0P4.04), Pest 
Management (0P4.09),  Forestry (0P4.36), Safety of Dams (0P4.37), International Waterways (0P7.50), Indigenous 
Peoples (0D4.20), and Involuntary Resettlement (0D4.30). 

In general, these safeguard policies focus on "doing no harm" and minimising the environmental and social risk 
of an IFC investment. From a biodiversity and sustainabiity perspective, companies must, as a very minimum, be 
compliant with the policies. 

Regarding compliance with national standards, the challenge is not so great for companies operating only in one 
country as it is for those operating in several countries. Even for companies operating in one country, however, 
the challenge may be significant if the national standards are not clearly articulated or enforced. For both multi-
national companies and companies operating in countries with weak national standards, reliance on compliance 
with the IFC safeguard policies, along with the relevant components of biodiversity-related international agree-
ments, is recommended for level 1 performance. 

Regarding level 2 performance, a key consideration for the 1FC is that the "company creates local or global bene-
fits by reducing waste, emissions, or use of natural resources or helps spread the benefits accruing from its 
economic activity to the local community or to groups that often fail to benefit from such activity." A significant 
contribution to the third biodiversity objective on equitable sharing of biodiversity benefits would indicate a level 
2 performance in terms of biodiversity responsibility. 

To obtain level 3 performance, which is considered "high", a company would have to significantly "leverage change 
within a region, sector or a supply chain." Regarding a regional change, this could be accomplished by playing a 
significant role in biodiversity conservation within a regional landscape or seascape. Regarding a sector change, 
this could be accomplished by playing a leadership role on biodiversity responsibility within sector-wide associa-
tions and initiatives. Regarding a supply chain change, this could be accomplished by extensively managing the 
ecological footprint and sustainability of the company's use of biological resources. 

To obtain level 4 performance, the company must be widely recognised as a global leader with respect to biodi-
versity responsibility. For example, the company would not only be working closely with its host government, or 
governments, on methods for sustainable use, but it would also be engaged in relevant international associations 
and initiatives to share experiences and promote such efforts globally. 
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Sustainability factors 

The IFC approach lists eight sustainabiity factors grouped into three issue areas. The following table shows how 
biodiversity relates - directly or indirectly - to these factors: 

IFC Sustainability Factor Relationship with Biodiversity 

Management, commitment and 

governance 

Factor 1: Environmental management, Biodiversity should be an integral part of a company's 
social development and capacity environmental management strategy and action plan. 

Factor 2: Corporate governance Biodiversity responsibility, like corporate governance, 
is a factor that can significantly influence a company's 
reputation and brand value. 

Factor 3: Accountability and transparency Reporting on biodiversity performance should be inte- 
grated into a company's triple bottom line reporting 
polices and practices. 

Environment 

Factor 4: Eco-efficiency and Both factors focus on the company's relationship with 
environmental footprint its natural environment, of which biodiversity is a key 

component. Specifically in the context of these factors, 
a company should undertake a 'biodiversity SWOT 

Factor 5: Environmental performance appraisal' of its relationship to biodiversity and should 
of products and services implement a biodiversity strategy and action plan. 

Socio-economic development 

Factor 6: Local economic growth Biodiversity-responsible business will promote sus- 
and partnerships tamable local economic growth. 

Factor 7: Community development The third biodiversity objective on benefit sharing 
relates directly to community development. 

Factor 8: Health, safety, and welfare A biodiversity-responsible company is a company that 
of the labour force is explicitly concerned with the sustainabiity of its 

labour force as well as with the sustainability of the 
communities from where they come. 
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Although the IFC's 8 x 4 sustainability framework approach is complex, biodiversity responsibility can be fully inte-
grated into it and thus become of one of the key components of IFC's contribution to sustainable finance and 
sustainable development. 

For companies, this compatibility eases what is indeed a very complex task of integrating sustainabiity factors into 
their plans and operations. For financial institutions, integrating biodiversity into the IFC's framework is a practi-
cal approach to greening sustainable finance. 

Frank Vorhies is Chief Executive of Earthwatch Europe. 
E-mail: fvorhies@earthwatchorg.uk  
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The OCP pipeline - A story of mismanaged investment 

Jorge Albán Environment and Sodety Foundalion 

The story of the OCP pipeline in Ecuador is a story of how a project with widely accepted justification turned into 
a fierce dispute. The unfortunate turn of events can be attributed to a number of deficiencies in the way the pro-
cess was administered by the Ecuadorian authorities and the pipeline company OCP Ecuador. These indude: a 
lack of transparency; low quality technical and political studies; non-compliance with important aspects of the contract 
(environmental guarantees, World Bank standards); the tough stance of state authorities against environmenta-
lists; and the inability of the government to create a framework for socially acceptable conditions in the oil industry. 

Unfortunately, the international bank providing the fmance for this project did not exert sufficient influence on its 
client to rectify the deficiencies in the process of awarding and executing the contract. 

Background 

Approximately 10 years ago, the Ecuadorian government identified demand for a new pipeline to carry heavy crude 
oil to complement the existing trans-Ecuador pipeline. Several companies submitted proposals, but the execution 
was delayed for several years due to uncertainties about the project. In 2000, the arguments for building the new 
pipeline gained new momentum based on flourishing exploration in the fields under concession, plans for increa-
sed production in the PetroEcuador fields, and the need to keep up oil production, which at that point was 
constrained. 

The arguments in favour of the new pipeline were clear. The oil fields already in operation required additional 
transport capacity for heavy crude oil. This would allow a significant increase in oil production and export, and 
foreign currency flows, without the need to expand 'the oil frontier'. In addition to the direct investment for construc-
tion of the pipeline, further investment could be expected for exploration and exploitation in due course. The expected 
investments promised to generate employment and stimulate economic growth. Another important argument in 
favour of the OCP project was that it would allow a separation of light crude from heavy crude oil, which would 
significantly improve not only the yields, but also the quality of the oil and derived products and consequently 
allow higher export prices. 

Basic concerns 

However, even at the planning stage, there were some fundamental concerns about the process. To award the 
construction contract, it was decided to use an authorisation system for private investments (the first time this system 
had been used), rather than the commonly used system of competitive tenders. 

Two proposals were approved. One was withdrawn after approval, however, because it was feared that the oil 
firms, who were partners in the second proposal, might not maintain the supply of crude oil. The price difference 
between the two offers was significant (more than USD500 million), and the decision to grant the contract to the 
more expensive proposal of the oil companies - in association with OCP Ecuador - was received with scepticism 
by the public. The authorities argued that, by pulling in private finance, the construction project would not affect 
the state's fInances. 
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This argument, however, fails to take into account the complexity of the financial arrangements. While, indeed, 
the state would not spend money directly, the construction and operating costs have an influence on the tariff that 
the state can charge for the crude oil - its property - which is transported along the pipeline. Furthermore, the 
higher the costs for the operating companies, the lower their margins and thus there is an impact on the state's tax 
revenue. 

The process of awarding the contract and the ensuing impact on the government's finances raised misgivings that 
the negotiations lacked transparency and that the state's interests had taken a backseat when the more expensive 
proposal was chosen. 

Environmental and social concerns 

Great concerns also arose over the environmental and social risks of the project as well as its implications for broa-
der oil exploration activities. 

The question arose as to whether the need to fill the two pipelines would give rise 
to additional efforts to increase production, requiring an extension of 'the oil fron- 

Considerin the 	tier'. Initially, there was no mention of plans to open new concessions in other areas 
g 	of the Amazon, and it was assumed that the new pipeline could be filled with the 

and the jx)tential 	existing oil produced by foreign companies, plus the development of current fields 

impact and risis of 	under concession. However, the necessary information to support this assumption 
was never collected. 

the project, an 
The environmental impact assessment for the pipeline did not consider the issue of 

envimnmental impact additional oil exploration at all, although this would have been required for a cre-

assessment (ETA) of dible assessment. The local population, large parts of the environmental movement, 
and public opinion are deeply concerned by the prospect of yet another extensive 

high technical quality area of the Amazon forest being opened to oil exploration and the related social and 

been should have 	environmental deterioration. Ecuador has a history of serious environmental and 
social impacts from oil extraction. Furthermore, the state has a record of non-corn- 

&pected. pliance with the constitutional norm that requires a consultation process before the 
start of new oil projects, and there are no indications that this attitude is changing. 
Concerns about a possible extension of the oil frontier have increased the resistance 
toOCP. 

Another cause of dispute was the choice of route. In Ecuador it was known that, before the contract was signed, 
OCP had established a route for the project without providing sufficient justification for this choice over the alter-
natives. The state approved the proposal without requiring adequate studies of the choice of route. 

When the routes were examined later, inconsistencies were found in the selection process and serious flaws iden-
tified in the chosen route, which would affect a number of fragile areas, including the Mindo Nambfflo Reserve, 
which later became one of the focal points of the dispute. Moreover, speculation arose as to whether the chosen 
route was the most economical, in terms of construction and operation. Yet, in spite of the demands of environ-
mentalists and residents, OCP never agreed to compare the costs of alternative routes in their analysis. There is no 
justification for this kind of omission, as economic matters are a legitimate factor to be considered in the approval 
of the route of such a project. 
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Considering the scale and the potential impact and iisks of the project, an environmental impact assessment (ETA) 
of high technical quality should have been expected. The 500 km pipeline starts in the Amazon plain, crosses the 
three branches of the Andean mountain range and the inter-Andean valleys, then finally descends to the coastal 
plain until it reaches the sea. During this journey, it crosses 23 ecosystems, several protected areas, and some par-
ticularly fragile forests and wetlands. Around 400,000 people are directly affected, and more than 3 million 
indirectly. 

However, the ELk, carried out by Entrix, is limited to a set of general analyses which fail to adequately account for 
the particularities of the different ecosystems crossed by the pipeline. The ELk also fails to consider the global impact 
of the project on the level of cathon-related activities (e.g., the need for additional exploration and exploitation). 

Similarly, the social impact evaluation does not withstand detailed technical scrutiny 
and failed to generate confidence that the project was being planned and implemented 
with the appropriate and necessary environmental and social precautions. The assess- 

Unmet eqectations 	ment was the subject of numerous observations from various organisations, ranging 

regarding employ- from civil society to technicians from the Ministries of Energy and the Environment. 

ment and recruiting Public distrust increased further when the authorities approved the ELk in what was 
i perceived as a 'forced' process, gnoring the ongoing debate about the project and 

have become a serious failing to comply with administrative formalities. These failures were analysed by the 

source of conflict. Veedurla Ciudadana, a body constituted under the order of the Civic Commission of 
Corruption Control 9  (CCCC), with the mandate to present a legal case against autho-
rities acting in an unaccountable manner. To make things worse, OCP (with the 
implicit support of the authorities) refused to provide information and did not allow 
the Veedurla Ciudadana to examine progress at the construction site. 

The problems continued during the execution of the project. The contract obliges OCP to issue a guarantee against 
possible environmental liabilities. However, what has been issued is a third party liabffity guarantee that neglects 
several aspects of ecosystem management specified in the contract. On the initiative of OCP and Entrix, World 
Bank standards for environmental assessment and management were included in the contract, but OCP has not 
complied with them, as shown by a report from the Veedurla Ciudadana'° and an independent assessment by Robert 
Goodland", a former official of the World Bank. In this situation, the authorities, instead of insisting on the proper 
execution of the contract, exempted OCP from its responsibilities. It has been claimed that the commitment to fulfil 
the norms of the World Bank was pail of an internal and external publicity strategy by OCP to gain credit and public 
acceptance, but that it lacked the underlying willingness to comply with them. 

Finally, it should be noted that the project was managed by the authorities of the time, as part of a political cam-
paign strategy. It was presented as a salvation for the national economy because of the positive impact of the 
investments and the resulting revenues for the government. OCP's publicity campaign promised more than 55,000 
jobs, contracts for several domestic companies, a strategic solution to the fiscal deficit and a contribution to eco-
nomic growth. 

In the long run, this exaggeration of the project's positive impacts had the opposite effect. Broad sectors of society 
recognise the economic significance of the project, but they also point out its limitations. For example, even at 
peak times the annual export revenues for the government will not reach USD400 million (after five years), while 
the government budget shows an annual increase of more than USD500 million. Unmet expectations regarding 
employment and recruiting have become a serious source of conflict. Furthermore, economic analysts recommend 
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that Ecuador should overcome its fiscal dependence on petroleum and diversify its economy, but, with the OCP 
project, the government has put all its bets on the growth of the oil business. 

Conclusions 

Because of mishandling throughout the entire process, from the demand analysis to the execution of the contract, 
the OCP project, which could have enjoyed widespread acceptance, has become the subject of fierce disputes. 

Distrust has also extended to the international banks that financed the project, as they have not been able to insist 
on a number of contractual nornis and internationally recognised principles, like the World Bank standards. In 
spite of several visits by bank delegates to the site, they failed to enforce the use of an ETA as a basic element in 
the route selection, the strategic evaluation of the pipeline's impact on oil production and broader exploration, 
and pre-project consultation processes.' 2  

In a document prepared for the National Biodiversity Strategy in 2000, I argued in 
favour of the construction of the pipeline for heavy crude oil, on the premise that it 
would be based on an appropriate and serious environmental impact assessment and 

extended to the a wise selection of the route. Following the developments described above, I grew 

international banks increasingly concerned about the problematic issues identified in this paper and I 
became part of the above-mentioned Veedurla Ciudadana. Based on our examina- 

thatfinanced the tons of the OCP process, we established the need to file an administrative complaint 

pmject as they have against the Ecuadorian authorities and possibly against the companies involved. The 
purpose of this is to prevent the repetition of such an unsatisfactoty process. 

not been able to insist It can be argued that the Ecuadonan oil sector is in a state of crisis. The expected increase 
on a number of in production has not taken place, but there are foreseeable investments that could 

contractual norms help lift the oil industiy out of its cuffent stagnation crisis. It is time to redefine 
i Ecuador's oil policies n such a way that projects which do not include a rigorous exa- 

and internationally mination of social and environmental issues and sustainable development of the 

reco nised g country, do not receive support or financing. With regards to the OCP process, there 
remains a feeling that the opportunity was lost for Ecuador to work towards ensuring 

pthicples... the viability of its oil sector while establishing the respect for civil rights and envi- 
ronmental quality in fragile regions and promoting transparent administration in 
public as well as private projects. 

International bankers should behave responsibly with regard to principles to which they frequently claim to be 
committed. We Ecuadorians, meanwhile, have to make an effort to build favourable conditions in which to for- 
mulate consistent and responsible policies for our destiny. 
Jorge AJb6n is the Executive Director of the Environment and Society Foundation. 
E-mail: arnbientesodedad@portanet  



The OCP project: A stepping stone to the Equator Principles? 

Martina Neuber West LB 

The signing of the agreements for the pipeline project between the Ecuadorian government and OCP was initially 
followed by the usual financing process: invitation to tender, examination of the project by the banks, awarding 
of the contract, signing of the agreements. There was nothing special about the agreements, the Environmental 
Assessment or the parties involved. It was just a 'normal' project financing. 

However, shortly after the start of the project the situation changed. Environmental activists attracted internatio-
nal attention to the project because they were concerned about whether it complied with World Bank standards. 
This triggered a number of expert opinions and counter opinions as well as a public debate which made it diffi-
cult to reach an understanding between the parties. WestLB was at the centre of the discussions, as it had been the 
lead arranger of the 16-strong financial syndicate. 

The fact that WestLB is indirectly publicly owned increased the interest, especially in Germany. Demands made 
on the bank ranged from the complete disclosure of all documents, to intervention in the project, to a termination 
of the financing. 

How did the bank respond? 

Given that the bank feels it has an obligation to the public, it opted to be as open as 
possible in its communications. However, it found itself facing a dilemma. On the one 
hand, there was the public's right to information and, on the other, the customer's 

Projectfinance, in 	justified and legally protected expectation of confidentiality. For example, the bank 

rticular, aiiouzs 	published all expert opinions of the independent consultant (Stone & Webster) on 
the Internet. Various presentations in the State Parliament - by both the consultant 

banks to influence the and the bank - also informed the public about the lawful implementation of the pro- 
ject. Based on Stone & Webstefs expert opinions the bank continues to believe that provisions protecting 	the project complies with the World Bank standards agreed in the contract. 

the environment and 

safeguarding social 	
What did the bank learn from the public debate? 

standards 	The arguments for and against the project shall not be repeated here. As mentioned 
above, the bank's arguments have been published on the Internet (www.westlb.de , 
company information, current topics) and can be viewed there. At the same time, the 
debate about the project has brought a broader issue to the fore - not least within 
WestLB itself. 

Previously, it had mostly been industrial companies and manufacturers of raw materials that had been criticised 
in connection with environmental issues. What had financial institutions to do with the environment and sustai-
nability? The answer is clear: The financial industiy also has a great responsibility to ensure its activities respect 
the environment. Project finance, in particular, allows banks to influence the provisions protecting the environ-
ment and safeguarding social standards because these standards are often an integral part of project financing 
agreements. If the agreed criteria are not met, the bank can take the appropriate steps. This means that banks can 
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influence a project's impact on people and the environment by means of the contract provisions. 

At the same time, financial institutions compete with each other. A bank's commitment to higher standards will 
therefore benefit the environment only if these standards are not rendered ineffective by competition between banks. 

How can a bank determine the sustainability of a project financing? 

This question was explored in October 2002 by four banks at a meeting in London convened by the International 
Finance Corporation (IFC) to discuss environmental and social issues in project financing. The banks attending 
the meeting, WestLB among them, decided to develop an industry framework for addressing environmental and 
social risks in project financing. This led to the drafting of the Equator Principles. 

What are the Equator Principles? 

In the following months, the four initiators (ABN AMRO, Barclays, Citigroup, and WestLB) along with the IFC, jointly 
developed criteria with respect to environmental and social risks that have to be taken into account in project finan-
cing agreements. 

The resulting voluntary set of guidelines is based on the existing guidelines of the World Bank and the IFC. In 
order to also meet the demands of NGOs, these groups were invited to voice their opinions and suggest impro-
vements at meetings in the US and Europe. In June 2003, 10 leading banks from seven countries announced the 
adoption of the Equator Principles. 

In adopting these Principles, a bank undertakes to provide loans only to those projects whose sponsors can demons-
trate, to the satisfaction of the bank, their ability and willingness to comply with comprehensive processes aimed 
at ensuring that projects are developed in a socially responsible manner and according to sound environmental 
management practices. 

The banks will apply the Equator Principles to all loans for projects with a capital cost of USD50 million or more. 
Project finance, an important financing method in private-sector development globally, refers to the financing of 
projects where the repayment of the loan is dependent upon the revenues that a project is expected to generate 
once it is up and running. 

The Equator Principles will use a screening process for projects that is based on IFC's environmental and social 
screening process. Projects will be categorised by the banks as A, B or C (high, medium or low environmental or 
social risk), using common terminology. For A and B projects (high and medium risk), the borrower will complete 
an Environmental Assessment addressing the environmental and social issues identified in the categorisation pro-
cess. After appropriate consultation with affected local stakeholders, category A projects, and category B projects 
where appropriate, will prepare Environmental Management Plans which address mitigation and monitoring of 
environmental and social risks. 

The Environmental Assessment will address such issues as: 

• sustainable development and use of renewable natural resources; 

• protection of human health, cultural properties, and biodiversity, including endangered species and sensitive 
ecosystems; 

I use of dangerous substances; 
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a major hazards; 

a occupational health and safety; 

a fIre prevention and life safety; 

socio-economic impacts; 

a land acquisition and land use; 

a involuntary resettlement; 

a impacts on indigenous peoples and communities; 

* cumulative impacts of existing projects, the proposed project, and anticipated future projects; 

a participation of affected parties in the design, review and implementation of the project; 

a consideration of environmentally and socially preferable alternatives; 

a efficient production, delivery and use of energy; 

a pollution prevention and waste minimisation, pollution controls (liquid effluents and air emissions) and solid 
and chemical waste management. 

The borrower will be required to demonstrate to the bank that the project complies 
with host country laws and the World Bank and IFC Pollution Prevention and 
Abatement Guidelines for the relevant industry sector. For projects in the emerging 
markets, the borrower will also have to demonstrate that the Environmental Assessment 

WestLB is currently has taken into account the IFC Safeguard Policies, which provide guidance on issues 
 such as natural habitats, indigenous peoples, involuntary resettlement, safety of dams, 

revising all sustaina- 	forestry, and cultural property. 

bilily-related asJcts 	To implement the Equator Principles, banks have to put an organisational structure 

of its o,anisatz .onal 	in place, which separates client business and risk analysis including the monitoring 
of compliance with the Equator Principles. Participating banks are required to expand 

structure in order to 	their existing organisational structure in a way that permits the neutral and objective 

ensure optimum 	assessment of compliance with the Equator Principles. 

implementation of the How does WestLB implement the Equator Principles? 

Equator Pri ncples. 	WestLB is currently revising all sustainability-related aspects of its organisational 
structure in order to ensure optimum implementation of the Equator Principles. This 
involves both adapting the existing organisational structure and increasing the know- 
how of the employees responsible for account management, credit processing and, 
in particular, monitoring compliance with the Equator Principles and requires a holis- 
tic approach. 

The aim is to embed the philosophy of the Equator Principles in the minds of all employees involved in project 
financing and to ensure that the sustainability of a project takes centre stage from the first meeting. 

Al least 16 major banks have now adopted the guidelines. According to an analysis by Dealogic ProjectWare, a 
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London-based company producing project finance analyses and statistics, the banks that have adopted the Equator 
Principles underwrote USD41 billion of project loans in 2002, representing 70% of the market volume. This year, 
the 16 banks' share of the project financing volume has already increased to 73%. The code therefore has a good 
chance of becoming a generally recognised and accepted guideline in project financing. 

Martina Neuber is part of the Communications and Economics Team at West LB. 
E-mail: martina_neuberWestLB.de 

More information about the Equator Principles can be found at: 

http://www.equator-princip!es.com/ 

http://equatorprinciples.ifc.org/ifcextlequatoiprinciples.nsf  
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Investing in stability: Conflict as a challenge for the financial 
sector 

Jason Switzer International Institute for Sustainable Development 

We are in the business of making loans to the Angolans. It is true, we cannot be sure where the money goes, and 
so yes, Isupposeyu can make the case that we are indirectly funding the war" 

Anonymous banking official, All the Presidents Men', Global Witness, 2002 

The financial sector and violent conflict 

Calls for financial institutions to take a more proactive role in the pursuit of sustainable development are on the 
rise, especially in the world's poorest countries. Foreign investment for natural resource extraction - oil, minerals, 
and timber - is vital to the hopes of many of these poverty-stricken nations for improving living standards and 
protecting the natural environment. At the same time, these countries are attractive to foreign investors as they 
represent growing consumer markets, substantial resource stocks and low-cost labour. 

Therein lies the hope behind many inithtives in the field of corporate citizenship, including the UN Global 
Compact, and the UNEP Finance Initiative: that these efforts will catalyse profitable and environmentally-respon-
sible investment that increases prosperity for the world's poor while delivering to the shareholders' bottom line. 

Yet violent conflict and human insecurity remain fundamental obstacles to successful investment in poor coun-
tries. According to the UNDP, widespread civil violence has broken out in 15 of the 20 least developed countries 
in the last decade. A 2001 survey of the mining industry sought to identify the reasons companies refrained or with-
drew from otherwise sound mining-related investments in the last five years. Political instability - in particular, 
armed conflict - was a key reason given for the withdrawal of 781/o of the companies surveyed. 

NGOs views on the Equator Principles 

"Many non-governmental organisalions (NGOs) welcome the fact that the Equator 

Principles recognise that private banks have a role in, and responsibility for, the social and 

en'vironmental impacts of their transactions. In addition, the Principles represent an industry 

approach, in which several banks are working together. This collaboration helps level the 

pla4ng field among banks, and reduces the ability for corporate clients to shop around for a 

bank that has lower en'Aronmental and social standards." 

Friends of the Earth 

"The NGOs feel positive about the initiative, but stress that the banks should be more explicit on 

implementation, reporting and monitoring of the criteria" 

Profundo 

"Private financial institutions are in a unique and powerful position. We need to see real 

leadership from this sector in setting a new standard for a sustainable global economy." 

WAIF UK 
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During violent conflict, markets are disrupted and infrastructure destroyed. Workers are displaced or kidnapped 
and supply chains broken. Moreover, companies can be tarred with allegations of complicity in violence and of 
fuelling, or even causing, civil war. 

On the strength of these allegations, some businesses have been publicly shamed and targeted with sanctions. 
They have faced popular protest, legal action, stock divestment campaigns and consumer boycotts. Prominent 
examples include actions against Shell in Nigeria, and Talisman Energy and Lundin Oil in the Sudan. 

More positively, and away from the limelight, many finns have played prominent roles in conflict prevention, conflict 
resolution and post-conflict reconstruction. Lonrho, a UK-based conglomerate with natural resource, agricultural 
and manufacturing activities, was actively engaged in facilitating the peace process between Mozambique's rebels 
and the government in the early 1990s. For those with the acumen and grit, post-conflict reconstruction is a tre-
mendous business opportunity in countries from Angola to Iraq. 

Violent conflict - opportunity or threat? 

Increasingly, governments and civil society are looking at the role of the financial sector in financing, facilitating 
or profiting from these conflicts. Prominent campaigns have focused on the role of important public and private 
financial institutions in turning a blind eye to corruption and misappropriation of funds by public officials, in finan- 

cing projects linked to widespread human rights violations and tropical deforestation, 
and in providing financial intermediation for the global small arms trade. 

For those with the 	The n . 	 isks posed to financial nstitutions by conflict include: the direct nsks posed by 
acumen and grit, 

	

	terrorist acts against prominent firms and their personnel; the loss of markets and sha- 
reholders; and lawsuits, regulations and punitive sanctions. post-conflict 

reconstruction is a More positively, the financial sector can help to secure peace and manage or prevent 
i 	

. 	
i 	 i conflict through ts core business - ncluding through nsuring or mobilizing invest-

tremendous business 	ment in key infrastructure, energy and water services, through ensuring that projects 
are implemented in a conflict sensitive manner, and through spreading the financial oPJx unity in consequences of conflict and terrorism over time and space. Finance can also contri-

countries from Angola bute to peace through its social investments in communities and sustainability, through 

to Ir 	 its engagement in knowledge sharing with the public sector, and through partidpa- 
CCI. 	 tion in policy dialogue to promote reconciliation, more-accountable governance and 

protection of human rights. 

Managing conflict requires merging a diplomat's skills with those of a risk manager 
and public relations expert. It calls for extending corporate social responsibility into the most explosive of social 
interactions. The potential pay-off can be tremendous, both for shareholders and for society. Managers who fail 
to recognize these interactions, on the other hand, risk being blindsided, on the bottom line and in the headlines. 

Investing In stability - Conflict Risk, Markets and the Bottom Line 

What do banks and insurers need to know about managing conflict and building peace? In March 2002, UNEP Fl 
hosted a small workshop in Rio de Janeiro on finance and conflict, seeking to map out the areas of greatest inter -
est to banks and insurers, both public and private. Since that time, several initiatives have emerged in the fields of 
project finance, financial intermediation and political risk assessment, which have borne out the conviction that 
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these linkages are of emerging global concern. These indude the IFC-led Equator Principles for responsible pro-
ject finance, the UK government-led Transparency Initiative, and the OECD Financial Action Task Force's effort to 
prevent misuse of financial services by terrorist organisations. 

With the support of the German government, UNEP Fl and HSD have sought in 2003 to survey the links between 
finance and conflict, identifying relevant linkages, tools, strategies and gaps. The results of our initial study, infor-
med by a series of workshops and supplemented with commentaries by leading experts in the fields of corporate 
risk management, commercial banking and political risk management, can be found at www.unepfi.net/conflict.  

Efforts to promote the systematic management of conflict-related issues by the private sector are not merely a fashion 
of the day. They reflect a growing consensus on the need to overcome the obstacles to development and human 
security, as stepping stones for global security. While violence endures, development - sustainable or otherwise 
- is impossible. The financial sector, like all other sectors of society, is being called upon to take on its legitimate 
role in the pursuit of peace. 

To learn more, see: 

Nelson, J. The Business of Peace. International Alert, with the Council on Economic Priorities and the Prince of 
Wales International Business Leaders' Forum. www.international-alert.org  

World BankJUK DFII) project on Business Partnerships for Development. www.bpdweb.org  

The United Nations Global Compact, a tripartite partnership between the UN, NGOs and companies, recently held 
a dialogue on business and conflict (March 2001). www.unglobaIcompact.org  

Human Rights Watch (www.hrw.org) and Global Witness (www.globalwitness.org ) have both been leaders in iden-
tifying and publicizing the links between human rights violations, conflict and private sector activity. 

Switzer, J. (IISD). Armed Conflict and Natural Resources: The Case of the Minerals Sector. MMSD/Global Mining 
Initiative. WBCSD/IIED, 2002. 
Jason Swltzer is Project Officer for Enronment and Security at the International Institute for 
Sustainable Development. 
E-mail: jswer@iisd.ca  

INVESTING 
I'N'I \RIITFi 
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Introduction to regional activfties 

In late 2000, UNEP Finance Initiative (Fl) took a new look at how it works with fInancial institutions around the 
world. It was decided that by developing regional task forces and by collaborating with strong partners in diffe-
rent regions UNEP H would be in a position to more effectively disseminate the results of its work, provide guidance 
on various finance and sustainability issues, and introduce tools developed to enable institutions to integrate a sus-
tainabiity approach across their operations. 

Al the same time, there was a recognition by UNEP H that financial services institutions have regionally specific 
sustainability issues to address. Only by developing a vibrant and active network of regional groups and activities 
could UNEP Fl engineer a work programme to serve the needs of its member institutions in different parts of the 
world. In short, UNEP H had to "listen harder" to the needs of its members in the regions, particularly the deve-
loping world and transition economies. 

Starting in April2001, UNEP H convened a series of major conferences and workshops in Asia-Pacific (April2001), 
North America (April 2001), Latin America (September 2001 and March 2002), Africa (January 2002) and Eastern 
Europe (June 2002), as part of its preparations for the August 2002 Johannesburg World Summit for Sustainable 
Development (WSSD). UNEP H had a strong delegation in South Africa to participate in a range of events provi-
ding the private finance sectors input to the landmark summit. One of the developments from the regional meetings 
were the initiation and development, as planned, of task forces and partnerships to serve the needs of regional 
institutions. 

The following section explores the resulting activities and developments in four regions - Africa, Australasia, North 
America and Asia-Pacific - stemming from UNEP H's regional conference series and preparatory work for WSSD. 
The section covers: 

• Africa: looking at the emergence of UNEP H's African Task Force (ATF); perspectives of its members with res-
pect to sustainability issues in the region; and highlighting its current and planned activities. 

• Australasia: describes the partnership UNEP H has developed with the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) 
of the State of Victoria and highlights pressing issues and activities underway and driven by Australasian mem-
bers. 

• North America: takes a detailed look at a one-day event the UNEP Fl North American Task Force convened to 
examine sustainability issues in the context of US disclosure and reporting requirements. 

• Asia-Pacific: highlights perspectives on a range of key sustainability and finance issues from experts and 
thought leaders drawn from across the region. 

• UNEP H's developing task forces in Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe are not covered in this edi-
tion of Values to Value. We look forward to bringing you news of these groups in subsequent editions. 

The regional conference series mentioned above is covered in detail in Section 2 of V2V. 
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Part one 

The UNEP Fl African Task Force (ATF) 

Foreword 

Michael HöIz Deutsche Bank Group/UNEP Finance Inftiative 

The principles of sustainability are becoming increasingly important in our globally networked world, where the 
welfare of people, civil society organisations, companies, countries and supranational organisations are closely 
intertwined. Sustainabiity stands for the precept of giving equal consideration to economic, ecological and social 
aspects in all of our actions, to achieve the goal of passing on a healthy environment, good business conditions 
and a socially just basis for life to coming generations. 

The African continent is facing major challenges, and it is here that the strong effects that business, ecology and 
social conditions have on each other are particularly apparent. African states are striving to achieve stable politi-
cal, economic and social structures while preserving their natural surroundings and Africa's fascinating wildlife. 
Africa wants to become accepted as an equal player in the world of global business. 

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and its members want to help African nations succeed in 
this enormous task. This applies especially to the African Task Force (ATF) established by the UNEP Finance Initiative 
(UNEP Fl). Financial markets are deeply concerned with sustainability-related activities because of the pertinent 
advice and counselling involved in the actions of companies, institutions, transactions and project finance deals. 
The ATF views itself as a partner in projects, a guide wherever help is needed, and as an initiator of networks to 
facilitate the transfer of experience and ideas. 

Deutsche Bank has been a partner of UNEP for years and has played an active role in a global network of com-

panies, organisations and institutions that have set themselves the goal of implementing the principles of sustainability. 
We support projects in Africa through the Deutsche Bank Africa Foundation, which was founded within the fra-
mework of the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), unofficially known as theJohannesburg Summit. 
The foundation primarily supports educational projects, economic infrastructure programmes - such as helping 
people to set up small businesses - or projects to fight 11W and Aids. Beyond these efforts we also support the 
Peace Parks Initiative in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Mozambique as well as the Southern African Wildlife College. 
Peace Parks combine the preservation of wildilife and the environment with the creation of jobs, making an impor-
tant contribution towards the political and social stability of the region. 

Thinking and acting in accordance with the principles of sustainability is of major importance for Deutsche Bank - 
within the bank itself and in fulfilling our responsibilities as a corporate citizen within the international community. 

Michael HöIz is Global Head Corporate Cftizenship and Sustainable Development at Deutsche Bank 
Group and Chairman of UNEP Finance lnftiative. 
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iction 

In Janualy 2002, UNEP Fl held a regional outreach meeting for the African financial services sector in Midrand, 
South Africa. The meeting was the first international sustainabiity conference to be held in South Africa during 
2002, the Johannesburg World Sunmiit for Sustainable Development (WSSD) year. Many participants considered 
the conference an important landmark for the African financial community in terms of the growing importance of 
sustainability issues for the banking, investment and insurance communities on the continent. A full report of the 
Midrand conference is given in the regional conferences section of Values to Value. 

The concept of a UNEP H African Task Force (ATF) - to introduce the initiative's activities to Africa, disseminate 
the partnership's learning and to gain a deeper understanding of the African finance sector's understanding of sus-
tainability priorities - was fIrst raised during the Midrand event. Following the meeting the UNEP FT Secretariat invited 
interested participants to join an ATF with the aim of advocating best sustainability practice for the African finan-
cial sector. The UNEP Fl African Task Force (ATF) was established in March 2002 to support this mission and to 
promote enhanced transparency, accountability and reporting across the African financial sector. 

African Institutions at work: ATF goals and projects 

The 15-member group elected Gas Coovadia of the Banking Council of South Africa as the Task Force Chair and 
Sean de Cleene of the African Institute of Corporate Citizenship (AICC) as the Co-Chair. The ATF decided to involve 
non-financial sector stakeholders in its work and is now also aiming to broaden its geographical reach to include 
financial institutions outside Southern African countries. The group recognises that the over representation of finan-
cial institutions from Southern Africa must be addressed if the group's legitimacy as a Pan-African body is to be 
recognised. The four priority areas underpinning activities of the taskforce are: 

• The setting of 'sustainable development' priorities for the African fInancial sector that respect regional and 
country-specific challenges and opportunities. 

• The establishment of common sustainability standards to be followed by financial institutions throughout 
Africa. This includes benchmarks for social impact assessment, socially responsible investment (SRI) and cor-
porate social responsibility (CSR). 

• Assisting the African Financial Sector to integrate a triple-bottom-line approach to its operations, investment 
decisions, and risk-analysis. This includes the further development of environmental management systems as 
well as environmental and social risk audits. 

• The collection and transfer of information on technology know-how and tools that increase financial institu-
tions' capacity to deal with pressing socio-environmental concerns. 
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In 2003, the ATF has developed and partly implemented three project proposals to address these priority areas. 
The projects are highlighted below: 

Sustainabilhty Banking in Africa Report 
The publication, to be launched in Q2, 2004, serves to provide a state of the art report outlining the challenges and 
opportunities for sustainable banking practices in Africa. It was developed as a joint initiative between IJNEP FT 
and AICC with the support of the International Finance Corporation (IFC), FinMark Trust, Nedbank, and Deutsche 
Bank. 

The report identifies, among others, the following opportunities related to sustainability banking: 

• start-up financing of sustainable enterprises such as renewable energy, water management, mass transit sys-
tems, cleaner development mechanisms etc.; 

• a collaborative approach between government, the business sector and civil society for the development of 
innovative banking sector regulations; 

• strengthening financial sector governance through sustainable banking practice; 

• broadening of financial sector products such as innovative micro-credit schemes or community lending stra-
tegies; 

a expanding the role of socially responsible investment (SRI) and the impact of indexes such as the recently deve-
loped Johannesburg Stock Exchange Sustainability Index. 

For more information on the Sustainability Banking in Africa report, please contact Sean de Cleene, Director AICC 
and ATF Co-Chair, email: sean@aiccafrica.org.  

Sustainability capacity building for the finance sector 
UNEP F! is interested in the potential of the ATF to develop a training course for African finance professionals, as 
well as a 'train the trainers' version of the course. As UNEP Fl continues to build its modular sustainabiity training 
course for the finance sector during 2005, the specific training requirements of African financial institutions will be 
integrated . A pilot version of the developing UNEP Fl training course was introduced at the January 2002 Midrand 
event. The proposed UNEP F! training would aim to: 

a introduce finance sector practitioners to the business case for sustainable development, 

a through progressive thematic modules, site visits and role-play, deal with key operational issues related to sus-
tainabiity and finance; 

a provide academic credits for executives eager to improve their understanding of sustainabiity while furthering 
their qualifications. 

African financial institutions and the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) 
UNEP is keen to explore with institutions involved in the ATF the evolving carbon market and climate change rela-
ted opportunities in Africa. Work in this area would be conducted in close liaison with the UNEP FT Climate Change 
working group, which has positioned itself at the forefront of the climate change debate as it relates to financial 
services. 

The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) is an instrument of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to enable developed coun- 
tries to meet their commitments under the Protocol by investing in greenhouse gas reduction in developing 
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countries. Financial institutions will play a major role in the implementation of this investment mechanism, allow-
ing them to capitalise on business opportunities while at the same time contributing to the mitigation of Climate 
Change. 

in Africa very few fInancial institutions are currently aware of the CDM and its opportunities, despite the fact that 
CDM projects are predicted to play an increasingly important role on the continent. The collaboration between 
the UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group and the ATF would aim to bridge the knowledge gap and help to 
increase the capacity of African financial institutions to engage in the market-based mechanisms connected with 
the international Climate Change agenda. Specifically the project would aim to: 

introduce two-day CDM or broader sustainable energy capacity building workshops for African financial execu-
tives in a range of pilot countries; 

R build an African financial institution 'sustainable energy knowledge sharing network'; 

create a manual on sustainable energy best practice for African finance sector executives covering renewable 
energy related credit risk, insurance, and project finance disciplines. 

Challenges: African sustainability priorities 

The cultural dynamics around sustainability create different priorities for different regions. Within Africa, cultural 
issues play a significant role in shaping the sustainability agenda. Understanding and respecting the African chal-
lenge of balancing 'people, planet and prosperity in a manner that makes sense to African communities will be 
critical to developing a meaningful, relevant and effective work programme for both the ATF and broader UNEP 
H activities. A broad range of sustainability-related issues, including corruption, HW/Aids, labour protection and 
poverty alleviation, as well as environmental protection, will need to be covered by the evolving ATF work pro-
granime if it is to retain its practical relevance within an African context. 

Opportunities: The pivotal role of finance 

Within the UNEP H structure of working groups and taskforces, the ATF provides a valuable mechanism to contri-
bute to an African 'renaissance', as it has been put forward by the New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD). 
Economic renewal, scrutiny and governance are widely regarded as being paramount to the progression of sus-
tainable development within the developing world. The finance sector is pivotal to the advancement of such renewal 
and thus UNEP FT and its ATF members are in a prime position to help make sustainable development in Africa a 
reality. 

The Sustainability Banking in Africa Report identifies a number of innovations already occurring in different coun-
tries in Africa that together provide a clear indication of change in the financial sector. In addition to a broader 
move from reactive to proactive approaches, there are some cases where corporate responsibility approaches are 
moving beyond the individual company's business rationale to one where the development of linkages between 
companies and the responsibility and competitiveness of nations and regions in itself becomes a critical driver for 
success. 

With African development being a major focus of the international development agenda, and NEPAD receiving 
widespread support, conditions are very favourable for the progression of the ATF and its mission. Through the 
active commitment of relevant UNEP H stakeholders, we believe that the ATF can become an important opera-
tional bridge between the theory and practice of sustainable finance in Africa. 
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ATF membership voice: 
Driving forces for financial institutions to focus on environmental 
risk and sustainabilfty issues in South Africa 
Justin Smith formerty of Edward Nathan and Friedland EnAronmental Law and Sustainability 
Services, now with Nedcor, South Africa 

The King Code for South Africa II, released in 2002, has set a new global benchmark for 

advocating regular board oversight of corporate soda] responsibilfty. Every listed company is 

advised and encouraged to produce annual sociaVenironmental reports using the Global 

Reporting Initiative (GAl) guidelines. Directors are asked to monftor staff diversity, HW/AJds and 

various issues that are relevant to non-financial risk and relate to sustainability. The growth in 

reporting globally has also been fuelled by increasing calls for transparency following a number 

of well-documented corporate governance failures, and even legislation requiring non-finandaJ 

reporting as a prerequisite to stock market listing or obtaining investment from pension funds 

for instance. 

Background 

South Africa finds itself in a unique position, with a mix of developed and developing country attributes. It has a 
proactive Department of Environmental Affairs that has been putting a very comprehensive framework for envi-
ronmental protection in place, whilst at the same time attempting to balance the need for economic development 
and social enhancement. This legislative development, together with a range of other local and international dii-
vers, has made environmental risk and sustainability a growing issue for many organisations. 

South African legislation 

The South African Constitution contains a specific right to environmental protection in its Bill of Rights (section 
24). It also deals with sustainable development by advocating the protection of the environment for the benefit of 
both present and future generations. In conjunction with the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA), 
which requires all decisions to be made taking into account a number of principles such as sustainable develop-
ment and the polluter pays' principle, the Constitution forms the foundation for environmental protection in South 
Africa. 

NEMA follows the trend of the US and Canada by making very wide liability for environmental pollution or damage 
a reality for organisations operating in South Africa. Section 28 places a specific duty of care on every person to 
prevent, or mitigate and remediate, environmental damage and pollution. Any person who is or was responsible 
for, or directly or indirectly contributed to, the pollution can be held liable. This indudes the owner of the land at 
the time the pollution occurred or their successor in title, a person in control of the land at that time, or any person 
who negligently failed to prevent the situation. Directors are required to exercise due diligence with respect to 
impacts that the company may have on the environment or sustainable development. Failure to do so can result 
in directors facing personal liability for the harm caused by the company's acts or omissions (Section 34(7)). The 
law places an obligation on both past and present directors to take all reasonable steps that are necessary to pre- 
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vent the commission of an offence in terms of the environment or sustainable development. This includes res-
ponsible lending/financing practices, since financiers face potential liability under the wide liability provisions in 
NEMA, particularly if they take over land that was held as security, or do not ensure that all the required impact 
assessments are done before fInancing a project. 

Another very important piece of the environmental legislative framework in South Africa is the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Regulations. These identify activities that may have a substantial detrimental effect on the environment, 
and that therefore require the completion of an environmental impact assessment, and government approval, before 
taking place. The regulations give a good indication of the type of projects and industry sectors that have high 
potential environmental risk involved. 

In terms of the National Water Act, pollution prevention is dealt with in Section 19, which states that if pollution 
of a water resource occurs, the person who owns, controls, occupies or uses the land on which the activities occur-
red that caused the pollution is responsible for taking measures to prevent pollution or water resources or remediate 
any damage. If measures are not taken by the person responsible, the relevant Catchment Management Agency 
may itself do whatever is necessary to prevent the pollution or remedy its effects and recover all reasonable costs 
from the persons responsible. The Act provides for joint and several liability - any person responsible, that directly 
or indirectly contributed to the pollution, the owner of the land or his/her successor in title, or any person that 
negligently failed to prevent the situation coming about assumes responsibility. Together with the above legisla-
tion, new Acts are expected in 2003, creating stricter regulatory frameworks in the areas of waste management, air 
pollution, biodiversity management and mining law amongst others. This will be coupled with more inspectors 
being trained to enhance enforcement of all the legislation. 

Environmental risk for financial Institutions 

Environmental risk management has become a norm in many jurisdictions, as organisations grapple with the legal, 
credit and reputational risks associated with failing to take proactive steps in this area. The financial services sector 
has paid particular attention following the spread of lender liability legislation from the US (Superfund) to the rest 
of the world. A strong case has been suggested that management attitude to environmental credit risk assessment 
is indicative of the 'far-sightedness' and overall quality of management. A number of actions can be taken to ensure 
that environmental risk does not impact shareholder value. These include detailed policies and procedures for risk 
assessments of investment targets, projects and lenders to mitigate any possible liability. This is combined with 
training and awareness among staff, communication with stakeholders and investors, particularly through repor-
ting, and even the development of specialist 'green' or environmental-related products. 

Sustainabillty/SRI Indices 

The worldwide growth in sustainable/socially responsible investments, both international indices such as the Dow 
Jones SAM World Index and FTSE4GOOd and funds created by individual asset management companies, has made 
this investment area a viable and lucrative option for investors. Certain jurisdictions, such as the UK and Australia, 
are even requiring fund managers to disclose the extent to which they take social, environmental and ethical consi-
derations into account in their investment decisions. 

South Africa is also recognising the opportunities involved in creating sustainable products and services, with Edward 
Nathan and Friedland having launched the first sustainability index in 2002 and the Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
busy developing a socially responsible investment index of its own at present. 
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In addition, the investment community of the developed world has repeatedly indicated that it is looking for socially 
responsible investment opportunities in emerging markets. CaIPERS, the largest public pension fund in the US, 
with assets totalling approximately USD147 billion, stated that it would be investing USD1 billion in emerging market 
investments that met its socially responsible investment criteria. South Africa is an emerging market with a highly 
developed fmancial sector. It would be an ideal entry point for these investors, provided that South Africa and its 
companies are shown to be socially responsible. On an international level, more pressure is being placed on the 
rating agencies to consider environmental and social responsibffity and performance in their assessment of com-
panies. If this is adopted more pressure will in turn be placed on the companies to improve and disdose their 
performance in these areas. 

Aside from the potential for legal liability, the growing number of local and international standards and the poten-
tial new business investments and offerings created by sustainability and environmental considerations, other issues 
are also bringing more focus to this area. There has been an upward swing in shareholder activism, whereby share-
holders are demanding strict corporate governance, environmental and social responsibility standards from the 
organisations they invest in. This has been coupled with the development of so-called 'green' markets, particu-
larly in Europe. South Africa has not reached this stage of market development as yet, but more consumers are 
making choices based on, or taking into account, the environmental, social and ethical peiformance of organisa-
tions. This has led companies to reassess their social and environmental management, recognising that it is not 
only an area of moral responsibility, but also one that affects corporate identity and reputation and therefore the 
company's bottom line. By providing proof of good performance in these areas, companies can differentiate them-
selves from their competition, manage their reputational risk, and boost their corporate identity. 

As evidenced above, a wide range of arguments can be raised for the incorporation of sustainabiity and environ-
mental considerations into the way an organisation operates. South Africa is beginning to take significant strides 
in recognising the importance of these issues by enshrining them in legislation, and coming up with new initia-
tives to showcase their importance, at the same time creating a very suitable investment avenue for foreign 
organisations who wish to put their money into sustainable companies and economies. 

ReIevnt websites: 

JSE - http://ftse.jse.co.za/ 

Dow Jones - www.sustainabllity-indexes.com  

Edward Nathan and Friedland Index - www.enf.co.za/sustltheindex.asp  

Justin Smith is Senior Manager, Corporate Governance and Sustainablifty at Nedcor. 
E-Mail: justinsnedcor. coza 
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Part two 

Foreign direct investment: Can it really create a sustainabillty 

dynamic? 

Introduction 

Nlamh O'Sullivan UNEP Finance lnftialive 

UNEP H travelled to the regional event in Midrand, South Africa, in January 2002 with a hunger to learn. Our pre-
vious connection and experience with the continent was minimal and we were eager for this to change. One of 
our main aims was to 'hear it like it was', to become aware of the realities of fmancial sector operations within the 
region and at the same time to attempt to propose a business case for sustainability in the world of African finance. 
It was a challenging start, but a very rewarding and promising one, leading to an active African Task Force (ATF) 
and commitments to make things happen. 

Two years later, the UNEP FT learning curve continues, aided by a wealth of increased international interest in African 
issues ranging from the advancement of the NEPAD, WSSD being held in South Africa, the increased Corporate 
Governance debate throughout the continent, the Financial Charter on Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) in 
South Africa, the Global Compact and UN Millennium Development Goals (MDG), to name but a few contribu-
ting sectors. 

There is no doubt that "Africa" is a very topical issue at present, but in a manner that is potentially more positive 
then the exposure hitherto extended to the continent Fuelled by NEPAD, there is a newfound confidence within 
African nations, a new desire for Africans to face African problems themselves without dominant external influences, 
but the reality still appears to be the opposite. The desire for Africans to take up the reins of economic renewal 
will hopefully remain and grow, yet in the interim assistance is needed. One of the greatest forms of such assis-
tance is investment, be that international or intra-African. 

With that in mind, this section of the Values to Value Report wishes to revisit the topics raised at the second day 
of the regional outreach event in Midrand, namely whether foreign direct investment (FDI) can create and main-
tain a sustainability dynamic within the continent. It aims to act as a "thought-starter" to the problems surrounding 
the budding relationship between FDI, broader forms of investment and sustainable development within Africa, 
and offers an opportunity to consider the potential for FDI to become a medium towards more sustainable deve-
lopment in the region. In our effort to do so, we have invited some ATF members and broader UNEP F! associates 
to provide us with their views on this matter. The following is a compilation of what they had to say. 

Niamh O'Sullivan is a Consultant at UNEP Finance Initiative. 
E-Mail: niarnh.o.sullivan@unep.ch  
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Investment for sustainable development in Africa: More than 
meets the eye? 

Elsa Kruger-Cloete Development Bank of Southern Africa 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) to developing countries has quadrupled over the past decade, reaching a record 
USD241 billion in 20001.  Short-term flows, together with FDI, fuelled investment in a number of emerging mar-
kets, but generally bypassed the African continent. Although FDI to Africa increased from USD9 billion to USD11 
billion 2  between 2000 and 2001 according to African Recovery - at a time when global FDI inflows dropped by 
nearly half - this was just a tiny fraction of the USD760 billion total worldwide. 

World Trends In FDI Inflows 
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Sub-Saliaran Africa (SSA), with the exception of South Africa, remains on the margins of the main fInancial mar-
kets. Except for a small portion that was invested in the stock markets of South Africa, Egypt and a few other countries 
in Africa, most FDI went into a rather exclusive club of countries with mineral or oil reserves. While it is true that 
much of this investment goes into mining and oil, research by the World Bank 3  confirmed that some FDI flows 
were related to privatisation initiatives. By and large, however, SSA was lacking in the kind of manufacturing invest-
ment that provides skills and market access. 
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Top 10 AfrIcan recipients of FDI inflows 
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African leaders are coming to grips with the fact that the continent is in competition for investment with emerging 
markets in Asia, China and other countries. The harsh reality that Singapore attracted more FDI than the whole 
African continent dawned on participants at the recent Africa Economic Summit 2003.The return on investment is 
supposedly high in Africa, but investors do not yet see the opportunities on the continent. 

Many of the perceptions originate from the problems the continent is grappling with, such as poverty or H1V/Aids. 
Deterrents to FDI in Africa include perceptions of high levels of corruption, high transaction costs, and difficulties 
in access to finance for new entrants or to global markets. A lack of skilled labour, inadequate infrastructure, human 
rights abuses or the prevalence of excessive regulations reinforce the perceptions. One step that can catalyse a 
better flow of investment to the continent is to start changing international perceptions of Africa. 

Getting the conditions right to meet the challenges 

Looking from that perspective, Africa needs more than good infrastnicture. With the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDG) on the horizon, the aim of halving by 2015 the number of the world's poor, 10 1/o of whom live in Africa, 
requires substantial financial resources to make the vision a reality. The estimated USD64 billion required annually 
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for Africa's development needs a blend of different types of finance. The magnitude of the need for poverty reduc-
tion and economic development is so vast in African countries that it simply cannot be supplied by governments 
and official development assistance (ODA) on its own. To make progress towards the MDG will require securing 
investments that foster sustainable development. For this the development process needs to evolve, with govern-
ments working in partnership with business and civil society. How FDI - a major driver for economic development 
- can be catalysed to have a positive social impact on development lies at the heart of the attack on poverty. 

Building the framework 

Creating the framework conditions that will attract FDI - and align that investment with sustainability goals - demands 
the combined imagination, expertise, commitment and resources of business, civil society, development agencies, 
governments and financial institutions. Together they need to improve the opportunities and security by mitiga-
ting the risks for private investment flows 4 . Through partnerships, leaders in the private, public and civil society 
sectors have the opportunity to complement and help shape an investment-friendly environment, one of the pillars 
of a sustainable development strategy. The importance of trade and investment to African development was a recur-
ring theme at the World Summit on Sustainable Development. Likewise Africa needs to make space to explore 
many of the innovations 5  for sustainable development to make it more attractive to foreign investors. 

Engaging a full spectrum of stakeholders in new dialogue platforms in an inclusive approach through partnership 
will help to manage the many risks investors face on the continent. In pursuing the MDG, one of the challenges 
facing Africa's leaders is reducing poverty. In making development happen there is opportunity for investment 
through the New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD). In pursuing the ideals of the NEPAD an enabling 
environment is evolving for investment. 

Japan has been active in promoting investment to Africa through the Asia-Africa Business Forum and 130 invest-
ment projects worth about USD100 miffion 6  have been agreed. Steps considered to take the inithtive forward indude 
better stability, democracy and regional cooperation in Africa countries, as well as enhanced policy coordination. 
The Tokyo International Conference on Investment to Africa reinforced the notion that investors value initiatives 
that focus on improvements in governance. Standards of governance within government and other institutions impact 
decisions to invest in a particular country. Sound coiporate governance is vital in ensuring that FDI is both sustai-
nable and ensures sustainable development. With this predilection, Japan has made funding available to the 
OECD, for its active cooperation in NEPAD's African Peer Review programme. 

With a view to promoting investment in Africa, a five-point agenda for action incolporates: 

• utilising Africa's investment potential and latent strengths; 

• improving the investment environment in African countries; 

• using ICT (internet and websites) to enhance information exchange to stimulate investment, disseminate best 
practice and tell success stories; 

a fostering economic partnerships with a view to regional cooperation, strengthening air transportation networks 
to promote trade and investment; and 

a using international cooperation effectively in all initiatives to promote investment. 

Good governance is inextricably linked to good risk management and strengthens the legitimacy of decision-making 
processes, especially with transparency and accountability in place. Stakeholder engagement is necessary to 
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encourage the practice of good governance. While engagement with local stakeholders is critical from the design 
phase onwards to ensure that plans are relevant to the host communities. Partnerships lead to better management 
of risk and stakeholders' expectations. The process of development needs to evolve with governments working 
in harmony with business and civil society. In this way it can hopefully make a useful contribution to global envi-
ronmental governance 7 . 

That the expertise and fInance of business be leveraged in public-private partnerships is simply a strategic impe-
rative. The 'business case matrix', a significant output of a recent study8, relates key aspects of sustainability to a 
set of recognised business success factors- demonstrating where a viable business case exists. In emerging mar-
kets, community investment and development are seen as reducing risk and important in retaining the 'licence to 
operate'. More socially and environmentally responsible lending policies are also incorporated in the 'Colleveccio 
Dedaration' signed by more than 100 advocacy groups at the World Economic Forum (WEF) earlier in 2003. 

Dialogue for action on investment-friendly policies, infrastructure funding and skills building can produce more 
fruitful outcomes when incorporating policies that realise the efficiencies of the market and encourage small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs). This pragmatic approach facilitates entrepreneurial networking that could incubate 
and stimulate entrepreneurship to foster small enterprises that work. 

Good transport, energy and telecommunications enhance the quality of life of individuals, and improve the com-
petitiveness and opportunities for economic growth. Improvement of social and basic infrastructure, such as 
health care and water supply, is important for attracting business people, which is needed for FDI and sustainable 
development. To build the fundamentals for investment, the development agencies of South Africa (DBSA), the 
UK (DFTD), the Dutch (FMO) and German (DEG) have partnered with commercial banks Standard and Barclays 
to launch the Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund (EAIF). Private companies bringing development benefits and 
equity to the region have access to the funds. 

Sharing information is essential to connect supply and demand of investment in African countries. Other require-
ments include a transparent and fair legal framework and strengthening the administrative and judicial system to 
support such a legal framework. Investors see this as indispensable for improving the predictability of the invest-
ment environment. To attract and retain FDI, attention to corporate law, contract law, labour law, environmental 
law and property rights matters to ensure sustainable development impact. Excessive and unnecessarily complex 
regulations impede FDI. Simplified procedures can go a long way to ensuring a more investment-friendly envi-
ronment. Reportedly, in some African countries it can take up to three years to make a legitimate new business 
operational9. 

Balancing different interests 

In grappling with the challenges facing regional cooperation efforts and to enhance intra-African trade, a wide range 
of perspectives have to be taken into account - market size, diversity in natural resources, levels of development 
and connections to global markets. A country such as Benin does not have the same economic interests as its giant 
oil-rich neighbour, Nigeria. South Africa and Malawi do not experience the costs and benefits of regional trade 
arrangements in the same way. In addition to the African Union, there are more than a dozen 'regional economic 
communities'. There are also well over 100 other multinational or bilateral groups devoted to fostering coopera-
tion on specific activities, such as banking, aviation, telecommunications, transport, river management and 
agriculture10. 
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An additional challenge facing African policy-makers is how to deal with a small-scale sector responsible for a signi-
ficant portion of production, trade and services. While the informal sector is the driving force of most economies 
in Africa, it is largely unregulated, has little access to finance and its contribution to the economy is still largely 
unrecorded. Successful micro-finance approaches can empower individuals to foster sustainable livelihoods in mar-
ginalised communities (see following articles by Feidner and Biekpe). In exploring innovative mechanisms for 
sustainable finance, micro-enterprises are hailed for some of the innovations recorded in Financing the Future 11 . 

Furthermore, the private financial sector, including venture capital, has begun to apply risk-diluting products, such 
as derivatives and hedge funds, as broader innovations to such sustainability challenges. Also, the DBSA 2003 
Development Report— Financing Africa's Development: Enhancing the role of private fInance' 2  - incorporates advo-
cacy for increased corporate social investment, to bring about the socio-economic transformation Africa so 
desperately needs. It argues that private finance in the form of FDI, domestic savings and trade flows is a prere-
quisite for long-term sustainable development. Both governments and the development finance system have a crucial 
catalytic role to play to ensure that stepped-up private finance targets not only financial objectives, but also incor -
porates social and environmental concerns that ultimately impact on economic development and poverty reduction. 
To realise this, a positive policy environment is fundamental. 

Facing reality to move forward 

The business case for sustainability in Africa is about seeing the opportunities. It's taking a long-term view and lif -
ting one's eyes to the horizon - while getting the needs of the poor into focus - that provides new ways of seeing 
that FDI can become an important driver for sustainable development. 

Some challenges can only be overcome by initiatives from within Africa, such as promoting a sound investment 
climate with a view to building the confidence and trust of investors. Intangible forms of social capital, such as 
reputation and relationships, are as important and can lower transaction costs and improve competitive advan-
tage. FDI financing mechanisms that leverage greater sustainability benefits incorporate capacity building. The 
strengthening of NGOs, media, local government and overall institutional capacity will enhance transparency and 
benefit 9)1. 

Africa is not yet fully integrated into international capital markets (see Biekpe). The development of capital mar-
kets is necessaiy to provide long-term financing and to stimulate entrepreneurship and SMEs. Options for African 
countries include ways to encourage private equity and venture capital and sovereign risk reduction instruments 
for investors. Non-financial considerations are gaining relevance in the African context and incorporate ethical and 
social performance indicators. 

Many of the solutions he in simply improving the level of communications between the public and private sectors 
and to turn their common interests into action. That's how sustainable development should work. Foreign inves-
tors can ensure that social, environmental and corporate governance standards applied are honoured equally in 
African operations. Following such standards as those set by the GRI can assist this process. The aim is to achieve 
best practice, while adhering to legislative requirements, obligations and regulatory codes. Action in each of these 
areas is vital to attracting more bankable investment opportunities that also offer a good risk-return profile. 

Elsa Knjger-Cloete, Development Bank of Southern Affica (DBSA). 
E-Mail: elsak@dbsaorg  

The views of the author do not necessarily reflect those of the DBSA. 
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FDI flow into Africa 

Professor Nicholas Biekpe Africa Centre for Investment Analysis, Urversfty of 
Stellenbosch (South Africa) and Emerging Markets Research Centre, Universft, of Salford (UK) 

It is now well established that strong, stable macroeconomic policies alone are not sufficient conditions for pro-
moting investment and growth in Africa. Among many other important factors are the transparency of macroeconomic 
policies, robust institutions, low levels of coffuption, absence of regional conflicts, openness to trade and a favou-
rable external environment. Macroeconomic policy stability is almost certainly an essential ingredient for efficient 
foreign direct investment (FDI) flow. Without it, the risks to doing business rise drastically; internal trade is signi-
ficantly hampered and external trade even more so. High and unpredictable inflation, especially, cripples business 
planning and checks the development of financial intermediation within the private sector. Almost all the above 
hinder a smooth flow of FDI into Africa. 

In addition, the relationship between FDI flow and market capitalisation is well established in finance literature. 
The larger the change in market capitalisation, the bigger the share of FDI flow into that country. The figure below 
examines the percentage regional stock market capitalisation for the period 2000-01. As can be seen, the overall 
capitalisation does not even include Africa - for the simple reason that the figure for the continent was too small 
to register. 
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Reversal of FDI trends in Africa 

Over the past few years, FDI flow into a significant number of African countries has been encouraging. PD! flow 
to Africa increased from USD9 billion in 2000 to USD17 biffion in 2001 1  according to the official SADC Trade and 
Industry Review. The main beneficiaries of this flow include Botswana, Nigeria, Morocco, South Africa, Tunisia 
and Mauritius. Another significant development is the increase in intra-African PD! flow. South Africa is now the 
largest source of FDI into other countries in Africa, far outstripping the US, UK and France 14 . FDI flow between 
African countries is expected to increase if there is significant progress in the NEPAD initiative and the African Union. 
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Some reforms and initiatives 

Steps are now been taken by most African countries in efforts to increase FDI flow into the continent. These steps 
include the following: 1S 16 

• Improved environment. Trade liberalisation, strengthening of the rule of law, improved legal and support 
institutions, better governance, improved transparency and better transport and telecommunications have 
helped make it easier to do business in many African countries. 

• Economic reforms. Many African countries have stabilised their economies, sometimes through the deva-
luation of overvalued currencies. They are reducing inflation rates and cutting budget deficits. Others are raising 
educational standards and, more generally, upgrading their human resources. 

• Private sector encouragement Many countries are stimulating economic growth by making life easier for 
the private sector. At least 25 countries have broad-based privatisation programmes in place. When one looks 
at particular sectors, the number is even bigger: some 35 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa are transferring all or 
part of their telecommunications ownership from the state to the private sector. 

* Better FDI regulatory framework The great majority of countries have substantially improved their 9)1 regu-
latoty frameworks. Many more countries now allow profits to be repatriated freely or offer tax incentives and 
similar inducements to foreign investors. Many African countries have investment promotion agencies, to assist 
these investors. 

FDI and sustainable development 

Can such reforms and initiatives enhance 0)1 flows with regard to sustainable development? One of the main prob-
lems is that most economies in Africa are micro-enterprise-driven and, as a result, 0)1 flows have very little impact 
on real sustainability at that vital level. The bad news is that government-to-government and other 9)1-related ftrnd-
ing in most African countries never get to their intended targets or destinations and the micro-enterprises are left 
to struggle on their own. 

Prudent sustainable development is relevant - in the FDI context - only when the poor at the micro-enterprise 
level can see visible signs that 9)1 is actually "flowing into their businesses" (see Michael Feldner's artide page 
20). At the moment this is seriously lacking and it is therefore very difficult to link Fl)I flow to sustainable develop-
ment. On the other hand, it is not difficult to link governance and environmental issues, for instance, to sustainable 
development. The same cannot be said of 0)1 flow because in Africa 9)1 flow is still 'very invisible' in the mains-
tream economy (which is largely micro-enterprise based). As a result, and despite some research done in Asia and 
South America, the link between FDI flow and sustainable development in Africa is still largely very speculative. 

Conclusion 

The potential for highly profitable FDI in Africa is enormous, but many investors remain unaware of the past record 
and current opportunities. Although external investment in Africa has been increasing in recent years, it still lags 
far behind the flows to other developing regions, in part because of the generally negative image of the continent 
portrayed in the international media (see Danso). it is, however, important to acknowledge that the negative image 
generally portrayed about Africa has a basis in reality in view of the wars and economic difficulties that continue 
to afflict some countries. African leaders, therefore, have an obligation to help change that reality, while at the same 
time highlighting the investment opportunities that currently exist. It is widely acknowledged that the formation 
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of the African Union and its constituent, NEPAD, will aim significantly to improve FDI flow into the continent. This 
can only be realised in an atmosphere of good governance, peace, security and a loyal sense of self-reliance. 

Nicholas Biekpe is Professor of Development Finance and Econometrics, Head of the Africa Centre 
for investment Analysis at the University of Stelienbosch and Director at the Emerging Markets 
Research Centre at the Universfty of Salford, UK. 
E-Mail: nbiekpe©acia.sun.acza 
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Africa, FDI Flows and sustainable development: A South African 
venture capital perspective 

Michael Feldner Export Venture Capftal Corporation (Pty) Ltd. South Africa 

Africa's aims in temis of protecting the environment are not different from the rest of the world, yet our current 
priorities might be. Poverty alleviation remains higher on Africa's agenda and attracting foreign investment is not 
seen as nice to have but as a necessity. With a scarcity of willing foreign capital, African enterprises and govern-
ments are likely to subscribe to any foreign agenda to increase foreign direct investment (FDI) flows. Therefore 
there is the risk of imposing a sustainability agenda with little genuine buy-in. 

To counteract this risk, FDI usually comes with foreigners who understand their mandate, but rarely understand 
the dynamics of the country they invest in. That is where, in our experience, confusion originates. If there is a fun-
damental misunderstanding of agendas from the outset, it necessarily proliferates. By way of example, a few months 
ago a potential Swiss co-investor in an eco-tourism project asked us to include "the rights of animals" in the consti-
tution of the company to be formed. The South African contingent, were baffled and vaguely offended by this 
suggestion. First, under South African law, companies do not have a constitution. Second, South Africans are nota-
bly proud of the Kruger National Park, the country's major source of eco-tourism and at least half the size of 
Switzerland. What were they implying the company, or its South African employees, would be doing to animals? 
Admittedly, such misguided cultural condescension is rare, but such slippage in communication can sour nego-
tiations before they have begun. A more appropriate and cheaper risk-mitigating strategy would be to have a joint 
venture or negotiate tight controls and a clear mandate with a local fund management entity. 

Sustainable development opportunities through venture capital 

As a 'home-grown' venture capital fund, focused on developing early-stage South African enterprises and provi-
ding the kind of financial and managerial expertise to make them a success, the growing imperative to invest in 
'sustainable' projects is welcome. Several of the companies we support are positively contributing to sustainabi-
thy and have been selected precisely on that basis. 

For instance, we are supporting a company in the field of renewable resource management, with a novel concept 
for agricultural waste management. The concept has gained acceptance within one year in Australia, the US, Argentina 
and here in South Africa. The company did not require special grants or concessions to become profitable; it only 
needed some risk capital to get started. We provided this capital, but many of the development agencies opera-
ting here subscribe to some sustainability agenda, so why didn't they also jump at such an opportunity? 

The reasons why they did not are hopefully ifiuminating and indicative: 

a Distance Most foreign funds send expatriates to Africa, but reserve the decision-making process for someone 
faraway— Washington, Oslo or London. In this instance, the entrepreneurial team could not afford to wait six 
to nine months for an investment decision from overseas. In the venture capital field the first principle of inves-
ting is ascertaining the quality of management. The real decision-makers in these entities tend not to see 
management, so how do they make their decisions? 

a Size For a fund manager contracted to invest x million euros or dollars, a USD400,000 investment does not fit, 
is not worth the effort and will not sustain a dollar-based salary. It's just not big enough! In this situation you 
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would rather wait for the USD15 million management buy-out, with a comfortable risk profile and more impor-
tantly the back-up of remote decision-makers who have sufficient historical data and might even have heard 
of the company. Why bother with a small start-up? 

Bathers Many of the foreign fund managers have the word 'development' somewhere in their name or mis-
sion statement. Their websites tend to spell out the minimum criteria for a conversation with them. These can 
range from a USD5,000 upfront payment, a complete business plan in a prescribed format, audited financial 
statements, etc. These caveats act as deterrents to entrepreneurs and all too often go against the spirit of deve-
lopment. The entrepreneur in question approached us, because we didn't scare him off. Ultimately, we require 
business plans, financial forecasts, term sheets and due diligence procedures before making an investment deci-
sion, but we are prepared to assist in the preparation and collection, if we deem the prospect worth developing. 

The above points relate to delivery or process rather than to an investment mandate or agenda. Our fund receives 
roughly one investment proposal per day; many more than we can fund. The need for increased FDI flows is thus 
apparent. Most of the firms we currently support, after having been subjected to our type of socio-environmental 
screening, will embrace a sustainabiity agenda. This screening currently selects companies: 

• that have a positive impact on the environment (for example, dump treatment, even if they are involved in 
mining) or have no impact (prepaid cell phone distribution); 

• where the management teams' adherence to employment equity and black economic empowerment is genuine, 
rather than lip service, and the company will create job opportunities in the formal or informal sector; and 

I where the operational opportunity presented is both good for the country's development and can be expor-
ted beyond our borders. 

An agenda of prevention and avoidance of environmentally harmful business activities is easily made compatible 
and enforceable. I would even go further and suggest that it is infinitely simpler to entrench and monitor sustai-
nability at the start-up phase of a company than to ask an established enterprise to clean up and to become a 
responsible corporate citizen. It is easier to teach a child a new language than to attempt the same with an adult. 
Thus, if sustainable development wishes to achieve early successes, it would be wise to focus on the myriad of 
SMEs in their early development phase, rather than to attempt turning a few older oil tankers around. 

In the interest of the investor as much as of the recipient, investment decisions and monitoring, as well as the design 
of measurable sustainability criteria, are best done with a deep understanding of the country's agenda. I strongly 
believe that locals, with local expertise and local cost structures, should be managing such sustainability-oriented 
funds. The expatriates should impart their knowledge and go home, otherwise we will simply have environmen-
tal colonialism. Enterprises in their early stage need guidance in many areas including sustainability - that should 
ideally be the job of local development institutions and venture capitalists. 
Michael Feidner is Director of the Export Venture Capital Corporation (Pty) Ltd. 
E-Mail: mfeldner@exportcapital.co.za  
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Export Credft Agencies: Facilitating sustainable development 
in Africa 

Michael Toope Export Development Canada (EDO), Canada 

Africa presents great investment opportunities. Despite vast natural resources, the continent's potential is largely 
untapped. Development of this potential for the mutual benefit of Africans and investors requires increased foreign 
direct investment, implemented within a framework of sustainabiity. 

Successful foreign direct investment (FDI) results from the close collaboration of many parties, induding project 
sponsors, exporters, buyers, financial institutions and the host country. Export credit agencies (ECAs) play a vital 
role in facilitating investment in Africa, and encourage sustainable development via the policies and practices that 
guide their decisions to provide fInancial assistance. Sustainabiity and corporate social responsibility (CSR) must 
be integral components of any successful development to ensure that investments proceed smoothly and offer the 
expected benefits to all parties. 

ECAs and sustainable development 

In general terms, sustainability issues faced in developing markets include environmental impacts, combating cor-
ruption and ensuring that social and human rights are respected and protected. Increasingly, ECAs and other 
international financial institutions are implementing policies that help to channel private or public sector econo-
mic activities towards sustainable development. Export Development Canada (EDC) has a number of policies and 
procedures to ensure the projects it supports offer advantages beyond the required capital investment: 

• Environment To ensure consideration of environmental impacts, EDC is guided by its Environmental Review 
Directive (ERD). EDC is legally obliged to assess the environmental impacts of projects it is asked to support. 
The ERD sets out the process by which EDC will, before entering into a transaction that is related to a project, 
determine whether the project is likely to have adverse environmental effects despite the implementation of 
mitigation measures, and if so, whether EDC is justified in entering into the transaction. The ERD includes a 
review of the social impacts on the project-affected population. 

• Human rights Investment in Africa cannot ignore human rights. Financiers are paying greater attention to this 
issue in the evaluation of investment opportunities. Failure to do so can result in mediocre project results and 
returns over the long term. EDC values human rights and promotes the protection of internationally recognised 
human rights, consistent with the policies of the government of Canada, which issues guidelines as a result of 
human rights abuses or critical situations in specific countries. EDC fully complies with such directives. In some 
instances, this may mean that EDC will not participate in any transaction in some countries while the directive 
is in place, while in other instances the government has only restricted financing. 

• Corruption Whether in Africa or elsewhere, corruption undermines economic development and a fair allo-
cation of resources. Under the auspices of the OECD, countries such as Canada have agreed to take concerted 
action to fight corruption. As such, laws to deter corruption are now in place in leading trading nations. 
Canada's Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act makes it a criminal offence under Canadian law to bribe a 
foreign public official in the course of business. As part of this fight, EDC has implemented an anti-corruption 
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programme to educate its clients and employees about corruption and to minimise its exposure to corrupt busi-
ness practices. This programme includes a requirement that investors and exporters do not support businesses 
tainted by corruption. 

CSR as a competitive advantage 

No country can afford to be perceived as 'lagging the pack' on the above issues, and there is a growing trend among 
ECAs to raise the bar and bring all ECAs up to the same level of CSR standards and practices. This trend is moving 
into private finance following the signing of the Equator Principles, led by the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC) in 2002 (see Pastuszek). IFC's categorisation of projects, into high, medium and low environmental and social 
risk, is helpful in developing consistent approaches to dealing with high and medium risk projects. 

There are many payoffs to incorporating social responsibility into trade practices. Foreign investors know that there 
is tangible value in being perceived as a responsible investment partner. By enacting a business plan that is sus-
tainable, companies can then build on this experience with other projects around the world. Most host countries 
look at more than the bottom line, and demand what is best for their local environment and population. The trend 
is to look for foreign partners with good reputations for corporate social responsibility. The bottom line is that res-
ponsible trade and investment are simply good for business. 

The challenge and opportunity of Africa 

Africa experienced a drop in FDI inflows during 2002. Political concerns and investor uncertainty account for much 
of the stagnation of FDI flows to Africa. But the opportunities of Africa cannot be ignored. 

Several developments are leading private companies to take a more serious look at Africa as a destination for foreign 
direct investment. Recent reforms encourage investment and have added to Africa's attractiveness, notably dere-
gulation and privatisation of state-owned enterprises, emerging equity and capital markets, structured financing 
of corporate transactions, and economic and political reforms. 

The numerous benefits that accrue to African nations that are open for investment include increased employment 
and GDP, technology and skills transfer, infrastructure development, and the overall enhancement of a trade cul-
ture in situations where the investment includes producing a product that can be exported. 

ECAS, FDI and sustainability 

ECAs provide financing and insurance services for investors and exporters to increase their financial capacity and 
to reduce their risk in international business transactions. ECAs hence aim to ensure a level playing field in inter-
national financing. 

EDC is active in Africa, its 2002 business volume of CAD604 miffion supported over 200 exporters in 31 African 
countries. Over the past six years, EDC's support for Canadian exporters conducting business in Africa reached a 
total of CAD3.1 billion. Doing more business in developing markets, including Africa, is a formal corporate objec-
tive for EDC. 

Some African projects to which EDC has provided financial services products have become models of develop-
ments that are both profitable and sustainable. Private sector structured financing has taken root in African projects. 
Examples where EDC was involved in partnership with other international financial institutions include the Mozal 
aluminium smelter in Mozambique, Bulyanhulu gold mine in Tanzania and the Sidi Kir power plant in Egypt. 
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The Mozal aluminium smelter in Mozambique, completed in 2000, represents the largest private sector investment 
in Mozanibique and has become a showpiece for sustainable development in Africa. The project employed 9,000 
people during the peak of constmction, was completed under budget and ahead of schedule with an excellent 
safety record. 

Mozal resulted in numerous positive and enduring impacts on the quality of life of the local community. A total of 
740 jobs were created, 650 filled by Mozambicans, with indirect employment reaching 2,500. During the project 
more than 5,500 Mozambicans were trained in constniction skifis that will help them obtain work on future pro-
jects. Roads, bridges and port facilities in the region were improved. The project was implemented according to 
World Bank standards with numerous programmes to preserve and protect the environment. On the humanita-
rian side, education, prevention and treatment programmes were launched for Aids, other sexually transmitted 
diseases and malaria. This successful and sustainable implementation was possible because of the closely aligned 
relationships among partners that included BHP Billiton, SNC Lavalin, Murray & Roberts Engineering Solutions, 
the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) of South Africa, Mitsubishi Corporation, the Mozambique govern-
ment and EDC. 

Opportunities abound, and international financial institutions, ECAS and commercial banks continue to facilitate 
the transfer of sustainable technologies to Africa. EDC supported the export of a range of such technologies to 
African countries in 2002, including water engineering services to Mozambique, environmental assessment ser-
vices to Algeria, water filtration equipment to Morocco and geo-membranes to South Africa. 

Conclusion 

As Africa's commercial and political environments gradually becomes more appealing to investors, ECAs are part-
nering with various institutions to enable multipartite partnerships and provide some missing financial or risk 
management ingredients needed to make transactions happen. ECAs that adopt increasingly stringent policies and 
procedures towards sustainability and corporate social responsibility are able to influence the direction of deve-
lopment such that it benefits all parties. 

For more information about EDC's Africa programme contact Jean-Francois Croft, 
E-mail: jcroft@edc.ca  

For more information about EDC's CSR programme contact Yolanda Banks, 
E-mail: ybanks@edc.ca  
Michael Toope is Senior Advisor, Public Affairs at Export Development Canada. 
E-Mail: mtoope@edc.ca  
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ivator Principles and their potential impact in Africa 

Harry Pastuszek International Anance Corporation (IFC), US 

InJune 2003, following a meeting of investment banks convened in London by the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC) in October 2002, 10 of the world's largest investment banks— Citigroup, Barclays, Credit Suisse, Credit 
Lyonnais, WestLB, Rabobank, Royal Bank of Scotland, ABN AMRO, HVB and Westpac - adopted what have become 
known as the Equator Principles. The principles are based on the IFC's environmental and social review processes, 
policies and guidelines, and they will provide a common framework for the management of environmental and 
social issues on projects financed by the adopting banks. 

Mechanics of the principles 

The participating banks will categorise their projects according to high, medium and low risk based upon IFC's 
process of categorisation. For all high and medium risk projects, borrowers will have to prepare an environmen-
tal assessment addressing all key environmental and social areas identified during categorisation of the project. 
For all high risk and certain medium risk projects, the environmental assessment will have to be publicly disclo-
sed and an environmental management plan developed. 

Projects must demonstrate compliance with the terms of the Equator Principles, which are based upon IFC's safe-
guard policies and sector-specific pollution abatement guidelines, or justify exceptions thereto. If project review 
indicates that the borrower will not or is unable to comply with the policies and guidelines, the banks will not pro-
vide financing. 

Finally, for projects where environmental management plans have been developed, banks will insert covenants 
into loan agreements requiring compliance with the plan. If plans are not followed, and deficiencies are not cor-
rected, adopting banks will have the ability to declare the project loan in default. 

What level of impact can the Equator Principles have globally? 

IFC believes there are three reasons why the adoption of the Equator Principles by commercial banks is such an 
important development. The first is the sheer amount of global investment - estimated to be a staggering USD100 
billion over the next 10 years - that will be subject to the application of the principles. (This estimate is based on 
the investments likely to be made by the original 10 adopting banks within that period; this figure will rise even 
higher as more banks adopt the Principles.) The banks will apply the Equator Principles to all project finance len-
ding involving projects with a capital cost of USD50 million or greater. 

Second, the Equator Principles, unlike many voluntary codes that apply only to a single industry, are impressive 
in both breadth and reach. They will affect project financing across multiple industries from forestry and manu-
facturing, to oil, gas, mining and infrastructure. 

Third, the adoption of the Equator Principles explicitly recognises the interdependence between the fate of the 
rich economies on the one hand and responsible growth and development in the poorer economies on the other 
- an issue at the heart of the globalisation debate. 
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What sort of benefits can banks gain through application of the Equator 

Principles? 

IFC is hopeful that banks, large and small, will see returns in the form of better risk management through adhe-
rence to the Equator Principles. Many environmental and social indicators are, of course, solid proxies for 
management acumen. In fact, a recent exercise at IFC demonstrated a striking correlation between credit risk and 
environmental and social risk. For instance, over 75% of all loan investments with the worst environmental and 
social risk rating (ESRR) also cariy credit risk ratings of five or above (on a one to seven scale). The story for equity 
investments is even starker, where over 97 1/o of investments with the worst ESRR are rated at six or above on credit 
risk rating. IFC's portfolio also demonstrates a significant positive correlation between lower ESRR scores and higher 
returns on capital investment. 

All this evidence points to a conclusion that bad investments from an environmental and social perspective are 
generally just bad investments through and through. Application of the Equator Principles ought to be helpful to 
banks as a source of further due diligence, even from a credit perspective. 

Impact in Africa 

IFC has taken a keen interest in building environmental and social review capacity in the African banking sector. 
Through its Sustainable Financial Markets Facility (SFMF), IFC is sponsoring work done by AJCC and UNEP FT on 
the Sustainable Banking in Africa project. SFMF will make a further grant to AICC toward establishment of a Centre 
for Sustainability Investment that will enhance capacity building effectiveness. IFC will also continue to offer its 
Competitive Environmental Advantage (CEA) workshops to help financial institutions understand why and how 
to manage the environmental and social issues associated with lending and investment operations. 

IFC hosted two sessions of its CEA programme in June 2003, one in Lagos and the other in Johannesburg. IFC's 
four-day programmes offer guidance and training to commercial banks, private equity funds and other financial 
intermediaries so they can provide value added environmental and social advice to clients in their lending and 
investment operations. 

During these most recent sessions in both Lagos and Johannesburg, participants expressed great interest in the 
Equator Principles. Many stated a desire to be the first bank in their market to sign on, and nearly all saw the need 
to seize some sort of first-mover advantage. 

it is perhaps this domino effect that has already been demonstrated that holds the greatest promise for the Equator 
Principles having a great impact on the African financial sector (at the global level, the number of adopting banks 
has already grown to 12). The adopting banks will of course have to adhere to the principles in their projects on 
the continent, and this will be important given the number and magnitude of the projects they finance annually. 
But now, the Equator Principles have made environmental and social concerns a topic relevant to the banking 
industry in the developing world generally. Whereas before this might have been seen as merely the province of 
IFC or UNEP Fl, having leading investment banks accept responsibility for these issues has lent credibility and raised 
the profile of environmental and social review within the banking industry. 

The private sector operating in Africa has simply not been subject to consistent pressure from financiers, consu-
mers or government to make improvements in environmental and social management. The level of awareness 
generated by the adoption of the Equator Principles presents a great opportunity for all of us interested in ensu-
ring the sustainability of foreign direct investment flows into Africa. 
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Some will fear that the principles and other such initiatives threaten investment in tougher markets. IFC's expe-
rience and the evidence of the correlation between investment performance and environmental and social risk 
will be important in assuring private banks that challenging projects in tougher markets are actually made more 
viable through environmental and social review. 

Recent research into application of IFC's safeguard policies also revealed that the primary factor for success in envi-
ronmental and social management in projects is sponsor commitment - not capacity. Capacity can be built, and 
we all must remain focused on doing just this in sub-Saharan Africa. There remains much to be done, and IFC looks 
forward to continuing our efforts with both UNEP Fl and the AICC to improve financial sector sustainability in Africa. 

For information concerning the Equator Principles: contact Suellen Lazarus (Senior Advisor), 
E-mail: slazarus@ifc.org  

Harry Pastuszek is Policy Officer in the Environment and Sodal Development Department at the 
Intemational Rnance Corporation. 
E-Mail: hpastuszekifc.org  
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The Equator Principles from a South African legal point of view 

Justin Smith and Lisa Put Edward Nathan & Friedland, South Africa (Justin Smith is now with 
Nedcor, South Africa) 

The Equator Principles are, in pail, the financial services sector's response to a growing demand that it recognise 
the role that it can and should play in achieving sustainable development. Although the financial services sector 
has traditionally seen itself as a 'clean sector', its financing decisions tend to determine what projects obtain fin-
ding to proceed and therefore significantly affect development choices. The other major motivation behind these 
principles is risk reduction, which in turn has direct bottom line implications. Environmental and social issues can 
no longer be regarded as soft issues as the spectre of lender liability grows. 

While some may grumble that the principles will lead to a lengthening of the turn-around time for obtaining a fun-
ding decision, as they place a further step in the decision-making process, the benefits that they bring dearly outweigh 
this concern. The most obvious benefit is that projects will be subject to greater scrutiny, which should result in 
them being more environmentally and socially sound. Beyond that the principles also offer consistency. They pro-
vide for commonality in approach and terminology among all subscribing banks, which should provide certainty 
for both the banks in respect of the project risk and the borrower/customer that has prescribed frameworks with 
which it must comply if it is to obtain funding. 

Impacts on local banks and partners 

The adoption of these principles is not only a praiseworthy move by the banks concerned, in that it recognises 
their role in achieving sustainable development, it also creates peer and consumer pressure on other financial ins-
titutions. Customers and other stakeholders, who expect high environmental and social standards from companies 
before supporting them, should certainly regard this as a step in the right direction. Furthermore, local banks in 
emerging markets will need to improve their environmental and social risk practices markedly if they wish to be 
considered as a partner with subscribing banks in large projects. Such partnerships also offer a great opportunity 
for knowledge transfer of best practice to local banks that are involved in these projects. This could certainly assist 
in spreading responsible social and environmental practices to all the operations and activities of such local banks. 

Aside from partnership prospects, local banks are also likely to find it very difficult to win tender proposals for 
World Bank and IFC funded projects in developing countries, when they compete against banks that subscribe to 
the stricter and more consistent environmental and social standards set out in the Principles. 

Finally, the corporates that deal with the subscribing banks on a regular basis may find their environmental and 
social practices being redirected by the stance of their fmanciers, or even being given no choice but to improve 
their own environmental and social performance if they wish to obtain funding. 
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Challenges for the principles 

One question that must be asked, however, is whether the principles are anything more than a vague value state-
ment, or are they being lived up to by the subscribing banks? 

Doubt also exists as to whether the Equator Principles contain sufficient mechanisms to monitor a borrower's com-
pliance on an ongoing basis. Perhaps even more significantly, the principles fail to address the issues of transparency 
and accountability by the subscribing banks and this omission does detract from the aims of the principles. 

Other critics claim that the Equator Principles do not go far enough as they fail to put the most ecologically endan-
gered areas, such as the Amazon rain forest, off-limits for large development projects. They also fail to address the 
issue of whether or not the banks invest in projects that destroy endangered ecosystems and indigenous commu-
nities. They merely provide a framework to manage the social and environmental issues to which the project may 
give rise. 

Another potential weakness is that the Equator Principles only apply to projects with a total capital cost of USD50 
million or more. While projects worth less than this only represent about 3% of the total market, the threshold 
amount may still be too high in some developing economies, where financing a project for even half that amount 
cannot be achieved locally and will require international finance. A project for an amount much less than USD50 
million could potenthily have serious environmental and/or social consequences, particularly if it is in a high-risk 
industry. 

Conclusion 

Multinational corporations are often questioned as to whether they apply the standards of their home country on 
a consistent basis in each jurisdiction where they operate. For many years, they have escaped largely unnoticed 
in applying less stringent standards in emerging markets that lack a strong legislative framework. Perhaps the Equator 
Principles will ensure that the financial services sector does not operate in such a manner. 

In closing, banks should, provided that they enforce these principles and the accompanying IFC standards on a 
strict and consistent basis, be lauded for upholding responsible environmental management and social practices 
as a crucial part of any development. However, they are also urged to address the shortcomings of the principles 
in the same bold manner. 
Justin Smfth is Senior Manager, Corporate Governance and SustainabHfty at Nedcor 
and Usa PIft is Consuftant at Edward Nathan & Friedland (Pty) Ltd. 
E-Mail: JuslinS@nedcor.co.za  and Iapcenf.co.za  
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Banking on effective communications 

Hubert Danso Affican Investment Advisory Communications and Africapractice, UK 

For those concerned with Africa's economic development, the statistics remain depressingly familiar: Africa 
accounts for only 2% of world GDP. Africa's share of global foreign direct investment (FDI) since the 1990s has 
flat-lined and currently accounts for only 5% of total FDI into developing countries' 7 . 

While there are many reasons for Africa's performance, few can doubt that the banking sector occupies a unique 
position in determining the continent's economic results. No other industry plays such a pivotal role in both attrac-
ting and facilitating foreign investment. Banks are crucial to African economies through both the direct private financing 
of energy and infrastructure projects and the triclde-down effect that increased economic activity has on indivi-
dual and neighbouring states' economies. 

The changing role of banks in Africa 

The way banks operate in Africa is changing. As part of the evolving corporate social responsibility (CSR) agenda, 
the concept of sustainable banking is winning new and high-profIle converts. There is a pressing and widely accep-
ted belief that sustainable banking - in which banks ensure that investment into developing economies supports 
local development objectives - makes sound sense' 8 . 

Peter Sullivan, CEO for Africa at Standard Chartered Bank, is emphatic: uThe rationale is clear. Integrating the concept 
of sustainable development into all our business operations holds real commercial advantages." With the buy-in 
of so many global players, the challenge now lies in communicating the advantages of sustainable banking to medium-
sized and smaller banking operators across Africa. 

The case for sustainable banking has been recognised and championed by the New Partnership for Africa's Develo-
pment (NEPAD) through its campaign for good economic and corporate governance, and more specifically, the NEPAD 
Private Capital Flows Initiative. This programme sets out a series of sub-initiatives aiming to promote productive invest-
ment into Africa. The role of sustainable banking is central to these sub-initiatives attaining their overall aim?. 

In recent months, banks have indicated the seriousness of their commitment to sustainable banking through a range 
of different initiatives. The Friends of Africa Business Group, comprising 20 of Africa's biggest private sector inves-
tors, including Standard Chartered and Barclays, has endorsed the 16-point Commonwealth Principles for Action. 
Included on the business side are commitments to good corporate governance, the transfer of skills and techno-
logy through training, the sharing of company success with local managers and staff and support for environmental, 
social and community development 20. More significantly, recently we have seen 10 leading banks from seven coun-
tries announce their adoption of the Equator Principles (see Pastuszek). The combined financial weight of these 
institutions is considerable. Together, these banks underwrote approximately USD14.5 billion of project loans in 
2002, representing approximately 30 1/o of the project loan syndication market globally in 2002. 

Banking corporations are also working to provide finance for long-term infrastructure projects that have traditio-
nally struggled to obtain adequate support. The UK's Department for International Development has helped 
launch the Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund. This partnership aims to "create a long term harmony between 
the developmental and commercial objectives of the public and private sector participants to the benefit of sub-
Saharan Africa's economic development".21 
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The media, banks and investments in sustainable development 

Part of the catalyst for change within the banking industry has been the change in the media environment in which 
banks operate. The information age has given NGOs increased exposure as well as new, sophisticated campaign-
ing platforms. In the past decade, banks have not only faced damaging publicity but have also become increasingly 
threatened by legal action following socially or environmentally damaging investments. 

As Peter Woicke, executive director of the International Finance Corporation, stated at the launch of the Equator 
Principles: '[The impetus behind the principles] was that some of the banks came under pressure from NGOs. They 
also realised that without the best graduates they cannot compete, and the best people want to work for compan-
ies which pay attention to environmental and social i ssues .na 

The changing nature of banking operations in Africa brings into sharp focus the importance of professional com-
munications. As the power of the NGO community demonstrates, banks must communicate professionally to their 
full range of stakeholders. In the UK, for example, the Department of Trade and Industry is now mandated to deal 
with corporate social responsibility (CSR). New all-party parliamentary groups in Westminster focusing on CSR 
and ethical investing have also been created. It would also clearly ill behove any British bank to discount the UK's 
policy community. 

While the importance of traditional stakeholders has grown, banks also have to develop important new relation-
ships. For example, one of the most important sustainable development initiatives has been the Clean Development 
Mechanism (CDM). Established as part of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997, it aims to reduce global greenhouse gas emis-
sions and support sustainable development initiatives. In practice, this has involved the 'trading' of carbon emissions 
between the developed and developing world that can lead to substantial foreign investment into Africa. 

CDM presents a clear opportunity for the involvement of banks in the projected flow of investment into Africa. 
However, once again, professional communications are required to build strategic relationships with the relevant 
government departments, multilateral organisations and development agencies. 

Effective communications, however, is more than just dealing with the key stakeholder communities of major ban-
king corporations. It is in fact central to Africa's full economic development. 

Over the past few years, multinationals have reported higher levels of profitability from African subsidiaries than 
from any other continent. Differentials in relative profitability have increased over the years and have remained 
consistent for the past 10 years. African subsidiaries produce a return that is 10 percentage points higher than the 
average for developing countries. Nor is this simply a function of higher levels of resource-based industries in Africa 
relative to the world economy— returns are actually higher for manufacturing and tertiary industries than for mining 
and extraction. 

The need for good news 

So why does this not translate into enthusiastic investor curiosity for Africa? One reason is that the continent is 
hampered by a serious information deficit. Potential investors need to qualify their decisions on a wealth of sta-
tistical information. Yet despite the proliferation of investment promotion agencies in Africa, detailed market data 
and analysis often does not exist. 

Moreover, Africa is rarely accorded its proportionate share of positive business coverage in the international media. 
A recent audit of media operating from London found that in a one-month period, no major broadcasters or news- 
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papers had devoted positive news coverage to business operating in Africa. Due diligence for potential investors 
is in itself a costly enterprise. It is perhaps little wonder that they are reluctant to examine potential opportunities 
when their outlook has been conditioned by years of negative comment and connotation 27 . 

It is evident that the advent of the information age has led to growth and primacy of the media. In this complex 
environment, sustainable banking, as well as the pace of African economic development, relies more than ever 
on professional and effective communications to realise its objectives. 
Hubert Danso is \ice Chairman of the African Investment Advisory and africapractice, UK. 
E-Mail: hdanso@africapraclice.com  
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Closing words from UNEP Fl 

'The bottom line to encouragingforeign investment is the profitabi&y ofsuch investment. Rick veius return remains 
the prime interest offoreign investors' 

Nadeem Lodhi Citibank South Aftica 
Presentation at UNEP Fl Regional Outreach Event - Africa, January, 2002 

As each of the contributors has explained, or made reference to, the issue of risk is certainly paramount to inves-
tor concerns and the subsequent success of African countries in attracting FDI. The risk factors taken into 
consideration here mirror those raised by Nadeem Lodhi of Citibank South Africa, at the UNEP Fl regional event 
in Africa, as outlined in the box below. These factors, in conjunction with the socio-environmental investor liabi-
lity issues outlined throughout each of the submissions, make for a very difficult investment environment. 

The daunting task for all actors involved - source and host country governments, financial institutions, broader 
business communities, development agencies and civil society per se - is to convert the present investment envi-
ronment into one that delivers both economic returns for investor and developing African communities, while ensuring 
that this development is not detrimental environmentally or socially. 

African FDI constraints: Major considerations when investing in 

Africa 

• Fluctuating currencies 

• Bureaucratic red tape 

• Graft and corruption 

• Nepotism 

• Warand unrest 

• Lack of local domestic investment capacity 

• Lack of physicaJ infrastructure 

• Command economy structures - marketing boards, state trade firms, 

monopolies, etc. 

• Closed economy policy measures - trade taxes, quotas and concentration of 

limited commodities 

Nadeem Lodhi, Citibank South Africa. Presentation at UNEP H Regional Outreach Event - 
Attica, January, 2002 

As our contributors have suggested, a number of prerequisites are necessary for this to occur, such as: 

• increased development, implementation and monitoring of international and regional regulatory legislation - 
covering environmental due diligence, CSR, SRI etc. - for foreign investors and host countries; 

• increased adoption and enforcement of international voluntary standards and codes of conduct regarding envi-
ronmental due diligence, CSR, SRI etc, such as the Equator Principles; 
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greater African integration into international capital markets to stimulate entrepreneurship and SMEs; 

* direct FDI towards smaller, local economies - shift the focus to start-up businesses and SMEs - to launch an 
attack on poverty cydes; 

* identification of practical and economically viable 'sustainable' projects for both international and regional 
investors; 

* enhancement of foreign investors' understanding of the country that they are investing in; 

* encouragement and support for local fund managers to be responsible for the management of the allocation 
of foreign capital in host countries, as opposed to this taking place in source countries; 

B more effective external communication of Africa's existing investor success stories and the continent's poten-
tial to create more; 

B changing international perceptions of Africa. 

The above list is indicative of the complexities surrounding FDI and sustainability. Nonetheless the articles in this 
section provide enough examples of the positive potential of FDI, to make the case that it is worthwile accepting 
the challenge of sustainable FDI. If the environmental and social complexities surrounding investment in Africa 
are built fimily into the workings of markets and companies, FDI can become a powerful lever for development 
that is ecologically and socially sound. Not to forget that also from the financier's point of view it makes sense to 
insist on careful environmental and social assessments and to account for sustainability aspects from the start. With 
such measures in place, the chances of a project to be implemented successfully and to sustain its value will increase 
greatly. 

If the focus of this chapter has been on the social rather than the environmental dimension of P1)1, this is not to 
put the environment on the backseat. Rather it is a reflection of our attempt to trigger a deeper discussion on the 
important social dimension of FDI in Africa, drawing from the local experience and expertise of All? members and 
stakeholders. 
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EPA Victoria and the UNEP Finance Initiative 

Helen Bloustein and Gabrielle McCorkell EPA Victoria 

Based on a philosophy that prevention is better than cure, the \Tictorian Environment Protection Agency (EPA Victoria) 
takes an integrated approach to delivering its mission by mixing traditional regulation and policing approaches 
with innovative partnerships and programmes across all sectors of the community. 

EPA Victoria agreement with the United Nations 

EPA Victoria signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP) to promote environmental issues to the Australian financial community under UNEP's Finance Initiative 
(TJNEP PT). The agreement was signed in November 2000. Under the agreement, EPA Victoria coordinates and pro-
motes all UNEP Fl activities in Australasia. 

Advisory committees 

Under its MoU, EPA Victoria has established four Australasian UNEP H advisory committees covering the follow-
ing topics: 

• socially responsible investment; 

• environmental credit risk; 

• insurance; and 

• operational environmental management. 

The committees are made up of financial institution representatives and are advising EPA Victoria and UNEP Hon 
the nature of activities and programmes to run in Australasia. Activities the committees have and are undertaking 
indude: 

• working with the Australian securities industry regulator on the implementation of the recently passed legisla-
tion which requires all financial services' product disclosure statements to examine the extent to which labour, 
social, environmental, and ethical standards are taken into consideration in the management of the investment 
portfolio of the product; 

• a research project to consider the extent to which environmental risks are managed by companies and the impli-
cations this may have for the insurance industry. (The results are available in a report called, Risk, the 
Environment, and the Role of the Insurance Industry, see: http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/Programs/UNEP/docs/  
Risk_Environmentjnsurance_Industiy.pdO; 

• organisation of the annual Ethical Investment Association conference; 

• determination of appropriate indicators for sustainability reporting; 

• discussion of how best to embrace stakeholder consultation; 
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s sharing of information about approaches to internal environmental management; and 

a examination of the rural implications of environmental credit risk. 

Environmental credit risk seminar 

One of the first activities that EPA Victoria ran on behalf of UNEP was a series of one-day seminars in Sydney and 
Melbourne on environmental credit risk assessment in March 2001. 

The seminars were designed to provide an opportunity for Australasian financial institution representatives to hear 
about overseas trends in environmental credit risk assessment and contrast these with their own approaches. Speakers 
at the seminars included Richard Cooper, head of group environmental risk, Lloyds TSB Group; Bemd 
Schanzenbacher, vice president, product ecology manager, Credit Suisse; Chris Bray, head of environmental risk 
management unit, Barclays Group; and Mike Kelly, UK head of environment, KPMG. 

The seminars and associated business meetings were a great success with over 300 people from more than 50 dif-
ferent organisations and from all parts of the Australian financial services sector interacting. 

Application of sustainability tools 

Under the MoU, over the past two years EPA Victoria has been working with a number of finance sector organi-
sations to trial and implement a number of sustainability tools. 

Example one: Ecological footprint 

The ecological footprint is a measurement tool that quantifies how much land is needed to sustain the level of 
resources consumed and to manage the wastes produced from certain activities. 

EPA Victoria has been working in collaboration with Australian and New Zealand Bank Group (ANZ) and a 
number of other organisations on a trial application of the ecological footprint concept. In ANZ's case, the ecolo-
gical footprint is being used to measure how much land is required to sustain its office-based activities, which indude 
the consumption of electricity, gas, water, goods6, and food, as well as waste produced and recyded, and travel 
undertaken. Once ANZ calculates its overall ecological footprint it can determine which activities have the largest 
environmental impact and what changes it can undertake to reduce the size of its footprint. For more information 
see: http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/eco-footprintldefault.asp  

Example two: Sustainability covenant 

Sustainability covenants are a voluntary agreement between EPA Victoria and a company or group of companies 
to explore creative ways of improving resource-use efficiency and reducing the ecological impact of products and 
services through their entire life cycle. 

EPA Victoria has recently signed a sustainability covenant with VicSuper, one of Australia's largest regulated super-
annuation funds. This sustainability covenant is an agreement between EPA Victoria and VicSuper to work together 
to protect the environment and to contribute to a more sustainable Victoria. Under the covenant, VicSuper has 
made a number of commitments, including integrating sustainabiity principles into investment options and admin-
istration. The covenant is a public document that incorporates monitoring and auditing requirements to ensure 
that signatories meet the commitments to which they have agreed upon. For more information see: 
http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/sustainability_covenants/default.asp  
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EPA VlctorIaIUNEP Fl and Environment Australia Finance and 

Sustainablity Forum 

The Finance and Sustainability Forum was held in July 2002 in Melbourne. A key theme running through the day 
was the materiality of sustainability issues for investors and other finance professionals and how this is manifes-
ting in actions aimed at greater transparency and disclosure for corporations and financial products alike. 

The Forum was organised as a joint initiative between Environment Australia and EPA Victoria/UNEP F! and pro-
vided coverage of a broad range of issues. The issues included the impacts of climate change on the insurance 
industiy; legislation covering socially responsible investment, an institutional investor view on managing the risk 
of non-financial corporate performance, and triple bottom line (TBL) reporting. 

Paul Hawken lunch 

A large number of superannuation fund trustees, executives, investment consultants, non-governmental organi-
sations (NGOs), corporate, and government representatives attended a lunch and workshop conducted by Paul 
Hawken on "The Business Case for Sustainability." The event was sponsored by EPA Victoria with support from 
SAM Sustainable Asset Management and VicSuper, and held in Melbourne in April 2002. 

Paul Hawken is one of the world's leading thinkers, writers and speakers on the subject of sustainability and is co-  
- 

author of the acdaimed book Natural Capitalism. 

Hawken's address was timely, as many Australian superannuation funds have been considering socially respon-
sible investments (SRI). Market research, conducted by Mirador, indicates that at least 60% of industry funds and 
public sector funds in Australia are likely to provide their members with an SRI or sustainable investment choice 
in the near future. 

New Zealand SRI conference 

The UNEP F!, in conjunction with its Australasian Partner, EPA Victoria hosted the inaugural SRI conference in New 
Zealand in May 2002. 

The conference, a first for New Zealand, continued UNEP His ongoing efforts to foster the integration of environ-
mental and sustainability considerations into the operational, credit, investment, and insurance practices of financial 
services organisations. 

Specifically, the conference addressed the current and future state of SRI in New Zealand. It provided an educa-
tional opportunity for those interested in understanding SRI and its many forms, its implementation, and the 
opportunities and challenges facing a wide range of investors. 

UNEP Fl/EPA Victoria Australasian newsletter 

EPA Victoria publishes a quarterly Australasian newsletter, complementing the UNEP FT newsletter 0.618... pub-
lished in Geneva. This provides up to date information on Australasian and international environmental and social 
developments within the finance sector. 

Helen Bloustein is Senior Adviser-Finance Sector and (3abnelle McCorkell is Strategic Adviser at EPA 
Victoria 
E-mail: helen.bloustein@epavic.gov.au  or gabrielle.mccorkell@epavic.gov.au  
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Adding value through engagement: Linking corporate 
governance and sustainability 
Or Ian Woods 1  AMP Captai Investors 

It was the day after the announcement of the proposed merger of BHP and Biffiton in early 2001; two of the lar-
gest global mining companies wanting to form the largest mining company in the world. It was the first meeting 
with one of the major shareholders. Much was at stake, the aim being to sell the merger as in the best interest of 
all shareholders. The question and answers flowed quickly back and foith, and then the question: 'How have the 
issues and risks of climate change been considered in this merger?" 

Driven by mainstream investors, so began engagement on sustainability principles in Australia. 

AMP Capital Investors: Corporate governance and sustainability 

Unlike Europe and the US, where institutional shareholder activism has a strong history, institutional investors in 
Australia have largely failed to engage companies proactively on sustainability issues. Up until recently, the rais-
ing of sustainability issues such as human rights, environmental protection, and occupational health and safety has 
been driven by non-governmental organisations and the union movement. Yet, these issues, in addition to being 
vital in their own right, are also sources of fmancial risk and oppottunity for companies. Therefore, they are clearly 
colporate governance issues. 

Corporate governance determines how companies are run and defines the accountability of management to its 
shareholders. it is in investors' interest to ensure that the companies they own are well governed. By using their 
shareholder position and voting rights, investors are able to seek better governance and thereby enhance returns 
and reduce risk for investors. 

However, fund managers that are active in corporate governance tend to focus on the 'traditional agenda'. This 
includes ensuring that good governance frameworks are in place, typically at board level, including a majority of 
non-executive and independent directors, as well as a properly constituted audit and nomination committee, and 
remuneration that is linked to challenging performance targets. 

Fund managers and investors also have the ability to use their position as responsible owners to encourage 
improvements in companies' environmental, social, and ethical peiformance and thus to seek high standards of 
corporate governance at a broader level. 

Sustainability issues, be they social, environmental, or ethical, are becoming mainstream business concerns for chief 
executives in more and more industries. Intangible business assets such as reputation, brands, relationships with 
suppliers, customers, and other stakeholders; and the ability to retain and motivate high quality staff are recogni-
sed as key generators of value in today's economy. Companies - and investors - increasingly understand that these 
issues have real implications for business. 

What follows is an outline of the experience of one of the largest institutional investors in Australia in engaging 
with companies on sustainabiity issues since that first meeting in early 2001. 
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Engagement and sustainability 

Engagement by AMP Capital Investors over the last two years has focussed on three key sustainability areas: 

• climate change; 

• traditional corporate governance; and 

• human rights. 

Climate change 

From an investor's perspective, climate change is a significant emerging risk challenge for institutional investors. 
One area that is a particular issue for Australian investors is the energy-intensive materials (including mining) and 
energy sectors as they make up nearly 20%  of the benchmark (ASX200). The meeting described at the beginning 
of this article was the start of AMP Capital Investors' climate change engagement in Australia. This engagement is 
one part of AMP Capital Investors' broader risk assessment of the companies in which it invests. 

On the issue of climate change, we sent a survey to companies seeking information on the extent to which these 
leading companies consider the potential impacts of climate change on their businesses. We requested this infor-
mation from the 100 largest Australian companies in terms of market capitalisation plus those in energy-intensive 
industries. The work complemented our participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project. 

The overall response rate was 54%. As this was the first time the issue of climate change had been raised by an ins-
titutional investor, the response rate was pleasing. The key for the high response rate was: 

• the letter came from the Chief Investment Officer of one of the largest single institutional investors in the Australian 
market; 

• the questionnaire was relatively simple to respond to; and 

• the focus was on company risk (and opportunity) management - a reasonable governance issue. 

Figure 1: AMP Capital Investors corporate climate change survey 
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The results would suggest that Australian companies have a long way to go to effectively manage the significant 
sustainability issue of climate change. The questionnaire and the subsequent feedback is just the start of engage-
ment with these companies on this issue. For some companies the simple fact that the investment community has 
now brought climate change onto their radar has helped focus attention on the issue, with some industries, ran-
ging from tourism to mining, actively wanting to understand the investment community's view and expectations 
of them. 

It is probably the best example to date of the investment community in Australia constructively contributing to a 
broad push for a sustainability issue. 
More information on our climate change assessment can be found at www.sustainablefuturefunds.com . 

Traditional corporate governance 

While the US examples of Enron, WorldCom, and Tyco International have an international profile, Australia has 
also had its share of corporate failures brought about by poor governance. The collapse of companies such as HIH, 
One-tel and Harris Scarfe are a few examples. These collapses have facilitated a focus on the ethics agenda of sus-
tainability and the role of traditional corporate governance in pn:Mding a level of assurance to investors that companies 
are managed in their interests. 

As in other countries, these collapses have led to discussion and debate about what should be done. Unfortunately, 
a review of the voting at annual general meetings in Australia in 2003 would indicate that the rhetoric has not been 
translated into voting policy, especially in such areas as director remuneration and board structure. 

Conscientious voting is time consuming and costly. AMP Capital Investors has been active in this area for more 
than eight years and, in 2002, we voted on more than 1,500 resolutions from 300 companies (the standard Australian 
benchmark index has 200 companies). 

However, when it is typical for only 2% of votes to be against poor resolutions (of which AMP Capital Investors' 
vote typically accounts for 1.5-20/o of all shares), voting can only be the start of creating change. Communicating 
with companies on the issues is really what produces change and there are indications that this process may be 
yielding results. In 2002, AMP Capital Investors voted against 39% of remuneration resolutions - a decrease from 
51% in 2001. 

Yet, while a detailed assessment of governance in Australia shows there has been significant improvement over 
the last five years, in 2003 only 591/o of companies in the ASX200 had independent non-executive chairs and 52% 
had adequately structured boards. 

Human rights 

In Australia, fundamental human rights for non-indigenous people have been ignored. The struggle for Aboriginal 
land rights, especially in the 1970s and 1980s, and, more recently, the move for reconciliation as a result of the 
treatment of indigenous Australians has been the main focus of human rights down under. 

The finance sector has had a low profile in this important area of sustainability, even though some companies, 
especially mining companies, were struggling to come to terms with human rights issues. In more recent times, 
some of the mining companies have been proactive in trying to address these issues in Australia. 

However, Australian companies find it harder to keep a low profile when they head overseas. Human rights abuses 



are common in many countries and many governments play little role in stamping out abuses. To overcome this 
government inaction or powerlessness, many Australian mining companies venturing elsewhere know that increa-
singly the investment community is expecting them to provide essential rights for workers and local communities. 
They also know that these rights are best defined by international agreements on human rights and not by pre-
vailing local laws. 

The obligation to respect human rights is not just on those companies that set up plants or operations overseas. 
Australian companies should ensure their foreign-based suppliers meet human rights standards and ensure their 
expoits are not part of a production process where abuses exist. 

Over the last two years, the SRI team within AMP Capital Investors' has been engaging with a number of compa-
nies and industries on human rights issues, including: 

I a chemical company with interests in Myanmar; 

• major retail and apparel companies, where there are concerns about the conditions for domestic workers; 

I major retail, consumer products, and footwear and apparel companies with manufacturing and supply bases 
in Asia; and 

• a mining company with interests in a number of politically unstable countries, where the risk of human rights 
abuses is high. 

Through these discussions, we found many Australian companies believe that they are too small to be able to have 
an influence on human rights in a foreign country or, in some cases, believe that this is an issue to be addressed 
only by sovereign governments. 

However, Australian businesses may have more muscle than they think because they usually enter developing 
countries as pait of a joint venture, collectively making a powerful entity. It was only in the discussions with the 
mining company and one of the clothing companies that we saw a real willingness to grapple with their respon-
sibility for human rights. 

It would seem there is still much to do in this area. The AMP Capital Investors SRI team calls on Australian busi-
nesses to declare that they will abide by the United Nations and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) agreements on human rights - the UN Global Compact and the OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises. This would make for an important step forward. 

Conclusion 

Engagement with companies by the investment community in Australia on sustainability issues is still in its early 
days. As with any transfomiation, the key to facilitating change will be convincing companies of the need to change. 
As a key representative of the owners of Australian companies, fund managers, such as AMP Capital Investors, 
have an important role to play. Our experience to date is that for some companies the necessary change will come 
with reluctance, if not opposition. For some companies with greater insight, the need and the opportunities that 
sustainabthty brings have already been identified. 

Dr Ian Woods is a Senior Research Analyst, Sustainable Funds at AMP CaptaI Investors. 
E-mail: ian.woods@ampcapftal.com  
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Financial players explore their social purpose 

Murray Hogarth Ecos Corporaton 

As active participants in the development of corporate sustainability in the Australasian region, the most compel-
ling trend we have seen in the 2000s has been an upsurge in activity in the financial sector. Thinking about sustainability 
and corporate social responsibility has prompted the more progressive players, in both banking and insurance to 
explore some big questions about why they exist. What is their social purpose? 

First, some background might be useful. For most of the eight years that the Ecos team 
have been helping business to create value through sustainability we have seen the 

sii it 	financial services sector as a key leverage point (akin to the Holy Grail). As UNEP 
y' 	 clearly understood early on, evidenced by the UNEP Finance Initiative (Fl), the role 

big banks and 	of banks and insurers can be crucial to driving corporate sustainability through the 

big insurance 	economy. Directly and indirectly, these financial players press buttons everywhere. 

companies down But while we had a variety of the "usual suspects" as clients - miners loggers, far-
mers, developers, and heavy manufacturers - for us the finance sector was largely a 

under have stirmd on dead zone. That has changed in the last 18 months with our past and present client 

stainabilit  list suddenly expanding to include Australia's leading insurer, Insurance Australia 
Group; its New Zealand arm, JAG NZ; a stint with the Commonwealth Bank; an 
ongoing role with another of the "big four" Australian banks ANZ; and, most recently, 
a project with major Australian-based investment bank Macquarie. 

Suddenly, it seems, big banks and big insurance companies down under have stined on sustainabiity, responding 
variously to international trends; competitive pressure from the occasional "early mover;" emerging recognition of 
environmental and social risks and opportunities; the rise of socially responsible investment (SRI); activist pres- 

Figure 1 Cartoon reproduced courtesy of Alan Mow and the Sydney Morning Herald 
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sure; and their own business need to address community anger directed at their industries (Figure 1). UNEP H's 
signatory list also reflects this shift, with Australasia's biggest bank, National Australia Bank, and its biggest insu-
rer, lAG, both signing on in 2003. 

In retrospect, our core learning from moving into sustainability work with major financial service companies is 
obvious; people are paramount, rather than tonnes of "stuff' produced. In the growing contest to hire and retain 
the best people, and to motivate employees, the smart companies are increasingly attuned to the values side of 
their business as well as the value one. Cultural transformation and business transformation are coming together 
and we are seeing sustainability, and the questions around social purpose, being used to help put more "heart" 
into business as well as "brain." 

Of course, not all clients in this area have opted to explore social purpose, but nonetheless it's a key theme. 

The publicly expressed views of lAG's chief executive officer, Michael Hawker, are highly relevant. Hawker came 
to the insurance sector in 2001 from banking, most recently as a senior executive with Westpac, the Australasian 
pacesetter on corporate sustainability in the financial community that last year topped the DowJones Sustainabiity 
Index as global leader in its sector. It is the issue of an insurer's social or community purpose, rather than sustain-
ability jargon, which has most obviously stirred Hawker's interest as he has adapted to a new arena in the financial 
world. 

"It is a very insightful thing to be able to find out the common core purpose of your organisation 

and if you do that and you can rely on everything behind that then you certainly create a huge 

amount of power, and I think sustainabilfty of the franchise in which you are in. So what do we 

think the common purpose is of our organisation? Well in thinking about that, I think it is the 

ummate community product. It is the communfty essentially pang money to someone to give 

it back to someone else when they daim." 

Michael Hawker Chief Executive of IAG, 

Trans-Tasman Business Circle luncheon, July 2003 

For Ecos, pursuing the question of social purpose goes to the heart of planning an organisation's path towards 
sustainability. For example, banking as we know it today began about 700 years ago. It has a rich history and arose 
in response to very clear needs in that era's society for individuals and groups to gain access to capital to fund busi-
ness ventures on one hand and to have investment opportunities on the other. In one sense not much has changed. 
Essentially banks still exist to help people to manage and create wealth, just as insurance companies help them to 
manage and reduce risk in their lives. 

But the world has changed dramatically since the 1400s. What is critical, therefore, is how today's banks deliver 
against their social purpose in a very changed operating environment for business. 

Figure 2 is a simple tool that Ecos uses to promote understanding of what corporate sustainability is all about and 
how it can be pursued in a business context. We have found that its core message of aligning the creation of share-
holder and societal value to drive sustainable growth resonates strongly with financial sector clients. In this context, 
understanding your company's social purpose is a key stepping stone to understanding how your business can 
co-create shareholder and societal value. 
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Figure 2: Sustainability Strategy Guide C. Ecos corpoon 2002 
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We have found, however, that the tyranny of the 90-day profit report continues to loom large, emphasising short-
term value creation over a longer-term, more sustainable kind (Figure 3). The reality is that most companies are 
organised around the intent to create shareholder value and this permeates their language, their incentive struc-
tures, and their strategic focus. 

Figure 3 Cartoon reproduced courtesy of Alan Mor and the Sydney Mo!ning Herald 
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To be clear about this, creating shareholder value is a good thing for a business. It is an essential outcome if a busi-
ness is to flourish and create opportunities for its employees and their community. But, ironically, a focus on creating 
shareholder value is actually not always an ideal way to create it. It is much the same at a personal level. Money 
and material possessions are good to have and most of us want them. But if a person's life revolves around acqui-
ring them, rather than seeing them as useful contributors to a good life, they are likely to end up a very unhappy 
person. 

At a personal level, knowing why you exist - what you stand for, what you hope to 
Banking and insu- 	achieve, what values you hold, and what is important to you - provides an impor- 

rance are classic 	tant framework around your life. It provides a context in which you can make 
decisions and balance competing demands on your time and your resources. At a cor - 

social pu?pose indus- 	porate level the same idea applies. A bank, or an insurance company, or any other 

tie, operating on a 	enterprise or organisation really does need to know why it exists. What is its purpose 
in society? What does it want to achieve? What does it believe? 

communi1y "licence" Once it knows this, it certainly has to manifest this purpose in a way that creates value 
that comes under 	for shareholders. it is entitled to a "fair share" of the social and financial value crea- 

threat if they are seen 	ted for society. The strength and darity of its social purpose, the alignment of its business 
with that purpose, and the acceptance by society that the purpose is both valid and 

to be taking more 	being met are all critical to positioning a company for long-term value creation and 

than afair share. 	sustainable growth. Banking and insurance are classic social purpose industries, ope- 
rating on a community "licence" that comes under threat if they are seen to be taking 
more than a fair share. They ignore social purpose at their own peril! 

Murray Hogarth is Senior Consuftant at Ecos Corporation. 
E-mail: murray.hogarth@ecosr-orp.com  
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The finance sector and climate change: An NGO perspective 

Monica Richter Greenpeace 

One of the most pressing environmental issues facing humankind today is climate change and its resultant impacts 
on society and the economy. The 2000 Davos World Economic Forum for business and government leaders voted 
climate change as the greatest challenge this century. The ramifications from climate change are not just the resul-
tant environmental disasters but also the future implications of a carbon price, and therefore carbon liability, on 
industries that emit a substantial amount of greenhouse gases. This will prove to be a core challenge for corporate 
directors and institutional investors. 

Four significant reports, written in the last 18 months, have stated the business case for why companies and inves-
tors should take action to ensure they are insulated from the impacts of significant climate change. 

The first report by CERES, a coalition of investor and environmental groups, Co?po rate Governance and Climate 
Change: Making the Connection2 , examines how 20 of the world's biggest corporate emitters of greenhouse gases 
are factoring climate change into their business strategies and governance practices. While all of the companies 
profiled are taking some governance actions, few have adopted comprehensive programmes to treat the issue as 
an imminent financial and environmental threat. Furthermore, all of the companies' efforts fall short of the funda-
mental goal of achieving emissions reductions. Companies are not taking suffident action to minimise the financial 
risks posed by climate change and maximising the investment opportunities that he ahead. 

Value atRick Climate Change and the Future of Governance, also by CERES, states that the risks company direc-
tors face are two-fold: '(1) the economic/financial risk from the damages and remediation due to climate change 
itself (directly to companies and indirectly through general socio-economic disruptions in the US and abroad), and 
(2) exposure to the costs of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in any regime to mitigate climate change." 

The report goes on to make recommendations to corporate directors as well as institutional investors about how 
they should behave. This indudes ensuring that: boards "establish formal, board-level accountability mechanisms 
to monitor and report on the company's progress in addressing climate-driven business risks and opportunities, 
and that any necessary remedial actions are taken promptly." 

One of the major findings of the World Resources Institute (WRI) report, Changing Oil: Emeiging Environmental 
Risks and Shareholder Value in the Oil and Gas Industrj , condudes that "few companies have disclosed the degree 
to which they are financially exposed to these issues, and no company has attempted to quantify the financial impli-
cations for its shareholders." 

AMP Henderson's research paper6  released in January 2003 on where Australian companies 

are positioned on climate change shows that "less than 50% of the boards of the companies 

surveyed have considered the impact of climate change issues on their businesses. Grven the 

potential structural and economic changes that policy and regulatory responses to climate 

change will likely bring, there is an urgent need for boards to address climate change is&ies 

and ensure that adequate risk management plans and abatement actions are in place." 
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The finance sector, therefore, has two fundamental roles to play in the climate change issue. They are: 

To adequately assess and take account of carbon liability in current 

and future investment decisions. 

There will be some form of restriction placed on GHG emissions in the near term and therefore carbon emissions 
will gain a price. Under the Kyoto Protocol or similar regimes, one of the mechanisms for reducing GHG emis-
sions is an emissions trading scheme whereby a tonne of carbon can be traded in the marketplace. It is estimated 
that by 2008-2014, carbon may cost somewhere between USD5 and USD20 per tonne of carbon dioxide. Such costs 
may prove to have material impacts on a company's bottom line and therefore can make investors potentially quite 
vulnerable. 

Since 2000, Greenpeace has been talking to regulators about these issues. InJune 2000, we submitted a world-first 
complaint to the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) about the material risks associated with greenhouse gas emis-
sions of particular companies involved in the development of an unconventional fossil fuel project (the Stuart Oil 
Shale Project) near Gladstone in Queensland. The submission asked for the ASX and the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) to examine whether the company was in breach of listing rules and corporations 
law. 

In responding to our complaint, the ASX and ASIC stated that there was no breach of law at that stage because 
there was currently no price for GHG emissions in the marketplace. We believe, however, that such a decision 
was short-sighted. The mere fact that corporations are investing in these projects that have a 30-year lifespan means 
that the decisions they make now about how to invest their money will be impacted by carbon liability. 

More recently (July 2003), a legal firm acting on behalf of Climate Action Network Australia served notice on Australia's 
largest GHG emitters to warn them about their legal and financial responsibilities regarding climate risk. The com-
panies included major emitters from among the 200 largest companies on the ASX plus significant resource 
companies listed on international stock exchanges that operate in Australia but are not listed locally. Their goal 
with this action was to close the back door on companies in a legal sense - so that they would not be able to daim 
ignorance of climate change, their contribution towards it, or the risks they must address because of its effect upon 
their company. 

Despite these efforts, however, the Australian finance sector has generally been slow to take up the issue of ade-
quate disclosure and understanding of climate risk. 

Directing investment and capital into alternative clean investment 

options. 

The finance industry also has a substantial role to play in providing capital for clean investment options such as 
renewable energy. These additional expenditures will need to be better understood by investors who will hope-
fully divert investments into clean energy and environmentally friendly non-GHG emitting technologies. Creative 
mechanisms will need to be found to meet investors' perceived need for a perpetual income stream while these 
clean industries become profitable. This willingness to defer dividend income could be brought about if the mes-
sage is communicated clearly: In the long term, existing investments in GHG polluting industries will result in less 
profit if climate change and other environmental problems are allowed to get worse. 
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Given the mounting evidence of potenthi climate change disaster, the first to feel any major impacts will be the 
finance industry. Therefore, they will need to take a substantial leadership role in educating themselves about the 
relevance of such environmental issues and their fiduciary duties, and finding new and better measures regarding 
discharge of prudential responsibility, including through supporting environmentally positive industries such as 
the renewable energy industry. 

Monica Richter is a Corporate Environmental Campaigner with Greenpeace. 
E-mail: monicarichter@'au.greenpeaceorg  
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Sustainabilfty at lAG: Climate and safety are paramount 

Pauline Gregg Insurance Australia Group (lAG) 

In August 2002, the executive leadership of one of Australia's largest general insurance groups approved a 
FrameworkforAction on Sustainabiliiyairned at integrating better environmental and social performance into all 
aspects of its business. Initially this was expressed simply as a commitment to environment and safety by Insurance 
Australia Group (JAG), which has a market capitalisation of more than AUD5.5 billion. The framework represen-
ted a deliberate, though cautious, start towards embracing the concept of corporate sustainabiity, which the US's 
Forbes magazine has called "the greatest movement for change confronting business today." 

The lAG framework and its first steps followed a four-month external review that found both great potential for 
the company and some gaps in its then cunent performance, including on basics like recycling, energy efficiency, 
and workplace safety. At a higher level, it found the company was not well engaged with big-ticket sustainability 
issues that have the potential to dramatically impact on its core business. A prime example was global climate change, 
which affects weather-related natural disasters like hailstorms, cyclones, floods, and bushfires that, around the world, 
drive many billions of dollars of insurance claims costs each year. 

By August 2003, just a year after implementation of the framework began, lAG had begun to gain significant exter -
nal recognition - in particular from a range of environmental stakeholders across government, business, and the 
community - as Australasia's insurance industry leader on sustainability and also as an emerging corporate sus-
tainabiity leader across all sectors. 

JAG signed the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP Fl) in June 2003.  It has gone 
public with cutting-edge research and analysis demonstrating the threat that climate change poses to people and 
property; has been actively collaborating with green groups and many other external stakeholders on climate and 
other sustainability initiatives; is revolutionising its internal approach to workplace safety; and has adopted com-
pany-wide targets to cut negative environmental and safety impacts. That said, JAG still has much to do and faces 
many challenges, none greater than plotting its ongoing role as an educator on climate action and also as an active 
driver of actions and initiatives to mitigate and/or adapt to the impacts of human-induced global warming. 

The insurance industry has a logical affinity for sustainability because a range of environmental, social and eco-
nomic factors influence its core business challenge of calculating risk and setting appropriate premiums. Climate 
change is a prime example of this affinity. From lAG's viewpoint, sustainability-related trends and issues also influence 
its core purpose within society of helping people to manage and reduce risk. Value is dearly at stake, not just for 
JAG or the insurance industry more broadly, but for the entire economy and all communities. 

'The combined effect of increasingly severe climatic events and underlying socio-economic 

trends (such as population growth and unanned urbanisation) have the potential to undermine 

the value of business assets, diminish inveslnient viability and stress insurers, reinsurers, and banks 

to the point of impaired profitability and even insolvency" 

UNEP Rnance Initiative, 2002 
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Weather-related risks, which are being influenced by climate change, are major drivers of claims costs for the insu-
rance industry in key areas like home and motor cover. An inability to underwrite such risks would not only have 
ramifications for individual insurance companies, but global economies. The following Hazard Table (Table 1), 
prepared by JAG, demonstrates how relatively small changes in existing weather and climate conditions could mate-
rialise in cost of claims. 

Table I 

Hazard Cause Of Change In Hazard Resulting Change In Damage/Loss 

Extreme temperature episodes 1°C mean temperature rncrease 300-year temperature events occur 

every 10 years 

Wridstorm Doubfing of windspeed Four-fold increase in damages 

2.2°C mean temperature increase 5-10% increase in hurricane wind speeds 

Roods 25% increase in Rooding return period reduced from 

30 minute precçitation 100 years to 17 years 

Bushflre 1°C mean summer 17-28% increase in wikifires 

temperature increase 

Doubling of CO2 143% increase in catastrophic w&lfires 

Australia and New Zealand have enormous potential to suffer from impending climate change. In Australia, for 
example, more than 80 1/6 of its population resides within 50 kilometres of the coast with increasing concentrations 
in regions already vulnerable to weather hazards (CSIRO, 2002). In addition, AUD1.5 billion of Australia's wealth 
is locked up in homes, commercial buildings, ports, and other physical assets (ABS, 2002). This is equivalent to 
nine times the current national budget or twice the country's gross domestic product. The insurance industry cur-
rently underwrites the risk to the bulk of these assets from weather events, but climate change can threaten its 
ability to do so as effectively in the future. 

In December 2002, lAG launched its new climate focus. The launch generated a lot of interest, especially in lAG-
sponsored research being conducted by leading dimate change scientists at the University of Oklahoma in the US. 
This research suggests climate change impacts could include even bigger hailstorrns than the 1999 Sydney storm 
that caused Australian record insurance losses from a natural disaster, damaging cars and houses alike. 

The early results based on the April 1999 hailstorm are potentially significant. They indicate that 

storm development is extremely sensitive to small changes to atmospheric and oceanic parameters. 

Small adjustments of key parameters created a model 'megastorrn' that would potentiaty dwarf 

the original hailstorm of April1999 in both intensity and scale. Apart from an unprecedented 

insurance loss, a storm of this magnitude could have far reaching implications to personal safety, 

disaster relief management and the local and national economy through business disruption." 

Tony Coleman, Chief Risk Officer and Group Actuary, lAG, The Impact of Climate Change on 
Insurance against Catastrophes, 2002 
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In January 2003, a follow up opinion piece written by lAG highlighted the link between hotter temperatures and 
worse bushfire seasons - at a time when drought and bushfires were ravaging eastern Australia, including a fire-
storm that hit the nation's capital of Canberra, destroying more than 450 houses in a single afternoon. The article 
said in pail: "The risks of inaction are greater than we realise. More fires, bigger floods, longer droughts, wilder 
storms or a variety of other equally catastrophic outcomes make the case for decisive Australian and global initia-
tives to combat climate change." 

In response to these issues lAG is developing a climate strategy, which includes: 

reducing lAG's per capita greenhouse emissions, currently about 8.6 tonnes of 
More fires, bigger CO2 equivalent per year; 

fiood, longer N investing in world-leading research to learn more about the problem and its 

dmughtc, wilder expected impact, using international experts to look at specific Australian scena- 
rios such as Sydney's hailstorms and northern Australia's cyclones; 

storms or a variely a considering possible adaptation strategies to minimise vulnerability, for example 
of other equally comparing the merits of rival roofing and other building materials; 

catastmphic outcomes a exploring and adopting strategies that minimise our customers' contribution to 

make the casefor climate change through innovative products and processes, and new business 
models that contribute towards reduced greenhouse gas emissions; and 

decisive Australian establishing a clear public advocacy positioning and a call to action to business, 
and global initiatives governments and community groups to work together to find sustainable solu- 

to combat climate tions to the challenges. 

change. The climate risk work undertaken by JAG has been presented to lAG's Board, its exe- 
cutive and the six-monthly CEO Fonim of hundreds of the company's people, and 
also to other audiences including a company briefing for external investment ana- 
lysts. lAG have conduded that: 

"What lAG can unquestionably do is use its claims data and new research like the hailstorm work to drive action 
towards both adaptation and mitigation. lAG can do this by helping people to understand the risks that more fre-
quent and more intense extreme weather events pose to their everyday lives - their houses, their cars and even 
personal safety." (Tony Coleman, chief risk officer and group actuary, lAG, The Impact of Climate Change on Insurance 
against Catastrophes, 2002 

Pauline Gregg is Manager, Corporate Social Responsibilfty at lAG. 
E-mail: pauline.gregg@iag.com.au  



Mainstreaming sustainabilfty in Australian financial markets: 
Observations on recent developments 
Doug Holmes Monash University 

Prior to 2000, sustainability featured only peripherally in the Australian financial markets. Since then, the level of 
activity has increased across a range of financial sectors including investment, lending, and underwriting, but it 
would be overstating the actual gains made to describe these developments as anything more than embryonic when 
viewed in temis of the total size of the market. Nevertheless, some of the initiatives taken up by major players in 
the financial markets are significant, particularly in relation to the critical need, in the author's view, to mainstream 
sustainabiity analysis in financial transactions. These developments, while representing small steps, provide some 
indication that the Australian financial markets are beginning to internalise sustainability. 

The majority of activity in Australia has been in the socially responsible investment 
(SRI) sector. Prior to 1999, this sector was occupied by a small number of boutique 
ethical investment funds. A new wave of SRI products using second-generation scree- 
ning methods (e.g., best-of-sector, hybrid schemes) were introduced following the 

"Social responsibilii)" introduction of the Westpac Eco Share Fund (WESF), the first SRI fund to be intro- 
duced into the market by a mainstream Australian financial institution. The other 

as a guiding principle significant development at this time was the introduction of 'member-choice' SRI options 

i:sfundanwntally by leading superannuation trusts such as the Health Employees Superannuation Trust 
of Australia (HESTA) and UniSuper. 

driven by values 
A flurry of activity commenced following the introduction of the WESF, as a number 

rather than value, of fund managers introduced SRI products into the market, perhaps driven by oppor - 

.and therefore tunities for differentiation and increased visibility across the full suite of product 
offerings as much as the perceived opportunities in the SRI market. There was also 

presents pro b/emsfor considerable "hype" coming out of the SRI sector about the expected growth in the 

the decision-making market, which was fed by significant media attention. 

processes underlying The timing of these events with the significant decline of share markets globally is 
probably more than coincidental. Over this period, the number of SRI products in the 

the vast majoriy Australian market grew to several dozen, to the point that the market was quickly satu- 

offinancial rated. 

transactions. Indeed, there appears to be a round of consolidation occurring already as some 
managers have begun to withdraw SRI products from the market due to poor growth. 
Ironically, the most significant beneficiaries of this period have probably been the esta- 
blished ethical investment funds, which gained from the increased visibility of the SRI 
sector in general and their history and alignment with "traditional" expectations in 
this market. 

At this stage, it is difficult to predict how the SRI markets will fare over the next three years. Undoubtedly, there 
will be some growth as money returns to the share markets in the wake of the dot.com  crash. However, the poten- 
tial growth in the SRI market, in the author's view, has inherent limitations. Consistent with the theme of this report, 
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these limitations stem from the inability of the mainstream financial markets, pragmatically and in a fiduciary sense, 
to base the bulk of financial transactions on socially driven, morally based, or ethical considerations. 

Of course, few would now argue that company value is not affected by such considerations. We know that cor-
porate reputation can impact financial performance in companies operating within sensitive industries with 
significant public exposure. Likewise, we know that specific management issues that may fall within the broad 
rabric of social responsibility (i.e., environmental management, workforce management, etc.) may also have 
bottom line impacts. 

"Social responsibility" as a guiding principle is fundamentally driven by values rather than value, however, and 
therefore presents problems for the decision-making processes underlying the vast majority of financial transac-
tions. In this context, the lasting impact of the SRI sector is unlikely to be the size of the market it eventually captures 
but the fact that the SRI sector has raised awareness of the potential impacts of specific social, environmental, and 
reputation issues on financial risk assessments and company valuations. The participation by mainstream institu-
tions in the SRI sector has been a significant factor in this regard. 

Over 2002-2003, the first wave of "value-based" initiatives introduced into the Australian market across the invest-
ment, lending, and insurance sectors point to a gradual intemalisation of sustainability risks and value impacts. 
The most prominent example of this in the Australian investment market to date is the implementation of a risk-
based "overlay" across the entire domestic equity portfolios of the Commonwealth and Public Sector Superannuation 
Schemes and Catholic Superannuation Fund (representing approximately $3.5 billion in equities A. The purpose 
of the overlay approach adopted by these funds is to identify and engage companies that may pose a material invest-
ment risk through lack of attention to mitigation of specific corporate governance, environmental, and social risks 
such as board independence, energy, and GHG intensity, or workforce management/turnover. The risk assess-
ments undertaken to implement the overlay utilise conventional definitions of materiality, the explicit aim of which 
is to identify impacts on company value and hence investment risk. 

In other financial sectors, developments are less visible but equally irnpoitant. These are perhaps best characteri-
sed as "back office" initiatives but, as such, are significant to the extent that they represent attempts to integrate 
material social and environmental issues into risk policies and processes. 

In this regard, the first signs that sustainability issues are beginning to be incorporated into the insurance sector 
are apparent. One of Australia's largest insurers, the Insurance Australia Group (lAG), has recently undertaken ini-
tiatives to factor the risks of climate change into its policies and exposure profile. Analyses of the impact of extreme 
weather events related to climate change are now informing actuarial research to provide a more accurate assess-
ment of risk and potential exposure to increased claims in line with scientific research. TAG has also explored 
adjustments to premiums to reflect risk and to provide incentives for energy efficiency. 

In the lending sector, there are also indications that at least one major lending institution is undertaking initiatives 
to enhance and extend social and environmental risk assessment for corporate lending assessments, corporate finance, 
project finance, and other financial services provided to the business sector. These enhancements are designed to 
capture information to identify the potential for social and environmental risks to impact the capacity of borrowers 
to service loans and/or to determine the impact on the value of assets. This is perhaps the most significant initia-
the to "mainstream" sustainabiity within the core operational practices of a major player in the Australian finance 
sector to date, and will undoubtedly lead other institutions to undertake similar enhancements. 

Other developments observed by the author within individual financial institutions also provide support for the 
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view that sustainability is maturing as an operational driver and is gradually being inte- 

• . the mainstreaming grated into policies and practices. These are primarily activities occurring behind the 
scenes relating to the development of policies, investigation of business impacts, and 

of sustainabilii'y in introduction of new information to incorporate into various business lines and finan- 

financial ma,*ets can cial services. The recent signing by two additional institutions (National Australia Bank 
and JAG) to the UNEP Finance Initiative is also significant. 

be expected to While these are all positive developments, there is clearly a very long way to go. The 
continue in fits and transition from a value to a values focus will necessarily be slow. The extent to which 

starts, depending on social and environmental factors are material to individual financial transactions varies 
profoundly depending on the nature of the industry sector, specific company activi- 

the capacity of the ties, and management quality, to name a few. Temporal factors are also critical: Is the 

myriad ofplayers in impact on value pre-existing, imminent, or long-term? The capacity to quantify value 
impacts is also limited, as many social and environmental risks may be intangible. 

the financial markets Underpinning the potential for social and environmental issues to impact risk and value, 
to accept, incorporate, regulatory and market drivers tend to develop with considerable uncertainty and ambi- 

and internalise guity. The unwillingness of Australian governments to regulate has also contributed 
to a sense of complacency and/or created little incentive for financial players to act. 

sustainability In view of all of these constraints, the mainstreaming of sustainability in financial mar- 
information as a kets can be expected to continue in fits and starts, depending on the capacity of the 

factor in decision- myriad of players in the financial markets to accept, incorporate, and intemalise  sus- 
tainability information as a factor in decision-making. A key challenge for proponents 

making. within the sustainable finance sector in Australia will be to improve articulation of 
the business case, build and deepen assessment tools, and innovate new applications 
in financial services where opportunities arise. 

Doug Holmes is a Senior Fellow and Director of Monash Sustainabilfty Enterprises at Monash 
Universrty. 
E-mail: doug.holmes@arts.monash.edu.au  
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Progress and challenges: Sustainability investing in Australia 

Mark Mills SAM SustnabIe Asset Management 

"Environment costs jobs" or 'it's the environment or the economy" were typical of the responses received from 
trustees of superannuation funds in Australia when it came to discussions on environmental funds after the sub-
ject was broached in the early 1990s. 

By the end of the decade, however, the change in attitudes was apparent. Leading trade unionists, many of whom 
hold positions as trustees of industry funds, had read Paul Hawken's Natural Capitalism. Employer representatives, 
who also hold trustee positions of industry funds, could be heard talking about 'the economy and the environ-
ment." Perhaps the ground had become more fertile for sustainability investing but what was needed was a trigger. 
Fortunately this arrived at about the same time as the rise of Member hivestment Choice. 

As its name suggests, Member Investment Choice enables the members of superannuation funds to select an invest-
ment type from a range of choices. Prior to this development, fund members simply received the investment strategy 
decided by the trustees of their fund. Because of the administrative costs associated with putting in place this faci-
lity, the initial 'choices" offered by funds tended to be limited to a narrow range of risk/return profiles (conservative, 
balanced, growth, etc.). Once the facility was in place, however, it would become easier to offer other choices, 
such as environmental funds, ethical or socially responsible investment (SRI) funds, or sustainability investment 
choices. 

January2000 saw the first industry fund introduce an environmental fund option. Health Employees Superannuation 
Trust of Australia (HESTA) provides superannuation services to the health sector and, after surveying its members, 
decided to include an Eco-Fund, developed by Westpac and Monash University, in its investment offerings. 
Overnight, it became acceptable for trustees to discuss such investments and many other funds queried whether 
they would become less competitive if they did not have alternative investment choices as well. The door was now 
open for investment fund managers to offer what quickly became known as ethical or SRI funds and there was a 
rush to the entrance. 

According to Ethical Investor magazine there are now 40 superannuation funds that offer SRI choices and at least 
20 fund managers who have developed SRI products. This frenzy of development was fuelled by a media hungry 
to write about a new trend but, by definition, all booms have their bust and this one collided with one of the most 
severe equity market downturns in history. Investment markets showing large negative returns are not places for 
the "do good" messages of SRI and already a number of fund managers are getting out of the SRI business. 

You may have noticed that I started out talking about sustainability investing and ended up talking about SRI. One 
of the problems with a new boom market is that terminology proliferates without widely accepted definitions so 
I will take the liberty of providing one here. SRI is a way of investing that has the primary aim of aligning with the 
values of a particular investor. Sustainabiity investing is a style of investment that has the primary aim of genera-
ting shareholder value by understanding and incorporating sustainability trends and knowledge into the investment 
process. The Bnindtland definition of sustainable development provides the link between SRI and sustainability 
investing: "A style of progress or development, which meets the needs of the present generation without com-
promising the ability of future generations to meet their needs." 
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The concern for future generations expressed in this definition is a statement of ethics. It helps explain why many 
funds that started out looking for a SRI product learned about sustainability investing in the process and ended up 
selecting a sustainable investment option. They then used that label in their offering to members. Trustees are extreme-
ly conscious of their fiduciary duty and the principles of sustainability investing provide them with far more 
comfort than an investment process that merely excludes an activity that some people might deem immoral. 

It is one thing for trustees to offer their members an SRI or sustainable investment choice; it is an entirely different 
matter for them to include sustainability investment as an investment style to add value in the main part of their 
investment portfolio. Herein lies the key to the future of sustainability investment and this is why a decision taken 
by VicSuper, the superannuation fund for Victorian government employees, stands out as a milestone in the his-
tory of sustainability investment in Australia. In 2001, VicSuper decided to allocate 10% of its equities to sustainability 
investing and, by seeding two sustainability investment funds managed by SAM Sustainable Asset Management, 
paved the way for other funds to follow. 

For trustees to make an allocation of this significance requires them to research the investment concept thoroughly 
and come to the conclusion that a sustainability investment style will provide better than average long-term invest-
ment returns for their members. From amongst the plethora of fund managers that rushed into the SRI market only 
a small group of three or four have focused on developing sustainability investing as a distinctive style to be injec-
ted into the mainstream. From these players and the sustainabiity oriented mandates won during the short SRI 
boom, the seeds have been sown for sustainabffity investing to take hold in the growing superannuation funds 
industry in Australia. 

In the same way that a corporation that adopts siistainabiity practices must make the business case to its share-
holders, sustainability investment managers must show their clients how a sustainability-oriented investment style 
will add value to their portfolios. 

The challenges facing sustainabifity investment managers are similar (though steeper by virtue of its youth) to those 
for more traditional managers. A key to success is to win the confidence of the ubiquitous investment consultants 
who advise the superannuation funds. Here too we have seen the language changing. One of the more enlighten-
ed investment consultants stated: "in 15 years sustainability analysis will be incorporated into all traditional 
investment styles. We will have sustainability value managers and sustainabiity growth managers." 

For the sake of the planet let us hope that he is right. In the meantime, there is a clear opportunity and need for 
sustainability investment specialists to pave the way. 

For further information please visit www.sam-group.com  

Mark Mills is Head of Austraiasian Business at SAM Sustainable Asset Management. 
E-mail: mark@sam-group.com  
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Sustainable and responsible investing three years later 
Mark Bytheway Sustainab'e Investment Research Institute (SIRIS) 

Sustainable and responsible investing effectively burst onto the Australian institutional investment market more 
than three years ago amid growth forecasts based on US study results that highlighted the fact that one in eight US 
mutual fund dollars were being managed in a socially responsible fashion. 

Later in 2001, new product disclosure legislation within the Financial Services Reform Act was announced and took 
effect in March 2002. The law required providers of investment products to, inter alia, disclose: "the extent to which 
labour standards or environmental, social, or ethical considerations are taken into account in the selection, reten-
tion, or realisation of the investment." With these developments laid on top of Australia's 9% (and growing) 
compulsory superannuation contribution by employers, all seemed set for a golden era of SRI growth down under. 

However, a few years later, the anticipated growth in socially responsive investing 
seems to have been akin to the country's rainfall - well shoit of anticipated and hoped- 
for levels. Several investment managers that offer a sustainable and managed fund 

the anticpated 	are reviewing the product's status and new SRI funds have stalled. Superficially, it would 

growth in socially seem that the anticipated precipitation was only a passing shower. Or does this really 
 reflect a lack of growth in the development of sustainable mvestment and finance? 

responsive investing  
Arguably, amidst all the euphoria of early 2000, including a level of media coverage 

seems to have been 	disproportionate to the size of the SRI sector, SRI over-promised and thus was destin- 

akin to the countrys 	ed to under-deliver. Yet, we are also seeing considerable and growing interest in the 
 i 	 i underlying nvestment proposition n sustainabihty research and analysis. This inter-

rainfall— well short of est is coming from "non-SRI- specific" funds, which have no enunciated interest in 

anticipated and expressing this as dedicated and separate managed investment products, instead 
 incorporating aspects into the underlying investment process. 

hoped-for leveLs. We are extremely heartened by this interest and development, as arguably it better 
highlights a growing focus on and understanding by investment professionals rather 
than simply growth in SRI funds and funds under management - with an emphasis 
on process rather than a demonstrably differentiated outcome. 

As a consequence of specific differentiation in labeffing, SRI funds are effectively bound, by definition, to apply 
and incorporate some level of corporate sustainability and responsibility analysis in their investment process. In 
the absence of specifically differentiating the investment offer on the basis of inclusion of a process and level of 
corporate sustainability and responsibility analysis into the investment outcome, "non-SRI" funds are not so com-
pelled. 

Thus, the developing incorporation of this research into various investment approaches evidences the market's 
increasing engagement of this research at a profound level (i.e., one at which it is embedded in the fundamental 
investment process and is undertaken on the basis of perceived merit for (benefit to) the core investment process). 

While we acknowledge the important role for specffically-branded SRI funds, which, as a consequence of speci- 
fic and defined levels of relevance and prominence of sustainabilhty analysis in the investment outcome, fulfil investor 
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demand for these issues to be given a commensurate level of prominence. SIRIS understands the absolute require-
ment to provide sustainabiity research at a level and type that "non-SRI investors seek as a consequence of the 
investment insight provided." 

To facilitate further development of this process, we need to consider the following: 

Issues of language, particularly as a consequence of confusion and inconsistency 
surrounding the various terms - and their meanings - used to describe this invest-
ment process and the issues analysed. This includes metrics. 

If companies do not 
We must also broaden understanding of the issues that are germane to coiporate 

disclose (and flume- 	sustainabiity, extending that understanding beyond simple environmental risk analy- 

rate) the Costs and sis to include corporate governance and human resource issues. It is crucial to 
 highlight for the wider investment market the broad platform of company capability 

benefits, initiatives 	and management that these issues reveal. 

and issues, then ana- m The implications of sustainability and corporate social responsibility on the finan- 

lysts are not able to cial materiality of risk and opportunities in an increasingly service-based economy. 
Clearly, aspects of sustainabifity analysis are affected by the resource intensity of 

readily address conse- company operations. Resource intensive activities, such as those undertaken by 

	

quen 	an 

	

t 	ks 	d the extractive and heavy manufacturing industries, attract high levels of risk given 
their current reliance on access to natural resources. In contrast, traditionally low 

opportunities. intensity activities, such as financial services and media, have not had the same 
level of perceived risk. This is particularly relevant in the context of the Australian 
listed equity market, in which the financials (exclusive of property trusts) account 
for almost 361/6 of the Australian benchmark index the S&P/ASX300 IndeL 

t Appropriate methods to encourage and catalyse increased disclosure from companies regarding their sustai-
nability practices. Much has been written and said regarding the burden placed on companies to respond to 
proprietary questionnaires sent by various research and investment groups wishing to assess a company's sus-
tainabiity or corporate social responsibility profile. This process is contrasted with that of traditional analysis, 
wherein proprietary questionnaires are generally not part of the assessment and monitoring process of invest-
ment analysts. However, this simple comparison ignores the very relevant issue that the level, relevance, and 
comparability of disclosure of corporate sustainability and social responsibility information is much lower than 
that of traditional investment data. But, to some extent, this is just highlighting the basis of the status quo - 
arguably some part of the lack of incorporation of sustainability issues in investment analysis arises as a result 
of the lack of information upon which investment analysts base their analysis and assessments. if companies 
do not disclose (and numerate) the costs and benefits, initiatives and issues, then analysts are not able to read-
ily address consequent risks and opportunities. Of course, this does not discount the opportunity for analysts 
to seek out the information. 

This development of wider investor interest in sustainability and corporate social responsibility research is crucial 
to help research escape from a potentially vicious circle, if the amount and quality of this research is a function 
of the demand from SRI funds, then any lack of growth by these will limit the capacity to reinvest in and develop 
research (through fees). In turn, this will limit the capacity to add value through investment insights and thus the 
investment performance of SRI funds. To break the cycle, sustainabifity research must access the broader invest-
ment market to enable a wider and larger market of fees and thus enable reinvestment in the process. 
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Despite S1U funds generally not achieving the funds-under-management growth anticipated and hoped for, recent 
evidence gives us considerable comfort that there is a developing acceptance of the investment merit of utilising 
sustainability corporate socially responsible research in the investment process. Applications by credit providers 
and insurers suggest a similar trend. 

However, as one would and should expect, the obligation remains with providers of sustainability and corporate 
social responsibility research to demonstrate its relevance and benefit to investors and other capital and financial 
service plDviders, thus drawing us into the same dynamic as all research providers. Just what we have wished for. 

Mark Bytheway is the CEO of the Sustainable Investment Research Institute (SIRIS). 
E-mail: mark.bytheway@sins.com.au  
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Embedding sustainability: The Westpac story 
Emma Herd Westpac 

Westpac's rise to become a global leader in the financial sector in sustainability practices provides a valuable case 
study for other organisations seeking to embed corporate responsibility practices into their business model. 

In 2002, Westpac was rated number one globally for banks in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index 2002-03, after 
being unrated some three years earlier. In addition, Westpac was rated number one in the Australian-based Good 
Reputation Index, an annual rating of the top 100 companies in Australia across the social, environmental, ethical, 
and financial spheres by local stakeholder organisations. 

Building a strong governance framework; establishing core principles, policies, and practices as a foundation upon 
which to measure and repoit on performance; enacting effective dialogue with key sta.keholders; and embedding 
a total responsibility approach into the Westpac DNA were all critical factors in Westpac's journey to sustainabi-
lay. 
In May 1992, Westpac announced a A$1.66 billion loss for the half-year - the largest corporate loss up to that time 
in Australia. This was the culmination of a series of revelations exposing deficiencies in control systems and the 
governance of subsidiary companies, which raised fundamental questions around the culture and values of the 
organisation. 

For the following five years, Westpac focused almost solely on the financial dimension, restoring the balance sheet 
and rebuilding a strong risk culture, thereby achieving a remarkable turnaround. By September1998, Westpac was 
well and truly back, financially having delivered 24% compound annual returns to shareholders over five years. 

But despite the succession of all time record profits, the reputation of the bank, and the industry as a whole, had 
never been in a worse state of repair with customers, employees, and the broader community. There was growing 
community outrage around key issues such as rural branch closures, lack of transparency around fees and charges, 
perceived excessive profits at the expense of the community, and a perceived failure to meet broader social res-
ponsibilities. 

At that stage, Westpac realised that while the bank's fInancial realities and responsibilities were not negotiable, 
ignoring the concerns of stakeholders fundamentally threatened the longer-term sustainabiity of Westpac's ope-
rations. A new paradigm was required, one which recognised and responded to community expectations and values 
and which involved recognising the interdependency and symbiotic relationships between all interests. 

The critical first step involved setting out a clear statement of Westpac's social accountability policies and practices 
to form an effective platform for engagement. "We believe in..." gathered together all of Westpac's policies in the 
key areas of governance and ethics, human rights, environmental management, community involvement, employee 
policies, and marketplace practices. By transparently setting down core commitments and being prepared to be 
judged against them, this responsibility charter became the foundation of Westpac's stakeholder engagement and 
was a key stepping-stone on the way to social reporting. 

From day one, the total responsibility approach was integrated into our strict governance framework. Critical to 
this was the establishment of a Board Social Responsibility Committee on equal footing with other established Board 
Cornniittees such as the Board Audit and Board Credit and Market Risk Committees. 
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Other critical factors included the leadership and direct involvement of the chief executive officer, clear accoun-
tabilities at the executive level to coordinate and drive the programme, integration into all internal and external 
communication, and involvement of the business units. 

In May 2001, Westpac chairman Leon Davis stated, 'We at Westpac believe that unless financial institutions expand 
their view of what constitutes socially responsible behaviour they will soon lag global best practice for their indus-
try. We do not intend to lag best practice.' 

The next step was to integrate the corporate responsibility agenda into day-to-day business operations. To achieve 
this, issues around corporate responsibility were built into Westpac's value management and performance mana-
gement processes with clear and aggressive responsibility targets and objectives set, ranging across group strategy 
to individual performance targets within the business units. 

Similarly, responsibility management systems, such as Westpac's Environmental Management System, were deve-
loped in consultation with key stakeholders to address the need for a coordinated and systematic approach to 
effectively managing our impact on society. 

Throughout this period, Westpac was addressing substantive issues of concern to the community. In 1998, the bank 
declared a moratorium on branch closing in any mral or regional towns and developed a more sustainable mode 
of service delivery through our 'In-Store' branch model. Westpac also led the way in introducing social safety net 
banking accounts providing fee-free basic accounts for welfare recipients, pensioners, the disabled, youth, and 
students. Westpac also registered in Australia a Disability Discrirnin tion Action Plan with the Human Rights and 
Equal Opportunity Commission in 2001. 

Overall, Westpac's total responsibility approach had now evolved and been refined into an integrated five-step 
total responsibility management framework with stakeholder engagement, transparency, and accountability built 
in throughout. This includes identifying issues and stakeholders, aligning organisational capabilities, measuring 
progress, independently auditing results, and providing a feedback loop from stakeholders to drive continuous 
improvement. 

In June 2002, Westpac released its First Social Impact Report, measuring and reporting against more than 70 key 
performance indicators across the social, environmental, and financial dimensions. This report was one of the first 
to conform to new Sustainabiity Reporting Guidelines developed within the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) fra-
mework. It also included sustainability indicators from industry supplements such as SPI-Finance and EPI-Finance, 
developed in conjunction with several leading European banks, as well as additional Australian-specific measures 
developed through an extensive multi-stakeholder process. 

Independent verification of Westpac's sustainability performance by specialist auditors in the social, environmen-
tal, and financial fields has also been critical, both for the credibility of the measurements and reporting and for 
the provision of detailed feedback on areas of weakness and opportunities for improvement within our existing 
policies and practices. 

Westpac has just released its 2003 Social Impact Report, extending the number of indicators we report against to 
more than 90 and induding targets and objectives for the first time. Through annual social impact reporting, Westpac 
will continue to seek to address stakeholder and community concerns as they emerge and to detail the progress 
made in embedding the corporate responsibility agenda into the Westpac DNA. 
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Westpac will also continue to seek ongoing assessment of our performance through external and independent 
stakeholders. Rating systems such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, Oekom, FFSE4Good and so on, provide 
an effective and transparent means of measuring the success and effectiveness of our policies and programmes. 
Equally important is the recognition we receive from our internal stakeholders through independently conducted 
staff perspectives surveys. 

Encouraged by the strength of the business case and the resultant tangible benefits and enhanced sustainabiity, 
the total responsibility programme continues to be enhanced and embedded deeper into Westpac's DNA. With 
typically only around 30% of market value now explained by tangible assets and 70% by intangibles, Westpac sees 
strong performance against the triple bottom line as integrally linked to long-term shareholder value. 

In summaiy, Westpac's journey to sustainability has been a rewarding one. New challenges and opportunities arise 
everyday and Westpac is still learning and facing new ways to create value and deliver more sustainable outcomes 
for all stakeholders. At the outset, it could be argued that Westpac was simply experiencing the new realities driv-
ing the relationship between corporations and the public - and there is little doubt that the temperature is rising 
dramatically for all corporations. 

For firms to retain their social legitimacy - their "social licence" to operate - they must be perceived by their com-
munities to be acting responsibly. By embedding corporate responsibility into Westpac's fundamental business 
activities, the long-term sustainability of Westpac will be enhanced for our employees, our customers, our share-
holders, and the community as a whole. 

Emma Herd is Senior Adviser, Corporate Responsibilfty & Sustainability at Westpac. 
E-mail: eherd@westpac.com.au  
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4 
Foundations for the future 

Louise O'Halloran Ethical Investment Association Australia 

This year the Ethical Investment Association (EIA) has undertaken a major expansion of its activities in order to 
ensure that the foundations for the future growth of socially responsible investing (SRI) in Australia are solid. Despite 
the challenges posed by falling overseas equities markets, corporate collapses, and international war, our achieve-
ments in recent years have been significant. 

Industry growth 

The latest EJA benchmark figures for the year to 31 June 2003 show that SRI grew to 

Interest in disclosure 	at least A$21.3 billion, an increase of 54% since the last Benchmarking Study in July 
2002. SRI managed funds grew 8% between June 2002 and June 2003, and in the past 

of this kind is growing three years, SRI managed fund assets in Australia achieved a staggering growth rate 

rapidly as main- of 625%. 

stream ifltstO7s 	Industry performance 

acknowledge the 	The Australian SRI managed funds sector is dominated by Australian share funds. 

extent to which a 	According to Ethical Investor magazine, wholesale Australian SRI share funds have, 
on average, outperformed by 4.5% their larger mainstream counterparts in the year 

company's risk profile endedJune 2003 while retail Australian SRI share funds have outperformed their main- 

is affected by 	stream counterparts by 3.1016. 

standards of 	While most Australian share funds posted negative returns that were lower than the 
benchmark S&P/ASX 300 Index, ethical funds did relatively well. The five largest ethi-

cotix rate governance, cal funds all beat their benchmark and were above-average performers. Overall, 11 
out of 14 retail ethical Australian share funds and eight of 10 wholesale funds all posted employment and 	above average returns for the year. 

communizy relaiions 
and environmental 	SRI and superannuation 

peiformance. 	At least thirty-two Australian super-funds now have an ethical investment strategy or 
option with many more in the planning stages. Employer contributions to superan-
nuation are mandatory in Australia, with employers now contributing 90/s  of salaries 
and wages to super-funds. The growth in compulsory contributions has been ushe-
red in steadily since 1992 and is now one of the highest rates in the world. 

Employees care a great deal more about their fund's returns than ever before and recent corporate collapses have 
drawn attention to the ethical dimension of investment. Research released in 2001 by KPMG and Resnik 
Communications reveals that 69% of Australian consumers would be willing to invest some or all of their super-
annuation in SRI, however many claim that they do not know enough about SRI to participate 8. Similar research 
canied out by ASSIRT in 2002 shows that while only one third of all proactive investors knows about SRI, if given 
the choice over 40% would favour ethical products over other investments9. 
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Ethical disclosure requirement and guidelines 

Many SRI fund managers and superannuation funds have been involved this year in developing their first public 
disclosure statements in line with the Financial Services Reform Act. The Act comes into full force in March 2004 
by which time all fInancial products with an investment component will need to describe "the extent to which 
labour standards or environmental, social or ethical considerations are taken into account in the selection, reten-
tion and realisation of the investment." 

The Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) has prepared comprehensive guidelines on the 
requirement which call for clear distinctions to be made regarding intent and methodology. The guidelines are 
designed to promote product understanding and comparison, and require a description of precisely which ethi-
cal considerations are taken into account and how corporate performance in those areas is measured and reviewed. 
The guidelines will also apply to product managers who take these factors into account only to the extent that they 
believe it will affect the value of the investment. Interest in disclosure of this kind is growing rapidly as mainstream 
investors acknowledge the extent to which a company's risk profile is affected by standards of corporate gover-
nance, employment and community relations, and environmental perfonnance. 

ASIC recommendation to financial advisers 

An interesting adjunct to the FSRA requirement has been a new recommendation passed by ASIC about conduct 
and disclosure for financial advisers. In a discussion paper released prior to the policy statement, ASIC asks "whe-
ther there are any circumstances where an adviser preparing and providing personal advice on investment products 
would not have to inquire about a dient's views on labour standards or environmental, social or ethical conside-
rations." 

While the final result published in PS 175 is a best practice suggestion rather than a mandatory requirement, there 
is still a clear indication from the industry regulator that this is an area of growing interest and concern. 

PS175:110 states: 
"What enquiries about environmental, social or ethical considerations should be made?" 
Providing entities must form their own view about how far s945A requires inquiries to be made into a client's atti-
tude to environmental, social or ethical considerations. However, as a matter of good practice (and irrespective of 
any current legal requirement) providing entities should seek to ascertain whether environmental, social or ethi-
cal considerations are important to the client, and, if they are, conduct reasonable inquiries about them." 

Choice of funds legislation 

Legislation designed to give consumers the opportunity to choose which superannuation fund they belong to was 
first tabled in Parliament in 1998. The most recent version of the proposal is the Choice of Superannuation Funds 
(COF) Bill 2002 which has passed its first and second readings in the House of Representatives and is scheduled 
for a third reading. 

The EIA Public Awareness Campaign 

The centerpiece of this campaign was an imaginative little foldout map entitled "Your Guide to Socially Responsible 
Investment". 



Promoting the interests of the Industry 

Important work behind the scenes has included: 

• contributing to the development of the FSRA disclosure requirement and ASIC guidelines; 

• supporting ASIC's suggestion that financial advisers enquire about their client's views on SRI; 

a voicing opposition to the proposed removal from the Corporations Act of the 100 Shareholder Test and Section 
299(1)0) regarding mandatory environmental reporting; 

a becoming a signatory to the Australian Wind Energy Association's campaign proposing an increase in Australia's 
Mandatory Renewable Energy Target to 10 1/6 by 2010. 

The third ethical investment conference 

The 2002 Conference was held in Sydney in September and presented an impressive array of speakers such as 
BHP Bilhiton Chair Don Argus, Wesfamier's Director Charles Macek, US Friends of the Earth's Michelle Chan-Fishel, 
Eva Thomelof from the MISTRA, Senator Stephen Conroy, Steve Gibbs from PSS/CSS, Economist Don Stammer 
and many of our own industry professionals. 

2003 Benchmarking Survey 

Now in its third year, this important research is known worldwide as a reliable, consistent gauge for the measure-
ment of SRI activity in Australia. In 2003 the Survey was extended to examine the extent of SRI investment from 
superannuation funds and in 2002 the survey added an analysis of the size and growth of SRI activity in the phi-
lanthmpic sector. The study identified A$21.3 billion in SRI assets in Australia, which is an increase of 54% since 
the benchniarking study in 2002. In the two years since the first benchmarking study in 2001, SRI in Australia has 
more than doubled. The full report can be found at www.eia.org.au  

The A$ 21.3 billion in socially responsible investment assets identified by this benchmarking study includes: 

a A$2.4billion in managed SRI funds 

a A$ 126 million in private SRI porifolios managed by financial advisers 

a A$6.7 billion in investments by religious organisations 

a A$220 million invested by charitable trusts using SRI criteria 

a A$5.1 billion in superannuation funds using socially responsible overlays 

a A$191 million in community finance investment 

a A$6.7 billion in shareholder resolutions on environmental or social issues. 
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The launch of the new SRI financial advisers course 

The EIA Financial Advisers Course was first offered at the 2002 Conference and is now available to individual plan-
ners, fund managers and dealer groups. 
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EIA initiatives for the coming year (2004) 

R The fourth Ethical Investment Conference to be held in late October 2004 in Melbourne. Day one will focus on 
risk management and materiality issues. Day two will focus on values based investing by unions, charities, non-
governmental organisations, faith-based and other non-profit groups. 

A superannuation trustee engagement project that will provide quality research on the growing risk involved 
in the management of SEE issues, particularly in high impact sectors. 

a A new series called HARVEST, designed to bring sustainable listed companies in touch with SRI and mains-
tream fund managers, analysts, advisers, and brokers. 

Louise O'Halloran is the Executive Director of the Ethical Investment Association. 
E-mail: info@eiaorg.au  
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Pension funds and sustainabilfty: A long-term partnership 

Bob Welsh VicSuper Ply Ltd 

As one of Australia's largest pension funds, VicSuper's most significant sustainability impacts and opportunities are 
through its investment activities. 

VicSuper's sole purpose is to build assets for members by investing their retirement savings to provide income in 
retirement. VicSuper has a fiduciary duty to members to provide the best possible returns. 

The ongoing challenge for VicSuper and all pension funds is how to best achieve this purpose. VicSuper has respon-
ded to this challenge by adopting sustainability as its central operating principle. VicSuper believes the corporations 
that integrate sustainability into their business operations will survive and prosper in the long term, thereby making 
them a sound investment for pension funds. 

Adopting this approach was not simple and for corporations to truly make sustainability part of their business is 
even harder. 

VicSuper's path towards sustainability 

VicSuper's journey towards sustainabiity as a way to do business did not start with busi-
ness intent. It began with questions from members about VicSuper's stance on investing 

VicSufEr 	in companies that may not be conducting their activities in an ethical way. 

there was an 	As VicSuper started to research ethical and socially responsible investing (SRI), it was intro- 
duced to the concept of sustainability investing. VicSuper looked at all the options and 

opportunity to 	after extensive education, discussion and research chose sustainability for the following 

make a greater 	reasons. 

impact by integra- 	Over the past five years, a small number of pension funds in Australia introduced the 
choice for members to invest part or all of their savings in ethical or SRI investments. This 

ting a responsible 	process involves the investment manager excluding certain industries (for example 

investment 	tobacco, gambling, or mining) and any company that was deemed not to operate ethi- 
cally or responsibly. As these investments were offered as investment options, it was the 

approach across a 	choice of members to invest and take-up rates were low. 

percentage of its 	VicSuper believed there was an opportunity to make a greater impact by integrating a 

entireequities 	responsible investment approach across a percentage of its entire equities investment port- 
folio. This had never before been done in Australia. Undertaking this approach meant 

investment that VicSuper did not believe it could satisfy its fiduciary responsibility and make the value 
judgements used by ethical and SRI investments on behalf of such a diverse range of mem-
hers. 

Sustainability also offered the ability to encourage industries that were generally not sup- 
ported by ethical or SRI funds the opportunity to improve and attract additional investment. 
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The sustainabillty investment strategy that Vicsuper introduced 

consists of two key elements: 

a allocation of 10% (approximately AUD9O million) of VicSuper's listed equities portfolio in Australian and inter-
national companies which are leaders in adopting sustainable business models and strategies. This means membeis 
who have all or some of their account invested in equities have up to 10% invested in sustainability leaders; 

a an Equity Growth Sustainability investment option where members can choose to invest up to l00% of their 
retirement savings. 

VicSuper engaged SAM Sustainable Asset Management to manage the sustainability ratings process and was the 
seed investor enabling SAM to establish its operations in Australia. The 10 1/o allocation of equities to sustainability 
leaders was the first of its kind in Australia and still represents the largest investment of this kind. 

Members have responded positively to VicSuper's approach. They are comfortable with the strategy and have the 
option to contribute further by investing more of their funds in the Equity Growth Sustainability investment option. 
VicSuper incorporates dialogue on sustainability throughout its communications with members, employers and 
other stakeholders. 

Moving beyond equities 

Equity markets represent only one asset dass of investment management. A number of asset managers in Australia 
are now looking at how they can incorporate sustainability into the development of debt product investments, 
such as debentures and government bonds. 

VicSuper will seek appropriate opportunities in this area to provide members who support sustainability invest-
ments but do not want a high level of exposure to equities with viable alternatives. 

Most large Australian pension funds have significant investments in property yet this is another asset class that has 
been slow to develop appropriate sustainability investment opportunities. 

VicSuper has actively engaged its property investment manager to integrate sustainabiity and, in particular, envi-
ronmental principles into the management of its direct property investments. VicSuper was the first client to 
request that sustainability be integrated into its direct property investment strategy and implementation plans. 

Corporate governance - part but not all of sustainability 

Another emerging trend in sustainability in Australia appears to be the concept that good corporate governance 
and risk management equals good sustainabiity practice. It is about making sure operations are transparent and 
accountable and that all risks and opportunities are well managed. Hence a number of pension funds and their 
asset managers are seeking ways to assess the companies in which they invest on corporate governance practices. 

VicSuper supports the focus on corporate governance and risk management as a vital part of sustainabiity. 
However, VicSuper uses a broader view of sustainability that encompasses the importance of looking to the future, 
identifying opportunities and trends, and encouraging improvement and innovation amongst corporations. These 
forward-looking corporations have the potential to bring about significant change and represent strong investment 
return potential for pension funds. 
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The reality of operating sustainably 

The challenge for corporations is tolly integrate sustainability principles into all aspects of business to achieve 
the best long-term financial outcomes. Corporations must ensure they suppolt: 

• a healthy economy through sound corporate governance such as ensuring transparent and accountable ope-
rations; 

• a healthy society through such practices as the provision of good working conditions and employment bene-
fits; and 

• a healthy environment by constantly striving towards zero or positive ecological impact. 

Most organisations are far from achieving this integrated approach. The most common use of sustainability in the 
corporate world is to treat it as an add-on to core business operations - sometimes as a public relations exercise, 
sometimes as a genuine attempt at organisational change. While these are natural first steps in thinking about sus-
tainability, corporations must begin to take a more holistic approach to operations. 

VicSuper knows that the path it has chosen is a long-term one. It will take years for corporations toly improve 
their performance. Yet, the signs from the leaders are positive and the companies that want to succeed will gra-
dually "switch on" to sustainabllity. In Australia, SAM reports that the number of companies actively participating 
in their ratings process has doubled in the past two years. 

In time sustainability will not be an add-on term but simply an accepted way that any successful business ope- 
rates. This will work for the benefit of not only VicSuper's members but for the people working in the corporations 
in which VicSuper invests, the communities surrounding those corporations and the ecological balance of society. 

How sustainable is Vicsuper? 

As a company with approximately 100 staff servicing 175,000 members and 4,000 employer groups, VicSuper makes 
its own social, economic, and environmental impacts. VicSuper realised that if it was embarking on a programme 
to invest in sustainability leaders, it should consider its own operations. 

VicSuper reviewed its business model and made sustainability the central operating principle on which all deci-
sion-making frameworks are based. 

Key initiatives have included: 

• basing strategic and business plans and reporting around sustainability principles; 

• ongoing staff training, information sessions, activities and recognition for innovation; 

• incorporating sustainability as part of employee performance review and development plans; 

• establishing a motivated staff sustainability team with representatives from every business unit; 

a setting resource reduction and recycling targets, implementing strategies, and measuring results; 

• researching and implementing new purchasing procedures; 

• identifying opportunities where VicSuper can work more closely with its communities; 
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to 

working with industry partners to pilot programmes and support inithtives such as becoming a pilot partner 
of the Environment Protection Authority Victoria's (EPA Victoria) Eco-footprint project; developing the first sus-
tainability covenant in Australia with EPA Victoria; and becoming a signatory to the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) Statement by Financial Institutions on the Environment and Sustainable Development. 

These initiatives have dramatically improved the sustainabiity of VicSuper's operations. It has led to a workforce 
that is proud of what the organisation is trying to achieve and has many positive flow-on effects. 

VicSuper is committed from a business perspective and a philosophical perspective about the benefits of sustai-
nability as the way to conduct business. VicSuper's stance is being recognised by the pension fund industry in Australia 
and businesses from other industry sectors. VicSuper shares its experiences and approach as it sees this as an impor-
tant way to raise standards and ultimately create a better society. 

Bob Welsh is the Chief Executive of VicSuper Pty Ltd. 
E-mail: bob.welsh@vicsuper.com.au  
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Snapshots of a debate on environment and finance in 
North America 

In his best-seller, The Tpping Point, Malcolm Gladwell argues that "The world - much as we want it to - does not 
accord with our intuition." Change happens quickly and 'tipping points' reaffirm not only the potenthi for change, 
but also the power of intelligent action. 

A tipping point has occurred in global financial services. Now more than ever, individuals and investors alike are 
asking, "Who can we trust? Who can we believe in? What companies demonstrate integrity, ethics, and commit-
ments behind the numbers in an annual report? Who leads in serving their clients and the global community?" 

One dear response for many global financial institutions comes from membership in the United Nations Environment 
Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP Fl). Over 260 members belong to this global network of financial institutions. 

Yet very few of these members hail from North America. Indeed, while there are over 7,000 banks in the US alone, 
only two are members of UNEP Fl. 

The North American Task Force (NATF) of the UNEP Fl is comprised of North American signatories to the UNEP 
Fl statements. The NATF began in December 2001 with an inaugural meeting in Washington DC. 

The NATF has a specific mission to respond to this imbalance by providing leadership on best sustainable finan-
cial institution practice in North America. The members are: 

• The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 

• Citigroup 

• Fleet Boston Financial 

• HSBC North America 

• The Royal Bank of Canada 

In 2003/2004 the NATF is working on a variety of projects in support of this mission including: 

Understanding best practice in reputation management. 

Analysing the structure of sustainabiity, governance and community development governance systems within 
banks. 

Investigating best practice in sustainability rating systems. 

Outreach to non-signatory North American banks. 

Analysing best regulatory and voluntary practice in environmental disclosures in financial statements. 

Rather than giving a broad brush overview of all of the NATF's activities in the North American section of the values 
to value report, UNEP FT decided to focus on one specific topic that has been the focus of a vigorous public and 
private debate in North America: regulatory and voluntary practice in environmental disclosures in financial state-
ments. 
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For example, a July 10, 2003 meeting in Washington DC on the US Securities and Exchange Commission and social 
and environmental disclosure was sponsored by Senators Jon S. Corzine, James M. Jeffords, Joseph I. Lieberman 
and John McCain and attended by the then SEC Commissioner Harvey Goldschmid. 

Through its North American Taskforce (NATF), UNEP Fl has been positioning to contribute to what is increasing-
ly a high profile public debate. On February 26, 2003 UNEP Fl convened a meeting in collaboration with the 
NAFFA Commission for Environment Cooperation, supported by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and the American 
Bar Association Section of Environment Energy and Resources, hosted by HSBC at their offices in New York. 

The event was entitled: "Environmental Disclosures in Financial Statements: New Developments and Emerging 
Issues." 

This section of the "Values to Value" report provides a series of snapshots of this event, including the opinions of 
leading North American thinkers on this debate. 

The chosen experts and the topics that they presented on include: 

Emerging legal and regulatory issues 

Donald Effiot: Paul Hastings Inc. 

Andrew Davis: LeBoeuf, Iamb, Greene & MacRae, LLP 

Supply side: financially material environmental exposure and disclosure in four sensitive sectors 

Robert Repetto and Duncan Austin: World Resources Institute 

Michael Van Aanhout: Stratos Strategies to Sustainability 

R Demand side: perspectives on comprehensive assessment 

Eric Israel: KPMG 

George Dallas: Standard & Poor's 

Bob Eccles: Pricewaterhousecoopers, LLP 

The main conclusions of the discussion were: 

There is a lack of specificity regarding environmental disclosure requirements in securities law and minimal 
enforcement of the existing requirements. 

Management in the financial sector is sceptical about the financial impact of environmental liabilities. 

The lack of relevant and comparable environmental information being reported prevents comparative analy-
sis by the financial sector. 

The full report is available online from: www.unepfi.netlnatf 

UNEP H has also included as an appendix to this discussion and for context an overview of the US regulatory envi-
ronment and a selection of further reading. NOTE: The appendices are both updated to Febmary 2003 and not 
beyond. 

UNEP H feels that the perspectives of these thought leaders gives three important insights into the North American 
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regions' perspectives on finance and sustainable development: 

First, the importance of the legal system in driving corporate change. 

Second, an understanding of the challenges of integrating different regulatory frameworks and enforcing existing 
regulations. 

And third, a cultural insight into the style and method with which these issues are debated in North America. 

Notably, following the February event Fleet Boston Financial, a UNEP Fl North American Taskforce member, pre-
sented to the Environment Ministers of Canada, Mexico and the United States at the annual regular session of the 
North American Free Trade Agreement's Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) on 24 and 25 June 
2003. 

Subsequently, the statement from the ministers noted the following points: 

We recognize the importance of public-private partnerships in promoting voluntary initiatives to attain higher 
levels of environmental protection throughout North America. 

We direct the (CEC) Secretariat to review, along with the Parties, best practices on voluntary corporate envi-
ronmental stewardship, and how it can be advanced within the CEC work programme, and also to engage the 
views of industry, the financial sector, and environmental advocacy groups in the continuing analysis. 

We believe it is essential to enlist private sector financial markets in support of the sustainable development of 
our countries and recognize the work of the Secretariat and the advice provided byJPAC (the joint Public Advisory 
Committee of the CEC) on this issue. To that end, it is desirable to improve information linkages among the 
banking, securities, and investment communities, the environmental community and the full range of suppliers 
of goods and services. 

A key step is to enhance the availability of financially relevant environmental information. We encourage the 
Secretariat to continue to explore voluntary mechanisms through which environmental information can be made 
easily available to, and useful for, financial analysts and investors. 

We note that Mexico has proposed to host a meeting between environmental ministries and representatives of 
relevant financial regulatory authorities. 

We hope you enjoy the overview of this debate presented here. 
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Emerging legal and regulatory issues 
Donald Elliot Paul Hasthgs Inc. 

Delivering the first presentation of the day, Donald Elliot provided some background, history and commentary on 
securities regulation in the US as it pertains, and has pertained, to the disclosure of environmental information. He 
prefaced his talk by jokingly claiming that he had considered titling his talk, "US Securities Regulation and 
Environmental Information: the Dog that Doesn't Bark". 

The historical overview started with the 1971 Sonde and Pitt article, Utilizing Federal 
Securities Laws to 'Clear the Air! Clean the Sky! Wash the Wind!', and ended with a eminmental 	
discussion of the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act. The reason for his reference to US secu- 

enforcement by the 	rities regulations as a dog that does not bark became apparent throughout the talk: 

Securities and environmental enforcement by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has 
 

been very rare, SEC disclosure requirements are litigation-onented, and the wording 
Ecchange 	used in the regulations is often subjective. 

Commiss'ion (SEC) 	As an example of this subjectivity, Elliot looked at various requirements, induding 

has been very rare, 	the legal requirements for the disclosure of environmental information in the 
Management Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) of uncertainties in environmental trends 

SEC disclosure 	(S-K Item 303). This requires that when known trends, events, or uncertainties are 

requirements are 	reasonably likely to have a material impact on the company's liquidity, capital 
resources, or operating results, the potential impacts should be discussed in the 

litigation-oriented, 	MD&A section of an SEC filing. "Reasonably likely to occur" has been interpreted to 

and the wording used mean more than a 40% likelihood of occurring. 

in the regulations is 	Elliot emphasised that information deemed appropriate for dissemination to senior 
 

management and/or the board of directors of a public company is a starting point for 
often su&jectiie. 	any analysis regarding whether, to what extent, and when public disclosure of infor- 

mation about environmental uncertainties may be required. Naturally, this needs to 
take into account the balance between company privacy and public disdosure. 

For companies in the mining, manufacturing, chemical, building, petroleum, pulp and paper, and insurance sec-
tors, ensuring that all appropriate environmental issues have been addressed may not be straightforward, he said. 
However, the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards developed for the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) could be useful in designing disclosure stra-
tegies. At times, companies should consider retaining the services of an external environmental consultant to assist 
in the data gathering, evaluation, and disclosure process, since the issues may be beyond the companies' expert 
knowledge, Elliott added. 
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Andrew Davis LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, LLP 

Andrew Davis spoke about existing securities legislation and the Sarbanes-()xley Act in the US, as they pertain to 
the reporting of environmental information (see Appendix). 

Davis felt that the Sarbanes-Oxley Act did not impose new and significant disclosure 
requirements that will restore public trust or end the corporate governance crisis (espe- 
cially from the environmental compliance perspective). He then set out what he 

Davis also made clear thought could be expected from the act. 

that there was an 	it is neither a long-term panacea nor a short-term palliative solution for the corporate 

enforcement gap in governance crisis, he said. Indeed, the success of Sarbanes-Oxley in promoting grea- 
ter transparency and accountability depends on the commitment of business and 

the US that allowc for stakeholders to ensure that its requirements are effectively applied. Davis also made 

a disconnect clear that there was an enforcement gap in the US that allows for a disconnect bet- 
ween high theoretical standards and actual reporting. 

between high theoreti- 	 . i He felt that the bottom line s that environmental disclosure is pivotal to corporate 
cal standards and 	social responsibility (CSR). There are both internal and external drivers for the dis- 

actual reporting. closure of material information. Internally, the driver is compliance with disclosure 
 requirements. This generates better information that allows corporate leadership to 

efficiently address environmental concerns. Externally, the driver is commercial, since 
better environmental disclosure increases transparency, allowing stakeholders to 
better evaluate the competitive advantage of a corporation committed to CSR. 

What can be expected from the Sarbanes-Oxley Act is: 

a closer scrutiny of Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) performance to ensure compliance with disclosure 
requirements; 

a improved record-keeping and document retention; 

a consistency in disclosure and material corrections to past statements; 

a timely interaction between CEO/CFO and EHS management; and 

a emphasis on corporate-wide risk management. 

Opportunities offered by the Act Include: 

• the fostering of the trend to step-up disclosure and facilitate synergies with related requirements; 

a proposed revisions to 8-k - enhanced real-time disclosure requirements could include environmental infor-
mation; 

U its application to pro forma earnings and off-balance sheet financing; 

a rapid disclosure regarding material changes in financial conditions or operations; 

a the closure of environmental accounting loopholes; 

a the prevention of underreporting of environmental liability in SEC filings; 
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• the review or reassessment of parent/subsidiary EHS interaction; 

• the opportunity to disclose environmental assets; and 

• the enhanced capacity to conduct environmental due diligence of acquisitions, financing and investment. 

Davis offered several recommendations for policy-makers in this regard: 

a Reported amounts in SEC disclosures should be made consistent with regulatory submissions to other agen-
cies (i.e., to the Environmental Protection Agency), claims made to insurers, consultants' reports, transactional 
evaluations, or loan documentation. 

• EHS management systems must ensure a company collects, processes and disdoses environmental informa-
tion, including: 

immediate compliance obligations and costs, and 

expected capital costs to meet environmental obligations 

• Document all rationales for disclosure decisions when they are made. 

He noted that companies with pre-existing voluntary EHS disclosure policies and practices will benefit from 'first-
mover" advantage if these recommendations are implemented. He added that financial institutions, fund managers, 
asset managers, investors and companies seeking acquisitions may benefit from compliance with disclosure requi-
rements for the following reasons: 

• the presence of more and higher quality EHS compliance and operational information; 

• the availability of environmental reports with more factual detail and independent verification; 

• the development of metrics linking environmental and financial performance; and 

• developing management understanding of the impact of EHS on financial results. 

Lenders, investors and companies making acquisitions can act as catalysts for environmental due diligence of a 
target company by using the following corporate infrastructure developed to meet disclosure requirements: 

• environmental information and records prepared to support and document environmental disclosure decisions, 

• corporate governance and auditing materials, policies and procedures manuals relevant to environmental mat-
ters, 

• corporate EMS and/or environmental auditing practices implemented to support CEO/CFO certification, and 

• corporate-wide information gathering and communication processes and procedures used to meet disclosure 
requirements. 

The results of such due diligence could be rendered into appropriate contract language representing that the issuer, 
seller, or borrower: 

• is in compliance with all disclosure requirements, including Regulation S-K and the Sarba.nes-Oxley Act, per-
taining to environmental matters; 

• has made available all material environmental records relevant to its compliance with Regulation S-K and the 
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Sarbanes-Oxley Act disclosure requirements; and 

• did not and does not expect to restate its financial statements or correct SEC filings with respect to any envi-
ronment2l matters in order to achieve compliance with Regulation S-K and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act disclosure 
requirements. 

Other contractual provisions may include: 

I indemnity by the issuer, seller, or borrower for any loss or liability arising from failure to comply with disclo-
sure requirements with respect to environmental matters; 

• covenant by the issuer, seller, or borrower to make all required environmental disclosures on or before clo-
sing; and 

• periodic review of the prospective regulatory landscape and estimations of the cost of future compliance. 

Since most environmental statutes contain deadlines that force future agency actions, these regulatory develop-
ments may be sufficiently predictable to justify disclosure. The determination of materiality often depends on the 
facts and circumstances surrounding a specific situation. This makes it hard to quantify materiality. However, SEC 
staff often apply the following rule of thumb for materiality: If the amount at issue: 

• is more than 100/6 of the number against which it is measured, then it is material; 

• ranges from 510%  of the number against which it is measured, it may but often will not be material; 

• is less than 5% of the number against which it is measured, it presumptively is not material. 
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Supply side financially material environmental exposure and 
disclosure in four sensitive sectors 

Could emerging environmental issues have financial consequences for companies in certain sectors? Are compa-
nies disclosing sufficient information to investors when these issues are material? 

The second session focused on four environmentally sensitive sectors: forestry, oil and gas, electric utilities, and 
mining. Analysis of the first three sectors was conducted using a World Resources Institute (WRI)-developed metho-
dology to assess how pending environmental issues might affect, both positively and negatively, large US companies 
within the oil and gas, pulp and paper, and electric utilities (see further reading). 

Robert Repetto and Duncan Austin World Resources Institute 

Since the stock price of a company (its shareholder value) depends on expected future revenues (net of costs), 
expected compliance costs (if they are material) are important to investors. 

Duncan Austin introduced how climate change policies and constrained access to oil and gas reserves, based on 
environmental concerns, could affect the oil and gas industry. He also showed how various pieces of legislation 
- such as 303d Rivers and Total Minimum Daily Loads (TMDL) provisions, NOx regulations, the US Endangered 
Species Act or Timberland regulations - might affect the pulp and paper sector. 

Robert Repetto set out how two proposed new air quality laws - The Clear Skies Act, and a four-pollutants 'cap-
and-trade' law - could impact electric utilities in the US. 

The WRI methodology is forward-looking, scenario-based, transparent, and can be integrated into conventional 
valuation frameworks. It includes five steps: 

• the identification of key environmental issues (e.g., clean fuel regulations, climate change); 

• the identification of scenarios for key environmental issues (e.g., Kyoto Protocol with or without US partici-
pation, and with or without US actions outside Kyoto); 

• an assessment of company exposure to scenarios (e.g., the oil-gas mix, geographic distribution of reserves); 

• a calculation of financial impacts of company exposure (change in shareholder value, or benchmarked to each 
company's 2000 total revenue); and 

• the aggregation of financial impacts for all environmental issues (the range and most likely impact on share-
holder value by company). 

Austin found that pending pieces of legislation presented risks as well as opportunities for different companies 
within the same sector, depending on (for the oil and gas sector) whether the company's reserves were in a pro-  

- 

tected area or overseas, and (for electric utilities) the ownership of generating assets, installed technologies, fuel 
mix, and market position, as well as other factors. 

He then set out the degree to which emerging environmental issues can affect shareholder value or have other 
financial consequences. For most companies the risk was found to range between a 0-10% loss in shareholder value 
for the oil and gas sector, an average of 10% for the pulp and paper industry, and 3-40% of 2000 revenues in com-
pliance costs for the electric utilities. 
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Based on the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rules (see the Appendix), financially-material trends and 
unceitainties should be disclosed within the MD&A section of financial statements. However, after reviewing the 
companies' statements and despite the estimated risks to these sectors, Austin found that hardly any of the risks 
were reported. Only two oil and gas companies disclosed climate change policies as a possible risk to future ear -
nings in their SEC filings; 10 others mentioned it in their annual reports. Seven companies reported their greenhouse 
gas emissions in supplemental reports. One company reported good environmental and social practices as a stra-
tegy to reduce risk to community opposition. Others reported community investments as charitable activities. 

Examples from the pulp and paper sector showed that it is common for finns to not report on the effects of envi-
ronmental legislation. The firms justify this decision on the basis that, since all companies within the sector are 
subject to similar requirements, new regulations would not affect their competitiveness. 

In the electric utilities sector, few companies discuss the financial impacts of the multi-pollutant cap-and-trade bills 
or possible carbon controls. Most of these companies confine disclosure to final regulations already promulgated. 

For the four sectors, the findings showed that impacts are highly differentiated across 
companies, creating potenthl winners and losers. Furthermore, the rankings of a com- 
pany's total generation do not correspond to exposure ranking. Other available 

Only trio oil and gas 	indicators, such as reliance on coal, the age of plants, fuel efficiency, and revenues 

companies disclosed from generation as a share of total revenues, explain only 10_20% of the variation in 
 

financial exposures across companies - a figure arrived at using multiple regression 
climate change poll- 	analysis. 

des as apo&sible risk 	The degree to which companies are exposed does seem to vary depending on their 
asset composition, the Will found. Thus, investors would not be able to predict rela- to future earnings in 	 . tive exposure without information that would need to be provided by the companies 

their SECfilings; 	themselves. 

10 others mentioned 	MD&A requirements state that a disclosure duty exists where 'a trend, demand, com- 

it in their annual mitment, event or uncertainty is both presently known to management and reasonably 
likely to have material effects on the registrant's financial condition or results of ope-

reports. 	 ration (including proposed environmental laws and regulations)." 

Repetto emphasised that more complete financial disclosure is important to help inves- 
tors make rational investment decisions, restore investor trust and confidence in the 
industry, and could be a source of significant competitive advantage for progressive 

companies. Least-exposed companies might benefit from fuller disclosure and might be willing to voluntarily dis-
close more information; however, according to Repetto, for other companies, SEC guidance and enforcement and 
stricter corporate law and accounting practices are needed. 
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Michael Van Aanhout Stratos Strategies to Sustainabllfty 

The presentation on the mining sector, given by Michael Van Aanhout of Stratos Strategies to Sustainabiity, focu-
sed on Canadian companies. He set out the life cycle of a mine, to illustrate where costs and liabilities are incurred 
in this sector, described approaches to estimating them, and concluded with a summary of disclosure practices in 
the mining sector in Canada. 

Mining includes five major life cycle stages: (1) exploration; (2) advanced exploration/feasibility/design/construc-
tion; (3) operation; (4) closure/reclamation; and (5) post closure. Each stage may contribute to costs and liabilities 
in the form of waste rock/tailings, acid mine drainage, wastewater, infrastructure, and air emissions. For example, 
the Canadian federal government is now facing CAD500 million in liabilities from abandoned mines in Canada. 

Methods of estimating costs and liability in the mining sector include: 

U environmental and regulatory requirements accrued using the unit of production method over the life of the 
mine when a reasonably defined estimate can be made; and 

U the ASTM2001 Standard Guide for Estimating Monetary Costs and Liability for Environmental Matters and 
ASTM2001 Standard Guide for Disclosure of Environmental Liabilities. 

The most common disclosure practice is to make a best estimate of full closure costs but with varying gaps bet-
ween posted security and full disclosure liability accrued as a cost of production over the life of the mine. Current 
best practice involves conducting open, transparent, and ongoing closure planning, coupled with the updating of 
security instruments or accruals to cover the full cost of closure and post-closure. Bad practice cases do exist. Most 
often, these are the result of a deliberate effort to underestimate closure costs by showing willful blindness. These 
cases have likely contributed to problems with poor reputation of some companies within the mining sector. 

Jurisdictions are increasingly moving towards requiring security to cover the full cost of closure. Internal manage-
ment in some companies is changing to reflect this development. Interestingly, these changes have the largest impact 
on junior companies who are less able to absorb the increased costs associated with new reporting. 

Conclusions 

In all four sectors, there is potenthlly material information that is not being systematically disclosed by companies 
despite laws requiring such disclosure to investors in both Canada and the US. If one accepts the Wit! methodo-
logy, it would be hard to argue that environmental information is not material, at least for these sectors. At the same 
time, the SEC does not enforce its disclosure requirements as they pertain to environmental information and banks 
are not asking for this type of information. 

Is the materiality or business case still not clear because it is just not well understood by executive management 
or is it because methodologies used are not universally accepted? What would it take to convince executive mana-
gers within the financial sector to demand this information? 

Reasons often given by companies for not reporting the potential impacts of pending environmental regulation - 
such as that all competitors are affected similarly or that compliance costs are small compared to total costs - do 
not hold for environmentally-sensitive sectors. Therefore, reporting would be required for investors to make ratio-
nal investment choices among companies. 

This would require stricter corporate law and accounting practices, as well as SEC enforcement of its disclosure 
requirements as they pertain to environmental information. 
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- 

Demand side perspecthies on comprehensive assessment 

There are four main actors in the disclosure process: first, the finn disclosing appropriate information; second, the 
regulators ensuring that the appropriate information is disclosed for the efficient functioning of the stock market; 
third, the auditors and consultants verifying and advising on disclosure; and fourth, the rating agencies providing 
information for investors on the value of companies. 

The same firms often provide a company with auditing and consultancy services. Bylaw, these two services must 
be kept independent from one another - and auditing firms are now spinning off their consulting businesses to 
ensure this independence. 

Many firms are now highlighting a disconnect between environmental consultants and the auditing side: with the 
former making suggestions in terms of reporting and management, and the latter failing to insist on the disclosure 
of environmental infomiation in financial statements. 

To discuss this issue in further detail, we brought together an auditor from KPMG, a consultant from 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, and Standard & Poor's, a rating agency. 

Eric Israel KPMG 

Israel's presentation demonstrated the gap between what environmental information auditors need to find in finan-
cial statements to be in agreement with financial regulation, and what stakeholders want to see in these statements. 
He began by reviewing the historical landscape. 

In the 1980s, remediation liability, especially the Superfund, had an impact on the 
financial health of companies. This led the SEC to establish new regulations for Ha- 

impacts now extend bilities. However, impacts now extend beyond liability. Environmental information 
now affects overall company value via shareholder and reputation value. 

Environmental infor- Stakeholders are demanding information on emerging risks, such as carbon seques-
tration projects. It is clear that recent business scandals have contnbuted to the 

mation now affects 	demand for this information. This demand is not likely to decrease. In this new land- 

overall company scape, environmental issues can have indirect, technically complex impacts driven 
 

by regulations and other factors. Israel addressed, from an auditor's point of view, 
value via sharehofrkr the questions: "what is adequate environmental disclosure?" and "what is the role of 

and reputation value, the auditor?" 

He did this by reviewing the historical accounting environment, audit literature, 
sources of environmental liability and ways of mitigating fraud and misconduct risk: 

• Beginning in the early 1970s, Congress and state governments began paying increased attention to legislation 
designed to protect the environment; 

• The explosion of federal and state environmental laws and regulations has affected all manner of business trans-
actions; 
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a In 1998, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) disclosed that 741/6 of US publicly-traded colporations 
it surveyed violated the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) environmental financial debt accoun-
ting regulations (even if these companies expected to face fines over USD100,000); 

a The World Resources Institute released reports in 2000 showing that certain companies were not disclosing 
environmental risks that may significantly affect their financial performance; 

U An environmental group recently issued a report concluding that 74% of US publicly traded companies it sur- 
veyed did not provide information on the risks related to climate change and other environmental issues. 

According to Israel, current relevant audit literature includes: 

U US SEC Regulation S-K: Environmental Legal Proceedings Disclosure Requirements, Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 143: Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations (Issue Date: June 2001); 

a FASB Statement No. 144: Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-lived Assets (Issue Date: August 
2001); 

$ FASB Statement No. 14: Accounting for Costs Associated with Exit or Disposal Activities (Issue Date: June2002); 

U Statement of Position 96-1: Environmental Remediation Liabilities, American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AECPA) - disclose cost of environmental remediation and environmental liability when probable 
to occur and can be estimated. 

EPA ASMJ. is not part of the literature for auditors of environmental liability and enfor- 
cement of those requirements is not widespread. Environmental liability under MCPA 
are part of an auditor's checklist but certified public accountants (CPAs) and chief finan- 

Many sources of 	cial officers (CFOs) do not have the environmental expertise to go into detail. 

contaminated land 
This is a narrow view based on SEC regulation. What is considered minimum or ade- 

i 	i 	 i quate n the US s less than n the European Union. Nations including France and 
and impaired assets; Denmark already require the reporting of environmental issues in financial statements. 

such as Vill responses The United Kingdom and the Netherlands are expected to follow suit shortly. Though 
i this merging of financial and non-financial nformation into the same report is not yet 

andfire fighting, are 	mandatory in North America, Israel predicts it will be in time. 

still not incluckd or 	Traditional Sources of environmental liability include: 

disclosed, 	a Non-compliance - fines/penalties (with whistleblower lawsuits); 

U Third-party litigation - contaminated land and impaired assets (e.g., asbestos); and 

a Regulatory obligations (e.g., closure of operating sites due to regulation) are 
expenses, only included if part of remediation project required due to compliance 
obligation or to meet an enforcement order. 

Many sources of contaminated land and impaired assets, such as spill responses and fire fighting, are still not inclu-
ded or disclosed. Furthermore, regulatory obligations are very restrictive, since new pollution controls are normal 
closure expenses and do not need to be reported. 

Consistency with accounting guidance, reasonable professional judgment, realistic estimates consistent with under- 
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lying facts, and properly adjusted costs are all good accounting and reporting practices that meet legal require-
merits, but they may not convey the whole impact on balance sheets. 

The question, then, is how to communicate the full environmental impact for investors? 

According to Israel, companies compete in four defined markets: 

a capital; 

• customers; 

• talent; and 

• suppliers. 

And in two quasi-markets: 

a community; and 

a government. 

The information flow differs, depending on which market is targeted. Formal reporting is required to government 
and capital markets and informal information is provided to the other markets. These informal information flows 
include corporate social responsibility (CSR), sustainability, environment, and intellectual reports. 

A 2002 International Survey of CSR repoitirig by KPMG found that 45% of global Fortune 250 companies issued 
non-financial reports, compared to 35% in 1999. Reporting varied by sector, with the chemical sector having a repor-
ting rate of 100%; pharmaceutical, 86%; automotive, 73%; and oil and gas, 58%. Less than one in four financial, 
insurance, and securities companies reported. Issues and topics included in the report included greenhouse gases 
(GHGs), biodiveiity, community involvement, health and safety, stakeholder dialogues, CERES principles, the Global 
Reporting Initiative, etc. 

Israel made the point that, given the current business landscape, simply meeting legal requirements is not enough. 
For instance, the extractive industry is now operating in protected areas and endangered environments, and global 
shareholders and stakeholders are expecting companies to meet more than national requirements. 

The global environmental issues affect financial risk, and how companies manage these risks is important to inves-
tors. For instance, from 1996 to 2000, one in ten of the Fortune 1000 companies lost more than 25% of their shareholder 
value within a one-month period. Many of these losses can be attributed directly or indirectly to non-financial issues. 
In fact, in only 6% of cases was the loss attributed to financial issues. 

Non-financial risks include: 

• how companies behave and perform financially during responses to accidents (e.g., Union Carbide and the 
Bohpal incident); 

• corporate decisions meeting regulations but failing to fit with company policies (e.g., Shell, years ago); 

• business policy and practices' impact on the value chain (e.g., Nike and supplier issues in the Far East); 

• immediate safety issues; 

• new laws (e.g., how to implement the EU directive); and 
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$ how companies meet emerging issues (e.g., the Kyoto Protocol). 

Through dialogue with stakeholders, companies must identify their largest risks. Some may not require action but 
they must be monitored so they can be addressed as their probability of occurring and potential impact increases. 

Disclosure issues: 

• consistency to information users; 

management 

employees 

outsiders 

• balance transparency with privacy; 

Ii legitimate Needs Of Stakeholders 

competitive Damage 

• must decide what to reveal vs. conceal. 

Balancing transparency with privacy is not easy: a suriey by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
showed that the public trusts the military, NGOs, and churches - which are among the least transparent entities. 

What's ahead? 

• emerging corporate reporting (GHG reporting will increase pressure for new reporting requirements); 

• emerging regulations; 

• climate change, corporate governance and ethics; 

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act; and 

a mitigating fraud and misconduct risk. 

Israel concluded by noting that the value of the financial statement is diminishing and there is a need to assess 
demand from stakeholders. Non-financial information is increasingly important, creating a challenge for regula-
tions and/or generally accepted reporting and auditing standards. The question remains: how to come up with a 
combined report that meets the needs of all investors? 
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George Dallas Standard & Poor's 

Dallas' presentation summarised the methodology that Standard & Poor's Global Sustainabiity Services Division 
is developing to measure corporate governance. This Corporate Governance Scoring (CGS) methodology remains 
separate from the ranking part of the firm, because there is as yet no demand to incorporate these scores into their 
corporate rankings. 

Companies are evaluated on a voluntary basis, making full coverage impossible. 

So why develop a corporate governance scoring methodology? 

• Investors cite governance practices as being as important as financial performance in evaluating investment 
opportunities; 

• Investors are willing to pay a premium for shares in a well-governed company; 

• There is mounting evidence linking corporate governance and financial performance; 

• There are no internationally recognised standards or benchmarks. 

Standard Standard & Poor's has established the capability to provide an objective benchmark &Poors called the Corporate Governance Score (CGS) that compares a company's corporate 
has established the governance practices. The CGS is prepared as an interactive analytical process, with 

the consent of the company involved. The process of measuring corporate governance 
provides greater transparency for investors and a positive incentive for companies to 

an objective bench- 	improve their governance standards. The CGS is: 

mark called the 	U market based; 

Corporate 	N complements top down efforts by regulators and exchanges; and 

Governance Score 	N designed for investors, companies and regulators. 

(CGS) that conpares 	The scoring system measures the interaction of a company's management, board direc- 

a company s colpo- tors and shareholders to ensure that all financial stakeholders (shareholders and 
creditors) recewe their fair share of the company's earnings and assets. 

rate governance 
A CGS reflects Standard & Poor's opinion of the extent to which a company adopts 

practices. 	 codes and guidelines of generally accepted corporate governance practices that 
clearly serve the interests of its financial stakeholders. 

Non-financial stakeholders (e.g., employees, community, environment, etc.) are not explicitly covered with the 
current methodology and this may leave scope for future extension. Because governance structures and philoso-
phies differ globally (depending on whether the focus is on the shareholder versus the broader stakeholder, or on 
legal and cultural dimensions) Standard & Poor's uses an approach based On: 

N fairness; 

N transparency; 

• accountability; 

• responsibility; and 
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• the need to interpret individual structures through the lens of overarching principles that should be relevant in 
a global context. 

The business model for the scoring system focuses on: 

• what is the value proposition: who would use this and why?; 

• mainstream versus spedalist investors; 

• corporate social responsibility: the ethical perspective; and 

• sustainability as a risk factor: the financial perspective. 

There is a need to create demand from the mainstream side or make the scoring relevant to mainstream investors, 
beyond socially responsible investment. Standard & Poor's does not see it as its role to determine what is socially 
responsible. Instead, the evaluation focuses on how the results can be interpreted from a financial point of view. 

Several analytical issues with the CGS include: 

• providing objective measures for qualitative criteria; 

• ensuring data of sufficient quality to support measurement of qualitative criteria; 

• the need for more robust disclosure and reporting; 

• reconciling many individual measurements (multidimensional scaling) or one composite measure; 

• if a composite measure is used, how diverse variables are weighted; and 

• empirically linking sustainability benchmarks and company performance. 

New metrics issues that have arisen include: 

• natural capital; 

use of energy and renewable resources 

pollution 

I recyclables 

• human capital; 

training and development 

I diversity and equal opportunity 

I workplace safety and relations 

• socialcapital; 

I community engagement 

I corporate philanthropy 

costs/benefits to the local economy 
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Dallas concluded by noting that, since Enron, investors are increasingly looking at non-financiai issues, and less 
at traditional and more qualitative factors when evaluating the performance and prospects of companies. 

The idea is that if these risks can be calibrated, there should be a premium for shares in companies that rank well 
and a discount for shares in those that do not. However, standards to report these non-financial factors are not going 
to be developed rapidly unless there is a demand from investors, since mainstream analysts are not interested. 

Bob Eccies PilcewaterhouseCoopers, LLP 

Ecdes's presentation focused on an information gap analysis between what companies report (the supply side) 
and what the market or analysts and investors demand (the demand side). He gave his perspectives on how and 
why these gaps ought to be filled. 

His thesis was that information disclosure can increase shareholder value when the underlying performance is strong 
in a feedback loop created by developing a culture of innovative and transparent reporting that translates into com-
petitive advantage. This in turn helps to minimise the gap between what companies believe their shares are worth 
and how the market values them. 

A PricewaterhouseCoopers survey of 160 company executives in the high tech industry (when the Nasdaq was 
trading in the 3,500-4,000 range) found that 75% thought their company's shares were slightly or highly under-
valued, 18% thought their shares were properly valued, 2% thought their shares were slightly overvalued, and not 
a single executive who thought their company's shares were highly over-valued. Five percent expressed no opin-
ion. Surveyed individuals were then asked what the key drivers of value for their companies were. Results showed 
that seven of the 10 key value drivers in this industry were non-financial ones. 

Important value drivers from the supply (management) and demand (analyst and investor) side were then com-
pared to identify gaps in information and reporting. Three key reporting gaps in the petroleum industry existed 
for information, reporting, and quality, all of which need to be explicitly defined and their relationships to each 
other clearly articulated. 

* quality of management; 

a refinery margins by region (refining centers); 

a market share ;  

a petroleum product sales by volume by refinery; 

• evidence of compliance with environmental protocols; and 

a compliance with health and safety regulations. 

Eccles believes that there is a quality gap such that companies do not have the internal auditing capacity to make 
this type of qualitative information public. Eccles proposed a three-tier model of corporate transparency as follows: 

I Tier One - A global set of generally accepted accounting principles (Global GAAP); 

2 Tier Two - Industry-specific measurement and reporting standards for the key value drivers; and 

3 Tier Three - Company-specific information. 

Tier Two standards would be developed by the business community, sector by sector, since supply side analysts 
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and investors want to be able to compare non-financial information on the same 'apples-to-apples' basis as they 
can with financial information. 

Eccles turned to the implications for environmental health and safety reporting. 

To what extent does management believe in managing and reporting on these topics? To what extent do analysts 
and investors believe these are important for creating long-term shareholder value? How quickly and broadly will 
standards be developed, such as those of the global reporting initiative? Do US companies still lag behind European 
ones in the importance that they accord to these issues? 

it is hard to see what will give impetus for creating EH&S reporting, Ecdes said, since there is a chicken-and-egg 
problem, because management is not convinced of the value of reporting on these topics. As a result, the impe-
tus will likely have to come via demand from analysts and investors, who themselves do not seem convinced of 
the value of reporting on these issues. The good news is that it does not take many firms to spark a trend and have 
laggards start saying, "I don't want to be left out", instead of "why should I do this?" 
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Appendix : The US regulatory environment 

SEC disclosure rules include: 

a Reg. S-K Item 101: Material effects of environmental compliance (disclosure of the material effects that com-
pliance with federal, state, and local environmental laws and regulations may have on capital expenditures, 
earnings, or the competitive position of the company and its subsidiaries). 

• Reg. S-K Item 103: Legal proceedings (brief description of pending legal proceedings or contemplated proceedings 
by governments) if: 

E material (reasonable investor will find relevant); 

damage claims exceeds 10% of net woith; or 

I probable liability is equal to or greater than USD100,000 

• Reg. S-K Item 303: MD&A discussion on environmental trends and uncertainties 

In addition, the contingent liabilities section of the financial statement, including footnotes, should include envi-
ronmental liabilities when it is "probable that an asset" is "impaired" or liability is incurred and the amount in question 
is "material". 

Related Guidance includes: 

• SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin 92: Quantification of Environmental Loss Contingency; and 

• SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin 99: Concept of Materiality 

Disclosure guidelines and initiatives include: 

a AICPA SOP 96-1: Environmental Remediation Liabilities which presumes unfavourable outcome for site reme-
diation claims, unless management can document otherwise; 

a ASTM E 2173-01: Standard Guide for Estimating Monetary Costs and Liabilities for Environmental Matters which 
provides guidance on estimating costs and liabilities for environmental matters; q ASTM E 2171-01: Standard 
Guide for Disclosure of Environmental Liabilities; EPA/Coiporate-Wide Voluntary Audit agreements; 

a Eco-Management and Audit Scheme; and 

a Global Reporting Inithtive/CERES. 

Relevant sections of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

• Section 401 requiring Disclosure of Material Correction Adjustments and Disclosure of Off-Balance Sheet 
Transactions; 

• Section 404 requiring Disclosure of Management Assessment of Internal Controls; and 

• Sections 302 and 906 requiring Officer CertifIcation Requirements. 
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Other sections depending on their interpretation could also affect environmental disclosure; 

• Section 307 requiring attorney reporting requirements - broad interpretation could cover environmental attor-
neys; 

• Section 408 requiring tn-annual SEC review - which could result in material restatement; 

• Section 806 a whistle-blower protection; and Sections 802, 804, 807, 1104 & 1106 which provide for criminal 
sanction provisions. 

Incentives for compliance 

These might indude liability for failure to comply with disclosure requirements via the following pathways: 

• Common Law Theory of Liability; 

• Regulatory Inithtives including EPA/SEC Coordination on Disclosure Inithtives and EPA ECHO Web Site; 

• Civil Liability as in Caremark International Inc; and 

• Criminal Liability as provided by the Federal Sentencing Guidelines Section 8A1.2(k). 

Further Reading 

CEC 2002. Finance and the Environment: Highlights of Meeting and Follow-Up Steps. Proceedings of March 25th, 
2002 New York Meeting on fInancing and the environment Montreal: Commission for Environmental Cooperation 
of North America. 

CEC 2002. Environmental Disclosure Requirements in the Securities Regulations and Financial Accounting Standards 
of Canada, Mexico and the United States. By Robert Repetto, Andrew MacSkimming and Gustavo Carvajal Isunza. 
Montreal; Commission for Environmental Cooperation of North America. 

CEC 2002. Discussion Paper for Public Workshop on Investing in North America's Future: Innovative Financing 
for Sustainable Development organized withJPAC. By Scott Vaughan. 9 December2002 in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon. 
Montreal; Commission for Environmental Cooperation of North America. 

UNEP Fl. 2003. Ratings Roundtable Summary Report. Philip Moss, Geneva; UNEP Fl. Downloadable from: 
www.unepfi.netlratings. 

UNEP Fl 2002. Industry as a partner for Sustainable Development: Finance and Insurance. Geneva; UNEP FT. 
Downloadable from: www.unepfi.net. 

UNEP Fl 2002. Climate Change and the Financial Services Sector. Geneva: UNEP FT. Downloadable from: 
www.unepfi.net/cc.  
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Information on the Organisers 

The Commission for Environmental Cooperation of North America 

http://www.cec.org/ 

Project Team: 

Chantal-Line Carpentier 

Zachary Patterson 

The Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) of North America is an international organisation created 
by Canada, Mexico and the United States under the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation 
(NAAEC). The CEC was established to address regional environmental concerns, help prevent potential trade and 
environmental conflicts, and to promote the effective enforcement of environmental law. The Agreement com-
plements the environmental provisions of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFFA). 

UNEP Finance Initiative 

http://unepfi.net  

Project Team: 

Paul Clements-Hunt 

Helen Sahi (Fleet Boston Financial; North American Taskforce Chair) 

Kaj Jensen (Fleet Boston Financial) 

Jacob Maithouse 

Disclaimer 

This publication was prepared for the Secretariat of the CEC. The views contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the CEC, or the govern-

ments of Canada, Mexico or the United States of America 

The information and data contained in the CECJUNEP Fldocument, Environmental Disclosures in Financial Statements: New Developments and Emerging 

Issues," has been gathered from publicly available sources. The Commission for Environmental Cooperation and the United Nations Environment Programme 

(UNEP), including the UNEP Finance Initiative, as well as HSBC, Pricewaterhousecoopers, and the American Bar Association, take no responsibility 

whatsoever for the veracity of the information contained in the document nor for actions taken by readers or users of the directory in its draft or final 

forms. 

Their respective offices and employees do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in the directory, which is provided 

from external sources. The information in the directory does not constitute investment advice, and directory users are urged to undertake their own 

investigations and seek their own professional advice before taking any investment decision. 
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Sustainable and responsible investment in Asia: Developments 
and prospects 

Associalion for Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia (ASrIA) 

What is sustainable and responsible investment (SRI)? 

Sustainable and responsible investment (SRI), also known as 'socially responsible investment', is an investment 
approach that integrates social and environmental considerations into investment decisions. Financial perfor-
mance is a critical component of the decision-making process, as with any other investment strategy, but additional 
values are also taken into consideration. 

SRI began as a purely ethical movement in the US in the 1920s, providing the opportunity for church groups and 
others to avoid investing in companies engaged in the production of tobacco and alcohol. It has since evolved into 
an investment strategy that addresses wider business-related issues, such as the treatment of employees and envi-
ronmental management, as part of basic risk management. 

SRI fund investment strategies include 'screening', 'positive engagement' and 'conmrnnity investment'. 

Screening is an investment process that considers the social and environmental, as well as economic, consequences 
of investments. Negative or positive screening of a portfolio involves the exclusion or active inclusion of stocks in 
a portfolio based on these considerations. Stocks that fail to pass certain screens - because of poor environmen-
tal or social standards - may be excluded from a portfolio, whereas positive screens help fund managers identify 
stocks that they actively wish to support, such as companies involved in 'future' or 'green' technologies. Adopting 
positive screens can help identify opportunities for investment that non-SRI funds might fail to notice. 

Positive engagement is a relatively new approach to sustainable and socially responsible investment. It emphas-
ises the importance of taking a long-term position in a company and engaging actively with its management as an 
'owner-partner', via the exercise of voting rights at either shareholder meetings or in absentia by way of proxy 
voting, in order to encourage the company to see the value in adopting higher SRI standards. 

Community investment and social venture capital is a SRI strategy that supports community economic deve-
lopment and is focused on mobilising capital to invest in development initiatives. it is investment in the long-term 
development of lower-income communities and businesses that would otherwise have difficulty raising capital 
and getting access to the marketplace. In developing countries, fmancing small businesses (e.g., micro-financing), 
fair trade and natural energy development would also be included in this category. 

The perlormance of SRI funds 

SRI is an investment strategy focused on long-term outperformance. At the company level, qualitative factors, such 
as brand, reputation and management, are critical to the success of a company. At the macro level, changes taking 
place in society and the environment, such as population growth, pollution, resource use intensity, and action on 
human rights, can have significant impacts on business. SRI investors undertake analysis of these factors when 
analysing companies, as they consider this to be an important component of risk management. 

SRI can also reflect the interest of investors in investing in sustainable enteiprises and world peace. Thus, over the 
last year, many funds have been impacted by the bull-mn in oil and armaments companies, triggered by the Iraq 
war. Furthermore it should be understood that SRI is an investment strategy, not a 'silver bullet' formula that is 
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immune from the market as a whole. As such, many SRI funds have also been affected by turbulence in markets 
in recent times. This is clearly illustrated by the current peiformance of the leading SRI indexes, although only a 
year ago the picture was very different with SRI indices showing positive returns. Please also note that a number 
of actively-managed SRI funds have fared much better than these benchmark SRI indexes over the last year. 

Comparative Performance (as of June 2003) 	6 Months 	Three years Five years 

FTSE4Good Global Index to FFSE All World 	 +0.4% 	(1.1)0/0 	(2.6)% 

DowJones Sustainability Index to DowJones Global 	(0.4)% 	(1.7)% 	(1.14)% 

Doniini 400 Social Index (US) to S&P500, 	 (0.37)1/o* 	(1.29)0/o 

[L12M] [*s 5 Yr/lO Yr] 
Sources: FTSE, Dow Jones, Bloomberg 

Furthermore, a critical mass of SRI funds have existed for long enough to show that performance is influenced by 
other factors too, such as the quality of the investment management company and the loyalty of investors in the 
fund. SRI investors tend to make investments for the long term, so SRI funds tend to come through market declines 
in better shape than their 'mainstream' counterparts. The bottom line is that SRI is proving to be a lasting invest-
ment approach that can generate performance as good as, or better than, many other fund categories. 

SRI around the world 

In the US, at the end of 2001 (the latest data available at the time of writing), USD1 out of every USD8 invested in 
a fund (or USD2.2 trillion) was in a fund using some kind of screening or other SRI approach. There were 192 
funds available. it is estimated that a further USD32 billion is invested in SRI funds in Canada. In the UK, there is 
an estimated USD250 billion in institutional portfolios, and USD6 billion in 67 retail funds, with SRI policies. The 
UK has been one of the highest growth countries for SRI, in part due to an active retail community, and in part due 
to a supportive government which has introduced new legislation for pension funds in this area. The size of the 
market in Europe is unclear, but there is an estimated USD2-3 billion in retail funds. 

SRI in Asia 

Australia: The fund management industry has established a significant track record for Sill investment over the 
past decade, with approximately USD10 billion (induding church assets) currently invested in SRI funds, and the 
industry is growing fast. 

Japan: The first SRI fund was only launched in 1999,  however the industry has had a flying start and there is now 
approximately USD1 billion, at current market valuations invested in eleven fund options. Recently Japan saw it's 
first SRI Index, developed by Momingstar, go live. 

Hong Kong: Six global SRI fund options have been registered for sale and are available in Hong Kong. ASrIA 
members Henderson Global investors, ISIS Asset Management and UBS Global Asset Management have register-
ed funds for sale in Hong Kong. There is also one local fund management company, ASrIA member Kingsway 
Fund Management, providing an SRI option. Kingsway adopted SRI policies two years ago. The company is not 
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only early to the game, but is also making pioneering efforts to define an SRI strategy with Asian characteristics. 
One example involves gambling: casinos are excluded from most Western SRI funds, but Kingsway has adopted 
a more flexible approach, not investing in private casinos, but allowing investment in company-operated casinos 
that have mass appeal, give donations and are active in charity work. Kingsway currently provides Hong Kong's 
only SRI pension option, as part of the Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) scheme. 

Singapore: ASrIA member Morley Fund Management has registered one of its global SRI funds for sale in 
Singapore. These are global equity portfolios with some Asian companies included in them. 

Korea: Samsung Investment Trust Management Company launched an environmental fund in August 2002 with 
the aim of facilitating sustainable development by investing in companies that have progressive environmental 
management systems or are specifically involved in producing eco-friendly products and technologies. ASrIA recently 
participated in the first SRI conference in Korea. 

Malaysia: Mayban Management Berhad launched the first Ethical Investment Trust in January 2003. This is a fund 
that aims to actively invest in socially responsible companies and has a shareholder activism overlay. 

ASrIA - the Association for Sustainable and Responsible Investment 
in Asia 

ASrIA, the Association for Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia, is a not-for-profit 

membership association dedicated to promoting sustainable and responsible investment (SRI) in 

the Asian region. ASrIA's mission is to raise public awareness and educate corporations and 

financial institutions about sustainable development and their role in ensuring a safe, healthy, 

equitable and ecologically-rich future. Most importantly, ASrIA aims to do this in an Asian context 

- to help develop the Asian agenda for SRI so that it reflects local priorities for investment, to the 

extent that they may be different from those in the West. 

ASrIA was established in response to the grave environmental and social situation in Asia, the 

grong trend towards SRI in the West, and early indications that suggested a significant market 

opportunity for SRI in Asia ErMronmental pollution in Asia is "pervasive, accelerating and 

unabated", according the Asian Development Bank. Asia is home to 12 of the 15 most polluted 

cities in the world, according to the World Health Organisation, yet the United States-Asia 

Environmental Partnership estimates that 80% of Asia's industrial base is yet to be built. A one-

off opportunity edsts to introduce clean technologies and sustainable infrastructure 

development to avoid long-term costs and pollution. In addition, creating a social agenda that 

embraces vtinerable groups of society remains a deep-seated challenge for Asian economies. 

ASrIA is now in the second full year of operations and is going from strength to strength. 

Focused on building local capacity, ASrIA's central activities include research, education and 

networking through conferences, seminars and the provision of information on our website 

(www.asriaorg). 
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The table below shows the SRI fund providers in Asia and the Asian SRI funds available around the world: 

Australia 

AMP Group 

Glebe Asset Management 

Hong Kong 

ABN Amro Asset 

Management 

Henderson Global Investors 

ISIS Asset Management 

Kingsway Fund Management 

Pioneer Investments 

UBS Global Asset 

Management 

Japan 

Management 

Daiwa SB Investments 

Dlibj Asset Management 

Mitsui Sumitomo Asset 

Management 

Nikko Asset Management 

UFJ Partners Asset 

Management 

Sompo Japan Asset 

Management 

UBS Global Asset 

Management 

Korea 

Sarnsung Investment Trust 

Management Company 

Malaysia 

13 Islamic Funds 

Mayban Unit Trust Berhad 

Phillip Mutual Berhad 

Singapore 

Morley Fund Management 

UOB Asset Management 

Taiwan 

UBS Global Asset 

Management 

Providers of Asian 

SRlIEco Funds 

managed globally 

Canada 

Ethical Funds - Pacffic Rim 

Fund 

UK 

Henderson Global Investors 

Australian Ethical Investment 	Asahi Ufe Asset 

As well as the new fund options that have become available, there is a growing community of SRI followers deve-
loping around the region. Although awareness of SRI in the region could not yet be described as extensive, the 
seeds have been sown. The emergence of vibrant NGO communities and significant media coverage of sustaina-
bility issues suggest a growing awareness of corporate responsibility. The widespread interest in ASrIA, the large 
number of 'early members, the success of the second annual conference in Tokyo October 2002, the positive media 
coverage, the thirst from around the region for education about SRI and ASrIA participation in conferences and 
educational events are also proof that interest is growing rapidly. 

The retail market: Who buys SRI funds? 

Although SRI has taken off in the West, some doubt its ability to mirror this success with retail investors in the East. 
This scepticism is born of the perception that Asia is the home of the day-trader. ASrIA believes, however, that 
there are significant opportunities for SRI to grow in popularity with retail investors in the region. 

In Japan, many people said that SRI would not appeal because retail investors 'only care about maximising returns'. 
Wrong. When Nikko Asset Management launched its Eco Fund in 1999,Japan's first such product and which takes 
ecological and economic considerations into account, plenty ofJapanese investors recognised that this was an oppor-
tunity to maximise returns, as with any other investment vehide, but to do so in line with their values. They simply 
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had not known about this option before. The fund was expected to attract USD50 million in the first six months, 
but swiftly attracted USD1 billion. 

Nikko representatives note that its customers were different from the typical unit trust 
buyers. Many were first-time fund investors. There were also many more women and 
many more people in the 30-40 age range. This is typical of the profile of SRI retail 
investors in other parts of the world, but is not typical of the profile of Japanese retail 

The emeigence of 

	

	investors, who are generally male, more than 40 years-old and regular stock market 
investors. The Nikko Eco Fund had tapped a whole new pool of investors. 

vibrant NGO commu- In other pails of Asia, as in Japan in 1999, most people do not know that this type of 
nities and signflcant 	investment fund is available. But other Asian countries have many of the same attri- 

media cotrage of 	butes as markets such as the UK and Japan where SRI investing has been immensely 
popular with retail investors. There are active religious groups, vibrant NGO corn- 

sustainability issues 	munities, growing environmental awareness, large numbers of people employed in 

suggest a gmwing 	the caring professions, large charities and significant female working populations. In 
addition, there are active cultures of retail investing, yet actual fund penetration 

awareness of coipo- 	remains low providing plenty of opportunity to appeal to first-time investors who wish 

rate responsibility. 	to invest in line with their values. A recent survey in Korea on SET found that aware- 
ness of the concept of SRI was extremely low (only 3 0/6), but that once the concept 
had been explained, interest was significant. Over 56% of the general public saw SRI 
as a correct approach to investment and over 33% of investment professionals said 
that they would apply SRI criteria to investments immediately that data was made avai-
lable. 

The institutional market: SRI and pension funds 

New legislation that requires UK and Australian pension schemes to define their policies on sustainable and res-
ponsible investment has had a significant impact on the growth of SRI in these markets. The disclosure requirement 
was enacted in the UK on 3 July 2000. Similar rules, also incorporating disclosure specifically on labour standards 
as well as on environmental, social and ethical considerations, came into force in Australia on 11 March 2002 as 
part of the Financial Services Reform Act. 

Other EU countries are now assessing their current legislation in light of SRI. The Swedish state pension scheme 
has an overall objective expressed in the government bill as follows: "There shall be no economic policy or other 
economic political objectives. Investment activities shall take environmental and ethical considerations into account 
without lowering the overall objective of a high return". Recent mandates awarded by the AP 7 default fund in the 
direct contribution plan required managers to screen out 27 companies that had violated UN human rights, child 
labour, International Labour Organisation and environmental conventions, as well as the convention against bri-
bery and corruption. 

In the wake of the introduction of this legislation in the UK, ASrIA's sister organisation, the UK Social Investment 
Forum, conducted a survey of pension funds in October 2000 to explore the extent to which SRI policies were 
now being adopted. The survey covered 171 Statements of Investment Principles from occupational pension schemes. 
The funds that participated in the survey represented GBP302 billion in assets and 6.4 million members. The survey 
showed that 59)/a  of funds representing 78 1/6 of assets surveyed were incorporating SRI principles into their invest-
ment process, either via the fund manager, or through engagement, or both. Just 14% of funds surveyed, representing 
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Text of the Amendment to the UK Pensions Act, effective July 
2000 

The matters prescribed for the purposes of section 35(3) (f) of the 1995 Pensions Act (other 

matters on which trustees must state their policy in their statement of investment principles) 

are - 

a the extent (if at all) to which sodal, environmental or ethical considerations are taken into 

account in the selection, retention and realisation of investments; and 

b their policy (if any) in relation to the exercise of rights (induding voting rights) attaching to 

investments. 

only 4% of assets, stated that they would not take environmental, social and ethical concerns into account. The 
survey clearly demonstrated an increase in the adoption of SRI policies and a growing concern at the fund manage-
ment level of the business and investment implications of social, ethical and environmental issues. 

However, more recently in July 2002,Just Pensions conducted a survey of 14 large UK pension funds, which manage 
approximately 20% of the total assets held by pension funds in the UK. The report notes that while the recent legis-
lative amendment has encouraged assessment of the wider issues, at the individual fund level there is still 
disappointingly poor implementation and practice. The report urges trustees to actively monitor their fund mana-
gers in assessing social, environmental, and ethical performance, to keep SRI implementation in line with its policies. 

SRI is a relevant investment strategy for pension funds partly because they are the ultimate long-term investors 
whose role is to provide financial returns and social security, but also because of the sheer clout they have due to 
their size. Pension funds are a force to be reckoned with. With total assets of USD15 trillion according to the 2002 
edition of International Pension Funds and their Advisors, pension funds play a fundamental role in the global 
economy. Their investments in many companies are so significant that, as Alan Pickering, former chairman of the 
National Association of Pension Funds in the UK, states, "simply walking away from an under-performing com-
pany is seldom an option. Improvement by engagement is increasingly the order of the day." By engaging with 
them on SRI-related issues, pension funds can have the biggest impact on the behaviour of companies around the 
world of any investor class. 

In Asia, investigation into this area is being conducted in Japan and two large pension funds, including the Tokyo 
Teachers Fund, have adopted SRI policies. State funds, such as those in Singapore, are keeping a close watching 
brief on the issue. Again, to use Pickering's words, "those who care about pensions care about the world". Surely 
the pensions industry in this region should be caring about Asia's business ethics and environmental and social 
prospects? Not to do so is likely to undermine the very security and well-being which pensions aim to provide. 

The future for SRI in Asia 

In Asia, business ethics, governance and overall transparency continue to be repeatedly called into question, and 
the environmental and social prognosis for the region is dire. The Asian Development Bank's 2001 Environmental 
Outlook report described the region's environmental problems as "pervasive, accelerating and unabated". Asia is 
home to 571/6 of the world's population and, according to the World Bank, approximately two bfflion people live 
on less than USD2 per day. 
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The private sector can have a critical influence in ensuring that pollution levels and resource depletion are ade-
quately controlled. Similarly, the private sector has an important role to play in the provision of the social safety 
net of healthcare, benefits and pension plans for individuals. The 1998 financial crisis underscored the fact that 
growth by itself cannot substitute for an effective social safety net and needs to be carefully managed with ethics 
and social/environmental policies at the fore. 

Although awareness about SRI in the region is not yet extensive, the seeds have been sown. Given Asia's grave 
environmental and social situation, early interest in SRI must be nurtured and converted into the sale and purchase 
of SRI products specifically invested in Asian companies, and therefore encouraging best practice in the region. 
The more buyers of SRI funds, the more products will become available. The more products that becomes avai-
lable, the more dollars that will be put to work to encourage responsible business practice by Asian companies, 
thereby enforcing sustainable economic growth without detriment to Asian societies and the environment. 

The recent registration of global funds for sale and new local initiatives emerging around the region mark the begin-
ning of this new global industry arriving in Asia. And this is not a fad. In the US and Europe, the debate has moved 
on from whether SRI will survive as a strategy, which is now accepted, to whether SRI funds will become obso-
lete because all mainstream investment analysis will need to take these wider issues into consideration when 
undertaking risk and opportunity analysis. 

Contact: Sweeta Motwani, Administrative Director, ASrIA. 
E-mail: sweeta©asriaorg 

Developing SRI in the Hong Kong market 

Socially responsible investment (SRI) is not afarriiliarterni to the public in Hong Kong, and the 

social welfare sector is no exception. Increasing people's awareness of SRI is the first step 

before one can talk about convincing the public to buy SRI funds. It is a pre-requisite for 

increasing demand for such funds. 

The track record of SRI funds should be shared openly and the figures allowed to speak for 

themselves. This can be done through a number of means. I would like to offer one suggestion. 

Non-government organisalions such as the Association for Sustainable and Responsible 

Investment in Asia (ASrIA) could host, or co-host with CMI society groups, a regional or 

international conference on SRI. 

The conference would introduce the concept and explain the benefits of SRI to society as a 

whole, outline global and regional trends and success stories, and illustrate the performance of 

SRI funds, strategies and the mechanisms involved in SRI. The target participants could be 

mufti-sectoral: government, charitable organisalions, cMI society groups and business 

corporations. ASrIA could develop a joint project with civil society groups to follow-up on the 

recommendations of the conference to further pursue the goal of SRI for all! 

Kay Ku is Business Director, International and Regional Networking at the Hong Kong Council 
of Social Service. 
E-mail: kay.ku@hkcss.org.hk  
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Issues surrounding the creation of ethical funds in Malaysia 

Edmond Chew Wal Hoe Mayban Management Berhad 

The majority of Asian countries are working towards the achievement of developed nation status. With such goals, 
huge costs are being paid by the environment and in the dereliction of our social responsibilities. 

Deep in our hearts, we are all aware of the need for society to maintain a respectable degree of ethical decorum, 
while at the same time striving for economic prosperity. The reality, however, is that these two elements are, more 
often than not, at the opposite ends of the growth spectrum. Many educated people today believe that adopting 
ethical practices can pose a hindrance to growth. 

A foreign ideology? 

In Asia, since ethical funds take the view that growth and ethics must advance in tandem, the concept is largely 
viewed by the public as 'foreign', meant for affluent nations who are able to spend some of their wealth on such 
causes. 

The greatest challenge to establish ethical funds in developing nations is to inform the public that ethics and growth 
can be achieved simultaneously, and progressively. At Mayban Unit Trust Berhad, the ethical fund needed to be 
modified to suit our present environment. 

Malaysian investors today are accustomed to negative screens embedded within their portfolio, as is the case with 
Islamic Sharia Funds. What Malaysians are yet to experience, however, are positive screens. 

Presently, ethical funds worldwide exclude companies from their portfolios which fail to meet positive screening 
criteria. Such activities in developing economies are viewed as being over-zealous and, worst of all, as a possible 
impediment to the profitability of the overall portfolio. 

In order to make its ethical fund more acceptable to investors, Maybari Unit Trust employs a positive screen to 
encourage ethical standards to be followed by the companies in which we invest, instead of sifting out corpora-
tions. This form of encouragement is accomplished via our stakeholder activism programme, which seeks to 
simultaneously accomplish the following goals: 

• allowing corporations to understand what the world today demands; 

• allowing leading corporations to prepare for required changes at a pace suitable to them and the fund; 

• allowing the fund to diversify its assets across industry sectors; and 

• allowing the fund to achieve its investors' desired returns. 

Over time, as ethical principles are adopted by the majority of Malaysian corporations, positive screens will begin 
to conform to advanced nations' models. It is, after all, not practical to expect the overnight adoption of the approaches 
of more advanced nations. 
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A lack of professional advisory bodies 

As third world countries and developing nations are en route to modernisation, many ethical bodies have yet to 
establish a presence in these countries. This is largely because such advisory bodies believe that it is uneconomi-
cal to establish research houses where there is no demand for their services. As these services are central to ethical 
funds, their absence within developing nations generates a barrier toward the establishment of such funds. 

To overcome this challenge in Malaysia, Mayban Unit Trust chose to work with the non-governmental organisa-
tion (NGO) community, rather than with ethical advisory bodies. Through partnerships with the NGOs, Mayban 
Unit Trust has received the necessary advice on ethical issues, and it intends to pursue this approach. 

This process is similar to that with Islamic funds, which employ a group of Sharia advisors to oversee portfolio 
composition. The Mayban Ethical Trust Fund appointed three experts in their various fields to assume roles as advi-
sors to our ethical fund. These individuals cover the areas our fund intends to promote, which are: 

corporate governance; 

$ social responsibility; and 

a environmental preservation. 

Ethical fund creation in developing nations 

As observed above, the keys to creating an ethical fund in a developing nation are: 

• the monitoring of positive filters during the initial introduction phase; and 

• the presence of NGOs that can assist in promoting ethical prindples. 

it is hoped that, over time, the community will slowly adopt this new form of investment opportunity, thereby lea-
ding to a stronger voice which can demand immediate attention. 

Conclusion 

While the efforts of the ethical funds are to the positive, it is undeniable that, in order to promote any real changes 
in the business models of corporations, governmental involvement and support is stifi very much desired. 
Nonetheless, with a strong unified voice, perhaps even governments can be persuaded to look favourably and 
understand our demands. That is our ultimate goal. 
Edmond Chew Wa Hoe is Assistant Vice-President and Head of Product Development at Mayban 
Management Berhad. 
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Lim Dae-Woong Eco-Frontier Co 

Since the industrialisation of the 1970s and 1980s, the Korean economy has undergone a rapid boost, recorded 
high growth rates and experienced the beginnings of capitalisation under a government-driven economic system. 
This has affected financial institutions, which were concentrated on 'selecting cash cows', despite huge risks. The 
government has always viewed risk factors of companies somewhat politically. 

However, the Asian economic crisis of the late 1990s raised questions in the Korean financial market about the 
true risk factors and appropriate roles of financial institutions. After that shock, the Korean market has come to 
recognise the importance of transparency (e.g., strong corporate governance, etc.), corporate social and ethical 
responsibility, and the social and environmental aspects of company activities. 

In addition, an educational fever in Korea has influenced strong citizenship and 
sound consumerism in financial as well as industrial markets. In order to become attrac-
tive and reliable in these competitive markets, several banks have introduced ethical 
policies and compliance programmes. These are positive seeds for SRI in Korea. 

The first SRI fund in Korea, the Samsung Ecofund, was launched by Samsung 
the Asian economic Investment Trust Management and Samsung Securities in August 2001 and has out- 

perfonned the market. In 2002, Eco-Frontier Co made contact with Innovest Strategic crisis of the late 1990s 
Value Advisors on rating models for the EcoValue21 and Intangible Value Assessment 

raised questions in the and presented the results of the subsequent rating of Korean industry in 2003. The 

Korean financial media is also showing growing interest in alternative financial models for a sustai-
nable society. 

market about the true  The weekly economic journal, Economy2l, is especially focused on SRI movements 
risk facto,s and and their impacts on Korean society as a whole. The government is also focusing on 
appPpr,atro, es of improving corporate accountability through environmental/ethical management and 

environmental/sustainability accounting and reporting. 
financial institutions. 

17 June 2003 was a landmark day for SRI in Korea. Economy2l and Eco-Frontier Co 
held the 1st International SRI Conference in Korea, with about 300 participants from 
the financial, industrial, academic and public arenas, in association with the Association 
of Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia (ASrIA). At the conference, the 
Minister of Finance and Economy, Jin-Pyo Kim, outlined the government commitment 
to SRI for a sustainable society. 

Since the conference, several financial institutes have begun to recognise the potential of SRI and have started to 
look at setting up SRI funds. Korea is deemed to be sufficiently prepared for SRI. What is needed for the next step 
is a trigger to encourage decision-makers to make the next move. 
Urn Dae-Woong is Senior Researcher in the Planning DMsion of Eco-Frontier Co. 
E-mail: dwllm@ecofrontier.co.kr  
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SRI in Taiwan 
Niven Huang Business Council for Sustainable Development of Taiwan 

Taiwan's economy has seen tremendous growth over the last 20 years, moving from an agrarian economy with a 
per capita GNP of less than USD2,000 in the mid-1970s to become a major industrial power with a per capita GNP 
of more than USD14,000 in 2000. 

Over these last 20 years, the joint efforts of government and business have gradually 
raised awareness within the business community regarding the value of pollution pre-
vention, with a shift from compliance to cost saving. During the late 1990s, more and 
more businesses attempted to identify the linkage between competitive advantage, 

Taiwan's financial 	a company's financial performance, and environmental protection, as the concepts 

sector can play a lea- of eco-efficiency, green productivity and sustainabffity were promoted. 

ding mk in showing 	Currently, there is only one socially responsible investment (SRI) fund, the TJBS (Lux) 
Eco Performance Equity Fund, in the Taiwanese market. The Business Council for 

industiy and the busi- Sustainable Development of Taiwan, ROC (BCSD-Taiwan) is the only business orga-
nisation tracking the global trend towards sustainabiity within the financial sector. ness community the 	
One factor that will help in accelerating the growth of SRI in Taiwan is the fast growth 

business casefor sus- 	of the mutual funds market The total value of mutual funds in Taiwan has grown 
from NT$623 billion in March 1998 to NT$2,154 billion in September 2002. As retail tamable deVelopment 
investors make up the majority in the market, and their numbers still have the capa-

and the competitive city to rapidly increase fi.irther, the potential and opportunity for SRI funds cannot be 

advantages resulting 	disregarded. 
 

from conducting 	We are convinced that, in the coming decades, Taiwan's fInancial sector can play a 
leading role in showing industry and the business community the business case for 

operations in a 	sustainable development and the competitive advantages resulting from conducting 

sustainable manner. 	operations in a sustainable manner. The questions are: when will they buy into the 
concept of sustainable and responsible investment, and what will support them in 
implementing their commitments? BCSD-Taiwan's latest survey on fund managers 
shows that most people in the industry have no or little knowledge about social funds. 
This could be attributable to the low availability of SRI-related information and the 
poor availability of channels to invest in such funds. 

Business case examples should be demonstrated to the financial market by means of establishing a set of appro-
priate and objective criteria to help investment and trust companies construct portfolios with good environmental 
records and social performance, as well as good investment returns. Government legislation that encourages enter-
prises to disclose social and environmental information is also crucial. Leadership in directing Taiwan's four 
government-controlled pension funds to invest in SRI funds will encourage general investors to conduct similar 
investments. If government can set up laws to give special discounts to the fees charged for SRI funds, or exempt 
them from the securities transaction tax, more investors will be attracted to invest in these funds. 

Niven Huang is Secretary General of the Business Council for Sustainable Development of Taiwan. 
E-mail: bcsdroc@iplus.net.tw  
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Introduction to UNEP Fl regional conferences section 

In April 2001, UNEP Finance Initiative convened in Manila, Republic of the Philippines, the first in a series of regio-
nal conferences on finance and sustainability as part of the financial services sector preparations for the August 
2002 World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD). 

The Manila meeting, cast as the IJNEP H conference for Asia-Pacific, set the tone for this series of events that took 
place - in Africa, Latin America, and the European Transition Economies - over an 18 month period. The series 
included the 2002 UNEP Fl Global Roundtable held in Rio dejaneiro, Brazil. 

More than 2000 people attended the UNEP H regional conferences and the subsequent UNEP H events at WSSD. 

This section of V2V presents a series of conference reports from these events and, in addition, we have gone back 
to a range of conference participants to ask them to provide an updated regional perspective post WSSD in the 
"What's changed? WSSD and beyond" mini section attached to each regional conference summary. 

The regional conferences were convened as a series of two-day roundtables taking their core themes in each of 
the regions as: 

• The Financial Service Sector: The Business Case for Sustainability Performance 

• Foreign Direct Investment: Creating a Sustainability Dynamic 

The 2002 UNEP H Global Roundtable - which, symbolically, was held in the city of the 1992 Rio Earth Summit ten 
years after that landmark sustainability gathering - took as its theme: 

a Financing a Sustainable Future: Strategies, Partnership and Opportunities... .on the way to Johannesburg 2002 

Many of the findings and themes of the regional conference series were highlighted in the UNEP H report to WSSD 
for the Finance and Insurance Sector (that report is included in the CD-Rom accompanying this V2V report). This 
section of V2V also provides summary coverage of the five WSSD events UNEP Fl member companies were invol-
ved in. The UNEP F! events at WSSD during August-September 2002 induded: 

a 28 August: Financing for Sustainable Development: Launch of the joint World Bank! International Monetary 
Fund (IMF)/ UNEP report; 

a 29 August: Finance, Sustainability and Africa - the UNEP El African Task Force at the WSSD; 

30 August: The role of the financial services in sustainable development. A facilitated roundtable discussion; 

a 31 August: UNEP H at the IUCN Business Day; 

a 2 September: Joint panel on finance and sustainability: UNEP H and the World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development. 

As a result of the conference series and UNEP H involvement at WSSD, UNEP F1 has initiated regional task forces 
and strategic partnerships in Africa, Asia-Padfic, Australasia, the Central and Eastern European Transition Economies, 
Latin America and North America. 
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Meetings at the World Summit 
on Sustainable Development 

Financing for sustainable development: Launch of the joint World 
Bank/IMF/UNEP Report 

28 August 2002 

Key messages 

is There is an increasing willingness among key actors in the public and private sectors to consider how their 
inter-relationships could be used to generate finance for sustainable development. 

• The private sector has the potential to provide innovative sustainability solutions, but to date this has not been 
fully achieved. 

• The key global players in the worlds of public and private finance have embarked on a process of mutual lear-
ning and co-operation. 

In July 2001, the World Bank and UNEP agreed to work together to produce a joint report on finance for sustai-
nable development. Within UNEP, the Finance Initiative (Fl) Secretariat was given the managerial responsibility 
for this project, induding the drafting and editing of UNEP's contribution to the publication. The report was pre-
sented for the first time at an OECD conference in Paris in April 2002, and the final publication was officially launched 
at the WSSD. The 73-page report is available for download at www.unepfi.net . 

Being one of the first side events at WSSD concerned with finance and sustainability, the panel discussion attrac-
ted a good 250 people into the auditorium of the IUCN environment centre at Nedcor Bank. The high-level 
panelists, namely Cielito Habito, former Minister of Socio-Economic Planning, Philippines (chairman), Kristalina 
Georgieva from the World Bank, Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel from UNEP, Kenneth Ruffing from the OECD, and 
Mandla Gantsho, CEO of the Development Bank of South Africa, addressed the main issues covered in the report: 
subsidies, especially in the energy and water sector; small scale solutions (i.e., micro-finance); the potential of the 
private sector for innovation; improved use of existing environmental expenditures; and public-private partner-
ships, the linkage of official development aid (ODA) and foreign direct investments (FDI) and the role of 
development banks. 

Following the panelists' speeches, Fidel Jaramillo of CAF, the Andean Development Bank, commented from a 
Latin American perspective, stressing the inter-relatedness of financial markets and the resulting vulnerability of 
countries in the region to external shocks and contagion. 

During the question and answer session, an intervention calling for efforts to educate professionals who are com-
petent to deal with the challenges of the fmance-sustainability interface met with broad support. Other questions 
related to funds for greening local industries; the weakening of World Bank forest policies; the Bank's investments 
in fossil-fuel projects; the lack of constancy of IMF funds; and the unique character of non-renewable resources 
like water, which cannot be expressed in financial terms, nor recreated through money. 
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"Finance, sustainabilfty and Africa" 
The UNEP Fl African Task Force (ATF) at the WSSD 

29 August 2002 

Key messages: 

• In order to make the sustainable finance agenda relevant for Africa, it needs to be regionalised. 

• Institutions to link the local and the international finance sector, like the UNEP Fl African Task Force, are vital 
for progress on both levels. 

• Local-global knowledge exchange holds the potenthl to make a difference to people's lives. 

In Januaty 2002, UNEP H held the third in its series of regional outreach conferences in Midrand, South Africa. A 
major outcome of the dynamic two and-a-half-day roundtable was the formation of a UNEP El African Task Force 
on Finance and Sustainability which, to date, consists of 16 member representatives of financial institutions in Southern 
Africa. 

The ATF aims to increase the awareness of African financial institutions regarding the links between finance and 
sustainable development, through a practical work programme which will be formally launched in the coming 
months. 

On 29 August, the UNEP H AlT dedicated one day at the WSSD to finance and sustainabiity in Africa, by hosting 
a morning workshop on Africa-specific issues and an afternoon panel discussion which incorporated related inter-
national experiences. 

UNEP Fl African Task Force workshop 

Chaired by Cas Coovadia, general manager of the Banking Council of South Africa, and chairwoman of the UNEP 
El ATF, the ATF workshop introduced an exclusive summit audience to pressing sustainable finance demands in 
the African context. 

Joined by more than 50 representatives of the predominantly African financial sector and related associates, both 
Cas Coovadia and Sean de Cleene (co-director of the African Institute of Corporate Citizenship and co-chairman 
of the UNEP H ATF) led an expert panel discussion on the present challenges facing the African financial sector. 
Rosie Chekenya, of Roscom Consultants/UNEP Zimbabwe, explored cleaner production (CP) investment oppor-
tunities in Africa, along with a proposal for a regional CP financing facility. Sean de Cleene's focus on social responsil)le 
investment (SRI) issues for Africa, coupled with Nicky Newton-King's explanation of the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchanges recent incorporation of an SRI index into JSE operations, provided a vital 'social' dimension to the pro-
ceedings. 

The African perspectives were systematically balanced with international perspectives on environmental manage-
ment and reporting and the overall progression of the 'triple bottom line' agenda within the global financial sector, 
through the presentations made by Phil Case of Barclays and Brian Pearce of Forum for the Future UK. 

These presentations invited participants to recognise and reflect upon the disadvantages that prevailed outside in 
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the physical, economic and social environment of the African continent In doing so, pledges were made by ATF 
members and supporters to address specific sustainability challenges for the African financial sector, through the 
newly established ATF work programme. This programme's present objectives are the identification of practical 
sustainabiity priorities for the African financial sector, the establishment of common standards and codes of 
conduct to facilitate this, and the encouragement of the overall adoption of best sustainability practice across all 
levels of African financial institutions. 

UNEP Fl African Task Force panel discussion 

In the afternoon, the ATF invited the international finance community to join them for a panel discussion to explore 
regional and global perspectives on sustainable finance, in an attempt to showcase best practice, and to discuss 
experiences, expectations and possible ways of mutual collaboration and learning. 

Following a greeting to the 120 participants by the chair, Gas Coovadia, Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel, of UNEP, 
opened proceedings by providing an inter-governmental perspective on the subject matter. She was followed by 
Sean de Cleene, African Institute of Coiporate Citizenship, Nicky Newton-King, Johannesburg Securities Exchange, 
and Mumba Kapumpa, of the African Capital Markets Fonim, who provided the African context. 

The session focused on the current sustainability performance of African financial players; critical issues for the 
region like 11W/Aids; how to connect Africa to international capital markets, and the challenge of making sustai-
nabilhty, and sustainable finance in particular, tangible "for the man in Soweto". 

In the second half of the afternoon, UNEP FT presented the history, rationale and ongoing work programme of the 
inithtive. After a broad introduction by Michael Hölz, co-chairman of UNEP Fl, Thomas Streiff, the new chairman 
of the UNEP H Climate Change working group, introduced the group and its current project, the Greenhouse Gas 
Market Framework Study. Phil Case from Barclays, a member of the UNEP Fl Environmental Management and 
Reporting working group, briefed the audience on the group's development of financial sector specific guidelines 
on environmental management and reporting. Takejiro Sueyoshi, a long-term member of the UNEP H Steering 
Committee, drew a picture of the state of sustainability affairs in the Asian financial sector. Dhk Reinhard from Munich 
Re completed the panel discussion with a presentation on insurance and climate change. 

Questions from the audience covered a range of issues, from the pre-financing of Clean Development Mechanism 
projects, the adequacy of global standards, and screening of carbon intensive companies The essence of an after -
noon of global-local exchange was well summed up by an appeal from the audience: "We must connect the farmer 
who understands the soil, with the banker who understands risk". Coovadia closed proceedings with a call for 
more comprehensive understanding and engagement by the finance sector, which encompasses a diversity of formal 
and informal actors who need to be inter-related in order to bring about change. 
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The role of financial services in sustainable development: 
A facilftated roundtable discussion 
30 August 2002 

Key messages: 

Progress towards sustainability in the finance sector has been significant - the glass is half full, not half empty. 

in Inithtives working on different levels and in different institutional contexts are complementing each other. 

The issue of standards - universality versus subsidiarity - remains one of the big challenges in order to have 
mainstream impacts. 

The event, hosted by the UK government in conjunction with UNEP Fl and the Corporation of London, brought 
together a mix of high-level government, financial sector, industry and NGO representatives. 

After Margaret Beckett, UK Minister for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, greeted the select audience, a memo-
randum of understanding (MoU) was signed by Klaus Topfer, UNEP executive director, and Judith Mayhew on 
behalf of the Corporation of London, in recognition of the benefits of coordination and mutual support. 

Following the signing and the addresses from TOpfer and Mayhew, the facilitator, Richard Sandbrook, kicked off 
discussions among the invited speakers, who included: Robert Wilson, chairman of Rio Tinto; Phil Case, environ-
mental director of Barclays; Deutsche Bank's Michael HOlz, chainnan of the UNEP Finance Initiative Charles Nicholson 
of BP; special advisor to the UNEP H 2003 Roundtable, Takejiro Sueyoshi of Nikko Asset Management, and Charlene 
Hewat, director of Environment Africa. 

One of the most important concerns of the speakers and of commentators from the audience was the question of 
the conflicting needs for uniformity and global reach of standards on the one hand, and the necessity to take into 
account industry specific or regional aspects. 

Although the question remained unresolved, a positive spirit prevailed, thanks to the realisation that both the work 
of UNEP H over the last ten years and the more recent London Principles project, were an expression of a power-
liii change underway in the minds of a growing number of financiers. 
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IUCN Business Day 
31 August 2002 

Key messages: 

• UNEP F1 is forming strategic partnerships to improve stakeholder activities. 

• Biodiversity is an area where the business case for sustainabiity has become apparent. 

On 31 August, the IUCN staged an impressive 50 events in the IUCN environment centre under the theme of "buil-
ding the business case for biodiversity". UNEP H's contribution consisted of a memorandum of understanding (MoU) 
endorsing the benefits of information sharing and co-operation between the two organisations, both of which are 
based on a wide-ranging global membership in their respective fields of activities. The MoU was signed by Michael 
HOlz on behalf of UNEP FT and Achim Steiner, the director general of the IUCN. For UNEP H, the partnership with 
IUCN complements the efforts to intensify stakeholder relations by setting up a Forum for Action as a communi-
cation and partnership platform for NGOs and UNEP H signatories. 

The Forum for Action, building on the tradition of working with NGOs at the UNEP H Annual Rouncitables in Frankfurt 
(2000) and Rio (2002), was officially announced at WSSD in Johannesburg and will be an important vehicle for 
realising the biodiversiry MoU with IUCN. 

HOIz also contributed the UNEP Fl perspective to the day's main dialogue session, an investors' dialogue entitled 
'Can risk capital generate biodiversity returns?'. Participants in the dialogue discussed practical examples including 
a biodiversity fund, set up by the The Nature Conservancy, an NGO body, and the investment strategies of SAM 
(Sustainable Asset Management). One of the main conclusions was the necessity to communicate with, and 
involve, stakeholders, in order to ensure true triple bottom line success. This is a process which UNEP FT is wor-
king on through its NGO Forum for Action, in which it has just taken a step forward by signing the MoU with IUCN. 
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Joint panel event on finance and sustainabilfty: UNEP Fl and the 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) 
2 September 2002 

Key messages: 

• The major players in the finance sector have recognised the importance of sustainability and are acting accor-
dingly. 

• To cover the wide range of sustainable finance issues adequately, it is helpful to work on several levels and 
with a variety of coalitions involving different actors. 

As the conference entered its second week, the invitation to the joint event drew 120 participants into the Hilton 
Hotel. Chaired jointly by Arve Thorvik of the WBCSD, and Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel of UNEP, the panel dis-
cussion served to introduce the audience to the work of the two organisations on finance and sustainabiity. 

UNEP F! chairman, Michael HOlz of Deutsche Bank revisited the achievements of 10 years of UNEP H, which form 
the basis of the contribution the initiative had brought to the WSSD: the finance and insurance sector report; the 
WSSD statements; and the financing sustainable development report. He also highlighted the regional outreach 
component of UNEP H, of which the African Task Force is one of the newest, but most exciting projects. Picking 
up an advertisement on the role of business in deforestation, which was distributed to the audience by Rainforest 
Action Network, he argued that such actions proved that sustainable development and shareholder value are on 
the same page, and highlighted the need for better global governance, based on cooperation between business, 
governments and NGOs. 

Lutz Cleeman from Allianz presented the work of the WBCSD financial sector project The WBCSD conducted inter-
views among 60 people from the worlds of business, finance, IGOs and NGOs about their views on how the financial 
sector is moving toward sustainability. The project is now investigating how financial players can move toward 
sustainable development, and how they can help others advance. 

Eleven companies from the finance and insurance sector have signed a CEO statement, in which they recognise: 
that the integration of sustainable development into business practices is a prerequisite for the continuing success 
of companies and long-term shareholder value; their role as drivers for change, but also the need to explore fur-
ther the limits of financial institutions' responsibility; and the need for improved transparency. The signatories commit 
to undertake to promote proactive sustainable development thinking in their own companies, with other finan-
cial institutions, and with dients and stakeholders; and to seek ways to increase mutual trust. 

In order to broaden the perspective of the discussion, Paul Kapelus from the African Institute of Corporate 
Citizenship, a member of the UNEP Fl African Task Force, addressed the issues from the point of view of an African 
NGO. He focused on evaluation, managing social risk, the development of appropriate financial products and ser -
vices, and the building of a sustainable brand, as the main challenges and opportunities of the finance sector, and 
illustrated both the need and the opportunities with examples from Africa. The ensuing question and answer ses-
sion with the audience proved once more that interest in sustainable finance is gaining broader ground. 
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What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Progress on sustainable finance since the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development 

Alois Flatz and Cohn Is Duc SAM Sustainable Asset Management 

Since the WSSD, almost exactly 12 months ago, we have witnessed an increasingly sophisticated integration of 
sustainability into mainstream finance. More players understand sustainability, more asset classes are incorpora-
ting sustainability and more interest is apparent across the financial system. Numerous examples exist: 

a Investment system - In 2002, the London Principles of Sustainable Finance were launched, Tomorrow's 
Company has canied out a study aimed at understanding the system-wide issues that impede optimal invest-
ment outcomes, and the World Economic Fomm has recently launched a research programme into 'rnainstreaming 
responsible investment aimed at understanding the barriers to integrating sustainable and responsible invest-
ment into the financial mainstream. 

• USS pension fund competition - Pension funds have come under particular focus since the WSSD - most notab-
ly, the University Superannuation Scheme (USS), a major UK pension fund, launched a competition for a 
hypothetical EUR30 billion mandate amongst investors who could best display an approach to "managing pen-
sion fund assets as if the long term really mattered". The focus is on how investors can display an ability to 
generate sufficient returns while enhancing quality of life. 

• Sustainable bonds - SAM has launched a sustainable bond product which covers fixed income securities of 
companies, supranationals and governments. Bonds are selected based on their triple bottom line performance, 
including financial. Other players in the financial markets are addressing the question of sustainable bonds. 

• Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes - The DJSI currently has 44 licensees in 14 countries, managing more than 
USD2 billion against this index. DJSI World has significantly outperformed the MSCI since September 2000. 

• Exchange-traded funds —The first exchange-traded fund based on the DJSI was launched in June 2003 by Dexia. 
This is a further indication of the increasingly sophisticated integration of sustainability into mainstream finance. 

• Hedge funds - Och Ziff Capital Management (a USD8 billion multi-strategy hedge fund) has created the first 
socially responsible hedge fund. This is a major step and reflects client demand for absolute returns derived 
from socially responsible investing strategies. 

• Shareholder activism —2003 will be a record year for shareholder activism, with sustainability issues at the heart 
of the activity (e.g., WWF's vote against BP's operations in Alaska). 

• Buy side analysts - Equity analysts are integrating sustainability into mainstream investment processes (inclu- 
ding Goldman Sachs, BP Investments, BNP Paribas, CIC, Credit Lyonnais, UBS, Credit Suisse, Dresdner). 

a Sell side brokers - Sustainability research is now offered by three brokers in Europe (HSBC, WestLB and Dresdner); 
others are expected to follow. 
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a Project finance - the launch of the 'Equator Principles' by the IFC, ABN Amro, Barclays, Citibank, and Dresdner 

a Credit rating agencies - Standard & Poor's has launched a Corporate Governance rating, CoreRatings/Fitch has 
also recently launched a corporate responsibility rating, as has Vigeo in France. 

a Carbon Disclosure Project - The Carbon Disclosure Project aims to encourage corporate repoiting on green-
house gases, and is backed by 35 major institutional investors, including Connecticut Retirement Plans and Trust 
Funds (CRPTF) and the University Superannuation Scheme (USS), who collectively represent USD4 trillion in 
assets. 

• World Business Council on Sustainable Development - the WBCSD now has over 200 blue-chip corporate mem-
bers, reflecting the seriousness with which the corporate community is taking corporate sustainability. 

a Reporting - Over 2,500 corporate sustainability reports were published in 2002. 

a Advisors - Companies are demanding better advice on corporate sustainabiity, in particular how competiti-
veness is enhanced. Many management consulting firms now offer sustainability advisoty services (Booz Allen, 
Arthur D. Little, ERM, PWC, KPMG). 

a Standards - Accountability and corporate sustainability standards are emerging (AA1000, the Global Reporting 
Initiative). 

• Think tanks and civil society - are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their interactions with business 
(SustainAbility, Amnesty International, Transparency International, WWF, Forum for the Future, Business for 
Social Responsibility) 

Given the examples above, it is tempting to suggest that sustainable investing is fast entering the mainstream. However, 
many bathers and challenges remain, including quantitative proof of the business case, the effective pricing of 
ecosystem services and externalities, accepted assessment criteria and methodologies, realistic return expectations 
and timeframes and, more generally, investor education. 

SAM is optimistic that the trend towards mainstreaming sustainable investing will continue to the benefit of inves-
tors, stakeholders and future generations alike. 
Jois Fiatz is Head of Research and Cohn he Duc is Head of Research Operations at SAM Sustainable 

Asset Management. 
E-mail: alois@sarn-group.com  and cohin@sarn-group.com  
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Sustainable development in financial instftutions in Latin America 

Fidel Jaramillo Andean Development Corporation/Corporación Andina de Fomento (CAF) 

Financial institutions in Latin America are still in the very early stages of addressing environmental issues and sus-
tainable development, especially in the case of commercial banks. This has placed the region at a certain 
disadvantage vis-à-vis developed countries, where progress has been significant. 

In our region, efforts to foster the idea of sustainable development, and to get financial institutions involved in 
environmental and social issues, have sprung mainly from development banks - both international and regional 
and domestic institutions - and the interest shown by some NGOs and universities. 

The case of the Andean Development Coiporation (CAF) is perhaps unique within the region. In recent years, CAF 
has become the main source of medium- and long-term financing for the Andean countries (Bolivia, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela). In fact, in 2002 for example, CAF approved over USD3 bfflion in financing to the 
region, more than twice as much as the combined approvals of the World Bank and Inter-American Development 
Bank. 

Together with the strengthening of its financial role, CAF has assigned top priority to 
promoting sustainable development in the region, both as pall of its institutional mis-

CAF has assigned 	sion, and also among its clients (mainly governments, corporates and banks). 

op prioifry to 	Regarding the latter, financial institutions - as the actors articulating development - 
play a key role, not only as critical media for resource allocation, but also as mecha-

plVnW)tng sustainable nisms to identify opportunities and mitigate risks in the social and environmental areas. 

development in the 	Given the natural and social potential of the region, these institutions face the chal- 

rgion both aspart 	lenge of grasping the tremendous opportunities offered by new markets involving 
the sustainable use of natural resources and ecosystems, learning to identify the envi- 

of its institutional 	ronmental and social risks involved in the financial products they promote and, lastly, 

mission, and also 	assuming responsibility for the region's large and varied natural and social capital. 

The main challenges in this context are firstly, therefore, to include as an inherent among its clients. 
part of the investment process, the identification and management of environmental 
and social risks: and the actions that will help prevent, mitigate, correct and/or offset 
the environmental and social effects of operations and projects being implemented. 

However, according to INCAE', out of a sample group of 86 banks in Latin America, including regional and inter-
national institutions, only 25% to 33% have clearly established environmental policies or procedures; between 3% 
and 25% of the banks apply environmental guidelines as part of their financial analyses; fewer than 24% perform 
formal environmental risk analyses, and 27% to 50% - depending on the financial service involved - do not even 
check the statutory environmental requirements for the operations they finance. 

This evidence is worrisome. There is a high probability of negative financial impacts if this type of risk is not pro-
perly assessed. it is a widely-accepted fact that proper environmental management helps increase the efficiency 
and profitability of productive sectors and makes products more competitive in the increasingly demanding deve-
loped world markets. 
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A recent study published by CAF 2  has shown the clear relationship between economic value added and environ-
ment and social sustainability. One of the case studies presented in this work, the concession of the road BR174 
in Brazil, shows that proper social and environmental planning has helped to mitigate risks that could affect the 
rate of return by as much as 5%. Clearly, ignoring these variables means the destniction of economic value. 

Although still in its early stages, one of the main opportunities being generated in the Andean countries and in Latin 
America - and one that is still not recognised by our commercial financial institutions - is the development of envi-
ronmental markets in areas such as the reduction of greenhouse gases, dean technologies, environmental dean-up 
activities, and organic and biodiversity products, including biotechnology. The development of these markets in 
our region offers a major potential for economic growth that our own financial agents have ignored up to now. 

For example, biodiversity markets have evolved from the traditional ones involving fauna, forestry, pharmaceuti-
cals, agriculture, etc., to new, more sophisticated markets that include environmental services, biotechnology and 
the use of genetic resources. 

As an example of the development of new lines, we would point to the growth of 
eco-tourism, genetic screening and bioinformatics 3, among others. In 1999, transac- 

We believe that there 	tions totaling USD925 billion took place on the biodiversity markets. GAF is currently 

ispleniy of mom to 	engaged in promoting biotrade markets through its Andean Biotrade Inithtive, CAF- 

impmve the social In the markets for reduction of greenhouse gases - created as a tool for cutting down 
and envimninental 	on the causes of worldwide climate change, specifically those carried out under the 

j 	
umbrella of the Kyoto Protocol's Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and other fonnance of the  
regional or bilateral arrangements - Latin America is proving to be a major source for 

region cfinancial ins- the trading of carbon and other greenhouse gases. 

titut'ions, in particular CAY has also provided backing for the development of this type of business through 

commeivial banks. its Latin American Carbon Program, offering the region support for the identification 
. 	 . 

and development of projects of this kind and by attracting buyers for this innovative 
environmental servic&. Other burgeoning markets, such as the one for water, will be 
of greater interest to investors and financial institutions in the future. 

Another potenthl market for the Latin American countries involves the creation of investments with a social and 
environmental basis, generating competitive advantages for whoever indudes them as palt of their production cydes 
and lines. There have been some isolated initiatives on the palt of companies that have, acting voluntarily, made 
commitments to their societies and environment. Nevertheless, proposals such as adopting socially responsible 
investment (SRI) are still largely unknown and seldom applied by investors in Latin America, which is currently 
one of the world's most backward regions in this regard. 

We believe that there is plenty of room to improve the social and environmental performance of the region's finan-
cial institutions, in particular commercial banks. CAY is heavily involved in disseminating information, providing 
training and promoting awareness among our clients. Currently, CAY is leading the Latin American Task Force of 
UNEP H and is working with enthusiasm with other regional and local entities to pursue the important goal of 
assessing the risks and opportunities for financial institutions as key players in sustainable development. 

Fidel Jararnillo is Vice President for Development Strategies at Oorporaciôn Andina de Fomento 
(OAF). E-mail: flaramil@caf.com  
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CAF actions in innovative environmental services 

In 2001, OAF signed an agreement with the District of Bogota to support the 

development of a commercialisation strategy for greenhouse gas emission 

reductions that the area's TransMilenio system will generate. TransMilenio is a system 

of mass transit and urban infrastructure developed in Bogota, Colombia that 

substitutes the old urban public transportation system with a new structure that will 

operate with high-capacity buses in the central system and lower-capacity buses for 

suburban routes. The successful implementation of the system will generate 

between three and five million tonnes of carbon dioxide equrvaient emission 

reductions over a 15-year period. 

Through these actions, OAF is taking advantage of its experience and international 

recognition to promote initiatives that introduce new types of instrument such as 

these into Andean mazicets. 
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African challenges on corporate citizenship 

Mumba S Kapumpa African Captal Markets Forum 

World trends indicate that the business sector is beginning to play an important role in the development process. 
This is because it is the corporate world which is largely responsible, and has the capacity, for the creation of wealth; 
and wealth is what is needed to deal with the many problems that are confronting the world and especially the 
people of Africa. 

Africa needs wealth to combat poverty. The corporate wotid creates wealth. Companies 
Companies have to 	have to become responsible citizens in order to create an environment in which they 

can prosper and African countries develop. This is a win-win situation. 

citizens in order to it is old-fashioned for companies to think that their business is the only business. The 
 new reality is that corporations the world over, today, control more financial resources 

create an environ- 	than governments. Corporations control literally every aspect of people's lives through 

ment in which they 	employment, water supply, environmental pollution and even the choice of where 
people want to live. 

can prosper and 
Corporations have a duty to be good citizens. Investors can influence good corpo- 

African countries 	rate citizenship by placing their investments in those companies which demonstrate 

demlop. This is a 	commitment to social concerns such as social justice, economic development, peace 
and a healthy environment. Thus, besides the qualification of a 'good return on 

win-un situation 	investment', investors could add 'social performance' as a qualification for investment 
- so-called socially responsible investment (SRI). 

Good corporate governance + good corporate citizenship = 
investment 

There is an interplay between corporate governance, corporate citizenship, corporate social investment, sustai-
nable development, risk management and multi-sector partnership. SRI offers the investor an opportunity to 
examine all these in relation to a particular investment and reflect on the value-added dimension of a company 
within any given portfolio. Socially responsible investments, in theory, offer the investor the opportunity to iden-
tify new forms of value in a company, while at the same time enjoying a sound financial return and the potential 
to minimise risk. 

Corporate Citizenship 

Corporate citizenship is the interplay between the private sector and society, not only in relation to employees and 
key external stakeholders, such as shareholders, but also in terms of wider society through product supply chains, 
advertising and social and environmental impacts. As such, the corporate sector must have a mutually beneficial 
relationship with society. African leaders have recognised the fact that good corporate citizenship attracts foreign 
investment and contributes to the development of the continent. 
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To this end, a task force has been set up under the NEPAD Economic Governance Initiative. The outcome envi-
saged is that of 'concrete and time-bound programmes, aimed at enhancing the quality of economic governance 
in participating countries". 

Coiporate citizenship involves a more holistic and integrated approach to sustainable development than has pre-
viously been the case. The private sector has to identify not only what its core business is, but also how this business 
is conducted in society more broadly. Traditionally, development was not seen as an integral part of a company's 
function and, when companies were involved in development, it was at the level of charitable contributions based 
on the benevolence of the companies —that is, corporate social investment. But good corporate citizenship extends 
beyond such benevolence. 

It instead focuses on the integration of the core business into wider civil society in a manner that complements 
national and civil development agendas, while continuing to add value to shareholders and stakeholders alike. 

Corporate citizenship requires that the values of development become an integral part of a company's operations. 
Thus, to those investors who make up the SRI community, the better citizen a company is, the better investment 
value it offers. 

A good corporate citizen will have a sound stakeholder engagement policy, will be aware of the risks it faces, inclu-
ding social and environmental risks, and will be looking to define its future in terms of global sustainability. 

The difficulty arises in measuring how good a citizen a company is - that is, how to determine good corporate citi-
zens. In Zambia, some activities are being carried out to promote corporate social responsibility. These include: 

• Creating and developing a Forum for Business Leaders and Social Partners (see below); 

• A programme of public recognition of companies that excel in social responsibility; and 

• Their profiling in the media to provide good examples to others. 

Corporate Governance 

it is now recognised the world over that a commitment to socially responsible principles serves as a proxy for pro-
gressive corporate management. Thus, companies which are committed to corporate citizenship are seen as 
companies that are better managed, deal better with social and environmental risks and, in the long nm, produce 
sound financial results and are generally more sustainable as companies. 

As in the case of corporate citizenship, of which corporate governance is both a subset and provides a necessary 
foundation, companies which demonstrate their commitment to good corporate governance will be favoured by 
investors. 

Non-financial indicators 

Risk management is a key indicator as to whether a company is aware of potential pitfalls, is equipped to deal with 
them should they arise, and makes it known that it has the capacity to do so. Investors use risk management as a 
tool to determine the integrity of a company because it encompasses all the tools a company has at its disposal - 
its financial provision, employee competency and a perspective for its future in terms of the direction it is likely to 
take and the products it plans to develop. The mark of a successful company will be in its ability to map out the 
future, to a greater or lesser extent. 
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Companies will be exposed to increasing risk locally and across the globe. With greater exposure, and with great-
er stakeholder awareness, companies will be called upon to demonstrate their ability to deal with, not only 
financial risk, but also social, ethical and environmental risks, and to include them in their annual internal control 
procedures. Companies that do so will be more attractive to investors. Therefore, companies with more risk 
management tools at their disposal will be better investments, not just for socially, ethically and environmentally 
responsible investors, but also for mainstream investors looking to minimise downside risk. 

Corporate social responsibility poses particular challenges for risk professionals and managers seeking to incor-
porate it into management systems. For though some risks - such as environmental contamination - are easily 
identifiable, others, such as social exclusion and HIV/Aids, are less clear. 

Risks can often be intangible and hard to put a financial valuation on. Yet, should they be mismanaged, they can 
have significant impacts on the value and branding of a company. For companies, social, ethical and environmental 
risks need to be handled like any other key component of sound management. This requires both leadership and 
the establishment of appropriate policies and systems to ensure that risk can be effectively identified, monitored 
and communicated. 

Corporate citizenship language relevant to Africa - The Zambian 

experience 

Companies are subject to rising stakeholder expectations, including those of customers, employees, the commu-
nity, non-governmental organisations, lenders, insurers and investors. Internationally, strong evidence exists that 
companies which demonstrate good corporate citizenship are profitable, more sustainable and provide better returns 
and lowers risk to their shareholders. 

The value of companies which put a premium on corporate citizenship, corporate governance, transparency and 
accountability increases as investors realise that these companies understand the role of business in society, the 
broader implications of risk mitigation and opportunity creation, as well as the importance of sustaining not only 
their customer base but the community at large. 

In the corporate world, where financial value increasingly depends on intangibles such as brands and manage-
ment quality, it may make more sense over time to look at the social, environmental and ethical performance of a 
company to assess fUture fmancial prospects over and above those revealed by looking at traditional indicators. 
This message is straightforward: being a good corporate citizen will not only benefit the wider community, but the 
business itself. Companies in Africa should adopt the recommendations of the King Report on Corporate Governance 
and begin to examine their role in society. 

In Zambia, we have created a forum for business leaders and social partners called the Partnership Forum, a non-
profit organisation that brings together, in partnership, leaders from business, government and civil society for the 
purpose of fostering innovative, sustainable and accelerated human development in Zambia. It is closely associa-
ted with, and was inspired by, the Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum in the UK. 

The Partnership Forum of Zambia 

The vision 
The overall goal of the Partnership Forum is to foster accelerated and sustainable human development through the 
promotion of ingenious, innovative and creative collaborative efforts among business, civil society and government. 
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Objectives 
M To promote the adoption of economically, environmentally, and socially responsible business practices that 

benefit both business and society. 

• To synergise the distinctive competencies of business, government and civil society in order to maximise the 
benefits that accrue to each of the three sectors. 

a To facilitate the initiation of innovative and practical interventions by business, government and civil society 
in order to promote sustainable human development. 

• To facilitate the sharing of experience and lessons on good business practice so as to increase shareholder and 
societal value. 

• To conduct research into business, government and civil society practices for the purpose of continuing the 
improvement of the existing positive approaches and good practices that underline social responsibility. 

The concept of partnership 
The direction of world trends clearly shows that business, government and civil society must work in partnership 
or perish. 

Business, government and civil society have each acquired distinctive sectoral corn- 
petencies and, unless these competencies are creatively synergised, the three sectors 
will not mobilise the resources, skills and experience sufficient to remain competi- 

The direction of ux)rld tive and successful in the global environmenl Being competitive creates the difference 

h-ends clearly shows 

	

	between institutions and individuals that survive and thrive and those that wither and 
die. 

that business, govern- 	
Business has a proven capacity for wealth creation. Wealth creation is crucial to deal 

ment and civil society with poverty. Civil society, more than any other sector, has learnt to work in a more 

must ui* in partner- detailed manner with households, families and individuals. Through the initiation and 
. 	 . 	 . 	 . 

implementation of laws and policies, government determines the environment in which 
shp ortY?rn* 	the other sectors operate. 

Partnership between the three sectors of business, government and civil society is a 
matter of necessity rather than choice. 

The synergy between the three sectors has the following advantages: 

I 	It fosters optimum utilisation of the limited resources each sector controls; 

2 	It engenders cross-sector learning about the values that work, such as efficiency, accountability, innovation 
and care for people and the environment; 

3 	It blends the various sectoral skills and experiences necessary for making essential progress in the deve- 
lopment process in the face of increasing poverty; 

4 	It offers the best bet for mobilising internal resources, both human and material, within the country; and 

5 	It increases the capacity for sustainability in the development process by creating backward and forward 
linkages in economic systems. 
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The Partnership Forum stresses that businesses stand to significantly benefit if they creatively invest in communi-
ties in a way that makes households and individuals economically active and viable entities. The charity work that 
businesses are already engaged in should be professionalised for it to produce lasting positive impacts on both 
business and society. People must be taught to fish, and not simply be given fish. 

Emphasis on business and business leaders 
The Partnership Forum deliberately places stress on business and business leaders because these have proven capa-
city to create wealth. They have not often been considered as crucial agents of human development. 

The Forum believes that businesses in Zambia, and world-wide, are continuously increasing their influence as govern-
ments roll themselves back through privatisation. In the last decade alone, about three billion people have 
transfeffed from state-controlled economies to ones based on market principles. Private capital accounts for 80% 
of all net-term capital flows to developing countries, with 500 multinational companies controlling more than 70% 
of the world trade. 

The Partnership Forum at work 
The Board: It is the Partnership Forum's policy that 70% of its Board has to be chosen 
from the business sector, with the remainder from government and civil society. The 

It makes businesc 	emphasis is deliberate so as to recognise the increasing influence of the business sector. 

sensefor business to 	Members: Members of the Partnership Forum are individual business leaders or busi- 
ness institutions, leaders from government, and civil society organisations who believe 

invest in activities that that strategic alliances and partnerships are an important development technique. 

economically empo- 	Principal supporters: These are member or non-member business organisations and 

ur the communities. 	individuals that support, in cash and in kind, the activities of the Partnership Forum 
and the communities within which it works. 

This is the new mea- The competencies of the Partnership Forum 
ning of social 	The forum brings together leaders from business, government and civil society in an 

atmosphere of trust and mutual respect; connects small-scale producers to the main-
stream economy; connects business activities to business resources; organises 
cross-sectoral learning to foster efficiency and the optimal use of resources; and lob-
bies for the initiation or change of policies that help the well-being of both business 
and communities. 

The achievements of the Partnership Forum 
The Partnership Forum, which has been in existence since 1999, has brought together 35 chief executives from 
the private and public sectors and civil society. They consider, and act on, interventions that make business play 
a more positive and proactive role in the development process in Zambia. These committed men and women use 
their skills and spend their resources on initiating practical and innovative ways to ensure businesses and the com-
munities in which they operate can work to attain the common good. 

Conclusion 

Most governments in Africa have accepted that they are not suited to running businesses; that is, they have no busi- 
ness to be in business. However, the business sector is also not suited to running businesses if they do not realise 
that their activities are intimately linked to people. Business can only thrive and flourish if society is thriving and 
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flourishing. Companies should become more creative and innovative in the utilisation of the resources they spend 
on society. 

They must realise that it is part of their societal responsibility to economically enable communities in which they 
operate, so that these communities have the economic power to buy the goods and services of the corporates. 

It makes business sense for business to invest in activities that economically empower the communities. This is 
the new meaning of social responsibility. While it is good to spend on entertainment for the country (sponsoring 
sport and arts, for example) it is certainly better to enable people to find their own food. Buying a wheelchair for 
a handicapped person is commendable, but enabling that person to buy his or her own wheelchair is even better. 
While feeding street kids once a week is a noble act, it is more honourable to search for a lasting solution to the 
problem of children spending their entire lives on the streets. 

This is not outdated Communist thinking. it is human thinking which makes business sense. Humans thrive only 
when society is peaceful, and people are becoming prosperous. 

Thus, the companies which are investing in local communities are actually investing in their own future, and are 
being good corporate citizens. Africa needs good corporate citizens for its future development. 
Mumba S Kapumpa is Chairman of the African Capitai Markets Forum and former CEO of SEC of 
Zambia. 
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SRI in Japan 

Takejiro Sueyoshi UNEP Finance Initiative in the Asia-Pacific region 

The firstJapanese 'green fund' was launched in August 1999. Initially, the result was unexpectedly successful. New 
Japanese 'green investors', including women and young people, invested in the fund, which grew to USD1 billion 
dollars within six months of its launch. Stimulated by this success, eight new socially responsible investment (SRI) 
funds were brought onto the market. Naturally, eveiybody expected that SRI would become fimily established in 
Japan. 

Against all expectations, the SRI mutual fund market has contracted to less than a half of its peak. No new fund 
has been launched recently. SRI has seemingly lost its momentum in Japan. What happened? 

It is obvious that the poor performance of the Tokyo stock market has had a negative impact on SRI. Therefore, 
when the economy recovers, SRI will share in its recovery. If so, we don't need to worry about the future of SRI 
in Japan. 

I am optimistic about the longer-term future of SRI in Japan, but I cannot be so optimistic about the current situa-
tion. An economic reason is not enough to explain the situation as we see it today. Let me use one statistical figure. 
The size of financial assets owned by Japanese households is just shy of JPY1,400 trillion, or around USD12 tril-
lion. If investors shift only one hundredth of a percent of their assets, the current SRI mutual fund market would 
easily be tripled in size. Why have they not done so? 

It is fair to say that the level of recognition of the importance of SRI among Japanese people is now higher than 
ever. More and more commitments to corporate social responsibility (CSR) have been made by the business world. 
A few pension funds have started to apply SRI standards to the management of their funds. Non-profit organisa-
tions have become extremely active within Japan. The media is increasingly covering SRI. In other words, the 
conditions for facilitating the growth of SRI today are much more favourable than four years ago. But the market 
does not look likely to expand soon. 

What would change this situation? I think 'education' and 'globalisation' could be key. SRI is a totally new concept 
to most Japanese people. Consumers need to be educated to learn that an investment through SRI is a useful ins-
trument to exercise their power to contribute to environmental protection and the promotion of CSR. SRI is not 
native to Japan, having been brought into this country without a full explanation of its real meaning, background 
and history to grassroots investors. (Market players such as the developers and distributors of mutual funds should 
take responsibility for this situation.) If investors better understood SRI, I am sure that their investment behaviour 
would be somewhat different. More consistent investment, that is less vulnerable to cyclical changes within the 
economy, could be expected. 

More importantly, it should be noted that when we import something with respect to a new 'way of life' or 'way 
of thinking' related to culture and tradition, we need to understand the background of that concept and make neces-
sary adjustments before we apply it to Japan. Otherwise, there is the danger that the imported product would not 
become established here. Globalisation (globalisation plus localisation) is key to a successful result. An imported 
product with local flavours can live longer than a product full of foreign flavours only. 

emawashi' is an oft-used Japanese word, meaning groundwork laid unobtmsively in advance of negotiation aimed 
at reaching a consensus. But its original meaning is to dig around the root of a tree a year or two before trans- 
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planting A. I think this word implies something very important when we promote SRI in Japan. SRI is not a simple 
product such as a bouquet of cut flowers to be easily transported from the place of its birth to other places to be 
appreciated. SRI is a product born from culture, tradition and history. SRI requires a lot of work to be transplan-
ted and deeply rooted in other countries. 

The oldest wooden structure in the world is the Horyu-ji Temple in Nara, Japan. The secret of its longevity beyond 
1,300 years is the digestion of imported architectural technologies by Japanese workmen, and the use of local lumber 
that grew from neighbouring Nara's soil. 

Takejiro Sueyoshi is a Special AcMsor to the UNEP Finance Inffiative in the Asia-Pacffic region. 
E-mail; take_sueyoshi@woild.email.ne.jp  
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uay one 
The financial sector In CEIT: The business case for sustalnability 

performance 

Opening remarks 
Erzsebet Schmuck Hunganan Ministry for the Environment 

Keynote one: Multilateral financial institutions 
Finance and sustainability in CEIT: Present trends, future 

predictions 
Alistair Clarke Environmental Department, European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development, UK 

Keynote two: Financial sector representation 

Financing sustainable development in CEIT In the 21st century-

Roles and opportunities for financial Institutions 

Mark Robinson Citibank, Hungary 

Keynote three: Civil society perspective 

Ivan Gyulai Ecological Institute for Sustainable Development, Hungary 

Finance and environmental management and reporting In CEIT 
Amy Clarke and Mark Browning PricewaterhouseCoopers, UK 

Gaby Oetterli E2 Management Consufting AG, Switzerland 

Finance and climate change In CEIT 
From climate change to carbon credits: Developing a market for 

emission reduction credits 

Erik Schmausser Swiss Re, Switzerland 

Paul Bodnar Vertis Environmental Finance, Hungary 

Peter Domonkos Hungarian Meteorological Soaety 

Sustalnabillty leaders creating markets in CEIT: Identifying "win-

win" solutions for financial Institutions and communities 

Sultana Gruber and Carsten Becker Bank Austrra Credaanstait, Austna 

Aniko Rozsa International Finance Corporation, Hungary 

Jozsef Feiler CEE Bankwatch Network, Hungary 
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Finance, biodiversity and sustainable natural resource 

businesses in CEIT 
Aiko Bode Gerling, Germany 

Chris Grace World Conservation Union, UK 

Renewable energy sources (RES): Developing systems to 

promote RES in Central Europe 
Michael Wilczynski Polish ECOFUND, Poland 

Jaroslav Jakubes ENVIROS, Czech Republic 

Lajos Veres Assodation of Environmental Enterprises, Hungary 

Stefan Taigner Centre for Environment and Development, Poland 

Presentation of UNEP Fl Finance and Insurance Sector Report 
for World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) 

Dirk Reinhard Munich Re 

Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP Fl 

Day two 
Foreign direct investment in CEIT: Creating a sustalnability 

dynamic 

Opening plenary 

Utf Jaeckel Federal Ministry for the Environment, Germany 

Brian Pearce Forum for the Future, UK 

Adam de Sola Pool Environmental Investment Partners, Poland 

Public leveraging of private finance 
Alistair Clarke and Mark King EBRD, UK 

Grzegorz Peszko OECD Environment Directorate, France 

Regional to global perspectives: UNEP Fl Global Conference 
Series 2001-2002 on the road to WSSD 

Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP Fl, Switzerland 

Takejiro Sueyoshl Nikko Asset Management Co., Japan 

Sean de Cleene African Institute for Corporate Citizenship, South Africa 

Brian Pearce Forum for the Future, UK 

Case studies and working models of private and public-private 
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investment in sustainable development 
Mirjana Papafava Ministry of Environmental Protection and Physical Planning, Croatia 

Creating opportunities for investment In cleaner technologies 
Arl Huhtala UNEP Division of Technology, Industry and Economics, France 

Gyula Zilahy Hungarian Clean Production Centre, Hungary 

Zsoit Pasztor Delegation of the European Commission to Hungary 

CEIT in the global economy: Creating sustainability linkages via 

global supply chains - The interface between foreign direct 

investment and small- and medium-sized enterprises in CEIT 
Gergely Toth Hungarian Association for Environmentally Aware Management 

Balazs Bodo Geonardo - Environmental Consuftancy, Hungary 

What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Investing in Central Europe's growing environmental sector 

Adam de Sola Pool Environmental Investment Partners, Poland 

Out of the crisis: From rubble to renewal - A call for a 
sustainability dividend 

Aiko Bode Gerling, Germany 

The chances of finance towards sustalnability in Hungary 

Gergely Toth Hungarian Association for Environmentally Aware Management 

Emissions trading In Central and Eastern Europe: The marriage 
of finance and sustainability put to the test 

Paul Bodnar Vertis Environmental Finance, Hungary 
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Day one 

The financial sector in CEIT The business case for 
sustainability performance 

Opening remarks 

Erzsebet Schmuck Deputy Secretary of State, Hunganan Ministry for the Environment 

The United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP Fl) Regional Outreach Event for Countries 
with Economies in Transition (CErn, was hosted by the Hungarian capital, Budapest. Hungary is a country that 
has had a high level of success in its journey from planned to market economy since 1989. 

Deputy Secretary of State of the Hungarian Ministry for the Environment, Erzsebet Schmuck, began the procee-
dings. In her opening speech, Schmuck provided a background on her country's legacies, as well as a perspective 
on environmental policy and enforcement in the face of the new pace of economic growth. 

Countries in economic transition have faced a number of challenges. Inherited environmental liabilities from 
former regimes are one phenomenon common to Hungary and other transitional economies. 'There is an open 
question in the context of privatisation," explained Schmuck, 'as local and regional authorities inherited a back-
log of infrastmcture projects." One example of this, she noted, is the poor infrastructure that carries Hungary's water 
supply. 

However, Schmuck said, for transitional economies there were, naturally, some positive influencing factors. She 
noted that macroeconomic conditions had influenced the capacity of the Hungarian economy as a whole to invest 
in the environment or to respond to government regulations. "Now economic output is up," she said and, conse-
quently, 'compared with the early years of the transition, there is not so much economic pressure." 

But since 1995, Schmuck stated, energy use in Hungary has increased by 32%. This is just one of the conservation 
issues that transition economies like Hungary face ie. energy efficiency is poor and emission levels high. Other 
key factors exacerbating these difficulties include pressures on government spending, and a lack of environmen-
tal enforcement. "Fuitheimore", said Schmuck, "factors like financial uncertainty, and a lack of information and 
training, limit interest in environmental lending. These are post-Communism trends which cannot be solved by 
simple market reforms." 

Schmuck explained, however, that public institutions and their regulatory abilities have also undergone a transi-
tion. She said it was the responsibility of public institutions to provide a framework for regulation and that without 
this the responsibilities of government for enforcing environmental standards would remain unclear. 

Schmuck conduded by adding that a number of factors affect environmental financing, including market-based 
reforms, environmental policy enforcement, and improvements in the financial sector. 'The legal and institutional 
context in which economic actors operate influences decisions taken by companies," she said. 
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Keynote one: Multilateral financial instftutions 
Finance and sustainabilfty in CEll: Present trends, future predictions 

Alistair Clarke Director, Environmental Department, European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD), UK 

"What should the roles of multilateral financial institutions (MFIs) be?" questioned Alistair Clarke, the second spea-
ker in the opening plenary session of the UNEP FT Regional Outreach Event for Countries with Economies in Transition 
(CErO. 

The answer: "To take risks that the private sector wouldn't, to facilitate change using it as an example for others, 
and to enter into dialogae with governments," Clarke said. 

"There is a spectrum of transition from Belarus to Hungary, which is on its way to becoming a fully-fledged demo-
cracy," he said, adding that all of the countries needed properly functioning markets. "The failures are where there 
are distortions in the marketplace," Clarke noted. 

For its part, the EBRD was set up in 1991 as an instrument of transition. In Russia, for example, said Clarke, the 
EBRD is the largest individual lender. "We have a mandate to pursue environmentally sound and sustainable deve-
lopment," he said. However, Clarke pointed out that in terms of what that meant "people didn't know in '91, and 
they're not sure now." 

"The transition from the planned economy to the free market left behind a legacy of problems," he explained. "The 
actual process of transition is the intemalisation of the externalities." 

To add to the complexity of the problems faced, Clarke said that insurance and leasing were largely unknown in 
CEIT. "There were no credit files, just list payments," he explained. 

Clarke also discussed the role of conditionality in lending - the idea that "there's a cost if you want our money, and 
that cost is being in compliance with environmental regulations." He said that one way to leverage change was to 
do problem solving with clients to ensure that they deal with the legacy of their pasts. 

Clarke made note of the EBRD's capacity building successes - his organization has trained more than 150 fInancial 
institutions in Central and Eastern Europe. In terms of legal reforms, he said it was necessary to get transitional 
economies moving towards "polluter pays" type principles. 

Clarke said there was a certain level of denial on the part of financial institutions. "Why should we bother?' they 
question. 'This is for greenies.'" 

Many, he said, will look at the issue but have marginal interest in it and while a number have integrated the prin-
ciples, he noted a great need for training to get partners up to speed on them. Clarke advocated the EBRD's active 
support of financial initiatives. 

Potentially a serious sustainability hurdle for the region to overcome was what Clarke described as the funding 
gap towards EU accession. "Accession countries need EUR100-200 billion to get up to speed. They don't have it," 
he said. 



Role of MFIs in aiding transition 

• Pioneeting ("where angels fear to tread"); 
• Facilftating change; 
• Catalysing; 
• Leveraging partners and clients on environmental, health and safety issues; and 
• Building capadty. 

Clarke said that potentiai efforts to foster this process could include trade finance and long-term credit initiatives, 
as the present cost of borrowing in the region could make it prohibitive. 

As for the future, Clarke said that the EBRD wanted to level the playing field and that there was a trend towards 
increased reporting and an increase in environmentally sound investment. Growth areas in the region, he said, 
included goods and services, biodiversity, and organic farming. "We're having difficulties focusing on biodiver-
sity," he said of the EBRD, "because we're a project focused institution." 

Clarke said that the challenges remain huge and that there was plenty more work to be done in places like Russia. 
"They're tackling the legacy of the Soviet fleet. There are 50 submarines that need to be decommissioned because 
of the environmental disaster they present." 

The EBRD, said Clarke, would play a continuing role in capacity building - securing the participation of better 
financial institutions and creating innovative financial vehicles as well as fostering partnerships and synergy. 

7 
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Keynote two: Financial sector representation 
Rnancing sustainable development in CDT in the 21st century: Roles and opportunities for 

financial institutions 

Mark Robinson CEO, Citibank, Hungary 

"We will be here in 100 years," said Mark Robinson, CEO, Citibank, Hungary. "We want people to think long-term 
- that's why we tell them that." It is this sort of determined approach from companies like Citibank which could 
bolster sustainable development in CEIT in the 21st Century. 

Citibank's history, Robinson explained, goes way back, even before Hungary's political changes. Robinson said 
Citibank was invited into Hungary 16 years ago to help sustain the development of the economy and that now it 
is one of the most active UNEP Fl signatories. "Although our products don't come from land, sponsorship is a small 
part of what we think we can do to facilitate sustainabiity," explained Robinson, "All responsible institutions have 
a duty to support moves toward sustainable development." 

Robinson added that he believed good governance, the promotion of transparency, respect for rule of law, as well 
as civil rights are all necessary for promoting sustainability. "it is in our self interest to promote sustainable relation-
ships and communities." 

Robinson also discussed ways to promote sustainabiity at the macroeconomic, business and environmental, and 
human capital levels. He said one thing holding some transitional economies back at the macroeconomic level 
was companies' inability to move money around. "There is a high incidence of cash-based economies," he said. 

For example, in Serbia's case, individuals did not have confidence in banks. This situation, however, was possibly 
changing. "The capital has come out from under the mattresses and people believe they have a safe place to keep 
their money," explained Robinson. 

He called for further development of capital markets, noting that money could then be more easily moved around 
among financial institutions. He also advocated bringing in more objective means of allocating capital. "In the past, 
this was based on relationships and was not serving society or growth in the development of consumer lending." 

Robinson said Citibank requires an environmental and social policy analysis on significant lending projects. "It is 
embedded in our corporate culture." 

Robinson stressed the importance of transparency, including anti-money laundering procedures which would give 
confidence to the man on the street. And, in terms of lending policy, he said it was good to be up front about the 
criteria for a loan. "This stuff doesn't stick unless it's embedded in the culture," he added, noting that 991/6 of Citibank's 
employees in Hungary are Hungarian. "We're able to transfer values. We spend a lot of time on training, mento-
ring, and coaching." 

Robinson explained this was important for the EU accession process; as expectations increase, employees will be 
able to operate at a world-class level. In fact, many of Citibank's Hungarian employees get a chance to work out- 
side of their country. 
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To sustain their message, Citibank participates in community service, contributing to the arts, health care, and the 
environment, according to Robinson, who also cites the company's partnership with the Wildlife Habitat Council 
in the US. "This is a work in progress," he said, referring to transitional economies like Hungaiy's. "But financial 
institutions understand the important role they can play in the progression of sustainable development." 

Financial sector leadership can fuel sustainability on three levels 

Know-How 
Level 

Management Skills 
th 	 Product Development 

Human Caøac 
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Keynote three: Civil society perspective 

van Gyulai President, Ecological Institute for Sustainable Development, Hungary 

Ivan Gyulai's civil society perspective came from a position of strength. "We don't have money," he said self-depre-
catingly. "So I can tell you whatever I want." Gyulai stated that a paradox exists in terms of the transition occurring 
in the economies of Central and Eastern Europe. "As GDP is growing, so is the environmental deficit." 

Gyulai added that it was the economy that had received priority during the economic transition in Hungary. "Our 
perception is we need a strong economy first and then we spend on our societal and environmental problems," 
he explained. 'We appreciate economic growth but what about nature?" Gyulai also pointed out what he sees as 
a widening social gap in Hungary. "I can't see this as sustainable development." 

Gyulai noted Hungary's dependence on foreign investment, which resulted in a loss of 
local culture. As an example, he talked about how multinational food purveyors had broken 
a relationship between indigenous food suppliers and consumers in the Hungarian capi-
tal and in the provinces. "In the past, vifiages produced goods, but now people buy global 

money, "he said 	goods from these stores". 

self-deprecatingly. 	And, the building of Hungary's highway/motorway system, he said, had "nothing to do 

"So I can tell 	with sustainability". "It's paid for by society, and fiture generations will pay back the loans 
and management costs", Gyulai said. With the shutdown of heavy industry, the environment 

whatever I want." had improved, but there were new problems, including a loss of biodiversity. Gyulai advo-
cated seven changes, induding dosing the social gap, reducing the negative externalities 
of the economic sector, and increasing expectations of investors, like considerations of 
cultural value and natural assets. 

The solutions to quandaries like wastewater treatment in Hungary, he added, are complex. 'We automatically believe 
we are doing good things, but we're not taking everything into consideration," he said, speaking of the solutions. 
"What will you do with the sludge?" he asked "Burn it, compost it, or put it into the soil?" In closing, Gyulai sug-
gested a comprehensive analysis of a potential project's sustainability, considering construction, operations, and 
the life cycle of the facility. 

An investor's call to arms from NGOs 

Foreign investors should consider: 

I Local communities, cultural values and natural assets. 

2 Investment impacts on the quality of the erMronment, natural resource stocks and 

carrying capacity. 

3 Negative external costs created to the local and global society by investment 

decisions. 

In short, it is a call for an integrated sustainability impact assessment by all foreign 

investors. 
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Finance and environmental management and reporting in CEIT 

Amy Clarke and Mark Browning Pncewaterhousecoopers (PwC), UK 

Gaby Oetterll E2 Management Consulting AG, Switzerland 

Environmental Management and Reporting is increasingly becoming an important part of corporate governance. 
Why, how and what should fInancial institutions manage and report on their relationship with the environment2  

The EPI-Finance 2000 is a set of Environmental Performance Indicators (EPIs) for four business sectors in the finan-
cial industry (commercial and investment banking, asset management and insurance). The indicators were 
developed based on the knowledge and experience of a group of 11 financial service providers in the year 2000. 
For each business sector, EPIs on both managerial and operational aspects were identified. 

Gaby Oetterli from E2 Management Consulting AG, the project manager of EPI-Finance 2000 explained how the 
EPIs may be used by financial institutions 1) to define environmental goals, 2) as guidelines in implementation, 
and 3) to measure the effective performance. Also, these indicators communicate the environmental performance 
of the financial institutions to its stakeholders such as traditional investors, investors in sustainability, rating agen-
cies, interested third parties and NGOs. 

In order to utilise such indicators, a financial institution requires an environmental management and reporting system 
to be in place. In this workshop, PricewaterhouseCoopers, as the project manager, introduced the UNEP FT 
Environmental Management and Reporting project. The goal of the project is to develop step-by-step guidelines 
on setting up environmental management and reporting systems. 

Environmental management and reporting systems and 

performance indicators 

Use of environmental performance indicators (EPIs) 

I to define environmental goals, 

2 as guidelines in implementation, and 

3 to measure the effective performance. 

An effective environmental management and reporting system is a prerequisfte in 

utilising EPIs. UNEP Fl aims to develop step-by-step guidelines on setting up 

environmental management and reporting systems. 
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Finance and climate change in CEIT 
From climate change to carbon credits: Developing a market for 
emission reduction credits 

Erik Schmausser Sss Re, Stzerland 

Paul Bodnar Vertis Environmental Finance, Hungary 

Peter Domonkos Hunganan Meteorological Society, Hungary 

Determining and recognising the facts behind climate change are the first step in figuring out just how to address 
the problems it presents. And those very challenges are what have influenced world governments to develop an 
intricate system of emissions reduction credits, as set forth by the Kyoto Protocol. 

This parallel session began by questioning our basic assumptions. Were we certain that there has been an unpre-
cedented warming of the climate? Likely true, said one speaker - even though facts and figures from the past cannot 
always be ascertained precisely. The problem is simply that experts have not necessarily always agreed with the 
basic 'facts'. 

Climate researcher Peter Domonkos of the Hungarian Meteorological Society warned that the current evaluation 
of the US under the Bush administration disregards many of the basic assumptions of the scientifIc community. 
"The problem is not that we know everything with certainty about the future dimate," Domonkos said, "While we 
don't really know for certain how serious this problem is, in my opinion one particularly influential administration 
in the world today views the problem in a dangerous way, with too much optimism." 

"Maybe there are some arguments for this administration's approach, but it is also very irresponsible," he conclu-
ded. 

Erik Schmausser, in the Group Sustainability Management unit of Swiss Re, stressed that the objective should be 
to review the financial impact of climate change and the effects that it has on both the CEll and global financial 
sectors. 

Schmausser said that while particular administrations may subscribe to the fact that climate change is happening, 
"they disagree on how to solve the problem and there has been a significant political debate that has surrounded 
the issue." 

Following the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, it was determined that, while changes in 
global temperature patterns have always been recorded, new fluctuations have surpassed the levels of that nor-
mative range. 

The recognition by the international community of these changes came in the form of the Kyoto Protocol, achie-
ved following a conference in Kyoto, Japan, in 1997. Under the Protocol, governments came up with regulations 
that aimed ultimately to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

At the same time, the Kyoto Protocol would give birth to a system of tradable emission allowances, based on the 
amount of emissions a country produces. Basically the protocol allowed for a market-oriented system of carbon 
trading that would be developed, including targets for individual companies that would all operate under natio-
nal schemes. 
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'The scheme developed through the carbon trading system would eventually allow emission reduction projects 
in Central and Eastern European countries to be financed partly by those more developed countries," Schmausser 
said. 'They will subsequently gain emission reduction credits." 

Projects to be financed under the scheme will include energy efficiency projects, low carbon fuel-switch energy 
projects, renewable energy schemes, or reforestation projects. 

The third speaker, Paul Bodnar of the Budapest-based Vertis Environmental Finance, is already involved in the 
carbon trading game— just as the rules of such operations are being laid down by international governments. 'Our 
basic question at the outset was: How could we make money from the trading market?" he asked. 

Bodnar described the carbon trading mechanism as a commodity market that at first 
seems complicated and difficult to understand. He even quoted senior Wall Street insi- 
ders as having little idea of how this market would look. 'We are at the early stages 

Our bask question at of a commodity market," he said. 'It was pioneered in the early 1990s  when we star- 

the outset was 

	

	ted with pollutants like carbon monoxide. Now we are trading carbon credits, which 
are project-based." 

How could we make 	 . 	. 
Bodnar says the game begins with quantifying the amount of tonnes emitted into the 

money from the 	environment, and that's when you can begin to monetise the reductions, which trans- 

trading market? 	late into carbon credits. 

Central and Eastern European countries have an important role to play, Bodnar said, 
especially where it is cheapest to reduce emissions on a large scale. The logic is that 
it is cheaper to improve the efficiency of an inefficient power plant in Romania than 
a similar plant in California that is already relatively efficient. 

The main challenges when dealing with projects relating to climate change in Central and Eastern Europe have 
little to do with climate change itself. They have to do with local governance. "Despite the obvious opportunities 
there have not been many such projects in Ukraine, the reason being that there are other issues involved in inves-
ting and working in Ukraine," Bodnar said. 'You have to take into account the investment climate," he explained. 

Under the Kyoto Protocol a system of checks, verifications, and auditing has been developed, where governments 
will be evaluated based on independent standards and verifiers that will ultimately determine the amount of cre-
dits for any individual project. 

Basically, it comes down to whether one can fInd partners that will honour their commitments. Obvious difficul-
ties arise in areas where governance, transparency, and the status of capital markets are unfavourable. This will 
improve only in relation to the improvement of the regulatory landscape of Central and Eastern Europe. 

"ou've got to be quick on your feet, and ready to learn as you go," Bodnar concluded. 

One remaining international challenge, however, is the development of the emissions reduction system without 
the participation of the US, a country that produces 36% of global greenhouse gas emissions. With the current US 
administration refusing to ratify the accords, the emissions trading market will be some 3040% smaller than one 
with full US involvement. 
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Banking & Investment: Potential threats and opportunities 

Threats 

• Macro-economic downturn 

• Asset management: 

loss of long-term value 

• Compounding risks across 

different portfolios 

• Real estates; property damage/ 

insurance removal/ less returns 

• PoliticaVregulatory changes 

Opportunities 

• Adapting current products 

• Developing new products 

P clean energy 

P infrastructure 

P carbon credit trading 

• Outperformance of climate leaders 

• Carbon credits: 

enhance returns/hedge funds 

• Micro-finance 

Some feedback from the climate change workshop: 

What action can or should financial institutions take in the 

CEIT regarding climate change? 

• Provide long-term debt/loans/credits; 

• Start banking "carbon credits" and take into account their possible future return; 

• Provide insurance for "carbon credits"; 

• Lobby governments for national frameworks addressing climate change (national 

implementation of Kyoto Protocol); 

• Promote and financiaJly support the adaptation to climate change; 

• Aim to bridge the gap in the rate of transition between CErT countries, with those first 

to join the EU lending assistance to the others with regard to climate change issues 

etc.; and 

• Develop common practices/best practices for financial institutions. 

Erik Schmausser, SMss Re, Switzerland 
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Sustainability leaders creating markets in CEIT: Identifying 
'win-win' solutions for financial institutions and communities 

Sultana Gruber Bank Austria Credftanstalt, Austria 

Carsten Becker Bank Austria Credftanstalt, Austria 

Aniko Rozsa Intemationai Anance Corporation (IFC), Hungary 

Jozsef Feiler CEE Bankwatch Network, Hungary 

In theory, sustainable development sounds great. But just how does one get all of the stakeholders - especially 
financial institutions - to be genuinely concerned about the projects they back? 

In a session entitled "Identifying twin-win' solutions for financial institutions and communities," representatives 
from leading financial institutions shared their experiences and outlined specific programmes which have achie-
ved successful outcomes. 

"Banks are not polluting industries but they must look to their customers and see what 
they are doing," said Bank Austria Creditanstalt's Sultana Gruber. 

"It was not easy for us the first time," she said, referring to the process in which crc- 
Banks am not 	ditors get to know the details of what they are financing. "UNEP gives the opportunity 

polluting it 	for dialogue. Knowledge exchange is important." 

but they must look to 	"Austria is one of the leaders in environmental policy," Gruber said. "We think many 
Central and Eastern European (GEE) countries can benefit from our experiences and 

their customers and 	they can avoid experimental failures". 

see what they're 	Gruber explained that the HVB group was the product of many mergers and is 
number one in Austria, number five in the world, and a market leader in Central and ing. 	
Eastern Europe. She said it was the top co-financing bank for working with the EBRD. 

Aside from the 160 million potential customers in Central and Eastern Europe, Gruber 
said the region had strong growth potential, good know-how, and close customer 
relations. "We see the same growth potential in the environmental sector," she added. 

Gmber noted the estimated EUR120 billion necessary for the CEIT region to comply with EU environmental stan-
dards. She said loans would be needed for maintenance, air pollution, waste management, alternative energy, and 
recycling. 

She also discussed her company's cooperation with different international programmes like Phare (one of the three 
pre-accession instruments financed by the European Communities Central European countries) for preparing 
these countries European Union accession. 

Risks in the region include the legal situation and political framework, while potential opportunities are the new 
products, markets, and solutions, according to Graber. 

Gruber also spoke of the environmental aspects of credit evaluation. To facilitate this process, she said her com- 
pany included check-list updates on its intranet. This list included regulations and directives, along with World 
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The Phare Programme 

The main aim of the Phare programme is to support Central and Eastern European 

(CEE) countries in preparing to join the EU. Partnerships between the EU and indMdual 

countries in CEE are set up and the principle measures that need to be implemented 

before membership is granted are laid down. In the period 2000-2006, these Phare 

partnerships have been allocated about FURl .5 billion per year. 

Under the guidelines, the programme is concentrated on two main priority areas: 

I Institution-building: (30% of Phare budget) covering sector-spedfic priorities, cMl 

service management reform, participation in community programmes, cMl society, 

justice and home affairs 

2 Investment support: (70% of the Phare budget) 

Ll investment in EU norms: support for the alignment of norms and standards with 

those of the EU; 
El regional development: support for the development of regional, social and rural 

policies similar to those developed in the EU; 

• large-scale infrastructure, particularly in transport and the environment; 

• SME support in the candidate countries, particularly by contributing to a multi-

beneficiary fund for SME financing. 

For further informalion see http://europa.eu.inttcomm!enlargementlpas/phare/ 

Bank and EBRD guidelines. Other factors to help the process along include training programs, a help desk, hand-
books and newsletters, and consultants. 

Gruber went on to outline the uncertainty regarding soil contamination. She said that the costs of a project could 
increase as surprises are dug up. "It is not easy to know how high the costs will be," she said, adding that such 
financial effects could potentially reduce a customer's liquidity. 

One 'win-win' solution outlined by Gruber is the CABERNET programme (Concerted Action on Brownfields 
Regeneration Network). She explained that brownfields are derelict sites from former industries, which need inter-
vention for their re-use. Brownflelds, she said, concern many stakeholders, among them financial institutions, 
regulators, landowners, and community groups. 

Programmes like CABERNET constitute a 'win-win', according to Gruber, because they decontaminate the envi-
ronment, give social benefits through employment and the creation of new technologies, and provide for financial 
redevelopment. "One of the most important things is that we engage and have dialogues with our customers, rating 
agencies, insurance companies, competitors, and government policy-makers.". 

"It is our turn to pass on our experiences to other banks," she said in her closing remarks. 

Carsten Becker knows what is happening on "on the grnund." He works in the Infrastructure/Public Sector depart-
ment at Bank Austria Creditanstalt. He characterised his bank's approach as 'massive' and 'broad.' 

Becker explained that while potential measures often exist, funds are not available unless a third party is found 
that is willing to invest in, for example, energy supply projects. He noted that trustworthy partners were key to this 
process. 



As an example, Becker referred to a project called 'Conviba'. "The idea was to find energy saving projects in Bratislava 
and Vienna in which the savings over eight years could generate a profit for the third party." 

"We think it is interesting for markets where the risk rating is not as developed as a win-win," he added. 

Becker also spoke of public-private partnerships. He cited a study in Austria about water supplies which demon-
strated that these partnerships are key to better management. "Talk with interested groups and come up with a 
tailor-made model," he suggested. "Sharing know-how is much more efficient than waiting for the tender and the 
financial partner." 

Finally, Becker spoke of the Energy Efficiency Fund, a project in Slovenia. "Through combined efforts it has revol-
ving funds and a joint approach from local governments, EU means, and a local bank. It focuses on sustainable 
projects." 

"Having different profit expectations achieved favourable interest rates," he explained. 

Projects like this help spur progeny of sorts, according to Becker. "The money comes back and is given to the cus-
tomer again," he said. "It is very much into detail, helping the next generation to 'have fun in the world.'" 

According to a study by the Chamber of Business Centre, EUR120 billion is needed 

for en'iironmentaJ protection investments to achieve compliance with the Central and 

Eastern Europe (CEE) countries environmental regulations and the EU en'vironmental 

standards. A significant number of loans may be needed for the establishment, 

maintenance, and extension of industrial and other productive investments in the 

following sectors: 

• air pollution; 

• water pollution; 

• waste management; 

• public transport; 

• clean technology; and 

• alternative energy. 

Sultana Gruber, Bank Austria Credftanstalt, Austria 

Aniko Rozsa of International Finance Corporation (IFC), Hungary spoke about the hurdles that were faced by finan-
cial institutions just after the regime change in Central and Eastern Europe. "The problem in the mid-90s was that 
institutions were not lending for energy efficiency projects," she said. "We tried to identify the main barriers, which 
were not lack of funds, loans, high interest rates, nor lack of incentives." 

Rozsa said the reluctance to support such projects as the IFC Energy Efficiency project in Hungry had to do with 
two barriers: (1) banks believed these activities to be more risky than they actually were as there was a poor capa-
city for presenting projects; and (2) financial institutions were in the process of maturing as markets liberalised. 

Rozsa said that at the beginning of this project when IFC Hungary first began working with three financial institu- 
tions, progress was slow. However, in the second phase, four institutions committed USD11 million. "These funds 
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will be reallocated in a couple of years as we are in negotiation with other banks," she said. 

The Energy Efficiency project finishes in 2004. She said that the total leverage for the project was 15 times the ini-
tial investment and that no losses were incurred. 

Rozsa contended that the Hungarian energy efficiency co-financing programme was replicable, adding that energy 
efficiency resulted in both economic benefits through decreased operating costs and environmental benefits by 
reducing greenhouse gasses. She also said Hungarian energy efficiency co-financing provided guarantees not just 
loans. "Its main interest is to implement projects and to build capacity for the end user." 

Jozsef Feiler of CEE Bankwatch Network in Hungary monitors international financial institutions throughout the 
region. "We are critical and not satisfied," he said. "But this is the role of an NGO." 

Feiler noted that the needs of the present and future generations must be balanced when it comes to sustainable 
development. "There are three pillars of sustainable development," he explained. "They are equal and must stand 
at the same height and have the same strength for the roof." 

Feiler said the costs of economic development included an income gap between rich and poor, social fragmenta-
tion, and pressure upon life support systems. "We have not improved the situation in the last 10 years," he said. 
"The transition is a failure for 80% of the population in this region. They are falling into long-term poverty further 
east." 

Feiler also noted the high rates of mortality and decreasing populations of many countries in the region. "The Balkans 
are a post-crisis region where economic distortions could result in increasing tensions in the future," he said. "This 
was raised by NATO - they want financial institutions to work properly in the region." 

Feiler said he believed the role of international financial institutions was to influence macroeconomics and to set 
standards. "They take part in national sovereignty," he stated. 

Environmental and social developments are considered externalities for projects, according to Feiler, who said that 
project outcomes reflect this stance. "That is why natural resource extraction is considered the only non-risky act 
in the region." 

Feiler was also highly critical of institutions like the World Bank, which, he said, was attempting to show a diffe-
rent face despite using the "same old approaches". He said the EBRD had a "significant advantage" as its charter 
mandates democracy and sustainable development. Still, EBED-financed projects like a motorway between 
Budapest and Vienna have 40% less traffic than forecast, according to Feiler. 

"These institutions are surviving, but were they commercial they probably wouldn't, given their levels of efficiency," 
he said. "They try to finance things that are mainstream. Without a real will for change, only a major crisis will make 
it happen." 



What is a multilateral development bank? 

Multilateral: Owned by states with the majority of shares controlled by the EU, 
US and Japan. 
Development: The institution has a general economic development mandate 
towards its less-developed members. 
Bank: The institution gives loans not grants, and staff are under signfficant pressure 
to lend over other priorities. 

Jozsef Feller, CEE Bankwatch Network, Hungary 

Possibilities for 'win-win' situations? 

• Negative factor: Dependence on the system; 
• Niche for lFIs: Innovations, new ways of financing products; 
• Problematic project size: Where is the small is beautiful link? 
• Political will is needed from G7 countries; 
• Change of bureaucracies is needed; and 
• Some are proven to have a chance of win-win projects. 

Jozsef Feller, CEE Bankwatch Network, Hungary 



Finance, biodiversity and sustainable natural resource 
businesses in CEIT 

Aiko Bode, Gerling, Germany 

Chris Grace, World Conservation Union (IUCN), UK 

Chris Grace of the World Conservation Union introduced the conference participants to a positive legacy left behind 
in the wake of Communism's fall in CEIT. 'Central planners didn't use pesticides, so we've got pristine conditions," 
he said, pushing his case for organic farming in the region. 'And the demand for organic produce is insathble in 
Western markets at the moment." 

Grace said that the US was presently biting off the biggest chunk of the organic produce market. He said that orga-
nic producers could expect at least 4% return on investment. 'They're not like Intel chips. It's a much slower process 
because it's biological," he said. One must also take into account the uncertainties of both the weather and the 
market, which, he said, could 'completely destroy you overnight." 

Grace said the process was not necessarily straightforward, as it involved due diligence, both financially and in 
terms of biodiversity. He also highlighted the importance of marshes and their ability to act like sponges. He said 
that changes in the landscape led to changes in economic activity. 'We intend to use biodiversity and landscape," 
he said, 'not to diminish but to enhance and to create rural employment." 

By looking at specific sites, Grace said it was possible to evaluate whether they could 
be enhanced through zones of activity. He also said it was prudent to analyse orga-
nic markets themselves. Grace introduced his audience to one of the specific efforts 
towards such ends: the European Conservation Farming Initiative, known by the acro- 
nym value of a specws 	ECFI. 

tOday may be entuly In closing, Grace explained how a programme in Poland called Symbio Impex pro- 
different in the future. vides both technical assistance and a financial facility for implementation of organic 

farming. One technical need, for example, could be isolating problems in the supply One species may be 	 i 	 . chain as the product makes ts way to the supermarket. Financial facilities, meanwhile, 
dependent upon 	can provide debt and equity to the process. Similar operations also exist in Bulgaria, 

another 	 the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovenia. 

Aiko Bode, of Gennany's Gerling insurance company, had a different perspective on 
finance, biodiversity and sustainable natural resource businesses. "We have a long-
standing history of taking industrial risk into account," he said. "We do 'on the ground' 
products in Central and Eastern Europe." 

Bode introduced his 'portfolio method" of managing finance, biodiversity, and natural resources: "Portfolio theory 
constitutes an approach for developing a sustainable strategy for the conservation of biodiversity independent of 
political structures". 

Bode said that portfolio theory returns were additive and that risks could cancel them out. Applying this theory to 
biodiversity contrasted with putting a price tag on a species. 'The value of a species today may be entirely diffe-
rent in the future. One species may be dependent upon another." 

Bode presented a number of graphs to illustrate how something which had a higher return could have greater risk 



and vice versa, and that if these factors were coupled they could cancel each other out. 

As an example, he talked about strains of wheat and their resistance to diseases. By shifting the weight of the amounts 
of each type cultivated, one could minimise risk, though not eliminate it entirely as in the case of a systematic risk 
like drought, which resists management. 

"Additional risks must be offset by additional returns," Bode explained. "One must diversify. Things perform dif-
ferently and it may be beneficial to have a high costlbenefit product." 

Bode also suggested regional portfolios. "If you look at the biodiversity of the world, it is terribly complex, so you 
try to fInd sub-portfolios." 

Finally, he highlighted some of the potential benefits to business by implementing this portfolio scheme of manage-
ment. "Rainforests have 5,000 plant species, two-thirds of which have patents from the pharmaceutical industry 
and if they are lost and die out we cannot take advantage of them." 

Core features of the European Conservation Farming 

Initiative 

I TechnicaJ Assistance Facility - in partnership with existing networks, provides 

technicai assistance and advice to farmers and agricultural enterprises; 

2 Financial Facility - in collaboration with existing financial institutions, provides 

financing for commercially viable agricultural enterprises that conserve biodrversity. 

Chris Grace, World Conservation Union (IUCN), UK 

Rationale for investment 

I Significant opportunities in the organic products sector in Central and Eastern 

Europe. 

2 Widespread policy support by the EU for agri-environmental programmes in the 

accession countries. 

3 Strong and rapidly growing markets in Western Europe for organic products. 

Chris Grace, World Conservation Union (IUCN), UK 
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Renewable energy sources (RES): Developing systems to 
promote RES in Central Europe 
Michael Wilczynski Polish ECOFUND, Poland 

Jaroslav Jakubes ENVIROS, Czech Republic 

Lajos Veres Assodation of Environmental Enterprises, Hungary 

Stefan Taigner Centre for Environment and Development, Poland 

"Biomass has been activated in Poland", said Michael Wilczynski, Vice-President of the Polish ECOFUND, a finan-
cial fund for the Polish renewable energy sector. "While some people dream about these technologies, in Poland, 
the starting point was a strategy based on coal. Things just had to change," he said. 

Wilczynski spoke of Poland's struggles to introduce renewable energy sources into the sector. The development 
of renewable energy systems (RES) has been fuelled by a new energy law adopted in 1997  and with a renewable 
energy strategy for Poland adopted by parliament in 2001, he said. This legislation mandated the purchase of renew-
able energy, currently a sector with little more than 2% of the market in 2001, but with plans to reach more than 
71/o by 2009. The National Fund for Environmental Protection and the Ecofund are the main supporting institutions, 
deriving funding from government with soft loans, grants, and monies from ecological charges and penalties. 

The main barriers to renewable energy development in Poland are insufficient legal guarantees to the producers 
of energy and a high investment on low purchase costs. Wilczynski stressed that lack of education and access to 
information were also barriers that stalled the development of RES in Poland. 

With the RES structure - dominated by hydro, biomass, wind and biogas - sustainability projects are hard to get 
off of the ground since there is a lack of hard data from which to build a strong business plan. "If oil prices are 
high, it should press the industry towards sustainability projects," continued Wilczynski. "Yet, at the moment in 
Warsaw, there is a very small energy stock exchange and we have more capacity than consumption." 

Stefan Taigner, Secretary General of the Centre for Environment and Development, introduced a German case study 
that contrasted with the Polish RES situation. The German law on renewable energies, as well as the EU directives 
on the use of renewable energies, have resulted in preferential tax conditions for the use of renewable energy sources 
and coordination between government and the energy sector in long-term planning. 

JaroslavJakubes of ENVIROS in Prague, Czech Republic, gave an overview of RES policies in the Czech Republic. 
Two important steps undertaken in the post-communist Czech Republic have been new energy and energy 
management laws, and the updating of a programme for the promotion of RES. However, he stressed, there is still 
a long way to go. 

Jakubes explained that the Czech Republic has much work ahead of it to comply with EU directives, elaborating 
the frameworks of national programmes, and the introduction of more effective measures to support biomass and 
bio-fuel markets. Jakubes presented the case for specific RES recommendations and priorities. These included the 
setting of binding national targets to meet RES development that are compatible with EU objectives, implementa-
tion of the Kyoto mechanisms, as well as a dear system for the distribution of grants. 

Finally, Lajos Veres of the Association of Environmental Enterprises presented the case for RES in Hungary, poin- 
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ting out that a new law is being prepared for 2002 that will define the most important objectives of the renewable 
energy market up to 2010. 

The key goal is to increase the use of renewables from the current 3.6% to 6-7 0/6 by the year 2010. According to 
preliminaiy information, the new regulation will also focus on the development of a roof programme using 20,000 
sun collectors. 'The direction and goal is to reduce energy consumption and increase the consumption of renew-
able energies," Veres said. 

A new, non-profit Energy Centre will soon regulate the energy sector, which in Hungary is managed by the 
Ministry of the Economy. This organisation, which will be under the direct control of the Ministry, will take part in 
the preparation of regulations, financial decisions, and the general strategies of the industry. Veres concluded by 
suggesting that the main barriers in the development of the RES in Hungary are not the legal framework, but rather, 
"the traditional way of thinking, the lack of information and feasibility methods." 

Barriers to the development of renewable energy sources in 

Poland 

Legal and financial 
I Non-application of "Kyoto Protocol flexible financial instruments"; 
2 No tarif system for renewable energy; 
3 Insufficient legal guarantees to the producers of energy, (need stable, long-term 

time-frames); 
4 High investment costs, and low purchase prices (low IRA); and 
5 Undear "rules of play" for the investors with distribution companies. 

Education and lack of access to information 
I No nationwide studies (RES potential map); 
2 No standards on power purchase agreements; 
3 No regulations on access to the energy network system, permits, etc.; 
4 Very strong coal lobby and no public discussion on RES; 
5 No public campaign on relationship between RES and job creation; and 
6 Lack of training for engineers, designers, architects, decision-makers. 

Michael Wlczynski, Polish ECOFUND, Poland 
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Possible utilisation of renewable energy sources in Hungary 

(In 2001 and 2010) 

Production of 	Utilisation of 

electric energy 	thermal energy 

Type of energy 2001 	2010 

TJ/year 	TJ/year 
2001 

TJ/year 
2010 

TJ/year 

Wind energy 7.2 	130 

Water energy 670 	1224 

Geo-therrnaJ energy 3600 4000 

Sun collectors 56 1600 

Photo-electric energy 0.3 	30 

Firewood 24000 26000 

Wood production for energy 0 	 4000 0 24000 

Blo-diesel + bio-oil 0 960 

Bio-ethanol 0 670 

Vegetable waste 4.7 	18 800 850 

Other solid waste 3000 9300 

Dump bio-gas 7.2 	36 12 40 

Communal sewage gas 25.2 	151 

Heat pump 40 480 

Incineration of waste 310 	576 480 950 

Waste of household 
and construction works 3800 3800 

Total: 	 1024.6 	6165 	35788 	72650 

Source: Concept of utilisalion of renewable energy sources in Hungary, supporting material for a 
draft of a governmental measure. Ministry of Economy, December 2001. 

Lajos Veres, Association of ErMronmental Enterprises, Hungary 
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tation of UNEP Fl Finance and Insurance Sector Report 
iur vvorld Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) 

Dirk Reinhard Munich Re, Germany 

Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP A, Switzerland 

Insurance sector: Emerging markets lead insurance sector growth 

Dirk Reinhardt of the global re-insurance firm Munich Re presented the content of a report covering asset manage-
ment, insurance and lending, prepared by the UNEP Finance Jnithtive based on input from financial industry leaders. 
This report was created to evaluate the status of the interaction of sustainabifity issues and the international finance 
sector some 10 years after the Rio Earth Summit. The importance of the industry is underlined by the USD2.4 tril-
lion that the industry represents. 

Climate change will 
result in damages 
and ,sk analysis will 
beimpi1ant ... The 

sector will have to 
stamline, look at 
ptentialpmducisfor 
emeiging markets 
andfind solutions to 

According to Reinhardt, emerging markets account for a mere 10% of the global insu-
rance market. This despite the fact that, while growth in the insurance market between 
1990 and 1999 in industrialised countries was 51/o, growth was measured at roughly 
11% in emerging markets. 

Since 1992,  there has been a concerted effort within the insurance sector to promote 
risk development management technology and products, Reinhardt said, and they 
have developed support structures for sustainable development. Additional tools 
that the industry has developed indude voluntary standards, the creation of envi-
ronmental management systems, and the promotion of transparency and reporting 
mechanisms. "We need reporting mechanisms and even global reporting initiatives," 
Reinhardt said. "Many activities are underway to set up these standards. Financial 
accounting systems have been developed for years and European standards are also 
evolving." 

encourage sustain- 	Future challenges of the insurance industry indude assessing the repercussions of cli- 

abie 	 mate change, the stress on society resulting from the depletion of resources, and 
technological risks associated with biotechnology and genetic engineering. Areas for 

improvement, according to the report, include decreasing the gap between economic losses and insured losses 
and improving the insurance situation of the world's poor. 

Various stakeholders also bear responsibility. Regulators can create a framework where polluters contribute com-
pensation for incurred financial losses, and industries like the construction sector may be able to monitor and regulate 
themselves in a better manner. Human resources can be better served through education, infoimation on risk, and 
innovative means to raise capital to increase insurance on assets. 

Increasing losses from environmental risk are also becoming more significant. The insurance industry will have to 
meet the challenges of sustainability through maintaining market penetration of coverage, down to the poorest 
levels of society. 

"Climate change will result in damages and risk analysis will be important," Reinhardt concluded. "The sector will 
have to streamline, look at potential products for emerging markets and find solutions to encourage sustainable 
development." 
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Foreign direct investment in CEIT 
Creating a sustainability dynamic 

Opening plenary 

Ult Jaeckel Federal Ministry for the Environment, Germany 

Brian Pearce Forum for the Future, UK 

Adam de Sola Pool Environmental Investment Partners, Poland 

Socially responsible FOl: it doesn't hurt the bottom line 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) in economies in transition is the basic motor of sometimes fragile economies. It is 
about jobs, a barometer of the success of an economy, and a litmus test for the ability to compete in the global 
economy. A basic question asked is what the role of sustainable development is in these economies in the context 
of FL)!? Does increased environmental regulation or compliance have a negative effect on competitiveness? 

Speaker Brian Pearce of the Forum for the Future does not think so. "Clearly there 

Clearly there an sub- 	are substantial benefits of FDI with its injection of new skills and technologies into 
. 	

i 	i the economy, but the key point s that t occurs without incumng environmental or 
stantial benefits ofFDI social costs." 

with its injection of 	Pearce stressed that in fact there is little evidence that FL)! would flee to areas where 

new skills and techno- environmental standards are lower, evading the costs of environmental responsibi- 
lity. Compliance costs, he said, are some 2-3% of the total costs of any particular 

logies into the 	investment and, while there are costs to environmental responsibility, there are also 

economy, but the key 	benefits. With multinational corporations under increasing scrutiny for good corpo- 
rate governance, social and environmental performance has become a more and more 

point is that it occuis 	important issue for corporations. In a nutshell: it has become hip to be socially and 

without incumng 	environmentally responsible. 

environmental or 	Adam de Sola Pool of Environmental Investment Partners in Poland went further by 
 

stressing that strict environmental regulations lead to improved economic performance. 
social costs. 	"Environmental commitment brings quantity and quality," de Sola Pool said. "Projects 

generally tend to turn out more successfully when strict environmental standards are 
applied." 

Citing a Worldwatch paper, he quoted conclusions that indicated direct links between employment gains and carbon 
reductions in Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands. However, strict environmental regulations would need to 
be adopted before these gains could be seen in Central and Eastern Europe. 

There are several sources that are ready to assist in the task of adopting the required regulation. The European 
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Union, for instance, is ready and willing to assist in the costs of training environmental supeivision experts. UNEP 
is also in a position to assist this transition as well as private and public investment funds. 

UlfJaeckel of the German Federal Ministry, asked how FDI could be made sustainable and also contribute to envi-
ronmental protection and social development? 

He felt that these goals could only be achieved through the establishment of rales and regulations, as well as codes 
of best practice. The setting of environmental goals, the transfer of technology, establishment of management sys- 
tems, training of employees, and raised consumer awareness are just some examples of concrete steps to be taken. 

Jaeckel conduded by noting that the value of establishing principles, or niles of the game, would have wide-rang-
ing implications. Some of these principles might include: 

a Worldwide environmental policy of the company including setting and monitoring of environmental goals; 

a Recognition of polluter pays and precautionary principle; 

• Introduction of environmental management systems in all locations; 

a Regular monitoring of environmental performance; 

a Active support of technology transfer; 

I 'Greening' of the supply chain including support measures; 

a Participation of employees in processes of setting environmental goals and introduction of environmental manage-
ment systems; 

a Support for 'whistle-blowers'; 

a Regular communication with consumers and consumer protection organisations in all locations; 

a Liabilityfor products; 

• Active role in increasing environmental consciousness; 

a Regular communication with local NGOs, communities, and trade unions; 

• Regular repoiting concerning the translation of the principles into action ;  

• Annual report of the application of the principles by all companies; 

a Internal and/or external monitoring of the application of the principles; and 

0 Active support for solving problematic cases (internal process). 
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Values to Value 

The rise of SRI in Europe and its impact on FDI 

• Focuses on 'non-financial risks' rather than just ethical risks 

Corporate governance, social and environmental performance 

• Driven by 

LII Disclosure regulations 

[III Environmental regulations creating value (carbon) 

LII Evidence that good corporate social responsibility pays 

• Causes investor pressure on multinational entrepnses to ensure FDI environmental 

and social performance acceptable 

Strict environmental regulations lead to improved economIc 

performance 

Practically proven at the micro-level 

• Central Europe's mass privatisation programmes and environmental investment 

partners 

Practically proven at the macro-level 

• Norway, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden: Strong environmental commitment and 

strong economies (WEF Sustainability Index) 
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Public leveraging of private finance 

Alistair Clarke and Mark King EBRD, UK 

Grzegorz Peszko Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
Environment Directorate, France 

Earning environmental dollars through piggy-back financing 

How do the big banks think? What are their requirements or strategies for environmental risk issues? Some clues 
to the elusive universe of financing and the environment were presented by leading individuals of institutions such 
as the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the Organisation for Economic Co-ope-
ration and Development (OECD). 

"To promote sustainable development in each transaction of our financial partners, their activities must be envi-
ronmentally sound and adapt to sustainable development," said Alistair Clarke, director of the Environment 
Department of EBRD in Budapest. 'One of the key aims of the bank is not only its own financing but to make 
investments by taking into account the fact that every USD1 spent on the environment brings some USD2 to USD4 
from other institutions." 

Clarke explained that for every dollar spent by the EBRD for environmental concerns, the institution requires the 
project initiator to spend some USD2.60. 

EBRD's environmental mandate: 

• 'To promote in the full range of its actMties en'vironmentaily sound and sustainable 

development." 

• Applies to public, private, direct and indirect financing. 

• Leveraging others - key to realising this aim. 

• Current ratio USD1:USD2.6 

At the outset of an investigation into a potential investment by the EBRD, an initial screening based on pre-
designed criteria sifts out which projects will be financed. As part of this screening process, environmental impact 
assessments and audits are examined in order to minimise any environmental risk and even to consider environ-
mental improvements. The result is an environmental action plan for the project, which ends up being built in to 
the loan contract. These kinds of checks and balances make it clear that the client, from the outset, is aware and 
understands the environmental costs involved in any specific project. 

Some examples of these kinds of investments are the Borjomi mineral water manufacturer in Georgia and the Dragon 
oil fields in Turkmenistan. 

In the first case a USD10 million restructuring plan was required to restore production of the famous mineral water 
manufacturer in the Georgian capital. As part of the action plan, the project was evaluated for the potential pollu-
ting waste treatment, local health and safety concerns, as well as safeguarding the local water supply. 
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In the Dragon Oil investment in Turkmenistan, a loan for IJD$66.5 million was secured over eight years. In this 
investment, the action plan had to deal with very badly polluted water as a result of some 50 to 60 abandoned oil 
wells sitting in the sea. The company was asked to address the problem and to devise a contingency plan for any 
eventual oil spifi and to avoid any explosion risk. Some wells were abandoned and decommissioned, health and 
safety concerns addressed, and a clean-up operation enacted as part of the loan agreement. 

The EBRD works closely with the World Bank as well as local governments, Clarke said. Working with both the 
public and private sectors lends weight to these institutions and the environmental action plans they develop. 

The second speaker in this session was Grzegorz Peszko of the OECD in France. Peszko explained that OECD has 
a focused mandate for Central and Eastern Europe, China and the former Soviet Union to introduce capacity-buil-
ding tools to public institutions to strengthen their ability to leverage private finance for the public good. "Our tasks 
are accomplished through a set of good practices in public management and environmental expenditures," he said. 
"We offer a set of tools, a check-list in order to verify performance in different areas." 

The building of good practice in the public sector, through its own managers, establishes a set of principles that 
also influence increased private capital entering a country, a region, or municipality. Basically, the accountability 
of public institutions normally leads to an increased inflow of private capital. 

Package of environmental finance tools developed within the 
OECD EAP*  task force 

Methodology to collect and analyse environmental and natural resource expenditure 

I 
Methodology (including software) to develop national and regional financing 

strategies for environmental infrastructure 

(water sector ready; waste under development; air planned) 

Jr 
Good practices in managing public environmental expendfture 

I 
Manual for appraisal of environmental projects financed from public funds 

Toolkit (including software) for municipalities on mufti-year investment planning for 

infrastructure 

* Task force for the Implementation of the Environmental Action Programme for 

Central and Eastern Europe 



How to ensure leverage of private by public funds? 

I Consider if subsidies are best mean to achieve environmentaJ objectives; 
2 Make sure subsidies do not spoil the markets; 
3 Leveraging of private or foreign finance: formal requirement and performance 

indicator; 
4 Ensure enforcement of requirements, evaluation of performance and incentives; 

and 
5 Ensure necessary capacity and skills. 

31 
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Regional to global perspectives: UNEF Fl Global Conference 
Series 2001- 2002 on the road to WSSD 

Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP Fl, Swftzerland 

Takejiro Sueyoshi Nikko Asset Management, Japan 

Sean de Cleene African Institute for Corporate Cftizenship, South Africa 

Brian Pearce Forum for the Future, UK 

UNEP F1's Paul Clements-Hunt explained the essence of "Regional to Global Perspectives" - namely, why the group 
of representatives from banks and insurers, NGOs and environmental ministries all convened in Budapest. "This 
global tour is to let people know that we exist," he said. 

"It's a process that will not stop in Johannesburg," Clements-Hunt explained, referring to the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development (WSSD). "But it places a question mark over what is next for global finance." 

"We have embarked on a global tour. The conferences are the same and, with regional variations of course, we've 
followed a formula. They have been interesting, stimulating, and fun. Fundamentally, we want to take the flavour 
of what's happening here so that our message in Johannesburg represents a complete global perspective on sus-
tainable finance." 

Clements-Hunt explained that the conference process was also aimed at initiating a task force, consisting of a group 
of 12 to 15 finance sector representatives in each region visited (e.g. Africa, Latin America, etc.). "We're focusing 
on the developing world because the vast bulk of membership comes from Western Europe," he explained. "We 
had a deficit in developing economies and want to get our word out." He then talked about the variation in Central 
and Eastern European (GEE) countries in terms of economic development. While Yugoslavia was late in transi-
tion, Hungary was at the head of the pack, he said. 

In 2003-2004, UNEP Fl will extend its training component and work more directly with regional partners, accor-
ding to Clements-Hunt. "Ten years after Rio, the World Summit on Sustainable Development is meant to look back 
and forward to set a sustainable agenda for the next 10 years." 

Clements-Hunt also discussed the public-private partnership between UNEP and 290 financial institutions world-
wide and briefly outlined their joint activities. 

The Financial Institutions Initiative (En), he said, was the older of two initiatives that made up UNEP Fl, the Insurance 
Industry Initiative (ifi) being the second. A joint UNEP F! steering committee - made up of representatives from 
both HI and ifi - drives its activities, which inter alia consist of asset management, climate change, and environ-
mental management reporting and indicators working groups. 

Takejiro Sueyoshi, a long-standing associate of UNEP Fl, began his talk by mentioning his home country's ratifi-
cation of the Kyoto Treaty and continued by providing a brief history of the 'greening' of Japan's economy. 

Sueyoshi explained that from 1955 to the present, his country experienced rapid economic growth but environ-
mental problems like pollution and disease began to emerge. laws were formed inJapan to deal with these challenges, 
growing more strict with time. In the 1990s, he said, Japan struggled with problems like global warming and waste 
removal. 
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Japan's latest innovation is a 'green purchase' law, which promotes the buying of environmentally friendly pro-
ducts by the national and local governments. In addition, Sueyoshi said, more and more Japanese companies are 
issuing environmental reports and disdosing their 'environmental' accounting. Previously, environmental issues 
were strictly for the industrial sector. Now, however, they also influence the financial sector but only "occupy only 
a small poition of the financial business," he said. 

Sueyoshi then proceeded to outline the Nikko Eco Fund Investment, which screens finns by selecting stocks on 
long-term forecasts and the strength of the company, as well as assessing and categorising them ecologically. Two 
hundred companies are selected as candidates and about 100 of those make the cut. Sueyoshi said that other asset 
management businesses have subsequently adopted this activity. The new concept of a 'green financial product' 
was previously just a non-saleable desk product, but green investors have now emerged: 

"They've been waiting for this," he said, as concern has grown for environmental issues in mainstream business. 

Nikko Cordial Securities and Nikko Asset Management have pledged to annually 
contribute part of the trust remuneration from the investment trusts Nikko Eco Fund 
and Nikko Global Sustainability Fund to the WWF-Nikko Green Investors Fund, which 
has been established in WVF Japan (World Wide Fund for Nature, Japan). 

FY 2001: JPY47 million was contributed. 

Target: To support environmental protection acftvities through the expanding base of 
green investors. 
I Lffeste change (promoting green purchasing, etc.); 
2 Environmental education; and 
3 Nature and environmental protection. 

Initiatives have been steadily growing in number, according to Sueyoshi, through the ASrIA organisation, the 
Association for Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia. 'We're creating a community of interested mdi-
viduals and organisations who want to increase the value of SRI," he said. 

Key factors that Sueyoshi believes require a global focus include the operation of firms, consumer choices, envi-
ronmental policy, and the human rights practised by companies. "Japan was reluctant," he said, "but things 
changed quickly." 

Sueyoshi also noted that banks in Japan have invited NGOs to help them devise credit scrutiny standards. "If we 
had not shifted from a regional focus, we would have fallen behind the times. This is something that can happen 
to any country, even a developed one like Japan," he explained. "Global approaches can be the most successful 
way of solving regional problems." 

Sueyoshi stated that there are no standards in Japan when it comes to environmental accounting - it is a process 
of trial and error. As an increasing number of companies try to disclose their environmental accounting practices, 
he believes standards will emerge. Finally, he conduded by saying that standards "cannot be too local or too global" 
- it is a challenge to strike a compromise between the two. 
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The third speaker of the session, Sean de Cleene of the African Institute for Corporate Citizenship (AICC) in South 
Africa, discussed the Earth Summit in January 2002, recaffing how it stressed people's participation in sustainabi-
lity development. He characterised it as the summit's "key focus". 

"If Africa cannot be brought up to the level of partnership," he said, "global inequity will be further exacerbated." 

De Cleene explained that since Africa's position globally on this issue was so low, it could only go up. However, 
substanthl opposition to this existed, he said. On the issue of tariffs, he added, the fact that European and US bar-
riers prohibited development constituted a grave problem. 

Citing problems like a lack of safe drinking water, under-nourishment, and a lack of trade with the rest of the world, 
de Cleene went on to highlight that most Africans live on less than USD1 per day. "And in South Africa 1,800 people 
a day become infected with HIV/AJDS," he added. 

On the financial side, de Cleene said that Africa had low levels of capital and an increasing debt burden. Financial 
institutions, he said, needed to make things work. "Sustainable development will not work unless companies see 
the potential profit," he said. 

Focus on Africa: Finance and sustainability 

Setting the context: What are the problems? 
U 42% of population has no access to safe water; 

• More than 200 million are under-nourished; 
IN 80% of people still dependent on traditional sources of energy; and 
• Share of world trade: 1990: 2.7%, 2000: 2.1%. 

De Cleene outlined the different forms of developing capital, such as social, human, and national. He said that 
sometimes capital was characterised as a "coward that flees from risk," but that the South African minister at the 
UNEP F1 event in Midrand inJanualy 2002 had challenged this. Dc Cleene said this attitude was dependent upon 
investors. 

For example, a telephone exchange programme in Africa, which was linked to a micro-credit initiative, was very 
successful. "This is a substantial business opportunity if it is linked to 400,000 women," de Cleene said. 

Standards and good governance are key to sustainable development. He suggested that a task force, such as the 
UNEP El African Task Force (ATF) that he co-chaired, could be used to establish codes of conduct and could also 
collect and disperse information technology, know-how, and tools within specific regions. 

Finally, de Cleene spoke about using societal responsibility as an excuse not to address issues of environmental 
management in Africa. "I think that's changing," he said. "Most South African companies have an eye on the inter-
national community. Many of them got a shock in 1994, when the new South African government came to power, 
and realised that environmental standards are much stronger overseas." 

The final speaker in this session, Brian Pearce, represented Fomm for the Future (FFF), a UK-based project that 
examines practical innovations for the role of the UKs financial institutions in sustainable development. "We're 
looking at what's been done in the last 10 years," Pearce said, referring to the fmancial and insurance products 



which have been put on the market during that period. 

Pearce asked what could be done for the financial sector to promote sustainability? He pointed out that equity and 
debt were not reflecting the socio-environmental risks involved, but that reporting and engagement by investors 
can shift this tendency. 

In case studies, FFF analysed the insurance industry's related innovations and guidelines (e.g., funds that had been 
set up for renewable energy and water sectors). "There are opportunities for venture capitalists who get in early," 
Pearce said. 'We've drawn out useful lessons with possible applications for elsewhere." 

Stock exchange listing requirements, for example, could be linked to international agreements and regulations for 
carbon emissions. "Think of the system as a whole. Identify innovations in products rather than companies' foot-
prints and find what lessons can be drawn from that," he suggested. 

Pearce then spoke of the "London Principles" (guidelines on sustainability for the finance sector), established by 
the Coiporation of London with the assistance of the British government. He described this as a good opportunity 
for influencing financial institutions in the CEE region saying, however, that many participants still did not know 
what sustainable development is, and that the education of financial institutions could be cmcial. 

What can be put in place to make these things happen? Pearce suggested in closing that "through its links with 
UNEP H, the UK can be made aware of happenings internationally" as a preliminary attempt to address the capa-
city building needed in the region. 

The London Principles Project: 

• Examining the role of UK financial services in sustainable development; 

• One of UK inftiatrves taken to WSSD; 

• Commissioned by UK's Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 

(DEFRA); 

• Chaired and funded by the Corporation of London; and 

• Research by the Centre for Sustainable Investment. 

Four dimensions to the London Principles Project: 

• Analysis of sustainabikty and the key functions of financial services; 

• Case studies of innovation today; 

• Blue skies thinking on innovation tomorrow; and 

• The London Principles. 
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Analysis of sustainability and the key functions of financial 

services: 

• Pricing equfty/debt and exercising ownership; 

• Providing new capftaJ; and 

• Risk management products. 
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Case studies and working models of private and public-priate 
investment in sustainable development 

Mirjana Papafava Ministry of Environmental Protection and Physical Planning, Croaa 

In a country with a beautiful seaside coast like Croath, began Miijana Papfava from the Ministry of Enviommental 
Protection and Physical Planning in Croatia, it was perhaps easy to argue that the environment should be protec-
ted. However, the costs of development still needed to be balanced and taken into consideration, she said. "Every 
day our ministers are faced with an increased interest from organisations and institutions in the field of environ-
mental protection and development.". 

One significant development in Croath, according to Papafava, was the establishment of an environmental protec- 
tion and energy efficiency fund. She said the draft law passed its first reading in the Croatian parliament recently. 
"It was amazing!" she explained. "There has never been such a law which has received such unanimous approval." 

The fund includes a seven-member management board, whose experiences are taken into account for decision-
making. Papafava said that the fund's objective was to supply revenues to already extant environmental funds. 
Fund revenues are generated through pollution charges on CO2 or NO or motor vehide registration. "So far nobody 
has complained," she said. "If you don't pay, you can't register your car." 

With EU accession on the agenda in Croatia, Papafava outlined the country's related strategies, management, and 
financial resources. She said that in 2001, Croatia had made a USD95 million investment regarding its islands and 
signed a stability pact with the EU. 

She outlined her ministry's key environmental objectives, which induded improving the quality of life on a global 

Main sources of funds for environmental protection 

• State budget and local budgets; 
• Extra budgetary funds (Croatian Water Management Company, Croatian Forest 

Management Company); 
• Revenues pnmaiily from pollution charges and user charges; 
• Business entities (primarily industry); 
• Foreign and domestic financial institutions through loans (IBRD, EBRD, HBOR, etc.); 
• International financing mechanisms through financial and technical support (GEF, EU 

programmes - CARDS, Ufe Ill Countries, Stability Pact, METAP, UNIDO, etc.); and 
• Bilateral co-operation through finandal and technical support (Denmark, Netherlands, 

Germany, Italy, Monaco, Norway, Japan, etc.) 

Investment expectations 
Foreign investors through direct investments (focus on en'4ronmentaJFy sound 
technologies - EST); 
Domestic and foreign investors through concession contracts and public private 
partnership (PPP) 
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and long-term level; improving water, air and soil on a national level; and, in the short term, implementing exis-
ting regulations, fulfilling the requirements of EU integration, and making plans towards sustainable development. 
"Our main task was to finish an elaboration of our national environmental strategy," she said. "In January of this 
year, our parliament accepted and adopted it." 

The Croatian environmental strategy, which has links to European directives, begins with the assessment and iden-
tification of problems, and aims to result in action plans. The National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) also 
prioritises the country's 61 environmental projects for implementation. Problems receiving high priority in Croath 
indude solid waste and water management. 

Papafava said that Croatia also has ambitious plans for building eco-centres in many places in Croath. She dis-
cussed the Adriatic Sea Environmental Master Plan Project, which she said has received lots of interest from 
international donors. "We are in the process of developing its components," she said. 

Papafava said that the biggest problem in Croatia exists in the waste management sector. According to data from 
1998, there were only 122 official landfills in the country. "We're faced with making wilderness into dumpsites," 
she said. She also mentioned a need to build hazardous waste incinerators. 

Furthermore, Croatia has 20 wastewater treatment facilities, which will receive a World Bank loan for their refur-
bishment. Papafava said that the 10-year costs for Croatia would total almost EUR9 billion or 4.2% of the country's 
GDP and that the costs were even greater for meeting EU standards. In conclusion, she explained that the sources 
of funding for this included state and local budgets, industry, and internal financial mechanisms 

Croatian National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) - Cost 

Assessment 

Assessment of 10-year period costs for: (billion EUR) 

Solid waste management 
Wastewater treatment 
iJr quaJfty protection 
Total: 

Annual average (estimate): 

Costs per capita at 2000 level: 

2.50 
5.68 
0.64 
8.82 

EUR 882.0 million (4.2% 
GDP) 
EUR 2,013 

Local self-government unfts, business sector (pnmanly industry) and the State should 

cover the costs. 

Population in 2000, preliminary data: 4,381,352 
Statistical Yearbook of the Repitlic of Croatia, 2001 



Investment guarantees 

Solid foreign investor guarantees provided by the constitution and laws of the 
Republic of Croatia: 
I Same rights, obligations, and legal status within a company for foreign and 

domestic investors; 
2 Investors, with conditions of reciprocity; 
3 Rights acquired through capital investments cannot be reduced by law or any 

other legal act; 
4 Free repatriation of profits and capital ensured; 
5 Foreign investors can keep the profits in domestic currency accounts; 
6 Profits can be used for loans to domestic entities and for transfers to domestic 

currency accounts of other foreign persons; and 
7 Foreign legal and natural persons free to acquire real estate, including acquisition 

of mortgage rights, with the condition of reciprocity on real estate in Croatia 
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Creating opportunities for investment in cleaner technologies 

An Huhtala UNEP DMsion of Technology, Industry and Economics (DTIE), France 

Gyula Zilahy Hunganan Cleaner Production Centre, Hungary 

Zsolt Pásztor Delegation of the European Commission to Hungary 

In terms of getting the investment mix right, Zsolt Pásztor of the Delegation of the European Commission to Hungary 
said there were three main drivers for environmental policy: (1) regulation; (2) market-based instruments; and (3) 
public perception. "Regulations are important drivers at present,' Pásztor said. "Public perception is less impor-
tant, but economic factors increasingly so.' 

Pásztor said that environmental costs in Central and Eastern Europe total more than USD7.1 billion and that many 
of the region's countries spent most of their funds on "end of the pipe' technologies. According to an Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) study, improvements have been made in terms of energy 
efficiency in both the industrial and residential sectors but implementation of environmental policies needed fur-
ther development of financial strategies. 

Pásztor outlined the limitations of a national environmental protection fund: "There's a high interest in the fund 
but they don't have enough money and can only support limited projects.' 

He added that energy efficiency projects have also been implemented with loan guarantees from several local and 
multinational banks. 

Pásztor said that environmental risk assessment resulted in environmental due diligence and that the involvement 
of financial institutions in the process helps develop familiarity with environmental issues. 

Afi Huhtala of the UNEP Division of Technology Industry and Economics (DuE), began by stating that "are you 
reactive or pro-active concerning the environment?' is one of the "soul searching' questions UNEP training mate-
rials pose to financial institutions. 

UNEP's training materials, one-day introductions, and awareness programmes as well as "guidance checklists,' which 
are available as PDF files in several languages, were some of the tools available for creating opportunities for invest-
ment in cleaner technologies. 

Huhtala also pointed out that investment opportunities in cleaner technologies are a preventative approach and 
that, not surprisingly, it was a challenge to include deaner production in new investments. "We're talking about 
both prevention and resource management,' he said. 

Huhtala highlighted the benefits of a company taking environmental factors into consideration. He said by doing 
so they could reduce costs and risk, upgrade their business, make improvements in efficiency, and increase cash 
flow. "Companies are aware of only 10301/o of their actual waste,' he explained. "They don't account for lost mate-
rials, lost labour, or company image. They don't know how much they spend on environmental issues, and it doesn't 
appear in their probability analysis.' 

Huhtala described cleaner production as "behaviour that looks beyond immediate necessities.' 
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Investments and financial Institutions 

"The importance of international donor agencies, programmes from the EU and 
elsewhere, as well as financial institutions is critical to the future funding of 
en'ironmental projects in Candidate Countries." (ECOTEC, 2002). 

"The involvement of private finance in the development of infrastructure is an 
important objective of the Community policy, as reflected in the Treaty." 
(ISPA Manual - Working Document, 2002) 
"Further develop the financing strategy for implementing environmental policies, 
especially in the areas of waste water treatment and waste management." (OECD, 
2001)"Gradually decrease public subsidies for environmental investments in the 
private sector." (OECD, 2001) 

He added that financial institutions that would like to integrate environmental risk into their operations needed to 
employ trained credit analysts and that, in the long temi, they would find this provided a sound return on invest-
ment - just as certain enterprises that already practise cleaner production are experiencing. 

In his presentation, the third speaker, Gyula Zilahy of the Hungarian Cleaner Production Centre, outlined how 
considerable savings had been made in gas consumption between the winters of 2000 and 2001 as a result of the 
introduction of an energy savings project undertaken in eastern Hungary. This, he said, showed the results of how 
cleaner technology has actually been enacted. 

Eco-Industries in EU candidate countries/Central Europe 

EBI (1997EB1)* - USD7.1 billion/year - Central Europe 
ECOTEC (2002)** - EU Candidate Countries 

• Total eco-industry in candidate countries is approximately EUR13 billion/year (pollu-
tion management EUR10.3 billion, resources mgmt EUR2.7 billion); 

• Biggest markets in pollution management (EUR/y): 
Poland - 3.8 billion 
Turkey - 2.6 billion 
Czech Republic -1.3 billion 
Hungary -1 billion 

• Most candidate countries spend more on traditional end-of-pipe technology than on 
integrated techno1ogies. Implementation of EU Directives leading to increased invest-
ment in cleaner technologies. 

*Environmental Business International, 1997 

Analysis of the EU Eco -Industries, their Employment and E'cport Potential, ECOTEC, 2002 
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The calculated savings for the Debrecen Spa Company, which operates swimming pools in eastern Hungary, were 
immediate. By drilling a new well, the water source was much closer to the pools and they were able to imple-
ment a heat recovery project of the resulting geothermal water. Zilahy reported that the company's savings of over 
USD30,000 per year would be evident in just over four and a half years. Financing occurred through a bank loan 
secured by the municipality, which was matched by PHARE funds. 

Zilahy also pointed to a chemical plant near Lake Balaton called Nitrokemia as another example of cleaner pro-
duction in Hungary. There, environmental considerations have been taken into account for several years and 
subsequent data from Nitrokemia's system have been used to finance further projects. These Hungarian experiences 
emphasise the potential feasibility of cleaner production projects for the Central and Eastern European region as 
a whole, he said. 

What is cleaner production? 

Cleaner Production is a preventive approach applied throughout the life-cycle of a 

process to reduce unproductive costs associated with remedial action. 

Is financing an Important issue In cleaner production? 

I Pollution is a cost ftem to be avoided. 

2 Accidents are costly events to be minimised. 

3 Prevention is a process efficiency ifem to be maximised. 

4 Environment is a business opportunify to be realised (and financed). 
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CEIT in the global economy 
Creating sustainabilfty linkages via global supply chains: The 
interface between foreign direct investment and small- and 
medium-sized enterprises in CEIT 

Gergely Toth Hungarian Association for Environmentally Aware Management 

Balazs Bodo Geonardo, Environmental Consuftancy, Hungary 

30,000 companies worldwide have adopted ISO 14001 - an environmental management system standard intro-
duced in 1996. "It has become the fashion on the market to have this dassification,' said Gergely Toth of the Hungarian 
Association for Environmentally Aware Management. 

Toth, whose organisation is an association of businesses supported by EU and German funds that provides eco-
ratings and environmental performance evaluations, spoke of ISO 14001 and its potential to affect the ability of 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) within global supply chains to attract FDI. "Does [ISO 140011 really 
make a difference? Not if it's just a paper on the wall," Toth quipped. 

He said thatJapan was leading the pack in terms of certification, followed by Germany and the UK, while Hungary, 
he added, was in 22nd place. 

ISO 14001 is a tool "capable of being adapted by small and medium enterprises," Toth said. "[It] could in turn be 
used as an auditing tool by a bank.' 

Toth outlined a technique called "eco-mapping.' He explained that, within a supply chain, if someone has a small 
company - an auto repair shop, for example - a blueprint outline could be assembled to analyse the eight diffe-
rent fields going around the plant to visualise potential problems. A leak of volatile fluids was one specific 
predicament he used to ifiustrate the process. "In half an hour, you identify problems and measures to be taken," 
Toth said as he outlined components to be used, including soil, water, risks, energy, and waste. 

Toth said the process was simple, required no degree for completion, and offered many benefits. 

Eco-Mapping 

I Simple, visual, creative process to scan environmental problems and practices 

2 No degree, no penalty, only observation, patience and drawing 

3 Mutual learning; information from physical realIty, not from documents 

4 Pinpoint "Bermuda Triangles" of bad practice 

He then went on to outline a six-stage model for assessing firms' environmental merit, issuing rankings "from lead 
to diamond,' according to how clean a given company's workings are. Toth said that while a ranking of "silver" 
meant a firm operates in an eco-efficient way, a "gold" rating meant that environmentally friendly products would 
be at the centre of a said company's marketing strategy. A "diamond' rating, he said, was a "rare bird." He sug-
gested that a national prize could be awarded to those companies with higher rankings in this system. 
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Eco-mapping and the proposed environmental merit systems were thus introduced as one way of assisting SMEs 
with their implementation of environmental management systems with direct and indirect effects to the possible 
global supply chains with which they are involved. 

The second session speaker was Balazs Bodo of Geonardo - Environmental Consultancy, Hungary, a fimi lending 
advisory assistance with regard to direct investment and EU funding. 

Bodo said that sustainability linkages were relevant for Central and Eastern Europe, especially for the financing of 
all kinds of environmental investments like the prevention and recycling of waste. Among the factors which 
influence investment in CE1T countries, according to Bodo, is their cheap labour, experienced staff, and serious 
state subsidies. But another factor, he said, was acting as a catalyst. "The region has been changing quite rapidly 
in order to comply with EU directives," Bodo noted, adding that heavy EU support was going into research and 
development (R&D) in order to assist countries in the region to catch up environmentally with their Western European 
counterparts. 

"There are also risks associated with R&D projects," Bodo said. "From time to time the problems can't be solved 
the way we want them to." 

Bodo said that one recent success story in Hungary, which he described as a "true watershed operation," was the 
clean up of the Tisza River in the wake of a cyanide spill in 2000. Numerous partners from countries in the region 
participated in this activity, implementing "know-how" from Western Europe to assist them. 

He also spoke of the "Iron Curtain Project," a strategy for development management plans occuthng along cross 
border areas in the region. He said such activities would also draw smaller investments and may assist SMEs in the 
future. 

To dose the session, UNEP Fl Head Paul Clements-Hunt stated that his organisation, to remain abreast of finan-
cial-sustainability developments, should continue to ask themselves "What are our plans for working with the fmandal 
sector?" 

"For the moment, we try to identify champions, people educated to realise the environmental importance for the 
company who have ammunition to persuade the CEO," Clements-Hunt explained. "We must target many diffe-
rent fInancial sectors to try to stimulate the private sector to come up with a green portfolio." 

Finally, Clements-Hunt characterised the success UNEP Fl has had with its financial sector partners: "We've reco-
gnized about 12 champions and they buy up about 501/6 of our ideas. Yet, there is still more work to be done to 
identify more champions who will buy the whole 100°/a." 

Environmental investment possibilities in Central and Eastern 
Europe 

Pro: 	 Cheap labour, experienced staff, government subsidies, EU co- 

financing possibilfties 

Contra: 	Frequents' changing regulations, important to have good local 

contacts at political level 

Conclusions: 	Some EC funding could back up investments 

(for example waste management) 
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What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Investing in Central Europe's growing environmental sector 

Adam de Sola Pool En'vironmentai Investment Partners, Poland 

Environmental Investment Partners (www.eip.biz) is a venture capital fund that invests in environmental sector 
companies committed to operating sustainably in Central Europe. The four founding investors believe that by instill-
ing such values in its investees, environmental venture capital will prove to be a good investment. This assumption 
by the investors is correct. 

The investees (usually start-ups or early stage investments) have operated using triple bottom line concepts and 
they have generally prospered, created employment, and improved the environment. 

Below is a profile of our Hungarian investee: 

Korte-Organica, Hungary (www..korte-organicahu) 

Two entrepreneurs who saw the municipal wastewater sector as a growth opportunity with the coming EU acces-
sion founded Organica in 1998 in Hungary. By the end of 1999, they had a few thousand Euros in sales using their 
plant- and nature-based wastewater treatment technology. In order to expand they came to EIP for funding. EIP 
committed EUR1 .25 million in three stages to the company. 

Within a year Organica's ideas proved so compelling to another Hungarian wastewater company focused on the 
industrial sector— Korte Kft - that the two companies merged to become Korte-Organica RT. The heads of Organica 
became the leading managers of the merged company. 

By the end of 2002, the merged company had sales of more than EUR8 miffion and staffing of well over 120 people 
- a multi-fold increase in both areas. 

What has Korte-Organlca done for the environment? 

At the Dunaferr steel mill Koite-Organica has redesigned the entire water extraction and treatment process so that 
600 thousand m3  of sludge and 30 million m3  of wastewater created annually are now mixed together in a spe-
cial way and thereby neutralise each other. Thus, Dunafen no longer has to extract significant water from the Danube 
and can operate a virtually closed circuit system if it so desires. The result? Lower costs for Dunaferr and signifi-
candy less waste emerging from the plant, both of which make the steel mill more competitive globally as well as 
reliant on the Koite technology. 

At G.E Lighting's bulb frosting plant, Koite-Organica developed a novel treatment system that offers G.E. the oppor-
tunityto convert the wastewater to pure de-ionized water, reduce the hazardous waste output by 98 1/6, reduce G.E.'s 
waste operating costs by 40%, and also extract from the waste a valuable chemical for sale. 

In three towns in Hungary (Csongrad, Nyirmada and Diosjeno), Korte-Organica has installed wastewater treatment 
systems that rely on plants and living organisms to produce tertiary treated water. These greenhouse-based sys- 
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tems, just completed at the end of 2002, are the beginning of a new phase of development for the company. Already 
these new systems are attracting municipal interest in Poland, Slovakia, and Austria because they give municipal 
authorities the opportunity to install waste treatment systems that are attractive to the community and that avoid 
the NIMBY (Not in My Backyard) syndrome. They are also attracting additional investor interest in the company. 

Because of these and other developments Environmental Investment Pailners expects to at least triple its invest-
ment when it sells the company - "proof' that the triple bottom line works for all stakeholders. 

Adam de Sola Pool is the Chief Investment Officer of Environmental Investment Partners in Poland. 
E-mail: pool©eipcom.pl 
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Out of the crisis: From rubble to renewal - a call for a 
sustainability dMdend 

Aiko Bode Gerting, Germany 

Actual developments in the financial world do not predict a growing and prosperous time for environmental, social, 
and ethical activities. With stock markets under pressure, economies in recession, financial crises of states and govern-
merits, and a politically destabiised world, the financial industry seems to fall back from a progressive to a more 
defensive state regarding sustairiability. It is true. 

In some instances, companies even seem to speed up: printing reports, sponsoring events, and maintaining a high 
level of commitment. But rather than integrating ecological, social and ethical considerations into the core busi-
ness, often communicators and marketing strategies seem to be the origin of these activities. 

Even in the social responsible investment arena, where much has already happened without noise and big mar-
keting events, things seem to look gloomy as the stock markets do not promise high yields. This field really took 
off globally when Dow Jones launched its Global Sustainabiity Index in 1998. From that point on, sustainability 
became an investment style that was and is successful. 

The old and fruitless discussion on a reduced ROl vanished at the same speed as different funds and investment 
products emerged on the markets and more money went into these. Nearly all market participants - banks, invest-
ment houses, and insurers - have launched such a product or partnered with others to offer at least something; 
clients obviously were asking for it. Even as the number of educated sales staff and employees seems to grow by 
the hour, however, much remains to be done. 

On the other hand, risk assessment, risk management, and decent risk spreads still lack a fully integrated envi-
ronmental and social risk profile. Not to speak about standardised processes that could and should be part of the 
judgements of (credit) rating agencies. These are needed today desperately; and they will - by force or by volun-
tary action - have to be established. 

But here, as often, controlling units in most companies would veto anything that apparently could add costs. Of 
course, in the long run these would have marvellous returns, but in the short run it is an investment that has no 
history yet to prove it is value-added. Be that as it may, we need to overcome not only an economic but also a 
value crisis. 

In that sense companies may need to rethink their approach to sustainability. While philanthropy and sponsoring 
activities are nice to have, real commitment would need decent, reliable, and, of course, fully integrated financing. 
How about a sustainability dividend then? Rather than leaving the playing field of economic development exclu-
sively to governments and inter-governmental organisations, companies interested in a responsible management 
style and policy would think of something like a certain amount of money of each sold contract or service to go 
into a tnist fund, financing key areas of major concern for mankind as well as for clients. 

it is not rocket science to predict that most clients would see the benefit of such a dividend. For instance, instead 
of taxation and increasing expenditures for defence measures, a simple dividend paid into education programmes 
targeting developing countries or into the protection of biodiversity, water resource management, and/or climate 
change mitigation could add more to a sustainable world than any internal environmental management system. 
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Moreover, as it is a dividend linked to the economic well being of the company and its customers, it is in itself a 
highly sustainable endeavour. 

But not only project or market development programmes could and should be fmanced. Internal risk management 
structures could also successfully be created, enforced and strengthened. They would no doubt lead to an 
improved and more prospective rather than retrospective risk management and risk assessment procedure. The 
benefit of that7  Reduced risks, enhanced returns, and eventually reduced cost for clients. 

The only question open here seems: why don't we move it? 

Aiko Bode is the Head of Gerling SustainabilEty and CSR at Gerling CERT GmbH in Germany. 
E-mail: alko.bode@gerling.de  
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The chances of finance towards sustainability in Hungary 

Gergely Toth Hungarian Association for Environmentay Aware Management 

Introduction 

KOVET-INEM Hungária is the Hungarian Association for Environmentally Aware Management. Legally, we are a 
non-profit association of 56 businesses in Hungary. Practically, our work is executed by a small professional secre-
tariat of 10. KOVET is a grass-roots organisation promoting environmental and sustainability practices in the 
business sector, established in 1995. 

Environmental practices of the finance sector 

Environmental management and sustainability actions in the Hungarian finance sector are somewhat immature. 
The government and some international financial institutions have programmes aimed at these goals and Hungarian 
commercial banks are active in distributing relevant funds (for example, energy saving grants/credits). Also some 
larger credit assessments include analysis of potential environmental impacts. 

However, these practices can only be labelled as "end-of-pipe" practices. Proactive actions like investing in more 
sustainable projects, companies, or market research for saving schemes targeted at socially responsible consumers 
are unheard of. In 1992, two Hungarian banks signed in Rio the "Banking and the Environment" declaration. However, 
I consider this the initiative of some devoted executives, rather than the established principle of the banks' stra-
tegy. 

In this sense the Hungarian banking and insurance sector is significantly behind not only its international compe-
titors, but also other Hungarian business sectors. 

Environmental management is becoming popular in Hungary, but not among financial firms. If we look at the number 
of ISO 14001 certifications the country has obtained (currently reaching 500), we can see it is leading the way in 
Central and Eastern Europe. If we relate the number of certifications to GDP, we find Hungary ranks seventh in 
the world, taking over countries like Germany or the UK. But we find no financial companies on the list. 

Environmental indicators and reporting are also spreading quickly among industrial companies. We have no exact 
information about the number of firms applying environmental performance evaluation (EPE) through indicators, 
but training programmes are frequent and practical guidebooks have been available for years. 

There are 22 publicly available reports by enterprises headquartered in Hungary: 16 environmental reports, four 
environmental statements and two sustainabiity Global Reporting Initiative (GM) reports. GM mentions these two 
Hungarian enterprises - among the 194 GEl reporters - as among the only five that are in accordance with the 
2002 GEl guidelines. Yet, again, we are not aware of any banks or insurance companies using environmental per -
fomiance indicators or publishing environmental/sustainabiity reports. 

Sustainabifity assessment is still a practice for the future, but three pilot assessments have been implemented and 
linked to the verification of environmental/sustainability reports. These sustainability assessments - apart from inclu-
ding standard auditing practices - involved stakeholders of specific businesses and have been very successful. They 
ranked the environmental merit of companies based on a six-staged system. Again, financial institutions played 
very little role in the process. 
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Reasonable chances of development 

Financial resources are more abundant than safe investment opportunities. This does not stimulate banks to com-
pete for the money of socially sensitive investors in the form of green portfolios. However, the Hungarian stock 
exchange has also had some bubbles in the last years and faces just as severe fluctuations as other exchanges. 
Sustainabiity indices prove that analysing environmental, social, and sustainability performance of companies and 
investing in better performing businesses can significantly reduce these risks on the one hand, and can attract valuable 
customers on the other. 

Hungarian banks might also participate in green investment schemes of international banks to become acquain-
ted with the techniques and to avoid the high risks involved in the learning stage. 

To adapt environmental and sustainability practices, banks and insurance companies must have a business case. 
This is clear. Whether we have the business case in Hungary or not, this is unclear. We are aware of no analysis 
to answer this question so far, but are confident that there will be pioneers in this field on the horizon. 

Gergely Toth is the Executive Director of the Hungarian Association for Environmentaiy Aware 
Management. 
E-mail: toth@kuvet.hu  
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Emissions trading in Central and Eastern Europe: The marriage 
of finance and sustainability put to the test 

Paul Bodnar, Vertis Environmental Finance, Hungary 

The countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) that began a transition to the market economy in the early 1990s 
were endowed with neither strong capital markets nor a tradition of environmental preservation. The challenge 
of integrating priorities in finance and sustainability is, therefore, especially difficult in the EU accession states. 

In the last two years, greenhouse gas emissions trading has become a fascinating test case of how markets can be 
used for the good of the environment in CEE. Climate change policies are generating exciting new developments 
at the intersection of finance and environment, drawing the two closer together. 

Carbon commerce is among the few global markets in which CEE plays a pivotal role. The region has emerged as 
the dominant supplier of carbon credits under the Joint Implementation (JI) mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol. 
CEE's substantial industrial infrastructure, poor energy efficiency, and Kyoto surpluses combine to create an ideal 
climate for carbon reduction projects. In the last two years, JI transactions have funnelled more than EUR50 mil-
lion to companies in CEE to finance climate-friendly infrastructure investments, and this figure may double in 2003. 

AlthoughJT is still a novel concept, the banking industry has taken notice and now looks to capitalise on the supeior 
returns offered by JT projects. Slowly but surely, the sale of carbon credits is becoming an integral part of project 
finance in GEE. 

The EU emissions trading scheme (EU ETS) will be the largest ever experiment offering market-based solutions to 
environmental problems, and will break down the barriers between finance and environmental regulation. Because 
these bathers are unusually high in CEE, the change will be more noticeable here. Already, a state of confusion 
has set in, both in the corporate and public spheres. 

When they first hear of EU E1, executives typically task environmental managers with the issue. As understan-
ding of the practical implications grows, responsibility shifts to finance or risk management departments. Usually 
the result is an unprecedented project team comprising engineers, environmental compliance managers, financial 
controllers, and traders. 

GEE governments face a similar quandary. Environment ministries argue that they are responsible for implemen-
tation of international environmental agreements and air pollution regulations, and fear for the environmental integrity 
of EU ETS. Energy and economics ministries counter that it is inappropriate for environment ministries to design 
and manage complex trading schemes that have significant financial and competitiveness implications for indus-
try. 

In short, EU ETS is forcing people to work together in new ways. Whether they are corporate managers or govern-
ment officials, they are learning to bridge the practical and cultural divide between the worlds of finance and 
environmental preservation. Hopefully, this exercise of integrating priorities and methods will have an important 
demonstration effect, paving the way for more common acceptance of market-based solutions to environmental 
problems. 

Paul Bodnar is a Partner at Vertis Environmental Finance. 
E-mail: paul.bodnar@vertisflnance.com  
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Introduction 

As the post-conflict recovery process gains ever-increasing momentum in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), 
environmental protection must evolve alongside economic and social development. The post-conflict transitional 
environment represents an opportunity for FRY and its republics to reform its environmental institutions, stop the 
degradation of its precious environment and, at the same time, create a sound economy that is based on the prin-
ciples of sustainable development. The 'triple bottom line' philosophy of sustainable development - namely 
economic, environmental and social considerations - is a sound guiding principle for balanced growth. 

While political backing for environmental and associated social issues is gaining wide support, sustainability consi-
derations and needs are not guiding the policies or the investments of the recovery period. This is creating a risk 
that economic growth will further increase the environmental burden of industry and therefore jeopardise the bene-
fits from economic modernisation and recovery. 

Building environmental and sustainability considerations into all aspects of foreign 
Building environmen- direct investment (FDI) decision-making, from the perspective of both the investor 

tal and wtainability and the recipient country, is a key challenge. Sustainability, if it is to be integrated 
into any FDI process, needs to be considered from the investment concept stage, as 

considerations into all it becomes much more costly to factor it in afterwards. Also, the use of sustainability 

a as an advanced socio-economic and environmental risk management approach can spects offoreign  be a powerful tool to ensure the integnty and long-term viability of an FDI process. 
direct investment Increasingly, FDI will be governed by the disciplines of accountability, transparency, 

disclosure and equity. Countries that create a framework supporting these emerging 
disciplines of international investment and finance will be in position to attract long- 

making from the 	term capital supporting the goals of sustainable development. 

pe?spective of both the Key questions to address within the FRY context in the near future include: 

investor and the 	n What practical steps can both or multiple parties in an FDI process take to ensure 

recipient count?)), is a 	their sustainability concerns and opportunities are addressed? 

key ciwilenge. 	How can international partners, including UNEP, facilitate this process? 

What is the responsibility of the finance sector in this? 

On 19 June 2002, the Ministry for Protection of Natural Resources and Environment of Serbia organised in co-ope-
ration with UNEP (UNEP Post Conflict Assessment Unit - PCAU and UNEP Finance Inithtive - Fl) a roundtable 
meeting in Belgrade exploring FDI and sustainability. Within the context of economics and finance, the sustaina-
bility component of the event focused on how FRY can attract the 'right kind of investment' that supports the country's 
long-term economic, environmental and social fabric. 

The aim of the workshop was to introduce key stakeholders in Serbia and Montenegro - national and internatio-
nal governmental, financiers, industrialists and business people - to the opportunities and challenges associated 
with FDI. The workshop highlighted public-private partnership approaches and innovative financing mechanisms 
supporting FDI in FRY. 

An understanding was also developed of how to boost capacity within public and private constituencies in FRY 
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to attract the 'right kind' of FDI - dynamic, productive investments that respect high environmental and sustaina-
bility standards. Further, the event allowed an opportunity to discuss how sound FDI can be attracted to a country 
coming out of recent conflict. 

On 20 June, there were follow-up site visits to industrial centres near Belgrade. 

The event delivered: 

a strong set of recommendations detailing the framework conditions, including regulatory and fiscal incentives 
that will attract FDI; 

identification of the need for the implementation of a training course for financial institutions in FRY, with the 
possibility to make use of the training programme developed by UNEP Fl; 

conference proceedings drawing out finn lessons learned from FDI, notably in the steel and urban infrastruc-
ture sectors, and 

a vibrant network of government and business people who have a deeper understanding of the specifIc chal-
lenges for FRY with respect to attracting the 'right kind' of FDI. 
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Background 

Growth of foreign direct investment 

Recent decades have seen the emergence of global markets, an explosive growth in private sector foreign direct 
investment (FDI), a significant rise in international portfolio flows and widespread moves to privatise activities once 
deemed the sole province of the public sector. 

In 1992, FDI flows to developing countries were at the USD36 billion mark. Before the decade closed, they had 
jumped to more than USD160 billion, roughly double the flow of official development assistance (ODA). However, 
a fierce international debate rages around the full environmental, economic and social costs of FDI and what mecha-
nisms are required—both in the recipient country and internationally— to ensure FDI flows build long-term economic 
vitality, support the social fabric of communities and respect a country's environmental integrity. 

The growth in international capital flows is an indicator of the private sector's exploration of new global market 
opportunities, investor interest in the emerging and transition economies, and of the new pro-activity of countries 
seeking to attract international capital. However, the flow of private sector resources to the developing countries 
and economies in transition has been very uneven and, in the case of portfolio investments, highly volatile. The 
vast majority of P1)1, some 75%, has gone to just 10 middle-income countries. 

Furthermore, FDI is heavily concentrated in a few sectors: automotive, chemicals, electronics, energy, petroleum 
and petrochemicals, and pharmaceuticals. Less developed countries lost out heavily: in 1998, the 48 least develo- 
ped countries attracted less than USD3 billion and African countries together received only about 1% of global flows. 

Drivers of FDI 

P1)1 is driven by both short- and mid-term commercial interests and the long-term strategic considerations of cor-
porations and countries. Increasingly, markets in key sectors in the industrialised world are saturated, highly 
competitive and offer low and diminishing profit margins and limited prospects of long-term growth as the popu-
lations of OECD countries age. Many large companies with global reach see transition economies and the developing 
world as their key future markets, capable of offering growth and new business prospects. At the same time, many 
private sector firms are increasingly coming to recognise the business importance - in terms of reputation, licence 
to operate and broader risk management concerns - of socially and environmentally acceptable activities. 

When international companies or consortia consider P1)1 options, political risks, reputational issues connected to 
governance questions and a wide range of operational challenges, above and beyond the normal question of com-
mercial opportunities, create significant constraints in many countries. 

Issues likely to undermine a country's attractiveness to P1)1 include: lack of a skilled and trained labour pool; ende-
mic corruption issues; the potential of social and civil disruption; and limited natural resource stocks. 

In private sector investment decisions, political risk is often the primary risk when assessing transition and deve-
loping world opportunities. In urban infrastructure projects, for example, local authorities most often do not have 
an international credit rating or a track record upon which the private sector can base a judgment of creditwor-
thiness. Changing political leadership at the local authority level, and at the national level, can create risks of breach 
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of contract, currency inconvertibility and expropriation. In the worst case for a commercial entity, conflict, war or 
civil unrest can put the assets and the private sector's ability to operate at risk. 

New public-private mechanisms to finance the 'right kind' of FDI 

New types of public-private partnerships (PPPs) to promote FDI are beginning to 
Bmadening private 	emerge. The development and implementation of such innovative PPPs create a 

Jiowc to a wider range number of operational challenges for recipient countries, aid agencies and the pri-
vate sector partners. Broad operational challenges include: balancing private sector 

of transition econo- 	interests with those of aid agencies when awarding ODA linked to FDI; ensuring rigo- 

mies and a'eveloping 	rous competitive assessment and full transparency in bidding processes while avoiding 
bureaucratic delays; and dealing with programmatic conflicts of interest between mdi-

countries is necessaty vidual companies and aid agencies. Both the public and the private sector need an 

to address ky sustai-  enhanced understanding of how the other operates and of their accompanying 
expectations and disciplines for effective partnerships to be developed. 

nable development 
Broadening private flows to a wider range of transition economies and developing 

challenges, countries is necessary to address key sustainable development challenges. The thin-
king, approaches and tools needed to increase private sector capital flows to support 
the sustainability agenda in developing and transition countries are slowly emerging. 

Market supporting framework conditions will remain the primary consideration for a country's ability to attract inter-
national capital. Political risk issues are paramount when the private sector considers investing in a country or region. 
Innovative fusions of ODA and FDI based on new fonns of public-private partnerships could act to reduce real 
and perceived political risk considerations. Partnerships built on enhanced understanding of public-private expec-
tations and disciplines could act as a catalyst to attract new and additional private capital sources to a wider spread 
of countries. ODA which supports and complements market-oriented solutions and fosters capacity building to 
enhance a country's ability to benefit from market dynamism, will play a pivotal role in boosting the ability of more 
countries to attract capital. 
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Opening session 

Mikko Halonen UNEP Post-Conflict Assessment Unit 

The finance sector is a crucial partner in the rebuilding of FRY. However, financial and industrial activity must res-
pect the principles of sustainable development. 'Foreign Direct Investments: Financing Sustainability' has been 
conceived by FRY authorities in cooperation with UNEP to provide guidance to national authorities, financial ins-
titutions and UNEP, as to how to turn these principles into reality. 

This event will further extend the fruitful co-operation between FRY and UNEP to strengthen the environmental 
awareness and build institutional capacity for environmental management in FRY. Moreover, this event is part of 
the UNEP programme 'Clean-up of Environmental Hotspots in FRY. UNEP hopes that the various representatives 
from the environmental hotspots and elsewhere will be able to gain knowledge from this event and create a pro-
cess that will enable them to raise the required investments for sustainable development. 

Ivan Rasulic Federai Ministry of International Economic Relations, Republic of Serbia 

The Federal Ministry of International Economic Relations has as one of its key aims to harmonise financial aid and 
financial mechanisms in support of sustainable development. 

These activities are concentrated at both the local and global level, and consist of comprehensive aid, not only in 
material terms, but also in terms of raising awareness of the challenges facing the FRY. 

It is clear that environmental issues do not recognise national borders, and we consi- 
der UNEP to be the most competent authority to undertake international activities 
on the environment. This meeting provides the opportunity to exchange expe- It is clear that envimn- 
riences, and also to introduce UNEP to some of the unique problems that we face. 

mental issues do not The FRY has a number of specific environmental problems. it is 'paying the price' 
recognise national 	for industrialisation and development. This is due, in part, to the various obstacles 

bordei, and ii 	to development - induding sanctions and civil wars, most recently - and this has 
affected the level of environmental protection applied to development. In some 

der UNEP to be the 	regions, development - and the legislation for environmental protection - is starting 

most competent autho- from scratch. 

nzy to undertake Further, FRY is heavily involved in the clean-up and remediation of environmental 
. 

in damage that was caused to industrial sites, cluding oil refineries and chemical faa-
international activities lities. There also remain long-term problems, such as depleted uranium and air 

on the envimnment. 	pollution. 

In determining its course for the future, FRY admits that it faces significant challenges, 
and has appealed to experts to highlight problems to relevant authorities. Such 
expertise and experience is critical, as FRY cannot clean up on its own. 

However, FRY has indicated that, although it accepts foreign aid, it does so only as a last resort. In cases where 
such aid is accepted, it must be part of a mutually beneficial programme. 
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FRY is clearly in a period of transition, where it is establishing new systems of values and practices, with the ulti-
mate goal remaining full membership of the European Union. A critical process along this path is the harmonisation 
of environmental and sustainable development principles into policy-making and decision-making processes. 

With the financial situation of the country gaining stability, as a result of both the write-off of accrued debts, and 
the servicing of remaining debts, FRY is open to new projects. This is further evidenced in the development of 
concession law, which will provide clear guidelines for domestic and foreign partners. 

Andjelka Mihajlov Ministry for Protection of Natural Resources and the Environment of Serbia 

This meeting is an important gathering in terms of advancing the necessary policy reforms in FRY. 

When we consider the four components of sustainable development - political, economic, social and environ-
mental - we are reminded that we cannot develop only one area. Instead, we must develop policies that embrace 
all of these elements. 

In trying to achieve this, it has been important for FRY to build bridges with UNEP, international institutions, and 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). As evidence of this collaboration, we are involved with the World 
Bank in over 200 projects. 

This co-operation is critical, and failure to co-operate only makes the roads to the achievement of our goals longer. 

Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP Fl 

A significant challenge for economies in transition is not only in attracting FDI, but in attracting the right kind of 
FDI. 

FDI is long-term capital that is used to build commercial, industrial and social infrastructure. Freqiently, these deve-
lopments - and the capital that fuels them - are private, but increasingly, public-private partnerships are found. 

When we compare FDI and ODA, we see that FDI is increasing, while ODA is decreasing. With this, we see the 
emerging importance of private capital in the global economy. However, the distribution of FDI is not equal. Rather, 
801/o goes to only 20 countries. 

Not only are we seeing a geographical imbalance, though, we are also seeing a sectoral imbalance, with foreign 
capital in a limited number of countries and in a limited number of sectors. 

The vast majority of FDI to date has not integrated social and environmental considerations. However, responsible 
FDI can lead to dynamic, productive investments in sound industries. Good FDI is good for communities - but, 
until now, it has often brought environmental problems and social dislocation. 

There is no doubt that FDI is a complex process, involving governments, export credit agencies, capital markets 
and bond markets. However, it has very simple requirements. To attract FDI, a country must provide: 

a sound legal framework; 

• a level playing field; and 

• unrestricted capital movement. 
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In return for such a business environment, communities must ask for investment that respects sustainabiity. 

There are a number of 'push and pull' factors that make this a good idea for companies as well. 

On the 'push' side, reputational issues are important for any company, and must be considered, particularly in the 
light of the increased recognition and importance of consumer conscience. On the 'pull' side, progressive corpo-
rations increasingly see sustainability as giving them a competitive edge. Moreover, it is a powerful risk management 
tool, and can bring down the cost of capital for companies that embrace these principles. 

FDI is a long-term, capital-intensive investment, which must be integrated into the communities in which it is based 
- both the economic and the social elements must be considered. 

Indeed, with the finance sector under the spotlight, we are witnessing the emergence of a new FDI dynamic - one 
in which issues of governance, accountability and transparency are also increasingly critical, presenting an 'ideal 
market' for clean investments. 

Free moving capital is a good thing if markets are working properly, if communities are not exploited, and we can 
ensure that social and environmental considerations are integrated into investment decisions 

The competition for capital and the 'right kind' of FDI 

Paul Clements-Hunt of UNEP Fl said future FIJI across the global economy would be governed 

by the disciplines of accountability, transparency and disclosure with respect to social and 

environmental impacts of projects. "In our wired, CNN age, increasingly there will be fewer 

places for bad projects to be hidden. Investors and companies connected to FIJI projects 

which have detrimental sustalnability impacts will be exposed by the media and cMl society 

groups. This will create reputational risks and a raised cost of capital where the whole 

spectrum of risks are not assessed or managed effectively," he explained. 

After the conflict, he said, FRY was entering a new phase when the energy, creativity and vision 

of its entrepreneurs would be pitched into a "competition for capital'. Just as FRY would be 

competing for capital to fund its industrial, infrastructure and utility needs, so it should strive to 

attract the 'right kind of FDI'. By this, Clements-Hunt added, he meant stable, long-term capital 

that deepens both the economic and social fabric of the communities to which it is directed as 

well as safeguarding and, ideally, enhancing the environmental capital of the area To attract 

such FIJI, communities and authorities in FRY will have to understand fully the dynamics of the 

risk-reward equation that governs FIJI projects. In future, we will see a greater appreciation of 

the environmental and social aspects of this risk equation. More specifically, FIJI projects that 

do not - at the outset - fully assess sustairiabilfty risks and set in place rigorous risk 

management approaches will not provide communities with the most effective type of 

investment for balanced long-term growth. 

"Communities and authorities have the right to be more demanding of FIJI projects to ensure 

their long-term economic, social and environmental heaith. The 'right kind of FIJI' will be for the 

long haul and, quite simply, a rigorous sustalnability approach is an effective way of assessing a 

broader range of risks and ensuring opportunities are maximised if a sustainabie development 

ethos is built into the project from the outset" 
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Plenary session 
Milica Zatezalo Ministry of Intemalionsi Economic Relations, Republic of Serbia 

Continuing development of the concession law provides some of the critical legal framework in which FDI is made. 
A concession is the right to use natural resources in a country, and such permission can be given to a local or foreign 
entity. Concessions can be an efficient way of managing rights to public goods. 

FRY is currently characterised by a lack of capital, particularly with respect to large investment projects, such as 
water and waste infrastructure, or transportation networks. 

For concessions to be granted in the most transparent and equitable way, clear concession laws can protect the 
interests of both the state and investors. 

This law contains a number of new features, including a new process of granting concessions. For all concessions, 
there will be a public tender process, under a procedure that is regulated by law. This law covers water, sanita-
tion, storage, transportation, the distribution of petroleum and tourist infrastructure. 

Environmental protection is an important aspect of this law and environmental impact assessments a key compo-
nent of assessment processes. In cases of environmental harm, there remains the potential for the revoking of a 
concession. 

A draft of the concession law has passed the government session, and will soon be presented to the parliament. 

Gordana Danilovic The Agency for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 

Reviewing the highlights of the SME sector and indicators of the current situation, we 
see the increasing legal and financial capacity at the government level, to support SME 
development within FRY. 

there is increasingly  The basic direction of this new initiative is to create an attractive environment for deve- 
a recognition that, in 	lopment, and for the development of SMEs. In many ways, this is a break from past 

all economies, SMFS 	practices, when SMEs were generally more 'tolerated' than 'supported. 

are key dntr and However, there is increasingly a recognition that, in all economies, SMEs are key dii-
vers and engines of development. SMEs provide new employment, produce 

engines of develop- 	innovations, encourage competition and act as subcontractors for large companies 

ment. 	 SMEs are a key factor of dynamic development. In FRY, we have seen significant expan- 
sion in this sector since 1993-94, to today's total of just below 200,000 SMEs. Of this 
number, 85% are in the services and trade sectors, while the remaining 15% are in 
the production sector. 



However, there remain three key obstacles to SME development: 

no consistent strategy for SME development; 

no institutional infrastructure to deal with network - legal/administrative obstacles in terms of registration, etc; 
and 

limited financial support to SMEs - have not ensured stable financial markets to finance SME projects. 

An important goal of this initiative to support SMEs is to make it easier for entrepreneurs to receive financial sup-
port and access capital. However, other obstacles he in education and training, production processes, standardisation 
and environmental protection. 

It is also important to provide favourable conditions for SME development. In this, government's role is not in pro-
viding equipment, but in creating an encouraging and supporting environment for SMEs and to promote 
entrepreneurship and innovation. 

Financial support remains a key issue for the development of SMEs. With this in mind, FRY is developing a credit 
guarantee fund, which is meant to act as a driver for SMEs to approach financial institutions, while addressing col-
lateral and security issues. Through the development of government institutional infrastructures for SME support, 
and the creation of regional networks, government can also co-operate with other sectors (such as private equity 
funds and venture capitalists) that can aid in implementation. 

The government's role is largely to support development of SMEs through advice, and through protecting the inter-
ests of SMEs. However, the aid of international institutions, such as the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD), is also important to the success of these initiatives to build the infrastructure and capacity 
for a vibrant SME network in FRY. 

Dejan Rancic The Agency for Foreign Investments and Export Promotion 

FRY is in the process of increasing support to foreign investors, in the light of the stimulation that they can pro-
vide to local economies. This support comes in a variety of forms, ranging from bringing forward legislation that 
will stimulate foreign investment and providing access to government departments, to assisting in the location of 
greenfield and brownfield production. In this way, the government can help investors to avoid many of the pro-
blems of coming to a new market. 

While increasing support to foreign investors, FRY is simultaneously supporting local entrepreneurs through the 
promotion of their businesses to potential foreign investors, to technical assistance in raising awareness of condi-
tions required for a foreign investor, and emphasising the potenthl roles of domestic and foreign partners. 

These efforts compliment Serbia's attraction as an investment location, as it is a key transportation hub within Europe, 
with excellent access to markets in the region, favourable taxation rates and a considerable amount of underused 
capacity. 
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Pollution havens: A myth dispelled 

Brian Pearce of Forum for the Future explored the capital market pressures that surround FDI. 

He asked the fundamental question of whether it is possible to attract FDI and have sustainable 

development. Pearce presented the evidence for and against the 'pollution haven' theory, 

which suggests companies promulgating FDI target countries with low envwonmental and 

social standards. In summary, he indicated that although there is evidence to suggest that 

'bad' FIJI projects exist - and some governments fear that raising regulatory standards will put 

international investors off - there is little hard evidence to suggest that companies relocate 

production to countries with low standards. In reality, quality investors give priority to the 

following factors when weighing up different FDI opportunities and production locations: 

• quality of infrastructure; 

• access to inputs; 

• wage costs and labour productivity; 

• political risks; and 

• the size and growth potential of markets. 

Critically, the backers of the 'right kind of FDI' look for consistent rather than low enforcement 

of environmental and social regulations. Since the Enron scandal and the wave of corporate 

governance issues for blg business, the attention of capital markets has been drawn to how 

companies manage the whole range of tangible and intangible risks. Environmental and social 

risks are often qualitative in nature and, as such, can be more difficult to assess. However, the 

emergence of indices such as the Dow Jones Sustainabllfty and the FrSE4Good is an 

indication of how in future capital markets will build in a premium for the way in which listed 

companies, at least, handle the complex issues surrounding sustainable development. Such 

developments, explained Pearce, significantly raise the pressures on multinational companies 

to assess and manage risks along their entire international supply chain. This has direct 

implications for the way in which FDI projects are conceived, developed and managed. Those 

local suppliers, contractors and investors contributing to an FDI process that appreciates the 

need to raise the social and environmental hurdle in the future will be selected by major 

international investors to work in partnership to implement FDI projects. A government that 

creates a sound sustainable development framework and then consistently enforces rules and 

regulations will be taking a major step in the process to attract the 'right kind of FDI. 
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Anton Lukac US Steel Kosice 

US Steel is a diversified business that has experience in a variety of joint ventures. US Steel was particularly attrac-
ted to the VSZ Steel Plant, as it had modem equipment, a well-maintained facility and a skilled workforce. 

Beyond these important factors on the ground, US Steel also considered central Europe to be a good investment 
decision for a number of reasons: 

• potential for economic growth; 

• healthy and dynamic market economy; 

• emerging markets; 

• excellent education system; 

• skilled workforce; 

• co-operative governments; and 

• central Europe's real GDP growth exceeds that of western Europe. 

Importantly, Serbia is making political and economic progress. The Serbian government is stabiising the economy 
and strengthening democracy. For its part, US Steel's economic development office is contacting companies and 
encouraging them to move to the region. This is a key strategy in attracting more customers and maintaining the 
long-term viability of the operations. 

Or Joachim Richter AquaMundo 

Joachim Richter, managing director of AquaMundo, provided a background on the structure of a public-private 
partnership in which AquaMundo is involved. 

The business relationship in the Balkans, in paitiailar Montenegro, began with AquaMundo being involved in manage-
ment projects, and has developed into the awarding of concessions to AquaMundo. 

Linking infrastructure development to increased investment, foreign direct investment was recognised as an impor-
tant catalyst to bring tourists into the region, for which a stable water and waste infrastructure was a critical 
precursor. 

According to the lessons learned by AquaMundo, it is important to be able to establish guarantees that FDI money 
will be used responsibly. 

John Kirk Severn Trent plc 

John Kirk outlined the history and regulatory structure of the UK's water privatisation. This is perhaps the most 
complete model of privatisation of water services so far in Europe. 

The water service industry is highly regulated, with responsibilities divided across three separate regulatory bodies, 
all reporting to central government. The delivery of water quality standards has meant a huge investment programme, 
with increased benchniarking and publication of performance. 
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This strong regulation was recognised as being critical to ensuring the successful delivery of the service. Whatever 
model is used for privatisation - from a totally integrated delivery to public-private joint ventures - water quality, 
effluent levels, and customer service have the potential to improve. However, some form of strong, politically inde-
pendent regulation is critical to ensuring the consistent delivery of the capital investment programmes and that 
quality standards are met. 

Both the public and private partners can bring important expertise to the partnership. While the private sector can 
bring improved operations and knowledge, the public sector can bring assistance in terms of a strong regulatory 
structure or assistance with service delivery. 

John Etheridge European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) 

John Etheridge, Health and Safety Coordinator for the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), 
emphasised the importance of incorporating environmental health and safety considerations into the early stages 
of any foreign direct investment project. 

A comprehensive environmental health and safety plan contributes to both better risk management, and long-term 
productivity increases and cost savings. Such a plan can also reduce the 'cost of capital', due to the level of ope-
rational risks that environmental health and safety can mitigate. 

Henry Russell European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBED) can act as an important partner in FRY. With a 
long-term perspective and mission, and a willingness to share risks - including political risks - the EBRD can assist 
in access to equity, debt and trade finance. 

This international fInancial institution, established in 1991,  is owned by 62 national and supranational sharehol-
ders. It promotes market-based economies in 27 countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet 
Union, and its activities are spread across a range of sectors, from financial institutions and infrastructure, to auto-
motive, chemicals, steel and aerospace. EBRD has committed EUR20.5 billion for 850 projects to date. 

These activities and partnerships are supported by an extensive knowledge of local economies and business envi-
ronments, and dedicated project teams, induding nationals of the EBRD's countries of operation. In this way, the 
EBRD is able to, "combine industry knowledge with experience and contacts in the region to deliver tailored solu-
tions to financing and political risk". 

Partnering with the EBRD can act as a catalyst of change, stimulating foreign direct investment Indeed, attracting 
third-party financing triples EBRD's investments. Domestic capital is also mobilised, and environmentally sound 
and sustainable projects are promoted. 

The key operational priorities of the EBRD in FRY include: 

implementation and disbursement of 2001 committed funds; 

shift to private sector ('blue chip' private corporations, privatisation, restructuring, concessions and new FDI); 

demonstrate ways of restructuring large enterprises; 
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u banking sector and SME support; 

• continued infrastmcture investment (together with other international fmancial institutions co-financing); and 

a promoting a sound investment climate, good corporate governance and stronger institutions. 

A focus on the private sector 

Henry Russell, director of the EBRD office in Belgrade, highlighted that cumulative 

commitments of EUR2.4 billion had been made since 1994 in the republics of the former 

Yugoslavia As well as effective disbursement of allocated funds, current operational pnortties in 

Yugoslavia include a shift in emphasis to work with the private sector. The range of the private 

sector focus will indude: concessions and attraction of new FDI; restructuring; privalisalion; and 

work with 'blue chip' private corporations. An approach based on sustainable development is 

integrated across all EBRD operations. EBRD projects, and the flnandng vehicles that the 

institution provides and underwrites, adhere to appropriate local, national, European Union and 

World Bank standards. Critically, explained Russell, where standards cannot be met initially a 

comiance plan will be set in place. 
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Workshop findings and concluding remarks 

The presentations and discussions have identified a number of trends and challenges for FRY in attracting FDI - 
and importantly, FDI that respects sustainabiity. 

Importantly, all four components of sustainability— political, economic, social and environmental - must be consi-
dered to fully embrace the principles of sustainable development. 

The FRY has specific environmental problems associated with industrialisation, the remediation of environmen- 
tal damage, and has faced numerous obstacles to development. FRY is clearly in a period of transition, where a 
new system of values and structures are being established, with a view to full membership of the European Union. 

Further, FRY is at present characterised by a lack of capital, particularly with respect to large investment projects 
- from water and waste infrastructure to transportation networks - and is keen to attract FDI and new partnerships 
to facilitate these projects. At the same time, FRY is working to stimulate SMEs within its borders. 

Positive Trends 

The positive trends in this process include the adoption of legal and structural elements within FRY, as evidenced 
through: 

• Strengthening of concession laws incorporating elements of environmental impact assessment and liability for 
environmental damage. 

• Establishment of an agency for foreign investment and export promotion, focusing on support to foreign inves-
tors, in terms of 

location of greenfield/brownfield production; 

assistance in avoiding problems associated with coming to a new market; 

ii bringing forward legislation that will stimulate foreign investment. 

• Establishment of an agency for SMEs, working to establish SME development strategy and institutional struc-
tures to support the SME sector, as well as education and training. 

However, there are also wider positive trends, which are beneficial to FRY's efforts to attract FDI, which adheres 
to the principles of sustainability. In particular, we heard that there is very little evidence that international com-
panies relocate to countries with low environmental standards. The key aitractors are often a blend of factors, including 
good infrastructure, low cost of inputs, high productivity and the potential for growth. Within the context of consis-
tent and equitable enforcement and good political governance, these factors can create an ideal environment for 
foreign direct investments. 

Also, progressive corporations are increasingly seeing sustainability as a competitive edge and powerful risk maria-
gement tool, which brings the cost of capital down—those companies, which embrace the principles of sustainability 
and good corporate governance reap financial and reputational benefits. 



Barriers to overcome 

To take full advantage of the opportunities afforded by FRY's period of transition, government, the business com-
munity and wider stakeholders should continue to work towards completing the policy framework, which is being 
established. 

However, some significant challenges remain: 

• training on developing project proposals and approaching multi-lateral and bilateral donors; 

• continued development of strong, politically independent regulation to ensure consistent delivery of capital 
investment programmes and ensure that quality standards are met; 

a balancing environmental costs against other cost considerations and working to incorporate the principles of 
sustainability across all activities; 

a working to attract new sources of FDI; identifying new partnerships; and continuing to 'build bridges' between 
FRY and international institutions and within FRY itself (for example with the SME sector); and 

a ensuring that communities are not exploited— integrating all four elements of sustainability— social, economic, 
political, and environmental - in implementing FL)! projects. 

Next steps 

The suggestions below are considered as possible 'follow on' actions for the ministry, UNEP and appropriate part-
ners: 

• During 2003, work with selected financial institutions in Belgrade and implement the UNEP Finance Initiative 
(FRY) full three-day 'Finance and Sustainability' training programme for 20-25 invited executives from the FRY 
financial services community. The course would cover the broad case for sustainabiity in the finance sector 
and would then move to present the operational approaches and tools that can be used to implement enhan-
ced environmental and social risk management within the financial institutions involved in FDI processes. 

• Explore options for a follow-on conference to be held in the first or second quarter of 2004 and targeting the 
sustainability needs of institutions specifIcally involved in the financing of large, urban infrastmcture projects. 
A secondary focus of this meeting would be, also, to bring together international financiers with local project 
developers - public and private sector - searching for funding. 

a UNEP Fl, UNEP PCAU and appropriate partners will prepare a funding proposal outlining a 36-month capa-
city building programme to work with financial and capital market institutions in FRY. The purpose of the 
training-based programme would be to boost understanding and capacity within financial and market institu-
tions with respect to capital market and corporate governance, incorporating the disciplines of corporate social 
responsibility. The proposal would be submitted to appropriate multi-lateral and bi-lateral funding agencies. 
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What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Sustainable FDI in transition economies 
Brian Pearce Forum for the Future 

FDI is one of the more important capital flows into the transition economies; important because FDI supplies scarce 
financial capital, technology and management skills. But is it possible to attract the FDI that is required to rebuild 
infrastructure and industiy while also protecting the environment7  Or is it necessary to offer lax environmental (and 
workplace) standards to be an attractive location for foreign multinationals and other sources of direct investment? 

The available evidence suggests that there are a number of misconceptions sunounding how countries can best 
attract foreign direct investment. There is a widely held view of 'pollution havens' that suggests companies will 
make direct investments in countries with low environmental and social standards. Although there is evidence that 
some FDI is harmful to the environment and that some governments do fear that raising regulatory standards will 
put international investors off, there is very little hard evidence to suggest that companies relocate production to 
countries with low standards. 

The reason is that there are many other factors that determine production location 
decisions, beside environmental standards. Evidence suggests that environmental com- 
pliance costs make up only around 2-3% of operating costs. This may cause some 

Good governance is 	relocation at the margin, but the bulk of FDI will be determined by the quality of infra- 
i structure, access to nputs, wage costs and productivity, political risks, and the size 

becoming increasin- 	and growth potential of markets. 

gly imjx)rtantfor 	What most companies are looking for is not lax environmental regulation, but rather 
consistency in application and enforcement (a level playing field) and good gover-
nance. 

national capital 	 i 	i 	. 
Good governance s becoming ncreasingly important for access to the international 

,nar*ets. 	capital markets, which are the shareholders of the multinationals that supply the FDI. 
Since the Enron scandal and the wave of corporate governance issues for big busi-
ness, the attention of capital markets has been drawn to how companies manage the 
whole range of tangible and intangible risks. Environmental and social risks are often 
qualitative in nature and, as such, can be more difficult to assess. 

However, the emergence of indices such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index and the VISE4Good is an indica-
tion of how in future capital markets will build a premium for the way in which listed companies handle the complex 
issues surrounding sustainable development. We are already witnessing the rise of SRI in Europe, with an increa-
sing focus on non-financial risks, reputation, corporate governance, and social and environmental performance. 
While some of this growth is driven by regulatory pressures, such as disclosure regulations, we also see environ-
mental regulations creating value, as evidenced by the emerging carbon market. 

e0000  



Such developments significantly raise the pressure on multinational companies to assess and manage risks along 
their supply chain. This has direct implications for the way in which FDI projects are conceived, developed and 
managed. Good corporate social responsilility pays. Can you attract FDI and maintain high standards of environmental 
protection? The answer is yes. 

Bhan Pearce is the Director of the Centre for Sustainable Investment at Forum for the Future. 
E-mail: b.pearce©fonjmforthefuture.orguk 
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Eleazar de Carvaiho Filho Banco Nacional de DesenvoMmento Econômico e Social - 
BNDES 

José Carlos Carvalho Federal Republic of Brazil 

Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel DMsion of Technology, Industry and Economics, UNEP 

Michael Holz Deutsche Bank 

Session keynotes 
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biodiversity offer new opportunities 
Lucas Assuncao United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

A new paradigm for development in Latin America 

Luis Enrique Berrlzbeltia Corporación Andina de Fomento 

Co-operation and partnerships In Japanese sustalnability 
projects 
Takashi Matsukawa Development Bank of Japan 

As time goes by The financial sector will have to adjust Its 

strategies 
Sergio Besserman Vianna IBGE 

Opening plenary 
UNEP Fl: Now to stay ahead of the sustalnability curve 

Paul Clements-Hunt UNEP Finance Initiative 

Michael HOIz Deutsche Bank 

Carlos Joly Storebrand 

Sustainable development: more than just a slogan 

José Carlos Carvaiho Brazilian Minister for the Environment 
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Press conference 

Workshop sessions 
UNEP Fl Asset Management Working Group 

UNEP Fl Environmental Management and Reporting Working 

Group 

UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group 

Facilitating investments in clean technology - UNEP-GEF SANet's 

role in sharing risks 

Recommendations for the Financing for Development 

Conference in Monterrey 

Day two 
Regional focus 

Latin America: A regional perspecthie 
Growing green markets create new opportunities 

Yolanda Kakabadse Navarro IUCN 

BBA Creditanstalt adopts EMS 
Roberto Dumas Damas Banco BBA Credftanstait 

Getting prepared for change in a volatile world 
Bernard Pasquier Latin America and Caribbean Region, International Finance Corporation 

Information and risk awareness are key elements 
Lawrence Pratt INCAE 

Specific services for the poor 

Ruben Cesar Fernandes Va Rio 
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The way forward: Recommendations for UNDfD and the WSSD 
2002 
"The challenge is to make the Johannesburg conference as 

important as the Rio Earth Summit" 

Fablo FeUd mann Official Special Advisor to the President of Brazil for WSSD 

The financial sector is not always the bad guy 

Michael Hölz Deutsche Bank 

Friends of the Earth recommend more transparency and the 

taxation of natural capital 

Roberto Smeraidi Friends of the Earth, Brazilian Amazon 

What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Sustainable development and financial investment 

Dr Alexandra Lang UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, DMsion for Sustainable 
Development 

Environmental management tools - tools for financing 

sustainability 
Marcelo DrUgg Barreto Vianna International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Brazil, ICC 
Sustainable Development and Energy Committee and President of MBV 

The challenge of implementation 

Fablo Feldmann Brazilian Forum on Climate Change and Partner of Fabio Feldmann 
Consultants 

Blame it on Rio? 

Luiz Maia ABN AMRO Asset Management, Brazil 

A Capitalist Manifesto - using the power of the markets to save 

the world 

Martin Whittaker Innovest Strategic Value Adsors 



Introduction 

Five months before the Johannesburg World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD), approximately 400 
representatives from financial institutions and non-governmental organisations from around the globe gathered 
on 14 and 15 March in Rio dejaneiro for the UNEP Finance Initiative's 2002 Global Roundtable. 

The event served as an opportunity for the banking and insurance sectors to examine the results achieved and the 
lessons learned over the last few years, as well as to define the challenges on the road ahead. Recommendations 
from the private financial sector were taken to the United Nations Financing for Development Conference (UNFfD), 
which took place immediately after the UNEP Fl meeting in Monterrey, Mexico, and were also presented during 
the WSSD in Johannesburg, South Africa. 

Hosted by the BNDES, the Brazilian Development Bank, the meeting - which celebrated UNEP H's 10th anniver-
sary - was held for the first time in a developing country, more specifically in the city whose name will always be 
associated with the UN Conference on Environment and Development. 



Global focus 

Conference inauguration and welcoming comments 

Eleazar de Carvaiho Filho CEO Banco Nacional de DesenvoMmento Econômico e Social - 
BNDES 

José Carlos Carvaiho Minister of the EnAronment, Federal Republic of Brazil 

Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel Assistant Executive Director, UNEP and Director, DMsion of 
Technology, Industry and Economics, UNEP 

Michael Hölz Global Head Corporate Citizenship and Sustainable Development, Deutsche 
BanklChair, UNEP Rnance Initiative 

BNDES: More action to slow degradation 

Ten years after the Rio Earth Sunmilt, action is still taking place much too slowly to respond to the enormous chal-
lenge of preventing further degradation of the planet, said Isaac Zagury, director for export products at BNDES 
(Banco Nacional de Desenvolvirnento Econômico e Social), the Brazilian Development Bank, during his welcome 
address. 

After pointing out the honour of hosting the world's most important event for finance 
and the environment, being held for the first time in a developing country, Zagury Our ?flainPmduCt 	stated that the world's poorest countries are still most affected by the destruction of 

long term credits. 	the environment, suffering from a lack of resources and the unequal sharing of eco- 
nomic benefits, despite boasting the largest part of the world's biological diversity. If we do not inco/x- 

rate sustainability as 	Zagury noted that BNDES began using sustainability criteria in its financing strate- 
gies back in the 1970s. Its Program for Conservation of the Environment was created 

a key element in our 	during the next decade, aimed at stimulating the reduction of environmental debt and 

operational stra 	at controlling pollution in urban areas. The results of its work in Cubatao, an indus- tegy, trial region near Sao Paulo, are known worldwide. It was also in the '80s that BNDES 
we will be harming 	started analysing environmental criteria before disbursing financial aicL Since the 1990s, 

our assets, 	its credit operations are now rated following an assessment of their environmental 
" 

impact. 
said Zagury. 

"Our main product is long term credits. If we do not incorporate sustainability as a 
key element in our operational strategy, we will be hanning our assets," said Zagury. 

Apart from stimulating the modernisation of industries and the introduction of clean tecimologies in its thy-to-day 
business, BNDES was also one of the first signatories of the UNEP FT Charter, and works with the federal govern-
ment on many important environmental initiatives. BNDES carried out the studies which serve as guidelines for 
the Brazilian official development programme, Avança Brasil, and has committed around USD6 billion in fInan-
cing and investments in the environmental sector. 
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UNEP to launch new report on the finance and Insurance sector 

in Johannesburg 

During the WSSD in Johannesburg, the UNEP H will launch a new report on the progress made by the finance 
and insurance sector since the Rio Surnniit, identifying challenges and business opportunities, said Jacqueline Aloisi 
de Larderel (UNEP Assistant Executive Director & Director, Division of Technology, Industry and Economics, repre-
senting Klaus TOpfer), during her opening remarks. 

To date, 30 industry associations have prepared such reports for 22 sectors including the extractive, manufactu-
ring and service industries. 

Since the creation of a Banking Initiative in May 1992, which was soon followed by 
the Insurance Industry Initiative, the UNEP Finance Inithtive has gathered 287 

been has 	

mem- 

'Thgress 	 bers, 20 of them having joined since the last roundtable in Frankfurt, in November 
2000, she noted. 

made, but much more 
If companies are joining, it is because they find value added by this partnership: the 

needs to be done", 	exchange of information on best practice, the possibility to engage in a neutral dia- 

saidAloisi de 	logue with NGOs, discussions on themes of common interest, and access to other 
networks," said Aloisi de Larderel. 

Larderel. "A global 
As a co-ordinator of important working groups - such as the environmental manage- 

response in these 	ment and reporting working group, which together with CERES set out the framework 

critical areas is 	for the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative), launched in New York on 4 April; and the 
group on Climate Change, which is finalising the inventory of existing funds for 

urgently needed and 	carbon dioxide emission reduction projects in cooperation with the Basel Agency for 

the finance and 	Sustainable Energy - the UNEP Finance Initiative is creating regional task forces in 
the US, Asia-Pacific and Latin America to organise awareness raising and capacity build-

insurance sectors can 	ing workshops. Detailed information can be obtained on the web site 

uniquely and power- (www.uneptie.org). 

While overseas development aid decreased by 7% in real terms between 1992 and fully influence the 	
2000, foreign investments have quadrupled to nearly USD160 billion. But many small 

course of industrial 	and poor countries remain unattractive markets to foreign investors, she noted. 

development." 	"Progress has been made, but much more needs to be done", said Aloisi de Larderel. 
"A global response in these critical areas is urgently needed and the fmance and insu-
rance sectors can uniquely and powerfully influence the course of industrial 
development." 

Representing the Brazilian Minister for Environment, Eduardo Novaes stressed the importance of the UNEP Fl mee- 
ting. CarlosJoly, from Storebrand, declared the session open and handed over to Michael HOIz, of Deutsche Bank. 

Open dialogue, trust and transparency: The message from Rio 

"An open dialogue, transparency, trust and reputation, and global governance are the conditions for real sustai-
nable development and should be the message from Rio," claimed Deutsche Bank's Michael HOlz, chairman of 
the UNEP Financial Institutions Initiative. 
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Sustainable development is more than a green niche, and is a core part of business in the financial sector. All busi-
ness leaders bear the responsibility of handling the problem, said Hölz. 

The awareness that sustainable development is a real business and that one of its pre-conditions is fighting poverty 
and creating jobs around the globe should be increased not only among business leaders and employees, but also 
among customers, shareholders and society at large, he said. 

"We have to be the facilitators of bringing new information to our customers," said Hölz. 
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Session keynotes 

Lucas Assuncao Director for Climate Change and BIOTRADE, Unfted Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 

Luis Enrique Berrizbeitia Executive Vice-President, Corporación Andina de Fomento (CAF) 

Takashi Matsukawa Deputy Governor, Development Bank of Japan 

Sergio Besserman Vianna Head of Statistics Bureau, IBGE 

Trade, investment and the environment: Global warming and 

blodiversity offer new opportunities 

The worldwide recession and the slow recovery of the world economy impact sustainable development but there 
are, nonetheless, promising and profitable business opportunities in the carbon credit market and in biodiversity 
projects, said Lucas Assuncao, director for Climate Change and Biotrade at UNCTAD. 

Global foreign direct investment flows declined 40 0/a in 2001, compared with the pre- 
vious year, mainly in the aftermath of 11 September. In spite of positive indications 

'LWCTAD is ready to 

	

	for medium- and long-term investments and for a recovery of the global economy, 
foreign investments will not grow at the same rate as in the past decade, he said. 

help the private and 
"In this context, the question of the quality of foreign direct investments will come 

the public secton in 	under more scrutiny," said Assuncao. Access to new technology, trade liberalisation, 

developing countries 	and attracting new investment are becoming increasingly important policy goals for 
developing countries, he said, as they attempt to increase market access for their goods. 

take advantage of the More attention is now therefore being given to the synergies and potential conflicts 

elnelging carbon 	between trade and environmental goals, he added. 

An enormous spectrum of multilateral opportunities for trade and foreign investment 
will be opened as soon as the Kyoto Protocol, with its carbon trading mechanisms, 

said Assuncao. enters into force. This should take place by December2002, he said. Projections show 
a global market for credits and allowances of some USD10 billion-15 billion a year, 
even before taking into account the opportunities for new low-emission technolo-
gies and carbon sequestration techniques. 

"UNCTAD is ready to help the private and the public sectors in developing countries take advantage of the emer-
ging carbon market", said Assuncao. 

Based on the conviction that the near future will be carbon-constrained and less fossil fuel-dependent, govern-
ments, private companies, banks, consulting and brokerage flims, traders and financiers are adopting new practices, 
techniques and resources, he added. He cited the European Union's emissions trading system, which will bring 
together the various national emissions trading schemes already established or being planned. 

"The regulatory pressure on private companies to reduce their emissions to meet domestic caps will create a demand 
for carbon offset credits offshore, where [they are] presumed to be less expensive", said Assuncao. For example, 
the Dutch government has launched its carboncredits.nl  programme, which has allocated about USD1.2 billion to 
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acquire carbon credits to help meet the Netherlands' commitments under the Kyoto Protocol. Paying about EUR3-
5 per tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2), USD32 million worth of emission reductions have already been purchased 
via investments in wind energy and biomass energy in Eastern Europe, he noted. 

Based on forward-looking investment strategies, many large corporations are committing to reduction targets on 
a voluntary basis (including ABB, Dupont, Entergy, Shell, Toyota USA) or are instituting internal emission trading 
schemes that compel their operating units to intemalise the cost of carbon emissions in their operations, said Assuncao. 
These companies are looking to new and profitable business opportunities from reducing their emissions, or from 
investing in carbon offset projects in developing countries. 

Assuncao referred to the World Bank's Prototype Carbon Fund, designed to help facilitate greenhouse gas reduc-
tion projects. With a target size of USD180 million, the Fund has raised about USD100 million from public and 
private entities, and has invested in several renewable energy and biomass projects, paying about USD3-12 per 
tonne of CO2, he said. Governments and private companies in developing countries are increasingly being pulled 
into the emerging carbon market. "The economic benefits of resource productivity makes protecting the climate 
a sound business proposition," said Assuncao. 

The sustainable use of biodiversity goods and services also opens new investment and financing opportunities, 
he continued. Sustainable agriculture sales have already reached USD10 billion a year in the US and the EU. There 
is enormous potential for sustainable forestry, eco-tourism and non-timber forest products, such as fruit, nuts, essen-
tial oils, resins, medicinal plants and natural rubber, he noted. 

The UNCTAD Biotrade Initiative has created a network of stakeholders including local communities, NGOs, aca-
demic research centres, and governmental and intergovernmental organisations, he said, bringing in new foreign 
investment aimed at the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity and the promotion of benefit sharing with 
local conmmnities. 

Using sustainabifity criteria, the Biotrade Initiative is developing a trade facilitation programme with the ITC/WTO 
to identify foreign market access for biodiversity goods and services, and has agreed with the World Resources 
Institute and CAF to launch a Biodiversity Business Contest open to business plans from all Amazonian countries. 
Winners will obtain special grants for business development. 

A new paradigm for development in Latin America 

Luiz Enrique Berrizbeitia, executive vice president at CAF (Corporación Andina de Fomento), stated that Latin America 
had not proved able to build an economically sustainable, socially and environmentally sound model of econo-
mic development. Economic development in Latin America during recent decades was based on a model that was 
unable to reduce poverty and inequality, had not sufficiently invested in human capital, and had used up natural 
resources. Furthermore, institutional weaknesses have created difficulties for governance in terms of political and 
legal stability. 

"Anew paradigm of sustainable development aimed at generating growth and jobs with low inflation, conserving 
natural capital and reducing poverty should emphasise simultaneously the macroeconomic aspects and the micro-
economic aspects to strengthen productivity, invest in education and protect social networks to promote welfare 
and the ability of individuals," said Berrizbeitia. 

Working in 16 countries, including five Andean nations, CAF stresses the importance of human, social and envi- 
ronmental capital and aims to strengthen institutions to generate higher economic growth and provide more 
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opportunities to distribute income. CAP financing programmes include the Latin American Carbon Program 
(Programa Latinoamericano del Carbono), the Biodiversity Program and the Program for Sustainable Development 
in Industries and Financial Institutions. 

Co-operation and partnerships in Japanese sustainability 

projects 

The important intermediaiy function of the financial sector is essential for the enormous challenges of a new era 
where institutions must embrace sustainable development, stated Takashi Matsukawa, deputy governor of the 
Development Bank of Japan. 

The "greening of finance", defined as financial institutions looking at risks and opportunities as indispensable ele-
ments in their policies toward environmental sustainabiity, is not sufficient, he warned. "We should [also] guide 
our customers and stakeholders to become environmentally proactive - for example, by showing them that envi-
ronmental improvement should be viewed as an economic and competitive opportunity, not as a burden or 
inevitable threat." 

The Development Bank ofJapan started the journey toward environmental sustainability almost haIfa century ago, 
as a response to the tragedy of the Minamata Disease (a disease caused by mercury contamination). In 1960, before 
Japan's Environment Agency was established, DBJ was already complementing its own industrial promotion loan 
programmes with new anti-pollution loan programmes. Today, Japan's experience in handling pollution issues 
offers a number of positive examples for developing countries. DBJ is active in disseminatingJapan's experiences 
- its failures as well as its success stories - in environmental management. 

In his address, Matsukawa emphasised that environmental control or regulation does not necessarily erode indus-
try's competitiveness. He pointed to the case of Japanese and German car manufacturers who, in the 1970s, 
developed lighter, more fuel-efficient cars to respond to new fuel consumption standards, clinching their status as 
the world's leading auto makers. "Adopting proactive environmental strategies can reap great benefits, and finan-
cial institutions are no exception to this," said Matsukawa. 

Nowadays, DBJ's objectives are wider, deeper and more complicated than in the past, when it focused on com-
bating domestic industrial pollution. The scope today has become global, ranging from global warming to 
environmental management systems. 

Matsukawa said that the Japanese government is implementing policies to transform Japan into a recycling-orien-
tated nation, valuing simplicity, quality and susta.inability, following the Japanese phrase Wa-no-kuni, meaning 
the antithesis of "mass production, mass consumerism, and mass disposal". 

To this end, the DBJ is financing a zero-emissions 'Eco-cement' project, undertaken byTaiheiyo Cement Corporation. 
'Zero emissions' involves a 100%  closed-loop local economy. Japan generates 450 million metric tons of waste a 
year, and is fast using up available landfill capacity. The Japanese cement industry was using up to 24 million metric 
tons of industrial waste per year for making mixed and ordinary cement, but was not utilising urban waste and 
incinerated ash. With an eye on a new business opportunity, Taiheiyo inithted the Eco-cement project in 1990, to 
both further address the waste problem and to explore the potential for using urban waste for cement production. 
The Eco-cement project's stakeholders involved consumers, local government, and five ministries. 

The first Eco-cement plant started operation in 2000 and has successfully converted urban waste into a product 
whose quality has been recognised by research scientists and engineers, he said. 
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He cited a general waste-processing project in Kazusa, Japan as another Japanese example of co-operation and 
partnership. This was the country's attempt to introduce private capital and expertise into the provision of public 
infrastructure and services. DBJ has since applied this PH model to various sustainability-related projects, includ-
ing a wind power generation plant and a composting project to recycle organic materials. 

As time goes by: The financial sector will have to adjust its 

strategies 

Sergio Besserman, chief of IBGE, the Brazilian Bureau for Statistics, asked for a pause to reflect on the meaning of 
time in our globalised and increasingly fast-paced world. "Development is an issue of the present and the future, 
and sustainabiity has to do with future generations. But how much time are we willing to spend thinking about 
future generations?" he asked. 

The speed of global warming, the extinction of species, and sustainable development itself demand a new per-
ception of time, he claimed. Changes are occurring at an unbelievable pace: "Our paradox is that sustainable 
development requires more than ever to think about a much longer time frame than usually has been done 
throughout history. At the same time, the extraordinary speed of change shortens the horizon of action," said 
Besserman. 

The financial sector needs to adjust to this paradox, and consider the timescale needed to implement new strate-
gies. "We have to change our traditional concept of life, based on Lord Keynes' famous phrase - 'in the long run, 
we will all be dead'," warned Besserman, adding that the 21st century began with the Earth Summit in Rio, in 1992, 
and that the big challenge is now to convert economic globalisation into globalised solidarity through global gover-
nance and the mobiisation of global public opinion. 
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Opening plenary 

Paul Clements-Hunt Head, UNEP Finance Initiative 

Michael Hölz Global Head Corporate Citizenship and Sustainable Development, Deutsche Bank 
and Chair, UNEP Rnance Initiative 

Carlos Joly Former Senior Vice-President, Storebrand 

José Carlos Carvaiho Brazilian Minister for the Enwonment 

UNEP Fl: Now to stay ahead of the sustainability curve 

Despite the commercial potential of new sustainability markets, the mainstream financial sector has yet to fully 
embrace the new concept. On the other hand, if a fInancial company does not follow environmental or sustaina-
bility criteria, its market value and reputation value can suffer, said Paul Clements-Hunt, head of unit, UNEP FT. 

To help these institutions, UNEP FT considers its mission to be to promote environmental and sustainability best 
practice at all levels of their operations, he added. 

"We develop and deliver research products, working groups, task forces, and professional development programmes", 
he explained, but he warned that no magic formula exists to help the financial sector handle new sustainabiity 
pressures. Conceived at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, UNEP Fl - which is open to any financial firm which signs 
either the UNEP FT banking or insurance statements of commitment - has grown from six to some 280 financial 
institutions worldwide. 

Clements-Hunt stated that emerging sustainability challenges for the finance sector call for more rigorous credit 
screening and greater pressure from asset managers to influence corporate behaviour more directly. He added that 
UNEP FT can help by ensuring sustainability supporters share best practice with sector peers, and by assisting banks, 
insuring companies and asset managers in staying ahead of the sustainability curve. 

With this objective, UNEP FT co-ordinates several working groups on specific issues, for example on climate 
change, environmental management and reporting, and asset management. It also co-ordinates an inventory of 
sustainable energy funds, on which a report is to be delivered during the WSSD in South Africa, and a joint initia-
tive with the World Bank on Innovative Financing for Sustainabiity. 

Paul Clements-Hunt told the audience that UNEP Fl already has some 9,000 subscribers for the quarterly maga- 
zine 0.618, nearly 8,000 subscribers for its e-bulletin, and over 72,000 visitors a year to its website, at www.unepfi.net . 

Why financial institutions are involved 

Michael Hölz of Deutsche Bank, and chairman of UNEP Financial Institutions Initiative, reminded delegates that 
UNEP has two statements of commitment - one specifically for the banking sector, as well as one for insurance 
companies. 

Conceived in 1992, and made up initially of six banks, UNEP's Financial Institutions Inithtive (Fil) grew to more 
than 180 members by 2001. Its role is to liase between the most powerful banking institutions and UNEP, promote 
best practice, stimulate the adoption of total quality management systems, make the sustainability business case 
for banks, and provide sustainabiity training. 
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"This is no longer a green niche approach, but is at the core of the business," he said. 

As well as preparing a finance sector report for the Rio+10 conference, UNEP's Fil will hold five regional confe-
rences and a training course tailored to the need of finance sector professionals in the developing world. A 
quarterly newsletter is being distributed to thousands of finance and environmental decision-makers. And Fil is 
coordinating three specialist working groups (on asset management, climate change and environmental manage-
ment and reporting), HOlz added. 

Why the insurance industry is involved 

CarlosJoly of Storebrand, chair of UNEP's Insurance Industry Initiative, said that cor- 
porate social responsibility is today about what employees, partners, governments 

(INEP H can help by 	and civil society expect from every company. In turn, companies that act socially and 

ensuring tanabi 	environmentally responsibly have a competitive advantage, via improved image and 
reputation, both among the public at large and among stock market investors. 

lily supporteic share Across the insurance industry - whether in property insurance, life insurance, pen- 
best practice with 	sions or investment management - there are both common and business-specific 

ectorpei, and by 	reasons for getting involved with environmental and social issues, Joly said. 

assisting bt 	In the case of property insurance, companies can reduce the occunence or size of 
losses via prevention, because today's environmental risks can become tomorrow's 

ring companies and 	fInancial risks. In the case of life insurance and pensions, quality of life is an increa- 

asset managers in 	singly important issue. In investment management, insurance companies can help 
protect the quality of life of their pension clients through investing in companies that 

staying ahead of the 	respect the environment and investing less in companies that contribute to further 

sustainabilily curve. 	environmental or social deterioration. 

Given all this, why aren't more insurance companies, pension funds and fund mana-
gers engaged, he asked? 

In the first place, explained Joly, only a few types of environment risk are directly connected to financial risks by 
legislation that defines them as potential balance sheet liabilities: these include toxic waste disposal, accidental or 
negligent oil spills or leakage from storage tanks. A few forms of environmental pollution caused by weather events 
are covered by insurers, for instance, when organic farmers have their land polluted by flood waters. But most 
kinds of risks to property, business or livelthood that would result from climate change are not covered by insu-
rance policies and are either an uninsured or an uninsurable financial risk. 

"There is an unhappy and wishful misperception among government officials and politicians that climate change 
risks can be laid off through insurance. This is false", said joly. 

Second, few financial institutions see branding benefits or competitive advantage from adopting corporate social 
responsibility, he said. Furthermore, most money managers still believe that social and environmental matters are 
a cost rather than an opportunity, and that socially responsible investment will negatively impact the financial per-
formance of investment portfolios, which is a misconception, he added. 

Also, legislation in many countries does not encourage managers to take environmental and social considerations 
into account. "If governments really want to stimulate creative solutions by business, new laws have to be enforced 
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that connect climate change risks into business risks, thus [encouraging] the insurance industry to create new pro-
ducts". 

Sustainable development: More than just a slogan 

The financing of new patterns of development is a must ten years after the Rio Earth 
Summit, according to the Brazilian Minister for the Environment José Carlos Carvalho. 
During his speech on the first day of the UNEP Fl Global Roundtable in Rio, Carvalho 

"It is an irony to talk 	stressed the importance of the commitment of a wide range of society to this idea, 

ofsustainable deve 	especially among industry and the financial sector. 
- 

"The solutions for the great part of the problem are on the border line of other poll- lopment in an 	cies that transcend the Ministry of the Environment", said the Minister, specifIcally 
international scene 	naming fiscal and credit policies. 

where rich countries 	Carvalho explained some of the Brazilian government's initiatives in this field, such 
as changes to the fInancing policy for the Amazon region. By May, the Agency for impose trade barrieis the Development of the Amazon is to be established in the region, which will fund 

to developing coun- 	economic initiatives based on sustainable development, among other things, he said. 

tries. These policies go 	"This represents a new approach. It is important that sustainable development turns 

against what was 	out to be more than a slogan. It must be seen as a strategy for the development of a 
country. And for it to happen we need to ensure that enterprises are committed to it, 

decided at the end of 	and that the industrial sector stops seeing it as an imposition of the law and starts seeing 

the Rio Earth Summit 	it as an industrial strategy," he said. 

in 1992, 	the 	The Minister urged a broad change in the international scene. He said that it is an 
ifiusion to imagine that a country like Brazil can transform anything without a change 

Minister, 	 in the international economic order. 

"It is an irony to talk of sustainable development in an international scene where rich 
countries impose trade barriers to developing countries. These policies go against what 
was decided at the end of the Rio Earth Summit in 1992," said the Minister. 

Carvalho hopes this last subject will be discussed inJohannesburg. He said discussion of the poverty issue - "the 
most important issue for African countries" - is essential, but noted that many vital decisions were taken ten years 
ago in Rio and that we cannot shift the focus from them. 
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Press conference 

The press conference on the fIrst day of UNEP H's Annual Global Roundtable Meeting on Finance and Sustainability 
was attended by approximately a dozen journalists, induding representatives of prestigious Brazilian daily news-
papers (Jomal do Brasil, 0 Globo), papers specialising in finance and economics (Valor Econômico, Gazeta 
Mercantil) and in the environment (Foiha do Meio Amhiente). 

Storebrand's CarlosJoly spoke about the planned Forum of Action, an institutional meeting between the financial 
sector and NGOs planned to take place once a year. Carbon trading was raised during questions and answers. 

Joly told the journalists that around USD10 bfflion has already been invested in environmental and social projects, 
investments which should not be considered as representing additional costs, but as loss prevention programmes 
that generate positive results. 

Michael HOIz, from Deutsche Bank, explained that the main mission of the UNEP El meeting was awareness rai-
sing among the financial community. "UNEP Fl is one of the main icebreakers towards sustainabiity in 
private-public-partnerships," he said, pointing out the need for more dialogue between stakeholders to create a 
better world. "Internally, the major task is to integrate and construct sustainable management systems," he added. 

Hölz answered several questions about micro-credit, which was one of the main points of interests among the jour-
nalists present. Deutsche Bank is one of the leading institutions providing micro-credit worldwide, he said. It provides 
a leverage function to help create new businesses and jobs in developing countries, he added. 

Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel of UNEP told the journalists that sustainable development should not be seen as a 
constraint, but as an opportunity. 
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Workshop sessions 

UNEP Fl Asset Management Working Group 

This workshop involved a number of presentations about how to implement SRI. One example was the Nikko 
Eco-Fund, which grew from USD200 miffion to more than USD1 bfflion, attracting investments largely from young 
men and women. Another example cited was the launch of the first social and environmental fund in Brazil, by 
ABN Amro. 

In Australia, EcoSecurities noted the opportunities presented to brokers, insurers and companies by the emerging 
greenhouse gas emissions markets. 

One condusion was that SRI is important and necessary, but its limitations have to be considered. Another conclu-
sion was the need to stimulate capital flows into small- and medium-size companies. 

UNEP Fl Environmental Management and Reporting Working 

Group 

Looking at minimum standards for environmental reporting, the working group attempted to respond to two basic 
questions: why this has not been carried out before, and why the financial sector should engage in environmen-
tal reporting. There is no perfect way of measuring environmental impacts, still it is nonetheless both important 
and effective to measure environmental management standards, participants heard. 

New products, as well as environmental impacts, should be examined from this perspective. 

UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group 

More than 40 people attended this workshop, which discussed three main issues: 

• The problem of the culture of the fInancial sector in general and the barriers to better addressing the effects of 
climate change. 

• The awareness among clients and the general public that climate change presents more opportunities than risks, 
and a discussion about climate change tools and disdosure mechanisms and the need for leadership. 

• What are the driving forces for the financial sector to get involved? 

Facilitating investments in clean technology - UNEP-GEF SANet's 
role in sharing risks 

This workshop debated a partnership between UNEP and the GEF to share knowledge and success stories via the 
Internet. 

The idea is to build a network linking existing networks at the grassroots level to provide more access to clean 
technology, to promote partnerships between governments and the private sector, involving the NGO commu-
nity, and to examine projects to see if they are technologically and economically viable. 

The key message is to develop adaptable criteria, which are easy to apply, and are based on open dialogue and 
discussion. 
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Recommendations for the Financing for Development 

Conference in Monterrey 

The financial sector should address its competencies to the sustainable develop- IfgovernmenL don't ment/livelihood agenda - that was one of the main conclusions of this workshop, 
agree on the 	which discussed recommendations for the Financing for Development Conference 

financing ofsustain- that took place in Monteffey, Mexico, at the end of March 2002. 

able development, 	"If governments don't agree on the financing of sustainable development, it is quite 
probable thatJohannesburg will fail", said Paul Clements-Hunt, head of unit, UNEP Fl. 

it is quite probable Speaking about the experience in his own region, Sean de Cleene, from the African 
thatJohannesbu7g 	Institute of Corporate Citizenship, noted that one of the main problems in encoura- 

willfail 	
ging private sector investment in Africa is that the continent is not attractive from a 
financing point of view. 

"Africa has very small markets that don't attract investments. And donor organisations do not choose financial ins-
titutions that are ecologically responsible," he said, adding that banking institutions do not normally take social 
risk indicators of a country into account before investing, concentrating only on economic and political risks. 

Michael HOlz, of Deutsche Bank, called for the creation of mechanisms to permit poor 
There is enough 	countries access to funds for development, especially to micro-credit. 

money in the Western "There is enough money in the Western Hemisphere, but we lack transfer mecha-

Heniisphere, but uv 	nisms. Let's be creative. Let us use money as investment, not as philanthropic activity", 
he said. 

lack transfer mecha- In this regard, lawrence Pratt, from INCAE, stressed the need to help poor countries 
nisms. Let's be 	work with the investments they receive. 

creative. Let us use 	"We are not talking about the Netherlands investing in Germany", he said, iiiustra- 

money as intestment, ting the difficulties poor regions in poor countries often confront in dealing with capital 
inflows. 

not as philanthropic  The workshop, chaired by Georgina Nunez of the Economic Commission for Latin 
activity. 	 America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), elaborated a draft document for the Monterrey 

conference with the following recommendations: 

a Link the core competencies of the financial sector to the sustainable development/livelihood agenda. 

a Engage in business practices that integrate shared (but differentiated) cultural, environmental and social values, 
risks and opportunities, thus reinforcing commitments to sustainable development while enforcing sector com-
petitiveness. 

a Dedicate official flows more heavily towards creating an enabling environment, specifically by developing the 
capacity and institutions to attract high quality investment. 

a Promote transparency and responsibility in official development aid and foreign direct investment, which will 
make both more legitimate and effective. These goals are best achieved through strengthening NGO, media, 
local government and institutional capacity. 



Increase the access of poor communities and countries to financial services. Promising examples include new 
financial products, such as micro-credit, and the use of new types of information technology. 

Use debt relief mechanisms that are environmentally and socially beneficial, thus reducing vulnerabiities and 
creating new opportunities. 

rj Work to eliminate fiscal and financial policy barriers that impede more environmentally and socially positive 
investment and business opportunities. 

Rio 



Regional focus 

Latin America: A regional perspective 

Yolanda Kakabadse Navarro FELA Executive President / IUCN Presãdent, 1UCN 

Roberto Dumas Damas Banco BBA Credftanstait 

Bernard Pasquier Director, Latin America and Caribbean Region, International Finance 
Corporation 

Lawrence Pratt Associate Director, INCAE 

Ruben Cesar Fernandes Head, Viva Rio 

Growing green markets create new opportunities 

In spite of its economic and social problems, latin America should rapidly embrace sustainability, since it offers new 
and promising business opportunities, said Yolanda Navarro Kakabadse of JUCN, the World Conservation Union. 

Considering its richness in biodiversity, growing green markets, changing legal frameworks around the world which 
demand greater transparency and - last but not least - increasing pressure for greater social and environmental res-
ponsibility from civil society organisations, the opportunities for latin America are huge, she said. 

Increasingly, said Kakabadse, the region will recognise the potential for green markets and opportunities to reduce 
costs through eco-efficiency, as well as possibilities to alleviate the pressure on the region's resource base. 

She gave a number of examples of sustainability-related inithtives in the region, namely: ABN Amro Brazil's ethi-
cal fund; Citigroup's commitment to mentor entrepreneurs in Brazil for WRI's New Ventures sustainable business 
plan contest; CAF's carbon fund; the investment funds of A2R Fundos Ambientais; and Banco BBA Creditanstalt's 
development of the first formal environmental management system in a Brazilian private bank. 

Kakabadse stressed the relevance of the UNEP H meeting as part of the preparations for the WSSD and said that 
the event reflects civil society participation in the process and its ever-growing interaction with the private sector. 

"The focus of the WSSD should be on the value of interaction in the debate between government, civil society and 
other actors involved," she argued. 

Active in over 150 countries, IUCN works to build bridges between sustainability and economic development, and 
aims to conserve nature and ensure the equitable use of natural resources. 

With its new business and biodiversity initiative under the slogan 'making capitalism work for conservation', HJCN 
is bringing its mission to the private sector. IUCNs first priority is to promote 'corporate biodiversity strategies', in 
sectors such as tourism and agriculture, as well as in biodiversity-impacting sectors, including mining and energy. 
Current IUCN activities include an inithtive with the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, due to 
be launched at the WSSD, to produce new business tools on biodiversity. 

The IUCN has also worked for the adequate internalisation of sustainability issues in private sector infrastructure 
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investments in other areas of its work, Kakabadse said, such as the Water and Nature Inithtive and its work with 
the World Commission on Dams. 

BBA Creditanstalt adopts EMS 

BBA Creditanstalt, Brazil's 14th largest bank in terms of assets (USD6.7 billion as of 
December 2000) and the largest Brazilian wholesale banking institution, has recently 
introduced its first Environmental Managing System, said Roberto Dumas Damas, res-
ponsible for the project at the bank. 

Environmental policy "Environmental policy means value creation, and that is why this is a mainstream issue 

means value creation, for successful business growth and sustainable economic development," he told the 
conference. 

and that is why this is 	 i 	. 
Considering ncreasingly strict environmental laws, growing awareness of the issue 

a mainstream issue 	among the public in general, the necessity of the export sector to adjust to interna- 

for successful business tional standards and requirements, the issue is an increasingly critical one for the bank 
 — and one which is addressed from the credit committee that approves projects right 

growth and sustai- 	up to the managing director. 

nable economic 	Projects are classified according to their possible environmental impacts before loan 

d"lopment 	terms and conditions are defined and approved. "When a project is considered to cany 
a high risk, a complete environmental analysis is necessary, based on external consul-
ting and opinions from specialists in legal matters," Damas said. 

In line with its code of ethics, Banco BBA Creditanstalt does not finance projects which 
involve: harmfiil or exploitative forms of child labour; illegal production or trade accor-

ding to domestic and international laws; weapons and ammunition; wildlife products; asbestos fibres; logging of 
tropical forests; pharmaceuticals, pesticides and herbicides subject to phase-outs or bans; and ozone depleting sub-
stances that are subject to phase-out. 

Getting prepared for change in a volatile world 

Bernard Pasquier, director for Latin America and the Caribbean Region at the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), said that the fundamentals of modem life - such as governance and public participation - are changing quickly 
in our volatile world. The risk, therefore, of a company losing the public's trust from one moment to the next is 
much higher than 10 years ago. 

"The reaction of consumers and stakeholders is essential to any investment decision, and when we talk to clients, 
environmental guidelines have become very important", he said. 

The old paradigm - to simply maximise fInancial return on capital - has been replaced by the concept of sustai-
nabiity, said Pasquier. 

"Essentially what we try to do is to use globalisation to the good in environmental and social areas," he stated. 
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Information and risk awareness are key elements 

Lawrence Pratt, Associate Director at the Latin American Center for Competitiveness and Sustainable Development 
(INCAE), which he defined as an "atypical business school", said that the European and American experience show 
clearly that there can be a great deal of value added to business once companies and institutions turn to sustaina-
bility. 

Pratt was clear in his diagnosis: "One of the main obstacles we found some six or seven years ago was a lack of 
awareness in the fInancial sector, and this was the reason we included a specific inithtive for this sector to focus 
on the relationship between finance and environment." 

In the case of Latin America, Pratt warned, banking institutions still do not sufficiently examine opportunities and 
risks, since more that 60%  do not even have specialists undertaking risk analysis, only 39% have legal compliance 
and only 25% have credit committees. 

"This clearly under-addresses the risks and has the potential to make lots of assets literally go up in flames," he 
said. "Infomiation and awareness are key elements." 

Pratt admitted that caution is necessary when applying experiences from the EU and the US to Latin America, "but 
the lessons are there". But he noted that the situation is rapidly improving. "Businesses are going to be the motors 
and the drivers of the future development of the region," he concluded. 

Specific services for the poor 

In developing countries with high degrees of social inequality, such as Brazil, the fmancial sector often serves only 
a part of the population and, in most cases, has not become sufficiently involved in diminishing inequality bet-
ween rich and poor, warned Ruben Cesar Fernandes, Head of the non-governmental organisation Viva Rio. 

Stating that the main environmental problem in Brazil is urban misery, as a consequence of rapid demographic 
transformation, Femandes said that there is enormous demand for specific banking and insurance services aimed 
at the poor. 

"There is a great need for more micro-credit to leverage small businesses and create jobs, and for services such as 
funeral insurance," both in terms of new products and the adaptation of existing ones, he said. "Micro-credit is still 
a playground for non-governmental organisations, and action is not addressing the real problem. As long as the 
big players do not enter and think of it as a real game, the problems will continue", he said. 

Femandes added that there is enormous potential for small businesses at the grassroots level which do not have 
access to credit. More credit instruments made available to these small entrepreneurs can reduce the prices they 
are able to charge to customers by between 15 1/6 and 201/6 in poor communities, he said. 
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The way forward: Recommendations for UNDfD and WSSD 
2002 

Fabio Feldmann Official Special Advisor to the President of Brazil for WSSD 

Michael HöIz Global Head Corporate Cftizenship and Sustainable Development, 
Deutsche Bank/Chair, UNEP Finance lnttiative 

Roberto Smeraldi Friends of the Earth, Brazilian Amazon 

"The challenge is to make the Johannesburg conference as 

important as the Rio Earth Summit" 

The most important issue for the Brazilian government regarding the Johannesburg 
We must open the dis- conference is the defmition of its agenda, said Fabio Feldrnann, the official special 

advisor to president Fernando Henrique Cardoso on the WSSD. The poverty issue, 
CUSSiOfl and promote 	which the African nations consider as the most important, is crucial, he said, but must 
activities for sustai- 	be seen in the context of sustainable development. "The problems of the urban popu- 

lation in poor countries ... and the energy supply issue are as important for Brazil as 
the question of poveity", Feldmann said. "We have to replace the vicious circle with 

There are plenty of 	a virtuous circle, and not stick to the pre-Stockholm debate of development versus 

opportunities. The poverty," he added. 

Feldmann also warned that, in many countries, theJohannesburg conference is being financial sector is not dealt with solely by bureaucrats, without the involvement of society as a whole. 
always the bad guy. One of our major challenges is to make this conference as important as the Rio Earth 

Summit," he said. 

He added that the Brazilian government wants to assume a role as a protagonist in Johannesburg. Referring to the 
New Partnership for Africa, an initiative of African countries, Feidmanri said another challenge on the road to South 
Africa is to assure that countries will not go back in time to a perception of the world that prevailed in the past, 
but reaffirm the one that emerged in 1992. 

Deutsche Banki The financial sector Is not always the bad guy 

Michael Hölz called for action and not theory regarding sustainable development. In this sense, the Deutsche Bank 
representative set out a number of proposals, such as for the promotion of micro-credit for developing countries 
and for greater direct dialogue. 

"We must open the discussion and promote activities for sustainable development There are plenty of opportu-
nities. The financial sector is not always the bad guy," he said. 

H61z also called for more partnership in this field between NGOs, the business sector, governments, workers etc. 
In this sense, he said, transparency must be adopted as a policy by both the business sector and NGOs. 

He also said he would like to see more discussions between the different organisations responsible for the imple-
mentation of sustainable development. "We should have more face-to-face discussions and we should take more 
time to let the issues reach the media," he concluded. 
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Friends of the Earth recommend more transparency and the 

taxation of natural capital 

Agenda 21, established in Rio in 1992, failed to recognise the impoitance of the com- 
mitment to it from the financial and insurance sectors and both have been left out of 
the discussions until today, argued Robeito Smeraldi, director of the non-governmental 

Sustainable develop- 	organisation Friends of the Eaith. 

ment must be a 	uWe  are delayed and out of focus in making the Johannesburg conference attractive 

-condition or the 	for the people. We cannot reduce Johannesburg to a mere '10-years-after' event. It 
must be a today event," he said. 

credibility offinancial 	 i Smeraldi said that there s only a vague mention of the role of the financial sector in 
initiatives, the document that is being prepared for the WSSD, instead of a fiim commitment. To 

try to address this situation, Smeraldi offered two more proposals. First, he said, the 
financial and the insurance sectors should adopt the principles of disdosure and trans-
parency. 

"Sustainable development must be a pre-condition for the credibility of financial initiatives", he said. Also, he recom-
mended shifting taxation from human capital (the labour force) to the use of natural capital (resources). 
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UNEP Fl and the UN Financing for Development conference 

(UNFfD) 

On 18 March 2002, UNEP Finance Initiative (Fl) presented a workshop at a major UN 

conference on Financing for Development held in Monterrey, Mexico (For more on UNFflJ 

see the box below). The UNEP Fl panel session at UNFfD was attended by 60 international 

participants. 

The two hour workshop focused on how the financial services sector might assist in the 

development of innovative financial mechanisms to boost the flow of capital and finance to 

the developing and transition economies. The workshop also touched upon issues related to 

the challenge of scaling up successful micro-credit models. 

Paul Clements-Hunt, Head of Unit at UNEP Fl, opened the Monterrey workshop with a 

presentation summarising key findings from the 2002 UNEP Fl Global Roundtable held in Rio 

de Janeiro, Brazil, (14-15 March) four days earlier. At the Rio roundtable a special workshop, 

hosted by UNEP H Chair Michael HöIz of Deutsche Bank, and chaired by Georgina Nunez of 

the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), was convened 

to develop multi-stakehdder recommendations to be presented at a mulli-stakeholder panel 

session in Monterrey. The key findings presented to the UNFfD event induded: 

• The need to link the core competencies of the financial sector to the sustainable 

development/livelihood agenda. 

• The need for the finance sector to engage in business practises that integrate shared 

cultural, environmental and social values. 

• Dedicate official flows more heavily towards creating an enabling environment, specifically 

by developing the capacity and institutions to attract high quality investment. 

• Promote transparency and responsibility in Official Development Assistance (ODA) and in 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), which will make both ODA and FDI more legitimate and 

effective. These goals are best achieved through strengthening NGO, media, local 

government and institutional capacity. 

• Increase the access of poor communities and countries to financial services. Promising 

examples indude new financial products, such as micro-credit, and the use of new types 

of information technology. 

• Use debt relief mechanisms that are environmentally and socially beneficial, thus reducing 

vulnerabilities and creating new opportunities. 

• Work to eliminate fiscal and financial policy banters that impede more environmentally and 

socially positive investment and business opportunities. 
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The purpose of the Rio wori<shop and the Monterrey event was to catalyse the process 

through which UNEP Fl - over a four month period of consuftation with its banking, insurance 

and asset management members worldwide - developed a set of financial services sector 

recommendations to be presented to the August 2002 World Summit for Sustainable 

Development (WSSD) held in Johannesburg, South Africa. (See the full set of WSSD UNEP Fl 

recommendations in Appendb 3). 

The International Conference on Financing for Development was held from 18-22 March 

2002 in Monten-ey, N.L, Mexico. This United Nations-hosted conference on key financial and 

development issues attracted 50 Heads of State or Government, over 200 ministers as well 

as leaders from the private sector, cMl society and all the major intergovernmental financial, 

trade, economic, and monetary organizations. 

The Monterrey Conference also marked the first quadripartite exchange of views between 

governments, civil society, the business community, and the institutional stakeholders on 

global economic issues. These global discussions involved over 800 participants in twelve 

separate roundtables. The Co-Chairs of the roundtables - heads of governments, the heads 

of the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization and the 

regional development banks, as well as ministers of finance, trade, and foreign affairs - 

prepared summaries of the major ideas raised in the discussions. 

The culmination of a four-year preparatory process, the Conference adopted the Monterrey 

Consensus, in which developed, developing and transition economy countries pledged to 

undertake important actions in domestic, international and systemic policy matters. 

In December of 2002, the General Assembly set in motion a detailed fellow-up 

intergovernmental process, as called for in the Consensus, to monitor implementation and 

carry forward the international discussion of policies for financing development. 
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What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Sustainable development and financial investment 

Dr Alexandra Lang UN Department for Economic and Social Affaws 

The concept of sustainable development (i.e., the belief that an integrated approach to three pillars - economic 
growth, social development, and environmental protection is essential to meet the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs) has grown in importance over the last 15 
years in politics, academia and business. 

The financial sector can have a strong leverage effect in promoting sustainable deve- 
lopment, as financial institutions, which channel funds to equity and credit markets, 
play a key role in mobilising and investing capital. At the 2002 World Summit on 
Sustainable Development inJohannesburg, world leaders recognised the importance 

Thefinancial sector of the financial sector in promoting sustainable development, in paragraph 18(c) of 

can have a stmng the conference text, which encourages "financial institutions to incorporate sustai- 
i nable development considerations nto their decision-making processes". 

leverage effect in pm- 
i In recent years, credit and nvestment decisions of financial institutions have increa- 

nwting sustainable singly taken into account environmental and social criteria, as environmental risks 

development, as have shown their ability to affect significantly the viability of investments, and as the 
demand for socially responsili)le investment has grown, particularly in developed coun- 

financial institutions, tries. In addition, financial institutions have been discovering environmental and 

which channeiflinds social management as a business opportunity, using a favourable 'green' and 'socially 
responsible' image to create competitive advantage. 

to equi1y and cmdit 

inarkeis, play a key Sustainable development and Investment 
 

decisions 
mie in mobilising and . 	. 

Wi th increasing demand for investment that takes into account environmental and 
investing capital. social criteria, a key question for financial analysts and investors is how to assess com- 

panies' environmental and social management strategies. Purely quantitative criteria, 
such as the amount of money spent on environmental measures, are not results-orien- 
ted, and are thus less suitable than qualitative criteria such as eco-efficiency or 
social-efficiency (i.e., economically-efficient environmental and social protection). 

Hence, an important criteria for evaluating environmental and social management strategies is whether those stra-
tegies enhance the financial performance of a company, as only environmental and social corporate strategies that 
contribute to a company's economic performance will be sustainable in the long run. Strategies that are a cost to 
a company are likely to be abandoned when the economic performance of the company deteriorates. Evaluating 
the overall environmental, social and economic performance of companies is thus essential. 
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Environmental shareholder value 

An innovative approach to measuring the eco-efficiency of companies is the "environmental shareholder value" 
concept, which analyses the impact of environmental management strategies on the creation of shareholder value. 
This is not the same as enterprise value, but an estimation of future cash flows and thus of the perceived long-term 
financial health of a company. 

Management literature usually distinguishes six drivers of shareholder value: capital investment (fixed and wor-
king), revenue growth, operating profit margin, income tax rate, cost of capital, and value growth duration. 
Corporate environmental decisions can thus be evaluated according to their effect on each of these value drivers. 
A useful tool for an overall evaluation of environmental strategy is the environmental shareholder value matrix, in 
which environmental management measures are related to the six drivers of shareholder value, allowing for a sys-
tematic analysis of whether environmental measures will increase the cash flow from operations and whether the 
added cash flow exceeds the cost of capital, taking into account possible changes in taxation and investment: 

Investments Revenue 
Growth 

Operating 
profit Margin 

Income Tax 
Rate 

Cost of 
Capftal 

Value Growth 
Duration 

Environmen- 
tal measures 
such as 
cleaner pro- 
duction pro- 

jects; green 
products, 
EMS etc. 

According to the environmental shareholder value approach, corporate environmental measures are not regarded 
as positive per se, but only to the degree that they enhance shareholder value. In general, this result is more likely 
if environmental measures: 

require only small investments; 

result in a reduction of material consumption ;  and 

* are sales-increasing and margin-widening through the creation of new markets and through cost reduction due 
to improved operation efficiency. 

In addition, measures would be regarded as value-enhancing if they contribute to risk-reduction and the creation 
of a 'green premium' in financial markets, and if they add to a longer value-growth duration, for example through 
environmental innovations that anticipate future demands. 

Environmental shareholder value is an innovative approach that allows for future risks and returns arising from 
corporate environmental measures to be taken into account, hence offering financial analysts and investors an ana-
lytical tool for evaluating which types of corporate environmental strategies are likely to increase eco-efficiency 
and thus future value growth in a company. 

Dr Aexandra Lang is Associate Economic Affairs Officer in the Unfted Nations Department for 
Economic and Social Affairs, DMsion for Sustainable Development. 
E-mail: langa@un.org  

The author has written this atticle in herpersonal capacity it does not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the jxirt of United 
Nations Departmeiufor Economic and Social Affaii, DivtsionforSustainahkDeveiopment. 
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Environmental management tools -Tools for financing 
sustainability 
Marcelo DrUgg Barreto Vianna International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Brazil/ICC 
Sustainable Development and Energy Committee/MBV 

The purpose of this paper is to briefly describe some of the concepts underlying environmental management tools 
to be used by industiy and financial institutions. 

This paper does not intend to describe in detail all the aspects of the above subject; 
it aims, however, to provide the elements which will illustrate the proper use of envi- 
ronmental protection and sustainable development by industry and financial 

One of the kqfactois 	institutions. 

for the success of an 	
In recent years, environmental management has become one of the most important 
subjects related to any industrial operation. As a broader general concept, environ- 

environmental 	mental management consists of the integration of organisational systems and 

ement 	programmes, in orderto: (1) control and reduce potential hazards and risks from ope- 
g 	

- 	
rations or products; (2) comply with regulations; (3) develop and use proper 

gramme is &ecutive 	technologies to improve the environmental, safety and health aspects of the business; 

commItment. (4) monitor and evaluate environmental parameters and processes; (5) reduce poten-
tial liabilities and contingencies, (6) use clean technologies to minimise energy and 
materials use; (7) improve relationships with communities and governments; and (8) 
anticipate future environmental, health and social issues. 

For the purpose of discussion, this paper will focus on the following environmental management tools: 

• corporate environmental, health and safety (EHS) policy; 

• organisational structure; 

• environmental auditing; 

• monitoring; 

• environmental impact assessment (EIA); 

• risk analysis and management; and 

• relationships with communities and government. 

Corporate environmental policy 

One of the key factors for the success of an environmental management programme is executive commitment. 
This commitment should be expressed by means of a dear environmental, health and safety (EHS) policy for the 
company. An EHS Policy must express and recognise the company's responsibility regarding the environment and 
health of its employees and the citizens of the communities in which the company operates. The policy must reflect 
the commitment of senior management (officers and executives) towards the environmental and health responsi- 
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bilities of each employee; it should also define the targets/goals and the resources (financial and human) to imple-
ment environmental performance ('environmental implementation plans'). 

Environment and safety are line responsibilities. To be effective, environmental com-
mitments must be supported and understood by all levels of the organisation. In order 
to be successful, responsibilities and accountabilities should be clearly defined for all 
company employees. Environmental implementation plans should reflect actions 
taken to comply with the objectives and goals of the policy; they must also involve 

Eniironmental 	the day-to-day management decision-making process at all levels of the company. 

protection should not 	Environmental plans should be prepared and systematically reviewed in line with other 

be viewed solely in 	aspects of the business, so as to achieve policy conformance. The criteria of perfor- 
mance may vary from plant to plant; they should, however, include a set of parameters 

teims offulfihling legal to be judged during each staff meeting or periodical performance evaluation. 

requirements but, 	A company must have an EHS policy to operate worldwide in accordance with global 

fundamentally, as an concepts of environmental protection of air, water, soil and natural resources. It 
assumes that the company can and should become an active part of the effort to contri-

obligation and res- 	bute to improving the quality of life in the communities where it operates, regarding 

ponsibility of citizens 	environmental impacts on these communities. 

towards society. 	Based on this philosophy, environmental protection should not be viewed solely in 
terms of fulfIlling legal requirements but, fundamentally, as an obligation and res-
ponsibility of citizens towards society. In this respect, companies must establish 
environmental policies and environmental policy implementation plans, whose objec-
tive are to advise on the studies and measures needed to prevent and reduce 
environmental impacts resulting from their activities. Some key guidelines in establi-
shing an EHS Policy are: 

a to operate worldwide in a manner which protects the environment and the health of employees and of the citi-
zens of the communities where the company has an impact; 

a to comply with all applicable environmental laws, regulations and peimits, and to employ more restrictive inter-
nal standards where necessary to conform to the above policy; 

a to anticipate environmental issues and take appropriate action which may precede laws or regulations; 

a to work with governments and others at all levels to develop responsible and effective environmental laws, 
regulations and standards; and 

a to ensure all employees understand, promote and assist in the implementation of the EHS Policy. 

Organisational structure 

Since environmental management is a line responsibility, the main function of environmental specialists (mana-
gers or experts) is to assist line management on environmental matters. The main activities of environmental manageis 
at either plant or at corporate level are focused on the development of compliance policies and plans, evaluation 
and assessment programmes, scientific and technical support, and information management, training and corn- 
munication. 
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Environmental organisation 

The main activities of a company's environmental department are to: (1) establish corporate goals; (2) provide tech-
nical assistance to its plants; (3) conduct environmental audit and environmental impact assessments; (4) ensure 
the Board of Directors remains informed about the environmental situation of the company; (5) maintain dose 
contacts with government entities, communities, universities and associations in order to exchange technologies 
and technical experiences; (6) assist the government in preparation of standards and regulation. 

Environmental organisation at plant level 

In their organisational charts, companies should have an employee responsible for environmental and/or safety 
control. It usually is a fill time job but, in small plants, environmental responsibility is often attributed to other exis-
ting staff functions. The environmental staff may vary from one to several experts, depending on the size and 
complexity of the industrial unit. 

The main function of the environmental staff is to assist the plant manager, who is directly responsible for envi-
ronmental compliance. The environmental manager (or person charged with this function) at the plant co-ordinates 
the preparation and the implementation of environmental plans with the support of the industrial unit. 

"Good environmental management relies upon open pathways of communication between staff. From a functio-
nal viewpoint, since the shortest lines of communication are the most effective, it is important for the environmental 
manager to have ready access to, and be accessible by, senior management, divisional operations and plant staff. 
Upward, downward, and lateral communications within the organisation are a vital component of success. The 
environmental manager needs the tmst and understanding of all units within the operation that require oversight. 
At the plant level, the environmental manager needs the input of operators at the line level to develop plans for 
compliance, waste minimisation, and health and safety monitoring." The above statement, reported by F. Hayes, 
summarises the consensus views of a group of environmental experts dealing with corporate environmental mana-
gement training. 

The complexity of the environmental function at plant or corporate level requires deep technological knowledge, 
negothtion, communication, motivation and leadership skills, regulatory and legal knowledge, and managerial, 
planning and information management systems. 

One of the big challenges in environmental management is establishing the training programmes required to deve-
lop the skills and knowledge of employees and environmental professionals. Training should be provided not only 
for environmental staff, but also for the employees of the company at different levels. Training can be carried out 
both on the job and off the job, and also with internal and external resources. At present, in some locations, plant 
personnel also provide training programmes for members of the community, particularly students from primary 
and secondary schools. This kind of training in environmental awareness is carried out by the employees of the 
company or by environmental NGOs contracted by the company. 

In developing countries, more attention should be given to the environmental awareness of senior company exe-
cutives, and to the shortage of environmental professionals. Another organisational aspect that must be considered 
is the career development of environmental professionals in a corporation. In general, career paths in the envi-
ronmental area are not well defined, even in large organisations. One possible reason for that may be the fact that 
those are new positions which only became important for industry in the last few years. 
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Environmental auditing 

Environmental auditing is one of the most important environmental management tools. The purposes of the envi-
ronmental audit are to: 

a a formal mechanism for improving and strengthening companies' environmental control programmes; 

a enable the company to document its ability to critically sell-evaluate and improve its environmental pro-
grammes; 

a help in the identification of situations that may potenthlly develop into future environmental problems; 

a verify compliance with corporate procedures and environmental regulations; and 

a provide corporate management with an independent assessment of the overall environmental control programme 
of a plant. 

The environmental audit is a systematic investigation of the environmental performance of a given unit (plant or 
facility). Generally, the environmental audit is carried out by a team of two or three experts. 

The environmental audit team is helped by a series of forms and checklists, previously prepared, to be followed 
during the auditing process. The checklists are periodically reviewed, in order to be as comprehensive as possible. 

The checklists mainly cover the following topics: 

a legal compliance; 

• corporate policy and procedures; 

a proper environmental management and commitment; 

a monitoring of data; 

a efficiency of pollution control equipment; 

a risk of spills and environmental accidents; 

• integration of environmental matters into management activities; and 

a engineering maintenance and production procedures; 

The environmental audit process is divided into four basic steps. The first consists of reviewing the facility's envi-
ronmental action plan. The second step is a comprehensive tour of the plant by the auditing team. The third is the 
review of environmental records and data with the subsequent identification of problems. The fourth phase 
consists of the analysis of problems and the preparation of recommendations. 

At the end of those four basic steps, a preliminary report is prepared summarising the findings, conclusions and 
recommendations to be discussed with the plant manager. The final discussion almost always involves the plant 
manager, all other managers and members of his staff. A copy of the environmental report is sent to the business 
unit manager, at the headquarters of the company. 

Auditing is not intended to be a fault finding process, but rather one that is intended to be a helpful tool to improve 
the environmental performance of a facility. Therefore, the primary purpose of the environmental audit is to assist 
facilities in achieving better performance by evaluating the effectiveness of their environmental management pro- 
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grammes and by recommending effective improvements. 

Corrective actions agreed upon by the managers and the audit team are incorporated in the environmental action 
plans of the facility. 

The key to the success of any audit programme is management commitment and support. According to the objec-
tives of the company, regarding environmental auditing, the programme is designed to identify those areas where 
non-compliance with regulations or corporate policy exists and also to place greatest emphasis on those areas where 
the potential exists for future problems to develop. Thus, the audit is a tool for planning and management rather 
than merely a check on how a location is doing today. 

Monitoring 

Monitoring programmes are used for surveillance and compliance with legal standards and also to collect relevant 
information to assess an industrial activity's environmental conditions. The results should be systematically com-
municated to the managers responsible for the operation of a plant and also to the top management of the 
company. 

The parameters to be analysed may vary from plant to plant, and must be planned in advance with the assistance 
of an environmental expert, in order to allow for the complete performance analysis of a process or activity. Some 
of those monitoring data are requested bylaw, while others may complement the knowledge of the plant opera-
tors about the efficiency of environmental control equipment and its possible effects on the environment. 

Monitoring data could, at some time, become public information, or might also be used in legal disputes. Companies 
must pay attention on how to survey, analyse and use the monitoring data to be in compliance and follow legal 
requirements and rules. 

Monitoring progmmmes are essential in the planning of any environmental management system. Laboratories, equip-
ment, and trained professionals for sampling and chemical analysis, statistic analysis of data and the interpretation 
of the results are important factors to be considered in monitoring programmes. In developing countries, where 
large industrial organisations are well prepared to deal with monitoring activities, their governments, in general, 
lack such expertise. 

Good monitoring data provides the means to assess the performance of environmental programmes against com-
panies' internal standards and goals, as well as against government standards. Monitoring programmes are also 
important tools for environmental impact assessment studies. 

Environmental Impact assessment (EIA) 

The environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an environmental tool which consists of a study of the possible impacts 
and effects of the physical, chemical, social-economic, wildlife and biophysical characteristics of the environmental 
conditions, due to the implementation of a project (industrial plant, dam, etc.) 

EIA studies are basic criteria for land use planning, in order to judge the compatibility of the activities proposed 
(such as the construction of an industrial plant) with regional or national environmental planning. The factors to 
be considered in the assessment of the possible impacts of an industrial activity upon the environment are com-
plex and intensive. The group in charge of assessing environmental impacts and reviewing the assessment must 
consist of a multi-disciplinary team. The nature of the work involves specialists from different fields and with dif- 
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ferent approaches, values and judgements. The EJA of a given project must ensure the effective participation of 
the public likely to be directly or indirectly affected. 

Risk analysis and management 

The preparation of emergency and spill prevention plans and countermeasure programmes to deal with possible 
industrial accidents should be induded as one of the environmental management tools. 

The technical literature shows that the majority of industrial accidents are due to human failure, insufficient job 
knowledge and skills, unsafe acts, inadequate maintenance and the lack of safety consideration given to the 
design of tools, equipment and machinery. There are also often differences in risk perception among communi-
ties, individuals and groups. Therefore, training is one of the big challenges associated with risk analysis and 
management technologies. 

An important issue that must be addressed is the need for technology transfer between developed and developing 
nations, particularly regarding risk management. There is a pressing need to promote more international techni-
cal co-operation and transference of knowledge related to risk analysis and risk management. There is a requirement 
to promote more international technical cooperation and transfer of knowledge related to risk analysis, risk mana-
gement and emergency programmes, among industries, government, academia and international agencies. 

Relationships with communities and government 

Experience has suggested that companies in general, as a matter of external relations policy, could possible focus 
their scope of interest on three basic points: 

a the community adjacent to the works; 

a the different levels of government authority; and 

a the world community. 

The community adjacent to the works 

The construction and operation of a plant does not simply require adequate technical solutions. It must also obtain 
the acceptance - and consequent legitimacy - from the community where it is to be established. Involving the 
local community in the identification and the solution of problems related to the plant has proved to be efficient. 
And it can be especially true for industries with a potential environmental impact. 

The present consensus is that the facts and questions related to the environmental impact of the operation shall 
and can be openly discussed with the responsible community organisations. Ideally, the results of such negotia-
tions should be tracked by the community and the plant should be in a position to disclose the necessary 
information. The legitimacy obtained from such negotiatations instance should lead to the necessary authority for 
the plant (through its employees) to act in the improvement of general environmental conditions in the cornmu-
nity as a whole. 

In summary, the plant and its employees (because they can care for the environment) should share knowledge 
and experience with the government, the company should be committed to environmental excellence and should 
also improve its communication processes. 
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In order to improve its relationship with government, industry should actively participate in the regulatory pro-
cess. It should also be involved in the exchange of information and know-how with government and communities 
regarding environmental matters. The same kind of co-operation should be developed with universities, NGOs 
and society as a whole. This co-operation can be established through industrial associations and business organi-
sations. 

The active participation of members of industry, government and community have proved how productive and 
beneficial to the public interest a joint effort can be. 

The world community 

It goes without saying that environmental consciousness extends beyond the adjacent community. Industry has 
rapidly learned that an isolated operation will be affected by the impacts resulting from the operation of a multi-
mdc of other industries throughout the world. 

Any and each operation, therefore, anywhere in the world, has a legitimate interest in the global monitoring of 
environmental conditions, in the sharing of timely and relevant information, possibly made available in a world-
wide form (perhaps via an 'information clearing house'). 

Conclusions and recommendations 

This paper briefly sets out some of the main tools of environmental management, which should be used by indus-
try and financial institutions in order to contribute to global environmental protection and sustainable development 
The main issues regarding environmental management are: 

• companies and financial institutions have the primary responsibility for environmental control; 

• environment and safety are be responsibilities. Environmental commitment must be supported and under -
stood by all levels of the organisation; 

a EIAs should be undertaken early in the planning process of industrial projects. EIA studies should be done in 
conjunction with the members of the community and governmental agencies; 

a companies should be prepared to work with government and communities in the exchange of knowledge and 
in the regulatory process. This co-operation should be done through associations and business organisations 
at national and international levels. Co-operation and the exchange of environmental knowledge between large 
and small corporations is also necessary; 

• environmental management requires the preparation of environmental plans and the proper utilisation of moni-
toring systems combined with operations; 

• environmental audits should be periodically performed by companies and financial institutions to assess the 
operations with potentially significant environmental risks and liabilities; 

• risk analysis and management technologies should be implemented in order to assess and prevent (or mini-
mise) the risk of accidents and hazards to society and the environment. Intensive training of employees to deal 
with prevention and emergency actions should be provided by the companies; and 

• companies should work in conjunction with governments and communities to establish, maintain and com-
municate emergency and spifi prevention plans. 
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allenge of implementation 

Fabio Feldmann Brazilian Forum on Climate Change 

The World Summit on Sustainable Development, held from 26 August to 4 September 2002 inJohannesburg, South 
Africa, reinforced the frustration about the non-implementation of the initiatives and projects undertaken, and the 
compromises made, during the Earth Summit in Rio de janeiro in 1992 and over the decade that followed. In other 
words, sustainable development remains a complex equation, a kind of insurance for future generations, but its 
implementation is far from being carried out, because environmental and social indicators clearly demonstrate that 
the sustainable ecological conditions of the planet have considerably worsened, as have as poverty and social dif-
ferences. 

It was on efforts to tackle global climate change that the main innovation occurred, in the CDM (the Clean 
Development Mechanism), the basic premise of which is to stimulate projects to reduce carbon emissions among 
the so-called non-Annex 1 countries (that is, those countries that have not undertaken commitments to reduce emis-
sions during the Kyoto Protocol's first period of engagement, from 2008 to 2012). This is a pioneering and 
challenging initiative, focusing the market on global public interests, that is, the stabilisation of the planet's climate, 
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol. 

Among the necessary steps to progress in the implementation of sustainable development is the perception of the 
meaning of sustainable dimension in economies and markets. Meanwhile, the subject that has, without doubt, gained 
most importance and became more visible to everyone is corporate responsibility. 

During the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio dejaneiro, Brazil, 
the subject was somewhat discussed, as it was in the context of Agenda 21, but in Johannesburg several events 
were held to address this issue. The launch of the GRI' (the Global Reporting Initiative, supported by UNEP and 
guided by the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies) with the participation of various social 
actors, represents a significant and transforming advance, translating the 'globalisation' phenomenon into a new 
dimension towards the recognition that concepts such as disclosure, accountability and reporting are essential requi-
rements for domestic and global institutions. 

In this context, Brazil has an important role to play, as it was a protagonist and leader within the international com-
munity. It has proven its capability to propose new strategic alliances, such as the Energy Initiative, even though 
this particular proposal was rejected by the G77. The Brazilian proposal was articulated in association with inter-
national NGOs, namely Greenpeace, WWF, and Friends of the Earth, and the European Union, showing that the 
sustainable development in terms of international negotiations will always depend on creativity and innovative 
formulas. 

In Brazil, we have moved towards the inclusion of many innovative issues in our agenda, which aims to engage 
essential decision-makers in the sustainable development equation. For example, we have developed innovative 
social and environmental indicators, such as the index of deforestation in the Amazon. Many Brazilian companies 
have spontaneously incorporated the idea of corporate responsibility into their plans. 

These tendencies, while limited in scale, have enormous potential for growth, and some milestones, although still 
in the form of studies, are being implemented. For example, some public companies, such as BNDES, now require 
the use of sustainabiity indicators in their investments 2 . Recently the Brazilian stock exchange, Bovespa 3, has laun- 
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ched the Novo Mercado or 'New Market', which requires listed companies to adopt certain standards of corporate 
governance. 

We are, at last, facing a scenario where new practices, and the engagement of social actors with decision-making 
power can lead to the implementation of this challenge to humanity called sustainable development. 
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Blame it on Rio? 

Luiz Maia ABN AMRO Asset Management Brazil 

As a participant in the discussions around sustainable business and the financial sector that took place 18 months 
ago during the UNEP FL Roundtable in Rio, I am pleased to say that Brazil has progressed since that important 
forum came to this part of the world. 

Since then, discussions around the creation of a sustainable agenda for the banking sector have taken place not 
only within some Brazilian banks but also at the heart of the Brazilian Banking Federation (Febraban). 

President Lula's administration is placing an emphasis on social issues across the coun- 
try and deep inside society. The interest in, and concerns about, social problems 
including famine eradication, education inclusion and income distribution, among 

Brazilian banks are 	society at large are creating the proper ambiance to foster more sustainable business 

sponsoring a drought programmes among banks. 

control project in 	In that sense, I am pleased to see the introduction of micro-finance as an important 
lever to give entrepreneurs a better chance in life and perhaps emerge from the 

Brazil's driest region, 	underground economy to assume their rightful role. This is a key role that the entire 

training and educa- financial sector has to play in the years to come. The successful experience of micro- 
i finance n developing economies proves that the gap between the banking sector and 

ting communities on 	the least fortunate classes of any society can be bridged with the right attitude and 

how to save and store 	actions. It takes time to see results but they will surely come. 

sufficient water to Meanwhile, some Brazilian banks are already applying environmental screens to 
 their credit analysis processes, so as to lend only to companies that are seriously trying 

maintain crops and 	to reduce their environmental and social impacts. 

quality of 4.fe  during 	Two years ago, Brazil's first socially responsible investment (SRI) fund was set up in 

the d 	 the wake of SRI research services that spread this important concept around the 
l) season. 	financial markets. In recent parallel movements, other investment funds have sprung 

up, offering different models of benefit to society, and the Brazilian financial analysts' 
association (Apimec) has created an active SRI committee that organises events to help 
spread the word. 

Brazil's largest pension funds will probably introduce social, environmental and corporate governance criteria in 
their investment decision-making process. If they do so, and make them transparent, they will ignite a similar atti-
tude among their peers and help create a virtuous cirde. 

In a related development, two entities are working to translate the Global Reporting Initiative (GEl) guidelines into 
Portuguese. If all goes well, Brazil will have the GET guidelines ready by the end of 2003, available for companies 
eager to improve their sustainability reports. Two Brazilian companies have already published their reports accor-
ding to GRI guidelines, and more are following. 

The financial sector already carries out important social works and contributes not only with funding but also with 
volunteers to philanthropic and social causes. This is an important contribution to the generation of well-being by 
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different stakeholders in the community in general. Government and NGOs are key partners on the different social 
fronts in which the financial sector is firmly engaged. 

For instance, Brazilian banks are sponsoring a drought control project in Brazil's 
Globalisation has the 	driest region, training and educating communities on how to save and store sufficient 

tendency to standar- water to maintain crops and quality of life during the dry season. It is a simple but 
powerful idea in terms of results. 

dise rules, investment 
All of these facts, plus discussions to launch a local stock index for sustainable corn-

criteria, reporting panies, the creation of a sustainability studies centre at one of the top business schools, 

models, bk- and the myriad debates and seminars on the subject convince me that we are on the 
march towards the creation of a sustainable mindset among financiers and bankers 

forms, and 	in general. 

production - but not 	That said, I am not so sure yet if what we are witnessing today in Brazil should be 

of de levels 	velopment attributed to the UNEP El Rio Roundtable, or whether it is a natural consequence of 
the globalisation process. The awakening of mature societies to imbalances between 

in society. This is per- 	social dasses and their inability to find a sustainable path by themselves is transfor- 

haps the most 	ming the mindset towards a more sustainable agenda. 

important challenge 	Globalisation has the tendency to standardise rules, investment criteria, reporting 
models, business platforms, and production —but not levels of development in society. 

that business and 	This is perhaps the most important challenge that business and political leaders face 

political leadersface 	this century. 
 

this ctu. 	To sum up, it is no exaggeration to say that Brazil's financial sector - including the 
major banks - is reacting and initiating a business agenda where sustainability will 
be increasingly present. 

Luiz Maia is CEO at ABN AMPO Asset Management Brazil. 
E-mail: luiz.moja@br.abnarnro.com  
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A capitalist manifesto - Using the power of the markets to save 
the world 

Martin Whittaker Innovest Strategic Value Advisors 

Last year's World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg was crucial in focusing global attention 
on some of the critical sustainability issues of our time - climate change, HIV-Aids, biodiversity loss, water and 
waste management, basic health care, and human rights. Amid the many powerful messages emerging from the 
meeting, however, a single, ineluctable truth stood out - that politicians cannot by themselves muster the kind of 
financial and human capital required to address the environmental and social challenges we face. In other words, 
it is only by inducing the private sector to shoulder more of the burden for large-scale social investment can we 
shift global development patterns onto a more sustainable trajectory. 

The reasons why this is so are manifold. Since the end of the Cold War, a combination of political, economic, tech-
nological and social forces has thrust market capitalism to the summit of Lenin's 'commanding heights' of the global 
economy. The chief financial officers of the world's top multinationals now hold greater sway over capital flows 
and economic policy than do most national finance ministers. In 2002, ExxonMobil alone grossed USD204 billion 
in revenues, more than the GNP of Norway, Saudi Arabia, Poland or Thailand. Foreign direct investment from rich 
countries to poor ones is now running at over 15 times the total of official aid donations. 

When it comes to mobiising these resources on the scale that is required, the 
world's institutional investors have a pivotal role to play. With over USD26 trillion in 
assets under management, these entities are the 500 pound gorillas of the capital mar-
kets, holding considerable sway over the individual companies in which they invest 
and bringing - in theory at least - a measure of accountability that governments and 

Why should institu- 	ordinaiy citizens cannot match. Indeed, in a world where a large, vocal and increa- 

tions care about the 	singly powerful section of society is passionately opposed to globalisation and the 
free market forces that underpin it, the rising sovereignty of the shareholder may be 

plight of the plan& 	critical to counterbalancing the so-called democratic deficit that antiglobalisation pro- 

Simple. Because it is 	testors fear. 
 

Of course, as Nero knew, having the power to influence the course of history and in their interests as 	.  caring enough to do so are two completely different things. Why should institutions 
fiduciaries to do so. care about the plight of the planet? Simple. Because it is in their interests as fiducia-

ries to do so. Leading edge investors have already recognised that there is a strong, 
positive, and growing conelation between industrial companies' environmental and 
social peifomia.nce and their competitiveness in the market place. Thus, investors 
not only have an economic inducement to take social and environmental factors into 
account when allocating capital, they have a fiduciary duty to do so. 

Take human rights, for example. Recently, international companies learned that their activities could become sub-
ject to investigation and censure by UN human rights officials under the UN's draft principles, 'Norms on the 
Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations'. Action may be taken when businesses fail to comply. This follows 
the revival of the 1789 Alien Tort Claims Act in the US, which is being applied by human rights activists to help 
adjudicate claims against American-based firms accused of utilising abusive tactics "committed in violation of the 
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law of nations" in their foreign operations. Cases against Texaco, Unocal and Royal Dutch/Shell are the fIrst to be 
filed against individual corporations and, if successfiul, will redefine social and environmental monitoring proce-
dures for overseas operations. Punitive damages have the potential to run into the billions of dollars, according to 
lawyers familiar with the issue. With the stakes so high, investors surely have all the incentives they need to seek 
out corporate human rights leaders and to hold those firms with below par human rights records to account. 

Tackling climate change is another area where institutional investors have a material stake. As last year's UNEP Fl 
report Climate Change & The Financial Services Industry pointed out, climate change has the potential to under-
mine the value of business assets, diminish investment viability and stress insurers, reinsurers, and banks to the 
point of impaired profitability and even insolvency. At the same time, it is becoming increasingly clear that insti-
tutional investors have a crucial role to play in the transition to a cleaner economy. A coalition of influential pension 
funds with over USD4 trillion in managed assets - the Carbon Disclosure Project - has already been formed to 
engage the world's largest companies on shareholder risks associated with climate change and the development 
of appropriate management responses. 

Finally, we have the scourge of H1V-Aids. Over 40 million people worldwide are now infected by the disease, which 
is spreading fast in the key emerging markets of China, South Asia and the Former Soviet Union. Leading banks 
have recently acknowledged that they will need to somehow incorporate the issue of H1V-Aids into financial fore-
casting, asset allocation, stock selection and risk underwriting. Promisingly, recent research indicates that companies 
can run profitable businesses in affected regions, and that although the short-term costs of prevention, treatment 
and care programmes may be high, the longer-term payback will be positive. Armed with such knowledge, inves-
tors have it within their power to provide the right market signals to investee companies affected by the disease, 
and to support the more proactive businesses acting on the issue. 

To be sure, tapping into the full power of the capital markets in support of global sustainability objectives will 
require an effort of Marshall Plan-dimensions. Now, as then, enlightened self-interest is the primary ideological 
driving force. Unlike post-World War Two Europe, however, where governments held primacy, it is the world's 
institutional investors we must call upon to take centre stage. For only they have both the means and the motiva-
tion to truly sensitise capital to sustainability concerns. 
Martin Whittaker is Managing Director of Innovest Strategic Value Advisors. 
E-mail: mwhfttacker@innovestgroup.com  
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	 Values to Value 

Foreword 

The first UNEP Fl regional outreach meeting in Africa took place in Midrand. Midrand is one of the fastest-growing 
metropolises in South Africa and houses some of the country's biggest companies and multinationals. The mee-
ting was jointly organized by UNEP Fl and the development Bank of South Africa. 
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Day one 

The business case for sustainability performance 

Opening Plenary 

Div Botha Development Bank of Southern Africa (DSBA), South Africa 

lqbal Meer Sharma Department of Trade and Industry, South Africa 

Cas Coovadia Banking Council of South Africa, South Africa 

Samuel Eke African Harvest Mission, The Netherlands 

The fourth UNEP Fl Regional Outreach Event - Africa conference was hosted by the Development Bank of Southern 
Africa (DBSA). Seated in Midrand, Johannesburg, South Africa, the DBSA funds various development programmes 
in the region. The conference opened with Div Botha of the DBSA welcoming participants from Europe, Africa 
and America. 

Johannesburg is also the venue for the next World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD), and from the 
onset, the WSSD was a focal point for the Midrand conference. "With the upcoming World Summit for Sustainable 
Development it's obviously key that we all consider what has been achieved, and not achieved, with regard to 
sustainable development since the Rio conference," said Botha. 

Africa, compared with the rest of the developed world, contributes very little towards global pollution. The conti-
nent is, however, at a critical point as development projects now under way will have large repercussions for 
environmental and social sustainability in the future - positive or negative. 

UNEP Fl took great care that the conference had representation from all sectors involved in development, ranging 
from government officials and world finance institutions to the various environmental activist organisations. 
Nonetheless, the focus was on the crucial role of the finance sector, as DBSA's Botha stressed: "The purpose of 
this workshop is to explore how the finance sector in Africa can promote sustainable development, and I hope it 
will challenge all of us here to review our cunent and future roles in this, specifically in the area of those indivi-
duals and communities that are not able to access the benefits of financial services." 

Iqbal Meer Sharma from the South African Department of Trade and Industry in his welcoming comments repre-
senting government further refined the objectives of the roundtables. "As these roundtables get underway, I would 
like to remind ourselves why we are here. I believe it is to find solutions to sustainable development for Africa. In 
the context of South Africa, the profile of the typical citizen relying on us is that she is a woman. She is black and 
lives in a rural area. She is uneducated and has children who very often go to sleep without a meal. Let this forum 
make a difference to her life," he said. 

Meer Shanna also pointed out that during a recent visit to the US, with 35 other Sub-Saharan trade and foreign 
ministers, a comment was made about investments in Africa. "... And that was 'capital is a coward, it flees from 
risk'. I disagree, capital is an inanimate object. Their claim that capital is a coward is more of an indictment of the 
owners of capital rather than capital itself. Where capital from the US has failed to take up African opportunities 
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investors from Asia have moved in. Does their capital carry a different risk analysis?" he argued. He stressed the 
need for the international community to move beyond simply seeking profits from Africa, without regard to Africa's 
social, environmental and economic needs. 

From the civil society perspective, Samuel Eke of African Harvest, based in the Netherlands, highlighted that the 
environmental activism ethic remains a challenge for Africa. This, he said, was partly due to low awareness in African 
populations. He called on NGOs to promote environmental education. 

The low level of industrial production in Africa means low emissions of climate-damaging greenhouse gases (GHGs), 
said Eke. But he added that emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) from land use in Africa 
- for example, the burning of large tracts of forest for game hunting or land clearance 
for agricultural use - continue to escalate alarmingly. 

	

75% of the gas 	Eke also called for co-operation among African states, from local, national and regio- 

associated with oil 	nal to continental levels, as global climatic systems recognise no borders. "At 
 sub-regional levels, many opportunities exist for GHG mitigation. The Southern 

preduction is flared 	African Development Community (SADC) Energy Protocol, which governs the sub- 

whileamajontyof region's energy sector, is a good example. Its main objective is the development of 
 energy and power pooling to ensure security and reliability of power supply. This 

householdc use fuel 	has led to the establishment of the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP), which has 

U9Od 	
brought many advantages to the region, induding a demand-supply balancing by fad- 

	

g, 	litating electricity flow from surplus areas to deficit areas." He argued that if such 
thus causing rapid 	co-operation were extended all over the continent, it would drastically reduce pol- 

depletion of valuable 	lution levels in the areas with energy deficit. "... 75% of the gas associated with oil 
i production s flared while a majority of households use fuel wood for cooking, thus 

tropical moistforest. causing rapid depletion of valuable tropical moist forest. Egypt has a very high wind 
energy potential, particularly around the Red Sea area, which could be harnessed to 
meet the energy needs internally and the whole of northern Africa." 

Eke rounded up by calling on the well-established financial sector in South Africa to 
consider green investments in the power sector, which he said contributes 94% of regional CO2 emissions, accor-
ding to studies. He said that there were already opportunities in place in the region in the form of SADC. 

The view put forward by Cas Coovadia from the Banking Council of South Africa was that finance for sustainable 
development should not be any different from day-to-day business. Coovadia also did not see any contradiction 
between investing in communities and business returns at the same time. "Social responsibility and the business 
imperative can complement one another," he said. 

Coovadia did however emphasise that all investments in the continent should be informed by the "African context". 
That context, he said, includes the fact that 42% of the population have no access to clean water, more than 200 
million Africans are undernourished, approximately 1.2 billion Africans live on less than USD1 per day, and 36 mil-
lion adult and children are "living" with Aids. "Unless we address socially responsible investment within this context, 
the attempt is not realistic. Furthermore, any knee-jerk, ad-hoc solution is just not feasible... Private financial ins-
titutions need to look at Africa not as a basket case, but as a potenthl market. Investment in Africa is not risk free, 
certainly not, but it has to be managed creatively." 

In relation to sustainable development in Africa, Coovadia said that there were three critical areas that needed to 
be addressed to formulate positive sustainability strategies. These were poverty alleviation, economic growth and 
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development, and social development. He stressed three factors that needed to be in place to create an enabling 
environment for sustainable financing of these critical areas. Firstly, Coovadia stated, there should be credible ini-
tiatives amongst the developed nations aimed at raising the profile of sustainable development priorities for Africa. 
These should be backed by innovative and pragmatic solutions to the external debt problem faced by Africa. Hand 
in hand with these two measures, Africa had to accept that there was a need for sound democratic governance, 
based on mechanisms to implement and monitor the concept. If these three factors were addressed appropriately, 
they would lead to sound regulatory frameworks for the financial sector, conducive to sustainable finance 

Coovadia also lashed out at African governments for lacking democratic principles. 
"Democratic governance needs to move from theory to practice, in order to create a 

investments in all stable environment for investments and development." He said that governments can 
... 	 . 	

i flog the pnvate banking sector all they want, but f there is no legislative framework 
the continent should 	there is very little scope for manoeuvre. He referred to black economic empower- 

be in1ormed byth 	ment in South Africa as a case in point, where measures had not yet been implemented 
in a systematic sustainable way. In view of this background, he questioned whether 

"African contt". socially responsible investments that begin to address sustainable development really 
existed yet. "If we don't get involved in a way that addresses the triple-bottom line, 
which is 'people, prosperity and planet', then we don't begin to address sustainable 
development" 

UNEP FT sought to address two fundamental underlying themes through the conference: 

• The role of the financial sector in Africa; and 

• The effects of foreign direct investment from a sustainability point of view. 

"We are not here to give prescribed solutions to the issues, but what I'm hoping for is that at the end of this confe-
rence tomorrow, we will have a Midrand declaration signed. That is how it should work," said Paul Clements-Hunt 
of UNEP Fl. He stressed that the goal was to build bridges, and not just to hold another conference. "We don't want 
to just appear once every five years," added Clements-Hunt. He promised that UNEP FT would be back in Africa 
before the year was over, to hold follow-up conferences. 
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Creating a sustainabllfty leadership role for the finance sector in 
Africa: Innovative financing for improved quality of life 

Christina Wood International Finance Corporation (IFC), South Africa 

Priscilla de Gasparis Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA), South Africa 

Jon Adams Shell Solar, South Africa 

Justin Smith of Standard Bank South Africa facilitated this panel session, with the fIrst speaker being Christina Wood 
of International Finance Corporation (IFC) South Africa. 

Wood started off by giving an overview of the IFC, its work, and how it fits in with other international monetary 
groups, such as the Wor!d Bank Group (WBG). The IFC has a number of offices in the Sub-Saharan region, but is 
centralising its operations, with Johannesburg targeted as the region's head office. 

In the 1980s, she pointed out, the policy of the IFC had largely been geared towards ensuring that the projects 
invested in were sustainable. This, however, has changed over the years, and the IFC's policies for loans and involve-
ment are now being reviewed. 

The current emphasis of the IFC's Environmental Markets Group ([FC EMG) is proactive in that it actively searches 
for socially and environmentally sustainable projects to invest in. The group also tries to respond to the great need 
to support small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Africa by supporting small-scale projects. The IFC EMG's 
portfolio in Africa is larger than anywhere else in the world. 

The IFC does not, however, get involved directly with the public sector. Being part of the WBG, the IFC, when it 
comes upon viable public projects, encourages the involvement of the World Bank. The IFC rather seeks private 
initiatives, which it finances through local existing financial institutions (FIs). For the IFC to provide direct funding, 
a minimum of USD5 million is required. Anything smaller than that is handled by local FIs. 

Those Fis that have been issued loan mandates report back to the IFC on an annual basis about problems encoun-
tered, and how they have been solved. Before granting an IFC loan the FIs have to take into account a set of standing 
environmental risk indicators; the sustainability indicators are still being developed. To make sure its environmental 
standards are properly implemented, the IFC trains Fl officers in its policies and guidelines. "The H officers who 
have been to IFC training do tend to perform very well. We don't just lend money, we also protect the environ-
meni As financiers, we have a responsibility to protect our reputation and our finances. In fact we view environmental 
management as risk management," said Wood. In a region where the environmental regulatory environment is 
relatively weak, the IFC's stipulations ensure compliance with local laws and the international environmental agency 
guidelines through their intermediate Fis. The motto has grown from 'Do no harm' to 'Do more good'. 

In the ensuing open-floor discussion participants praised the IFC for being proactive in seeking out projects to 
invest in. They were less impressed with the accessibility of IFC funds and pointed out the hurdles created by lea-
ving most of the responsibility to the FIs. 

Another capital provider in the Southern African region, also affiliated with various international financial institu-
tions, is the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA). Priscifia de Gasparis, representing the DBSA, gave a 
snapshot of the processes involved in its money lending schemes. 
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The DBSA also works through intermediate Fis and has linkages with 10 institutions. The bank's lending criteria 
are defIned by social performance indicators (SPIs). These indicators are drawn from a range of areas covering 
internal social performance, social issues in the supply chain, performance towards community and society, and 
the social impact of produds and services. 

The next speaker, Jon Adams, who has been involved in the solar industiy in South Africa for more than 15 years, 
presented the double-edged sword of development projects that raise living standards but at the same time are 
harmful to the environment. The picture he drew of energy usage and trends in South Africa was disturbing. The 
South African solar industry enjoyed a boom in 1994, but took a nosedive in 1998 when the new government came 
in and made strong efforts to electrify every home in the country, as had been promised. Adams, who ran a solar 
energy products business at the time, along with many of his partners and competitors, had no other option but 
to shut up shop, as a lot of households in the rural areas had no more need for solar energy with electricity being 
brought to their doorsteps. 
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Emerging sustainabilfty markets in Africa: Identifying 'win-win' 
solutions for financial institutions and communfties 

Paul Kapelus African Institute of Corporate Citizenship (AICC), South Africa 

Peter Zhou Energy, Environment, Computer and Geophysical Applications (EECG) Consuftants, 
Botswana 

Facilitated by Charlene Hewat from Zimbabwe-based NGO Environment Africa, this session had a very interac-
tive character. Before handing over to the other speakers she challenged the audience with a set of questions: "Why 
are you here, and what do you want to get out of it? Can you commit to one thing from this roundtable, and imple-
ment it back in your environments?" The participants were asked to think about this, as they listened to the 

presentations. 

RI is jn'me4 by 	First to speak was Paul Kapelus of the African Institute of Corporate Citizenship 
(MCC), based in South Africa. The concept of corporate citizenship, although new 

the assumption that 	to Africa, he said, seemed to be on a positive path towards widespread acceptance 

nsks go with soc 	 by the financial sector. The fact that the research and production of the very first report ial  
on SRI in Africa was funded by an H seemed to prove such a trend. The report, inten-

investments, and ded to generate awareness of SRI within South Africa, was launched by the AICC a 

therefore managing week before the UNEP Fl roundtables in Midrand.Kapelus explained that SRI is infor- 
med by the assumption that social risks go with investments, and therefore managing 

these nskc becomes an these risks becomes an important issue. For the MCC there is a clear business case 

important issue. for being a socially responsible actor. "Many companies in South Africa have never 
asked themselves questions related to social risk management," he saicL Not only should 
Hs ask questions of the boards of the companies they fund, it is also very important 
that the right questions are being asked. They should, for example, relate to structu- 

ral, reputational and brand equity risks. 

The AICC defines SRI as follows: "Investment that combines investors' financial objectives with their commitment 
to social concerns, such as social justice, economic development, peace or a healthy environment" or, as "the prac-
tice of making investment decisions on the basis of financial and social performance". SRI is essentially about creating 
a 'win-win' situation that aligns social and business benefits. The challenges for the financial sector in this regard 
are the following: 

Developing social risk guidelines and social impact assessment skills; 

Ensuring that the privatisation agenda is sustainable by active promotion of social impact assessment; 

Promoting awareness of the importance of non-financial indicators; and 

• Developing triple bottom line reporting capacity. 

Peter Thou, of EECG Consultants in Botswana, made a case for solar energy as an alternative in Southern Africa. 
Although solar energy is far more expensive than electricity generated through the burning of fossil fuels, Thou 
argued for government subsidies for solar energy, because of its superior environmental record. He also advoca-
ted programmes to educate consumers about why they should pay more. 
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Thou told the participants about a potential solar investment initiative in Botswana. He said that new projects can 
often stumble over the hurdle of a feasibility study demanded by interested investors. He made the case for sup-
potting such studies for new solar projects, which would create a "win-win" situation for investors, communities 
and the environment. 

Hewat thanked the presenters, and asked the participants to break into groups to discuss the questions she had 
posed at the start of the session. The following feedback was reported from the groups: 

There is a need to restmcture finance mechanisms to ensure they are favourable to poorer communities and 
countries, and not bureaucratic and costly. 

m Private banks should commit to prioritising environmental and social issues. 

Regulatory frameworks should be reviewed to encourage and recognise social and environmental investing. 
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Socially responsible investment: The African perspective 

Sean de Cleene Affican Institute of Corporate Citizenship (AICC), South Aftica 

Dan Sonnenberg Afilcan Institute of Corporate Citizenship (AbC), South Afilca 

The concept of socially responsible investment (SRI) has grown significantly over the past five years in North America 
and Europe, but it remains a completely new phenomenon in Africa. Delegates at this workshop grappled with 
the concept of SRI from an African perspective and how the principles that are driving SRI in developed nations 
could be adapted to suit the African context. 

Recent progress in North America and Europe includes the attempts of governments 
in South Africa, SRI to raise awareness and in some instances create incentives for the fInancial services 

has been brgely 	sector with regard to SRI. A great milestone in this regard has been the introduction 
of regulations in the UK, requiring that pension fund trustees disclose the extent to 

driven by the govern- 	which social, environmental and ethical considerations are taken on board when 

transformation ment's 	 making investment decisions. 

pivcess, and the SRI Germany and France followed suit by introducing laws that require greater disclo- 
sure from pension funds. The European Union also recently strengthened the case 

agenda has so far 	for the SRI agenda by releasing a green paper on the subject. Internationally, there 

been heavilyfocused 	seems to be a clear shift from ethical investment to sustainable development. 

on black economic 	The discussion on SRI in Africa revolved largely around developments in South Africa. 
It was noted that the Johannesburg Stock Exchange USE) is taking the lead in Africa 

empowerment. in introducing the concept of ethical investment. The JSE will later this year introduce 
an SRI index for South Africa, to coincide with the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg. 

In his presentation, Dan Sonnenberg of the African Institute of Corporate Citizenship (AICC) asserted that the chal-
lenges from the South African perspective lie in broadening the fundamentals of SRI beyond black economic 
empowerment. Participants noted that in South Africa, SRI has been largely driven by the government's transfor-
mation process, and the SRI agenda has so far been heavily focused on black economic empowerment. In Europe 
and North America, on the other hand, SRI has been driven by the public demand for respect of environmental 
and human rights issues from the financial sector and the agenda is focused on human rights, ethical issues and 
green investments. 

Marcus Reichhardt of AngloGold pointed out that part of the problem in implemen- 
There was general 	ting SRI in Africa would be that companies are reluctant to engage on a 

agreement that SRI 	"person-to-person" basis: "Most of the monitoring processes are limited to question- 
naires, which do not always reflect the true picture on the ground." Reichhardt 

would need to re- 	suggested that investment relations managers are key players in SRI monitoring, and 

intent itself in Africa 	should therefore be educated about the concept. 

to suit the continent. 	The question was also raised whether Africa should consider applying European stan- 
dards in advancing its SRI agenda. There was general agreement that SRI would need 
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to re-invent itself in Africa to suit the continent. Participants suggested that companies would need to be transpa-
rent to encourage social engagement. They also agreed that large companies and multinationals would have to 
self-regulate in order for SRI to thrive in Africa. The challenges would lie in winning the co-operation of private 
banks, the development and training of analysts and asset managers across the continent and raising civil socie-
ty's awareness of the concept of SRI. There was also a suggestion of shifting focus in Africa from SRI to sustainable 
banking. It was proposed that banks in Africa should take the lead in popularising the concept of SRI. They could 
achieve this through engagement with their clients and stakeholder feedback. 



Day two 

Foreign direct investment: Creating a sustainability 
dynamic 

Achieving a balance: The right kind of FDI for Africa 
Sustainability and economic growth: A trade-off? 

Nadeem Lodhi Citibank, South Africa 

James Jowa Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce 

Discussions on the question of the trade-off between sustainability and economic growth led to a stimulating debate 
among participants on capital inflows in Africa and the role of African governments in perpetuating the negative 
image the continent has in the developed world. 

Nadeem Lodhi of Citibank South Africa introduced the discussion with a presenta- 
tion focused on global foreign direct investment (FDI) trends and what African 

Africa's share ofFDI 

	

	governments could do to attract FDI. His first assertion was that the way global P1)1 
flows is not a reflection of how it works in Africa. uThe global flow of FDI remains inflows is getting 	limited to Europe, North America and South-East Asia. Africa's share of FDI inflows 

smaller and is laigely 	is getting smaller and is largely limited to the primary sectors of energy, oil and gas," 

hmî 	 he said. ted to the primary 
The major recipients of FDI in Africa are Angola, Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa. 

SC t o eflelgy, 01 	Although Lodhi acknowledged that there are general requirements for P1)1 inflows, 
and gas. 	 like political and economic stability, he conceded that the state of an economy is not 

an overriding consideration for PD! in strategic industries that have high export poten-
tial, such as oil, gas and energy. 

The major considerations for companies wishing to invest in Africa indude: 

• Fluctuating cunencies; 

a Redtape; 

a Corniption; 

a Nepotism; 

• War and unrest; and 

• Lack of local investment capacity. 

African countries that have benefited from PD! took several steps to attract investment. These induded relaxing 
entry barriers, removing price controls, improving standards of treatment, and privatisating state entities. Although 
there are still shortcomings associated with FDI, it was concluded that there are also benefits. 
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James Jowa of the Zimbabwean National Chamber of Commerce contended in his presentation that FDI allows 
for the building of productive capacity, transfening best international practices, technology, job creation and skifi 
transfers. However he said that Africa is lagging behind in attracting FDI. Leaders of the continent have been partly 
to blame for this situation. Some participants argued that Africa needs to compete for FDI and rid itself of the cul-
ture of entitlement. African governments were also criticised for not presenting a good picture of their countries 
internationally, with the continent still plagued by civil unrest and corruption. 

Concerns raised relating to FDI included industrial pollution and environmental degradation. Some participants 
suggested that there was a need for global regulations, driven by the World Trade Organisation process, to ensure 
that governments are not forced to lower their environmental standards in the face of stiff global competition for 
FDI. 

Glen Hodes of Cerulean Environmental Strategies proposed that multinationals develop their own environmental 
policies, which could be used as criteria for lending. This, he believes, would force countries to develop their envi-
ronmental policies. 

The commentator for this discussion, Markus Reichardt of AngloGold, concluded that Africa needs to admit that it 
has credibility problems. He further said that part of the problem was investors' reluctance to commit to perma-
nence in Africa and that involvement was largely temporary, with short-term returns. Reichardt also noted that the 
elite in Africa was the largest contributor to capital outflows, with money generated through mining and other sec-
tors ending up in funds outside the continent. The conclusion in this discussion was that - applied correctly - P1)1 
could result in rapid growth in per capita incomes in Africa. Examples cited here include Botswana, Chile, China 
and Ireland. 
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Finance and climate change: Channelling sustainable 
investments for Africa 
John Kilani South Aftican Chamber of Mines, South Africa 

Glen Hodes Cerulean Environmental Strategies, US 

DrJohn Kilani of the South African Chamber of Mines and a board member of the Clean Development Mechanisms 
(CDM) opened this session by giving a historical background to the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC). This organisation was a product of the Rio Summit and was founded in 1994, after 
developed nations agreed to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. The process was followed in 1997 by the Kyoto 
Protocol. Its main aim was to create mechanisms to assist developed nations to achieve their sustainable deve-
lopment objectives. The Marrakech Accords provided detailed designs of mechanisms, including the development 
of guidelines, clean development mechanisms and simplified procedures for small-scale projects. Kilani explai-
ned that the Kyoto Protocol had a two-pronged strategy, to assist developed nations in meeting their commitments 
and to achieve sustainable development. He commented that if these two objectives fail, CDM would have failed. 
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Case studies and working models of private and public-private 
partnerships in sustainable development 

Annarie Boer SE Solutions, South Africa 

John Kangwa Copperbeft Un'ersity, Zanibia 

By the time this session got underway, delegates had already had several discussions on the relationship between 
private and public sectors and its importance to sustainable development. The presentations by Annarie Boer of 
SE Solutions, South Africa, and John Kangwa of Copperbelt University, Zambia, affirmed the view that the rela-
tionship between the two sectors could not be over-emphasised. 

Boer began her presentation by informing delegates of a working model designed for Sasol South Africa, one of 
the largest oil companies in Africa. The model was intended to appraise various options in terms of sustainable 
development and Boer believes it has potential for wider application. For Kangwa, the UNEP Fl conference 
happened at a time of serious developments in Zambia, relating to private investment and sustainable develop-
ment. As he was preparing to leave his country for the conference in Johannesburg, Anglo American, one of the 
world's largest mining companies was announcing its withdrawal from Zambia. But, despite this, Kangwa still belie-
ved in the importance of the gathering, and in the pivotal relationship between private investment and sustainable 
development in the copper mining industry in Zambia. Kangwa gave a broad overview of his country, explaining 
to delegates that although Zambia is a mineral-rich country, it has high levels of poverty and unemployment and 
poor access to health. At independence, privately driven copper mines accounted for 40 1/6 of GDP. 

Because of these challenges, the Zambian government had to seriously consider diversifying the economy. It opted 
for privatisation and restructuring with a focus on social responsibility. But as a result of the privatisation and restruc-
turing of the Konkola, Nahanga and Nampundwe mines there were more than 8,000 redundancies. This resulted 
in higher unemployment, loss of access to education and an increase in orphans and street children. These deve-
lopments forced communities, government and the private sector to reassess and re-evaluate their roles. Kangwa 
told delegates that his country was working towards optimising strengths and overcoming weaknesses. Empowerment 
policies were being put in place and local community development taking root. Despite Anglo's decision to with-
draw from Zambia, Kangwa and the people of his country remain hopeful about their future and the future of 
sustainable development in Africa. 
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Renewable energy in the African context 

Eric Usher UNEP Energy 

Primaiy energy demand in developing and transitioning countries will grow steadily over the coming decades. In 
the next 10 years, 16,000 energy enterprises will be needed, as will USD4 billion in services and capital to deliver 
modem energy to 800 million people. These investments offer opportunities to tackle two major global challenges: 
environmental degradation and poverty. 

Promoting green energy 

Conventional energy design is firmly embedded in the foundations of the current market 
a greening of the 	system, relying heavily on polluting fossil fuels that take their toll on the human envi- 

ronment. In particular, developing countries - where half the world's households still eneigy mix seems not  use solid fuels for cooking and heating in simple devices - produce large amounts of 
only desirable but a 	localised air pollution. This pollution, a combination of carbon monoxide, smog and 

must 	 particulates, is responsible for 4-5% of global disease. 

At the same time,an increasing number of scientists identify a link between energy 
sources, global waniiing and climate-related natural disasters. In a landmark UNEP Fl study, a group of global finan-
cial corporations say unequivocally that climate change is a threat to the global economy. In more concrete terms, 
worldwide annual losses caused by natural disasters will soon reach USD150 billion; such events appear to be dou-
bling every 10 years. 1  

Given these figures, a greening of the energy mix seems not only desirable but a must. There is no doubt that, in 
the near future, the conventional fossil-fuelled infrastmcture will maintain a dominant share of the energy mix. 
There is, however, an increasing willingness on the part of policy-makers and industry representatives to rethink 
the existing mix. 

Seeding capital 

As the billions of dollars that have been invested in energy enterprises so far have hardly contributed to breaking 
the cycle of poverty, innovative investment in local enterprises may help instead. In the past, conventional grant-
based technology demonstration programmes have encouraged situations where one single windmill is constructed 
in a remote area. Today, there is the belief that the same funds can be used to invest risk capital in a clean energy 
entrepreneur who, if successful, could eventually install, maintain and service hundreds or thousands of wind-
mills. The same applies to innovative concepts to reduce energy consumption. 

Based on the idea of the local enterprise model pioneered by the clean energy investor E+Co, the Rural Energy 
Enterprise Development (REED) initiative is a flagship UNEP Energy effort focused on enterprise development and 
seed financing for clean energy entrepreneurs in developing countries. To date, USD8.7 million has been com-
mitted to REED programmes in five countries, of which the African programme, AREED, is the most advanced to 
date with debt and equity investments in 13 clean energy enterprises. These investments have seeded businesses 
in the areas of solar crop drying, sawmill waste charcoal production, efficient cook stove manufacturing, wind water 
pumping, solar water heating, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) distribution and energy efficiency. 

1 	CEO Breig, a doasnent of the UNEP Pnanoe htatK'es Cnate Change Workg Group surnmerbing the frcfrigs of a major two-phase atudy 
on the fr,anciai serces and cbnate c1a,ge. Avatabe eectronicaly at httpJ/www.tnepfi.net  
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Working through local partners and E+Co, promising business ideas will be awarded early stage capital to start or 
expand their operations. By supporting innovative ideas, the REED programmes help create a finance continuum 
that can cany new ideas and technologies from the public sector supported demonstration stage through to 
"second stage" investment by conventional financial institutions. REED can assume an equity position or provide 
financial guarantees. A good example of growth capital is the Empowerment through Energy Fund recently laun-
ched in Pretoria and managed by E+Co's African representative RAPS Finance. This ZAR51 million (USD6.3 million) 
fund is positioned to finance companies with proven business models but is still considered too risky or lacking 
sufficient collateral to be financed by commercial sources. 

Facilitating finance 

In order to achieve a higher share of sustainable energy systems - those based on renewable energy and energy 
efficiency technologies - it is essential to reduce initial transaction costs of new financial products. Currently, these 
transaction costs are often prohibitive as information, experience and tools to evaluate risks have not yet been frilly 
developed. Policy-makers and international organisations therefore have the responsibility to raise awareness and 
address barriers that restrict the creation of sustainable energy investment portfolios. 

By implementing market instruments or financial catalysts aimed at helping first mover financiers share risks, buy 
down transaction costs and build capacity, UNEP, the environmental agency of the United Nations, aims to move 
the sector from a niche market to a more mainstream status acceptable to conventional finance institutions and 
investors. While the task is large, one must build on local enterprises to open up markets and generate environ-
mental and social benefits, which are so important to donors. 

Specifically targeting deal origination and transaction costs can also promote clean energy investments. Through 
its Investment Advisory Facility (lAP), UNEP invested USD750,000 over the last decade. Supported by the Global 
Environment Facility, the IAF provided banks and financiers with third patty expertise to help evaluate prospec-
tive debt and equity investments in the sustainable energy sector. 

Financiers have used the IAF in the past to obtain the advice of expert consultants on specific issues of project fea-
sibility, including legal concerns, environmental assessments or even carbon finance. The IAF identifies promising 
projects and helps move projects to closure and implementation - a USD1.2 million energy crop in Tanzania is one 
example. Other finance facilitation programmes, such as the BASE Investment Fomm, the Financing Sustainable 
Energy Directory and the BASE Coaching Programme 2 , complete IAF's approach. 

Conclusion 

Progress in establishing environmentally friendly energy production for developing and transition countries is depen-
dent on green investment, finance and insurance products that create the liquidity for vibrant primary and secondary 
markets in sustainable energy. And, if energy-related investments are aimed at establishing lasting local enterprises, 
significant progress in breaking the poverty cycle could be achieved simultaneously. 

It is encouraging to note that the finance sector's exposure to sustainable energy and energy efficiency has been 
growing since the end of the last century: clean energy funds are being established carbon trading has been esta-
blished; and there is greater support for clean energy projects by political leaders. UK Prime Minister Tony Blair, 
for example, has announced an initiative to provide USD78 million of cover for renewable energy exports. To main-
tain and even increase this momentum is a tough but rewarding challenge. 

2 See vvww.enecgy-baee.org  and w.w.fse-dectory.net  for more informabon. 
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Creating sustainability linkages via global supply chains: 
The interface between foreign direct investment and smail and medium-sized 
African enterprises 

Charlene Hewat Environment Affica, Zimbabwe 

Innocent Hodzonge Environment Attica, Zimbabwe 

This session began with group discussions on how Africa could draw FDI and play an important palt in the global 
economy. Delegates broke into small groups to come up with answers to a question raised by Charlene Hewat of 
Environment Africa, Zimbabwe: "How do you link locally produced products to international markets?" 

The groups came up with a number of different answers, among them the use of technology and the internet and 
the introduction of competitive prices. Although some paiticipants conceded that there was high demand for African 
products in Europe and North America, there was also agreement that lack of education and access to new tech-
nologies was hampering the growth of Africa and its development on a par with Western communities. In her 
presentation, Hewat said Africa had a lot to offer the developed world as far as sustainable development was concer-
ned. "Africans live, smell, breath and touch sustainable development," she said. However, she also added that in 
pushing for sustainability in Africa, the world could not ignore the precarious political crises on various parts of 
the continent. 

Bringing a positive element to the discussion was Innocent Hodzonge, also of Environment Africa. He presented 
a case study of a community in rural Zimbabwe, which worked along with the private sector and local NGOs to 
conserve their natural habitat, while ensuring their own survival. Hodzonge presented the case of the Hwedza far -
ming community in Zimbabwe, which had been on the road to degeneration because local people, dependent on 
firewood, chopped trees. Environment Africa, along with EverGreen Corporation, launched a project in this com-
munity, focusing on poverty reduction. It identified priorities, and in the process it became clear that foremost in 
most people's minds was the need for food and money to send their children to school. The teams sat down to 
map out its plan of action. M the end of this process, the parties all set out their needs and responsibilities. The 
Hwedza community was responsible for the production, processing and packaging of honey. Environment Africa 
was responsible for training communities in agriculture, sourcing start-up finance for the project and linking the 
Hwedza community with EverGreen Corporation. EverGreen was responsible for doing market research, develo-
ping brands and designs for the goods produced by the local community, buying the products and exercising quality 
control. 

In presenting this case study, Hodzonge managed to convince delegates that co-operation between local com-
munities, NGOs and the private sector could go a long way towards the attainment of sustainable development. 
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What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Creating investment opportunities in cleaner production 

Rosie Chekenya ROSCAM Strategic Development Consultants, Zimbabwe 

Business enterprises ranging from small comershops to large conglomerates collectively contribute to the growth 
of economies and sustenance of liveithoods that depend on them for products, services, employment and income. 
Regardless of their size, all business enterprises contend with the challenge of producing goods and/or services 
while retaining sufficient access to resources that would assure their survival and growth. This challenge is accen-
tuated by the now inescapable reality of globalisation, which is whittling down national barriers to create a world 
market of goods and services (Akindele et al. 2002) thereby increasing competition for investment opportunities 
and markets. As a result, businesses are continuously and increasingly compelled to consider innovations that would 
improve the cost-efficiency of their operating practices. The efficiency sought by business is one that assures pro-
fitability and growth while at the same time achieving legal compliance with environmental standards, improving 
critical ecosystem services and maintaining cohesion within the social fabric that underpins the growth. 

The management of waste generated by the production process has vexed industrialists, environmentalists and 
governments for a long time. The initial response to waste management consisted largely of the adoption of, usually 
costly, end-of-pipe solutions that focused on treating the load of waste generated at the end of the production pro-  

- 

cess. The inefficiencies associated with these kinds of interventions have long been recognised giving way to waste 
prevention strategies - more commonly known as cleaner production (CP). This paper describes cleaner produc-
tion and presents an example of how this strategy replaced an inefficient end-of-pipe solution. The paper also 
highlights ongoing efforts towards mainstreaming cleaner production in developing countries. 

Cleaner production 

Cleaner production embodies strategies that involve continuous application of integrated preventive environmental 
interventions to processes, products, and services in order to increase overall efficiency, and reduce risks to 
humans and the environment (UNEP/DTIE, 1998). Other terms and principles widely used synonymously with CP 
include: pollution prevention, waste minimisation, elimination of waste at the source and improvement of envi-
ronmental quality while enhancing profitability. 

Cleaner production entails examining an entire production and consumption process to identify components that 
require corrective action. These range through concept development, design, production, delivery, consumption 
and disposal. A principal advantage of the strategy is that it eliminates or reduces the amount of waste generated 
by a production process. It effectively improves efficiency (in comparison to end-of-pipe solutions) while adding 
value to a production process. Table 1 lists several environmental management strategies and shows that not all 
of them enhance the enterprise's economic sustainability and bottom line. 
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Table 1: Economic sustainability matrix 
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The table demonstrates that cleaner production strategies outpeiform end-of-pipe solutions in viitually all respects. 
An example that highlights an instance of how the introduction of cleaner production was justified for a packa-
ging company is now presented. 
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Case study Waste management strategies for a packaging 
service company 

PACK IT is a medium-sized firm that produces rolls of printed laminated film for food processing companies. These 
companies use the film to package their products such as flexible pouches for fruit juices. The printing process 
entails stamping customers' packaging designs on to long lengths of plastic film. A single printing job consists of 
a trial followed by a full printing run. Waste in the form of solid scrap plastic is generated at both stages. Waste is 
generated from the film used to set-up the print run and subsequently from errors during the full printing run. Printing 
errors manifest as smearing of ink, incorrect colour and mismatched patterns. 

Solid scrap waste management options 

PACK IT is faced with a solid waste management challenge. The company has tested the utility of its scrap plastic 
waste as fIller for mattresses but the resulting products were distastefully noisy. It then explored the use of the 
scrap in alternative manufacturing operations but those it could identify only presented seasonal demand. The most 
feasible option left was to haul the solid scrap to a landfill. However, it turned out that this option presented unfore-
seen risks. 'Landfill scavengers' were isolating the scrap, cleaning it and selling used pouches with the labels of 
PACK ITs clients. As a result, one of the clients threatened PACK IT with legal action. At this point, PACK IT enga-
ged consultants who suggested several waste management proposals, including the following: 

• Shredding the scrap before disposing it at a landfill: This would instantly address the problem of having used 
pouches with clients' labels re-appearing from the landfill. 

• Installing an incinerator on-site: This option entailed incinerating the scrap and channelling the ensuing smoke 
through a water scrubber - the water for the scrubber would be pumped from a deep well on-site. The func-
tion of the scrubber is to mix the streams of smoke and water, allowing the water to absorb the smoke thus 
reducing air pollution from the incinerator. However, the resulting streams of dirty water from the scrubber 
would have high levels of pollutants, including oils and grease - products of burning plastic at a low tempera-
ture. The wastewater from the incinerator would be discharged into a nearby river. It was feared that this option 
could trigger non-compliance fines from the government if the levels of oil and grease in the wastewater excee-
ded the regulatory limits. To avoid the fines, PACK IT would be compelled to put up an on-site wastewater 
treatment plant to reduce the oil and grease levels to acceptable amounts. The ashes from the incinerator and 
the sludge resulting from the wastewater would then be sent to a landfill. 

The above proposals focus on managing the load of waste generated by the existing production process. No inten-
tional effort is made to audit the entire production process and explore ways of reducing the waste at various stages 
of the process. Herein lies the contrast with the third proposal, which examines causes/sources of the waste and 
recommends responses to address them - a cleaner production strategy. 

• Installing a three-way system camera: Recognising that the waste is largely caused by printing errors, the third 
proposal is premised on reducing the occurrence of these errors. An examination of material flows established 
that for every 27 kilometres of plastic film that go through the printing process, only 23 kilometres constitute 
the desired product that is finally sold to a client, leaving a whole 4 kilometres as scrap waste. The total pur-
chase price (excluding transport, storage and handling) for the plastic film that ends up as scrap is USD24,000. 
A technical solution that can reduce the occurrence of errors exists in the form of a three-way system camera. 
The cameras allow operators to detect print errors earlier and halt operations before a lot of scrap is genera-
ted. Thus for the same amount of inputs, PACK IT would be able to produce more kilometres of printed materials. 
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It would also generate less waste and hence spend less on its disposal. The management of PACK IT found 
this proposal attractive and it was subsequently endorsed by the company. 

Environmental management accounting 

Conventional accounting practices invariably underestimate the environmental costs of production. The anoma-
lies arise from failure by these accounting practices to provide for collection and use of information about 
environmental costs and benefits; failure to correctly allocate costs back to activities or processes; insufficient trac-
king of wasted materials; and lack of data on future and intangible costs. These limitations complicate efforts to 
demonstrate the economic benefits of cleaner production interventions. To address these weaknesses, environ-
mental management accounting (EMA) was conceived to aid environmental decision-making in enterprises through 
analysing material balances and energy flows in order to identify, collect and estimate the costs and savings asso-
ciated with alternative operating practices. 

Initiatives to promote cleaner production 

UNEP's Governing Council initiated a Cleaner Production Programme in 1989. Since then, National Cleaner 
Production Centres (NCPCs) have been established under a UNEP/UNIDO joint programme with a view to improve 
awareness of the CP concept amongst industry, government and universities. They are also charged with provi-
ding CP services to the said organisations; for example, in-plant assessments, information and training. To date, a 
total of 30 NCPCs are operational worldwide, with nine such centres in Africa (in Ethiopia, Kenya, Morocco, 
Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda and Zimbabwe). 

Despite promises of significant economic benefits and a reduction in adverse environmental impact, and not-
withstanding the services and promotion rendered by the NCPCs, the widespread adoption of CP, particularly in 
developing countries, is yet to take off. The main obstade to the mainstreaming of CP strategies in developing 
countries has been identified as the dearth of financing for CP investment (UNEP/DTIE 1998; Ciccozzi, et al. 2003). 
In an effort to address this problem, UNEP conceived and secured funding for a project to pilot promotion of invest-
ments in cleaner production in five developing countries. 

Project to promote cleaner production investments in developing 

countries 

With funding from the government of Norway, UNEP/DTIE implemented a four-year (1998-2002) project with the 
goal of increasing the uptake of CP by SMEs in five developing countries (Guatemala, Nicaragua, Tanzania, 
Vietnam and Zimbabwe). This project - 'Strategies and Mechanisms for Promoting Cleaner Production Investments 
in Developing Countries' - facilitated the demonstration to fInanciers and government officials of the financial rather 
than environmental benefits associated with investing in CP. In the countries where the project was implemented, 
it produced baselines on investment practices prior to cleaner production, developed training materials (both for 
a number of English language audiences and in French and Vietnamese translation), trained over 3,000 people 
and generated a portfolio of 50 cleaner production investments. By the end of the project, approximately 25% of 
the investment projects had been funded. 
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Lessons learnt from the UNEP/DTIE project to promote 

investment In CP 

The project has contributed to our understanding of the context and factors that hamper uptake of CP in develo-
ping countries. The experiences and lessons learned have been reported in a special issue of the journal of Cleaner 
Production (Volume 11, Issue 6). The lessons include: see (Huhtala and Ciccozzi, 2002) 

Recognising that cleaner production is frequently an investment with a return. Accordingly it should be reflec-
ted as a capital cost rather than an ordinary item of cost. 

M Prevention of loss whether of materials, products or money, is a matter for mainstream business managers, inclu-
ding financial controllers. Cleaner production, as a loss prevention approach, often justifies the extra expenditure 
by the increased productivity and business security it creates. 

Cleaner production underlines long-term profitability. Current financial policy, particularly in developing coun-
tries, is often short-term. Efforts towards promoting CP financing are aimed at overcoming this barrier. 

• Cleaner production is a strategy that requires a widespread change in attitude and behaviour. It cuts across the 
entire spectrum of stakeholders from production engineers to accountants, financial analysts and managers, 
government policy-makers and academia. 

• For SMEs to benefit from cleaner production strategies, they require the following, which are largely lacking: 
the institution of proper record-keeping, security for investment credit, and the adoption of EMA principles. 

• It is also essential for countries to facilitate CP with supporting policies and legal framework. 

Conclusion 

Despite mounting awareness of the merits of CP within the business community and wider civil society, the uptake 
of CP in developing countries remains very low mainly because of constraints traceable to financing of CP invest-
ments. Strategies and mechanisms for promoting these investments have been identified. The mainstreaming of 
CP in these countries will require concerted and sustained efforts over several years, by international agencies (nota-
bly UNEP and UNDO), governments (donors and recipients), NCPCs and financial institutions (international, regional 
and local). 
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Reflections on the Midrand gathering 

UNEP F1's Midrarid conference in January 2002 marked an important starting point in terms of 

indicating global aspralions related to sustainable finance to an African audience. Some of the 

delegates involved had never linked the words sustainablUt' and 'finance'. 

The fact that some key actors (local commercial and investment banks and insurance 

companies) did not send representatives to the conference indicates that the time was not yet 

npe for firm commitments to sustainable investment, based on clear financier policy objectives, 

and followed by a string of new projects. 

Perhaps I ani being unfair in expecting so much so quickly. Then again, maybe I should be 

more demanding because, after all, "money makes the world go round", or so we are told. If 

we want the world to go round sustainably, surely the committed involvement of financiers is 

an absolute must. Why is there no action? Could it be that sustainabilfty does not generate the 

financial retums expected of all financial investments? Could it be that sustainability is viewed as 

an investment that has too high a risk rating? 

The Midrand meeting was an important gathering and a great deal of vital information and 

ideas were shared. It was a start in the sense that people are talking, but in the words of the 

anonymous Mse man, "...you need to put your money where your mouth is...". 

Arend Hoogervorst is Corporate Environmental and Sustainabilfty Advisor at Eagle 
Environmental. 
E-mail: arend@eagleenv.co.za  
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Creating a sustainability dynamic: A case for NEPAD 

Iqbal Meer Sharma Department of Trade & Industry, Republic of South Africa 

The multilateral discussions on addressing the systemic impediments in the global financial architecture, which 
prevent the developing world from attracting sustainable finance, are not new. From UN resolutions dating back 
almost three decades, to 1974, containing the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of 
a New International Economic Order, to the more recent Financing for Development Conference of 2002, all pro-
mised the hope of a better life to the majority of humanity languishing in poverty. The reality is that the developing 
world is worse off today than ever, with the diminishing economic significance of the individual. Over 1 bfflion 
people worldwide survive on less than USD1 a day and a further 1.6 billion on less than USD2 a day. Africa bears 
the worst of the global financial experience whilst ironically being one of the richest continents on earth, endow-
ed with an abundance of natural resources that build and shape the world economy without benefiting Africa. 

At one time however, a flourishing, diverse yet integrated system of economies prevailed throughout Africa, link-
ing the entire continent. The legacy of colonialism and postcolonial interactions have left African countries with 
no base from which to integrate into the global economy in a sustainable manner. The economic dynamics and 
benefits' of the past decade of globalisation have marginalised Africa in the extreme. 

For many African countries, particularly the least developed, official development assistance (ODA) remains an 
important resource for development. In the context of declining ODA flows, however, it has become increasingly 
important for donors and recipients to improve aid modalities in order to enhance its quality and effectiveness, in 
particular by ensuring mutual transparency and accountability in the management of aid resources, as well as pro-
moting the ownership of development programmes by recipient countries. Current geopolitical tensions around 
the world have diverted large donors from the developmental imperatives of the developing world, contributing 
to Africa's further marginalisation. 

Better monitoring and regulation of international capital markets is essential, as the volatility of short-term capital 
flows is a further impediment to developing a financial framework conducive to growth and development. In this 
regard, global corporations and African countries have a coincidence of interest in so far as African countries seek 
investment and the global coiporations seek markets and assets in which to invest their capital. Extractive indus-
tries like oil, mining - even conflict diamond mining - have little difficulty in attracting investment. The challenge 
is to ensure that the sustainable impact of FDI is maximised through transfers of technology and managerial skills, 
improved linkages to the domestic economy, and enhanced access to international financial and export markets. 

A paradigm shift needs to occur in addressing financial flows on a global basis. it is essential to ensure adequate 
participation of African countries in the formulation of financial standards and codes. International efforts must be 
made to help build capacity on the continent, to enable progressive, voluntary implementation of internationally 
accepted standards and codes. Independent risk assessments made by the private sector must be based on strict, 
objective and transparent parameters. The risk perception of Africa is based on racial bias, poor understanding of 
Africa and, to a certain degree, it is an outcome of the shortcomings of African countries themselves. 

The African proposition for self-empowerment and action is the New Partnership for Africa's Development 
(NEPAD). It is a framework largely designed to integrate Africa with the global community in a sustainable 
manner. NEPAD is a pledge by African leaders and governments, based on a common vision and commitment, to 
eradicate poverty and place their countries, individually and collectively, on the path of sustained growth and deve- 
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lopment. NEPAD assumes continental responsibility for political and economic governance but calls for partner-
ship with the global community to help meet its vision. As such, NEPAD articulates an African programme for 
sustainable development based on shared global responsibility. 

The global solution for a sustainable financial relationship between the developed and developing world will call 
for creativity and demand a multidimensional, people-centred approach aimed at human emancipation in social, 
economic and political terms. Perhaps one needs to analyse the fundamental structure of the global architecture, 
from the notion of Fiat monies and the 13th century Mandrake mechanism, to the role of the Brenon Woods Institutions 
in the 21st century. Does the context under which they were created still prevail? Is the developed world prepared 
for a more equitable distribution of wealth on the planet? The very nature of these questions tests the status quo 
and perhaps it is time for an overhaul of the global fInancial architecture. 

NEPAD makes an African case for strong commitment to sound governance and transparency. The political will 
to embrace this offer of a partnership for prosperity has been shown by the developed world. It remains to be seen 
whether that political will translates into fundamental changes in the systemic impediments in the way of develo-
ping countries, or will it become part of the rhetoric of the last three decades. 

lqbal Meer Sharma is Chief Director of the Department of Trade & Industry, South Africa. 
E-mail: ishamia@dli.pwi.gov.za  

I would like to give you my perspective on the conference in Midrand and congratulate the 

organisers and presenters for an excellent conference. It was interesting to meet such a 

diverse group of people and some who have been helpful after the conference in assisting us 

with important linkages to the developed countries. It was also interesting to hear different 

perspectives from different countries, although these countries are all in Southern Africa. 

Zimbabwe is not an easy country to talk about these days when it comes to finance due to 

hyper-infiation (over 100%), black market exchange rates (bank rate: USD1 = ZWD55; on the 

black market USD1 = ZWD1,500) and price controls, all of which have an impact on finance and 

sustainability. The current challenges in Zimbabwe are enormous and it is interesting to see that 

the banking sector is surviving and doing very well in the current political and economic climate. 

The banking sector in Zimbabwe has increased its portfolios with regard to small-scale 

financing of SME5 and are keen to improve their services in this area It is, however, difficult to 

predict what the future has in store for Zimbabwe. Our hope is that things will stabilise and the 

finance sector will need to play an even more important role in sustainabilfty issues. 

Chartene Hewat Environment Africa, Zimbabwe. 
E-mail : e2000ch@mweb.co.zw  
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Kijani opportunfties in Africa 

Stine Andresen World Bank, and Frank Vorhies Earthwatch Institute (Europe) 

Kijani is the Kiswahili word for 'green'. It is also the name of a unique African investment project being developed 
by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and IUCN, The World Conservation Union. 

The Kijani Investment Project is an innovative sustainable development initiative to integrate biodiversity objec-
tives with investment processes for SMEs in rural Africa. The aim of Kijani is to align the goals of biodiversity 
conservation, sustainable economic growth and poverty alleviation. A scoping and design phase identified both 
a biodiversity case and a business case for Kijani. 

The biodliversity case for Kijani builds on the widespread recognition that huge challenges face biodiversity conser-
vation throughout Africa. Protected area systems, which at best cover only 10% of the rural landscape, are terribly 
under-funded and under threat. These protected areas rightly remain a conservation finance priority for national 
governments and international development assistance. The remaining 90% of the rural landscape, however, is 
essentially unprotected and unfunded and its biodiversity is under even greater threat. It is in the unprotected but 
productive rural landscape where most rural economic activity occurs. Hence it is in this vast productive landscape 
that biodiversity objectives need to be aligned with rural business objectives. The Kijani Investment Project will 
focus on maintaining the diversity and integrity of nature in the productive areas of rural Africa. 

The business case for Kijani builds on the feasibility studies of the scoping and design phase. This phase identi-
fied a solid pipeline of investment opportunities that demonstrates the potential for biodiversity and fInancial 
performance at sustainable rates of return, particularly in the agriculture and tourism sectors. It also identified an 
unmet hard-currency demand for African biodiversity goods and services, particularly from European consumers. 
And, most importantly, it identified an unmet demand for technical assistance and risk capital appropriate to the 
needs of small and medium biodiversity businesses in rural Africa. The Kijani Investment Project will also focus 
on promoting sustainable growth and poverty alleviation in the productive areas of rural Africa. 

The Kijani Investment Project has been modelled as a 12-year USD35 million project that will support biodiversity 
business investment processes in rural Africa. It is expected to be implemented as a joint initiative of the IFC and 
IUCN and to be financed by the Global Environment Facility, the World Bank Group and others. The project plans 
to work with some 80 investment opportunities, taking these through various steps of a bio-business investment 
process from identification to exit. 

About USD19 million will be invested in up to 20 SIvlEs, primarily in the agriculture and tourism sectors, that will 
be guided by USD16 million in technical biodiversity business tool inputs and related activities. The project time-
line will commence with identifying some 800 candidate opportunities and providing technical inputs to about 
100/6 of these in the form of more detailed development of integrated biodiversity business plans. From this pipe-
line of 80 deals, up to 20 of investment quality will be financed and managed through to a sustainable exit. 

The unique proposition of Kijani is that the application of biodiversity business tools (biotools) to investment pro-
cesses will enable biodiversity objectives to be incorporated into sustainable business models. This will enable the 
integration of biodiversity and financial objectives and performance. Specifically, the biotools will enable biodi-
versity business investment opportunities to be identified, appraised, developed, managed and evaluated. 
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A prototype set of biotools has been developed during the scoping and design phase of Kijani. The biotools include: 
(1) an opportunities tool; (2) a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (swot) tool; (3) a planning tool; 
(4) a finance tool; (5) a portfolio tool; and (6) a performance tool. These will be improved through building part-
nerships within the African biodiversity and investment communities and applying these tools to a set of real, 
on-the-ground biodiversity business investment opportunities. 

The project will be successful if it (a) develops a portfolio of sustainable biodiversity investments; (b) mainstreams 
biodiversity objectives into African investment processes for small and medium enterprises; and/or (c) leads to the 
establishment of an integrated bio-capital fadlity for biodiversity businesses in rural Africa. 

Stine Andresen is Kijani Capitalisation Phase Manager at World Bank, and Frank Vorhies is Chief 
Executive at Earthwatch Institute (Europe). 
E-mail: sandresen@woridbank.org  and fvorhies@earthwatch.org.uk  

Given the global sigruficance of the WSSD, the fact that the second convention was held in 

Africa was an important development. It must surely herald an increasing recognttion that 

sustainable development is an issue that critically integrates the economic objectives of 

companies and countries with the priorities that must equally be accorded to responsible 

environmental behaviour and accountable conduct for communities and society at large. 

In Africa, economic enterprise - whether in the private or public sectors - does not and cannot 

operate in isolation from society. Certainly not in a manner that would be sustainable in the 

longer term. 

It is this integrated concept of sustainable development that is best demonstrated by the 

oLectives of The New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) and its contribution to the 

socio-economic development that is essential for Africa's renewal. 

Philip Armstrong, ENF Corporate Governance Advisory Services 
E-mail: paa@enf.co.za  
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Foreword 

Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel Director, DMsion of Technology, Industry and Economics, 
Unfted Nations Environment Programme 

The skills, resources and initiative within the private sector can significantly contribute to sustainable development. 
The financial services sector, through its lending and investment practices, has the capacity to provide its clients 
with products and services that preserve and enhance the natural environment. 

As the most important contributor of private sector credit, the signals it sends to its clients about the relationship 
between environmentally sound management practices and credit lending rates are an important element in buil-
ding sustainable development. 

Foreign direct investment is an important economic driver in the Latin America/Caribbean (LAC) region, fuelling 
economic sectors from mining to technology. Attracting investment for the long term - investment that considers 
the quality of the society and natural capital that it works with and develops - is a key challenge for LAG nations. 

Seen in this light, the UN ECLAC/UNEP Finance Initiative Double Roundtable in Santhgo, Chile, was a meeting of 
real significance. As a gathering of regional minds from the private, public and stakeholder lenses it marked a new 
way forward. Coming just months ahead of the World Summit for Sustainable Development inJohannesburg, input 
from the roundtables will play a key role in preparations for the 2002 summit. 

In addition to this important role, outputs from the event highlighted the challenges and opportunities posed by 
sustainable development to different segments of the world of financial services and foreign direct investment. 
The Santhgo roundtables were strategically positioned as preparatory discussion for both the UNEP Finance 
Initiative annual roundtable event in Rio de Janeiro on 14-15 March 2002 and the United Nations Financing For 
Development (UNFfD) meeting in Monterrey, Mexico on 18 March 2002. The challenge laid down in Kofi Annan's 
pivotal document, We the people: the role of the United Nations in the twenty-first centuy - to halve poverty by 
2015 - is at the heait of our discussions and actions. The role of the global fmancial community in meeting this 
challenge is crucial. 

Taken together, the Santiago Roundtables, the UNEP F! Annual Roundtable, the UNFFD meeting and the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development, mark key progress points in the implementation of the Secretary-General's 
Millennium Report. They mark a significant stage in the increasing cooperation between the international public 
and the private community's joint effort to understand our common environmental challenges. 

The UN ECLAC and the UNEP Fl can play a pivotal role in the on-going preparations for the Rio+10 Summit. As 
never before, the links between poverty and environmental degradation will be put under the spotlight in 2002 
and I urge the financial community - through the UNEP Finance Initiative - to play a full and active role in pre-
parations for this watershed event 
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Day one 

The financial sector in Latin America and the 
Caribbean: The business case for sustainability 
performance 

Welcoming remarks 

Jorge Rodriguez Grossi Minister of Economic Affairs, Mining and Energy, Chile 

During the past 10 years, Chile has experienced impressive economic growth, becoming one of the main recipients 
of foreign direct investment (FDI) in latin America. Forty five bfflion USD from more than 4,000 companies in over 
60 different nations have been invested in Chile since 1990.  This has led to more and better jobs, more competi-
tion, a more efficient tariff system and better basic services. 

An increase in environmental awareness has accompanied this economic growth, leading Chile to adopt and deve-
lop many new international treaties and regulations. Market mechanisms have also become a key means to address 
some of the most pressing environmental challenges. The development of a system of international credits and 
the issuing of non-tradable carbon dioxide bonds to mitigate global warming is an example of this approach. The 
relative flexibility of the market mechanisms approach facilitates efficient implementation of environmentally-friendly 
solutions. 

Our focus must not be constrained to where or under what conditions the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions 
occurs. It needs to look to a deeper understanding of how those emissions can be reduced in nations and projects 
where it is the most cost-effective to do so. Indeed, new technologies like waste treatment filters and monitoring 
systems highlight the emergence of a changing marketplace as environmental management is recognised as good 
business. 

A recent publication of Chile's Foreign Investment Committee, "Chile's Environmental Management Framework: 
Business and Investment Opportunities", provides a diagnosis of Chile's current environmental situation, recom-
mends pertinent regulation and describes possibilities for environmental investment. Environmental services in 
the areas of treatment, engineering, transport and monitoring of residuals and recycling are in demand, with renew-
able energy, eco-tourism and sport fishing showing high potential. 

In this context, the fInancial sector can become the preventive auditor of environmental management as it screens 
investments related to environmental and social issues. Companies are learning that environmental management 
is directly related to competitiveness and that it constitutes a powerful tool to obtain better fInancial results. 

Our great challenge in Chile is to make our own companies into global players. This entails, among other things, 
high environmental standards. This is an especially daunting challenge for small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs). Less than half of Chilean SMEs have actually invested in environmental improvements and this often limits 
their growth. Finding appropriate mechanisms that will allow them to incorporate new notions of sustainable deve-
lopment into their management is a key challenge; one to which the Chilean government is fully committed. 
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Reynaldo Bajraj UN ECLAC 

Thank you to the UNEP Finance Initiative team, which through its regional meetings has raised the awareness of 
financial institutions and other private sector actors about the significance of social and environmental issues in 
the context of the preparations for the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, to be held inJohannesburg. 
Thank you as well to the co-sponsorship of the Andean Development Corporation, the Central American Institute 
of Business Administration and ECLAC's Division of the Environment and Human Settlements. 

In the 1990s Latin America and the Caribbean (LkC) went through deep economic reforms that increased productivity 
and brought inflation under control. However, economic growth has not been high enough to satisfy social and 
environmental demands, and the burden of a relatively high public debt continues to hamper development. 

The USD800 billion external debt of L&C nations has become a serious obstacle to development as significant resources 
have to be directed to make payments. Mechanisms to manage this debt, like those developed jointly by the World 
Bank and International Monetary Fund, have to be explored. 

Furthermore, LAG nations are the recipients of only 0.3% of their GNP in official development assistance, far from 
the target set by developed countries of contributing 0.7% of their respective GNPs. 

International financial organisations are showing an increasing tendency to support environmental projects. In 2000, 
the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) appropriated 2.7 1/o of its loans to such projects and the Global 
Environmental Facility has assigned USD3.2 billion to them. 

It is vital to consider private funding for sustainable development projects. But this does not substitute for deve-
lopment aid. In this regard, strengthening the role of the national and international development banks, as well as 
of specialised fInancial companies (like investment funds and venture capital), in the support of private environ-
mental investment is central. 

LAC nations are making significant efforts to assign national resources to environmental issues. However, no net 
increase in public funds allocated to the environment has taken place. Although there are some national varia-
tions, as a nile it would be fair to say that throughout the 1990s environmental expenditure rarely reached more 
than 101/6 of GDP and 3% of public spending. In this context, the use of fiscal tools that promote the self-fInancing 
of environmental expenditures becomes imperative. 

Close coordination between environmental and fiscal and economic authorities in the design and application of 
economic instruments that guarantee a minimal but stable availability of resources for the environment is also cri-
tical. 

The region's main challenge is that of dynamically integrating the global world with a modem vision that includes 
all stakeholders. 
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Keynote address 
Creating the political reality for sustainable finance in Latin America and the Caribbean 

Luis Enrique Berrizbeitia Executive Vice-President, Corporaaôn Andina de Fomento (CAF) 

The Corporacion Andina de Fomento (CAF) is a multilateral and supranational Latin American fInancial institution 
with the highest risk rating in Latin America. Headquartered in Caracas, Venezuela, and in existence for over 30 
years, CAF has offices in Bogota, Quito, Lima and La Paz and provides loans, capital investment, investment funds, 
investment bank guarantees, technical cooperation and non-financial programmes and services. Twelve nations 
own stock in CAY and four more are involved in the purchasing process. 

The financial sector CAY brings the following benefIts to shared, international and emergent sustainable 
markets: 

must play afinda- 
M The power to leverage international resources and to build strategic alliances. 

mental ivie in 
R The capacity to develop environmental markets. 

financing socially 
0 The capacity to promote innovative initiatives in the Andean region. 

and envimnmentally • The policy and institutional support to clients. 
responsible pmjects • 	Flexibility in the identification and use of financial and operational tools. 
and a good return on 

First and foremost on CAF's mind is the economic, environmental and social sustai- 
investment is not nability of projects being considered. This includes active participation in emerging 

incompatible with this environmental markets like the renewable energy and biodiversity fields. Indeed, the 
return on investment in innovative energy sources offers enormous opportunities. 

objective. Venture capital investment in this field has increased from USD50 million in 1980 to 
USD700 million in 2000 and will continue to grow. 

CAP uses a Guide for Environmental and Social Evaluation of Projects to assist with analysis of the environmental 
and social aspects associated with project evaluation. The guide provides tools that enable the staff and clients of 
CAY to incorporate the principles of environmental sustainability in their operations in a systematic and practical 
way. It seeks to ensure that CAF's operations include the measures, activities and investments necessary to take 
advantage of all environmental opportunities, while preventing and mitigating negative environmental effects that 
might be identified. The guide was released for the first time in 1995. 

CAP supports biodiversity projects like organic food products, cosmetics, botanical medicines, environmental tou-
rism and pharmaceutical and agricultural projects. All are instrumental in promoting high social impact ventures. 
CAP also develops, supports and consolidates micro finance institutions with a portfolio of USD582 million and 
over 350,000 clients. 

The financial sector must play a fundamental role in financing socially and environmentally responsible projects 
and a good return on investment is not incompatible with this objective. CAP is committed to using this philoso-
phy to bring its clients and shareholders the highest level of value in both the short and long term. 
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Environmentally and socially screened investment portfolios in 
Latin American and Caribbean countries: Leadership, best 
practice, implementation strategies 

Luiz Ribeiro Portfolio Manager, Investment for Latin America, ABN AMRO Asset Management, 
São Paulo, Brazil 

The Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) Fund is a new product launched by ABN AMRO Asset Management, 
Brazil. A study of the performance of SRI funds in the United States showed that they grew from USD700 million 
in 1995 to USD2.7 billion in 2000. While the late 1990s stock market boom is a partial explanation for this growth, 
ABN AMRO believes that it is also a client-driven indicator of an increasing emphasis on environmental and social 
values in the US, and that this growth can be replicated in latin America. 

the Ethical Fund 	ABN AMRO also compared normal benchmark funds with SRI funds. Using the 
Domini 400 from June 1999  toJune 2001, and comparing it to the S&P 500, the return 

talgets investors that 	on socially screened funds was 16.21/o compared to 15.02% on a yearly basis. This 

are bthfiflCu4 	suggests that this type of investment can outperform or perform in line with conven- 
tional funds. 

return seekei and Based on this information ABN launched the 'Ethical Fund' in Brazil with the obec- 
sensitive to eco- 	the of outperforming the IBOVESPA Index, the country's best-known equity index. 

efficiency and 	The Ethical Fund excludes tobacco products, gambling, alcoholic beverages, arms, 
nuclear energy, birth control and abortion devices, pornography and countries with 

sustainabilily. 	a human rights violations record. 

ABNAMRO is 	With a tracking error of up to 12% and a selective universe, the Ethical Fund targets 

detennined to end the investors that are both financial return seekers and sensitive to eco-efficiency and sus-
tainabiity. ABN AMRO is determined to end the myth that these investments 

myth that these 	underperform and that they are only for activists. 

investments under- 	The Ethical Fund is evaluated by an advisory board made up of six members repre- 

°"onn and that they senting people that are independent of the banking sector and with expertise in social, 
environmental and governance issues. They have veto power and are also accoun-

are onlyfor activists, 	table for their decisions. The board meets every two months to discuss the portfolio 
and the criteria used to select it. 

The Ethical Fund today includes the following stocks: 471/o telecom; 17% financial services; 13% utilities; 11% consu-
mer goods; 6% capital goods and 6% materials. Back-testing has shown that the fund has outperformed the 
IBOVESPA over the past two years. 
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Marcio Iha A2R, Brazil 

A2R is a Brazilian company founded in 1999 and based in São Paulo that finances environmental projects via ven-
ture capital investment. Half of A2R is owned by Brazilians and the other half by GMORR, a US funds administrator. 
A2R concentrates investment in small and medium sized projects in Brazil, Mexico, Argentina and Chile. 

A2R funds: 

in Biodiversity (Terra Capital Investments). Capital for this fund is USD15 million-30 million. Investors include 
the International Finance Corporation, the Inter-American Development Bank, the Swiss government, Triodos 
Bank of the Netherlands and several other Dutch banks. The World Bank's Global Environmental Facility has 
invested USD5 million. Investments generally range from USD500,000 to USD2.1 million. The fund time period 
is 10 years plus three with a rate of return of 20-22% per annum. Projects include those related to organic agri-
culture and forestry products (albeit not wood producers). 

The fund is actively looking for projects in aquaculture, forestation with native species and eco-tourism. A project 
on non-wood forestry products is an example of the social impact this fund can generate. Located on Marajo Island 
in Brazil's northern-most region, it generates 801/6 of the rent in the city where it is located. Investment was USD1.1 
million and initial return on investment was 26.6%. 

Clean Tech. Equity of USD35 million. The Inter-American Development Bank is the main investor. This is an 
offshore company with the following facilities: equity, debt (working capital), grants and USAID/DCA guarantee 
of 501/6. It has a 10-year time period and the possibility of selling after five, allowing capital to be reinvested. 

The range of investment is USD500,000-3.5 million. Clean Tech looks for renewable energy firms (using sugar 
cane, 'bagazito'), especially in eolic energy. Examples of investments indude energy service companies, CCM Brewery 
in Mexico, hospital residual waste treatment plants, plastic bottle recycling firms and transport efficiency projects 
like ethanol development in Brazil. 

A2R has found that small and medium-sized companies in Latin America have limited access to financial resources, 
yet there is unfilled demand for pollution prevention technology and alternative energy sources, given new legis-
lation to control emissions and pollution, currency devaluations and sector consolidation. The calculated rate of 
return of the projects it is investing in is quite remarkable: CTF Pipeline (gas oil): 43% expected (but still under 
study); sand recycling: 26%; rehabilitation of a small hydroelectric plant: 29%; paper recycling: 49%. 

A2R is moving towards a more dynamic client base, aggressively soliciting private capital in addition to its current 
base of multilateral investors. 
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Intermediating funds for sustainability: The coordination and 
reinforcement of roles for regional, national and private banks 

Orlando Castlilo Chemistry Faculty, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico/Nacional 
Financiera SNP (NAFIN) 

The Nacional Financiera (NAFIN) is a Mexican development bank that facilitates financing for small and medium-
sized producers in the industrial sector. NAFIN provides specific services to clients, induding the creation of alternative 
financing mechanisms to upgrade and modernise production equipment, the promotion and development of the 
labour force through training, consultancy and technical assistance, and the facilitation of strategic alliances bet-
ween companies. 

NAFIN's 2001 budget is USD2.8 billion; 85% of this finances micro-entrepreneurs. In a project with NAFIN, the Japan 
Bank for International Cooperation finances investment projects that eliminate or prevent pollution from fixed sources. 
The credit he is USD200,000 with a minimum loan of USD1 million through banks or financial institutions. The 
credit limit is 80% of the project funds but the remaining 20% can be provided through other NAFIN projects. Interest 
rate on the loans is 7,1% in US dollars for a period of up to seven years. One of the main problems facing NAFIN 
is that a lengthy approval process within the environmental, federal, state and municipal authorities can often pro-  

- 

hibitively increase transaction costs. 

An example of NAFIN's work is an investment fund that provides from USD1 million to 1.5 million for four to seven 
years to alternative energy projects, water treatment plants, handling of dangerous residuals (including hospitals) 
and recycling. The project is financed with a USD13 million grant from the World Bank and supplemented by a 
preferential credit line from Japan and the North America Environmental Fund (NAEF). 

NAFIN works with the United Nations Development Programme (UNOP) to provide technical assistance, incor-
porate new technologies and implement environmental programmes to prevent and combat pollution. USD30,000 
is the upper limit for this type of credit, providing up to 85% of the total investment over a two-year time period. 
NAFIN is also negotiating a DEM40 million loan from the German government to implement a grant programme 
that will assist SMEs to identify environmental improvement projects in preventive pollution and cleaner produc-
tion. 

NAFIN must promote the development of environmental projects, support SMEs so that they can prevent and solve 
pollution problems, develop technical capacity to support projects and incorporate environmental criteria to 
screen financial applications. It also has to develop specific instruments for the implementation of corporate envi-
ronmental policy inside firms. 

In conduding, NAFIN notes that firms in Mexico are not fully using the financial opportunities that are available 
to support environmental projects and that one of NAFIN's other main challenges is to make fInns aware of them. 
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Isaura Frondizi Executive Manager, The Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES) 

BNDES is wholly owned by the federal government of Brazil and is the main source of medium and long-term 
financing for the Brazilian economy and the main Brazilian agent of multilateral credit organisations. 

BNDES works with 180 different banks, encouraging them to convey to their respective branches and agents the 
bank's vision and requirements on credit geared to sustainable development. Over the past five years, very spe-
cific criteria have been developed in this regard. 

The bank has USD55.8 billion in assets, with disbursements in 2000 of USD13.1 billion. Of this total, USD1 billion 
(60/6) was allocated to environmental projects. BNDES's mission statement includes a vision of its evolving role up 
to 2005 that refers to a broadening of the capital market and states the importance of "the management of envi-
ronmental risk, associated with BNDES's actions, incorporating obligations taken by the Brazilian government 
according to the Earth Summit and Agenda 21". 

The environmental policy of BNDES is based on legal duties - the Brazilian Law for Nature states that anyone can 
be liable for civil and criminal responsibility in a case of proven environmental damage - an ethical commitment, 
participation in national policies and programmes, environmental risk management and business niches. 

A partnership between BNDES and the Ministry of Planning ensures a long-term focus to this approach, one that 
integrates economic, social, environmental, information and knowledge issues; development, spatial and ecolo-
gical boundaries; broad consultation among stakeholders; and a 2000-05 investment portfolio of USD165.1 billion, 
of which USD12.4 billion will go to environmental projects. 

Weak, bureaucratic implementation and onerous permit requirements make it difficult for BNDES to move these 
projects forward. Timing is also a key issue as Brazilian investors often feel that environmental impact studies should 
not be made before the decision to invest has been reached. Thus, enforcement and monitoring remains weak 
and reactive behaviour the norm, while the international market increasingly demands certified products and life-
cycle analysis. 



Managing environmental risk in project financing: Best practice in 
risk assessment and communication 
Lawrence Pratt Adjunct Director, Centro Lafinoamericano para Ia Competilividad y el 
Desarrollo Sostenible (CLACDS)/lnstituto Centroamericano para la AdministraciOn de Empresas 
(INCAE), Costa Rica 

It is often argued that the environment is not a relevant concern in Latin American emerging markets and finan-
cial institutions. This argument is quite unfounded. 

Latin American companies operate in a global setting in which they are bound to be 

Increasingly, in the scrutinised by global players - be it consumers, investors, civil society or the media. 
 

Consumers in the United States and Europe believe they have the nght to know exactly 
global economy win- 	what the ingredients and production processes of the goods they buy are. International 

fling companies are 	financial organisations know the risks that are run in this regard and have strict 
requirements and expectations. 

those that cost-effecti-  A study by the Centro Latinoamericano para Ia Competitividad y el Desarrollo 
vely manage 	Sustentable (CLACDS) showed that emerging markets do not have reliable regula- 

environmental nsks. tory systems, that the probability and magnitude of the costs involved is not known 
and that the role of the lender is critical for the long-term success of the company's 
project. 

Obstacles or risks run in Latin America include rejection or tardy approval of contracts and licences; the closing of 
plants by authorities, communities and political enemies; increased costs and reduced access to capital, market 
losses, protests, boycotts and strikes. 

A CLkCDS-UNEP survey showed that very few local banks are using the tools available for the environmental risk 
analysis of corporate credits. Only one out of every three banks in the survey actually verifies that the environmental 
conditions required by the state are being complied with in the projects they evaluate. Only 16 1/6 check on the pro-
blems and risks present in each industry, and only 25% require an environmental risk analysis for their credit 
management committee. A mere 21% worr1' about the image and reputation of the client as something to be consi-
dered by the committee. 

Increasingly, in the global economy winning companies are those that cost-effectively manage environmental risks. 
In this context, better policies for financial institutions include the following: 

Have a policy within the bank that is consistent with such a mission. 

Understand the risks involved in this area. 

$ Appoint at least one person dedicated exdusively to environmental practices. 

$ Study and understand the bank's clients. 

$ Create internal efficiency within the bank. 

$ Develop new products. 

Implementing these practices will result in important new business. 
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Pablo Cardinale Sustainable Development Executive, CorporaciOn Andina de Fomento (CAF) 

Risk is always a sensitive subject to bankers, which is why it is very tricky to add to the traditional risks run by the 
financial sector in Latin America another layer - that of environmental risk. CAP has therefore developed a stra-
tegy geared to presenting banks with an approach where the creation of value is the key concern. This starts from 
the premise that all of the efforts of an organisation must be geared to the generation of present and future eco-
nomic value. This is closely related to the ability of the company's assets to generate cash flows. 

The risk/return on investment approach assumes that an investor that is willing to take on a project with a higher 
risk expects a higher rate of return on investment. A project generates value if its return on investment is higher 
than the costs of the resources it demands (debt and equity). A company that is sustainable in the long run should 
generate value for all of its stockholders, banks, clients, workers, providers, society and the environment. 

An environmental strategy, then, tries to reduce risks and differentiate the company within the market. The envi-
ronmental strategy becomes the business strategy. Risk can affect the weighted average capital cost, as well as the 
cash flow, since operational costs must be lower than capital costs. The corporate value drivers - price and pro-
duct differenthtion - improve the relationship between risk and return on investment. 

it is possible to develop an eco-efficient strategy that reduces operational costs and generates value. Product dif-
ferentiation is critical, since consumers are willing to pay a premium for special features. 

if one takes a specific project like the case study "Recycling Sewer Waters", one can introduce environmental and 
social variables to analyse it, and use a sensitivity process. If the water tariff varies, the project may lose money; or 
the project may not provide the amount of water needed to satisfy the demand; or the days of protest by the area 
residents may delay the whole project and affect the discount rate. One must also consider the social benefits (i.e., 
how many people will benefit from the project). 

Finally, an environmental strategy can add value to the financial sector as it allows for risk identification and reduc-
tion as well as for finding and capitalising on new business opportunities. 



Stakeholder summary session 

Mario Monzoni Project Officer, Friends of the Earth, Brazilian Amazon 

Friends of the Earth is a non-governmental organisation (NGO) whose purpose is to minimise or eliminate the 
adverse impact of development on natural resources, involve local communities and promote sustainable deve-
lopment. It is keen for civil society to understand and influence the way investors think and act. 

Its activities are geared to private financial institutions, NGOs and public interest groups, 
.financial institu- 	and they include research, training and education, communication and information, 

lions are notfully 	and advocacy. Two-day workshops on environmental issues, with some 30 partici- 
pants, including representatives of some 15 banks, are examples of what the 

aware of the new nsks organisation does. It has sponsored a chair at the FGV Business School on econo-

associated with mics and the environment and sustainable businesses, and panel discussions on 
climate change, sustainable development, finance and the environment. 

envimnmental 
Friends of the Earth's outreach activities include a newsletter, a web site, various lea-

damages, and the 	flets, programmes on the Bloomberg Television Channel and e-news. Within the 

message contjd is 	advocacy programme, it deals with specific cases and provides incentives under the 
headings of 'reputation leverage' and 'bottom line leverage'. 

that they hazn 't seen 
As a result of various surveys Friends of the Earth has found that financial institutions 

their risk yet. 	are not fully aware of the new risks associated with environmental damages, and the 
message conveyed is that they haven't seen their risk yet. 
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Day two 

Foreign direct investment: Creating a sustainability 
dynamic 

First keynote address 

Paul Clements-Hunt Head, UNEP Finance Inftiative 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) is driven by many factors. Companies, governments and financial institutions all 
have their own interests and this presents a number of challenges. FDI grew quite dramatically in the 1990s, but a 
mere 20 countries received 80 1/6 of the investment. A key question in this regard is whether FDI pushes countries 
into a competitive frenzy to lower regional and domestic regulations in a race to the bottom as far as environmental 
and labour standards are concerned. In some regions FDI has concentrated in only a few large sectors, creating 
all sorts of imbalances. 

Consumers and 	What is the proper balance between national and community interests when consi- 

investors are starting 	dering any given FDI project? 

So-called 'hot money' inflows are obviously different from FDI - that is, capital invest- to integrate sustaina 	ments that contribute to the build-up of long-term social, environmental and economic 
biliiy considerations 	assets in a particular country. 

into their purchasing 	Because of the complex mix of actors involved - project developers, domestic govern- 

decisions and this 	ments, supporting agencies, capitalists and financial players - it is very unlikely that 
all of them will suddenly start to worry about sustainability. Recipient countries must 

impacts global supply therefore balance the requirements of the private sector (say, manufacturing), which 

chains. Successful FDI needs a sound regulatory, commercial and legal framework for investment to take place, 
expects a level playing field, unrestricted capital movement and profit repatriation, 

projects have to 	tax holidays and adequate support infrastnicture, with those of the country at large. 

become part of the 	Push and pull factors will drive this process over time. Among the push factors, one 
can find transparency. Increasing interconnectivity and world-wide media coverage supporting commu- 	mean that consumer movements and local communities are actually watching what- 

nity fabric. 	ever FDI projects go forward. 

Among the pull factors, on the other hand, one can find that progressive co!porations and financial institutions are 
starting to consider sustainabiity as a competitive advantage. Consumers and investors are starting to integrate 
sustainability considerations into their purchasing decisions and this impacts global supply chains. Successful FDI 
projects have to become pall of the supporting community fabric. The best way to do that is by involving all stake-
holders from the very inception of the project. This can be painful at the beginning, but in the end it pays off. 

A new FDI dynamic is emerging, one in which issues of governance, accountability and transparency have become 
critical. 
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Second keynote address 
Private investment trends in Latin America and the Caribbean: 

Challenges and opportunfties for business leaders 

Alicia Bárcena Head, Environment and Human Settlement Drvision, UN ECLAC 

In the 1990s, labour constraints, the opening of global markets and patterns of trade and investment flows led to 
a process of asymmetrical globalisation. The volatility of capital, the upsurge of regional integration, the spread of 
information technology, privatisation, interdependence and economic and environmental vulnerability have all 
been part of it. 

As a rule allocated 	In latin America and the Caribbean, the average annual growth rate of 3.3% during 
the 1990s compares favourably with the 1.2% rate of the 1980s. Macroeconomic sta- 

snding for environ- 	bility, getting inflation under control and strengthening economic institutions in the 

mental iss'ues is 	face of international financial difficulties like those triggered by the Mexican situa- 
i tion n 1994, the Asian crisis in 1997 and the Brazilian one in 1998 were among the 

seldom more than 	key priorities of economic policy-makers. 

10% of GDP, and 	Foreign direct investment (FDI) flows were concentrated in a few countries (Brazil, 

there is consi4erable 	40%; Mexico, 20%; Argentina, 18% and Chile, 17%) and export-led development 
based on the extraction of natural resources and a few environmentally sensitive eco-

lack of continuity in 	nomic sectors became the norm. 

whaeverprogrammes In the region, a total of 211 million people find themselves below the poverty line, 
of whom 89 million can be classified as very poor. Unemployment reached 8.6% in 
2000, up from 5.7% in 1991. 

In the 1990s, there has been a small reduction in poverty levels, but income distribution has deteriorated. An increase 
in public spending has taken place, but has not always been targeted at those most in need, as is especially appa-
rent in social security programmes. 

Democratic institutions have been strengthened, but they remain fragile because of high unemployment and infor-
mal employment in urban areas. A new respect for gender, ethnic and cultural diversity has emerged, but much 
remains to be done in this regard. Migration flows, especially to the United States, have also increased, to the point 
where international remittances to the region from abroad reached USD18 billion in 2000 - more than the total 
export income of many countries. 

From an environmental perspective, latin America and the Caribbean find themselves in a unique situation. On 
the one hand, the region is blessed with enormous biodiversity, having a great variety of eco-systems. On the other 
hand, it is also very vulnerable, being prone to natural disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes. As a rule, 
allocated spending for environmental issues is seldom more than 101/o of GDP, and there is considerable lack of 
continuity in whatever programmes do exist. 

As far as FDI is concerned, the challenges are many. A key one is to de-link exports and investment from deve-
lopment strategies based almost exclusively on the intensive use and extraction of natural resources, often with a 
strong impact on the environment. 
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Common regional positions on investment and the environment must be developed. One possibility is to reach 
agreements with transnational corporations so that they can provide finance mechanisms, technology transfer and 
ties with national production linkages. Another is to converge towards common regional regulatory frameworks 
in critical areas, to avoid a 'race to the bottom' among countries with respect to deregulation and tax holidays. 

Various initiatives stand out in this regard. Business Councils for Sustainable Development have been established 
in 14 countries in the region; National Centres for Cleaner Production in six; and a network of Governmental 
Counsellors for Cleaner Production in the Americas in 17. These regional efforts are also linked to global networks 
designed to achieve eco-efficiency, the certification of environmental management systems (ISO 14000), with 22,897 
companies in 98 countries. Self-regulatory mechanisms include those oriented towards training and product eco-
differentiation. And the main regional challenge is to agree on strategies to change existing patterns of production 
and move towards 'clusters' around certain key sectors. 

To integrate explicit and implicit public policies, as well as those command-and-control regulatory actions with 
indirect economic regulations is another critical challenge, as is finding a balance between the interests of global 
and national actors, one that is nowadays far too skewed in favour of the former. 



Sustainability and economic growth: A trade-off? 
Examining FDI patterns in Latin America and the Caribbean 

Rudolf Buitelaar Productive and Business Development Division, UN ECLAC 

Latin America and the Caribbean are rich in natural resources, but desired levels of development have been elu-
sive. To achieve sustainable development the region's comparative advantages have to be fully used. A key tool 
in this regard is adding value to the region's products and services. For this, innovation is critical. 

Introducing new technology and realising that competitiveness is a systemic concept 
go hand in hand. It also means realising that competitiveness is an attribute of clus-

Only a proper, 	ters or aggregates of companies. 

dynamic interaction 	Four determinants of systemic competitiveness are to be found at the meta-, macro-, 

between government, meso- and micro-level. The first deals with social values, the second with market forces 
 and the investment climate, the third with the competitive conditions and the fourth 

adequately working 	with managerial capacity and investments. 

national markets and A good example can be found in the mining sector in northern Chile, where the pre- 

P731 can provufe a 	sence of a large number of mining conglomerates has produced growth but not 
necessarily development. 

new impetus to 	 i In this case, the basic advantage s the availability of the minerals - mostly copper, 
environmentally 	but also other valuable metals. An additional advantage is given by a suitable invest- 

sustainable 

	

	climate. The superior advantage lies in the capacity to manage and export mining 
know-how and technology. The basic advantage by itself does not allow for sustai- 

development. nable growth or for environmental sustainability. Once the mineral deposits are 
exhausted, the economic activity comes to an end. Only the superior advantages will 
allow for ongoing economic activity, in Chile and abroad. 

Another example can be found in eco-tourism. The basic advantage is unspoiled, attractive nature - be it moun-
tains, woods, beaches or lakes. Tourists today look for places no one has visited before. One such case is Aysén, 
in Chilean Patagonia, difficult to reach, but blessed with breathtaking beauty. The improved advantage in this case 
would be the development of well-planned infrastmcture (i.e., comfortable places to stay that do not spoil the natu-
ral beauty). The superior advantage would lie in the resulting experience that would lead to managerial capacity 
and exportable know-how. Canada and Finland have achieved the latter in this area, thus reaching environmen-
tal sustainabffity. 

Competition and collaboration are critical to development. Internal competition (i.e., avoiding monopolies, allow-
ing for conditions that will create externalities, through pressures that can come from consumers, competitors or 
environmental legislation) is essential. 

In Latin America this does not work because neither market forces nor local institutions operate adequately. For 
example, to develop a proper tourism industiy, one needs guides and publications. Governments can strengthen 
clusters by training people to perform this vital function and by printing pamphlets and brochures, yet this is either 
simply not done or done in an haphazard manner. Only a proper, dynamic interaction between government, ade-
quately working national markets and FDI can provide a new impetus to environmentally sustainable development. 



Simon Worthington British Petroleum, Brazil 

Understanding one's sphere of influence as a company is vital to picturing one's role in creating sustainable deve-
lopment. In the case of British Petroleum (BP), we know that energy is a key component of development and, 
having found our role, we know that the benefit is that companies can create enormous value out of it. 

To move corporations toward sustainability, you need leadership, vision and com-

Inco 	 mitment at the top. You also need a policy framework to clarify what is required of iporating  the organisatlon and of the individual. You also need to see value and be able to set 
sustainability into 	achievable goals and track performance. Flexibility for experimentation and learning 

m your anal iseans 	is also key. Business unit leaders are the ones who actually support and nourish sus- 
. tamable development It is not until they understand what is expected of them and 

looking beyond the 	what they need to be doing that you can get the process moving. 

strictlyfinancial basis 	Incorporating sustainabiity into your analysis means looking beyond the strictly 

and whether the rate 	financial basis and whether the rate of return is above the hurdle rate. It means, for 
example, understanding barriers to cleaner energy in Brazil's rural areas, and how 

of return is above the 	one can provide cleaner energy at affordable prices. The cost of one project there 

hurdle rate. 	undertaken by BP and the British government was USD150,000. We spent a lot of 
time with the community to figure out what they really wanted, what their develop- 
ment priorities were and how energy could help them. 

After outlining a series of options, we soon realised that refrigeration was important to the community, as many 
kids get their lunch at school and the food had to be protected. By establishing the Solar Home System Project we 
learned that the community has to believe in and participate in the gestation of any such initiative. The location of 
the project itself, for example, was decided by the community, which also took responsibility for its maintenance. 
A community management team was created so that this could evolve into a sustainable system. 

In the strictly commercial sphere, we offer a package that comes with a fully installed system and equipment, set 
up in such a way that it can work either with a state-owned or private utility company, and supported by the deve-
lopment bank or a private bank. A smart-card and collection system is also in place, as is assistance to fund the 
finance vehide. BP's experience is that poor people tend to pay back their loans. The main thing is to be innova-
the and to find the right partnership. 

21 
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The role of domestic regulations in channelling sustainable FDI 
Karen Poniachik Executive Vice-President, Foreign Investment Commfttee, Chile 

Chile's national legislation on the environment is applied equally to foreign and national companies. Accordingly, 
foreign direct investment (FDI) has the same rights and benefits as Chilean finns. This legislation is clear, coherent 
and predictable, so that investors don't have to face unpleasant surprises. This is especially significant since much 
of FDI takes place in projects that involve the extraction of natural resources or in infrastructure development, both 
areas with a strong impact on the environment. Total FDI flows into Chile reached USD700 million in 1999  and 
USD1.3 bfflion in 2000. 

In the 1990s, a worldwide liberalisation of the regulations affecting FDI took place. 
Will environmental protection be a casualty of this trend? While some are concerned 
that this might be the case, others assert that foreign investors bring to recipient 
countries the much stricter environmental rules and concerns of their countries of origin, 

The relationshp bet- 	thus making a positive contribution to sustainable development. Cleaner tecimology 

u'een FDi and rmpect and greater environmental consciousness would be among the benefits brought by 
FDI. This is buttressed by various OECD studies, which confIrm that, although there 

for the enttironment is are exceptions (the case of a cement factory in Morocco is often cited), as a nile FDI 

by no means zero- tends to further sustainable development. 

sum; quite the These studies also underscore the significance of national legislation in this regard - 
not only on the environment, but also on taxes, labour, the independence of the judi- 

contraly. The main 	ciary and, generally, the enforcement of contracts is critical. The negative effects of 

thing is toprvt#& 	FDI are especially apparent in countries where corruption is widespread and pro- 
perty rights are not respected, as we have seen in Nigeria. 

foreignfinn.s with a When foreign companies make an investment decision, they take into consideration 
predictable regulatory a number of factors. Start-up costs, market size, infrastructure, ease of capital move-

environment, one in ment in and out of the country, labour skills and the regulatory framework are some 
of these concerns. Only 2% of total production costs can be traced back to environ-

which they know 	mental laws, which is not very high. 

where they stand. 	Agencies involved in developing and enforcing environmental regulations need to 
develop a global perspective and expertise, and act in an integrated and coordina-
ted fashion. The relationship between FDI and respect for the environment is by no 
means zero-sum; quite the contrary. The main thing is to provide foreign firms with 
a predictable regulatory environment, one in which they know where they stand. 

There are many advantages in having a sound regulatory framework in this regard. It can provide access to 'green-
seal' markets; it can enhance productivity as a result of a more efficient use of natural resources; it improves the 
corporate image, given trends towards 'greening" portfolio investment; and it can improve the access to funds. 

Environmental projects as such, of course, offer investment opportunities in and of themselves. 
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Francisco Tomic 'ice-Presdent, BHP Billiton, Chile 

Democracy and economic stability are key elements of an environment that is attractive to FDI, as well as condu-
cive to a non-discriminatory regulatory framework. With Chile being the foremost mining country in the world, I 
pay special attention to Chile's mining sector and what it is doing to create sustainability. 

In 2000, mining represented 10.1% of the country's GDP. Between 1990 and 2000, 32% of all FDI in Chile was in 
the mining sector. Income per capita in Chile in 2000 was USD5,174; if mining is exduded, it would drop to USD4,600. 

Yearly spending by the mining industry reaches USD7387 billion. Of this, USD331.3 million went to environmentally 
related programmes. There are 1,108 monitoring stations in the industry and some 86,000 environmental analyses 
are undertaken annually. 

Safety and security statistics show that the mining sector has half the rate of work-related accidents that occur in 
the country at large, and that it is safer to work in mining than in the Labour Department. The mining sector spent 
USD15 million on training and development in 2000. 

Chile has achieved an alignment between the mining sector and overall economic development For example, mining 
is the single biggest consumer of electricity in northern Chile; the volume that is generated as a result is such that 
the cost of electricity for individual consumers is less than half what it is in the rest of the country - a very positive 
sustainable externality. 

The contribution that mining has made to the reduction of Chile's poverty rate is also remarkable. Whereas in the 
country as a whole, the number of people below the poverty line has been cut by 46.7% between 1990 and 2000, 
in the Second Region, Chile's main mining area, this figure reaches 59.3%. 

However, the most significant challenge as far as sustainability is concerned relates to what happens when the 
mineral deposits run out. In this regard, education is the best legacy that mining can leave to the country, by gene-
rating skills that can be exported and deployed in the future. 
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Case studies and working models of private and public-private 
investment in sustainable development 

Pablo Cardinale Sustainable Development Executive, CorporaciOn Andina de Fomento (OAF) 

How can the environmental variable add value to the financial sector as it helps to reduce risks? A sustainable busi-
ness has to generate value for all of its stakeholders (i.e., stockholders, banks, clients, workers and providers). A 
key question is how environmental risk affects the cash flow of any given company. 

An interesting case is that of a petrochemical company in Venezuela, an old client, 
which approached CAF to finance a plant expansion. Located next to a lake, it has a 

envimnmental 	payroll of 4,200 employees. The investment plan required 1,500 litres of water per 

variables can actually second, up from the 800 litres per second used at the time. Sales were USD800 mil-
lion a year. A community of 1,700 discharged its sewage into the lake. At the time of 

add value to the 	the loan request, the company already had to close the plant for 21 days or so each 

financial sector as year because lack of water. The community made it dear that it would not allow the 
 plant any priority in the use of the lakes water at critical moments, and warned of 

they help to reduce 	protests against the company. 

risk and can also help The loan request was for USD60 million and the tariff charged by the water company 

solve commun 	was USD0.50 per cubic metre. To deal with the problem, a corporation was created uy to treat the waters of the lake so that they would be clean enough for the petroche- 
problems. mical plant to use them in the production process. A sensitivity analysis showed that 

costs between USD0.37 a cubic metre up to USD0.45 a cubic metre would be fea-
sible for the petrochemical plant to operate and finance the expansion. 

The petrochemical plant would be one of the owners of this new company, financing 30% of the costs of this expan-
sion, with the other 70% being provided by the financial institutions. The savings on water costs (which would go 
down from USD0.50 to USD0.45 per cubic metre) would increase the value of the company by more than USD14 
million. Factoring in the social conflict dimension of the issue, they came to the condusion that five days of stop-
page per year made the project unviable - demonstrating the significance of including the social variable into the 
financial analysis of projects. 

This is a case that shows how environmental variables can actually add value to the financial sector as they help 
to reduce risk and can also help solve community problems. 



Sebastian Bigorito Prqject Manager, Consejo Empresano Argentina para el Desan -oIIo 
Sostenible (CEADS), Argerthna 

The Argentine Business Council for Sustainable Development (CEADS) was established in conjunction with the 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development. Formed by private global and local companies with 180,000 
people on their payrolls, the members represent 20% of Argentina's GDP, in such diverse areas as energy, manu- 
facturing, forestry, hi-tech, services and commodities. 

The purpose of the council is to promote sustainable development, provide leader- 
ship, contribute to change, stimulate private initiative and otherwise communicate the 

Progress towards activities business is undertaking. It sees itself as the articulating factor between 

environmentally government, business and society, and it feels especially proud of having brought toge- 
ther the world of business with that of non-governmental organisations (NGOs). 

sustainable 
One of CEADS initiatives has been to create a working group that brings together the 

development and CEOs of member companies. They meet every three months (and appoint legal and 

self-regulation will technical representatives who meet every two weeks) to exchange views and define 
strategies on topics of common interest 

take place as In so doing, they have undertaken 150 case studies dealing with issues such as eco- 
companies compete efficiency and sustainable development and report on the initiatives taken on them. 

with each other and From 1998  to 2001 a number of surveys have been conducted, with a questionnaire 
that provides useful feedback to the participating companies. This is a useful guide 

the market rewards for self-evaluation on economic, financial and social criteria, as well as on environ- 

those that respect the mental, community and labour practices. 

steadily growing These surveys show that all companies included in the sample have defined objec- 
lives. 90%  see environmental management as one of their first five priorities and have 

demandfor it. social responsibility programmes. Close to 80% calculate their environmental costs, 
more than 50% implement environmental accounting systems and request their sup- 
pliers to participate in them. 

Thirteen SMEs are in the process of certifying the implementation of environmental accounting systems. They have 
been sponsored by a special programme called the Pilot Sponsorship Business Programme, and they have 18 months 
to get certified. Utilising ISO 14001, the improvement has been 60°i and on ISO 9001, 700/o. There are 90 ISO 14R 
companies in Argentina that have been certified by CEADS so far, mostly in the petrochemical, chemical, metal-
lurgical and service sectors. 

In terms of the number of ISO 14001/EMAS certifications, Argentina is 12% above countries like Brazil and Mexico. 
Using the Pilot Environmental Sustainability Index created by Columbia and Yale University, that indudes 64 variables, 
Argentina ranks 19th when the private sector is included. 

Progress towards environmentally sustainable development and self-regulation will take place as companies com-
pete with each other and the market rewards those that respect the steadily growing demand for it. 
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Creating opportunities for cleaner technologies: Drivers, barriers 
and commercialisation 

Pablo Espinoza Director, National Centre for Cleaner Production (INTEC), Chile 

The Chilean experience, which can be extrapolated to Latin America, shows that there is a potential market for 
environmental technology in the range of USD1 billion. A large part of this is associated with water and waste treat-
ment technology, an area marked both by regulation and privatisation. 

The average investment in environmental technology in the industrial sector is very low, in the range of USD50,000 
per business (1995-2000). Lack of access to credit for many businesses means they have to use their own funds. 
It is also not self-started but undertaken in response to regulations and norms, so that it tends to be identified simply 
with increased costs. 

Chile has a lot of old plants that use old equipment, with a low degree of automation. it is standard technology, 
100% imported, and anything more innovative is seen as too highly priced. In that sense the market is in many 
ways not yet ready or prepared for cleaner technology. NEC is trying to diminish that resistance. The obstacles 
are many. The very concept of 'cleaner production' is new, and our market tends to go for second-hand equip-
ment. The low technical skills of workers in SMEs and their relatively high operating costs tend to limit the 
possibilities of adequate training. The decision-making methodology used is based on the initial cost criteria and 
not on life-cycle projections. The high cost and limited access to credit is also a problem. Most of the planning 
done is short term, except in the larger companies. 

Low-interest credit, more training, more rigorous monitoring of compliance with environmental laws and regula-
tions and integrating cleaner production into the original plant design are some of the measures that need to be 
taken to generate opportunities for clean technology. As is especially apparent in the energy sector, it is easier to 
bring in the latter at the design stage rather than later on, once systems are in place. Establishing local alliances to 
adapt these technologies and generating suitable knowledge about them in the local market is also critical to crea-
ting new opportunities. 

ll'TEC is helping in this respect by providing information, creating demonstration programmes, showing how applied 
technology works, and generating incentives for environmental credits through the CorporaciOn de Fomento de 
la Producción (CORFO), using consultants who work with businesses to advise them on the matter. The German 
government, through KfW, has supplied a USD32 million fund to give credit for environmental investments. Bigger 
businesses, like the salmon industry, are using this to develop fish oil out of their industrial waste. Hydroelectric 
companies are also taking advantage of it. 

Finally, it must be kept in mind that incorporating technology for cleaner production is by no means a one-off pro-
position. A key challenge is to adapt it to local needs, do what is necessary to service it, and to provide maintenance 
and spare parts at an affordable cost. 



Maria Teresa Szauer Director for Sustainable Development, Corporación Andina de Fomento 
(CAF) 

The market for carbon dioxide (CO2) emerged because of growing evidence that global warming is taking place 
and that it can have very serious economic consequences. Both the 1992 Convention on Climate Change and the 
1997 Kyoto Protocol deal with the need to control the gas emissions that are damaging the ozone layer and crea-
ting climatic changes. 

CO2 emission measurements in 1995  showed that industrial countries contribute 73% and developing nations 27% 
to global CO2 emissions. It was thus that the idea of having tradable vouchers that can be exchanged in financial 
markets arose; the cost of reducing emissions in industrialised countries is obviously higher than in developing 
ones. This differential offers a market for emission reduction certificates, in which Latin America and the Caribbean 
can play an active role. 

For that purpose CAP has established a Latin American Carbon Dioxide Programme, designed to help member 
countries address this issue and involve the productive sector in the identification, preparation and implementa-
tion of projects. Programme consultants will provide support on technical matters, exchanges, international 
workshops, project development and publications. Specific projects are already under way in Colombia and 
Venezuela; one of them involves the connection of a thermoelectric plant to gas and urban transport. CAP will pay 
for the project, and will be reimbursed from the proceeds of the sale of emission reduction certificates - a risk-free 
proposition for the client. 

Jean Acquatella UN ECLAC 

The financial evaluation of environmental projects is not an easy task. The actual development of national and 
global markets must capture the economic value of externalities, something which the financial instruments in use 
today do not do. The financial system must therefore play a proactive role if Latin America and the Caribbean are 
to take advantage of the enormous potential of the Clean Development Mechanism. 

A dearth of investment is the single biggest obstacle to capturing the economic value of these projects, to which 
we should add lack of credits from commercial banks, and lack of access to credit for SMEs, specifically in the area 
of renewable energy technology. 

Exports from latin America and the Caribbean are largely based on natural resources - as much as 69.7% of them. 
Yet exporting companies that invest in environmental protection are only 12.91%. 

For big firms, the incentives to invest in cleaner production are obvious: obtaining access to export markets 
through certifications such as ISO 14000, lower insurance premiums for environmental risk, an improved public 
image, technological upgrading and capital renewal, as well as sheer pressure of regulations. 

For SMEs, the incentives also take the form of a response to regulatory and public pressure, as well as technolo-
gical upgrading and simply improved fmancial peiformance due to greater efficiency. 

The potential market for climate change projects in Latin America and the Caribbean is estimated to represent some 
8-109/6 of the global potential market (with a regional market value ranging between USD400 million and USD1 
billion). it is, however, a very young market, in which players are still at the beginning of the learning curve, and 
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investors, governments and banks need to start taking some bold initiatives for it to fully benefit. 

For this to happen what is needed is: an effective regional framework; stable credit lines to support projects; pilot 
projects; and research on new instruments to mitigate risk; training; and full participation of the commercial ban-
king sector to take care of demand. 

Carlos Manuel Herrera National lndustiial Associatbn (ANDI), Colombia 

One of ANDI's problems is that although it has plenty of funds available for cleaner technology, there is no 
demand for them. Another is that once environmental solutions are applied, they do not stand the test of time. 

There are a number of forces that drive the use of cleaner technology. In Colombia, one of the main ones is the 
government. Others are return on investment, clients, communities, and finance and insurance. In government, 
the subject depends on the Ministry of the Environment. Norms and regulations are very important because the 
country believes in and follows norms, but the absence of monitoring and of clear regulations means the govern-
ment plays a key role. 

The government also plays a vital role in macroeconomic policy and in social policy, with an obvious impact on 
the environment. Subsidies, the opening of new markets, FDI and taxes can be important incentives for the use of 
cleaner technology. Public recognition, the internalisation of environmental costs and giving priority to preven-
tive investment are also significant. 

Return on investment relates to competitiveness and the keeping of markets. For example, some European NGOs 
are worried about Colombian agricultural products. Businesses have had to certify themselves in Europe, chan-
ging their productive processes towards deaner technology, to keep their markets. 

Consumers play a critical role in this regard. A CAF study shows that the environmental behaviour of businesses 
is closely related to the character of their export market - consumer preferences and local requirements do make 
a difference. 

The role of communities, on the other hand - that is, of civil society - depends on whether they have the appro-
priate instruments to participate. As a rule, the interest of public opinion in environmental subjects is not reflected 
in the media and in editorial policies in the way it is elsewhere. 

Another force is finance and insurance. Access, cost, credit lines for development and insurance premiums are all 
elements to keep in mind here. 

In a recent survey done by CAF, in November 2001, the environmental authority was identified by 43% of busi-
nessmen as the main force driving their environmental investments. Return on investment was chosen by 31%, 
community concern by 2% and 'other reasons" by 22%. 

Key obstacles are cultural attitudes and sustainability. But there are many others: the scale of solutions given the 
relative size of businesses, limited markets, the influence of certain pressure groups, questions about which tech-
nologies to employ and whether the benefits derived are not outweighed by the costs incurred, and lack of 
regulation (e.g., toxic residues are not regulated, although treatment plants are). 

The creation of proper conditions for cleaner technology in Colombia therefore demands new environmental regu- 
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lations for water, air, toxic residues and the appropriate preventive criteria. Differentiated strategies for various 
kinds of industry and for the informal sector of the economy are also needed. International co-operation can play 
a Critical role here, among other areas in educating people to create centres for cleaner production, as well as in 
raising environmental awareness in economics, business and finance departments at the universities. 

Rather than technology transfer, efforts should focus on the creation of flexible conditions that will stimulate busi-
ness to look for solutions that will improve both their environmental behaviour and their competitiveness. 
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e00000-  
Creating sustainability linkages via global supply chains: 
The interface between FDI and SMEs 

Bernardo Ardavin Executive 'vice-President, Foundation for Sustainable Development 
(FUNDES), Mexico 

The holistic methodology used by FUNDES, to help medium-sized enterprises in Mexico and in 11 other countries 
in Latin America, works at three levels: strategic, process and support. Medium-sized enterprises are all those not 
classified as big or micro-enterprises. There are around 700,000 of them in Mexico, and it is estimated that 75% of 
all environmental problems are created by them. 

In this approach, workshops with the businessperson and his or her collaborators are designed to identify pro-
blems, opportunities and risks. Visits to the plant, interviews with workers, a financial analysis and a final report 
are also part of the process. 

The evidence collected indicates that 40% of the detected problems are to be found at the process level (sales and 
marketing, operations and production), 44% at the strategic and support levels, 6% at the financial level, and 10% 
in other categories, of which environmental issues are 7%. 

All of this goes to show that solutions need to be holistic (i.e., through systemic competitiveness). The environ-
mental problem cannot be treated separately. Environmental management must become a part of the company's 
business culture. And the purpose of these workshops is to create action plans for the short- and mid-term, using 
external and internal resources, and to generate a commitment on the part of the entrepreneur to implement them. 

Working with SMEs is especially complex because they need custom-made solutions to their problems. At the orga-
nisational development level, the results have been that they achieve better flows of information and job profiles. 
Al the strategic and planning level, the short- and long-term vision and objectives of environmental protection are 
included. A proper definition and identification of costs at the service level is mandatory. At the sales and marke-
ting level they define the demand, and at the production and operational levels the inclusion of quality and 
eco-efficiency, thus leading to cleaner processes. 

However, one difficulty is lack of demand for this type of consulting service. Business does not know and is not 
aware of its own weaknesses. Another is lack of transparency in financial statements and a tendency towards a 
somewhat informal handling of information. In any case, a key motivating factor when they do request these ser-
vices is the possibility of getting financial support. 

The tangible results of this approach are increased sales, higher profit margins, greater efficiency, better product 
quality, enhanced technology, lower pollution levels, and reduction of risk in the eyes of credit givers or venture 
capital sources. Intangible results are improvement of the business culture and a more motivated workforce. 

In conclusion, a systemic approach to business challenges, at the level of the firm, the region, the government and 
the country as a whole is needed. The environmental sustainability approach is inevitably linked to the short- and 
long-term development of the country as a whole. 
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Rafael Lorenzini Executive Director, Corporación de Fomento de Ia Producciôn (CORFO), Chile 

In Chile, the main agents of change toward sustainable development and growth are private finns. Government 
policy has focused on SMEs. One critical distinction here is between medium-sized enterprises, which have access 
to bank credit, and small ones, which do not. 

Management tools are being developed to help SMEs in cleaner production, making it possible to prevent pollu-
tion, lower or substitute the input of raw materials in the production process, add value to the product, improve 
marketing and increase the possibility to reach sophisticated markets. Here we are talking about return on long-
term investment and an approach designed to help enterprises grow in a sustainable way. Close co-operation and 
co-ordination between the private and public sector is critical in this respect. 

To generate efficient management tools CORFO is promoting productive projects that are co-financed by govern-
ment and the private sector. An example of this is CORFO's Providers Programme. 

The National Council for Cleaner Production was established inJanuary 2001. Its mis- 
sion is to initiate, develop and execute the Cleaner Production Policy. The council 
is chaired by the Minister of Economic Affairs, and formed by representatives of the 

Globalisation means, 	public sector that regulate, monitor and otherwise promote the development of the 

among other things, productive sector. The industrialists association, Sociedad de Fomento Fabril (SOFOFA) 
 and the trade union federation, the Central Unitaria de Trabajadores (CU'), are also 

that uv must comply 	involved in the common effort to promote deaner production. 

with the strictest 	The development of instruments like the B-14, which shows the banking system why 

standards ci 	i 	it should finance environmental projects, is part of the programme. The government 
g - 	does its part, as it regulates, monitors and promotes. But, in the end, it will be the 

inai*ets. 	 development of the market itself that will make the process a sustainable one. In a 
few days the government will announce its policy on the subject for the 2001-05 period. 
Private sector representatives participated in its drafting, and will be co-administra-
tors of it. 

The next steps to be taken in this regard include the following: accelerate the offer of soft technology, inform the 
stakeholders about the advantages of clean technology, and increase the number of consultants and auditors who 

specialise in clean technology production. Setting up the incentives, identifying markets, providing information 
about technological alternatives and increasing demand for these services by the SMEs are also critical. 

In the region, Chile ranks fourth in terms of the value of its imports - after Mexico, Brazil and Argentina. Their most 
significant source is NAFFA (26.50/o), followed by Mercosur (20.1%) and the EU (19.1%) - all areas from which Chile 
can source soft and hard technologies for a sustainable environment. 

Our main environmental problems come from manufacturing (polluting the air, water and earth through the gene-
ration of toxic wastes); urban services (untreated sewerage, industrial and hospital waste); agriculture (land and 
water pollution through excessive and misapplied use of pesticides) and cattle farming (water pollution because 
of the mishandling of liquid residuals). 

Globalisation means, among other things, that we must comply with the strictest standards of global markets. The 
quality of our export products as well as the environmental management of our productive processes must be cer- 
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tified; consumer demand for 'green stamps' and organic products must be satisfied. In the end, this enormous chal- 
lenge to create sustainable linkages can only be met by close cooperation between the private and public sectors. 

José Salazar Co-ordinator, Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y TecnologIa 
The idea is to 'green' 	(Concytec), Peru 

the financial sector 

thmugh the eco- 	On 13 December 2001, Concytec will launch a bio-business incubator. Its purpose is 
 to create strategic alliances in that sector that will add value to their products and diver- 

managing of its 	sify economic activity. These alliances are to be forged between environmentalists, 

businesspo 	bankers and scientists who specialise in biodiversity. Entrepreneurs will be trained ?lfoho. 
 i 	i 	

. n the ns and outs of bin-business and bankers in bin-finance. The idea is to 'green' 
Envimnmental 	the financial sector through the eco-managing of its business portfolio. Environmental 

eco-risks and eco- eco-risks and eco-dividends will be key tools in this regard. 

dividends II Organic agriculture, the food industry, eco-tourism, aquaculture and medicinal plants 
are some of the areas it plans to start with in its initial three-year plan. The main blue-

tools in this regard. 	print for it is to support scientists, connect them with private firms and later with bankers. 
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Stakeholder summary session 

Marijke Hallo de Wolf Project Co-ordinator, Fundacián Futuro Latinoarnericano, Ecuador 

Over the past few years we have seen the emergence of a number of forces in civil society that are trying to change 
the way the productive and financial sectors work, by incorporating environmental and social criteria. Some of 
these forces include the following: 

a The Rainforest Action Network, a San Francisco-based NGO that promotes a boycott of Citigroup (the parent 
company of Citibank) for non-sustainable investments that the bank is funding in different parts of the world, 
like a huge oil pipeline in Ecuador. 

E Friends of the Earth, a London-based NGO that bought stock in Balfour Beatty to be able to participate in the 
annual stockholders' meeting and propose a resolution in which the company endorses the principles of the 
World Dam Commission in the building of a dam in Turkey. 

• Friends of the Earth's Brazil chapter is leading a project that runs workshops about finance and the environ-
ment. 

a Fundación Futuro Latinoamericano, an entity which promotes a dialogue about finances and sustainable deve- 
lopment in South America. Its purpose is to create affiances between the banks, NGOs and government. 

What is needed to make progress on the latter? 

a Develop a shared vision about the role that these three players can perform in this matter. 

• Strengthen institutions in each of these sectors so as to increase their capacity to interact with each other and 
move forward on the sustainable development agenda. Suitable public policies, transparency of information, 
appropriate business opportunities, eco-efficiency and an enhanced social and environmental consciousness 
are all critical items on which to make progress. 

a Reinforce regulatory frameworks and appropriate instruments of command and control. 

a Nurture a business culture that is environmentally and socially responsible. 

• Build alliances in such a way that a critical mass is reached within the private sector so that the debate about 
finances, investment and sustainable development can converge as part of a mainstream national debate, and 
not one at the margins of society. 
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e400*0  
What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

Importance of well-developed fiduciary services in emerging 
markets (PeRMan experience) 

Herbert J Telge Entrepreneur, Peru 

Fiduciary or trust services cover a range of products to help corporates, donors and individuals ensure an inde-
pendent entity looks after their interests where they cannot do so themselves or to save money by outsourcing the 
job and transfering the responsibility to the trustee (or someone who holds something in trust for another). 

These services were developed initially in economies with large inflows of capital and as a consequence legal fra-
meworks were also developed and incorporated into local law. As of today these legal frameworks differ from 
each other mainly on tax issues. 

In the emerging markets some countries, like Peru, incorporated in their banking law very useful fiduciary rules 
and regulations in an effort to develop and provide more transparency to their banking system. 

After mentioning this brief background of fiduciary services I would like to focus on how fund administrators can 
use these tools: 

Paying agency: As paying agent, a fiduciary administrator makes local payments as instructed initially by stan-
ding instructions or case by case following a paying agent agreement. 

Escrow agent: This reduces transactional risk exposure between two or more parties (counterparty risk). An 
escrow agent, acting in an independent administrative role, receives, safe-keeps, services and disposes of pro-
perty in accordance with specific terms and conditions established by an underlying escrow agreement. Escrows 
add value to infrastructure projects, privatisations and donations. 

• Collateral agent Manages the maintenance and disposition of collateral securing debt or contingencies. 
Assets are transferred to a trust and used as collateral. Banks consider this structure as a much better guaran-
tee, as is reflected in the lower cost of financing. 

• Administrative agent Acts as communication link and administrator between lenders or donors and borro-
wers or fund administrators/beneficiaries. The administrator follows each of the conditions stipulated in the 
administrative agent agreement and assures money is used for whatever purpose it was designed to be used. 

In Peru, there is a legal framework incorporated in the local banking law in 1997. However, the fiduciary market 
is in an early stage of development and is initially focused on collateral, bond issuance and securitisation of assets 
with top-tier corporates. In my opinion, there is a need for effective communication of benefits and some time to 
generate more demand for this service in Peru and other emerging market countries. lam sure several donor ope-
rations can use a little control over their use of funds and results. 

Herbert J Telge is an Entrepreneur. 
E-mail: htelge@infonegodo.net.pe  
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Microfinance in periods of crisis in Bolivia 

Kurt Koenigsfest Bar-co Solidano S.A., BolMa 

Recent results from the regulated micro-finance institutions (MFIs) in Bolivia reveal on average a trend of solid 
growth that builds on the successes achieved during 2002. The recent growth is a clear indicator of the successftil 
results of the micro-finance industry in our country. 

Without any doubt, the results of the financial institutions that operate in a sector so important for Bolivia in 
periods of political, social and economic crisis, such as currently exist, may be explained to a large degree by the 
behaviour of the micro-entrepreneurs who are the agents that give life to the system. 

Our clients, unlike the distinct or 'traditional' market niches of the financial sector, have shown significant progress 
during 2002. On the one hand the clients have shown good credit behaviour, which has resulted in very low levels 
of overdue loans; on the other hand they have shown adequate levels of improvement and diversification of their 
varied activities, which has had a domino effect on the growth of the loan portfolios of financial institutions spe-
cialising in micro-finance. 

Apparentlywe can assume that micro-businesses are more flexible in times of crisis, an assumption that lends itself 
to much discussion and varied opinions. The numerical evidence, however, allows us to understand this particu-
lar result in the context of the rational behaviour of clients. It is clear that the micro-entrepreneur fights every day 
to survive and earn a living, and that his or her imagination and hard work certainly leave little time to think about 
lowering productivity because of an economic crisis. 

For the clients, the word 'crisis' surely does not even exist, since they have no alternative than to continue their 
struggle or risk leaving the market altogether. The concept of 'crisis' is part of the daily life in which they cope and 
compete, protecting their growth and fighting for that long-awaited moment of development. 

This behaviour, completely rational from the perspective of the market, is a new lesson for those of us who live 
in this country, while there are others who complain and tear at their clothes when confronted with a crisis, crying 
for help and trying to force the creation of special debt allowances or interminable reschedulings that cover their 
inefficiencies and lack of innovation. 

On the other hand, given the performance of this sector, it is important and necessary to review the concept or 
'paradigm' that many infer when they state that micro-finance is a high-risk activity (i.e., it requires stricter regula-
tions, a higher level of loan loss provisions, and coverage ratios that are double internationally accepted levels). 
Apparently, micro-finance is for now an activity that reflects a much lower credit risk than that found in other finan-
cial activities. 
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ITEMS 2000 2001 2002 May 2003 

Total portfolio (USI) thousands) 

Commercial banks 3,852 3,267 2,860 2,559 

MFIs 195 226 249 279 

Past due portfolio/Total portfolio 

Commercial banks 11% 16% 17% 20% 

MFIs 13% 11% 71/o 7% 

Provisions/Past due portfolio 

Commercial banks 42% 54% 64% 65% 

MFTs 66% 84% 941/o 116% 

Source: BolMa Banks and Financial Institutions Superintendency 

Kurt Koenigsfest is Manager General at Banco Solidano S.A 
E-mail: kkoenigsfest@bancosol.com.bo  
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Financing for sustainable development in Latin America and the 
Caribbean 

Reynaldo Bajraj UN ECLAC 

In the 1990s, the Latin American and Caribbean countries focused their efforts on establishing sound macroeco-
nomic policies as a basis for sustained growth. It has now become clear, however, that macroeconomic stability 
alone is not enough. In fact, it is closely interconnected with other dimensions of development that go beyond 
growth, such as the distribution of opportunities, environmental sustainability, the management of global risks and 
governance. 

During the UNEP Fl Latin America and the Caribbean Financial Services and Foreign Direct Investment Conference, 
held in collaboration with ECLAC in Santhgo, Chile, November 2001, we presented trends in several issues relat-
ed to international and local financing for sustainable development, with particular reference to Latin America and 
the Caribbean: the problem of external debt, flows of official development assistance, private international finan-
cial flows, multilateral financial agencies' contributions to the environment, concessional multilateral funds and 
domestic financing. These trends did not improve during the past two years. Even more, the region shows a rise 
in the volume of external debt and a strong decrease in net foreign direct investment flows. 

The debate on financing for development, which has just culminated in the World 

We aspire to continue Summit on Sustainable Development building on the framework given by the Agenda 
21, the Millennium Development Goals and the commitments assumed at the 

moving forward with 	International Conference on Financing for Development, still attests to the necessity 

the adoption of mea of creative thinking in the approaches being taken to meeting the need for more 
resources to finance the environmental dimension of sustainable development. 

sums and policies to TheJohannesburg Summit has also generated high hopes that more financial resources 
increase investment 	and technology will become available and that the private sector will be increasing- 

andfinancing for 	ly involved in that process. This will entail a major effort to seek out new modalities 
for increasing investment and financing and for creating markets that will contribute 

tamable development 	to a fuller implementation of international and national sustainable development prior- 

as well as to foster 	ities. In this sense, several challenges need to be met: to achieve complementarity 
between official development aid (ODA) funding and private investment for tech- 

partnershps betueen 	nological innovation, especially for the transfer of clean technologies; to allocate 

the public and private additional funds (complementary to ODA) to address concerns relating to global public 
goods; to progress on the design and implementation of alternative mechanisms for 

seciots and NGOs. technology and financial transfer, to derive greater benefit from the opportunities offer-
ed by the various debt relief systems in order to support sustainable development 
and environmental protection initiatives, etc. 

This agenda should be based on the mobilisation of resources for dynamic sectors that use clean production methods, 
in which competitiveness is related to the accumulation of capital in the broad sense - human, natural and physi-
cal - and does not result in the degradation of natural capital. Such an agenda is therefore associated with 
technological innovation, training and production and financial management systems that incorporate the dimen-
sion of sustainability. It would also benefit from greater synergy among concessional international multilateral funds, 
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ODA, private financial flows and public-sector environmental investment. 

We aspire to continue moving forward with the adoption of measures and policies to increase investment and finan-
cing for sustainable development as well as to foster partnerships between the public and private sectors and NGOs. 
We recognise, in this context, the importance of strengthening and improving public and private institutions in 
order to meet the operational needs associated with the effort to achieve the Millennium Development Goals and 
pursue the Plan of Implementation formulated in Johannesburg. ECLAC, UNDP and UNEP FL are working in this 
direction. 
Reynaldo Bajraj is Deputy Executive Secretary at UN ECLAC. 
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Day one 
The business case for sustainablilty performance 

Welcoming remarks 

Ramon Pale Department of ErMronrnent and Natural Resources, Republic of the Philippines 

Otto Wiesheu Ministry of Economics, Transport and Technology, State of Bavaria, Germany 

Paul Schafer Harris Seidel Foundation 

Opening address 
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo President of the Philippines 

Keynote speech 
Aman Mehta CEO, Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 

Market trends and best environmental performers in the finance 

sector 
Changjin Sun Chinese Research Center for Ecological and Envronmental Economics 

Elichiro Adachi The Japan Research Institute 

Best in class environmental performance: Best practice cases 

and implementation strategies 
Mohiuddin Babar International Chamber of Commerce, Bangladesh 

Sari Anneli Laaksonen UNEP, Division of Technology, Industry and Economics (DTIE) 

Creating the political reality for sustalnability In Asia-Pacific 

Jose Ma. A. Rufino Philippine Secretary for Political Affairs 

Financing the environmental needs of the Asia-Pacific region 

Letitia Lowe International Finance Corporation 

Corazon claudlo The GREEN Group 

Financing a sustainable IndustrIal infrastructure in Asia-Pacific 

Fritz Balkau UNEP, Division of Technology, Industry and Economics (DTIE) 

Dr. Philippe Bergeron Regional lnstftute for Environmental Technology (RIFT) Singapore 
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Day two 
Foreign direct investment: Creating a sustainabiiity dynamic 

Regulations, reporting and implications for the finance sector 

Yikhanbai Hiyjaba Ministry for Nature and the Environment, Mongolia 

Antonio A. Oposa Jr. A. Oposa & Associates 

Capturing emerging globai sustainabiiity markets 

David Horlock SGS Philippines 

Tess.a Tennant The Association for Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia (ASrIA) 

Thinking globally, acting locally - the finance sector's critical role 

in sustainable development 
Andrew Howard UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 

Aif Hohmann Sustainable Energy of Australia 

Next steps for the finance sector in Asia-Pacific: ISO 14001? 

Credit risk assessment tools? The micro-credit option? 

Innovative collaboration? 

MD. Tazemul Haque Grameen Bank 

Judy Henderson World Commission on Dams 

Ed Lim Absberg Management Corporation 

What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

After the Manila conference: Actions on sustainability in the 

Japanese financial sector 

Elichiro Adachi The Japan Research lnstftute, Sumitomo Mftsui Financial Group 

Governance and disclosure 

Judy Henderson Global Reporting lnftiative 
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Day one 

The business case for sustainability performance 

Welcoming remarks 
Ramon Paje Undersecretary, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Republic of 
the Philippines 

Ramon Paje expressed the Philippine governments support for this initiative, noting that it represents the response 
of the finance sector to the call for cooperation in engendering a sustainable, rational and viable development stra-
tegy. This, he said, reaffIrmed the finance sector's commitment to the Rio Earth Summit goals and signals a shift 
within various sectors of society. 

Paje noted how much the business landscape had changed in the past two decades. 
Then, he said, the private sector, civil society and government had clearly differen- By mObilzsiflg the 	
tiated roles. Today, these are being reshaped due to rapid and radical changes 

ma,*et, the commu- 	affecting society, including globalisation, free trade, global governance systems, 

nily, and business 	global corporate accountability and adequate provision for global public goals. He 
also noted changes in the sets of values and beliefs, especially those that cover demo-

andfinancial esta- 	cracy, human rights, environmental values, and ethics, held by the different sectors 

blichmenLc around the of society. 

agenda ofsustainal,le Quoting De Simone and Popoff in the book Eco-efficiency: the Business Link to 
Sustainable Development, Paje pointed out that sustainable development necessitates, 

development, it would ".. .bringing together economic, environmental and social imperatives. The econo-

be po5sible to addrm mic imperative is to manage our resources efficiently while contributing to the 
prosperity of all by adding value. The environmental imperative is not to exceed what 

some of the more 	the earth, the ocean and the atmosphere are capable of absorbing, and providing 

important social and 	remedy to already damaged systems. The social imperative is to put humanity at the 
center of our concern, with its values of equal opportunity, social justice and free-

environmental issues 	dom." 

that confront the 	Achieving this would require the commitment of the business sector. Paje stressed 

uvrU __ 	 that, in particular, the financial services sector has an important stake in promoting 
sustainable development, which requires bringing together these economic, envi-
ronmental and social imperatives. 

Financial institutions have risen up to the challenge, he said, noting that a number of Philippine banks - notably 
the Land Bank of the Philippines and the Development Bank of the Philippines - have helped the Philippine govern-
ment in its environmental programmes. This, he believes, indicates that these banks have realised that sound economic 
practice and concern for the environment go hand-in-hand. 

In closing, he urged the financial sector to aim for sustainability in its social responsibility undertakings, given that 
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today's society demands projects that have social and environmental value alongside economic value. By mobili-
sing the market, the community, and business and financial establishments around the agenda of sustainable 
development, it would be possible to address some of the more important social and environmental issues that 
confront the world today. 

If sustainability is in the forefront of the financial sector's agenda, it would follow that their accountability would not 
be limited to their shareholders, but would now expand to cover a larger range of stakeholders. To adequately build 
these companies' social capital, financial institutions should be able to work harmoniously together with their host com-
munities and other stakeholders in building mutual understanding and trust. 

Otto Wiesheu Minister of Economics, Transport and Technology, State of Bavana, Gemiany 

The Free State of Bavaria has, for decades, cultivated good economic and political relations with the countries of 
the Asia-Pacific region. As one of the economically-strongest and most dynamic parts of Europe, Bavaria is a strong 
partner for the countries of Asia: with a gross domestic product of DEM690 billion, the economic strength of Bavaria 
outperforms the economic efficiency of nine of the 15 states of the European Union. 

Among the states of Germany, Bavaria has the highest investment rate, the lowest public 

There has been a 	expenditure rate, the lowest per capita debt, the highest economic growth rate and 
the lowest rate of unemployment. In 2000, Bavaria's exports reached over DEM175 

mat*ed increase in 	billion, thus emphasising the international competitiveness of Bavarian companies 

the amounts invested 	and Bavarian products. 

by Bavarian compa- 	Bavarian firms supplied goods to a value of more than DEM21 billion to the coun- 
tries of Asia in that year - an increase of 33% over the previous year. In the other 

flies in Asian direction, the Asian countries exported goods worth over DEM32 billion to Bavaria, 

countw OLT the past 42% more than the year before. There has been a marked increase in the amounts 
invested by Bavarian companies in Asian countries over the past few years. All this 

few yea7s. All this 	serves to demonstrate the dynamism and strength of economic relations between 

serves to demonstrate 	Bavaria and the Asia-PacifIc. 

the dynamism and 	The Bavarian State Government supports these relations with numerous missions 
accompanied by high-ranking representatives of Bavarian industry. Bavarian corn-

strength of economic 	panies use these visits, to great success, to develop contacts with companies in Asia. 

relations between 	Our co-operation in the development field focuses on the training of technical and 

Bavaria and the Asia- managerial staff from the developing countries in the fields of business (management), 
i technology and transport. Bavaria has displayed ts commitment to the Association 

Pacific. 	 of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) region by staging energy seminars (Thailand), 
a seminar to promote technology development (Vietnam) and a seminar for air traf- 
fic and airport experts (the Philippines). In addition, Bavaria also supports an 

educational programme aimed at encouraging economic reforms and regional economic integration within ASEAN: 
the Bavarian ASEAN Technology Leadership Initiative, implemented by the Hanns Seidel Foundation. 



The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) makes a major contribution towards extending and deepe-
ning good economic relations with Asia-Pacific. 

I should be delighted if UNEP could help to further intensify the good economic and political relations with the 
countries of Asia and the Pacific by organising other such events and I wish you continued success in the future. 

Paul Schafer Hanns Seidel Foundation 

The Hanns Seidel Foundation is pleased to be a part of this important and auspicious The role of the 	Asia-Pacific financial services conference. This is certainly a momentous event, being 
financial community, the largest regional assemblage of the financial services sector, represented by the 

cream-of-the-crop in the banking and insurance industry, as well as investors from eaally in 	around the globe. It is, therefore, with pride and honour that we welcome and thank 
developing countries, 	every one of you for your participatioWe would also like to acknowledge the pio- 

in meeting common 	neering efforts of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in enjoining 
the partnership of another critical segment of society, the financial services sector, 

environmental 	towards the goal of preserving and renewing Mother Earth. We would also like to 

challenges is cnscial commend the generous support of the Philippine Department of Environment and 
, Natural Resources, Environment Australia and the Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking 

considering the huge 	Corporation, in cooperation with the Management Association of the Philippines, 

costs iiuxlved and the Financial Executives Institute of the Philippines, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas and the 
Asia-Pacific Roundtable on Cleaner Production. 

underlying cultural  The Financial Institutions Initiative is a critical component of the 'sustainable deve- 
and social 	lopment programme' under the Global Agenda 21 laid down during the Earth Summit 

dimensions. 	of world leaders in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. With increasing population pressure on 
the natural resource base and changes in technology, as well as the corresponding 
resource management implications, the realisation of sustainable development is 
now, more than ever, a global imperative. 

The commitment of the biggest investors and major corporations in protecting the 
environment has far-reaching consequences not only for the long-term viability of business, but, more importantly 
for the quality of life of future generations. We recognise that, to have a healthy and prosperous world, economic 
growth strategies - as well as investment and financing decisions - must be pursued through environmentally sound 
policies, practices and instmments. 

Environmental risk assessment and management has gone beyond the purview of government, non-government 
organisations and civil society alone but towards the greater consciousness of public-private partnerships and soli-
darity among all nations of the world. There is a heightened demand to reduce, if not eliminate, the negative impact 
of persistent environmental degradation to mankind. 

The various initiatives taken by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the financial services sector 
to institute formal mechanisms in line with its commitment to the environment, as well as the emergence of new 
institutional arrangements, need our full support. 

The challenges and opportunities presented during previous meetings need to be revisited for sustainability aria- 
lysis. In particular, project loans and investments and their approval processes must be made more transparent, 
for the sake of accountability. Research and development, information exchange and training must be strengthe- 
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ned and nurtured, especially in the developing world, to enhance the sustainability performance of the different 
finance initiatives for the protection of the environment. 

The role of the financial community, especially in developing countries, in meeting common environmental chal-
lenges is crucial, considering the huge costs involved and the underlying cultural and social dimensions.Joint efforts 
must therefore be pursued aggressively, through local, regional and international approaches. 

The Hanns Seidel Foundation, in line with its mission "to promote peace, democracy and development", is com-
mitted to supporting a 'balanced development' approach in all its education and development work worldwide. 
In other words, the requirements for a modern world should always consider the impacts to the environment, encom-
passing both ecological and economic resources. 

Through our regional office in Singapore and our office in Jakarta, the Foundation works closely with UNEP in the 
areas of environmental protection and management and environment education within the ASEAN region. This 
conference is the first involvement of the Foundation in the environmental field in the Philippines. Our contribu-
tion for this conference is mainly provided by the Bavarian Ministry for Economic Affairs, Transport and Technology. 

The process towards achieving sustainable development has been elevated to a higher level, and we are confi-
dent that through our concerted efforts, the solution is within reach. 
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Opening address 

Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo President of the Philippines 
as delivered by Heherson Alvarez, Environment and Naturai Resources Secretary, 
Republic of the Philippines 

The Philippines will actively encourage its financial institutions to be its partners in working towards sustainable 
development within the country and the region, said Environment and Natural Resources Secretaiy, Heherson Alvarez, 
speaking on behalf of Philippine President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo. He reaffirmed the new Philippine govern-
ment's commitment to preserve the environment, proof of which is the convening of the National Council for 
Sustainable Development. 

In the run-up to the 2002 Earth Summit, President Arroyo acknowledged the need to strike a balance between eco-
nornic development and ecological integrity. At the same time, she called on the financial sector, which she 
commended for signing the UNEP Financial Institutions Initiative Statement, to play a major role in the event, and 
to "wholeheartedly" explore creative and innovative financing for sustainable development. 

Partnerships, said the President, will be key to achieving sustainable development. 
Alliances between government and the private sector, or between businesses and com-

Alliances between 	munities, can pave the way towards the success of sustainable development initiatives. 

government and the 	Such initiatives, however, should always take poverty alleviation into consideration. 

private sector, or bet- 	Sustainable development, she said, should ensure access for all to shelter, nutrition, 
 

health, sanitation and energy. With their financial power, she said, financial mstitu- 
ween businesses and 	tions should assume a pivotal role in the important task of poverty alleviation. 

communities, can 	President Arroyo also pointed out that economic development brings with it atten- 

pave the way towards dant problems such as urban congestion, pollution and additional demands on the 
country's natural resources. It is thus the business sector's role, she said, to ensure 

the success ofsustai- 	that economic development does not lead to environmental destruction, which would 

nable deveknnent 	in turn lead to economic uncertainty. 

initiatives. With the advent of globalisation, she underscored the need to integrate and rationa-
lise forces in the new economy. Safeguards, she stressed, are necessary to ensure that 
the demands of the new economy are met without jeopardizing the environment and 
dislocating people. 

The President said that her government will create a political and regulatory framework conducive to sustainable 
development. In return, she asked financial institutions to balance their commercial interests with long-term sus-
tainable projects and building environmental capital. These, she said, will eliminate poverty and bring sustainable 
development directly to the people. 

Quoting De Simone and Popoff in the book Eco-efficiency: the Business Link to Sustainable Development, 
President Moyo said, "Sustainable development requires the bringing together of economic, environmental and 
social imperatives ... the social imperative is to put humanity at the centre of our concern, with its value of equal 
opportunity, social justice and freedom.' 
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In underscoring the Philippines' commitment to sustainable development, Arroyo added that her first legislation 
upon assuming the presidency in January, the Republic Act 9003, or the Solid Waste Management Act, was a mea-
sure that would safeguard the environment. 

In closing, she asked Philippine financial institutions to match her government's efforts by designing innovative 
financing solutions for sustainability. In this manner, they would be able to meet the challenges and opportunities 
of sustainable development head-on. 
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Keynote speech 
21st century sustainable development in Asia-Pacific: Challenges and opportunfties for 

financial institutions 

Aman Mehta CEO, Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 

It is a pleasure to be here today to have the opportunity to talk about the challenges and opportunities facing finan-
cial institutions in terms of sustainable development, and to discuss how such considerations may change the way 
we do business. 

That said, let me begin by offering you a brief reminder of how much our business has already changed in areas 
other than the environment. 

Yesteithy, our business was simple. We concentrated on collecting deposits and making loans. We competed against 
other banks and our relationships with customers were based on loyalty and longevity. Today, we must deliver a 
portfolio of products while competing against non-traditional players targeting profitable sectors of our business. 
Relationships with customers are increasingly based on price, quality and speed. 

Yesterday, we did business during set hours. Today, we must supply customers with access to financial services 
24 hours a day, seven days a week, by phone, online and sometimes even still in person. We must also be able to 
understand and meet the needs of customers on the other side of the world who have different business practices, 
cultures, rules and levels of knowledge. 

Yesterday, investors relied heavily on the printed reports they received in the mail. Today, technology allows infor-
mation - whether it is fact or fiction - to be disseminated instantly around the globe. The same technology enables 
investors to react to such information with the flick of a key, jumping into and out of markets. 

if this isn't enough to keep us busy, we also face shrinking profit margins, volatile stock markets and global eco-
nomic uncertainty. Here in Asia, there is the added impetus to continue the restructuring process that was sparked 
by the region's financial crisis. 

Given this rather full agenda, some might say this is hardly the time to be focusing on environmental issues. However, 
in the same way that we should not let short-term turmoil sidetrack necessary reforms, we should not let econo-
mic uncertainty deter our efforts to incorporate environmentally-sound business practices and promote sustainable 
development 

Challenges 

As you are aware, the environment offers its own set of unique challenges to financial institutions. 

First, there is the simple fact that sustainable development means different things to different people. To some, it 
means preserving rainforests and cleaning up beaches or upgrading industrial efficiency and controlling emissions. 
To others, such as many of the demonstrators who regularly gather outside global gatherings in Davos and else-
where, sustainable development is a concept which is in direct conflict with increased globalisation and free trade. 

As a World Trade Organisation report a few years ago noted: "Sweeping generalisations are common from both 
the trade and the environmental community arguing that trade is either good for the environment full stop. Or bad 
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for the environment full stop. The real-world linkages are presumably a little bit of both or a shade of grey." 

A second environmental challenge facing financial institutions is rapid change. In the past, success was often mea-
sured solely in terms of economic development. Today, the environment has been added to the assessment 
criteria. Throughout the world, governments, industries and individual organisations are faced with new rules, new 
regulations and new sets of values. In short, the goal posts are moving, perhaps perpetually. 

Another challenge for financial institutions is living up to past commitments as well as future expectations. HSBC, 
for example, views the environment as an integral part of our business. We were one of the original signatories of 
the UNEP Statement by Financial Institutions. Internally, we have adopted good environmental practices in res-
pect of our buildings - both existing and those under construction - as well as the equipment we use and the resources 
we consume. 

On the community side, we support a range of environmental organisations and initiatives around the world, from 
the World Wildlife Fund in Hong Kong to the Royal Geographic Society in the United Kingdom. We have been 
involved in various biodiversity projects including saving tigers in Thailand, protecting coral reefs in Malaysia and 
preserving marine life here in the Philippines. 

On the business side, we expect that the companies we lend money to will comply with the relevant legal and 
regulatory requirements where they are doing business. We have guidelines about companies to whom we will 
lend and with whom we will invest. However, we do not have a simple blanket rule as each case is judged on its 
own merits. 

For example, a client or potential dient of the bank may want to build a factory and in doing so, will have an impact 
on the environment. However, it may be the only source of jobs and income for local people. Balancing these 
diverse needs is not easy. Consequently, we work with our customers to take account of all the ethical and envi-
ronmental issues involved in any proposal, including evaluating credit, legal and reputation risks. 

But rather than lapsing into a verbal commercial, let me get back to the list of challenges. 

The fourth and final challenge I want to mention is increasing pressure from special interest groups. As people 
become more and more environmentally conscious, we can expect to see increased interest in the environmen-
tal impacts of business practices and business decisions. And given that some groups have a predilection for 
confrontation, we can also expect to see increased activism. 

The so-called 'spank the bank' campaign under way in the United States is a case in point. The overall objective 
of this campaign is to, and I quote: "attack the roots of the corporate-led globalisation that is devastating commu-
nities and the environment". As one of the direct action groups involved in the campaign notes on their web site, 
this means taking on "the global financial system that fuels destructive activities". 

In other words, potential targets include any financial institution. Mine. Yours. Any organisation which lends money 
or finances development. And any organisation which doesn't share the various action groups' definition, or 
should I say definitions, of 'responsible financing'. 

Synchronously, organisations like HSBC must serve the interests of two key special interest groups: our sharehol-
ders and our customers. In both cases our ultimate task is wealth creation. 

Our shareholders expect and deserve a reasonable return on their money and, to be successful, we must generate 
shareholder value, by continually growing our business. Likewise, a bank can only be successful if its customers 
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are successful. In simplistic terms, our role is to help capital flow efficiently from those who have it and want a 
return on it to those who need to borrow it to improve their own lives. 

Therezca 	There is ample evidence that wealth creation benefits the environment. As per-capita nzpleevi- income increases, so does life expectancy. As people become richer, they want to 
dence that wealth 	live in a better environment. And as economies grow, they acquire the financial abi- 

creation benefits the 	lity to pay for cleaner technologies. 

enthvnment. As - Given inherent differences of opinion, the perpetual movement of goal posts, the need /r to meet rising expectations, and conflicting pressures from special interest groups, it 
capita income 	is obvious that financial institutions cannot afford to become complacent. We must 

increases, so does l[e 	not be despondent either. We are actually in a unique position to benefit from efforts 
to clean up the environment. And the opportunities are significant. 

expectancy. As people 

become richei they 	Opportunities 
 

want to live in a better The first oppoitunity sustainable development offers financial institutions is increa-
sed economic activity in the communities and countries we do business in. In the past, 

environment. And as 	people profited at the expense of the environment. In the future, there is an oppor 

economies grow, they 	

- 
tunity to profit even more by cleaning up the environment. 

acquire the financial 	Here in Asia, we face a number of environmental problems, including water and air 
pollution, land development concerns, and waste disposal questions. We face the chal-

ability topayfor clea- lenge of finding ways to efficiently clean up the result of years of careless use of the 

ner technologies. environment. And we face the challenge of finding ways to reduce our net environ-
mental impact going forward. Fortunately, rapidly developing technology offers some 
remarkable solutions in this respect. 

Simply put, this is a region that in the future - the very near future - will need to spend significant sums on the 
environment. The World Bank estimates that South-East Asia alone will need to invest some 1% of GDP, with an 
annual cost of 1-1.5% of GDP by 2020 to reverse adverse environmental trends and improve the favourable ones. 

The second opportunity for financial institutions is e-commerce. Now before anyone gets the wrong idea, let me 
clarify that I am talking about another kind of c-commerce: namely environmental commerce. The involvement 
of financial institutions in environmental commerce is inevitable. Consider the trading of emission permits for example. 
Such market mechanisms are becoming an increasingly accepted way of minimising extra costs to industry and 
maximising the incentive towards innovation. 

Most of us would agree that using market-based solutions allows all parties to adjust with far less pain than if the 
approach was simply one of command-and-control. Most of us would also agree that financial institutions can and 
will play an important role in further developing such commodity markets and in brokering deals between the 
buyers and sellers. 

Another area where financial institutions can play a key role is by offering 'green' investment products. As the topic 
of environmentally- and socially-screened investments will be discussed in more detail later this morning, let me 
just say I believe the growth potential of such products is considerable. 

Suffice to say, there will also be financing needs for everything from developing new technologies to retrofitting 
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existing plants to building the necessary infrastructure to serve the region's growing population. Whether these 
funds come from banks directly or from the capital markets or elsewhere, financial institutions will again be invol-
ved. And finally, there are opportunities for financial institutions to benefit from backing the companies that offer 
products or services that have greater environmental benefits or impose smaller environmental costs than those 
of competitors. 

The third and last opportunity I want to highlight today could also be described as an obligation. It is the oppor-
tunity to become active players rather than just passive observers in helping to identify sustainable solutions. 

We already have the skills. The concept of looking after one's assets to ensure a return in the future is hardly a 
revolutionary practice in the banking sector. And, like any business, we must constantly address questions of how 
to get more for less. And how to combine resources to maximise output and minimise costs, whether it be by saving, 
or reducing, or reusing materials. 

In fact, just by looking for ways to increase efficiencies, we can set standards for best practices, sometimes inad-
vertently. 

Let me give you an example. In the late 1970s, HSBC began working with architects 
to design a new headquarters for our bank in Hong Kong. We wanted what was at 
the time a state-of-the-art and energy-efficient building. Consequently, the building 
was designed with a computerised energy management system as well as innovative 

If we; as business lea-  features such as an external sun scoop, an elaborate series of mirrors that track and 
reflect sunlight into the public plaza beneath the building. dei, fail to recognise 

that our 	 During the design process, engineers also made a discovery that would have signifi- 
cant ramifications for other new buildings in Hong Kong. Wind tunnel testing of our 

ties ctend bey)nd 	building model revealed that buildings in Hong Kong were being constructed more 

gains, pure shon-tenn 	solidly than necessary. As a result, the Hong Kong government was able to change 
the related regulations and in the process they ensured significant amounts of resources 

then we will have 	would not be wasted in constructing new buildings in the future. 

failed. 	 Before moving on, I should pause and expand on my earlier comment that we have 
an obligation to become active players in identifying sustainable solutions. There is 
an inherent and growing responsibility on the shoulders of financial institutions and 
other businesses, and therefore the leaders of these organisations, to demonstrate that 
we can practice capitalism with a conscience. 

The record of business to date is far from an unqualified success. As some commentators have noted, companies 
often behave like young people going on their first major holiday - "when they get abroad they suddenly stall 
doing all sorts of things they wouldn't do at home". 

If we, as business leaders, fail to recognise that our responsibilities extend beyond pure short-term gains, then we 
will have failed. Failed in our long-term duty to our shareholders and failed in our duty to be stewards of the envi-
ronment for future generations. 



What's next? 

Given this obligation, and the various environmental challenges and opportunities facing financial institutions, what's 
next? 

Prescribing the specific path we should take is not easy nor is it necessarily wise. Consequently, let me offer some 
general observations about the choices we must make. We know that the current trend of corporations and, in 
particular, multinationals, being subject to increased scrutiny for their actions will only intensify. We know that to 
survive and prosper we, like all businesses, must continue to recognise and respond to change. 

We also know we have some tough questions facing us. Questions such as: 

u How do we balance the demands of being commercial enterprises with the broader obligations and expecta 
tions that we must also be environmental watchdogs? 

• Is it enough that we comply with local laws and regulations or should we be actively tiying to surpass and raise 
these thresholds? 

a What are the best methods to identify, quantify and monitor the environmental risks and reduce our liabilities 
as direct lenders? 

• How much of a role can or should large financial institutions play in supplying micro-finance? 

• What can we do to counter the distorting of facts and the direct confrontation tactics of radicals who were embol-
dened by their success in Seattle? 

a And how to do we turn our commitments into actions? 

When one considers these and other questions, it is dear that the answers are neither easy nor quick. That said, 
individually and collectively, we have a choice to make. 

We can ignore our obligation and do nothing except perhaps engaging in some occasional 'greenwashing', to borrow 
a phrase from the anti-globalisation vernacular. And we can console ourselves with the mantra that this is 'hardly 
the time' to tackle environmental issues. Alternatively, we can work with each other in sharing best practices and 
we can work with customers, shareholders, governments, regulators, and NGOs in identifying solutions. 

if we choose the latter path, we must be candid. We must admit that we are not perfect, that we don't always make 
the right decisions and that we don't have all the answers. I believe we must also go forward with a certain amount 
of pragmatism. Balancing the need for development in Asia with the need for protecting the region's environment 
will be difficult. Rapidly matching Western ideals of being environmentally correct will be impossible. Finally and 
most importantly, we must not let the inevitable differences of opinion deter our quest to build on the past and do 
more in the future. 



Market trends and best environmental performers in the finance 
sector 
The markets move: The future of environmentally- and socially-screened investment, 

project finance, joint ventures, stock market investments and the implications for business 

in the Asia- Pacffic region 

Chanyjin Sun Chinese Research Center for Ecological and Environmental Economics 

Eiiohiro Adachi The Japan Research Institute 

If environmental projects in Japan and China are to be the gauge of the Asia-Pacific region's ability to absorb sodally-
screened projects, then the future of such projects throughout the region is indeed rosy. Changjin Sun, of the Chinese 
Research Center for Ecological and Environmental Economics, spoke of good investment opportunities in green 
areas, specifically in certified wood products and wastewater treatment. 

Sun estimated that the Chinese environment sector would require more than USD85 billion in investments from 
2001-2005. As such, he proposed the creation of a Green Investment Fund (GIF), designed to be an investment 
vehide targeting environment-friendly businesses in selected sectors in China, to help create markets for environmental 
goods and services, facilitate the growth of private environmental enteiprises, leverage private sector investments 
and complement public investments in conservation. 

The GIF would be structured to provide three types of finance, namely: 

• grants for non-profit activIties such as market creation project identIfication, business 

advisory and fund management; 

• concessional finance for commercial activities that generate below-market rates of return; 

• normal commerdal finance that can generate market rates of return, with capital to come 

from private equity investors interested in environmental businesses. 

Sun noted that Chinese furniture exports in 2000 were valued at USD3.6 billion as 
large 'do-it-yourself buyers switched to certified wood products, which small Chinese 

Japanese firms have 	suppliers cannot produce. He thus sees equity investment opportunities in the areas 

reahsed that environ- of pilot forest management certification and in building supply chains to tap into over- 
seas certified wood products markets. He projected that an equity fund of USD2-5 

mentally-committed million would earn a 15-20% annual rate of return on investment (ROl), and would 

companies turn out to leverage private capital of USD20-50 million for forest conservation in China. 

be more profitable in Another application Sun cited would be in municipal wastewater treatment; given that 
 

the majority of Chinese rivers are now polluted. Investments seeking a 1012% annual 
the end. 	 ROl are being sought for such projects. An investment fund of USD30-50 million, he 

said, would have wide applications in medium- and small-sized municipal wastewater 
treatment operations. 

For his part, the Japan Research Institute's Eiichiro Adachi noted the growing environmental consciousness of the 
Japanese market. While they generated little attention in 1995,  environment projects are now attracting more inter- 
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est, proof of which are the nine environmental investments funds, with over a USD1 billion in market capitalisa-
tion and which are continuing to draw investor interest He added that more companies are becoming environmentally 
conscious. Last year, over 5,000 finns achieved ISO 14001 certification, while hundreds came up with their own 
environment reports, environmental accounting and environment performance indicators. 

Apparently, said Adachi, Japanese firms have realised that environmentally-committed companies turn out to be 
more profitable in the end. The audience, in particular Basic Petroleum's Ramon Mayuga and Willy Nava of the 
Asia-Pacific Roundtable noted that the argument may be reversed, but Tessa Tenant, of the Association for 
Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia, argued that this is an age-old debate. 

n any case, Adachi said that companies that qualify for the UBS Japan Eco Fund outperform their industry coun-
terparts. The UBS Japan Eco Fund has continually surpassed the performance of the market index since its launch. 
At the same time, the return on equity of companies in 26 sectors exceeded that of industrial sector, bolstering his 
claim that in Japan, high environmental performance means good economic performance. 
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Best in class environmental performance: Best practice cases 
and implementation strategies 

MoNuddin Babar lntemaonal Chamber of Commerce (Bangladesh) 

Sari Anneli Laaksonen UNEP, DMsion of Technology, Industry and Economics (DTIE) 

Poverty and environmental degradation are closely linked. This is most apparent in Bangladesh, where popula-
tion and industrial growth, and natural disasters have exerted pressure on the environment; it is one country where 
survival has overtaken any long-term commitment by the people to protect the environment. The case of Bangladesh 
demonstrates the need for synergy between economic growth and environmental management. 

Ban ladesh' 	- 	There are around 2,600 non-governmental organisations (NGOs) working through- 
g 	 out the country to alleviate poverty, including three banks (Grameen Bank, BRAC and 

rience underlines the 	Proshika) whose principal business is in providing micro-credit facilities for skill 

of mIcro- zm/tance 	development and employment generation. 

finance: too many 	Bangladesh's experience underlines the importance of micro-finance: too many envi- 
ronmental protection programmes in small countries are overly ambitious and soon 

environmentalpmiec- lose steam. 

tion programmes in 	In Bangladesh, it has been shown that being small can actually work, as in the case 

small countries are 	of how providing solar power to a street vendor helped him to extend his selling hours 
beyond nightfall and thereby increase his earnings. There has been significant pro- 

overly ambitious and 	gress in poverty alleviation, but a need still exists to make development sensitive to 

soon lose steam. 	environmental protection while responding to Bangladesh's broad set of problems. 
However, it shows the effectiveness of small-scale initiatives in environmental pro-
tection and responding to poverty alleviation. 

The key role of banks in creating sustainable programmes that answer the need of environmental protection without 
sacrificing economic growth is not restricted to micro-financing. Environmental due diligence (EDD) processes 
can introduce into the system a way to weed out companies or projects which may not be environmentally sound. 

In Sari Laaksonen's survey of 45 commercial banks in the Philippines, the study found that only three banks apply 
a process of environmental clearances, other than securing a pre-release environmental compliance certificate (ECC), 
with only two of these banks (the Land Bank of the Philippines and the Development Bank of the Philippines) 
actually implementing EDD. 

An EDD is a procedure that protects the profitability of banks by identifying potential sources of future environ-
mental credit risks and liabilities at an early stage. Laaksonen identified a number of barriers to EDD: conceptual 
barriers, induding a lack of understanding of both the severity of risks connected to environmental protection as 
well as to the nature of EDD (as against ECCs, which are insufficient for credit risk assessment) and the percep-
tion that EDD is a source of additional cost, bureaucracy and delay; and economic barriers, including the apparent 
lack of proof of the benefits of EDD and inadequate measures of the costs related to EDD implementation. There 
is also the 'free rider' dilemma, where implementation of EDD as an assessment tool may result in the loss of clients 
to banks that do not have such requirements. 
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For EDD to penetrate the banking system, there is a need for senior management to commit to its implementation 
in the entire organisation. Internally, banks can look at EDD as insurance and an enhanced environmental credit 
risk management tool. Externally, banks can look to the lessons of the Asian crisis and the future prospects of gb-
balisation, where EDD can make the transition to becoming a globally competitive institution less painful. 

For EDD to become easier for Philippine banks, it was suggested that a network of financial institutions and faci-
litating organisations be formed to make the EDD process more appropriate for local conditions, to co-ordinate 
with appropriate local government bodies, and to learn from best practice and lessons learned from banks applying 
EDD, both in the Philippines and abroad. 

Concerns were raised about whether the effort to conduct EDD was justifiable, since legal enforcement of envi-
ronmental rules is often not at the top of most countries' agendas. However, it was pointed out that non-compliance 
with environmental rules may impact the profitability of both banks and their client companies (e.g., a contami-
nated site will be difficult to sell, and could be less productive in the long term). 

Tony Aragon, of accounting fim Laya Managhaya & Co., raised the issue of justifying the rate of return on project 
micro-credit financing. It was stressed that there are hidden costs involved in failing to pay attention to environ-
ment-sensitive concerns, and that though these may not be immediately apparent and quantifiable, they will eventually 
impact on both the company's reputation and its profitability. 



Creating the political reality for sustainabilfty in Asia-Pacffic 
Jose Ma. A. Rufino Philippine Secretary for PoIcal Affairs 

Philippine Secretary for Political Affairs Jose Ma. A Rufino welcomed the Asia-Pacific Financial Services Conference, 
saying that it comes at an opportune time —when a new Philippine government has just begun making basic changes 
to improve the lives of the more than 76 million Filipinos. 

Referring toJanuary 2001's political revolution that deposed former PresidentJoseph Ejercito Estrada and put President 
Macapagal-Am)yo in power, Secretary Rufino pointed out that the political upheaval was a necessary step for the 
people to put in place a new government that could provide 'new politics' which could be the foundation of new 
political governance in the country. 

He reported that the Philippines is currently undergoing a healthy political exercise as the country faces a natio-
nal election which would demonstrate the country's political maturity. After the 14 May elections, he believes things 
will stabiise and work will continue steadily up to the end of the Arroyo Administration's term in 2004. 

Secretary Rufino said that the administration's priority is to sustain economic recovery this year and beyond. And 
the attainment of such a target, he said, hinges on macro-economic policies and structural reforms that contribute 
to sustained and equitable growth. Integrating ecological concerns into governance is a primary factor for sustai-
nable development. 

The Secretary expressed his appreciation of organisations and financial institutions taking the initiative to come 
into Asia and pushing for sustainable and responsible investments. Forty years ago, he said, the finance sector was 
more interested in funding companies who would chop down Philippine forests, the wood from which would 
then be shipped abroad, only to be sold back to the country at higher prices. 

Today, nature has began billing those irresponsible finns, said the Secretary, and seve-
ral provinces and cities now suffer floods never before seen, and the country has had 

finance sector is inva- to grieve for several tragedies that have claimed hundreds of lives. 

luable in the 	What government usually does, he noticed, was to come out with slogans and buzz- 

advancement of envi- words but, when political will weakened, would fail to follow through with concrete 
programmes. Citing the recently enacted Clean Air Act as an example, Secretary 

ronmentally good 	Rufino raised the question of how the campaign could proceed in areas such as imple- 

gotrnance, and the 	mentation, monitoring, and enforcing controls, without the necessary funding for the 
required projects. 

Philippines would 	 i Government cannot do t alone, he said. The pnvate sector and cwil society must 
need all the resources 	become involved. The assistance of the finance sector is invaluable in the advance- 

it can get to cairy out ment of environmentally good governance, and the Philippines would need all the 
i resources it can get to carry out ts vision. Key to this cooperation is the development 

its vision, 	 of programmes that are sustainable throughout any political administration. 

He reported that the government has initiated several programmes aimed at meeting this goal. However, many 
things remain to be done, especially in education and training to promote non-wood-based industries, research 
and development, and the improvement of the country's transport system. 
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Financing the environmental needs of the Asia-Pacific region 
Environmental risk communication, assessment and management considerations in 

project financing 

Letitia Lowe International Finance Corporation 

Corazon Claudio The GREEN Group 

Risk to the environment means risk to a project, which in turn, means risk for the financier. There is a trend towards 
increasing green consciousness among stakeholders, fueled by new media and communications technology. 

Both Letitia Lowe and Corazon Claudio noted how financiers now have to contend with real issues that can reduce 
fnms' profitability, including civil and criminal liabilities, delays in obtaining permits, clean-up costs, consumer boy-
cotts, worker unrest and community protests. Financiers are affected with legal risks, credit risks, and equity 
position risks. 

This market-driven trend towards the greening of industry has been triggered by what Lowe called "the death of 
distance" brought about by new media. Savvy green consumers now have more leverage and can mobilise pro-
test actions using mechanisms available to them. 

This new communication makes the concept of the stakeholder' broader— in number 
as well as in the kinds of concerns they raise. This only adds to the complexities of 

.financiemnow 	managing issues around environmental risks, which often involve multiple and 
 

conflicting objectives, the interdisciplinary nature of the problem, often adversarial 
hate to contend with 	processes, and media-driven mistrust and concerns about hidden agendas. Though 

real issues that can risk may be relative, the trend of increasing global pressure increases the requirement 
. 	 . 	 . 

for meaningful qualitative tools and information databases for environmental nsk 
reduce firms' 	management (ERM). 

profitability, 	Convincing clients of the need for ERM is the key, says Lowe. While it is admittedly 

includin civil and 	not an easy sell, Lowe suggested using strategic arguments to convince clients. These 
g 	 might include using their position as project financiers to bring concerns forward as, 

criminal liabilities, 	showing the importance of the long-term and of staying ahead of regulations. Lowe 

delays in obtaining 	believes financiers can assess and manage these risks cost-effectively. 

mits, clean-up per 	 Costs can also be minimised via cleaner production. Poor housekeeping can trans . 	
i late into substantial costs but, to the extent that waste s minimised, considerable money 

costs, consumer 	can be saved. This can be done through recycling and reuse, material substitution 

boycotts, zwrker and process modification. 

unrest and Claudio cited UNEP studies that showed important issues in environmental risk corn- 
i 	

. 
muncation and management (ERCAM) include the question of liability and the fact 

community protests. that there is often little monitoring done after funding has been approved. 
Environmental risk management processes should indude risk assessment and risk 
communication. She particularly stressed that attention to communication as a pur -
poseful exchange of information that must be based on how people think, feel and 
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understand environmental risk and it must bring concerned parties together on a common ground. Firms would 
do better to stop being secretive and communicate with stakeholders. Claudio added that the most significant roles 
for communication are in information, behaviour change, disaster warnings, joint problem solving and conflict reso-
lution. In the Philippines, she noted that communication practices in all these areas have improved but there remains 
much to be done. 

Claudio also pointed out important limitations in environmental risk assessment, such as the limited understan-
ding of physical processes, difficulties in estimating effects, risk characterisation, inadequate information and lack 
of expertise. She recommended that environmental protection involve an integrated ERCAM, with well-defined 
goals, objectives, policies, laws, guidelines and decision criteria. 
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Financing a sustainable industrial infrastructure in Asia-Pacific 
Fritz Balkau UNEP, Don of Technology, Industry and Economics (DTIE) 

Dr. Philippe Bergeron Regional Institute for Envronmentai Technology (RIET) Singapore 

Putting in place a sustainable infrastrocture to support environmental programmes remains a challenge. Key to 
this task is a strategy involving the participation of financial institutions. One strategy in which they, specifically 
banks, will play a key role is building interest in cleaner production investments. Such investment hinges on a pre-
ventive approach applied throughout the life cycle of a process, designed to reduce unproductive costs associated 
with remedial action. This is in contrast with one of the most common approaches, implementing end-of-pipe solu-
tions (e.g., waste treatment facilities). Such approaches are an expense, rather than an investment. 

Attracting the interest of banks in cleaner production investments is extremely diffl- 
Attracting the interest 	cult because most such investments, being a combination of best practice and actual 

of tanls in cieaner 	investments, are too small for banks to consider. Ideally, these investments should 
interest banks and companies since they offer long-term cost reductions, the oppor-

pmduciion invest- 	tunity to upgrade businesses, risk reduction (which translates ultimately to increased 

ments is extremely profitability), and improved efficiency and competitiveness. 

dfflcult because most In response to this, UNEP has developed various cleaner production initiatives over 
the past year and a half, including providing training programmes to help promote 

such investments, 	understanding of the field. Activities have focused on information dissemination, the 

iieing a combination 	study of investment practices of both banks and companies, and the education of key 
sectors on the merits of cleaner production. 

of best practice and 
Industrial environment intermediaries (lETs), whether on a global, regional, national 

actual investments, 	or local level, are also key to reaching decisive audiences such as banks. These non- 

are too smallfor 	profit, government or non-government organisation (NGO) entities facilitate the 
interaction between various interest groups and environmental stakeholders. Certain 

banks to consider. 	institutions have the capacity to become lEIs, though they may not be aware of their 
capacity and ability to function as such. To banks, these organisations have great value, 

since they can provide the former with information and intelligence on key areas such as policy and regulation, 
techniques, technologies, as well as databases and interaction with industrialists and professionals in the field. 

This is in addition to the opportunities they present to help banks serve a wider circle of eco-smart customers and 
increase colporate value through environmental strategies. In fact, this relationship seems to be less than optimal 
since banks were, in a 1998 survey by RIET, shown to be the least significant of the forces driving lETs. In the end, 
the biggest factor is poor understanding and appreciation of the importance of environmental issues in business: 
issues such as environmental risk and the benefits of good environmental practice remain undervalued. 

It was suggested that lETs can reach out by 'mainstreaming' - making the environment everybody's business - as 
well as making companies and financial institutions more sustainable via documenting and disseminating eco-effi-
ciency benchmarking data, lowering project transaction costs and strengthening the capacity of banks to handle 
such situations. It was suggested that mainstreaming could be better achieved through good design than techno-
logy. 
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Particular interest was paid to project bundling, which was seen as a possible solution for small- and medium-sized 
enterprises to enable them to reach out to the banks. It was suggested that if these companies were to bundle pro-
jects, that through the help of lETs, financial companies would be given the incentives to finance projects that would 
otherwise be small, "insignificant" projects. 

Raising interest among banks was of particular interest to the audience. Marco Carlos, of the Republic of the Philippines 
Board of Investments, asked the presenters if it were possible to stress the incentives behind cleaner production, 
which could be the case if, as Bergeron pointed out, the hidden costs of environmental degradation were shown 
to them. Seeking opportunities in these areas, rather than stressing compliance, was pointed out as a more effec-
the approach. 

Costs remain a concern, as was pointed out by Lindley Edwards of Australia's VentureBank, who said that, in most 
cases, companies would prefer not to be in the wrong and end up doing nothing. It was suggested that the conso-
lidation of the environmental industry is needed to provide strength in numbers, and that rather than come up 
with a financial model for banks, additional intermediary organisations for banks are needed. It was agreed that 
most environmental projects are perceived as dead-end, thus raising the importance of the argument for process 
efficiency in companies, which will deliver the desired environmental results. 

Owen Marshall, of the Association for Responsible Investment in Asia, pointed out that it was worth looking into 
the preventive aspects of environmental projects early on in the process, and packaging cleaner production as a 
competitive strategy for companies. Erwin Navarro of SGS Philippines said that, even in the country's industrial 
parks, there is very low compliance with air-sampling initiatives. It was suggested that there is a need for consul-
tants expert in the area, and for a mechanism that would involve the participation of the private sector. 
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Day two 

Foreign direct investment: Creating a sustalnability dynamic 

Regulations, reporting and implications for the finance sector 
Environmental regulation, enforcement and reporting: Responses in Asia-Pacific 

Yikhanbal Hiyjaba Ministry for Nature and the Environment, Mongolia 

Antonio A.. Oposa Jr. A. Oposa & Associates 

The role of government in providing sustainable environment protection extends beyond legislation and the 
enforcement of regulations. As demonstrated in Mongolia, government, via legislation, can find sources of funds 
to sustain environmental protection. 

There are several means by which government can enforce environmental protection laws. These stem from prin-
ciples of pay-per-use (which can provide funds while at the same time serving as a deterrent for abuse), prevention 
(which can serve as a basis for policy and legislation), and public paiticipation. 

Mongolia's experience in stemming environmental degradation is unique in that it har-
Mongolia's experience nessed the utilisation of natural resources to protect the environment. Mongolia, being 

in stemming environ- a small economy and one that is at the early stages of embracing the market economy, 
is largely dependent on its natural resources. Around 75% of its GDP comes from natu- 

mental degradation is nil resource-based sectors (e.g., mining, agriculture, etc.). It was noted that, as economic 

unique in that it har- activity increased, so has the strain on the country's natural resources. Making matters 
worse was the fact that a small country has other social expenses, such as on basic ser-

nessed the utilisation 	vices, and that it is very difficult for it to allocate money for environment protection. 

of natural resources to In 1995,  Mongolia introduced legislation to take advantage of the use of natural 

tect 	 resources as payment income. Using income earned from taxes and royalties on land 
use, mining resources, water use, forest stumpage, hunting, and vegetation use, the 

ment. 	 Mongolian government was able to realise funds and use them to compensate for the 
use of natural resources. 

A key feature of the law is that it was able to channel the funds earned into environmental protection by giving 
back palt of the money to local governments. Since the law was enacted, the funds allotted to environmental pro-
tection have increased threefold. 

While Mongolia's introduction of this piece of legislation was by no means easy, it is an example of how coun-
tries, big or small, can find guaranteed sources of funds to make environmental protection sustainable. 

Bopeep Paloma from the Philippines's House of Representatives observed that sourcing funds for environment 
protection in the Philippines is very difficult, and will surely encounter strong opposition. Hiyjaba noted that in 
Mongoliats  case, enacting the Natural Resources Use law was a co-operative effoit between the Ministries of 
Finance and Environment. Related to this were concerns about whether environmental laws should be in line with 
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trade practices. It was reasoned that for economic considerations, laws should take trade practices into conside-
ration. Australia's Louisa Hicks observed that, in her country, there has been a shift in compliance tools toward 
others which do include trade practices. 

It was also observed - as a result of a query by Fatima Reyes of the Philippines Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants - that financiers of projects are rarely, if ever, fined for environmentally disastrous projects. 



Capturing emerging global sustainability markets 

David Horlock SGS Philippines 

Tessa Tenriant The Association for Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia (ASrIA) 

In the Asia-Pacific region, there is a high level of awareness about sustainabiity issues and the wide scope of pos-
sible markets, yet there are still few socially responsible investment (Sill) products taking advantage of these 
opportunities. But, as the performance of SRI funds continues to be strong —with the quality of research that under-
pins it continuing to improve, and with more legislation supporting its growth - the opportunities for investment 
will be impossible to ignore. 

Tessa Tennant explained that 'Sustainability Markets' are comprised of society's essen- 
tial needs and the industries that meet these needs. These needs are precisely what 

Civil society is the sustainability agenda is all about, and are precisely the markets where dollars are 

increasingly requiring needed and dollars are made - in healthy food water, clean air, biodiversity, mobi- 
lity, clean energy, healthcare, the built environment, learning, leisure and 

global l7rands and 	communications. Tennant enumerated several means which support the growth of 

co!poralzans to 
sustainability markets: innovation and technology, institutional legislative reform, 

i accountability, financial nvestment (such as insurance, carbon trading, project and 
influence and 	venture finance), micro-finance, green mortgages, equity investment, and public par- 

manage the environ- ticipation. 

ment asJcts of their Although there are no figures available, Tennant estimated these industries must 
 have value in billions of dollars. Atypical investors are becoming attracted to sustai- 

supply chains and 	nability markets: those in caring professions such as doctors and nurses, family-makers 

hold them account 	who are concerned for the future of their children retirees, women, frst-time inves- 
- 	 . tors, and long-term investors such as pension funds. She also included institutional 

able for compliance, investors who work for the 'common good', such as municipal or state pension funds, 
churches, universities, health tmsts, charities and non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs). 

Key SRI investment strategies include: investing in 'industries of the future' or those concerned with fulfilling socie-
ty's 'needs'; and investing in 'best-in-class' companies, she noted. Fund managers cannot only select stocks, but 
they also have the opportunity to challenge companies to do better and improve their practices. Tennant also sees 
constmctive dialogue gaining ground, with the tabling of more shareholder resolutions, for example. 

Rene Benitez, an investment banker from the Philippines, asked whether multilateral organisations are serious about 
SRI and would be willing to provide guarantee funds. Tennant replied that it would be dangerous to think that 
multilateral organisations should be the ones to provide such funds, saying there is a need for the private sector 
to change its mindset and think in new ways. 

Reporting from another perspective, David Horlock noted that industries are experiencing numerous paradigm 
shifts related to quality issues, environmental and ecological issues, health and safety issues, and social and ethi-
cal values. Civil society is increasingly requiring global brands and corporations to influence and manage the 
environment aspects of their supply chains and hold them accountable for compliance. 
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Businesses are being forced to be accountable by regulatory bodies, media scrutiny and brand protection. 
Companies managing their global suppiy chain liabilities become more attractive investments for the financial sector. 
The financial sector can have more faith in those companies that are certified. Horlock contended that as part of 
a fund manager's due diligence process, a company's quality certification should be a minimum requirement. 
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Thinking globally, acting locaily - the finance sector's critical role 
in sustainable development 
How the finance sector can contribute to climate change solutions in Asia-Pacific 

Andrew Howard UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 

All Hohmann SustanabIe Energy of Australia 

Climate change has affected, and will continue to affect, people's lives and the way business is done. It is thus 
imperative for the financial sector, along with business and industry, to apply their expertise and capacity to sus-
tain projects that answer climate change concerns. 

Andrew Howard, of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, said that climate change and 
its repercussions necessitate a change in the world's long-term patterns of production and consumption, including 
an emphasis on the use of renewable energy, transport measures, waste management and agricultural practices. 
As a step in this direction he cited the Kyoto Protocol, which aims to reduce developed nations' emissions, and 
which the European Union has vowed to ratify even without ratification by the United States. 

Broadly-based funds may also be useful as a means to manage risk, and share exper- 
tise and information. By way of an example, Howard cited the Romanian Energy 
Efficiency Fund (FREE), created to support the development and implementation of 

r the USsejection of community-based energy-efficient investments while at the same time reducing the 
i high risk and high transaction costs of ndividual investments. A similar fund for 

Kyoto, while unfortu- 	"almost viable" projects, he said, could be used to generate 'cathon credits' under the 

nate has at lt 	Joint Implementation (JI) or Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) provisions of the 
Kyoto Protocol. 

heped generate inter- 	 . 
There are other avenues that financial institutions can explore beyond these, he said. 

est in climate change 	They can help develop the institutional infrastructure for these types of projects, for 
example in project identification, design, implementation and monitoring. They can ConCerns. 
also provide technical assistance and financing to adaptation projects; encourage the 
incorporation of climate change costs and values into company accounts; undertake 
or broker emissions trading transactions; and provide insurance against adverse cli-
mate change impacts or the failure of JI or CDM projects. 

AIf Hohmann, of Sustainable Energy of Australia, noted that the US's rejection of Kyoto, while unfortunate, has at 
least helped generate interest in climate change concerns. Beyond taking an active interest in climate change, how-
ever, the financial sector should take the lead in advancing such projects. Howard said there are many ways by 
which financial institutions can do this. They could, for instance, contribute to companies that deal with emission 
reduction technologies or those adapting new emission-cutting measures. 

At the same time, financial institutions could help the private sector overcome barriers to pursuing such projects 
by assisting these firms in various ways, such as project identification; supporting feasibility studies; helping in pro-
ject design; strengthening information sharing; financing demonstration projects; and the bundling of small projects 
together to reduce transaction costs. 
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Of course, the most direct response is for them to directly finance projects that help reduce emissions, both at home 
and abroad, he continued. At all times, they should be ready to respond to the changing needs of those imple-
menting these projects. 

Recognising the relative novelty of such projects, Howard pointed out the need to create a new set of lending cri-
teria. At the same time, he added that the financial sector should come up with newer and more flexible products 
and services that would answer the needs of those who have decided to pursue emission reductions. 

For his palt, Hohinann discussed Australia's financial initiatives and experience in reducing energy use. Energy-
efficient projects, he said, have helped Australia realise considerable savings over the years. He encouraged 
governments of developing countries to look into renewables as well, saying that with adequate business and govern-
ment support, "this is the best way to go". Members of the audience, mainly those from developing countries, 
expressed great interest in renewables and asked questions on the commercial viability of such projects. 
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Next steps for the finance sector in Asia-Pacific: ISO 14001? 
Credit risk assessment tools? The micro-credit option? 
Innovative collaboration? 

MD Tazemul Haque Grameen Bank 

Judy Henderson World Commission on Dams 

Ed Lim Absberg Management Corporation 

Taking lessons from the past and the present will point the financial sector in the Asia-Pacific region towards a 
new framework for decision-making and new ways of thinking. At the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, for instance, 
development is defined as "poor people development" and "freedom from poverty". Its success demonstrates how 
micro-credit can be a powerful weapon in fighting poverty. MD Tazemul Haque said the bank provides credit and 
financial services exclusively to the rural poor in Bangladesh - requiring no collateral in order to break the vicious 
cycle that hounds them, creating employment, and raising income to empower the poor. 

The bank's main goal is poverty alleviation. With 2.37 million members and 1,160 
branches covering almost the whole country, it is the largest financial institution in 

Taking lessonsfrom 	the country operating a diversified portfolio and owned by the poor themselves. Nenita 

the past and the pre 	Veran, of the Land Bank of the Philippines, commented that Land Bank is also enga- 
- 

ged in micro-finance, through the People's Credit and Finance Corporation. Many other 
sent will point the 	countries are looking deeper at the Grameen approach, for whom Grameen provides 

financial sector in the technical assistance. 

Judy Henderson, on the other hand, recommended involving stakeholders from the 
beginning as an investment strategy. The work carried out by the World Commission 

towards a new 	on Darns showed how dams delivered considerable benefits but, in many cases, the 

frameuxrkfor 	costs to the environment and the economy were unacceptable, unnecessary, avoi- 
dable, and inequitable. A considerable number of dam projects fail to meet their targets, 

decision-making and have suffered from economic and financial under-performance, incur heavy tolls on 

new ways of thinking. affected communities, fail to comply with relevant standards, impose costs dispro-
portionately on indigenous people, who often receive none of the dam's benefits. 
Henderson emphasised the need to monitor such projects, and noted the frequent 
lack of systematic evaluation. 

it is a challenge to financial investors to use incentives to encourage companies to go beyond compliance, she 
said, presenting guidelines for best practice, induding compliance plans, a critical part of which is outside verifi-
cation or monitoring. The Commission recommended a framework for decision-making based on recognising rights 
and assessing risks by all interested parties, to determine who has a legitimate place in negotiating outcomes, indu-
ding involuntary risk-takers. This will reduce costs, save time, avoid conflicts and provide greater certainty, she 
said. Putting costs up front in the process provides more security that projects will get done and be profitable. 

Ed Urn, for his pait, hypothesised an innovative collaboration for a sustainable housing project in the Philippines - 
envisioning integrated collaboration between a "developer with a heart", builders, financiers, government, NGOs, 
utilities operators and banks. His idea is to create an environmentally sound and profitable loop of affordable hou- 
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sing, employing the creative arnortisation of loans, skills training and turning villages into viable economic units to 
increase household income, while in turn helping people pay to maintain their homes. 

Sheriza Nuesa, of the Manila Water Company, commented on the need for the proper valuation of resources and more 
incentives for companies to undertake structural improvements. With water rates that are too low, for instance, com- 
panies cannot afford to undertake system upgrades and the poor are left underserved and pay more for potable water. 
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What's changed? WSSD and beyond 

After the Manila conference: Actions on sustainabilfty in the 
Japanese financial sector 
Eiichiro Adachi Sumftomo Mftsui Financial Group 

The Manila conference was the first event in the UNEP F1's global series. At the same time, it was also my fIrst oppor - 
tunity to set out the status of socially responsible investment (SRI) in Japan to participants in such an international 
context. I was veiy impressed by many other presentations on sustainable finance activities in Asia and other regions. 

Although socially responsible investment Rinds were launched in Japan in 1999, the Japanese financial sector was 
not particularly aware of its role in promoting sustainability. No Japanese bank had signed the UNEP F! statement 
at that time. Just after coming back from Manila, I contributed an aitide to a major Japanese newspaper, Asahi 
Shimbun, calling for participation by Japan's financial sector in UNEP Fl activities. 

Fortunately, the Ministry of the Environment responded promptly and decided to conduct a comprehensive survey 
of sustainable finance activities injapan. InJune 2001, the Development Bank ofJapan (DBJ) became the flrstJapanese 
bank to sign the UNEP F1 statement, and the association of regional banks in Japan published the first report on 
sustainable finance. 

In September 2001, the study fomm of financial institutions for sustainability was established, initiated by the Japan 
Research Institute and DBJ, and comprising eight organisations. On 16 October2001, a workshop on environmental 
considerations by financial institutions coincided with the visit to Japan of Jacqueline Aloisi de Larderel, UNEP's 
assistant executive director. The workshop allowed participants from variousJapanese finance and insurance com-
paniesto discuss, and share information about, recent developments in sustainable finance. 

In 2002, a major debate took place regarding Japan's Soil Contamination Countermeasures Law. This law decrees 
three things: 

. Land owners are required to investigate soil contamination at business establishments that handled hazardous 
substances in the past, or if any concerns arise about damage to health. 

• If land is found to have soil contamination above specific levels, the prefectural governor is to designate that 
land as contaminated, provide public notice, register the designation in the land registry and publicly disclose 
the registration. 

• The land owner or party who caused the contamination can be required to decontaminate the soil in the design-
ated area if there are concerns about endangering human health. Because this law can affect the value of land 
held as collateral, this new legislation spurred the Japanese finance sector to take greater interest in its role in 
sustainable finance. 

Many Japanese financial institutions have since introduced environmental management systems into their opera-
tions. In 2002, 15 institutions had acquired ISO 14001 certification. (The number had risen to 43 at the end ofJuly 
2003.) 
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Although the total volume of assets of SRI mutual funds in Japan has fallen because 
of the stock market slump in recent years, Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co. received 

the Japanese 	its first SRI mandates from corporate direct benefit pensions in Japan in July 2003. 

finance sector has 	Also in July 2003, a summit-level meeting between the Minister for the Environment 

been taking steps 	and CEOs of Japanese financial institutions was held. Representatives from four 
Japanese financial trade associations, the Japanese Bankers Association, the Life 

toward sustainabilily Insurance Association of Japan, the General Insurance Association of Japan and the 

over the two and half Japan Securities Dealers Association, paiticipated in the meeting and agreed to conti- 
nue the dialogue between the government and the financial sector on a regular basis. 

years since the Manila Regardless of its huge bad-debt problem and the stock market slump, the Japanese 
conference. finance sector has been taking steps toward sustainability over the two and half years 

since the Manila conference. I look forward to more developments in the near future, 
and more cooperation between UNEP Fl and the Japanese finance sector. 

Elichiro Adachi is a Senior Researcher, The Japan Research Institute, Sumitomo Mitsui Financial 
Group. 
E-mail: adachi@ird.jri.co.jp  



Governance and disclosure 

Judy Henderson GIobaJ Reporting Inftiathie 

Governance and disclosure issues have emerged as the two critical factors in the performance of companies and 
the overall market. Failure in both these areas had led to an unprecedented crisis in public confidence in the cor-
porate sector. 

When WorldCom and Enron catapulted corporate governance to the front pages, there was some expectation among 
those of us involved in sustainability issues that the impact of the non-financial activities of corporations would 
also now come under the spotlight. However, this link has not automatically been made. 

The focus of corporate governance has remained nanow, on financial accountability and the ethics surrounding 
executive remuneration. Crucially important as these factors are, they are not the whole story with respect to the 
trust relationship between society and the private sector. The license to operate which business needs from society 
depends upon a number of factors, not all of which are related to financial performance. Good corporate gover-
nance should therefore also involve the implementation of processes to meet broader expectations of society - 
namely that business will behave transparently in an economically, environmentally and socially responsible 
manner towards all its stakeholders. 

The intersection between the interests of shareholders and those of other stakeholders revolves around the concept 
of long-term value creation, as opposed to the short-term share price maximisation which has so dominated the 
markets over the past few years. Sustainability reporting is about measuring value creation in tracking the social, 
human and environmental capital of an entity. 

Twenty years ago the relationship between good corporate governance and shareholder wealth creation was not 
clear - now that connection is well recognised. The link between non-financial reporting and shareholder value 
will undoubtedly follow the same path over the next decade, with sustainabiity reporting becoming as routine as 
financial reporting. 

Judy Henderson is the Chair of the Global Reporting lntiative. 
E-mail: henderson@globaireporting.org  
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iding Remarks: The race has begun 

The global financial sector has recognised this challenge will not go away. 

While strategic actions have been taken by industry leaders, the majority of finns remain uncertain about how best 
to integrate environmental social and governance factors into their business model. In October 2003, UNEP Fl con-
vened its latest Global Roundtable in Tokyo, Japan. The event, attended by more than 500 international participants, 
was hosted by the Development Bank of Japan and a task force of six Japanese financial service institutions. 

In dosing the Tokyo Roundtable, UNEP Fl Chair Michael HOlz of Deutsche Bank stressed the fact that the discus-
sions - exploring the issues of governance, accountability, transparency and reporting - highlighted the finance 
sector's deepening understanding in recent years of the challenges and opportunities it faces as it strives to integ-
rate a sustainability approach. Mr H61Z stressed that the key now for the broader financial services sector - rather 
than just the global leaders - is to move from talk and exploration to action. 

The UNEP FT Chair dosed the 2003 roundtable by stressing six points: 

• Financial services sector companies must embed sustainable development thinking in their overall governance 
approach; 

• Board members and senior level decision makers in more banks, insurance and asset management companies 
need to become engaged on sustainability issues; 

• The finance sector must report - in a rigorous and appropriate manner - on the social and/or environmental 
impacts of its activities; 

I Investors and their financial advisors need to recognise the links between sustainability and the security of their 
portfolios; sustainabilty in this sense is an essential part of risk management; 

a The financial sector needs to develop effective financing options for companies, from start-up to blue chip, 
that contribute to environmental protection, social security and sustainable development; 

I The finance sector has new responsibilities to encourage client disclosure on the full range of sustainability 
issues associated with their operations, products and services. 

Both the UNEP Fl Tokyo Roundtable and V2V are contributing to a process to map these issues for the financial 
services sector. At the same time, V2V highlights how far the financial services sector has come in recent years. It 
showcases new tools, initiatives, and activities the sector is engaged in and indicates the areas where the sector 
will face new challenges and greater complexity. 

The 1990s and the early years of the new Millennium saw a dramatic upheaval in the world of financial services 
set against a globalising world economy. The Finance and Insurance sector report presented by UNEP Fl to WSSD 
in August 2002 captured the nature of these changes: 

"The scale, pace and depth of events affecting the finance and insurance sector since 1992 have been staggering. 
The decade witnessed the globalisation of financial markets, the emergence of giant 'one-stop-shop' bank-assu-
rance institutions and system-rattling crises in Asia-Pacific and Russia... The global IT revolution gave us online 
banking, e-banks, and provided access to the type of instant market and colporate information that turned small 
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time investors into 'day traders'. The 'most rewarding bull market in history ended as hubris turned to nemesis for 
many dotcom investors." 

It is against this backdrop of change that the financial services sector must adopt and adapt to the demands of 
consumers and markets where sustainability considerations will come increasingly to the fore. 

Echoed repeatedly throughout this fIrst edition of the V2V report have been a number of core themes for the finan-
cial services sector as it addresses the "People, Planet, Prosperity" agenda of sustainable development. The themes 
include: 

• Transparency - There is a growing need for the finance sector to build greater accountability, transparency, 
and disclosure across its mainstream activities; 

• Sharing best practice - Institutions and organisations need to identify and implement effective mechanisms to 
disseminate sustainability lessons learnt and best practice approaches to financial institutions in developing 
countries and transition economies, and better outreach is required to close the gap between global leaders 
and the rest of the financial services sector in terms of environmental and sustainability management and prac-
tice; 

• Innovation and partnership - Exploring and trialling innovative approaches to public-private financing models, 
for example with bodies such as the Global Environment Facility (GEF), and deepening partnerships with Civil 
Society / NGOs can become an asset for financial institutions and create tangible sustainability benefits for the 
broader community. 

Taking stock of this agenda along with the conclusions of the WSSD and Tokyo 2003, those interested in finance 
and sustainability may well ask "What's coming next?" For many of those who contributed to V2V the answer is 
that good governance and transparency - foundations of sustainable development - are no longer an externality. 
They are increasingly embedded at the heart of the global economy. 

Witness recent developments in North America and Europe, where the sustainability agenda is merging with that 
of corporate and capital market governance reform efforts. 

At the same time, institutional investors, notably pension funds, are paying increasing attention to governance and 
transparency as important factors for long-term protection of their investments. 

Meanwhile these transformations in the corporate world and the financial sector specifically are driving - and being 
driven by - a raft of initiatives in the global marketplace: 

• The expansion of the Equator Principles for project financing; 

• The launch of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) social and environmental indicator guidelines for the 
finance sector; 

• Stock exchange and capital market disclosure requirements associated with sustainability issues such as carbon 
disclosure activities; 

• Increasing efforts by mainstream fInancial analysts and rating agencies to understand and integrate qualitative 
- including environmental and social - risks into their research and recommendations. 

For some institutions these issues are not new. UNEP Fl hopes that V2V will provide a window on the history of 
sustainability commitment and action by these leaders. 
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For institutions that are only just beginning to tackle these issues, V2V should provide both a catalogue of lessons 
learned and act as a critical resource for developing the case for sustainabiity in the financial sector. 

The challenges are great, but the rewards - for people, planet, and prosperity, are even greater. 
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Appendix I 

UNEF Statement by Financial Institutions on the Environment & 
Sustainable Development 

(As Revised - May1997) 

We members of the financial services industry recognize that sustainable development depends upon a positive 
interaction between economic and social development, and environmental protection, to balance the interests of 
this and future generations. We further recognize that sustainable development is the collective responsibility of 
government, business, and individuals. We are committed to working cooperatively with these sectors within the 
framework of market mechanisms toward common environmental goals. 

Commitment to Sustainable Devdopment 

1.1 We regard sustainable development as a fundamental aspect of sound business management. 

1.2 We believe that sustainable development can best be achieved by allowing markets to work within an appro-
priate framework of cost-efficient regulations and economic instruments. Governments in all countries have 
a leadership role in establishing and enforcing long-term common environmental priorities and values. 

1.3 We regard the financial services sector as an important contributor towards sustainable development, in 
association with other economic sectors. 

1.4 We recognize that sustainable development is a corporate commitment and an integral part of our pursuit 
of good corporate citizenship. 

Environmental Management and Financial Institutions 

2.1 We support the precautionary approach to environmental management, which strives to anticipate and pre-
vent potential environmental degradation. 

2.2 We are committed to complying with local, national, and international environmental regulations applicable 
to our operations and business services. We will work towards integrating environmental considerations 
into our operations, asset management, and other business decisions, in all markets. 

2.3 We recognize that identifying and quantifying environmental risks should be part of the normal process of 
risk assessment and management, both in domestic and international operations. With regard to our cus-
tomers, we regard compliance with applicable environmental regulations and the use of sound environmental 
practices as important factors in demonstrating effective corporate management. 

2.4 We will endeavor to pursue the best practice in environmental management, including energy efficiency, 
recycling and waste reduction. We will seek to form business relations with partners, suppliers, and sub-
contractors who follow similarly high environmental standards. 
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2.5 We intend to update our practices periodically to incorporate relevant developments in environmental manage-
ment. We encourage the industry to undertake research in these and related areas. 

2.6 We recognize the need to conduct internal environmental reviews on a periodic basis, and to measure our 
activities against our environmental goals. 

2.7 We encourage the financial services sector to develop products and services which will promote environ-
mental protection. 

3. Public Awareness and Communication 

3.1 We recommend that financial institutions develop and publish a statement of their environmental policy 
and periodically report on the steps they have taken to promote integration of environmental considera-
tions into their operations. 

3.2 We will share information with customers, as appropriate, so that they may strengthen their own capacity 
to reduce environmental risk and promote sustainable development. 

3.3 We will foster openness and dialogue relating to environmental matters with relevant audiences, including 
shareholders, employees, customers, governments, and the public. 

3.4 We ask the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to assist the industry to further the principles 
and goals of this Statement by providing, within its capacity, relevant information relating to sustainable 
development 

3.5 We will encourage other financial institutions to support this Statement We are committed to share with 
them our experiences and knowledge in order to extend best practices. 

3.6 We will work with UNEP periodically to review the success in implementing this Statement and will revise 
it as appropriate. 

We, the undersigned, endorse the principles set forth in the above statement and will endeavor to ensure 
that our policies and business actions promote the consideration of the environment and sustainable 
development. 
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UNEP Statement of Environmental Commftment by the 
Insurance Industry 

iT 

The insurance industry recognizes that economic development needs to be compatible with human welfare and 
a healthy environment. To ignore this is to risk increasing social, environmental and financial costs. Our Industry 
plays an important role in managing and reducing environmental risk, in conjunction with governments, indivi-
duals and organizations. We are committed to work together to address key issues such as pollution reduction, 
the efficient use of resources, and climate change. We endeavour to identify realistic, sustainable solutions. 

General Principles of Sustainable Development 

1.1 We regard sustainable development, defined as development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, as a fundamental aspect of sound 
business management. 

1.2 We believe that sustainable development is best achieved by allowing markets to work within an appro-
priate framework of cost efficient regulations and economic instruments. Government has a leadership role 
in establishing and enforcing long term priorities and values. 

1.3 We regard a strong, proactive insurance industry as an important contributor to sustainable development, 
through its interaction with other economic sectors and consumers. 

1.4 We believe that the existing skills and techniques of our industry in understanding uncertainty, identifying 
and quantifying risk, and responding to risk, are core strengths in managing environmental problems. 

1.5 	We recognize the precautionary principle, in that it is not possible to quantify some concerns sufficiently, 
nor indeed to reconcile all impacts in purely financial terms. Research is needed to reduce uncertainty but 
cannot eliminate it entirely. 

Envimnmental Management 

2.1 	We will reinforce the attention given to environmental risks in our core activities. These activities include 
risk management, loss prevention, product design, claims handling and asset management. 

2.2 We are committed to manage internal operations and physical assets under our control in a manner that 
reflects environmental considerations. 

2.3 We will periodically review our management practices, to integrate relevant developments of environmental 
management in our planning, marketing, employee communications and training as well as our other core 
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activities. 

2.4 We encourage research in these and related issues. Responses to environmental issues can vaiy in effecti-
veness and cost. We encourage research that identifies creative and effective solutions. 

2.5 We support insurance products and services that promote sound environmental practice through measures 
such as loss prevention and contract terms and conditions. While satisfying requirements for security and 
profitability, we will seek to include environmental considerations in our asset management. 

2.6 We will conduct regular internal environmental reviews, and will seek to create measurable environmen-
tal goals and standards. 

2.7 We shall comply with all applicable local, national and international environmental regulations. Beyond 
compliance, we will strive to develop and adopt best practices in environmental management. We will sup-
port our clients, partners and suppliers to do likewise. 

3. Public Awareness and Communications 

3.1 Bearing in mind commercial confidence, we are committed to share relevant information with our stake-
holders, induding clients, inteimediaries, shareholders, employees and regulators. By doing so we will improve 
societys response to environmental challenges. 

3.2 Through dialogue with public authorities and other bodies we aim to contribute to the creation of a more 
effective framework for sustainable development. 

3.3 We will work with the United Nations Environment Programme to further the principles and goals of this 
Statement, and look for UNEP's active support. 

3.4 We will encourage other insurance institutions to support this Statement. We are committed to share with 
them our experiences and knowledge in order to extend best practices. 

3.5 We will actively communicate our environmental activities to the public, review the success of this Statement 
periodically, and we expect all signatories to make real progress. 
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AppendIx 3 

Recommendations from the UNEP Finance Inftiatives (Fl) 
Rio Roundtable, 14-15, March, 2002 

Presented to the *World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD), Johannesburg, South Africa 

The following statement has been prepared and approved by those financial institutions, which are supporters of 
the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiatives (UNEP Fl). For full details on UNEP H see 
www.unepfi.net . 

Promoting a sustalnability dynamic in the financial system 

Action by UNEP Finance Initiatives: 

The UNEP Finance Inithtives (H) will seek to promote further amongst its members: 

Linking of the core competencies of the financial sector to the sustainable development agenda. 

Increased use of sustainability criteria when investing and lending, thus promoting companies that are conduc-
ting or seeking to conduct their business in conformity with sustainability criteria. The use of such sustainability 
criteria should be included in investments in listed bonds and equities, and in lending for unlisted compa-
nies. 

Annual reporting of members' progress in implementation of environmental management systems and cor 
porate social responsibility activities. 

For those members with international retail operations, increased access of underserved people (poor) and 
countries (out of capital flows) to financial services as a supplementary means to fulfill unmet social and eco-
nomic development needs in developing countries. Promising examples could include microfmance products 
and appropriate information technologies, which support uptake of financial seivices by the poor. 

Raise awareness of key players in the financial markets, including analysts and financial rating agencies, 
towards financial risks related to non-sustainable behaviour in order to encourage them to integrate sus-
tainability criteria in their evaluation process. 

UNEP Fl Recommendations to WSSD 

UNEP F1 recommends that the UN World Summit for Sustainable Development adopts the following recommen-
dations, so that banks, insurers and funds managers can better implement our shared goals for sustainable 
development: 

Capital markets in developed economies need to be stimulated to invest more in small and medium-sized 
businesses in developing economies. This requires the following points: 

a. more technical assistance for small and medium-sized businesses in developing economies, 
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sovereign risk reduction instruments for investors, 

the creation of public and private funds and mechanisms that will facilitate private equity and listed equity 
investments in developing countries. 

Promote a sound investment climate to support the confIdence of investors. A sound investment climate 
indudes a broad variety of aspects such as protection of property rights, contract enforcement, control of 
corruption, stability-oriented macroeconomic policies, sound financial regulation and supervision, and 
financial transparency. Furthermore, it should also incorporate environmental and social regulations to ensure 
that investments contribute to sustainable long-term growth. In developed and emerging economies, review 
and reform the tax, tariff and fInance regulatory structures that have impeded environmentally and socially 
sound investment. 

	

3. 	Promote internalization of true environmental costs, including greenhouse gas emissions and climate 
change risks, into accounting principles and practices, thereby recognizing these risks as potential business 
liabilities. 

	

4. 	Promote the creation of insurance and other financial products in developing countries, which are struc- 
tured to cover natural and man-made risks and thereby to introduce mechanisms and behaviors for risk 
avoidance, control, and reduction. Such products and mechanisms should provide additional support to 
public sector regulatory and planning approaches fashioned to mitigate the impacts of natural and man-
made disasters. 

	

5. 	Promote transparency and responsibility in: 

Official Development Assistance (ODA), particularly as regards job creation, income creation, and 
improvement in living, working and environmental conditions and 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), particularly as regards reinvestment of profits in the local economies, 
job creation, income creation, and improvement of living, working and environmental conditions in the 
local economies which will make both ODA and FDI more legitimate and effective. Explore mecha-
nisms to create innovative and integrated ODA-FDI financing mechanisms that leverage greater 
sustainability benefits. The strengthening of NGOs, media, local government and overall institutional 
capacity will enhance the transparency around and benefits stemming from FDI and ODA'. 

	

6. 	Use debt relief mechanisms that are environmentally and socially beneficial, and improve the investment 
climate thereby reducing vulnerabilities and creating new opportunities. 

Significant elements of this statement were drawn from two earlier UNEP Fl documents generated at the 
2002 UNEP Fl Global Roundtable in Rio dejaneiro, Brazil (March 14-15). These documents were first out-
lined publically during a UNEP H Panel event at the UN Financing for Development Conference (UNFfD), 
Monterrey, Mexico, on 18 March 2002. The final statement results from a rigorous UNEP Fl member com-
panies' consultation process implemented during the period April - end July 2002. 
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Abbreviations 

AAU 	Assigned Amount Unit 

AICC 	African Institute of Corporate Citizenship 

AJCPA 	American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

ANZ 	Australia and New Zealand Banking Group 

APRCP 	Asia-Pacific Roundtable on Cleaner Production 

ASEAN 	Association of SouthEast Asian Nations 

ASIC 	Australian Securities & Investments Commission 

ASrIA 	Association for Sustainable and Responsible Investment in Asia 

ASX 	Australian Stock Exchange 

ATF 	African Task Force 

BASE 	Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy 

BNDES 	Brazilian Development Bank 

BOVESPA Brazilian Stock Exchange 

BRAC 	Bangladesh Rural Advancement Facility 

CAF 	CorporaciOn Andina de Fomento (Andean Development Corporation) 

CCCC 	Civic Commission of Corruption Control 

CCWG 	UNEP Fl Climate Change Working Group 

CDM 	Clean Development Mechanism 

CDP 	Carbon Disclosure Project 

CER 	Certified Emission Reduction 

CERCLA 	Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 

CERES 	The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies 

CM 	Chartered Financial Analyst 

CFO 	Chief Financial Officer 

CGS 	Corporate Governance Score 

CMER 	Center for the Management of Environmental & Social Responsibility 

CO2 	Carbon Dioxide 
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COF Bill 	Choice of Superannuation Funds Bill 

COP Conference of the Parties 

CPA Ceitifled Public Accountant 

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility 

DBJ Development Bank of Japan 

DBSA Development Bank of Southern Africa 

DJSI Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

DrKW Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein 

DTI Department of Trade and Industry 

EBRD European Bank for Reconstmction and Development 

ECA Export Credit Agency 

ECC Environmental Compliance Ceitificate 

ECCP European Climate Change Programme 

ECG Export Credit Group 

ECHO Enforcement & Compliance Histoty Online 

ECLAC UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 

EDC Export Development Canada 

EDD Environmental Due Diligence 

EH&S Environmental Health & Safety 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

EIA Ethical Investment Association 

Eth European Investment Bank 

ELF European Investment Fund 

EIIUS Ethical investment Research Service 

EMS Environmental Management System 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

EPI Environmental Performance Indicator 

ERU Emission Reduction Unit 

EU European Union 
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EU FfS 	EU Emissions Trading Scheme 

EVA 	Economic Value Added 

FASB 	Financial Accounting Standards Board 

FL)! 	Foreign Direct Investment 

FINEX 	Financial Executives Institute of the Philippines 

FRY 	Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

FSA 	Financial Services Authority 

GAAP 	Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 

GEF 	Global Environment Facility 

GHG 	Greenhouse Gas 

GIF 	Green Investment Fund 

GMO 	Genetically Modified Organism 

GRI 	Global Reporting Initiative 

HESTA 	Health Employees Superannuation Trust of Australia 

HREOC 	Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commisssion 

HVB 	HypoVereinsbank 

14DB 	Inter-American Development Bank 

lAG 	Insurance Australia Group 

IBGE 	Brazilian Institute for Geography and Statistics 

IFC 	International Finance Corporation 

IF! 	International Financial Institutions 

INCAE 	Instituto Cenameiicano de Administracion de Empresas (latin American Center for Competitiveness 
and Sustainable Development) 

IPCC 	Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

IPO 	Initial Public Offering 

IRRC 	Investor Responsibility Research Centre 

IUCN 	The World Conservation Union 

JI 	Joint Implementation 

JSE 	Johannesburg Stock Exchange 

KPI 	Key Environmental Performance Indicators 
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LDC Least Developed Countries 

MAP Management Association of the Philippines 

MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

MPI Management Performance Indicator 

NAAEC North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation 

NAFIA North American Free Trade Agreement 

NATF North American Task Force 

NEPAl) New Partnership for Africa's Development 

NGO Non-Governmental Organisation 

NvB Association of Dutch Bankers 

NYSE New York Stock Exchange 

ODA Official Development Assistance 

OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

OFR Operating and Financial Review 

OPI Operational Performance Indicator 

PIE Ralfo Price/Earnings Ratio 

PCA Partnership for Climate Action 

PCF Prototype Carbon Fund 

PPP Public-Private Partnership 

R&D Research & Development 

RAN Rainforest Action Network 

RIET Regional Institute for Environmental Technology 

ROE Return on Equity 

SADC Southern African Development Community 

SAM Sustainable Asset Management 

SCCF Special Climate Change Fund 

SEC Securities and Exchange Commission 

SIRIS Sustainable Investment Research Institute 

SMEs Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
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SN 	Social Performance Indicator 

SRI 	Socially Responsible Investment 

SW 	Sustainable Venture Finance 

TBL 	Thple Bottom Line 

TMDL 	Total Maximum Daily Loads 

UK ETS 	UK Emissions Trading Scheme 

UN 	United Nations 

UNCED 	UN Conference on Environment and Development 

UNClAD UN Conference on Trade & Development 

UNDP 	UN Development Programme 

UNEP 	UN Environment Programme 

UNEP DTLE UN Environment Programme, Division of Technology, Industry and Economics 

UNEP F! 	UN Environment Programme Finance Initiative 

UNEP PCAU UNEP Post-Conflict Assessment Unit 

UNEP SEFI UNEP Sustainable Energy Finance Initiative 

UNFCCC UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 

UNFfl) 	UN Financing for Development Conference 

UNII)O 	UN Industrial Development Organisation 

USS 	Universities Superannuation Scheme 

VC 	Venture Capital 

VfLJ 	Association for Environmental Management in Banks, Savings Banks and Insurance Companies 

WBCSD 	World Business Council for Sustainable Development 

WMO 	World Meteorological Organisation 

WRI 	World Resources Institute 

WSSD 	World Summit on Sustainable Development 

WTO 	World Trade Organization 

WWF 	World Wildlife Fund 
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